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INTRODUCTIO N . 

In presenting this series of lectures to the public, per
haps a few suggestions to those not conversant with spirit
ual ism would be appreciated. 

Due allowance should be made for seeming lack of 
complete expression by some intelligences, owing to dis
similarity of brain development, the physical and mental 
condition of the medium and conditions furnished by those 
present at the time of transmission. 

Many of our spirit speakers are not hampered to any 
extent in their expression through one instrument while 
they would be through another, and some find the language 
of the medium superior to their own clevelopment,but as a 
rule,manifestations from the subjective through all -phases 
of mecliumship are more or less imperfect. 

The invocation preceding the discourse Is seldom 
offered by the spirit deli\·cring the address. 
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NO.1. 

LIFE UNTO LIFE. 
BY SPIRIT EONA. 

SUNDAY MOI-{NING, JUNE 10, 1900. 

INVOCATION. 

1\./f A Y the realms of the Infinite that surge 'neath the 
@) Y 1 vast ocean of wisdom and love lave the lives of 
these children of earth, thereby quickening their aspira
tions and enabling th em to outgrow that which fetters, 
that which causes sadness. 0 Life, Thou art sweet and 
beautiful in Thine expressions, Thou art grand through all 
the various pathways over which Thy children journey in 
endeavoring to reach the great Temple of wisdom, where 
the pearly thoughts of inspiration and knowledge breathe 
their divine baptism upon the soul , where the all.quicken
ing impulse of aspiration rises, cleaving the ether, in all 
the beauty and grandeur that Nature can possibly express. 
Thereby we learn how beautiful Nature's expressions are ; 
therein we read our lesson and understand that we are 
Nature's children and in at-one-ment \Vith every revolving 
planet, with every twinkling star, with every human soul 
that, like ourselves, breasts the great ocean of life and joy 
and wisdom. May the silent baptism of brighter realms 
rest upon each and all here, and may they in the deep 
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depths of their beings find the lighted taper of truth that 
gives no flickering ray, but with its steady light points the 
way where life and harmony walk hand in hand. 

For all the experiences of many saddened hours, for 
all the experiences of many triumphant moments, for all 
the experiences that have been ours in passing from life 
unto life, 0 Infinite Wisdom, we thank Thee. 

DISCOURSE. 

IN passing from life unto life, as you and all are and ever 
must be, the various experiences that come to one and 

all are varied in accordance with the needs of the con
clition wherein for the time being you vibrate. 

The soul knows no distance, no space, no age. All 
worlds are its kin, and the purpose of its evolution is to 
become able to drink from every fount until we realize 
that from life unto life signifies more and yet more of the 
wisdom that casts its peerless gems into the consciousness 
of the human child through the growth and vibration of 
the soul. In speaking of the human child I would not 
have you think that we are distinct from you. I would, if 
possible, have you realize that we are very like yourselves, 
aspiring for all that it is within our capacity to grasp, for 
all that we can attain even as you thus aspire. 

In your various embodiments you are conscious of but 
little that you have experienced as you pass through what 
you call the changing stages of existence. The past to 
your present consciousness may seem as a closed volume. 
There are, however, no closed volumes. All that we have 
learned, all that we have tested, all that we have observed, 
all that we have come in contact with upon this or any 
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other planet, constitutes our possessions and supplies us 
with the reserve force that you will never understand until 
you likewise have drank from the s,,,.eet, flowing river of 
wisdom that reveals in its bright, sparkling surface the 
divine possibilities of every human soul. 

You have your aspirations, you have your desires, no 
doubt, of a two-fold nature, the grt>ater and stronger be
longing on the material or outer pages of life, and the 
inner, the deeper, the lasting, the e\·er enduring being 
represented to you only by the faint aspirations that giYe 
you a thought, perchance, of how you would like to grasp 
all knowledge, of how you would love to scale all heights. 
of how rejoiced you would. be if you could but understand 
the philosophy of life and that energy that governs all 
things. In these aspirations and many others you are in 
at-one-ment with us, yet you fail to realize that, in order to 
gain such knowledge, as vast as life's vastness may seem 
to you, you can ·obtain it only by self sacrifice, only by a 
steadfast devotion to the attainment of that which your 
soul craves. There is no cradle in which you can be 
rocked, and, while being swayed to and fro, receive wisdom 
from angels or men, no matter how much knowledge those 
who watch over you, those who guard you, those who pro
tect you~ those who love you may possess. It is only by 
the attainment of your desires and aspirations that you 
may realize that which you hope for, but, first, in what
ever life you may find yourseh·es, you must learn self
sacrifice, how to come in contact understandingly with the 
law of Nature and cease to rebel against the same, and 
floating, as it were, on the great ocean of life, govern 
yourselves, for, forget not, no master will ever command 
you, no angels will ever bid you obey, no matter how much 
they may have attained. In the great realms where light 
brighter than your noonday sun gilds the mountains and 
hills with its be;1uty and grandeur, you must ascend those 
heights with tireless feet and by your own constant effort. 
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Vve know that the forces are scattered here. You 
have much to contend with, and ofttimes you feel that you 
should be privileged to demand that your wishes be grati
fied, that from some source, from some realms of wealth, 
there should be bestowed upon you in some manner that 
for which you ask. But whatever you have attained of 
spiritual growth you have gained not because it has been 
imparted t.y any other entity, but because you have labored 
in that direction. Others, by their experience, have no 
doubt aided you; but what you know you have learned 
yourselves, you have tested for yourselves, and you your
selves have felt the mighty throes within your own beings 
that resulted in that enlargement of the soul's conscious
ness that will enable you to drink in more of that profound 
wisdom that knocks at the entrance door of your very 
hearts for admittance. 

It is not a question of how long one may have lived. 
I do not consider myself older than any of you. \\There
ever you have wandered, wherever you have found em
bodiments, you have built them yourselves, and ever 
must. It seems strange to us that it should seem strange 
to you that there is no limit to the powers that you are 
capable of unfolding and maintaining. The faculties and 
powers of the soul are greater than you can conceive. 
The question for you, then, and the question for me to 
consider is not, " \Nbat shall I do and how shall I strive, 
that in a certain fancied direction, 1 may reach a certain 
point?" but rather it is our part to pray, "0 Life, in pass
ing from lower unto a higher plane of existence, bear me 
onward by Thy guidance, instruct me by the intelligence 
that is borne upon every breeze, quicken my understanding 
that I may choose that pathway that shall enable me to 
accomplish the most for the world." 

When I make this expression I am not referring to 
your little planet, but to all t be planets that are speeding 
onward in the vast pathway of evolution in companionship 
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with your earth, many of them inhabited by people who 
have become versed in those spiritual laws that enable 
them to make their homes beautiful bv the elements of har
mony, beautiful by the conditions they bring into them; 
and whatever may be your thought, yoi.1, with us, arc liv
ing to become world builders, world protectors and to aiel 
in the oncoming of that time when all the people of this 
planet, although so benighted now, will realize that the 
purpose and meaning of life is not, what can be accom
plished in the outer expressions, but, what can give to the 
soul its greatest radiance. 

You, then, are like myself and like all ot hers, fur 
there is no difference in the purpose of all lives. You are 
more apt to think you know than I am. I think of my 
experiences and know the lessons they haYc taught me. 
You think very little of your experiences, but marvel oft
times, it seems to m e, how little there is to love, and 
wonder what your friends are doing, what employments 
they have, and what there can be for them to outwork in 
the life beyond this. This \·ery query is simply. so it 
seems to me, an expression of your dullness ancl lack of 
com prehension. 

Do not think I am severe ; but, remember, if in look
ing about this planet and gathering in, as no doubt you do, 
the expressions that from day to clay are pres en ted to you, 
you find the world full of active men and \\·omen striving 
to accomplish something-remember this is not all they 
live for, as you would almost think and perhaps many do. 
If this were so, then why were you invested with the 
powers that you possess? ::\Iany of them are not brought 
into activity here and cannot be; many of them are not 
qu ickened here and cannot be. \Vhy, then, are you infin
ite in the possibilities you possess? \Vhy have you \\'ith
in yourselYes the powers that exercised, will enable you 
sometime to visit lhe beautiful planet of Saturn, sometime 
to visit other planets and come in at-one-ment with the 
people therein ? 
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If it were necessary for you to build the bodies in 
which you arc dwelling today in order to fulfill the mission 
of this life and measure its purposes as best you can, is it 
strange that, as you pas~ into a broader realm, you will be 
ca}Jablc of building and enveloping yourselves in such 
bodies as will permit you to exercise the powers of which 
I have spoken by consecration, by suffering and being will
ing to suffer if thereby you can gain a loftier height, if 
thereby you can aid mortals the more? I have no doubt 
that each one of you would say, "I should be giad to k!~ow 
I could vis it the d iffe rent planets; I should be glad to 
know I could enter into the world's temple where are con
centrated those forces that,by the watchful eyes of chemis
try, scie nce and art, are ~athered together in order to be 
evolved in the formation of new planets and that I might 
use in the bapt ism of th e children of different planets,each 
with the element s he or she mos t required." 

This point, if point I nny call it, is in th e realm be
yond your planetary system in one sense, yet in another it 
cannot be, for your planetary system is not known to you. 
It enfolds all, an d the unive rse is your home and ours. In 
the fulness, not of time, for that has naught to do with the 
matter, but of grow th and th e soul express ion which 
always accompanies it, you will aspire to that condition 
which will enable you to enter the beautiful realms where 
is the Sun Tcmple,and wh ere you can have the companion
ship and co-operation of th ose who have measured life's 
forces as best they could a nd are now as we are, com mis
sioned by oursel\'es and the law of our beings to watch 
over humanity and select such points as will be not only 
legitimate, but useful to the world. In !:his temple we are 
concentrating emanat ions that have been breathed forth 
through the ages. Could you behold them you would 
realize that within thi s temple is an unseen one whose 
builders are likewise un seen, and by and by there shall out
spring a power and influence that shall become em bodied 
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in materiality, a soul shall become incarnate, and life's ex
pressions shall be indeed as wonderful and more so than 
any you have e\·er dreamed of. 

If it were simply to gratify a fancy, to satisfy a mere 
desire to meet and mingle with you for a time and that 
were all; if it were merely to gather, with those with 
whom I am associated, the best elements we can and con
centrate them, but could not cause them to remain, could 
not use them in our building, very little would be accom-

• plished. Every ray of light from the Temple of wisdom, 
every emanation from the sun-angels, every vibration that 
trembles in the atmosphere for the moment and then rests, 
uniting with other emanations, is and will be imperishable. 
Therefore the elements will 1:emain, the tabernacle "·ill be 
buiit, but I shall not tell you what we purpose to accom· 
plish. Surely it is no idle mission that brings us here. 

The world has frowned upon the movement of Modern 
Spiritualism. It frowns still, but it does not matter. Ig
norance always resists the oncoming of wisdom, but wis
dom's crown never grows tarnished. and the light stream
ing from her sacred altar is never dimned by man's 
scorn. Truth in all its bright habiliments remains un
touched, it cannot be stained. \Vtay, then, should you 
become excited and exclaim, "I know this and I know that 
cannot be"? Rest assured if you never wish for a rc
em bodiment you will never have one; rest assured if you 
never desire to traverse and retraverse the great ocean of 
life in order to gather to yourselves all the powers and 
forces that the spiritual universe can furnish, you will 
never rise to the dignity of that spiritual condition where 
you can become a worlcl builder. 

You, I arn well aware, have no conception of the mean
ing of the term I have just used, but when you realize that 
the powers of the soul are unlimited; when you realize that 
there is no wisdom th <1t you arc not capable of possessing 
yourselves of; when you realize that sometime, after you 
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have labored, and suffered, and sought, and entered into a 
still more secret chamber of the Temple of life, you will 
then begin to apprehend, clear ones, that every soul has its 
own peculiar mission, sacred to itself. If this be true, why 
worry? why be anxious? why think you know it all? 
Never came you to this 1 ife until you willed it ; never 
came you to this embodiment until, as a soul, you purposed 
thus to do; neve r would you we~r these embodiments had 
you not built them yourselves. Your consciousness in . 
regard to all this may be lacking, but sometime it will be 
quickened, and the illumination of the pathways over 
which you have trodden will reveal to you the truth of 
that which I utter, but only when you realize that you are 
masters of yourselves; only when you realize that if you 
are in darkness you have not strugg led to pierce the light ; 
only when you realize that step by step m:1y you rise out 
of whatever condition you are placed in. 

The outward may rebel, the outward may complain, 
but the sou l never. Every experience of my life has been 
needed, and on ly step by step, through sufferings and joys, 
through the express ions that came to me in the various 
pathways over which I have passed, have I ]earned what I 
cannot expect you to embrace until you have reached the 
point where I stand, and it is this: To rest myself trust
ingly in the arms of that Infinite \\risdom that cradles us 
alL \Vhen my own consciousness becomes quickened as 
thus I dwell in harmony, in peace and in love with all that 
is or can be, and there comes some thought that I have a 
mission, be it on this planet or some other, be it in what
ever direction it may, when the voice of wisdom within 
me, not a power outside, bids me go forth, I am ready to 
obey. 

This is why I am with you at the present time, not 
because a ny invited or bade me come, but because from 
within there can1e that consciousness that I should fulfill 
some mission by coming in touch with your ]i\Tes. \Vhat-
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ever may be your opinion or feelings . I know that I do 
come in touch with many of you this beautiful morning. 
I have just as kindly a feeling towards those whom I can
not thus reach, for all human beings are my kin, all human 
beings on this or any other planet that I can visit are in 
my charge as far as I may ha,·e the power to reach and 
touch their soul-life, for the commission of my soul to me, 
which is myself, and the commission of your intelligence, 
or soul, to you, which is yourself, bids us ever go out into 
those fields where we may cast the smallest seedling into 
those paths wherein we may breathe the faintest lo,·e and 
teach e\'en one human soul. 

And when the great revelation of this truth that has 
come to you is recognized, which it is not now by the 
great majority; when the grand purpose of the teachings 
of these mighty truths are understood, there will be no 
one to sneer, there will be no one to frown. There may be 
many who will be astounded when they behold their own 
ignorance and the unenlightened conditions in which they 
are existing,but only for a moment will they be overcome; 
for, looking through the rift in the clouds, they will see the 
shining pathway, they will realize the light gleaming from 
the Temple of wisdom, and they will know that although 
they haYe not attained their growth, the power and priYi
lege are theirs. They ha\'e not grasped the fact that this 
great and infin~te truth has come to your planet in this 
grander demonstration-nay, I sho11ld not say that, for 
even upon this continent ages agone, the people \vho li,·ed 
here before those you call sa\'ages existed, held sacred con
\'erse with the spirits of the so-called cleacl who came to 
them, and sometime not far distant, you will be permitted 
to read their history that alone will be re\'caled to you by 
the upturning of the earth's strata. All worlds and all 
peoples that you know arc older than you see, and there
fore I should ha\'e said, since this great truth came to your 
consciousness, humanity has failed almost utterly to reacl 
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its mighty significance, and you who think for one ~10ment 
that its purpose is finished when you behold its manifes
tations will find yourselves indeed greatly surprised. 

Rejoicing with you in every manifestation, aiding and 
co-operating with you, we would have you appreciate every 
divine breath breathed in your midst ; but do not forget, 
dear friends, that the purpose of this great and oncoming 
power is the education of mankind-not the education of 
the exterior which so often cramps and belittles the indi
vidual, but that education that teaches you that you are 
souls, that yuu are gods, that you have capacities unlimit
~d, that you are builders of yourselves. that you are 
saviors of yourselves, and if you would be masters of any 
art, you must master that art yourself, for the knowledge 
of any art or service cannot be bestowed upon you. 
Learning is one thing; knowledge is another, which is far 
greater; and in order to know, you and I must stand in the 
silence of our own beings, dependent upon the energy and 
aspirations of our own souls, not forgetting our loved ones 7 

not forgetting the needs of others, but willing at all times 
to devote ourselves for an infinite purpose to suffering if 
necessary, to walking in clark pathways if thereby we may 
gain a grander existence, to em bodying ourselves in such 
forms as will enable us to attain the experience we may 
require. For, think you, wisdom is limited? Think you, 
you have all knowledge? Think you, any one moment 
you can grasp sufficient knowledge to gaze upon worlds 
and systems of worlds and feel the mighty touch of that 
infinite energy that cradled you as a soul in the storm and 
bore you onward? Think you, friends, that all of that 
wisdom that has spread before you the beauties, the glories 
and the grandeurs of universal life such as you with your 
limited vision can behold-think you that wisdom has 
spent itself? Think you knowledge has become ex
hausted? Think you that you are destined to live an end
less life, you can have but little conception of, and still, 
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with all the faculties you are now conscious of, and ha\'e 
no use for them? Nothing to call out the mighty energy 
of the human soul? Nothing to call out the deep seated 
art that finds only a faint expression here? Nothing to 
call out that science that you dream not of, but which you 
shall in\'estigate, and reveal to yourselves all the mysteries 
that n-ow seem so strange and incomprehensible? 

All that is incomprehensible, all that is shadowy, all 
that may seem to you impossible, bursts with lustre upon 
your spiritual vision beyond the ken of your physical senses 
and intellectual perceptions, and in that realm toward 
which you are tending, or, more properly speaking, in the 
realms of life in which you are even now dwelling you may 
find all the possibilities of your being and the power 
whereby they may find expression. Do not unders tand 
me to mean your outer lives: I am referring to yourselves 
in these embodiments, bearing with yru in the centre of 
yo ur beings, wisdom-gems, pearls and cliarnoncls of beauty 
and radiance and of untold value, not because of their 
b rilliancy and material worth, hut because, in the sense 
t hat diamond cuts diamond and thereby adds a greater 
lustre, a new vibration is caused ; in the sense, also, that 
every expression of every power you possess, however 
fa int it may be, finds something more then an echo in the 
boundless ocean of wisdom. 

I wish to impress upon you this one thought; namely, 
that you have much to learn. I wisn also to impress you 
w ith one other thought; that with all your knowl edge, 
"Wi th all your self-conceit, with all your ignorance, you have 
n ever caught a glimpse of that inn er temple where I stand 
ceven now, glittering with diamond s of thought and breath
ing its baptism all around, where the echoes rising from 
!human hearts vibrate 'neath and around me, chanting an 
an them that breathes to me the sentiment of your souls. 
Every one of you with aspirations lofty, I sn.y to you, 
smother them not; every one of you with trust and yet 
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fear, bury your fears and trusting in yourselves, be willing 
outwardly that the soul shall guide you, realizing that 
knowledge therein exists which will bear you onward and 
still onward unerringly. 

I am glad more than words can tell to come in touch 
with your lives, to send from our Sun Temple waves of 
light that I know will illuminate your souls wherever you 
may wander. \Nhatever may be your experiences here, 
wherever your embodiments may bear you, sometime each 
one of you I shall gree t and point you to the little radiat
ing star that shall remain in my home, remain a thing of 
beauty and of reality, and that star is the thought that you 
give out to me this morning. 

0 children, with ali the wisdom that worlds and sys
tems of worlds may imply, and all the aspirations of your 
souls rising higher and sti ll higher, bear this truth, this 
thought evermore with you; that you cannot cease to be, 
that you are, and just as long as you strive to govern 
yourselves by the outward senses, to that degree you 
smother the soul. Can you not, then, trust that Infinite 
\Visdom, that All-embracing Love that never falters or 
fails? Can you not trust yourselves as the little child 
trusts the father or mother and knows no fear? ancl trusting 
yourselves forget not that when the soul speaks you will 
know it. vVhen, from the deep depths of yo ur beings 
after you have laid aside th ese forms, wl1atever from with
in shall be your experience, you will know as you expe ri_ 
ence it ; but you will learn there when seeking tor wisdom, 
to put aside your own plans, when seeking for power to 
put aside your own ideas; you will !earn there to say to 
the soul within, to yourselves, "Point me whatsoever path
way, bear me into the atmosphere of whatsoever planet, 
guide me in whatever mission shall be best for the world~ 
best for the great work I desire to aiel in accomplishing," 
knowing that this will be best for you also. 

Trustingly I have greeted you this morning, and I 
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hope that no thought I have expressed rnay disturb you, 
but may it cause you to look within and measure your
selves according to the standard of your own soul, then 
with one, not momentary, but constant, aspiration for all 
the wisdom and knowledge you can possess yoursch·es of, 
with an entire abandonment of all your preconceived ideas 
and ignorance, in perfect trust float on the ocean of life, 
knowing that no power can deceive you, no harm can be
fall you, for the knowledge within shall guide you and the 
bright, beautiful realms beyond send you such wisdom and 
such a baptism of love and quickening force that you will 
feel as I do, what e'er betide me matters not. 

I love to live, 0 Life, 
To be e'en more in love with thee, 
To pass from life to greater life, 
And thus all measure by my soul, 
As gathering in from worlds untold, 
From realms unknown to you, maybe, 
I gather e'en as gather you, 
All you here require or there shall know. 
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ADDRESS 
BY SPIRIT ROBERT G. INGERSOLL. 

SUNDAY AFTERNOON, JUNE 10, 1900. 

INVOCA'l----ION. 

BEN EATH th e light that sheds its in finite lu stre O\'er 
and throughout th e wide realm of human existence ; 

before the g reat path that opens wider and still wider to 
the ach·a ncing soul; before the radi ance that, flashing from 
worlds and syste ms of worlds , blends in one mighty, tri
umphant wave, b reathing its anthem of redemption; be
fore t he joy beaming from the faces pressing forward O\'er 
the great ave nue of life, and 'midst the aspirations and ex
pressions of humanity embodied, we pause to ask, 0 Life, 
what ar t T hou, and whither dost Thy pathway wind? 
Aro und, and around, and yet around the mighty tide of 
being roll s, revolving in the great ocean of evolution and 
lifting the soul above its previous consciousness. Before 
tha t infinite and unseen altar that glitters in the diadem 
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of infinitude, permit us to uplift our aspirations, breathe 
our gladness, and rejoice in the life that now is and in the 
hope and expectation of a broader a ncl grander existence. 

ADDRESS 

I H :\ VE no apology to offer for being in your presence 
unseen, no apology to offer because I find myself an in

dividual existing still, no apology to offer because, bound
ing out from the mortal form, I landed on fairer shores; 
and for whatever I may have uttered in the past I have 
likewise no apology to make. 

I ga,·e as best I could the thoughts that were mine. I 
repudiated, because I must if I used my own intelligence, 
the Christian's plan of salvation. I told the people I did 
not believe in a continued existence; a11cl if you have no 
evidence to the contrary outside creed and Bible, you have 
no more than had I. I stand in your presence today un
seen because it is my privilege thus to do. 

There are some before me who have listened to words 
uttered by me in the past, and I think they will bear me out 
in the statement I am about to make, that I feared no man, 
and some have made the remark that I feared neither God, 
man nor the dt~vil. I do not at the present time. Stand
ing on the platform of a conscious individuality, should I 
fear that of which I have no consciousness, no understand
ing? should I fear a myth? should I fear a dream? I clicl 
not, and I do not believe in the Christians' God; I dicl not, 
and I do not believe in the Christians' devil, and therefore 
I have no pleas to make in these directions, but just re
member in the mighty tide of being that you may not have 
revealed to you all, and unless it is rc,·ealed to you, you 
cannot know. 



However, I am here because I am, and perhaps some 
of you may think f have something to say in relation to 
the Bible. I am not going to dwell upon that subject to
clay. Do you know you would not thank me if I came into 
your presence bringing a last year's almanac, and I would 
just as soon do so as to rehearse your Bible stories. I told 
yon they were myths in the past, a,nd every intelligent man, 
woman ancl child who reads the book by the lighted taper 
of their own reason cannot dispute my assertion. I never 
said that there were not some passages that would be good 
for ,you and me and all to live, but for all that it is not 
necessary that we should worship the past, that we should 
worship a volume. 

I wish simply to say here and now (you perhaps un
derstand that I am a child in manifesting in this way) that 
I am speaking through the organism of a woman who 
never liked me, who never had any sympathy with me, 
who was indifferent to my opinions because she knew I was 
short sighted ancl blind, and the lighted shafts of intelli
gence speeding from the minds of those who had :forded 
the bright river of life, gave to her a consciousness that 
made her intelligence as a soul superior to mine. There
fore, whatever I say, you may understand very well is of 
myself. 

You, no doubt, or most of you, realize the great fact 
of the continuity of life. Perhaps some of you are as I was, 
and ask for evidence that docs not come to you. Be that 
as it may, I know very well when I say to you that I am 
here because I still exist, it is no evidence to you, and 
therefore I have no pleadings to make in that direction. I 
know I have risen from the material form. You will 
know, when you have passed through the change, that you 
have risen from tbe material form, ~mel then you will real
ize that a boundless ocean of widest intelligence and lofti
est thought peoples the grand realm that may lift its glory 
topped clouds above your prostrate being. I make this 



statement because as I entered the spirit world I found 
myself prostrate, I found myself a living entity, but by the 
side of that material form which had been mine, and when 
it had been disposed of 1 was, as it were, prostrated be
neath the great kindling golden light that beamed above 
me, and I knew I li\'ecl. 

I ha\·e much to learn. Do not for one moment as
sume that I have entered your presence with the thought 
that I am capable of instructing you in spiritual matters. 
I am one with you on the great ocean of 1 ife, striving to 
grasp more and more; and I am one with you in the cause 
of humanity, one with you in that cause whose mighty 
blows, one by one, shall undermine the \·ast temple of su
perstition, one by one break the chains that hold in 
thralldom so many bmnan beings until people shall no 
longer cry as now, '' \ V e are Christians here, and at the 
command of our God and because of our Christianity we 
are slaying our kind in mid ocean.'' 

I do not ·call that religion, 1 call it common sense 
coupled with intelligenc~ that teaches you and me that 
human rights are our rights, and that if we are true men 
and women we should labor to undermine all mstitutions 
ancl all forces that fetter humanity. I feel that this is my 
mission for a time (how long it may be I cannot say). and 
my blows may be feeble and far between, but if so it will 
not be my fault. In view of the fact that \\"C can never 
cease to be and that we arc living for a purpose, it behooves 
us in spirit or material life to sec to it that we ourselves 
take up the line of march and clare penetrate wherever 
slavery exists, wherever injustice is dealt out, and wher
ever wrong is found. 

There was on~ altar before which I lo\'~cl to bow 
when in the material world. That altar today I reverence 
abo\'c creed, form and ceremony, and I wish that you 
might, every one of you, r~verence the same and li\·~ in 
its shadow continually-the home altar, and by home I 



mean not simply a shelter, but the place where love abides, 
where man reverences the wife who is to him more than 
all the world, where the father plays with his children, a 
child once again himself, and where the children are 
taught the brig-htest morality, the broadest loYe and the 
divinest truths. 

There are some people who used to think that I had 
one weak spot. Maybe I had. I have it still. If I had 
that weak spot I assure you it did not die out when I left 
the m3.terial world, and that was the boundless love of my 
being for my home and family. I would, had I the power, 
plead with not only every one of you but with all human
ity to live in the home, to work for it, to love it. No 
matter about the Christ, the God, the devil or any of those 
who ha\·e had the front so long; they have certainly been 
se nt to the back seat and behold love triumphs where 
hat reel could no longer exist. In speaking of bate who 
can w01icler there has been and is .so much of that element 
in the world? \Vho can wonder there are discords, strife 
and wars when you consider that humanity has so long 
bee n taught to worship, through the Bible, those attri
butes thaL cemented, may be expressed in the phrase, 
'·damn you," for, when you come to Christianity you all 
understand that this has been the great lever whereby it 
bas crushed human souls: the power of the fear of God, 
the power of the fear implanted in the hearts of the 
children of men that even if they \vere washed in the blood 
that flowed for the salvation of the world, God Almighty 
might still be angry with them. No one could know when 
the face of the Christians' God would be turned upon His 
children in wrath or when it would be wreathed in smiles. 

Now let me say one word about the volume the 
Christian world regards as sacred. No intelligent man can 
read it and not discover that its inconsistencies and its 
cont raclictions are m ul tit udinous. You will read in one 
place that God swore by I Iimself because He could swear 



by no greater. There is no sense 111 all this. Then, in 
Genesis, first chapter, we read that God made the world 
and was well satisfied, but in the sixth chapter we find that 
the wicked so multiplied and thrived that He became dis
couraged and sorry and regretted that he had made man at 
all, and I don't wonder at it. 

I am not here to criticise the Bible, and I cite these 
instances only because I want you to understand, if I 
make an expression that hurts y011, that you may take the 
same volume and read it from Genesis to Revelation and 
you will find not only these but many more marked illus
trations of what, if I were to make similar statements 
through a medium, you would call fraud. In one instance 
you will find that the son was older than the father; in an
other you will discover the fact that a manisfestation was 
given to Elijah, when, according to Bible chronology, he 
had been translated fifteen years before, and, therefore, if 
the manifestation came, which I clo not question or dis
pute, it carne to him after he had crossed the river. 

I want to talk to you, Spiritualists, In tidels, Baptists, 
Methodists, whatever you are or profess to be I care not
I wish to talk to you as men,. women and children who arc 
striving as I trust you are, to know ancl understand what 
life signifies, having as you clo have, I will not say greatL:r 
opportunities than I had, but having as great certainly to 
learn of life and the possibilities thereof. As I have al 
ready stated I am not supposed to be capable of teachin~ 
you of that life '·over there" as many another man. I am 
one with you here and now, and if humanity requires my 
assistance in gaining or retaining that freedom which is the 
birthright of every man, woman and child I am more th<.lll 
ready to use my influence in their behalf, for it is because 
of the lack of freedom that you have bacl creeds which haYe 
belittled every human soul, it is because of the lack of per
fect freedom that you have to-day political parties that arc 
as great a curse to the world as Christianity has been. 
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Some of you I am sure will not accept this view of the 
case, but it docs not matter. They are a curse to the world 
because they arc indeed nursing trusts and corporations 
and those forms of life that any one versed in Blackstone 
will tell you give no show whate\·er to justice. I make this 
statement because I wish to call a11 humanity out from be
neath the very shadows of Christianity into the broad prairie 
of humanitarian effort, into that great arena of life where 
soul stands revealed to soul and each one is measured ac
cording to his intelligence, where manhood dare be true to 
itself. And certainly you would expect no less of me. 
You might expect a great deal more than you will receive 
evidence of at the present time, but that does not matter. 
You would ne,·cr expect me at least to voice a thought that 
was not fearless, you would not e~pect me to give. utterance 
to that which I did not belie\'e in myself, and not only be
lieve in but think I had convincing evidence of. The only 
reason I did not acknowledge the fact of spirit-life was be
cause I was so, perhaps, stupid that I could not realize it, 
and now I realize one thing that I did not before: Every 
soul, every individual. has his mission, and they are wise if 
they fulfill it as best they can, if they enter the arena fear
lessly. 

I feel that my life was laid out in the groove in which I 
labored. Do not think for one moment that I speak ego
tistica11y. I know I shattered some people's houses. I 
know I caused saints and sometimes sinners to quiver be
cause I did not fear their Gocl, but what does that matter? 
I was living my life and striving to do that which would 
quicken human hearts to a consciousness of the power of 
justice, and I do not think any of you who have ever heard 
me can say that I ever strove to express to humanity any 
sentiment that, if they lived in accordance with, would 
make them less noble. I would when here have macle 
every man, woman and child no~ only freer, but would have 
rejoiced in seeing them attain that freedom that knows no 
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fear. You sometimes sing. ''Dare to Do Right," and then 
forget all about it. It is perhaps a better sentiment than 
I can give you at the present time, and I would that it 
were so deeply engraved upon e\·ery human heart that be
cause of it you would carry the battle-ax of freedom through 
all the pathways wherein you might walk and dare use it 
in spite of the unpopularity it might bring you, in spite of 
the frowns of those with whom you might mingle. And 
as for denunciation I can tell you from my own experience 
that after you get a little used to it you won't mind it at 
all, because you will know that you have striven and are 
striving to do your best. I felt that this life, like the flow er, 
was soon to end, ancl not having the assurance of another 
life I was earnest in enclea\·oring to do all I could, not to 
prepare humanity to die, not to tell them what to do to be 
happy '·there," but to urge them to be true here. \Vere I 
in the mortal form I would clothe same to-day, and if the 
heaven you have hoped to gain and that has been prayed 
about so long does exist, if you learn that continued exis
tence is a fact, you will not find yourself stripped and bare. 
I assure you that after finding myself in this new life I 
did not find a barren wilderness of woe and sorrow and 
misery. No doubt a great many Christians would feel 
that I did not get my deserts, hut that need not trouble 
them. I followed in the pathway of noble men who gave 
me my first insight into the realm of illimitable grandeur 
toward which my face is set to-clay. 

In order to give you the best thoughts possible I wish 
to say that I congratulate you, every one, who know you 
live and can not cease to exist ; I congratulate you, e\·ery 
one, who are in constant, sweet communion with your as
cended loved ones. And here I wonder, and wonder, 
and wonder still, that, with that sweet communion and 
the divine consciousness that is awakened in your souls as 
it must be in consequence of the knowledge of the con
tinuity of life,-I wonder that you are not more earnest, 
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more ali\'C to the \·ital forces of that power that brings to 
the soul its sweetest baptism. Realizing this, I am sur
prised that the Spiritualists in this and other lands are 
not more widely awakened. You delight to receive the 
lodng messages from your clear ones, you are happy to 
receive the glad tidings of great joy, you aspire to be 
crowned with the golden diadem of truth glittering 
with rare jewels, but what are you doing to make the 
world better? what are you doing and daring in the 
creed-bouncl ancl Rcme-bemnddled world? 

Do not think I blame anyone. I should be the last one 
to cast a stone, but I do say to you that it seems so strange 
to me that your cause languishes, that you han'~ time to 
quarrel one with another, that the lifting of the veil does 
not quicken human hearts to a conscious gladness of what 
has come to me and what will come to each of you. 
Many Spiritualists told me of the glorious fact while I 
was in the material form, that their clear ones liYed beyond 
the River of Death, and that they conm1uniGated with 
them, but I was so constituted that it did not appeal to 
me as a truth. 

I realize that as I built and maintained my earthly 
hom e for the sake of my lo\·ed ones here, so I am building 
and will maintain my home there to recei\·e them one by 
one. I love my own no less because I love humanity, and 
I love humanity no less because I love my own so much, 
for th e reason that in every human heart the fount of love 
is inexhaustible. If it were not for love, I say here and 
now, even in view of the glad hill-tops clad in beauty and 
grandeur I cannot express, even in view of the glory
beams that sweep from realms beyond, which I aspire to 
and shall reach by-and-by, if love were less to me that"'! 
when in the mortal form, if I felt it would ever fade away 
and die, lifl~ were worthless and I would gladly lay it aside 
if it were po ssible, for without the intertwining of soul 
with soul by the power of love, without the prompting 



through lo\'e to aiel a not her, I care not for existence. But 
I am happy to say that as far as my experience goes. the 
deepest vibrations of love, greater than I ever dreamed 
of, thrill every fibre of my being and prompt my soul. I 
receive no message from the heavens :1bove, no fear from 
the depths below, if there arc any, no command from 
whate\·cr may surround me, but from my own soul the 
prompting comes, "Go onward and complete life's mis
sion; go omvarcl and labor for humanity!'' 

Therefore I am in your presence to-clay, rejoicing in 
your kindly smiles, rejoicing in your forbearance, realizing 
as I do that it is with difficulty I express myself at all and 
cannot as fully as I would. But this much aliow me to 
say: :0Jever since early manhood did I know what fear 
was, and in all the efforts I may make, in all the ideas I 
may put forth as time and opportunity permit, I assure 
you that I clare all thi ngs always in all places for the truth. 
I am determined to express it as far as I have the power 
and to live it as far as I can. I consider it a joy to battle 
against the forces that are fettering mankind, and as for 
laboring continually I certainly am de\·oting myself to 
striving to become capable and competent, if not to in
struct my kind by word of mouth, at least to gi\·e them a 
supply of that force that I think you can realize I may 
possess. 

If I understand Spiritualism, as you call it, it is the 
power that, sweeping from the realm of those gone before, 
will eventually redeem the world from all superstition, 
from all Christian error, and bring them out in to the free
dom of a noble manhood and womanhood where they may 
delight to vie, if need be, with one another in securing a 
weak one's rights just as quickly and earnestly as they 
would in securing their own. 

I am not speaking of warfare on the field of battle. 
need not, because at the present time humanity sleeps bt::
fore the bloody altar and consents by its silence that 
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Molochs shall rule, consents by its silence that thousands 
shall be tram pled under foot and robbed of the rights of 
manhood and womanhood that arc inherently theirs. 
Hence I maintain that [ have the right and shall exercise 
it, or strive to, of pleading, as opportunities are presented 
to me, that children may not only be permitted to be born 
right, but that they may be reared truly and healthfully. 
I shall continue to plead to humanity to seek after health 
instead of sickness; I shall continue to labor, as far as I 
have the power to enlighten them, that they may under
stand that their stomachs are not the places in which to 
store a11 questionable things, and that health, when you 
get used to it, when you seek for it , when you feel you 
need it, when you are determined to have it, is far more 
catching than all the dise:-tse afloat in the land. 

When your children and children's children e1re 
brought up strictly honest and healthful, the nation will 
be crowned with the glory of manhood and the graces of 
womanhood. Then no slaves will be found groaning in 
the byways, no orphan children will cry in vain for 
food, no hospitals will flourish where incurables arc forced 
to part with hope as they crowd together, but out from the 
mighty thralldom of disease and the damnation of the med
ical faculty, shall arise the great tide of intelligence that 
shall teach humanity to be healthy and wise, to eat and 
drink properly an J think healthy thoughts, and then you 
will lnve Spiritu:-tlists who will be worthy the name, then 
you will ha\'e men and women worthy to be citizens of 
this great land that you and I l0ve so we 11. Then shall I 
come and sit by the side of some patriarch beneath his own 
vine and fig tree. with none to molest or make afraid, for 
truth and justice shall prevail. 

You have your homes in cities, towns and countries ; 
you have your gardens filled with fruits and flowers and 
your houses with treasures of more or less value to you; 
you have hundreds of police to guard them, and still your 
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walls are scaled, your flowers stolen, your fruit-trees strip
ped, your houses robbed and you yourselves arc assaulted; 
the little Arabs brought up in the street are even taught 
to commit those crimes that will lead them by-and-by to 
prison if not to the gallows. 

Here we come to another point upon which I desire 
to touch,· that terrible insult to civilization, that terribe ter
rible ins"tllt to the very claim of Christianity-the gallows, 
the taking of human life by authority vested in state or 
nation, for every intelligent individual knows that if one 
man has slain another and it is wrong to kill, than likewise 
it is just as much murder to kill the murderer. Although 
the Christians claim to believe as infallible every word in 
that so-called sacred volume, the Bible, and we are sup
posed to accept that claim ancl to believe that they li,·e up 
to it, yet with the golden letter "Thou shalt not kill," 
glittering before them, they are slaying right and left, not 
only the one who has slaughtered the victim of his wrath, 
stupidity or a\·arice, but as a nation they are fighting a 
weak and innocent people. And America is proud of her 
battle-ships and the terrible ha\'OC they have wrought and 
rna y yet make. 

0, America, did I ever dream that thou wouldst be
come a war nation ! Did I ever dream that Christianity, 
with its bloody trail and its cruel pathway, would hold up 
its hand and swear it was just thus to slay! 

Why, people, are you aware of the brink upon which you 
are standing, that brink upon which the waves of Christian
ity have borne you, laving the shores of Freedom's land, 
and giving, as you all know, sorrow, and causing anguish 
throughout the wide world ? Have the weeping mothers, 
the grief stricken fathers, the innocent children and sweet 
wives no voice in this great matter of crime ancl wrong
a clam nable war ? If not, then indeed has America sold 
her birthright for a mess of pottage ; if not, then has 
humanity shrunk from the fulfillment of its high office; 



if not, then men have slept beneath the very altar of free
dom while the cry of milhons has gone up asking in vam 
for justice. . 

I make these remarks beczlllse I wish you to think. 
I hope after you ha\·e ceased to hear this voice you will 
think not simply of that which I have uttered, but think 
for yourselves, e\·ery one, and ask : Are you an at'om float
ing on life's ocean at the mercy of this, that or the other 
wind that blows? or are you a soul, a man, standing on the 
platform of freedom and demanding justice for yourselves, 
but no more for yourselves than for all others ? 

Beautiful it is to many, no doubt, to think that after 
the strife and turmoil of this life, th ey are going to float 
into the calm sea of immortality. Beautiful, it seems to 
me, (some Spiritualists think it is.) to know their friends 
passed on before them are waitin g to guide them into a 
haven of rest. I for one fmmd my condition on the farther 
side just what my life here had made it. [ never claimed 
to be a spiritual man, and I was not, but I claim that my 
love for my family and humanity was indeed the brightest 
jewel I possessed. I do not as yet underscand all of those 
spiritual forces that ebb and flow on the great shore of im
mortality , but I am determined still to labor for human· 
rights and to wield whatever power I may have to quicken 
human hearts, to quiet their fears, to ease their burdens 
and rescue them from sorrow and suffering. 

[ trust that there are none here presen t , who, if stand
ing upon the shore and seeing some child of humanity 
sinking beneath the clark sea waves, would not at once 
plunge into the water and save the life of the unfortunate 
individual while the crowd looking on and cried "Bravo!" But 
here is humanity sinking lower and still lower in a slavery 
that binds your hands, yonr tongues and would fain fetter 
your very thoughts, and you gaze in apathy at the spectacle, 
for yon are fast becoming a nation of cowards. Under
stand, I mean no insult, but answer me this: If a man 
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folds his arms while he sees wrong being perpetrated upon 
the right hand and upon the left, is he faithful to the high 
trust of an exalted manhood ? is he faithful to the Christ 
incarnate within him, the one and only power that can save 
him from his error6? 

I leave you to answer these questions but allow me to 
say also in asking them that I would I could quicken the 
pulse of the Spiritualists, for I realize that they possess a 
power of which they are unconscious. \Vhy, do you know 
that if you Spiritualists had the keen wit and will to do and 
dare, if you had one-tenth the same devotion to principle 
and a determination that Freedom's voice shall be heard as 
had Abner Kneeland, \Vendell Phillips, \Villiam Lloyd 
Garrison and others of that little group of brave men, who 
banded themselves together to war against southern slav
ery, yo11 would have sufficient power to control the great 
army in the political arena and start the grand anthem of 
liberty rolling from the Atlantic over the prairies of the 
west even to the Pacific, and everywhere it swept, some 
human child would join in its mighty cadence, awakening 
the world to spiritual thought, to activity and a conscious
ness of the need of freedom in its broadest and deepest 
sense. 

I thank you, friends, every one, for your kind atten
tion. I did not enter your presence expecting in any way 
to give you any marked demonstration. I have given you 
the thought~ that burned within my soul, ancl f would to 
high heaven I had the power to cause them to catch fire 
and flam~ in your very hearts that you might go forth to
day, to-monow, the next clay ancl e\·ery day with the 
determination to be grander and dare all things for the 
truth, and no longer when you are sometimes in the 
society of those who scoff at Spirituaiism join them in a 
sneer at it. I am aware that some of you say you know 
that it is a great and grand truth now without ha\·ing; 
passed through the change, hence all I have to add is this : 
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\ Vhat you know, dare maintain before pastor, priest or 
pope, for there is no power on earth, there is no throne 
upon which a human being e\Ter sat that the truth fears, 
and you have only changed to your greater self when you 
have laid aside the garments of fear and clare be free. 

I congratulate you, then, in the attainments you have 
made, in the consciousness of the spiritual baptism that 
comes to you, and I am one with you, friends, in seeking 
to obtain more knowledge. I assure you that I shall strive 
to be a studious scholar, and I assure you likewise that 
when I grasp a truth, it matters not what it may be or 
where it may greet me, I shall, as I have opportunity, 
hurl it at humanity from time to time, for the great battle
ax must be, as it has already been, struck at the root of 
the tree of evil and wrong, of superstition and injustice, 
and that tree, by the eternal forces of infinite life, I .can 
swear it unto you, shall be laid low. 

Closing remarks by Spirit Hiram Ab1ff. 

In the name of the guides we thank you one and all 
for every kindly expression during the season, and we give 
you the assurance that, wherever you wander during the 
weeks you do not gather here, you will still be in our 
charge. vVe shall watch over you, we shall strive to 
quicken your thoughts and hring you the best blessings 
we can. 

Now before the veiled altar of Isis we, with you, 
would uplift our thoughts, asking to be enabled to pierce 
broader cycles, and behold beyond the veilii{g the glory 
of the greater truth. 
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WHY ? 
DISCOURSE BY SPIRIT HIRAM ABIFF, 

SUNDAY MORNING, OCTOBE I ~ 7, 1900. 

I N '\rOcA--iiON. 

\KJ. IT H the consciousness of the pow~r of that silence 

that breathes its divine blessing throughout all Na
ture, with the consciousness of the infinite forces that 
cradle matter in their immensity, with the consciousness 
of the divine pulsations of life even from the least imto the 
greatest, we pause before the g reat Isis for that thorough 
unveiling that shall cn:1ble the chilclr~n of this planet to 
realize the d ivinc possibi I ities with in t hemseh·cs, to behold 
as in a mirror the po,vers that wait to be unfolded, to be
hold by the quickening process of the soul that growth 
which is exemplified by ·the intelligence that marks the 
standard of the individual. 0, Lif~, in all Thy wide un
veilings, amid all the divinity of thine every expression, 
man may well pause, and bow in reverence before Thy 

• Jn presenting this ser ies o f lectures to the public, perhaps a few suggestions to thost: 
not co nversan t with spiritnali~m would be appreciated . 

Due allowance should be made for seeming lack of complete expr.~ssion by some intelli
gcncies owing to dissi111IIarity of brain developme nt , the physical and mental condi tion o f the 
medi\tm a nd conditions funushcrl by those present at the tun e o f tran smi ss ion. 

;\I any of our sptrit speakers are not hampered to any extent in their expression through 
on e instrument while they wo uld be t! :rough a nother , and some find the language of th e 
medium superior to their own de::vciOIJIIl ent, but as a ru le, malllfestations from the subje<:ti ,·e 
through al l phases of mediumship are more or less imperfect. 

The invocation is seldom offered by the sp1rit dcliverin~; the addres!\. 



wondrous workings. Turning from the search through 
space into unknown realms. he may trace the life and the 
forces that bespeak life cradled within and around the 
planet upon which he dwells. repeating the story continu
ally of growth, of cxp::msion, of higher expressions and of 
grander a ttainments. May we all stand upon the great 
square of Thine everlasting truths in order to gaze always 
into the bright canopy that spreads its pinions above us and 
flas hes its light into the deep depths where matter in Thy 
great laboratory repeats the lessons of life; for there shall 
man find, when he seeketh the power he has called Gocl, 
cradled am id the atoms, that infinite power that speaks in 
thunder ton es, in broader expressions, through greater de
velopm en ts. Y et th ere, where atom vies with atom, 
where matter in all its symmetry unveils its divine possi
bilit ies, ancl, in the silence of its might, speaks to soul in 
carnate in th e same-there, 0 there, in Nature's laboratory, 
shall man find himself face to face with that power he bas 
sought for so long in vain. 

:\Iay the blessing of the white robed angels gathered 
here and the sweet benediction of love passing from your 
hear ts, one unto the other, be the blessing that rests upon 
you this morning. 

DISCOTJH.SE. 

I N the vastness of life's various expressions we may 
well pause this morning and ask the question, "\Vhy ?' ' 

W hy hav<' you gathered here once again after the wander
ings of the few weeks that have passed since we last met 
in this temple and si t waiting for us to bring you that 
which shall give your souls deeper wisdom and more 
spirituality? \Vhy am I striving to express to you 
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thoughts that I hope may not be uttered in vain ? \ Vhy 
arc we making the effort to concentrate, more and still 
more, the forces we may gather in the great universe of 
life? Why arc \VC endeavo ring, when yon assemble to
gether, to weave th e emanations that outspread from your 

beings into garments that some soul may wear? You may, 
perhaps, think this a strange thought, but you do 110t 
know how busy your spirit friends ancl others arc in gath
ering up the emanations from your lives that are befitting 
and appropriate for the same, weaving therewith that 
which shall benefit others, that which, outreaching, unseen 
and unrecognized save as they touch your brain, go forth 

on their mighty. unending mission; for, wherever we may 
be, whate,·er may have been our incli,·iclual careers, one 

thing you can certainly understand, life has its purpose. 
In the deep stillness ot the night when the clear at

mosphere perrnits you to gaze into the immensity of space·, 

methinks yon re:1lize more than at any other time what 
silence signifies, especially if you stand on the mountain 
top or in the low, calm valley away from all mankind, with 
only the myriads of worlds in their re\·oh1tions smiling 

down upon you. Still the mighty engine of life throbs 
and still the mighty forces of the uni\·erse surge to and 
fro, and we learn more of ourselves, more of life, more of 

the reason why we live, perhaps, than at ~1ny other time. 
~o one can question that there is a purpose in life, 

and therefore this morning T grant you that I, as an indi
vidual. realize and appreciate your presence here, knowing 
that there is a purpose in the same. [ gladly welcome you 
in the name of the bane! ancl of our co-workcrs; I welcome 
yon in the name of humanity and of enduring truth ; l 
welcome you in the uame of that truth that cannot perish, 
ancl in conscquen cc of the work that \\'C arc accomplishing 

here, I bid you welcomc. I know you have brou.£!:ht good 
thoughts. 1 know you arc here looking out toward the· 
coming season thinking of what may be accomplished, and 
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thinking ~Jiso, or at least I am, of what you ca!l do to add 
to the volume of that power that shall measure the accom
plishment. 

I haxe a deeper thought, a deeper joy, because I feel 
that you are desirous of co-operating with us in making 
the spiritual atmosphere of this temple sweeter and more 
beautiful by the harmony you will bring with you from 
time to time. Let it be to you, as it is to me and my com
peers, a sacred hour, a sacred mission. [ would not have 
you, as you b ehold the manifestation s that will occur 
during the seasun, car ried away with those demonstrations, 
however wonderful and beautiful they may be, without 
any desire on yo ur part to supply some force that will add 
to the volume of the power we expect to use to enrich 
yonr souls as well as instruct your minds. 

Our work during the past few weeks hel.s gone on. \Ve 
have hel.cl no vacation ; we required none. Every moment , 
e\·ery hour ancl every clay, as you measure time, some one 
of our band is engagecl in the atmosphere of this temple in 
forward ing the work to which it was dedicated. \Ve did 
not aiel in its e rection simply that it might become a by
word to ignorant minds, but, neverthel ess , knowing well 
that it would become such and a source of unpleasantness 
to many, because bigots never like to see truth rear its 
shaft from the marble square of life upon which it rests . 

The world has been seeking afar off for that power that 
is considered the grcJ. test and most wonderful of all, seek
ing by throwing its thoughts, hoping by seJ.rching the 
heavens, by reJ.cling the lessons told by the stJ.rs as they 
obey the mighty universal power, to find there the First 
Great Cause. But there it will never be found; only its 
higher and grander expression. There never was, there 
nc,·er can be a beginning : but man shall learn to bow his 
proud head and fincl in the unveiling of the Isis, the un
veiiiug of Nature in her deepest depths ; he shall read the 
lesson in the atoms and all the little forms which are ex-
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pressing themselves clay by day, and behold in those cham
bers of life that you might call cold and unfeeling, where 
no intelligence apparently is manifest, that same law oper
ating that draws in the expressions of your lives, your soul 
to another. lVIankind seek their mates bv the law of at
traction, and by the blending of the two, new offspring, 
new forms of life come into existence. Thus the earth is 
peopled. And so, deep down where no mind that you can 
sense has ever reached, you will find in every department 
of Nature that same power of attraction. Even in the 
smallest expressions of life atom attracts and enfolds atom, 
and from that em brace another form finds expression. 

Here, then, we shall lead you. or rather point you ; 
and when humanity can take the time, friends, from the 
pursuit of war, from all that which belittles mankind as it 
.::,preacls its devastating power O\'er the world to-day-when 
you ha\·e the time to turn about and enter the inner cham
ber of life, stand before Nature's unveiling, plant your feet 
upon the great square of truth, and with the penetrating 
perceptions of the soul, read the lessons contained in what 
you call the lower world, you will find that intelligence is 
not limited or confined, that it is not above the possession 
of man, but that every atom possesses intelligence (call it 
any other name if you wish) sufficient for itself. You b~
hold, if you study closely, in the existence of even the tiny 
insect, many expressions that man gi\·es forth in his ex
istence. By the same law of life it multiplies as man mul
tiplies. 

In the great arcanum of life man has turned from the 
real and sought the shadow; turned from fact incarnate 
in every from of existence, and sought for some image of 
the God that has been and is only a creation of his own 
brain. 

To-clay we commence· the work of what you, clear chil
dren, call another season. l\Iust I say to you that it will 
be to you and those you may bring- with you from time to 
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time even as you will ? or shall T say, As you aid us by 
your kindly expressions, by your harmony one with the 
other~ by the laying_ aside of all unkind thoughts towards 
one another, and enter the divine portals with your souls 
attuned to the sweet cadences of love, you will receive 
the best we are capable of expressing on this plane of 
being at the present time? \\'hen I speak of love I do 
not mean the attraction that one atom has for another, 
one insect for another of its kind, or one human being 
for another human being, but I refer to that love that is 
the essence of harmony and that you and I only under
stand as we attune ourselves, nor wait for any other, to 
the harmonies of life. Then we shall find no discord save 
that which is evolved by the expression of ignorance 
emanating from souls that fail to understand the law; it 
is then that the spiritual life may be lived. 

Is it of no interest or value to you if we tell you of our 
homes over there, of the lives that we have lived? It will 
not be unless you live a life of purity, a life of spiritual
ity. 

I have no purpose to speak to you of myself this morn
ing. It matters not to me whether you think of me as 
one or as another, for what is one life or one individual 
when we measure our length, not side by side with our 
kind, but side by side with that mighty shaft of truth 
that unveils the possibilities within the human soul? 

Thus,dear friends, before the all-seeing consciousness 
cradled within your beings, may you be guided wisely and 
well and understand, as you do doubtless understand, that 
in building a temple the true workman, when he lays the 
brick, or performs his appointed labor in whatever direc
tion it may be, endeavors to adjust every part to e\·ery 
other part that the result may b~ perfect symmetry. So 
within this external temple we ask you to continue to aiel 
ns in beautifying the spiritual temple that mortal eyes as 
yet have not seen. \Vhen the people shall gather in these 
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seats and give us an atmosphere free from ignorance, 
scorn, derision and craftiness. there will be re\'ealed to the 
patient waiters an inner temple illuminated by the power 
that has erected it, and is demanded to complete it. To 
us the ou ter temple is not ; to you the inner temple is 
unseen; but I say to you here and now that it shall be 
revealed to you, not, howe\·er. until you are worthy the 
revelation. 

If you ask the question, " \\'hy is this inner temple 
erected?" I answer yon this morning thus : These outer 
walls serve their purpose, and you need not be told what 
that purpose is. The inner temple that has been built by 
noble craftsmen, every one faithful to their duty. is in
t ended to shield our friends from all antagonism, and 
shield you likewise when yon come here with more and 
still more spiritual atmospheres, from the crueler material 
atmospheres that surround you. This is not all. Another 
reason why we purpose so presenting this femple to you 
is that you if possible may ha\'e a clearer idea of the 
temples there where sometimes you may stand beholding 
the um·e iling of the Isis that was and is not, where you 
may stand and revel in the glory beams of beauty that 
shall not flash upon yo11 from others. but outspread as 
emanations from your own lives. 

0 mortals, why need I ask you to stri\·e to live more 
f ully and completely clay by clay in accordance with your 
highest sense of what is just and right! It is not for me 
to say to you, Live thus and so. I would place before you 
no lesson in words. I only ask you to read that which is 
t raced upon th e tabl et of your own souls. gather your own 
wisdom, and !i-z,e as cle\·otedly. as perfectly, as truly as it 
is possible for you to li\·e in your environm ents. You can, 
I am sure, understand why I say this. You must know 
that professing any religion does not make any one good. 
You must know that, accepting th e fact of our retum. 
does not impro\·e your lives unless yon stri\'e to li\'e better 



day by clay, unless yo u banish all unkindly thoughts~ exer
cise more patience, be sweet and tenclc:r a! ways. I know 
you will say that it is imposs ible. I fear it may be with
out a struggle. :.Jevertheless it is an accomplishment 
that you mu st acquire either here or yon, and if you ac
quire it here you aid us beyond expression and you aid 
yourselves as \vel!. 

I know that there is no one before me this morning 
who would say, •· 1 t does not matter what I do if I only be
lieve what is good ," because you all know that belief fades 
away. vVhat yo u are is th e ::,tandard of your manhood 
a nd your womanhood. I am here to a iel you, to quicken you 
by a thought if possible that you may uplift yourselves until, 
in the clear s ight of one who has been blind and had his 
eyes opened, you may behold, not the world around you, 
but a greater, a more important revela tion ; namely , your
selves as yo u are. No man, no woman and no child can 
be without employment if th ey undertake t o co rrect them
selves, if they undertake to ove rco me all ig noran ce and 
1 ive the perfect life. 

\Vhen I say ''the perfect life," T do not speak of it as 
a finality. \Ve, on our s ide, have much to learn. As a 
little child I stand by your side, kn owin g that wh at I ask 
of you I have just as much reaso n to accomplish for my
self. It is true that I have lived just beyond, and where 
I stand this morning no clouds ha ng low, no showers dis
turb, but the golden rays of infinite truth in all their ma
jestic beauty gild all things. 1 gaze around and beh old 
worlds upon worlds guided by the un erring hands of those 
who have become masters of planets, of atoms, of life. I 
behold in all their pleasantness and peace the groves where 
sages gather to exchange emanations and thoughts. 
Gathered in temples. of worship and of labor we have 
learned to strike down by a bolt of power. as it were, 
through the atmosphere of different planets and li sten to 
the voices of the atoms as they sing the great so ng of 
j)rogressi\'e ness. 



0 children, let us remember that with all that you 
can sense-and what you sense is \·cry small in compari
son with what you c::mn,)t-c\·ery atom, e\·ery vibration of 

life teems with your aspirations in mounting- the great 
st~irway where, gazing Gutwarcl. with nne glance you 
shall behold the power that has n1ack all things possible, 
ancl in its clear unveiling you shall set: the g-reat law of 
cause and effect in its perfect workings . 1Icre you shall 
learn that by that unerring law every form of lif,~ is go\·

ernecl as perfectly as is man. Here you shall find and 
realize your relationship as ne\·er before tn the little things, 
and then to you the in:-;ignificant form shall become as 

beautiful as the rose. Deep clown in the dark mud where 
you ha\·e scorned to look even. you shall find the mighty 
operat.ion of cause and effect working with a11 its silent 

power and force, and by the upheaval of the same shall 

come forth higher forms. each, in your estimation, grander, 

nobier and diviner than its predecessor. The clarkest ma
terial substances are pregnant with spirit; therefore let us 
remember that from that upon \Yhich man has been wont 

to gaze with scorn, disgust or inclifferen~c. comes forth 
the power that has made it possible for this planet to 
round itself out in its present stage of beauty and grand
cur, to clothe itself and maintain an ;ttmospherc more 

wonderful than its form. 
Onward and still onward shall this great power roll. 

It cannot be destroyed. By and by when the purpose of this 
pla•:ct has been accomplished ~mel this planetary system 
requires it, it shall change. EYery atom and form of life, 
every vibration that centers here shall center elsewhere; 
and in the mighty moving· ancl remo\·ing of worlds and 
systems of worlds, in the new births, ancl grander unfold
mcnts, man shall learn that not he alone changes his form 

for a higher g-rowth and a cJi,·iner manifestation, hut •lll 
~aturc vies with him in the great purpose of a thorough 
and complete spiritualization. 
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l\Iay your attractions, clear children, be such as you are 
worthy of, and may your li\·es be devoted to building your
selves in the sense that you shall become noble and grand 
in the highest manhood and womanhood that it is possible 
for you to attain in this existence. 
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I N \.TOCA'T"'ION-

13 EFORE Thine infinite altar, 0 Life, Light and Joy of 
our beings, unfolding Thy wondrous manifestations 

upon every hand, breathing Thy benediction upon all Thy 
children, we bow in praise and thanksgiving. \Vhcresoever 
they may be uttered, in whatsoever direction we may send 
out our thoughts, 0 Father and l\Iother nature, Thy life 
finds expression. There, from -whatever manifestation we 
may contemplate, we may inbreathe something of Thy 
power, something of that glory that belongs to worlds and 
systems uf worlds, something of that grandeur that adorns. 
the mind of Thy children. 0 Life, we sail in Thy crystal 
wavelets, rising higher and still higher, clra\'·:ing nearer 
and still nearer, 0 Father ancl :\Tother God, unto Thee in 
that we draw nearer and still nearer to that temple o( 



knowledge within ourseh·es whose store expresses itself 
as we touch N atnre' s divine re\'elations. 

U ye white-robed ones, tenderly loved by these mor
tal children, blessed with the blessing that immortality 
alone can confer, made joyous by the joy that the soul 
only can measure, as ye bring to these mortals the flowers 
unfad ing that havt.: bloomed in the gardens where ye roam, 
bear unto each sorrowing soul the sweet boon of comfort 
and consolation, bear unto each one weakened by whatever 
cause among the vicissitudes of life, that strength, that 
encouragement that shall enable him to surmount c\·ery 
barrie r, and trusting in infinite wisdom, be strong·to en
dure all pain and grief and take his part bravely in life. 

0 blessed children,ye who turned your faces from the 
clark earth-even with the first drawing of that breath that 
fled so swiftly. lay your tender lips upon the brows and 
lips of these lovt.:cl ones who have called you dead so long. 
May the life-q ui ckening impulse 'from your beings enable 
them to realize the great fact of the life of light and glad
ness upon which ye have entered. 

l\1ay all the clear ones return this hour bearing their 
precious burdens with them. 0 may you all come in 
closer touch not only with those you have loved and still 
love, but through them, by the blessing of our Father and 
1\Iother God, may ye come in closer touch with all human
ity, that the mighty waves of thought, rising stronger, 
broacler and higher, may speed outward,baptis ing mZlnkind 
in the grand waves of 1 ife ancl love even here. I\ lay you 
bear to the children of earth a new religion that shall in
spire every soul with the desire to bless every other soul, 
that shall touch every one as with a benediction from on 
high, quickening all with holy aspirations and ambitions 
tending to their own elevatio n or the elevation of their 
kind. He with these mortals, 0 ye beloved ones, as clay 
follows clay. Lead them through the pathways of life as 
best you can, and make more comprehensiblt.: to their 
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understanding the great fact of your continued existence 
in all its joyousness. grandeur and glory. 

Unto Thee, who art our Father and l\Iotber and 
Friend, Soul of the planets, the sparrow and the sand-~rain, 
now and forever, before Thy Divine altar, we breathe our 
gratitude for life and all its experiences. 

DISCOURSE. 

Only a few weeks and months ha\·e passed since we 
met in this place, and I wonder how much you, how much 
I, ha,·e profited by the lessons of those hours spent here. 
In this connection I feel like speaking of ''Yesterday, To
day and Tomorrow.'' 

As we take one glance back, realizing this great truth 
-for I have not the time, neither would you care to listen 
if I attempted to review all the past that you so well 
understand-we may man·el at its g reat accomplishment~, 
its permeating. all-pen·acling influence. 

You all know that I am deeply inter~stecl in this 
mighty truth disseminated here. You also know that the 
li fe upon which I have entered is more active and grand, 
and filled with a purer and loftier ambition than that 
which I knew while in the material furrn. I hope and I be
l ieve that in this new life I ha\·e gathered some power, 
-some knowledge and some wisdom that will enable me, as 
far as I may be permitted to influence your li\·es, to aiel 
you as you go out into the world and through you touch 
the souls of other human beings. For the first great mo
tive that should actuate us, the thought that should fill 
Qur minds, even though we are slow in awakening to grasp 
its importance and significance, should be, let us ne\·er 
forget it, •· How shall I live that f may benefit my kind?" 



Not, •· \Vhat sha11 I do for sah·ation? \Vhat shall I do 
that I may be saved?" But,'' \Vhat can I do that I may 
bless humanity? \Vhat can I do that I may live the per
fect life?" 

\Vhen we look back into the past in relation to your 
Spiritualism, the world's Spiritualism, the great truth that 
has come to redeem the world, we find that there was not 
such a complete understanding of the laws of vibration 
perhaps, not such a complete understanding of the laws of 
spirit control, but it seems to me that there was a deeper 
sincerity among the masses ; it seems to me that those 
who sought to learn the facts regarding the claims of 
Spiritualism entered the seance-room with a holier feeliug 
as if in a sa creel presence, ancl were less actua tecl by curi
osity than are th ose who seek to investigate the subject 
today. Then they did not seek the presence of the so
called dead with the fe eling, "\Vhat can my friends do 
to please ancl amuse me ? '' but in serious earnestness they 
asked, " What shall I receive that will not only give me 
evidence that my loved ones still live but enable me to 
come into closer and more perfect communion with 
them?" 

Knowing somewhat-if you do cl(J not think l d ic1-
of the home-circle, I feel that Spiritualists have depart ed 
from the path of wisdom in so far as they have departed 
from the custom of maintai11ing that institution ; for it is 
there, before the altar where love and harmony shonld 
abound, with the hearts of our loved throbbing in sym
pathy with our own, that the diviner expressions are to be 
found, the holier asp iratio ns are brightest, and it is there, 
in my humble opinion, that men, women and children may 
come in closer spiritual contact with those who have gone 
before. 

As I look back and realize more than when here the 
valnc of mediumship, I regard it as the greatest boon 
that a human being can have. the greatest and 
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most perfect me8.ns whereby to educate the people in 
spiritual truth that ever was or can be devised. In this 

clay when Spiritualists arc departing from the former sim
plicity of their manner of seeking for the facts that Spirit
ualism has to offer and going outside those lines of thought 
suggested by its truths, they have more in common with 
doctrinal Christianity than ever before. 

You may think it strange of me to make such 8. re
mark, but I am here, as I shall be wherever duty c8.11s me, 
to speak the truth as I percei,·e it at the time of my utter
ance. 

I sorrow when I see so much lightheartedness, le\'ity 
and thoughtlessness on the part of those entering the 
seance-room with so little realization of the seriousness 
and sacredness of the time and the place, a11 seemingly 
possessed of the idea, "\Vhat can the spirits clo to 8.muse 
or entertain me ? " but expressed perhaps in the words, 
"\Vh8.t can the spirits do to convince me ? " 

It seems to me friends, that the greatest and most 
satisfactory evidence you can ever receive will come to 
your own souls. You may stand before the psychic and 
listen to the reading of articles from morning until night, 
and yet does it educate your souls in those mighty truths 
that you and I are seeking to understand ? 

\Ve are not living today as in the yesterday, simply 
and. earnestly. Of course you understand this; it needs 
no elucidation; it only needs the reference thereto. And 
yet Spiritualism, opening wide the great gateway that 
leads to life, light and immortality, beckons every child of 
humanity to bow before its peerless realities and re\·el in 
the multiplicity of its facts. It does not come asking you 
to receive aught without the evidence of its truth . It 
demonstrates the fact that your dear ones return and com
municate with you from the land beyond, and it ckmon
strates that fact clay by day and hour by hour to your own 
consciousness, clear children, i£, in the only spirit of the 
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hour you outreach for that which is highest and best, after 
)'0" lwve prepared yourselves for tl1e rece}tion. 

If you were about to present yourself in any place 
where were gathered a party worthy to be your friends, 
whose dress and manners were what you call of the very 
best, you would not think of going there in your old coat, 
with unkempt hair and unwashed face, but you would 
dress yourself as carefu1Iy .:ts possible, feeling perhaps, "I 
am equal to the rest.'' And yet, when Spiritualism spreads 
its feast ancl invites you to an entertainment with your 
angel frie nds, bow many an individual who has spent the 
clay and perhaps the whole week in the busy marts of 
trade presents himself in garments that have gathered th ~ 
grime and clirt of th e street, and, all unwashed and un 
kempt as he is, expect s to rece ive the divinest benedic
tion p ossible. 

I am perhaps more earnest in this matter than you 
think necessary, but to me holiness is holiness and Jove is 
love, and there is a proper place for each and every con
clition of life. If I am seek in g th e grandest and high est 
truth that can possibly be revealed to me, if I would re
ceive the d ivinest revelation that can be made to a finite 
mind, I must first make myself worthy to receive it. All too 
much it seems to me Spiritualists dives t this great gospel 
of Spiritualism of its sac red ness, and I would gi ve you this, 
my opinion, without causmg offense, for certainly th er'e is 
no human child, however low, however degraded, that I 
would not take in my arms today as tend erly as possibl e 
and bear it upward into brighter and purer conditions. 
There is no human ch ild that I would to-clay pass by on the 
other side and scorn to gi,·e a smile and cheerin g word. 
Therefore I cannot be accused of disregarding the ethics 
of Spiritnalism when I say that in my opinion the encour
agement of those who g ive these manifestations or demon 
trations which cannot be classed among spiritualistic 
phenomena, consisting of the readin g of articles and 



what the common people cZ"tll fortune telling, they \\Tong 

not only themselves but all who co1-:1e in contZ"~ct there

with. They have forg-otten to study the cli,·ine bw that 
permits mecliumship; they ha\·e forgotten to learn of the 
sacred light that shone on the world eighteen hundred 
years ago and is shinin~ sti11 ; they have forgotten, or 
perhaps they never learned the t:-~ct, that Spiritualism 
came to resuscitate religion in all its purity. in all its 
brightness, in all its grandeur, in all its glory. The relig
ion of Spiritualism pure and undefiled, is glorious and 
grand because it is the religion of the soul. It enters into 
the very life of a being. clothes him in new g;1rments, and 
crowns him monarch among- his kind-not as a monarch 
in material life, but as one learning to gain the power that 
shall make him monarch of all things by and through the 
laws of vibration. It is by and through the laws of vibra
tion that our thoughts find expresswn in words. If there 
is a mistake therein it is because we do not thoroughly 
understand the law. 

r am not uttering these words simply to please your 
fancy or to learn your lesson for you. It is to point you to 
the scroll that you may read it for yourseh·es even as 1 read 
it for myself. 

As we look onward to the tomorrow we may see why 
it is necessary (in my opinion ~1 t least, it may not be in 
yours) to be prepared to understand every ,·ibration that 
fans our cheek and brings us power from the spirit-world, 
every vibration that causes the atmosphere of this planet 
to tremble with the force which your angel friends bear to 
the world. 

Although knowing some,thing of these manifestations 
I acknowledge before you that I had a very meagre com
prehension thereof. I knew n~ry little ot them, I know 

,·ery little today. comparatively speaking, and I am not 
here to speak in any pastoral nw.nner, but I am with you 
as a fellow-student in the field of spiritualistic lore, I am a 
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companion with you in the great pathway that reaches 
clown to earth ;111cl over which we may climb to the golden 

gateway, finding still beyond ~aturc lifting her voice and 
proclaiming the onward march of mankind, the ach·ance
ment of the so ul and the growth of humanity out of dis
cord, out of inharmony. out of war, out of misery. out of 
crime, out of weakness, out of sin. 

Did 1 not believe that Spiritualism brings all the 
power that universal life proclaims, not by its loud thun
der~. not by mighty convulsions, but by the still, silent 
force that bears yo ur thought and my thought outward on 
the atmosphere to exert an influence little dreamed of, I 

should not be here today. Could you behold the thoughts 
of just th e few people sittting before me as J percei\·e 

them, rising in the atmosphere. mingling and commingling 
and separating, some floating off in one direction" and some 
in another, you would understand the power of thought. 
Here is where soul life begins to find its grander and 

broader expression. Here is where we stand before the 
vastnc;;;s that no finite mind can bound, before the reser

voir that is inherent, ancl realize indeed, clear children, that 
the yesterdays made possible the conditions of today. If 
the cond itions of today are not what you and I would 
choose, they are the legitimate offspring of that which h:1s 
preceded them. 

~ow I am not pleading for the past, I am pleading for 
the tod<~y t hat you and T may lift ourselves in all the 
strength of our manhood and womanhood and take some 
part in the possibilities of the future. The tomorrows 
will be \\'hat the today is capable of permitting them to be, 
and so, perforce, of the conditions that shall be ours in the 

future. 
1 t is of Spiritualism, the glorious life upon which I 

ha\·e entered and its effec t upon humanity on ea rth that I 

delight to speak more than upon anything el se because I 
am living it, because it appeals to me closer ancl still clos-
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er, and I feel that my life \VOtJld be so incomplete without 
it. My soul burns within me as never before to teach 
mankind the truth as I behoicl it, to inspire them with the 
desire to e.Jevate thcmseh·es knowin~ that I cannot ~tid one 
human being only by the process of thoug-ht. If hy one 
word I can induce one soul today to leacl a better life I 
shall have accomplished my mission. If I say [0 a man, 
"\\'ere I you I would lay aside my cig,tr, T would smoke no 
more because it inj11res your spiritual n:1ture,'' and it 
would cause that man to lay aside his cigar, T should know 
I had done a deed for \vhich I would receive a blessing, 
for in the worlcl beyond he \voulcl thank himself that he 
had the courage to heed my suggestion and carry it out in 
his own highest expression. T cannot lead another, 
I cannot ele,·ate another, but I and every one, by the 
power of suggestion, by the power of thought even 
though unspoken, may cause those who are doing that 

which is injurious to themselves, physic3lly, m orally 
or spiritually, to lead more cleanly lives, have higher ancl 
holier am bit ions and as pi rations ancl a more enduring love 
for humanity, ancl when we thus do we are performing our 
religious duty. 

To me there is no religion worthy the name save that 
which makes you ancl me better e\·ery clay of our lives; 
and how better? I clo not \Vish to say. "by ceasing to do 
e\·il ancl learning to clo good.'' I do not mean that. f 
mean making ourselves receptive to those influences that, 
sweeping from the heights of immortal glory, come like 
messengers of light ancllove, quickening our every aspira
tion and desire and lifting us ioto the atmosphere of those 
\'ibrations that shall give to us a boundless power. 

It seems to me that if people understood, or strove 
to study the law of vibration that permits the exercise of 
mecliumship and realized its utility, its beauty. its strength 
and its grandeur. there would be a far greater expression 
of psychic force and a deeper, broader and higher de,·el-
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opment. For certainly you ancl I. each ancl e\'ery one of 
us, are reaching- for the highest ancl best we can possibly 

obtain. You and T clo not wish to grovel in the mud and 
the mire when we rnay wander 'mid the beauties of Nature 

that are. spread en.'rywhere ~tbout. vVe do not wish to 
wander in the swamps and low-lying pbces unless we may 

be able to bless others there by imparting to them a quick
ening impulse to rise from out the same. I am also sure 

that for nurseln!s we desire to know and understand e\·cry 

law that we arc capable of apprehending, ancl I am sur
prised more ancl more at my own ignorance and weakness, 
as well as the ignorance ancl weakness of others. I am 

more and more surprised when I learn that scientists, de

sp ite the lines of research they follow, kndw scarcely any
thing of the laws of ,-ibration, nothing of the mighty cur
r~nts that surge to and fro, nothing of the mighty forces 

that are spiritualistic in their nature ancl that are indeed 

the motive power of all existence. This is a science that 
can only be unfolded hy the quickening that shall come 
and gi,·e expression, enabling tl1e incliYidual to manifest 
his spiritual nature. 

~Ian is to -d<1y living on the material, the animal 
plane. This statement no one will qu estion. The reason 

is found in the mighty thought that peoples~ as it were, 
the world, the thought of "How can I conquer in this, 
that or the other direction.'' The great world about you 

is wild with the idea of grasping, for man is learning to 
grasp all he can, forgetful of those who fall by the way
side ancl caring not what becomes of them. You may 
hear the voice asking, "\Vho are my brothers? \Vbo is 

my mother? and who are my sisters?" It is the et<.::rnal 

,-oice of Ju stice that never sleeps or slum bcrs, and yet no 

man can answer. This is of the today. 
Looking about us we behold wars and discords, and 

our kine! trembling beneath the thought of the power of 
::;reed ancl oppression. \Ve need not pause to complain, 
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we ha\'e no occasion or time to find fault with anyone or 
anything. It has come in the mighty evolution of the life 
of the planet, ancl you and I must meet the present con
ditions as best we can, not with complainings. as I ha\·e 
just said, not with gloomy countenances, not asking, 
·• \Vhat is God doing that he is letting things go thus-and
so?" but with the earnest thought: "I will infuse into 
my kind, as far as I am able, soul-quickening thought. 
I will touch some human child by the grand question, 
• \Vhat can I do for the tomorrow? ' " 

Look out and behold the dawn of that tomorrow that 
will surely come; but before its beams shall reach you in 
the full glory of the clay I perceive that which may indeed 
cause you to sink in sorrow and despair. \' et beneath all 
tumults there is a mighty spiritual force sufficient to lift 
all human beings from ignorance into a condition of the 
consciousness of that truth that shall come in the tomor
morrow, whose golden dawn shall breathe its sweet bap
tism over all humanity. 

\Vars will cease. People will pause in their mad, 
wild career, when they realize the great fact, which I dCI 
not believe is realized by many, that, as you li\·e here, so 
your life must be there. \Vhen this truth is pressed home 
more and more closely and man understands that if he has 
caused suffering and sorrow, if he has caused wars and 
discords. if he has dealt out injustice, he must meet and 
suffer the same himself, methinks you will then behold the 
dawn of that clay when mankind will pause and say. 
·'Spiritualism has come to reveal to us a perfect world, it 
has come to teach us how to attain a perfect life, com
paratively speaking, here, how to enoble our souls, how to 
be just to all ancl strive to give a complete return for 
every blessing that has been bestowed upon us; it teaches 
us how to feel kindly towards eve ry other human soul and 
takes away that all too quickly coming thought, 'I clo not 
like this or that one, ancl I hate that other' .'' 
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0, the tomorrow sh all com e, ancl its angels in garments 
white ancl as pure as the ether that swells on the hill-tops 

of immortality shall co me, ancl Spiritualism with its multi

tudinous bl essings shall spread its pinions over all the wide 
world when in every Janel, in every clime, e\·en ont in the 
isbncls of the sea the people shall have learned the wretch
edness t h at conws to t hemsPlvcs by injustice and shall 
seck fo r their own bl ess in g ancl later for the blessin g of 

others . 
In reac hing that golde n t>ra. in tracing our pathways 

into its b rillian cy. cl ea r friends, no matt e r on what part of 
the planet we rnay exi s t today, no matter where oUI-lives may 
be expressin g themselves, iet tts remember th at \VC have 
s •>met hi ng m ore to cl o t h ::m to ask fo·r our s pi rit-fricn cl s to 
return an cl th en simply say, "l hea rd from such an one last 
night," with no n ew thou ght or aspiration awakened by 
the co min g of that one who came to us yesterday. lt is 

the s::-tme story repeated over ancl m·er again with no pro
gress made in the spiritu zd adYancement of the individual. 
;.Jow do you know what I am lookin g for? I a m expecting 
to find evi dence of growth in th e tenderest plant that can 
blossom in human life. I am expecting to find human 
beings becoming so charged with s piritual thought and the 
power of th e love th e ir angel friends bear unto them that 
1 shall hear them saying :1.fter att ending a spiritual seance: 
" I heard from 1\I a ry last night. She told me to go to
morrow and clo such-and-such a noble deed, and Tam go
ing. O r, " I hea rd from father last night , and he told me 
to see if [ could not make my influence felt in reaching 
the children of our d istrict out in the co untry. I am going 
home. call my neighbors togethe r, and see if in the schnol
housc, or in the parlor, or, if no other place can be 
secur~cl, out in the barn we cannot gather the children to
get her ;:mel teach them of the tender love of those gone 
before, teach them to speak th e truth, not because of the 
opinion of othe rs, but because it is right." 



I am looking. then, for the waning of all creeds. for the 
waning of all forms of human oppression and tyranny, and 
I am looking for the oncoming in the to-morrow of re
suscitated manhood and womanhood when nn individual 
will be afraid or ashamed to say, ··I am a spiritualist.'' He 
will know that by that affirmation the world willunclerstancl 
he is no longer living for himself and his own alone; he 
will know that by that affirmation the world will also under
stand he belongs to no political party that is not governed 
and guided by some one standing upon the broadest plat
form erected on principle. and living and acting and talk
ing only in the direction that shall be for the salvation 
and peace of all human beings. Thus shall we make 
conditions for the millennium that the poets sang of so 
long ago and of which they have sung all along the line of 
the ages. I see it coming in glory; I see it in the newly 
awakened aspirations and hopes of those who are being 
cursed by the power of might; I sense it in high and 
holy thought sweeping out and rising above turmoil, dis
cord and poverty; I hear it in the clear chimes ringing 
from immortal heights proclaiming the advent of the new 
era. Then shall humanity exclaim, "I am ready, 0 Father. 
to recei,·e Thy message and obey Thy behest. for it cor
responds with my own c01wictions, it teaches n:c what my 
soul responds to.'' I would not ha\·e you blind actors in 
life's great drama. f would ha\'C )'OU, fathers, mothers and 
friends, look not alone for a message of comfort and cheer, 
but for a communication directing you what to clo, and per
haps after you have been thus quickened your own soul 
will spring into activity, and in the morning hour it will 
whisper to you," Go to yonder widow ancl see that she 
docs not want; go to the orphans and see that they arc cared 
for." It is not necessary that you knock at e\·cry man·~ 

dour or speak to e\'ery woman you meet. but when yon go 
forth let the mighty thought ot your own being surround 
you like an aura and be as a helpful furce to those \\'ith 



whom you come in contact; for I assure you that your 
thoughts are more potent than your words, and in the to

morrow shall be reco~nizecl the power of thought floating 
from human souls ancl quickening- even those who clo not 
like to be told what they shall do until of themselves they 
go and cln just \vhat yo11 and I and every right-minded per
son would be glad to see them doing. 

< > golden day of holiest lov e 
When life shall linger evermore, 
.\nd hate, so long triumphant o'er 
Fields of carnage and of sin, 
Shall be as though it had never been. 

( l power of mind, wh en the human soul, 
. \11 quickened by its high behest, 
Shall rise, proclaiming, " I was dead, 
Hut am alive and prepared to bless, 
To right all wrongs, to elevate, 
.\nd for every one to do my best, 

Using for this my potent thought." 

l\Iay you thus live, ancl may you manifest the highest 
expression that can come to you in your lives as mecluimis
tic indi,·icluals . 

...-\!though you st>e m e not at the present time, when 

yuu do behold a representation of myself on this platform, 
remember that I shall never attempt to materialize in your 
presence simply to gratify your curiosity: \Vhen you see 
my form standing where I am standing now, I charge you, 
ancl I charge you one ancl all, to remember that I am mak
ing the effort that I may be enabled to touch the li,·es of 
human beings, to help them to uplift themselves, give them 
evidence that the soul n ever clies zmcl the assurance that I 
am their friend and a laborer, faithful as I am capable of 
being, in the great vineyard of human life. 
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THE SOUL LIFE. 
Discourse by Spirit Ann Lee, 

(FOU :'\l >E R oF THE ~ECT L' .·\LLE!l SII .\KERS, \YJI() J' .\SSEIJ FRO:•! THE 

:\luRT.\L 1'-: I]~:>.t.) 

Sunday tv\ orning, October 14, 1900. 

[ ~'\"'OCA'T'IO"K 

I NTO the realm radiant with knowledge we would, if 
possible, send our thoughts this morning, striving as 

always the soul must to gather the brightest and best fruits 
that hang from the great tree of divine life which we learn 
to understand only as we see it reflected in the great mir
ror of objective existence. There we behold ourseh·es ; 
there we see mirrored our silent aspirations and longings; 
there we see mirrored the many vib1atiuns that find no 
outw:ud expression ; there we see mirrored as far as we 
are capable the possibilities that await us. Thus, 0 Life, 
before Thy radiant altar, rejoicing in all the experiences 
that have been, and endeavoring to prepare ourselves for 
all the experiences that can and shall come, we a wait those 
wavelets that, rising higher and still higher, bear us into 
the great Unknown. For, no matter how many ha\·e be
come conversant witb its joys and its many privileges, it 
is an unknown realm to every one who has not of himself 
tasted its privileges. Therdore we all, these Thy earthly 
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children and Thy children, 0 Life, who ha\'e passed into 
broader experiences, wait before the great portals that 
shall open by-and-by and permit our entrance into wider 
realms of beauty, into grander structures of thought, into 
temples of learning where thought-gems out-gleam in their 
splendor the brightest jewels that mankind have pos
sessecl. 

l\Iay we come nz rapport one with another this morn
ing, rriay these clear friends gathered here come en rapport 
one with another as we with them, and they with us, and, 
outreaching into the wide world of universal life, may we 
strive to so expend our own energies and life forces that 
we may realize our nearness to all Thy children, feel tl1e 
needs of others as though they were our own, feel the joy 
that wakens in the soul of one who has learned by experi
ence some new thought, and see reflected in the atmos
phere of those about us brighter and more beautiful 
flowers. 

Immortal life with all its golden sheaves, immortal life 
with all its grand possibilities, with its sweet, pure 
atmosphere, enfolds these children. Therefore I can only 
voice this thought in committing them gladly and trust
ingly to its mighty currents, guided by the unerring minds 
and hands of those who are masters of all these atoms : 
May these mortals be baptised anew in its waters and be 
inspired and uplifted thereby. 

DISCOURSE. 

{ N endeavoring to voice the thoughts that come to me this 
morning, I would ask you as one like myself to enter 

into yoursoullife, I would ask you as one like myself to real
ize the sacredness of the moment, for to me it is more sacred 
than words can express. Although I may realize the 
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value of only a little fragment, as it \verc, of the store of 
treasures that are ours. still I rejoice in the sublimity and 
grandeur of that which I have learned, understanding, 
however, that it is but a foretaste of th:1t which awaits you 
and I and all. 

It seemeth unto me that it is onh· when. no matter 
where we live. we come so closely in touch with ourselves 
as to realize what we are, shall we e\·er be able to compre
helld all the greatness and grandeur that 8bouncls upon 
every hand around us; and it seemeth to me likewise that 
the people of this planet ever have ancl :1re still pursuing 
the pathway that is, strictly speaking, on surface lines. 
They have ignored the power of the soul, they ha,·e tram
pled upon things spiritual, and by the forcefulness they 
have infused into the outer sensibilities they continue to 
remain animals. In utter forgetfulness of the high destiny 
and the magnificent inheritance that J.re theirs, they live 
:1ml enjoy that which constitutes the shadow. The real 
they are all too unconscious of. 

You speak of the "shadow-land,'' but if I were to direct 
you to it I shoulcl point you here, to the existence of the 
human family in the present clay upon this planet where 
you are dwelling am icl the shadmYs ot the real. You see 
no soul life. I could not s:1y you clo not feel any soul I ife, 
but you see, you think of that which is outside of soul life. 
In the sense that it is lesser, because strictly speaking, as 
I understand life, there is nothing useless, it is proper, and 
it is well that you live as you are living. In that you must 
for a time thus abide. because you cannot behold the 
reality, you walk in the be:1utiful shadow of the forest. 
You conceive of the beautiful truths :1ncl all that harmon
izes with your nature there, iittle clreJ.ming that the soul 
of all that you enjoy, appreciate and lo\·c transcends in 
beauty, in grandeur and usefulness your highest concep
tion of the same. For this reason I h:1ve asked you to 
spend a few moments with me and others in striving to com-



prebend that soul life that becomes quickened day by clay. 
You all u nclerstand that the body possesses no soul 

faculty. You all understand that your energies, your 
thoughts, your genius-all that makes you the noble man 
or woman that you are is not seated in your physical form. 
The body is the shadow; the soul is the reality. Ancl as 
we enter into the soul life let us strive to feel that we are 
entering a chamber of incomparable treasures, a temple 
where the brightest jewels you can conceive of remain un
polished because the soul is cramped. In the sense of 
paying your attention to and being led by the senses instead 
of soul wisdom. you are, mcthinks, more than you realize, 
gov(~ rnecl by your surroundings. \Vhen you understand, 
by study and meditation, by enfoldment and growth, your 
own powers ancl the possibilities lying dormant within the 
deep clepths of your soul natures, then the body and your 
thoughts will be more completely governed by the real. 
This mu~t inevitably prove to be the case with every 
human being. 

Just as long as an individual . requires experiences in 
this life, just ~o long he will obtain them. Just as 
soon as he outgrows them they will cease. It does not 
matter how n1any incarnations we may have, it ·does not 
matter how many physical planets we may dwell upon, our 
experiences, where\'er we may be, an: such as the soul n:
qui res ancl clem;-tncls. 

Memory is not a power of the body. Yet some have 
questioned if in the ascenclecl life, as you call it, the soul 
remembers. How strange to me this query seems, be
cause I realize that memory is the power that holds the 
key to the great storehouse of all the experiences of our 
previous lives. If it were centered in the material form 
you might well say, "It is not strange if in spirit-life they 
forget the occurrences of the past, but b~ing a property of 
the soul it is as indestructible as the soul itself. I say un
to you, clear children, that aJl·the experiences you e\·er 
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ha\·e had, are having or will ever have, are indelibly fixed 
in the great chamber of memory, and whene\·er you re
quire them to review you will be able to recall them. In 
whatever condition you may find yourselves in the great 
evolution of time, of world and of soul growth, you wi]l 
realize the great fact that memory and that something, call 
it by whate\'er name you choose, that causes you to lo\·e 
art, that genius that prompts you in your most fruitful 
efforts and endeavors-all that makes the same a sub
stance of thought, activity ancl·earnest aspiration, belongs 
to the soul. 

From the soul and by its operation the power comes 
to you whereby you have built ancl maintained the form 
wherein you elwell today. No one save yourself has 
moulded the body that constitutes your tenement. You 
are not conscious of your workmanship. You cannot sec 
how it has been accomplished, but sometime when you 
ha\·e awakened .to a broader growth and a deeper genius 
you will understand that soul life is the center of life, that 
in soul life are centered all the powers and properties that 
are necessary to awaken those attributes that make man 
manly and woman his equal, for in the land where I am 
dwelling co11dition is not measured by sex. \Vhatever the 
soul chooses its form shall be, that ancl that alone will be 
the result. Sometime in the realms beyond you may look 
out-I could not say clown-and sec how as a soul poised 
in your own atmosphere you have like a magnet drawn at 
tributes and elements that were neces~ary to the lmilcling 
of your home in which you are li\·ing by virtue of the po
tency of that quality of soul that is your inheritance by in
nate right. 

\Vhen the p<..:ople of this planet cease to seek so far 
away from themselves for trutl1, when they cease to seek 
so far away trom themselves for Gocl or Infinite Energy, and 
endeavor to understand themselves, they will realize that I, 
not the bocly~ I rule in my present incarnation; but that I 
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a soul, am capable of giving out currents of forces and cle
ments that shall assist me and others as I may require as

sistance and others may require my assistance. 
Therefore, dear child ren. is it not fitting, is it 
not proper that sometimes you turn away from the turrnoil 
that marks your every-day lives and enter into your soul 
natures, not forgetful of the needs of the oute r being, true 
and faithful to the duties thereof, but no longer forgetful 
that you arc here a builder, that you are here buildin g 
your home, that you are here building by ex
panding your spiritual natures, that you are adorning 
the parlors and apartments of yonr soul life just in that 
measure and degree that sometimes at least, you turn 
from being slaves to your environments and revel in the 
deep chambers of your soul where silence reigns supreme, 
but where there is ceaseless activity. The more you turn 
in this direction, clear friends, you will learn that :1. some

thing you will not be able to explain quickens within you. 
that intuition grows stronger, and you will learn to look 
through the port-holes of materiality and see things and 
beings as they are. You will live in a new world because 
the reflective powers of the soul arc capable, if cultivated, 
of revea1ing to you more wonderful objects, than you have 
dreamed of and especially more wonderful powers than 
you ha\'e known. 

In this great world of acti\·ity in which you must for 
the present abide, we are aware that you have barriers 
crossing your pathways, ancl we are likewise aware, as we 
have already stated, that all these conditions are neces
sary. If, in these conditions, you are compelled to use 
greater force, to pay closer at tcntion, to be more clcYoted 
with less effect than seems just and right, it is to teach 
you, first, the duality of your nature, and, secondly, the 
duality of your duties. It is to teach you also of the ne
cessity of coming 01 rapport with every ot her soul, and by 
that I do not mean that you can feel alike towards all or 
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em brace all with the same affection, but I use the term in 
this sense ; that you have no differences with any other 
soul, that you could come en rapport with all, knowing that 
whether or not they are agreeable or pleasant to you in 
the outward expression, rnatters not so much when you 
realize that the outer expression never fully represents the 
soul. It never has, it never will, and possibly it never 
can in this life. 

In view of these facts let 11s pause for one moment 
and look at the present state of affairs religious. I do 
not care to refer lo what I believed. I was impelled into 
the pathway I followed when here; others arc impelled in 
<:lifferent directwns. Yet as you look round about you, you 
must see that the worship of today consists almost entirely 
in outward expression, form. The soul is not feel to any 
considerable extent in your religious institutions, because 
mankind has sought to find a God outside and failed to dis
cover the ever-abiding one within ; and the purpose of this 
spiritual influx, the purpose of our coming in touch with 
you and with all mortals as far as we may, is to quicken 
soul life. Never, methinks, will the people of this planet 
have occasion for smiles without sorrow, never will they 
have peace without wars, never will they ha\'e calm with
out storm until they turn from the worship of \'ain idols 
and fi ncl themselves ; and when they shall find themseh·es 
there will be no great and no small, but all will strive to 
bless another before themseh-es. Then the rich, sweet 
blessing flowing from the deep depths of the soul that has 
been confined so long will baptise the individual and all 
others within reach of his influence. 

I ask you if, in your minds, it is not a sacred thought ; 
namely, to know that whatever your aspirations, your 
hopes and desires may be, if you would have them fulfillecl 
you must labor for them. 1\ o one can bring abont the ful
fillment for you ; not even those who gladly return to Q1in
ister unto you. It is your own work that you alone can 
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best we can. 
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It is our privilege and pleasure to aid you as 
It is in this direction that man must turn 

his energies, his thoughts and aspirations ere the Millen
nium can dawn. Along this line human beings must cul
tivate the garden of human existence before beautiful 
flowers can blossom in everyone's personal plot of ground. 

How gladly would I have told you this morning of the 
beautiful realms that unfold before my soul life; how 
gladly would I have told you of those with whom I mingle, 
yet I have left out those more beautiful thoughts for this 
reason: In this, the beginning of the season, I wish you 
well; in this, the beginning of the season, my heart goes 
out to every one of you, and I long to see you co-mmencing 
the work of cultivating your highest faculties so that when 
the snows shall have drifted and melted, and the sunshine 
of spring shall have come, you will know that you are 
a living entity, know that you are indestructible, know 
that you are a soul, having all the attributes that are neC
essary for advancement in an illimitable future. !~trust 

and hope and know that love has spread her pinions above 
you, and breathed over you a sweeter message than you 
were ever conscious of before. May you strive to under
stand yourselves, ancl when you shall reach a certain point 
in self examination, in self culture and in soul effort, then 
-not that I would speak of myself as capable-! shall be 
rejoiced to come and express to you in a different direction 
my thoughts. For I would have you remember this al
ways : Your thoughts are the materials that you need for 
the structure that you desire to build; all your thoughts are 
potent; your memory is a bright gem that you can never 
part with. Remember also that every attribute you 
possess, whether conscious of its existence or not, is yours 
not alone for a day, not simply while you are dreaming in 
these bodies; they are yours to be quickened until they 
uplift you and bear you into the great realm of the higher 
soul life. They are what you require in order to under-
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stand the mighty problems of life in eYery direction ; they 
are the forces you cannot afford to lose, nor can you lose 

them ; but as the noble workman would keep his tools pol
ished and sharpened, so must you keep the faculties of the 
soul bright by use, so that when you enter the world be

yond you shall see and understand more fully the duties 

that a wait you there. 
1\Iay you be blessed in your present life, and may you 

feel from within the quickening that shall blend with the 

quickening baptism that shall rest upon you brought from 
spheres celestial by those who guide you clay by clay. 
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THE SIGNS OF THE TIMES. 

Discourse by Spirit William Lloyd Garrison, (Abolitionist 

Who Passed From the Mortal in I 879.) 

Sunday Afternoon, October 14, 1900. 

INVOCATI ON. 

J N the midst of the vastness of earth's turmoil and the 
deep ,-ibrations of sorrow that rend the atmosphere, in 

the midst of the great tide of that power that man terms 
c\·olution, we outreach to inbreathe Life's all-quickening 
force that thereby we may become conscious of our 
necessities. conscious of our incli,·iclual powers, con
scious of our duties one towards another, con
scious of the needs of our kindred in every land 
and clime. 0 Life, radiating in all Thy divine possibilities, 
touching man with higher and holier inspiration and in
fusing him with loftier aspirations for a broader existe nce, 
we realize something of the mighty tide of events that 
must enfold Thy children, we realize something of the 
power through whose upheaval Thy children shall learn 
that wisdom that sages and masters have invited their at
tention to. 0 may the quickening power within every 
human SG\11 become so strong and broad and deep, that 
each one will no longer think of bowing before another in 



order to receive instructions as to his duty. May the 
great tide of human life rise and swell In its ::J(h·ancing 
pathways in accordance with Thine infi,Jite law until every 
where freedom finds its habitation and peace folds her 

pinions over all Thy children. 
\Ve invoke this hour. 0 Spirit of truth, such truths 

as we may be able to voice and such as may hav~ some ef
fect in reve:1ling yet other truths th:Jt are striving to 
make themselves manifest throughout the wick world. 
Aid us in perceiving, aiel us in bringing, aiel 
us in receiving the touch of those who have pene
trated wider realms, than have we. A icl us 0 ye 
who never sleep or slumber, in striving to awaken 
human hearts to the needs of the hour, to the responsibili
ties that rest upon them, and to their duties unto them
seh·es, and may the sweet benediction, ancl the blessing 
that only noble effort can expect to receive rest upon one 
and upon all. 

DISCOURSE. 

IN taking a glance at the outlook, we may perhaps ex-
press the thought that it matters not to what party any 

individual belongs. It matters not whether he belongs to. 
any party or not. \Ve are not purpo~ing to speak to you 
in the interests of party spirit, for I trust you arc all 
aware that partisanship has been carried too far for the in
terests of the victims who are asking in vain for the privi
lege of existence. 

vVe stand with you in the midst of one of the greatest, 
if not the greJ.test revolution this planet has known. \Ve 
realize the trend of en:nts, but we have not the time, even 
if we had the capability, to trace through all history the 
rise ancl fall of nations. vVe realize with you that the 
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star of American liberty has shone with almost undimin
ished splendor, and we also realize, like yourseh·es, no 
doubt, that it s rays are somewhat dimmed. 

In looking out over this conti1ient and gathering the 
peopie under the X-rays of our souls, let us remember 
that we ha,·e to deal, not with one, not with a few, but 
with all. \Ve realize with you, that class has found a 
place in American history, and just so far as class legisla
tion fincls its place, just so far a ·republic becomes weak
ened. \Ve may ask the question, "Why?" \Ve may 
ask the question of "where and how ? " but it requires 
no one to rehearse to you the great facts as they stand out 
in bold relief upon every hand today proclaiming that your 
gm·ernment has no respect for the laboring man. If you 
disp ute the statement, all we have to ask you is to follow, 
not our utterances, but your own investigations, and you 
will see that America and her institutions are threatened_ 

Today you are approaching an important crisis. Your 
Presidential election is near at hand, and the privilege of 
casting a ballot is a privilege that perhaps many men do 
not appreciate as they should, for the reason that party 
has dethroned principle to a great extent. \\'hen one 
man like Rockefeller, when many millionaires and manu
fac turers such as you have scattered about America, say 
to their employes, " \Ve shall shut clown until after elec
tion, and if such a one is elected we shall open the doors 
of our factory directly," those workmen realize that it 
si rnply signifies, "You vote for whomsoever I have re
ferred to or you lose your place." Upon this rock are 
st randed hundreds of men who are dependent upon their 
labor from clay to clay for the subsistence of themseh·es, 
their wives and children, and the maintenance of their 
homes, and behold, as at your last Presidential election, 
they vote for whomsoever they are forced to vote for. 
This you call free balloting! This you call free America 
and th e pri,·ilege of her citizens ! 
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A great question comes up whe!1 we behold men 
ground down by thf!ir employers or waiting anxiously for 
the opportunity to earn an honest livelihood. You decry 
and deplore stri~es. They are indeed a terrible expres
sion, but what do they express ? The mighty power of 
the iron heel of trusts and tom binations. Laboring men 
.are forced-and no man of intelligence can deny it-either 
to strike or be ground deeper and still deeper into the soil 
()f poverty. \Vhile I would banish all strikes if I had the 
power, I would first banish e\'ery \'estige from this glori
-ous land of that which causes a strike. There is nothing 
in the wideworlcl that you can place your finger upon that 
-is not governed by the law of cause and effect, and the 
cause of the strikes that arc e\·en now in progress is not 
found within the bosoms of the men who are standing 
between the welfare of their children anci friends and the 
mighty arm of poverty, knowing very well that unless 
they call a halt, tn,Jess they demand some recognition, 
they and their dear ones are to be ground lower and still 
lower in the scale of human expression, and clepri,·ed of 
.ail that man cares for, because no indi,·idual cares simply 
to live and be a s]a,·e. 

\Vhen we toiled for the freedom of the black man we 
toiled for a lesser curse than that which broods over free 
America today, for African slavery was confined to one 
section of the country only. Today I am, and 1 trust 
some of you arc, striving for the freedom of millions of 
slaves to the present industrial state of affairs who throng 
your cities, more in some places than in others, and still 
the great fact remains, as I have already asserted, that 
your government has no respect for the laboring man. 
This tends where·? It tends towards imperialism of the 
rankest nature. 

Perhaps you would say that these men might appeal 
to our courts, where justice is being dealt out with an im
,partial hand. Do you not know that c\·ery time they do 
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appeal to your courts those courts decide in favor of the 
combinations and trusts which hold your government in 
their power? Where, I ask, is that sentiment that was 
the life and energy of America? that scnUment that gave 
to every human child a smile of cheerfulness; namely, 
that all human beings are born equal and have the inalien
able right to life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness? 
Is this right, I ask yot.l, secured to all at the present time? 
Nay, verily. The moans of those who beg and beg in 
vain for recognition are answering 1 "Nay!" 

Looking out i!~to tl~e arena of life, what 1 I ask you, 
are the signs of the times? Can I present to you a glow
ing picture of prosperity, of peace, of love, of har
mony? No, I cannot 1 and if I were to do so there 
are thousands who would ris~ up in condemna
tion because they would rightly say it was not a truth that 
1 was voicing. J7or we understand, ancl humanity will 
sometime comprehend, that truth is the mighty power 
that must sooner or later be unveiled, not only in the poli
tical arena, but in every department of life. 

If, then. these words that I have uttered are true, 
what are we looking forward to? Your officials are quar
relling and over what? Over that which they may gain. 
Your millionaires, your combinations and your trusts rule 
the political \vorld, and, ruling the political world, direct 
your government to a greater extent then you perhaps 
realize at the present hour. And when America, be it said 
to her shame, stooped to conquer those islands of the sea 
and subdued them by the power of might, she gave away 
a great portion of her birthright. 

\Vhere a great nation desires to conquer a weaker 
nation, to take from another country any of its possessions, 
whether land or treasure, it first sends out missionaries. 
ft always has been and it always will be the method pur
sued. Then it must, perforce. sencl the sword and the 
army to protect the missionaries, and a curse has followed 
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every time. The recent conflict in China is indeed a hlack 
spot in the civilization of the present clay. \Vhy has Europe 
or any nation outside that continent any right to dictate to 
you whom or what you shall worship as your God? \Vho 
has any moral right to say to you that your thoughts of 
the Deity sha11 not be thus ~nd so ? If the Chinese were 
to come here and ask you to worship their God in accord
ance with their ideas, would you concede that they had a 
right thus to meddle with your religious affairs? But 
China has been flooded with Christian missionaries who 
have been followed by soldiers, and hundreds and thous 
ands have been slaughtered there in consequence. 

You wlll exclaim, "The Chinese rebelled, and by slay
ing our missionaries they incurred the penalty inflicted." 
I am not sure but they ought to have been slain. Going 
there with their religious ' 'iews so at variance with those 
of the native population, how could they expect to be 
cordially received? No doubt many of them started out 
with sincere motives, intending to win the Chinese and 
save them from the sin of idolatry, but they have abused 
and robbed them instead. 

Were I the monarch of any nation, the go\'ernor of any 
people, and foreigners were to come to my subjects or 
fellow-citizens and say, '"You must lay aside your religion. 
You are idolaters, and we shall compel you to worship ou r 
God, the only true God,'' I think I should reply, ''\Nait a 
moment, my friends. This is our coun try, inhabited by 
our forefathers for ages." 

The Chinese can truly say this, and although many 
c all them fools, yet they ha\'C art, th ey have science, and 
in many directions they could teach much to the children 
of America. But it docs not matter if they have not one 
atom of scientific knowleclgc, have no culture according to 
your ideas of culture, they have a country that has belonged 
to them for centuries, and it is theirs by the same right 
that America is yours. No army of men from England or 
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any other nation, I am sure you will agree with me here 7 

has any right to come to America and say, "You Ameri
cans have worshipped thus and so long enough." There 
are some people who would say to Spiritualists if they 
had the power, "You shall not worship or believe thus 
and so any longer,'' and think they had done a good deed ; 
but as far as Protestantism is cor.cerned I wonder if you 
would receive them with open arms, saying, "They are 
messengers from Almigh~y God, and we must submit!" 
yield them up our lands, yield them up our all." vVc 
would indeed become, in that case, what the Chinese must 
become, friends, if they are to accept the teachings of 
your missionaries, false to themselves. 

Now religion is a matter that does not belong with 
state. It is a matter that should always be separate from 
it, and those wise framers of the Constitution recognized 
this fact. \Ve claim that in this, or any other land upon 
which the sun shines, every individual has a right to his 
own opinion as far as religion is concerned, a right to wor
ship a heathen idol or the mental image of the Orthodox 
God. Your soul is your own, your religion Is 
your own, your life force!" are your own, and re
ligion is a matter that swords ancl battlefields should 
have naught to clo with. 

Hence we come to the great question of the outlook 
at the present hour, the signs of the times. Just as sure 
as you live, unless America withdraws her oppressive men, 
there will be as bloody scenes enacted upon this continent 
as have been enacted over the seas. You may think this 
a wild statement, a false alarm, but I tell you that cause 
will lead to its legitimate effect. 

Remembering, as you ever should, that man's hands, 
wherewith he deh'es in the soil or builds the home wherein 
he expects to reside, are his by the right of natu:-al posses
sion, no power of might should be anowed to restrain him 
in the use of these implements of labor. On the other 
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hand there are quite a few people who ha,·e a million of dol
lars for which they ha,·e no use. Yet a little \\'bile <.1go an 

oil king raised the price of oil, and immuliately endo\Yecl a 
college. The world considered him a liberal man, not 
re~dizing that not one cent of that endowment money came 
out of his pocket, not realizing th<.1t he sacrificed not one 
iota of comfort therefor. 

This is one instance out of n~any that are occurring 
frequently right along, <.1ncl do you suppo:-;e that the labor
mg man, ancl the laboring woman as well-for I 
believe that woman should be considered a citi

zen of the United States as much as her 
brother man, and woman bows beneath the burden and 
shrinks b.eneath the lash that is applied to her as well as 

man-do you suppose for a moment, as you look out to 
observe the signs of the times, that the workingmen ancl 
working women will allow this oppression to continue? I 
am not speaking of the power of God; I am speaking only 

of that power that is dormant in the human soul, that will 
awaken in all its might ere long and sweep all before it if 

oppression continue. It will continue as long as you care 
to have it, I assure you, because the people are asleep and 
do not realize the state of slavery in which they exist . As 
I have already said, southern slavery was black enough, 
but 1t did not embrace so many slaves as the ~la,·ery of the 

end of the nineteenth century. 
\Vhat can we see, then, for encouragement? Some 

of you, I have no doubt, think that if the present incum
bent in the highest office of this government is not re
elected, all will be lost. Strange as it may seem to you, I 
shall have no tears to shed, for with the foulness that now 
exists in \Vashington, I would he willing to welcome any 
change almost. No one can do worse as far as reaching 

out the mighty al,"m of imperialism is concerned. \Vhen 
one, and it may be one of my own kin, speaks against im
perialism, I am aware that he is arousing antagonism, for 
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realize that the two parties, one for imperialism ancl one 
for the preservation of human rights, stand arrayed in 
lnttle, against each other, each ready a11d willing to cast 
the foulest aspersions they are capable of uttering upon 
the character of the other. 

At that critical period-it was critical in my estima
tion-when Horace Greeley, in the nobility of his nature, 
was seeking for justice and right, he received at the hands 
of his opponents his death blow, not because he was not a 
worthy man, but because he could not bow to the dictum 
of those in power. The poor man, crucified as much as 
was he of eighteen hundred years ago, went down, not to 
his death, but clown into that valley where he cast aside 
the material form : and I clo not forget that even then un
holy hand~ shrouded that bocly, nor do I forget that when 
the last services were held that the form lay encoffinecl 
looking more a~ if it had been thrown in than as if any cle
cency had been observed in placing it there. 

These may be thoughts that you clo not bave,but go ask 
those conversant with the facts, ancl you will prove my 
words true and more, demonstrating this : that in the 
great, mad rush of political life those who are determined 
to win at all hazards have no respect whatt~,·er for their 
opponents. The tim e was when there was no such st:1in 
on the escutcheon of any party. The time was when a 
man elected to office was respected even by those who clid 
not accept the principles that were endorsed by the party 
electi ng him; but today manhood ancl womanhood are 
neither respected Today there is rottenness in Denmark. 
There is a new departure, and the prime movers in trusts 
and combinations rule the government. 

Laying aside all partisanship, and remembering that 
the Democratic and Republican parties are not representa
tives of th e best American citizenship as they once were, 
let us seek for that principle that was so pronii nen t in 
each. Let us not forget the sufferings of vVashington 
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and his soldiers at \7 ~dley Forge; let us n () t forget th e 

courage and enduran ce of those who g .n·e to you ancl me 
the blessing of Ameri can liberty such as it has been. 
\\'hen those livin g in the wild stretch of un po pulat ed co un
try dared the li\·ery of England and resisted h e r encroach
ments upon this continent they \YerL· ac tu.1tcd by the 
purest patriotism. Let us ask ourselYcs if we arc \Vorthy 
descendants of such sires. Have the mighty truths in

grained into their li,·es, which they sowed with such prod
igality, taken root in our hearts? If ~o I would ask you, 
and you have a right to answer this question and demand 
that your reply shall be heard, can you consi~tently per
mit the oppressor to still oppress your kind? 

Pause for a moment at this point, and look ;tbout 

you. Observe the noble buildings in the city of Boston. 
Observe the march of what you call science and art. You 
see e\·erywhere evidences of human genius. You may 

bow your head before the master of some noble mansion. 

You may say, ''I worship that man. \Vhy. he has earned 
and he lives in the most beautiful home I ever saw. I 
am always glad when I see him.'' Do you ever think how 

he obtained that home? Do you think I am about to be
rate him? .0Jot at all. He has, very likely, obtained it 
by honest effort ; in all probability he has paid e\·ery dol
lar he owed on it. Yet how came it possible for him to 
inhabit that house? lle did not himself build it. He 
had not the genius to design or the skill to rear its stately 
walls, although he possessed the genius whereby he ac
quired the fortune he has invested in it. It was the hand 
of the laboring man that delved in the soil and dug the 
cellar, that laid the bricks and blocks of marble ; it was 
the arm of the labonng man that buildcd it from base to 
roof; throughout it bears the imprint of the genius and 
skill of the workingman. and yet one would think its 

beauty ancl grancieur due to the ability of the man who 
occupies it. 
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The high state of civilization attained at the present 
time is the result of the workingman's labors. How else 
do you travel by electricity? Who builcled the roads run
ning- all O\Te1· the country? \Vho has delved in the soil of 
this mighty continent, beautified it ancl drawn out from 
the deep depths of the earth those materials whereby man 
stands so pre-eminent to-clay? And yet how many of you 
in passing by the laborer ignore him ! You do not, or at 
least the world does not, consider him fit to sit at the feet 
of the one whose mansion his brawny arm has builclecl. 

I could speak of these things. I could multiply these 
instances until the setting of the sun, but I will simply 
say to you that the laboring man and the laboring woman 
arc important factors in every department of life, and yet 
trusts and combinations continue to exist and increase. 
Human need knocks at the door, but they will not grant 
the poor man's prayer unless they choose to do so. \\'hy, 
men and women, what are you made of? Are you im
mortal beings that you are willing to remain sile11t while 
th e laborer is oppressed and ground clown when you know 
that without his strong arm the world could not advance 
so rapidly? Are you willi11g to sec passed out to him, in 
return for his earnest, conscientious efforts, the little mess 
denominated his dinner on a pewter or even a tin platter? 
"But," you may expostulate, ''he is not served in that 
w.1y." \Veil, perhaps he is not. At the same time the 
pay the man rece ives does not allow him to have that 
which is much better. 

\Vhat I am pleading for is opportunity for the 
workman to labor at proper remuneration ; I am ple3d
ing for food for the hungry, clothing for the naked, 
shelter for the shelterless ; I am pleading that the heavy 
burden of want may be removed from the shoulders of 
those who are indeed the sinew and bulwarks of Ameri
can liberty. I am pleading likewise that human souls 
shall not be crushed, and that every man and woman shall 
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be recognized as the equal of every other. You might 
answer that this would not do, because we could not en
dure the society of all. The recognition of human equal
ity would give them entrance into the best society. Let 
me ask you, what is the !Jest society ? Is it to be found 
where your millionaires, your stockbrokers, and your bank 
managers gather together and gloat over their riches? 
Is it where, in humble walKs, men and women gather to
gether seeking for information in regard to all affairs of 
life? Is It clown in the hovels where trusts and combina
tiolls have found their \'ictims who shiver in the cold and 
ask in vain for bread? 

You may think this is a doleful picture, but I have · 
not presented the situation as clark as it exists to-clay. 
Mark you well, if you think it is overdrawn, ere many 
years have flown you will not ha,·e to wander far from your 
own homes to verify its truthfulness. 

But I am hopin~ for better things. I know there are 
sleepless workers over there on the other side of life, and 
I realize that these conditions are being permitted to exist 
for a p11rpose. Therefore, shall I complain? I do not, for 
I behold through all the darkness the oncoming of a brighter 
day; and yet I would that you might assist in hastemng 
its dawning, for I realize, as in the olden time, that the 
American go,·ernment will not consider the rights of the 
working- man any more than it considered the black man 
worthy of any attention-die! not consider that he hacl any 
needs. That is why we fought, and we fought successful
ly. \Nhy? Because out of that ·agitation came the ci,·il 
war; and because of the same feeling and sentiment to-clay 
you are being permitted, I will not say you are being 
assisted except by your own weakness and selfishness, to 
let matters go on until oppression shall become so clark, 
so deep, so hea\')' and so strong that the laboring men 
throughout the land, not those engaged in one business 
alone but all, will rally to the cry of distress as ,·oicecl by 
their own. 
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I should have no confidence in myself if I could say 
that I blamed them. I could have no respect for an indi

vidual who would not fight for his own liberty, neither would 
you. You may pooh! at their grievances ancl say that 
their condition is good enough for them, but how would 
you warm and] igh t your houses to-clay if it were not for 
those men with blackened faces who labor down in the 
mines where circumstances might have placed you? Ancl 

yet intelligent men and women scorn the agents by whom 
Almighty God gives them their luxuries. and treat them 
as slaves. 

Just pause to think for a moment. This is not all of 
life. Those who possess immense riches and those crush

eu beings who have no time for s0cial enjoyment or educa
tion are passing. and pZ~ssing swiftly to that bourne. not 
from which no traveller returns, but through the golden 

gateway into the land of souls .. \Ve have a little illustra

tion of the changed conditions in that other life in the story 
of Lazarns and the rich man. \Vhat can be the state in the 
spiritual world of one who has controlled trusts and com
binations but has never thought of his soul growth? If 
he has any religion the God he worships is spelled "G-o-1-cl," 
and when he shall lay aside his material form all his 
millions will be as naught to him, he can count them over 
no more. The arm wherewith he has oppressed his brother 

man hangs by his side helpless, and perchance standing 
close beside him may be one or many of those whom he 
has crushed. Then comes the awakening hour. 

Knowing what I do of life, were I in the mortal form. 
even if I felt so disposed, I would not dare to oppress one 
human soul, and I say to you that I pity those who are 
oppressing the weak because I know the time is coming 
when they will change places with their victims, when for 

every wrong they have inflicted upon others they must 
suffer ten-folcl more than have those victims of their 
power. The law of retribution is inexorable. I want to 
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call your particular attention to this fact because I want 
you to have some purpose in life, I want you to be true, 
and to aspire for more than this earthly life can afford 
you. You are all to be ushered into existence over there. 
Are you willing to gi,·e your consent longer that millions 
shall be chained to po,·erty, and ~round clown in want and 
degradation while you smile upon those who arc oppress
ing them? or are you ready to acknowledge the fact that 
by-and-by there will be a day of reckoning, for certainly 
there must be? 

Leaving with you this thought, let me refer once 
again to America. \Vith all her darkness, with all her 
blindness, with all the present demonstrations of the 
power of greed that blots her escutcheon, the light will 
come to her. How long the night will last it is not for 
me to say, but I know that the principles of literty em
bodied in her Constitution will by-and-by assert them
sel\'es. I feel that men will sink deeper and deeper into 
what you call wrong and degradation until the laboring 
classes as with one voice demand their rights, and pause 
not until they are granted. In looking forward I feel that 
by-and-by from the ranks of the laboring men, from the 
homes of the laboring women shall go forth a power like 
unto that exerted by him who blessed the olden world, 
because lon~ shall right e\·ery wrong. Truly America 
will be recleeme~l, but perhaps not while you wear 
these material forn1s. Her redemption will come, not 
by the power of wealth or might, but when your govern
ment asserts its high privilege and direct~ all these 
matters, it will come by the power of that retribution that 
will settle all conditions ; it will come by the power of 
that thought that will awaken in the human breast the 
consciousness of the Fatherhood of God and the brother
hood of man; it will come in the quick<:ning of those soul 
aspirations whereby every one will desire and demand 
liberty for himself and grant the same to all others. 
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l\Iay you and I- I assure you that so far as I have 
the power I shall- labor for the advancement of that on
coming time. May we plow as best we can the deepest 
furrow in the soil, a nd by-and-by be instrum e ntal in 
bringing joy to hunnn beings when once again our g lori
ous flag shall be recognized in a ll lands as the emblem of 
liberty; when no more in an y country, heathen, as you 
call it or civi li zed, it shal l be hi ssed at ; when in all the 
glory of its stars and the beauty of its coloring, it shall 
proclaim to the world that nevermore shall any st ripes be 
placed by o ne ma n upon his brother. Then shall the 
eagle lift its crest and sound once again the clarion cry, 
not of war, but of joy and liberty. 

May you, children, be tru e to. your highest aspira
tions, be true to th e truth, and walk where truth leads, 
whether you stand alone or in the midst of a vast multi
tude. Surely you will be builders then of that tabernacle 
of love that in the future shall shelter all who shall dwell 
in this fair Janel. 

NoTE.- ln presenting this series of lectures to the public, perhaps a 
few s ugges ti ons to those nor conversant with spiritualism would be appre
ciated. 

Due allowance should be made for seeming lack of complete expres
sion by some intelligencies owing to dissimilarity of brain development, 
the physical and mental condition of the medium and conditions furnished 
by those present at the time of transmission. 

l\Iany of our spirit speakers are not hampered to any extent in their 
expression through one instrument while they would be through another, 
and some find the language of the medium superior to their own develop
ment, but as a rule, manitestations from the subjective through all phases 
of mediumship are more or less imperfect. 

The invocation is seldom offered by the spirit delivering the address. 
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WHAT AM L AND WHAT AM 
CAPABLE OF BECOMING? 

DISCOURSE BY SPIR IT AGRI PPA, 

(A:-.: b;YJ>TJA:'\ oF 6,ooo YE.\Rs !--'1:-.:n:.) 

SUNDAY MORl\ING, OCTOBER 21, 1900. 

I ~'\.~OCATION 

J NFINITE and All-pervading Presence, enfolding all of 
life even as all of lite enfolds that Infinite Energy that 

never sleeps nor slumbers; 0 Infinitude, in Thy \·astness 
in relation to worlds and systems of worlds, even as in re
lation to the possibilities of the human soul, we would 
drink from Thine ever-flowing ri\·er of wio..;clum, we would 
inbreathe Thy divine vibrations, we would sense the great 
tide of being in all its powt:r, in all its possibilities as far 
as we are capable, that thereby .we may come in touch 
with ourselves. .;\Jo longer would we seck for the all of 

wisdom in some distant realm ; no lon.~er woul d we seek 
altoget her for wisdom imparted unto ns by oth ers, b ut we 
would strive t o penetrate the deep chambers of ou r own 

• In presenting this senes of lectures to the public, perhaps a few suggestions to those 
not conversant with spiritualism would be appreciated. 

Due allowance should be made for seeming lack of complete expression by some intelli
gencies owing to dtsstmilanty of brain development, the physical and mental condition of the 
medium and conditions furnished by those present at the time of t ransmt!sion . 

. Many of our spirit speakers are not hampered to any extent in their expression through 
rone mstrument whtle they would be through another, and some find the language of the 
medtum superior to their own development, but as a rule, manifestations from the subjective 
through all phases of mediumship are more or less imperfect. 

The invocation ts seldom 0ffered by the spirit delivering the address. 
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possibilities and learn how to exercise the vital forces 
within our beings that we may lift ourse·lves into that con
dition where worlds and systems of worlds speak to us in 
truthfulness of the mighty history of ages. As we trace 
the lines of thought evolved thereby, may it enable us to 
realize more and more fully not only the wonderful me
chanism of these· human forms wherein the<;e people are 
dwellers today, but likewise the wonderful mechanisms that 
the soul requires in its unending march ; and in order to 
understand this we must understand the divine possibilities 
and powers within, reading as in a volume the record our 
soul has traced unerringly upoi1 its pages, se11sing through 
the deep vibrations of our being all that life permits us to 
sense, and drawing out from the hidden recesses of the 
reservoir within the powers and possibilities that mankind 
has sought for in different directions and sought in vain. 

0 this morning may all who have convened here and 
all whose thoughts vibrate in unison with our own in their 
homes be touched by the influence and inspiration of the 
hour. May we all realize that we have gatbered within 
the Temple of life, not to scan, not to an;tlyze, not to 
judge one another, but, by the illuminating forces that we 
are capable of exercising within ourselves, to become more 
acquainted with the indwelling one, that thereby, with all 
the possibilities surrounding us, with all the potencies of 
which we are possessed, we may become masters in life's , 
great laboratory. May we become students worthy of the 
name, not because we have learned to repeat the thoughts 
of others, not because we can accomplish in mechanics or 
art that alone which others have taught us, but because 
we have learned to bring forth from the resources within 
ourselves new problems, new possibilities, that thereby we 
may come in closer spiritual contact with all human beings, 
in closer touch with life in every department, in greater 
harmony with ourselves, that before the altar of selfhood, 
not with pride or vain boasting, but in the consciousness 
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of our attainments and capacities, we may revel in the 
great problems before us. For whatever problem may be 
placed before the people in the outward. the greater, the 
more triumphant, the infinitely glorious problem is that of 
understanding themseh·e~ to that degree that they may 
come into at-one-ment, into perfect harmony with all of 
life's forces ancl unfold that percepti\·e faculty that will 
enable them to guage the vibrations and express for them
selves the higbest possibilities. 

Therefore, before this great problem of life we lift our 
beings in unison with these mortals, asking for naught, but, 
with reverent, silent devotion, lifting the thought within 
ourselves of the determination to accomplish all the possi
bilities that we are capable of accomplishing, to read all 
the so-called mysteries. and behold, gleaming in beauteous 
splendor, that which was ,·eiled from our eyes-the \\'011-

clerful problems '':c have sought to solve. Therefore we 
rejoice in life's mission and the law whereby we are still 
enabled to come in touch and co-operate with the dwellers 
on the various planets and those ascended ones who follow 
their ad,·ancing star beneath the arches of external life and 
liberty. 

J~ISCOtJR.Sr::. 

MID the various experiences of life \\"herever we may 
be, there must come questionings from the soul. 

and the question, \Vhat am I, and what am I capahle of 
becoming? cannot be a vain one. 

In the life that you are living at the present time, the 
great majority live, question and explore upon the surface, 
ha,·ing no deep, soul touching thought of what "I, as an 
individual, am," having no idea, and, I had almost said, 
very little if any regard for" thyself." This applies not 
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to one but to all human beings, to myselt and all others lJl 

a greater or lesser degree. 
The great question upon your planet has never been 

answert:d, vVhither am I bound? what are my capacities ? 
and, in short, what am I ? The outer form is not you. It 
is simply the implement of the soul, the tenement, if you 
choose to call it so, wherein for the time being you are 
incarnate. 

The great religious thought has been to li\·e as 
taught and not seek for the sou 1 's highest expression, 
whereas the great, ancl, to me, the true purpose of spir
itualistic thought at the present clay is to teach humanity 
to turn from their iclols throughout e\·cry country and all 
lands and ende~n-or to come in touch with themseh·es. 
For when you gaze as in a mirror into the depths of the 
soul and behold reflected there its possibilities, see the 
throbbing of those powers that are prevented from finding 
expn:ssion. you \viii realize that you han~ never known 
yourselves; you will realize likewise that the purpose of 
this life, the purpose of any incarnation, is to reach the 
highest point possible, r~ot as you climb a hill, but by 
drawing out, by cultivating and commanding the latent 
forces of the soul. Perhaps you will grasp my idea better 
if I say to you, that. when your aspirations rise, as oft
times they do, and you desire to know that which you feel 
is the unknowable, to attain that which you have been 
taught is the unattainable, you may rest assured that that 
aspiration comes from some effort of your soul-life to reach 
the highest point that aspiration may touch. 

It is only when you understand this that you will 
become Spiritualists worthy of the name ; it is only when 
you thus become conscious of and obedient to yourselves 
in this direction that you wil! realize the sweetness and 
beauty of soul expansion and the gladness that comes to 
one and all sooner or later as they are enabled to grasp 
the condition of human beings as they are, judging them 
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no longer by their acts, measuring the standard of their 
manhood or womanhood no longer by their weaknesses, 
but by their aspirations and soul expressions. 

It is for this that we arc laboring, it is for this that 
I would touch your liYes at the present time if possible : 
that you may understand all that others have attained you 
may attain and more. The soul has been ancl is being 
starved because you h;we fed it upon that which is the 
result of mere guess-work, while within the chambers of 
your own being the glittering truth of life's great demand 
has been unheeded and unheard. 

You are living, then, for what? To bless the world? 
You cannot bless the world until first you ha\·e fitted 
yourseh·es for that expression save in an outward degree. 

' You may give to the needy, you may feel kindly towards 
the poor, but, children, the great blessing that you would 
confer upon others can only be gi \'en ,,·hen you are exalted 
abo,·e all belittling thoughts, ,,·hen you \•ibrate, by \'irtue 
of your soul growth, on a plane where there are no asper
sions floating, where you nevermore judge another, hut 
where you come in touch with Nature in all her divine 
expressions and realize that you are one with the soul of 
Nature. the soul of all life. 

Some wonder at, a11cl a great many are ignorant of, 
the great fact of materialization, and hence sneer at it. 
\Vhy? Because they have not reached clown into the 
lighted chambers of the soul and drawn therefrom the 
knowledge that every one possesses. They have not en
tercel Nature's realn1s and become in at-one-ment there
with, thereby realizing that Nature, in the external ex
pression, is continually materializing and dematerializing-. 
You see it in the processes by which nne season follows 
another; you see it in the putting- forth of the buds ancl 
leaves. You know of the forces that abound in the atmos
phere, you know of the powers you can command ; but 
the powers that your senses cannot take into consideration, 
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but that give birth and support to the forces you do rec
ognize are greater still. The vibratory waves that rise and 
swell, bear the atoms that fashion not only the bodies you 
wear all your physical lives, but the forms you wear in spirit. 

vVhen you seek for the power that gives to the inter
nal the possibility of clothing itself in the external gar
ments that you call the tree, you see but the materializa
tion of the soul of the tree. You may not be ready to 
accept the thought that every manifestation of life is im
pregnated with the spirit, and you cannot forget the old 
idea that spirit is the expression of the soul force that is 
centered deep in every form ; but if you do not understand 
this now you will sometime, when you come in touch with 
your own soul forces, that the real energies of life are not 
centered in any or all outward forms. They can not be. 

, These forms are simply the expression of that silent. un
seen, voiceless energy that never ceases or slumbers. You 
may call it God, you may call it Jehovah, you may give it 
any exalted name you choose, but to me it is unnamable 
and ~he purpose of my life is (and you will sometime reach 
the same point) to seek and understand until I may read 
from the provinces of the great vibratory world the lessons 
that that world alone can command. Then shall I, as I un
derstand my own soul forces, likewise understand all other 
human beings, for this must be the result, it cannot fail. 
Then~ understanding every atom that floats, we shall un
derstand by its form, its rising and falling, what its mission 
is and be enabled by the combination of atoms, in conse
quence of the soul power we are strivmg to unfold, to 
bring to humanity not only the evidence of materialization, 
but the greater evidence of etherealization, opening to 
your gaze and the gaze of the world not simply a spiritual 
world with the many emanations there where your loved 
ones elwell, but the mighty world of infinite power all 
around you-yourselves, every one of you seemingly to 
you a central figure as. you ride on the vibratory waves of 
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life's activity, your Yibratory condition governed by your
selves. You vibrate upon a plane very material or you 
vibrate upon a plain very spiritual, or you vibrate upon 
planes of untold numbers intermediate between the two. 

This is but a faint idea of the purpose of your lives 
and mine. No greater mistake, with the effect of crush
ing the am bit ion of human souls, has ever been forced 
upon the children of men than this ; namely, that they 
were irresponsible for their existence, and yet that this 
life was the all-important one. 

I do not care to enter into the details of your methods 
of salvation. I may sum them all up thus: They have 
been and are a method to crush the life and ambition out 
of every human soul that has ever accepted them or ever 
listened to their exposition. I do not say they have not 
contained some uplifting thoughts, but the fact is that 
they have giver.. to the world at the present time its ca
pacity for warfare and turmoil, and it is only when man 
shall learn of himself to know and understand himself and 
use his own soul forces that the human family shall lift 
themselves above the benighted condition in which they 
now exist to a great extent. 

Many of you realize that our teachings are intended 
to assist human beings to live a soul life. Therefore, in 
speaking to you this morning, 1 would h!ave forgot no 
longer that this life is important, its every day, its every 
moment, in order to build that condition whereby, when 
you reach another embod_iment, you may be satisfied as 
you look back to your mission here. 

Speaking of these silent forces, if you do not acct:!pt 
them (and the only reason you will refuse them will be 
because you do not understand them) th ere are unseen 
ones here who are hungering for them, and whatever word 
of truth I may vibrate in your presence cannot perish. 
Some soul somewhere in the vZJstness of life will gather 
in the \'ibrations that I send forth by this effort, and even 
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if you sh()ulcl all receive them with ready acceptance, still 
the vibration goes on. No voice that heralds truth is ever 
silenced in the sense of the effects of its utterances being 
ended, tor it vibrates and floats. and floats and vibrates 
as long as there is one human child that can be benefitted 
thereby. 

ln cndea voring to call your attention to yourselves 
this morning, I am movcclnpon by a desire of my own to 
benefit' everyone of you ancl all whom I may reach. for in 
understanding yourselves you are lifted into a new world. 
I am well aware that you do not know to-day how to exer
cise the forces of the soul because you have never been 
taught how, because you have never ]earnecl distinctly 
how, and it is only when you strive, no matter how insig
nificant your capacity. to understand this matter, that you 
can do this; it is only when you have the aspiration 
for that which you know is· lofty, good and useful, and 
make a determined effort to utilize that aspiration. Sit
ting down with folclecl arms ancl aspiring for something to 
be brought to you is not what I mean, not what I would 
suggest. If the richest prize your soul requires or de
mands glittered just beyond you, and by an effort you 
knew that you could reach it, you would not sit still and 
wish that it might come to you, bnt you woulcl say, "I will 
arise ; the moun tam is steep and rugged, my feet may be 
pierced, but I sec the gem glittering on the rocky sicle, 
and l will obtain it. 

This is where man's · greatest implement is found, in 
the power of the soul, that you might perhaps call the will, 
an indispensable lever by which man conquers al1 things. 

If you were satisfied I should find you at fault, and f 
could not be satisfied with you if you were simply to gath
er here, listen to the words uttered, speak pleasantly about 
them, and then forget them. I hope ancl wish to be satis
fied only in seeing you individually satisfied by striving to 
accomplish all you can. Very well I know that many of 
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you have much to lay aside; very well 1 know that you 
have much to overcome: at the same time, beneath the 
surface of your outer guise in your soul life, which is your
selves, there lives the mighty forces that sometime you 
will command and they will obey. \Vhcn those forces are 
commanded and obeyed, then, friends, life becomes sub
lime, for, however dark your environments may be. the 
mountain glitters with its many jewels: however much 
your weakness may overcome you for a time, the con
scionsness will come to you that you possess the strength, 
you possess the power, and the only necessity is 'to bring 
them forth by the exercise of those faculties that you have 
so long neglected through ignorance. "0Je\·e r in the spirit 
world will you be satisfied with yourselves until you have 
commanded this mighty reservoir, namely, yourselves, to 
give forth its richest fruitage. to yield its mighty forces ; 
then, guided by will and reason, behold, you may perceive 
the vibrations of thought, of energy, and grasping them in 
the magnitude of your soul's strength come into at-one
ment with Nature. 

\Ve may talk, standing in the corner, about being in 
at-one-ment with Nature, and think, "I feel kindly towards 
her, I have no quarrel with Nature." This is not what I 
mean. It is rising in the dignity of that soul life, it is un
folding the grandeur of the possibilities of the soul until 
you have no occasion to think you are in harmony, you 
A'nozv it. You know it by the constant surging of those 
vibrations that lave your beings ; you know it by the sweet 
expressions oufflowing from your lives and coming in con
tact with like expressions, which permit you to perceive in 
the distance, as it were, the gems that you are capable of 
grasping by an exercise of the will ; you know it by feeling 
in accord with all of life ; you know it, friends, not by 
feeling that you are permitted thus and thus to do, this 
and that to accomplish, but you know it because you see 
spread before you the great world of cause and effect, and 
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you realize that you are a master builder in life's great 
temple. Can I say more? 

I cannot name over to you all the powers and possi
bilities that you possess, but remember that Spiritualism 
does not consist altogether of these seances that simply 
please you ; it does not consist alone in your coming in 
communion with your spirit friends; it is not all rehearsed 
to you when you are informed that you shall meet your 
loved ones gone before ; it is not all revealed to you when 
you are told that in that life that is to be, an unending ex
istence 'awaits you. It is not all the information you re
quire to be told that in the life beyond, the faculties of the 
soul will find expression, but the greatest significance at
taches to its teaching that here and now you n1a y be 
quickened in your most sacred emotions, that here and 
now the power of the soul may so permeate your very life 
that you shall be able to realize that above all other things, 
truth is sacred, and also realize that we come not simply 
to please you or while away the time. \Ve are with you to 
be associated with that band of workers that constitutes 
the world's redeemers, not by voicing thoughts, not by 
giving demonstrations of our presence, though they ha,·e 
their place and purpose as aids. 

But the world's redeerners must come in touch with 
every soul-life, and the souls incarnate must realize that 
there is something for them to do. And, what, pray, is 
there for you to do? It is not enongh for you to belie,·e 
that you shall live hereafter ; it is not enough to believe 
that we can return ; it ·is not enough to hope this. You 
wish to know it first, and then to rise to the conviction 
that you are co-workers with those gone before, co-work
ers with every expression of Nature, co-workers with all 
of life whatever its expression may seem to be to you. 
When you drink in this knowledge life in every condition 
becomes sublime. You will no longer bow your heacls and 
say "Envirom11ents make me thus and so.'' You will no 
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cumstances ;" but man, rising in the dignity of soul-life 
and soul-consciousness will exclaim : ••\Vith all the powers 
of the will in acti,·ity, I will O\'ercome. I am here to grow; 
I am here to lea:·n." That which is revealed to us is not 
unfolded that we may cast an empty glance upon it, but 
that we may"be incited thereby to rise and penetrate the 
pathway, the veil over which has just been lifted because 
of our capacity to behold beyond it, to rise and· enter 
therein and grasp all that has an attraction for us. 

For many years Spiritualism _has languished because 
mankind has ne\·er been taught that the God dwelling 
within must first reveal its beauty, its power, its grandeur. 
When this revelation comes there will be no sickness. 
Health will glow upon every human countenance, strength 
will be given for ~very need, and the soul will find its high
est and grandest expression while in the material form. 

This, then, is our message to you this morning: It 
may seem afar off to you, but I say that the possibilities 
that I refer to are within yourselves, and the powers that 
are there resting, wait now to be brought into activity. 
Lay aside your pre-conceived idea of \\'hat you know and 
seek to know all you can. This became my motto long 
ago. I trust that I have no pre-concei,·ed or idle concep
tions now. \Vhat I am seeking to know and what I may 
know~ be it little or much, is not what I have gleaned from 
others, but what I have obtained by searching in the vast 
laboratory of life for the answer to my aspirations. 

I know that the elements in the atom, blending with 
emanations from your forms, enable us to give you, not a 
spiritual form, but the presentation of a form that for a 
few moments remains tangible in your midst. I know that 
when mankind shall awaken to the touch of the soul-life it 
will be nothing strange for men and women to walk the 
streets in broad day light side by side with the friends 
that have been called dead. I know that from the great ex-
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panse of life that lifts its mountains of wisdom and spreads 
its valley of peace, from the great tabernacle wherein you 
and I may worship no matter upon what planet our soul 
expressions may be found, there flows a deific power that 
shall lift every human souL I know that the mighty tide 
of influen~e sweeping over this planet shall become so 
strong that all mankind shall see, not in the distance, but 
revealed to themselves, the possibilities within themselves. 
I know that if, from my home where now I stand, I can 
cause these vibrations to touch your senses, I may likewise 
send outward to an illimitable degree the same vital forces ; 
and I know that there are those of vast powers compared 
with my own waiting and operating in the arcanum of 
life. I know that soul-life will triumph, and every power 
of the soul find its expression. 

\Ve do not expect this to be accomplished by any 
wholly while wearing these forms of clay, but sometime 
in the great world that will never cease to vibrate, it may 
be when this planet has been dematerialized, it matters 
not when you ancl I are living an endless round of exist
ance. \Vhat we may not comprehend to-day no one can 
inform us. \Vhat we may not grasp to-day no one can 
grasp for us. Of ourselves we must rise, our soul forces 
held, as in the balance, over the mighty pit of ignorance 
until lifted by the soul itself, we shall be able to penetrate 
the realms of wisdom and draw to ourselves from any 
planet we choose, however distant, that which we may 
need. 

Hence, permit me to say to you this morning: The 
powers of the soul are illimitable and inexhaustible, and 
by them we are able to understand not only every atoni 
and the rising of its vibration, able not only to read every 
line of cause and effect, but also able, dear children, to 
create forms of beauty that you at the present time might 
consider impossible. Therefore, bear with you this morn
ing, whatever your present judgment may be, this 
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thought : I am a soul ; my mission ; to understand every 
force of life and become acquainted with every vibration 
that speaks to me with its silent power. 



NO.8. 

THE RE VELATION OF THE HOUR 
DISCOURSE BY SPIRIT T HO MAS PAINE, 

(AN AUTHOR AND ADVANCED THD!KER PASSED TO 'i'HE HIGHER LIFJ<~ 

IN 1809.) 

SUNDAY AFTERNOON, OCTOBER 21, 1900. 

IN'\TOCAT I ON. 

~ LIFE, within Thy wondrous temple we bow in glad-
ness to inbreathe whatever of truth, of justice and of 

love we are capable of receiving. Into Thy vastness, 
illimitable as divine, we would enter by the power of 
thought, gathering flowerets upon every hand, gat bering 
thorns if we must, because Thou dost spur Thy children 
on to higher heights by thorny experiences, that, while 
piercing the soul, quicken it to the perfo rmance of nobler 
deeds and for greater endeavors and g rander ~chieve

ments. Therefore, recognizing Nature as our God, our 
servant and t be All-em bracing Power that we receive as we 
require it, before her altar and her altar alone we bow 
reverently, asking for the revelat ion of greater truths step. 
by step, asking the bestowment of special gifts as we be
come worthy of them by our endeavors that thereby we 
may come more in touch with our kind, more in sympathy 
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\vith those who need our sympathies, more in loYe with 
those who need our love, more en rapport with those who 
clasping hands with us, haste on ward to higher and 
broader liberties. 

0 Life, Thy teachers who have lived and exemplified 
character and fidelity, still 1 ive in a brighter realm, and 
we rejoice that Thou dost bestow upon them the power 
whereby they continue to minister unto humanity. 

\Ve rejoice, 0 Nature, that thy bosom is as broad 
as Universal Life, that the chapters of thy great volume 
are as illimitable as life itself, and every lesson written by 
it upon a sand grain or wheresoever it may be traced, re
veals unto us and all a higher pathway, a broader life and 
a cli\·iner liberty. 

0 ye who have entered where the gateway never 
doses, ye who ha\'C gathered around the council fires that 
never die out, ye who bear the flag and torch of liberty 
evermore, breathe your blessing upon this people as far 
as they are receptive thereunto, and quicken as far as 
possible the hearts and lives of thesc:, mortal children until 
they realize that life is not a dream, that they are not here 
to take part in an empty show, but to attain that manhood 
and womanhood that makes noble the man and gracious 
the woman. Be with us as listeners, be with us as aiders 
during the hour tha.t shall pass, and may the divine touch 
of a lofty inspiration, silent though it be, cause these mor
tal hearts to quiver with gladness. May the sweet love
touches of thdr friends quicken them to earnest endeavor, 
to fidelity in all the relations of life, and make them seek 
for the truth, remembering that there is but one indivisi
ble truth, and that alone is the priceless gem they are in 
search of. 

0 Life, we rejoice in Thy blessings ancl Thy bene
dictions. May we be enabled to touch human hearts and 
be touched thereby until in sweet gladness we are recog
nized as one with mortals evermore. 
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DISCOURSE. 

\J1} H ETHER the thoughts I utter please or displease 
my auditors has no weight whatsoever with my 

purpose at the present time. It is always pleasant, su
premely pleasant. to be acceptable if one does not, in order 
to receive approbation, feel obliged to lay aside one's own 
convictions. In this life it reg uires independence to speak 
out and act out without fear or favor. 

Whatever I may utter in relation to "Revelation" at 
the present time, remember I am voicing my own thoughts 
-I alone am responsible for them. If I utter that which 
is not true you certainly are not obliged to accept it ; if I 
voice the truth it is your pleasure to accept or reject it as 
you see fit. I bow to no man at the present hour any 
more than I did when in the material form. 

In reference to revelation I yield to no individual my 
right to my individual opinion after I have sought for my
self and discovered a reason for the same. A11 opinions 
should be based upon thorough research, and every analy
sis we make shouicl be made, not with an eye to prove our 
opinion or guess work correct; but to arrive at the sterling 
truth. If, in the olden time I repudiated so-called revela
tion, I repudiate it just the same today and know of no 
revelation that matches our all-nature. Before her altar, 
indestructible and divine, we may all bow and read the 
lesson of trust, of grandeur and of wisdom. 

As for forms and ceremonies, as for Bibles and creeds, 
I have no new thought to give you. I stand upon the 
foundation that I have rested upon for some time. These 
things are naught to me, but if they are to anyone of you, 
I say to you, "Prize your Bible, prize your creed, prize 
your forms, prize your old clothes just as much and as 
long as you choose, but for me I am endeavoring continu. 
ally to weave new garments, to read more and more clear-
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planet, one little speck, as it were, revealed in the great 
arcanum of life, but the all of the uni,·erse that contains 
more than you or I can measure or span. 

~Iy purpose at this time is to ask ·you to strive to 
weigh and measure for yourselves that you may under
stand what revelation signifies to yo11. It does not matter 
to me one iota-and when you come into a consciousness 
of your mvn selfhood it will not matter to you-what some 
one else has proved for himself, only as perchance it gi,·es 
you a thought that leads you to investigate and the revela
tion comes to you yourself. It does not matter to me 
what may have been revealed ages past to others, it does 
not matter to me what may perh]ps be revealed to
clay ; I stand before and within the mighty forces that 
sweep and surge throughout universal life, myself to grasp 
the all, myself to know what liberty signifies, myself to 
understand what human rights indicate, myself to ask 
that it may be revealed to me what is and must be, and 
that only, a g-overnment by the people that shall be 
sufficient to secure the rights, liberty anLl happiness of all. 

Hence it is hardly necessary for me to say that to 
me church and state are and ever should be as \vide apart 
as the poles. They have no relationship one with the 
other whatsoever. It does not concern the church what 
your political views are; it is not the business of the state 
to compel you to declare, or even to ask you what your re
ligion is. These two institutions should be completely 
separate ; but are they so at the present time or is there 
a converging, is there a quid tampering, is there a mighty 
power moving onward, and in its all-conquering march 
bringing our nation to its feet? 

These are questions for you to ask yourselves, these 
are questions for you to answer for yourselves ; but hav
ing in other days been deeply interested in the govern
ment of this country that claims its people are free, I am 
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no less interested now, and if I were to pray I should 
pray that the revelation might come to every human soul 
that would enable the individual to understand the signs 
of the times and the nature of the conflict that is already 
at your doors. 

The religion which re\'eals the glory of the soul's 
ascension is well: the religion which teaches of love and 
the fulfillment of every-day duties is grand, and no man 
accepts it more readily than do I. But that religion which 
makes a man forget his country, or causes him to consider 
his country second to itself is no religion for me, because 
my religion must be engraftecl into the every condition of 
those matters and things that have to do with the welfare 
of every individual soul. The revelation for which I ask, 
the revelation I love, the revelation that ought to be 
acceptable to one and all is the revelation of hidden things, 
the sly hand of cunning politicians, the great arm of the 
power that is crushing, just as sure as you live, the liber
ties of the people, the answer to the question why is your 
government interesting itself at the present time in church 
matters, mid the islands of the sea, whether that religion 
be the Catholic or anything else ? They who claim that 
the government is not committing itself to the Church of 
Rome do not know whereof they speak, and if your pres
ent president is re-elected it will be at the mandate of the 
archbishop who is about to visit your continent. 

These are revelations which you may not creel it, but 
time will stamp them as true. America's sons and daugh
ters have slept before the altar of an inquisition that 
is black beside the Inquisition itself, and a tyranny worse 
than that of Nero. \Vhat does it matter if you do not 
accept these thoughts ? I do not fear the outcome. I 
know only this: The sons and daughters of America, 
because they will not read or behold these revelations, 
must wade through clark, muddy waters; but deep clown 
in the heart of every American is the innate love of liberty 
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that by-and-by will spring forth with a power and alertness 
that will cause you and others to realize that it is time for 
action. 

I do not purpose at the present time to enter into a 
discussion .of your every-day affairs or the revelations that 
should come from clay to day. You talk about and I re
joice in the liberty of the press. At the same time when 
the liberty of the press is turned into license, and it 
spreads its falsehoods from l\Iaine to California, and from 
the south to the north, it is certainly time to cry ''Halt!" 
to that kind of liberty. I believe in the liberty of the 
press most completely as far J.S it is true to the standard of 
decency and morality, ior when you undertake to form or 
allow a government to exist that is not based upon mor
ality you have en tercel upon unsafe waters. You are not 
where the tide of liberty Rows in all its rippling, silvery 
brightness onward to the gateway of the perfect day. 

Remember this, friends, I am standing in your pres
ence, one with you, a citizen of the United States still by 
virtue of the love I bear this nation if not by ,·irtue of 
what [ have suffered for her liberties in times past. \Vhile 
I realize that the hearts of the American people and the 
hearts of a vast number of those who have sought these 
shores and become Americanized are attuned to the anthem 
of liberty, I am just as well aware that they are not awake 
to the mighty problem of the hour, not awake, shall [ say, 
to the "trickery" that is being played upon them? For 
certainly there is no man who does not respect his own 
opinion more than the opinion of anybody else provided 
he is worthy the name of man, and when I speak thus I re
fer to those mer1 whose opinions (and women likewise) are 
not founded upon somebody's say-so. If your opinion is 
based upon what this, that or the other one says, it is not 
your opinion at all. It is yours only when you have delved 
deep in the furrow of life and sought and found and weigh
ed for yourselves every cause and effect that produced 
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that which you are seeking to analyze. It is yours, when, 
as Americans, you sift the truth from the so-called news 
spread far and wide regarding this, that or the other. 

Let me say that no man who has the lo\'e of liberty 
in · his heart, no man who would use his right of franchise 
in a few days, provided he had been absent from America 
for a number of years, could come to the city ot Boston or 
any other town or city in the land, and could gather from 
the press information to guide him in his desire to Yote 
for the best interests of the country. \Vhy? Because, 
taking up one paper, he reads of the rascality of those who 
represent the other party; taking up another paper he 
reads of the greater rasc<di ty, if possible, of those who are 
nomin::tted on the other side, and if he be an altogether 
honest, upright man, he will belie\'e the \vhole crowd is 
composed of frauds and liars. 

You are allowing blackmail, you are allowing the 
press, with all its indecency, to spread that which ' is not 
true in regard to every candidate who has appeared before 
the people-I do not except one. There is no man before 
the people at the present time that has not some virtue, 
and there is no one that is perfect, though it may seem 
strange that some are not. 

Now, then, what do you ask for in this great revela
tion? Tbat we may go to the Bible and find out what it 
really contains, or that we may go the Bible and believe 
that we are reading the word of Almighty God? And 
here allow me to say, that, if there is any one here who 
despises me because I did not and do not accept as infalli
ble that ancient record, I thank you for your kindly feel
ing and at the same time I ask you when you return home 
to take your Bible and read through the book of Ezekiel ; 
then I would ask you if you were to write a letter and it 
contained such filth as is contained in that book do you think 
your government would allow it to pass though the mails? 
That is the question I want to ask you, and then I would 
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ask you, if I am to blame because I have not such a mean 
God as could command his children to wa1low in such 
moral mire. This is sufficient, and this is why I accept no 
revelation save that which stamps itself as clear and pure 
and sweet to me ; whate\·er it may be to you is not for me 
to question. 

In regard to religion : You cannot be a religious man 
and not be true to the Constitution of the United States, 
and I say this in the very face of the fact that some of 
your senators are repudiating that Constitution and con
sider it only fit for the waste basket. But let us remem
ber this: that shortly this tinkering and tampering will 
become an entering wedge controlled by the power back 
of the Roman Catholic throne. Understand me: I love 
every devotee of the Catholic church, I love every human 
being that lives, but I do not lo,·e them enough to rock 
them to sleep O\'er a lake of fire, I do not love them enough 
to say when I know they are standing upon the crest of a 
volcano, '"You are all right, you will not be harmed." I 
do not lo,·e them enough to see them sell their priceless 
possession -not their money, not their houses, not their 
land-but their votes that they may be counted in a cer
tain direction and not rebuke them, for the man who would 
sell his vote has. no man hood that is worth speaking of. 

The great revelation that awaits the American people 
is the revelation that signifies justice to all, the revelation 
that proves to the children of this country far and wide 
the great fact that they have rights and their rights must 
be respected, the great problem that solves itself in only 
one direction, and that is purity of thought, purity of 
action, purity of purpose. The revelation that awaits the 
American people is their duty to weigh in the scales of 
their reasoning powers every candidate's fitness for the 
office to which he aspires, to decide for themselves his 
ho~esty and uprightness-in fact, the character of the 
man, for the time has not come when there arc women can-
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diclates. There will be after men have for a while longer 
forgotten their manliness and continued selling the rights 
and privileges of the American citizens for a mess of pot
tage. In that era man hood wili come to the forefront and 
woman will stand by the side of her brother man pleading 
for justice for all. In that era man will acknowledge that 
women have brains and souls as well, and I do not hesi
tate to say that women will be the saviors of America, but 
when, oh when ? \Vhen it is revealed to man that he 
alone is not all that exists, when he shall see, by the light of 
the new revelation, all the attributes that he possesses in 
the wife of his bosom and the daughter of his heart and 
feel the mighty throbbings of that life that tells him that 
this one, though a girl, has her rights, and that another. 
one, though a boy, should be eel ucatecl to honor and de
sire purity in politics. 

I am very well aware, friends, that I have uttered a 
sentence that is inharmonious with the present state of 
affairs in public life, for purity in politics does not exist 
to-day only in the silent breath of that mighty Angel of 
Liberty that waits to advance. It does not exist in either 
one or the other political party; but, methinks (and for 
this I have no fear), that when the American people 
realize that the Constitution their forefathers loved and 
bequeathed to them is in danger, that some of its intrinsic 
sentiments are to be eliminated, there will be an awaken
ing and a revelation. 

vVe may talk of liberty, but it is something of long 
ago. We may talk of peace, but it does not spread its 
pinions over the beloved people of this land to-day. We 
may hope for conquest, and it may come in the outer 
world, but, remember, a pure, upright government and a 
pure church, either, cannot exist where a great majority of 
the people are crushed. Instead of the Negro slavery 
that existed iii the South, white slavery multiplies North, 
South, East and \Vest ; and can you call it a free nation, 
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can you call it a prosperous nation whe.n those who are 
obliged to subsist upon the proceeds of their daily toil arc 
forced from their labor? ''But," you say, "that is their 
own fault; they strike." Never, methinks, or very sel
dom, until they have been forced to do so by the gaunt 
hand of po,·erty and oppression. You who condemn the 
strikes, let me ask you one question, \Vhat of the lock
outs? 

lt is indeed a deplorable condition and would be our 
despair were it not, that, through the shadows and the 
darkness, through dishonesty and the infidelity to trust, 
we may see the revealing that will come and bring its all
quickening power, touching the hearts of the American 
people as they ne\·er have been touched before, until, in 
city, in town, in hamlet everywhere there shall spring 
forth from the homes of the workingmen a demand for 
their rights, a demand that the go,·ernment take into con
sideration the management of your corporations, if you 
have them then, the management of those large concerns 
that to-clay are directed by one m~in, millionaire though he 
may be. For it is not safe, friends, for hundreds of men 
to be at the beck of, and be dominated by, one indi,·id ual 
simply because he owns millions of dollars. \\"hy? Be
cause he may lift his band, and they shall starve ; he may 
lift his hand, and they shall ha\·e no employment. Such 
victims of circumstances exist in your mining districts 
to-day, and scattered all over the land are the slaves to 
this system-slaves ! You may call it liberty, but liberty 
does not exist, because it cannot live in the hearts 
of a portion of the people when the other portion is 
crushed. 

\Vhat cloes all this signify, then? The re\·ealing of 
the letter of the Declaration of Independence : "All men 
are created equal," and if it is not wntten ''all women are 
likewise," every intelligent person knows that woman gains 
her birthright by the same process that her brother man 
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gams his. All are born-it is said "created,'' but I know 
nothing about the creation. I know that people are born 
into this life free and equal, and, as parts or sparks of that 
Infinite \Vhole, contain the germs of the illimitable power 
that shall aiel them in an endless progression. 

This government was established for the \velfare of all 
the states. I know that other 5tates have been added to 
the Union, but that fact does not lessen the responsibility 
of the government and the needs of the people. 

The most important revelation that can come to the 
American people is a realization of the power of the law of 
justice and truth, a power that shall quicken all human 
hearts until they demand that the constitution be obeyed 
to the very letter. Then and then alone will you realize 
what liberty signifies; then and then alone will those 
who have sought these shores from other lands find their 
hearts beating in unison with your own; then and then 
alone you will have no occasion to war with China or any 
other country. In that far off land made sacred by the 
life of Confucius, in that land where the Chinaman bows 
before his idol, your government has no right to send its 
representatives or its missionaries and dictate to that 
people what th~ir religion shall be. Therefore it bas 
made a mistake in lending itself in any degree to such a 
policy in my opinion. Of course I do not say that my 
opinion is worthy your consideration. If this is true of 
China, it is also true of all lands upon which the sun 
shines. No matter if you live side by side with a China
man, you have naught to do with his religion or he with 
yours. If, as you kneel before the altar in your church, a 
Catholic enters .by mistake (for only in that way would he 
enter), and begins to count his beads, what is that to 
you? If as he counts his beads he sends his thoughts to 
the Virgin Mary, let them go forth in silence, you cannot 
prevent it, they will do no harm, and perhaps the Virgin 
:\1ary may be able to send him a blessing. Speaki11g of 
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soul rights, not of political rights, you haYe no bt1siness to 
sav to him, "You shall not take your beads out in our 
ch ... urch." · 

The Chinese are more peaceable than many other 
nations. But, setting yourseh·es up :1s judges, you say 
that they are responsible~ for the affair of the Boxers. I 
declare that the churches and the missionaries are the 
prime cause of all the trouble and of the deluge of blood 
out there. I ask you to put yourselves in their place. for 
you can never judge another until you have as far as 
possible placed yourselves in the condition he is in. I 
ask you, If you were in the Chinamen's place, would you 
have received the missionaries any more acceptably or 
readily than did they? \Vhen you realize that those 
missionaries went forth presumably worshipping God and 
with the avowed purpose of winning souls to Christ, and 
then engaged in traffic, making money out of their trades 
with the Chinamen; when you realize that in the midst 
of their prosperity they strove to force it upon the natives 
that they were heathen and knew nothing, clo you believe 
you would ha,·e received them pleasantly, or would you 
have said to the man that came to your home and talked 
in that way, " Come in ; be seated ; take my property; 
do what you please"? I think you would have said, 
"Yonder is the door, and you will find the road just a 
little farther; if you do not find it alone, I will assist 
you." 

There are never two sides to right, there are never 
two sides to justice. They are straight as the line that 
reaches from earth to the sidereal heavens, straight and 
strong and pure as the love-beams that float in the great 
ether world of space. They cannot be tampered with. 
Therefore I say to you, Instead of walking as others dic
tate, strive to awaken, strive to he alive, strive to weigh 
all things and hold fast to that which is good. When 
you probe the principles of either political party you will 
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find much that is beautiful and worthy; but when you 
probe the acts and efforts and intrigues of those parties 
you will find that there is indeed rottenness in Denmark. 

Do not forget that we are here. I am just as much 
-I think I am more busily engaged in this mighty war
fare than you are. I am but one of hosts, watching from 
the towers of that higher life, striving to incite whomso
ever we may to earnest endeavor, and just so sure as the 
waves of light falling from realms beyond touch the hearts 
of those who are or have been traitors to this government, 
just so sure you will realize a spiritual phenomenon. 

The power, then, that permits this- where is it 
centered? Not in the Christians' God by any means. 
It is permitted- why? For the same reason that 
America was permitted to hold the black race in slavery 
until the time came when, through the messages from the 
other world, your then president, Lincoln, was bidden to 
"let my people g-o.'' \Vhen he wrote the Emancipation 
Proclamation, he penned it beneath the touch of the great 
guide of those who are watching and working for America 
and her people. 

Do not think for one moment that we shall grow 
weary in the march. Although years may come and go, 
although there may be far more falsehood and oppression, 
it will be permitted until the lesson has proved sufficient 
to open the eyes and awaken the conscience of the people. 
They are slumbering now, but surely the awakening will 
come when human hearts are pierced sufficiently. Then 
glad will he the hour, and whether you will have ascended 
to our life or not, we shall all rejoice that at last the Ameri
can nation recognizes the rights and privileges of her every 
citizen, recognizes as well the rights and privileges of 
every other nation, and also recognizes the fact that the 
religious belief of any individual is nothing to her. Then 
ancl then aione we may repeat gladly the message that I 
love, for I assure you that I strive to be the embodiment, 
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as far as I· am capable, of that principle that knows no 
country, no church, my religion to do the good I may, my 
life to de\'Ote its every energy to the welfare of my kind 
whereYer they may stray, and the forces that I can gather 
from whate\·er source or direction to cause to outflow and 
flood the world. Not I alone am doing this, for around me, 
above me and beneath me the unnumbered hosts that love 
America are engaged in a fierce battle in her behalf. 

You have been blinded by the cunning of those who 
have sought filthy lucre; you ha\·e been blinded by the 
falsehoods of those who have bought up the press. and to
day the press stands beneath the power of, and governed 
by, a strong syndicate. 

But life shall flow on, beauty" shall spring forth on 
every hand, flowers and thorns shall bloom and grow by the 
way-side, human hearts shall groan in sorrow and tribula
tion and human hearts shall rejoice and chant the glad 
anthem of peace-all in the mighty swirl and conflict of a 
nation marching through that which is more perilous than 
was the fabled experience of a certain people in passing 
through the Red Sea. But if it be a sea of blood and gore, 
a sea of sla\·ery, of sorrow and of shame, if it he a sea en
gulfed wherein America's sons shall realize that they have 
sold themselves, still America cannot be lost. Her liber
ties shall not be encroached upon. The mighty Angel of 
Life, breathing from realms beyond, heralds the gbd tid
ings, and though it may require a long period, yet surely 
the time will come when all sla\'ery will ha,·e pas5;ed away. 
The people of this fair land shall sec a wide difference be
tween church and state. The church, if you have one, 
shall care for itself; the state shall ride in all its trium
phant glory, and the great ship that now beats about in 
the darkness shall sail, proud and free, 'neath the stars and 
stripes while her crew shall chant, "Liberty now and ever
more. 
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ffi ID the sweet cadences of Life·s great anthem we blend 
~ t 1 our aspirations and reach out t be earnest desire to 
ascend higher pathways. t o pierce broader avenues, to read 
more clearly the mighty lesson of existence traced in the 
atmosphere of every planet, written upon the tablet of 
every sou l, and finding expression not only through matter 
in its various forms in denser conditions, but in the more 
spiritual states where it is higher, deeper, broader than 
words can describe. 0 Life, Thou art beautiful in all 

• In presenting this senes of lectures to the public, perhaps a few suggestions to those 
nut conversant with spirituali~m would be appreciated. 

Due allowance should be made for seeming lack of complete expression by some intelli
gencles owing to dissm,ilanty of brain developmeut, the physical and mental conditiOn of the 
mt!dium and conditions furnished by those present at the time of transml3sion. 

i\Jany of our spirit speakers are not hampered to any extent 111 their expression through 
one Instrument wh1le they would be through another, and some fmd the language of the 
medium superior to their own development, but as a rule, manifestations from the subjective 
through all phases of mednnnship are more or less imperfect. 

The invocation is seldom offered by the spirit delivering the address. 
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Thine expressions; Thou art grand in all the attainments 
Thy children arc capable of; Thou art divine in all the 
possibilities that apply to the flower and to the human 
soul, to all worlds and the all of existence in its immensity. 
\Ve may not grasp Thy wholeness, we may not understand 
as yet all Thy beauties, but may we strive to feel and 
understand the import and the truth of the one thought, 
that every experience, whether it be in the shadow or the 
sunshine, enriches the soul in that by the trials and vicissi
tudes, by the darkness through which we pass, we bring . 
out from our inner natures that which naught else could 
e\·olve. And if the bright sunlight, the beauty of the 
flower, the sweet harmonies are to us in our various con
ditions more acceptable, they only touch one line of our 
lives. All things, then, converge to the end of nourish
ing and strengthening the individual, and whatever incar-

• nation, whatever e1wironrnent, whatever trial, whate\·er 
joy may touch the soul, the life's purpose cannot be ac
complished without the same. Therefore, rejoicing in all 
that has come within the range of our experience and 
observation, we rejoice likewise in anticipation of the im
mense volumes that are yet to be opened; at the illimit
able pathways lighted by a more effulgent splendor than 
we have yet beheld which shall open to our vision and 
over which we shall acl\·ance; and at the larger conscious
ness or knowledge of ourselves that shall quicken us and 
incite us to gr<.::ater effort in seeking to a waken, as far as 
we may by our silent touch, the consciousness of our 
kindred. May the light that shines with ineffable beauty 
ever undimmed in the pathway of the ascending soul, shed 
bright rays over the pathways of these Thy children, and 
may they sense in part, at least, the vibrations that rise 
and fall, not alone in the atmosphere enfolding them, but 
in the. great vibratory ocean that constitutes their soul 
life; for here they shall find a volume scarcely opened ; 
here they shall find a revelatiOn, discovering its worth and 
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properties little by little. that is of more ,·alue than words 
arc adequate to express. 

0 Life, may Thy blessing rest upon us ; may \\·e all 
be uplifted by Thy sweet baptism, ancl may our quickened 
spirits strive to rise through knowledge into the higher 
realms of spirituality. 

DISCOCTRS~-:. 

I BRI~G you my tenderest greetings ancl the touch of a 
hand that has grasped many experiences in life's great 

chapters, the touch of a soul that, with yourselves, is striv
ing to pierce the veil that han gs between you ancl me and 
unknown realms. But, whatever may have been your or 
my experiences, they arc meagre compared with the great 
volume of life's possibilities that awaits us. 

In voicing such thoughts _as I m~1y be able to express, 
I wish you to feel that I com e into your life as one with 
yourselves in spirit in striving, ancl striving successfully, 
to solve life's great problem. If, in the past you or I 
have groped throug-h pathways clark as night is to the day, 
if we have strugg-led with conditions and been sad and 
lonely, it was not our fault or .Nature's. \Ve live because 
~ature lives. \Ve learn because Nature inspires ns to 
learn. 

I wish you to go with me as far as possible into the 
realm of soul-life. All incarnations are small compared 
with that which constitues the real builder. When we 
stand before the altar of ourselves we stand before that 
power that is sufficient for our every need, because we 
stand before that source of supply that, containing within 
itself all that is essential, possesses the ability of reaching 
into Nature's deepest depths and securing such of her 
treasures as for the time being we require. 
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You understand, no doubt, that your bodies are not 
made for you. You are incarnated by virtue of the 
worker within who has sought and found in Nature's 
laboratory all the essentials to commingle and maintain in 
their integrity certain component particles as long as you 
need them. It is not wise, therefore, in your present cow 
clition, to lay out your plans to reach into the great He
yond, because you have not attained as yet the faculty, 
the force, that will be required of you and that you will 
possess when you pass into other environments. 

You are sustaining the forms you are wearing to-day 
by virtue of the food that inspires you as well as by virtue 
of the silent, unseen forces of Nature that you, a living 
soul, command and obtain. In the outer realm you do not 
realize this work as you will in coming time, yet strive to 
think, if you do not know, that you are never idle. \Vhen 
I speak to you thus I mean what you call the soul. the real 
individual, for you understand that the form through 
which you manifest yourselves in materiality is not your
selves at all. It is that which you have builded uncon
sciously, and no other, save as you have had inspiring 
assistance, or as an influx that from Nature has accom
panied and aided you. 

I wish to speak to you in this wise that you may un
derstand you are active workers in the great field of 
materialization. You have materialized these forms that 
you are wearing to-day, and as long as your soul-life is 
capable of retainmg and requires them you will continue 
to elwell therein. vVhen you need them no longer, you 
will pass out and leave Nature a portion of your own life 
blended there with sufficient to decompose or dema
terialize them. 

Granted this, you wait not for the hour when you 
leave these material bodies. You are continually demate
rializing. You are continually materializing. You 
do not see it, you do not sense it, you do not 
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realize it, but science and your own judgment tells 
you that you are constantly throwing off and taking on 
new elements, else these forms would not retain their sub
stantial character and would not serYe your purpose. 
This is a natural law in the great realm of materialization. 
You become so accustomed to it that you scarcely think 
of it. The silent worker within, ever on the alert, is seek
ing for the elements in matter that you may require from 
moment to moment. 

Couid you see your forms as I behold them, you would 
perceive from every pore, from every finger, from every 
part of your bodies, but especially from the extremities, a 
constant flow of different colored emanations. You might 
call it magnetism, you might call it electricity, but while 
those elements are in activity there they bear outward 
from your forms the elements that you no longer require, 
and thus you relieve yourselves of forces that otherwise 

. would become burdensome to you. As this outflow con
tinues, could you behold what is visible to me, you would 
see on the other hand, the atmosphere throbbing, the 
atoms more active than you can have any conception of. 
infusing- into your bodies elements to take the place -of 
those which have served their purpose, and which the 
worker within has bidden depart in accordance with the 
law whereby the forces in your soul-life master them. 
Thus your bodies are being continually refreshed, contin
ually relieved, and in this vast field of even crude material 
life you and I may learn a lesson of great value. 

In whatever incarnation may have been or will be 
yours, the law holds g-ood. There is, therefore, as I have 
already stated, no necessity for you to speculate in regard 
to the matter. You will realize when you need incarna
nation; you will realize when your soul-life demands a new 
materialized form, be it to serve you in the material sphere 
of activity, or be it to serve you in what you call spiritual 
realms. As you advance into the realm of soul-life (I use 
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that expression as implying that condition m which you 
will become conscious of what you are, of what you are 
doing, of what you have done) memory will no longer fail 
you. If your present forms are not sufficiently flexible 
and obedient to give you the memories of other times and 
other lives, it is simply because it is not essential ; but the 
time will come when the nght chambers of memory will 
reveal to you, without one break, without one omission, 
without one darksome night, the whole of your past ex
periences. The whole of the experiences that have 
touched your souls will be your treasured inheritance, and 
thereby you will understand why certain ones were neces
sary in such-and-such a condition of life ; you will review, 
if you choose, the mighty chain of your experiences and 
realize how you have been continually building your man
hood or woman hood. 

It is then, with joy I greet you, not to bring you one 
sad thought; for as memory flashes athwart my being and 
I see the pathways, never forgetting them, through which 
I have darkly wandered, the pathways in which I have 
suffered as well as rejoiced, I realize that all were neces
sary to enable me to be what I aJ11 at the present time, to 
enable me to bestow what little I have upon others in my 
wanderings, and to render it possible for me to reach high
er attainments, as it is likewise for you. I have no desire 
to send forth a prayer that I may be thus-and-thus guided 
and directed, for I !.:now the monarch within will lead me 
safely and direct me correctly. 

Sometimes in our needs as we advance along our 
never-ending pathway, we leave the homes that have be
come endeared to us by sacred ties and sweetest joys. 
This is as true in the life you call spiritual as it is in this, 
the outer life. You love your homes, you love your sur
roundings, and if you are called upon to change them, you 
sometimes grieve over not only what you have become 
familiar with in your lives, but over the memories that 
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cluster there, forgetting or not realizing that all that 
memory can reflect to you you take with you. So in 
spirit life: If we feel a great need and we have to leave a 
home that we have adorned with joy and gladness, ;1 home 
where we ha,·e loved to sit and look out on the shimmer
ing waters and feel the breath of the morning fanning our 
cheeks; where we have loved, as you love, to contemplate 
the beauty we have been able to add to that home-when 
the time comes for us to leave it all we at first look round 
and feel almost sorry, but only for a moment ; for, as we 
feel the sweet embrace of that enfolding vibration that 
bears its ether to and around our forms and we move on 
by \·irtue of the inner needs, by virtue of the needs of our 
soul, we rejoice that the journey, if I may so express my
self, has begun. There is that ineffable joy, that gladness, 
that something that I cannot voice to you that breathes 
its sweet presence and beauty upon us, and we feel not 
sorrowful that the home we have labored to beautify, that 
we have enjoyed, the home from which we take nothing, is 
to be ours no longer; but we take pleasure in the thought 
that some one or some others will find it ready for their 
occupancy, find that abode wi~h its deep, rich colorings, 
its charming scenery, its harmony and its strength await
ing them, and abide there until they likewise, by \·irtue of 
their needs through growth, shall move on. It is a beau
tiful thought to me, that when we are building that which 
is attracti\·e (and this is as true of you as it is of us) we 
are building it not to enjoy alone, not alone for our own 
pleasure, but that others also may drink in its sweetness ; 
and I would impress upon your minds and hearts this great 
fact : that we are striving to aid you in building a spirit
ual temple that shall indeed be not only a pleasure and a 
joy to you gathered here, hut a pleasure and needed help 
unto others. 

I am waiting, living where life is beautiful. The 
divinity of that life in goiden threads of light repeats to 
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me the stories of art and of science that I love, and yet I 
am waiting. I know I shall not always tarry where I am 
abiding now. \Ve cannot rest when we become alive in 
soul; we cannot rest only as we rest in earnest endeavor. 
only as we rest in activity, and while we have no worlds to 
conquer, we have. in the great chapters of life before us, 
all worlds (and yet I know there is but one world) and all 
conditions of life to explore ; before every alt:1r \Ve have 
yet to stand and read the lesson that is for us to read ; 
before every atom we have yet to kneel and realize its 
companionship with ourselves, realize that from the deep 
chambers of matter there is continually being e\·olved 
that which, passed through the great laboratory of life, 
becomes httecl for our use whatever we may be or where
soever we may stray. 

Could I rest, could I feel that I had reached the sum
mit of life where for me never more there might be some 
quickened pulse, some renewed desire to enter into a 
greater, wider pathway while there are so many unex
plored fields before me? If the desire has not yet been 
born within you it will be at some future time~ and you, 
like myself, will be impelled to penetrate the atmosphere 
not of one but of every phnet. I have been able to visit 
some planets besides the earth, and yet I have not read all 
that the life of this earth expresses, I have not founcl re
vealed to me, by my earnest searching thought, all for 
which I am seeking. 

In the outer world I watch the great processes of 
materialization and dematerialization, knowing that planets 
like individuals must pass through various stages and 
conditions, knowing that life shall bring to you and to me 
a11 that we can aspire for. 0 how gladsome the thought, 
how joyful to me the fact, that we are never to sit us clown 
and have all of life's tn~asures lavished at our feet, that 
we arc not to sit down and have others bri.ng to us the 
beautiful flowers, penetrate for us new realms and give 
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us thoughts that we accept without one mental effort. 
This may answer for a time in the outer world, but I know 
that your aspirations, like my own, reach out for that alone 
which can satisfy, and that must surely be the power that 
we claim and clemand, and, by claiming and demanding, 
possess and utilize the power to materialize and demate
rialize even worlds. This work can be accomplished not 
by one individual alone but by the united power of the 
workers in infinite wisdom. \\ ' e are living then the 
highest destiny, where,·er we may be, that you can con
ceive of, and as I ha\'e already stated. the idle talk that 
is so often indulged in, which is nothing more or less than 
guess-work. is wasted strength. The soul, when it real
izes its soulship and its at-one-ment with all of Nature, 
rises in its own dignity and expresses only that which it 
has proven. Therefore, in this state in which I am now 
living we have no discussions, we have no disagreements, 
for the very reason that we cannot discuss, as you in your 
wisdom may, a point about which we know nothing. \Ve 
have learned in our various incarnations not to strive to 
impart our imperfect knowledge of a subject to others, 
but wait until we have test ed. examined and gained a 
thorough understanding of it before we seek to instruct 
any one. 

I speak of this because I would have you wiser, I 
would have you sometimes silent rather than proclaiming 
what you believe but do not know. 

I would bring you any sterling truth in my possession, 
although I know the words I utter are poor and feeble ; 
and yet I am glad to greet you an,cl to tell you that in 
yourselves you will find the power that shall help you at 
all times to control yourselves, to live in the sweet atmos
phere of that germ life where you look upon others around 
you who, like yourselves, are occupying bodies which, how
e,·er, are unlike yours. They have materialized their 
bodies as you have materialized yours, by collecting and 
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concentrating just those chemical forces that, as a soul. 
you required for your education here, for the purposes of 
your life here. And if environments have some effect 
upon you they need not weigh you clown, for when you 
realize the fact that you are masters, that you are mon
archs, and that in your soul-life you have permitted this 
and that to occur, you will never feel to complain of 
another; then you will comprehend what I have already 
stated, that e\·ery bitter experience eventually adds 
strength to the soul that has passed through it, that every 
experience, whatever it may be, is that which the soul has 
permitted in order that it might permeate and color the 
life of the indi\·idua1. 

Thus it is, when we realize this, that all life acquires 
a new glory, all beings are beautiful in our sight; and if 
some have been capable only of an incarnation that for
bids their highest and brightest expression, we have only 
to wait for their greater growth and strength, wait, in 
other words, for them to obtain their needed experience, 
forgetting not that your experience with them, e\·en 
though it saddens you, is what you likewise require. 

You may thin!.;: these are unpleasant thoughts, but in 
the great wholeness of life you cannot find an error in 
that which is permrtted to find expression. In the realm 
of Nature you might exclaim that something was wrong 
when you beheld the mighty throes of a newly awakened 
volcano, when in the forest you witnessed the destruction 
of those giant monarchs by the furious tempest. And 
yet with an eye keen to the truth, could you penetrate to 
cause from the effect and understand the needs of the 
planet, you would realize that every throb. every vibration, 
every convulsion, Nature demands for the perfect fulfill
ment of her highest expression. In the realm of those un
seen forces, when you witness the fierceness of the storm 
that sweeps over your land, when you see the flash and 
hear the thunder of that wondrous power that is life and 
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light, clo you comprehend the fact that it is "0Jature's 
voice and Nature's. needs making their demands? \ Vhen 
you thus realize, thus understand, you will perceive more 
of the beauty of all forms and conditions of life, and when 
you shall have passed through the changes that await you 
and have fulfilled the missions that it will be your priv
ilege to fulfil, you will realize the beauty and the wondrous 
grandeur of the operations of soul-life. 

\-\'ould that I could impress you more fully. Gladly 
I come in touch, as far as possible, with you; and remem
ber that (do not feel I am far away from you. I do not 
feel that I live remotely from you.· You do not know how 
far away your li\·es were in other incarnations from the 
now-you cannot tell. I assure you that I feel I am one 
with you in seeking for that higher ~rowth, that broader, 
deeper knowledge that shall enlighten my being ancl 
yours, but asking for myself no favors, asking for myself 
not that the wider pathway shall open directly, for 1 know 
when I am ready, when my experiences have ripened me 
for higher conditions, I shall leave my present home. I 
shall feel just a little sad perhaps as I look out over the 
waters sparkling and flashing in the sunlight that lend 
their beauty to its grounds; as I listen for the last time 
to the voices of the birds that have sung to me so often 
their song of joy and love; as I gaze upon the \·alley 
where the children dwell in all their sweet loveliness; 
as I look at the walls of the abode I have labored to make 
bright and beautiful that the spirit might rejoice in its 
habitation. I am aware that I shall look around with sad
ness, then quietly say: "Good-by, dear home. You 
have served me well. Some other one or more will enter 
here and enjoy the fruit of my efforts, and as they dwell 
in lo\·e and harmony will beautify you still more to their 
own taste." As I feel, as I know I shall, the touch of that 
power that shall bid me to a new birth, to a higher incar
nation, as I feel the enfolding arms of the great ether of 
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life, I shall have no sorrow, I shall ha\·e no regret, but as 
heretofore in every change, a gladness, not for myself, but 
to obey that silent power that guides us all in our wander
ings whether we know and understand it or not. 

In see'king to comprehend life, then, strive to look 
deep, strive to be broad, and in seeking to understand 
spir it life, may you realize its boundlessness. As we en 
deavor to gi\·e you little, simple proofs of materialization , 
may you not forget that continually before your gaze the 
g reat process of materialization and dematerialization is 
going on. Nature breathes it and life bestows it, ancl you 
and I, I <tm sure, gladly accept it. May you, then, rejoice 
as you have never rejoiced before. If you have trials, bear 
t hem bravely. knowing that there is a purpose therein. 
If you have joys, treasure them above all price for they 
shall give strength to your souls. \Veave, dear friends, 
joyfully and trustingly, the threads of sorrow and of hap
pi ness into one golden garment, and you will find that the 
strands of sorrow or sadness will grow bright as they come 
into harmony with the lighter ones. \Vhen you thi.nk 
that from your beings, as I have before stated, there out
flows this vital fluid, the electro-magnetic force that dis
integrates and bears off the elements that you have no 
further use for, remember likewise that on the incoming 
tide of the great sea of ether and the great vibratory ocean, 
you are receiving and being enveloped by new elements, 
ne w magnetic and electric forces ; and forget not that in 
this operation you are the worker, in this operation the 

. soul stands pre-eminent, refusing and repelling its old gar
ments, or that portion of them that has become worn out, 
and is commanding and obtaining from Nature that which 
supplies their place. 

GREETIN(; HY "SPIRIT CRYSTAL." 

I come to-day with a gladsome shout 
And a song so full of joy, 

(I [ would come and touch your heart~ 
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\\'ith a bliss without alloy, 

come with a bound and a gladsome shout, 
For my feet ha\·e stronger grown . 

.And my sandals glow with a sil\'ery cord 
.As I bring you a joy unknown. 

<) light and lo,·e shall bless you here, 
And o'er your heads I see 

The beautiful star of the one who Heel 
Just out of your sight to me. 

She stands where the glittering lights 
Cast radiance o'er her form, 

And from that shore to you do come 
The lo\·ecl ones. e\'ery one. 

\\'ith flowers so bright and with lo,·e so kind 
I know yom hearts will warm. 
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ALL IS GOOD. 
A DISCOURSE BY SPIRIT T HEODORE PARKER. 

(A CU.R(;Y:\L\N \\'1l<J PASSED F1W:\1 THE .\fORTAL 1:--1 1860.) 

SUNDAY AFTERNOON, OCTOBER 28, 1900. 

I N'\'OCATION. 

J3 EFO RE Thine infinite altar, 0 Father and Mother 
God, we bow and, with uplifted hearts, breathe forth 

our aspirations, striving to pierce higher realms of 
thought, stri\' ing to attain higher altitudes, striving to in* 
voke that all-quickening power that shal1 infuse into us 
fresh enthusiasm in a11 that relates to human welfare, 
human advancement and human happiness. 0 Infinite 
\Visdom, )hroughout the wide world Thy glory reflects it
self ; in every human heart the touch of Thine ever*pulsat
ing being repeats its story of quickening life, and through
out all of Nature the divine possibilities that awaken the 
soul to a study of its divine revelations are found upon 
every hand. 

l\Iay we, as students in life's great school, learn to 
comprehend the cleep purpose of all existence and real
ize, one and all, our duty in every condition and at every 
step along our never-ending journey, that thereby we may 
come in closer touch through sympathy with our kindred 



everywhere, that thereby we may apprehend more fully 
the divine possibilities within ourselves, and strive to come 
in contact with those higher forces vibrating in the great 
world of thought that shall aid us in ele\'ating ourselves 
and in bestowing, everywhere we may find our expression, 
something to bless other souls. 

l\Tay we rejoice ever in the constant communion with 
our kind of whatever clime or nation, in spiritual or 
material spheres. \Ve are grateful indeed for the boon that 
enables us still to labor for our own, for the power that 
enables us to enter the presence of those we love and 
strive in our feeble manner to be of some little assistance 
to them. :i\iay these mortal children realize not only the 
nearness of the friends just "o\·er there,'' but their deep 
interest in the every-day existence of those they left on 
earth, stri\·ing in all their cares, in all their trials, in all 
their weaknesses, to guide and protect them, and bearing 
continually to earth from the realm~ beyond whatever 
power and influence they may there gather. 

0 that the world may awaken to the mighty knowl
edge that heaven and earth are one, to the great fact of 
the continuity of life. and that in this fact is to be found 
the redemption of humanity from all weakness and sin. 
May the all-quickening touch of thy potent spirit, 0 
Nature, stir the spiritual pulse of the people of this city, of 
this and every other nation, until they all, as with one 
voice, exclaim, "'\ Ve no longer dream, but we know that 
we feel the presence of our ascended ones as they press 
our brows with their tender lips ; we know we hear their 
voices as they whisper in our ears ; we know that the path
way over which their white feet have ascended will by
and-by be opened for our advancement into the realm of 
spiritual life." And knowing this may the spiritual power 
that has rested over this land gently touch the hearts of 
the people and bring peace on earth and good unto all 
willing souls. 
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DISCOURSE. 

I Al\I well aware, friends, that I shall not be able to ex-
press myself as clearly and fully as I could wish, but 

I come to you with a heart filled with gladness, I come 
to you with the desire to greet you every one in brotherly 
love. 

\Vhen I come into your presence I realize how long 
mankind has talked of good and evil, but I have almost 
forgott~n to think of evil only as I sense that which is 
expressed by human lives ; for, entering into the great 
world of spiritual thought, entering into the .great 
world of human life, even though my experience may be 
small compared with that of many, I can voice but this 
on~ sentiment, all is good. No matter what I or any 
other may have suffered, no matter what may rack the 
minds and enslaYe the bodies of our kind to-clay. I cannot 
find evil in the world. and I feel that the idea of its exist
ence has been cultivated altogether too long. 

You may think it strange that 1 should make this 
assertion, and I may not be able to make it plain why I 
can make it. But as I stand here and gaze outward upon 
every hand I may behold the effect of wars and disasters ; 
I may gaze upon those whose feet bleed as they climb 
their Calvary, and 1 may sorrow and sympathize with them 
because of the con eli tion wherein I fi ncl them ; at the same 
time I cannot lose sight of that one unerring law, that one 
Infinite Energy that holds all things in its infinite embrace. 
1 f there is wisdom and intelligence in the control of 
Nature and of Nature's laws, if they demonstrate that 
wisdom and intelligence, if there is, as some of you be
lieve, an omnipotent power, then indeed we must learn to 
accept the good and wait for that which in our ignorance 
we call evil to develop in its own way until we behold its 
fruitage. Thus you have only to wait, as in Nature's 
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realms you wait for the poisonous plant to grow, and, by 
the changes that are wrought in her laboratory, tp bear 
wholesome, luscious fruit as instanced in the peach tree 
of the present clay, once a poisonous shrub growing in the 
wilds of Persia. 

\Ve may now trace backward through life from effect 
to cause and find that many things in the external world 
that man once denounced are now utilized to his advan
tage. Yet Nature ne\'er pauses in the enfolclment of her 
properties, never ceases to ascend in the scale of progres
sion, and why should we? 

I most firmly believe that the human family is being 
taught far too much about eviL I believe they are being 
denounced too much, condemned too much. I believe 
there is displayed too much the feeling of "l am better 
than thou," for I believe that in the great scale of eternal 
justice every soul floating out and finding its pathway as it 
clothes and reclothes itself is quite as pure as every other 
soul. and if one soul has clothed itself in a form that pre
vents its highest and best expression or if its environments 
have cramped it, shall you and I condemn it? Is there 
not something else for us to do if we stand upon a higher 
plane than to gaze down and harshly judge them? The 
clay will come when you will have no time to stop to think 
how mean some one else is. This fact humanity will 
learn when they accept the teachings of Spiritualism 
brought by the angel-world, that denunciation never makes 
an individual better. You may unkindly criticise a boy, 
you may whip him clay after day, week in and week out, 
and he will grow no better, for every time you use the lash 
you raise antagonism within his soul. and you drive him 
by lack of sympathy into the valley of "I don't care." 

My idea is this, then, and it is drawn from revelations 
made all along the line of the ages for eighteen hundred 
years, illuminated by the li~ht of Spiritualism today: 
\Vere I a father in the material form with children around 
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me, knowing what I know at the present time, I would not 
permit any one to speak an unkind word to them. 
would allow others · to tell them of their good ness when 
they were good, of their nobility when they were noble, 
but I would not permit them to be frightened·, as many a 
child has been, by the fear of ghosts or by any other 
method. This is just as applicable to older children as it 
is to the little ones who are attending school. 

Human nature-what is it ? It is the nature that is 
yours and mine; it is God-nature; it is soul-nature. 
\Vhat arc its needs? \Nhat are its requirements ? I care 
not how thorny the pathway or steep the hill, neither clo I 
care how flowery the way or easy and roundabout the as
cent, every human soul is more tractable when spoken to 
gently. Even though you cannot always agree with peo
ple, there is no occasion for idle argument, for heated dis
cussion, for the expression of hatred-the bane of modern 
civilization. Surely it is the bane of your political parties 
in their conflict today. for you hear nothing good of the 
candidates of the opposition from one side or the other. 

1 do not propose discussing the politica1 situation, 
however. I know that it will redeem itself. I do not call 
it evil. I call it the gathering of thorns instead of flowers; 
I call it the ignorant bowing of men to serfdom, and if it 
is not serfdom I leave you to judge for yourself what it is. 

I am saddened by the discord and inharmony prevail
ing all over the land, ~md you may say to me, "If that is 
so, how can you say there is no evil?" Because I would 
not cal1 that fruitage that seems to be evil an ultimate 
fact ; because I realize this truth : All that you condemn 
is necessary for the quickening and education of mankind 
that they may comprehend sooner or later that religion 
consists not in forms or creeds or ceremonies ; that state 
and government do not depend upon party spirit ; that 
life in all its departments waits for what? For that pure 
and undefiled religion, that deep sentiment from the liY-
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ing soul that raises the standard of manhood until man can 
say to himself, "I have no one to blame. I am here to 
learn, and whatever may be my ignorance at the present 
time, whatever there may be that mankind calls evil in the 
expressions of my life, I am here to outgrow, I am here to 
blot out, I am here to overcome by gJ i ning knowledge and 
wisdom. I am not here to sit in judgment upon any other 
hurnan soul. I am not here to cry out at Nature in the 
midst of some volcanic action, "\Vhat are you doing? 
\Vhat evil are you working in the valley where thousands 
of people have their homes? You are all wrong to thus 
destroy!'' 

Neither am I here to arraign Nature before the 
a] tar of my individual ignorance. Rather am I here to 
learn the cause and the effecl of the manifestations occur
ring all about me, and to glean a lesson therefrom. I may 
gaze upon the mighty throes of Nature ~mel call them 
glorious when I understand that they are the outward ex
pression of pent up forces seeking and finding vent, there
by refining and purifying the planet upor. which you dwell 
and rendering it more suitable as a habitation for man in 
the material state. Thus ~ature builds her mines and 
thus she supplies the needs of her children. IIacl there 
been no volcanic action, no mighty convulsions the earth 
would not today be capable of supporting human life. 

Passing from these express ions of inanimate Nature 
to the human family, let us remember that we are closely 
allied to that from which we have obtained material to 
bui.]d our forms while incarnate. From Nature's vast 
storehouse we draw our supplies. No individual God 
above has willed that we exist. No individual God above 
has sent ns out from his great reservoir to float as best we 
may on life's silvery ocean, but we are because we must be 
a part of Nature, and every atom responds to every ex
pression of my soul as far as I am capable of touching 
that atom and yours likewise. 
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Then if convulsions in inanimate 1'\ature are neces
sary, who shall say that disturbances in the human family 
are not equally so? They are unpleasant indeed because 
man does not understand their cause, and hence he 
plunges into this great vortex and without reason ex
presses himself unwisely, whereas if he stood calm, as be
fore the gentler throes of Nature, gazing clown upon what 
he might call the wreck, not of individual life, but of hap
piness, and said to himself, "This is [he outcome, this is 
legitimate at the present time, and by it humanity shall 
ascend to a higher plane" he could not call it evil. \Ve 
might say that ignorance had made it more gigantic. At 
the same time that Infinite \Visdom, the Father and 
Mother God that I worship, throbbing in every atom and 
speaking through e\·ery channel of life, says to my soul, 
"All is well! Look not at the result of the now-the har
\'est is not ripe, humanity have not grown wise; but they 
are advancing through all these struggles, and through dis
cord and war they are learning the lessons they would not 
heed if they came in any other way." 

This may seem to you a strange proclamation, but all I 
ask of you, each one, is to take this thought to your hom es, 
and if at every point in life's great chapters which relate 
to humanity or to Nature, you can stand and face that In
finite \Visdom whose divine energies breathe throughout 
the universe ancl declare, "Thou art unwise~" you either 
accept this proposition or you virtually stand arrayed 
against this mighty force and exclaim, "You do not know 
what you are about!" The great tide of life back of you 
and me, within you and me, and with which we blend and 
operate, must be and is a unit. There is no departing 
therefrom. There is no getting away from that one life. 
Either we are enfolded by intelligence and our intelligence 
is sufficient for our needs, else we are not. Choose which 
horn of the dilemma you please, but as far as I am cap
able of comprehending and grasping the all of being, I am 
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ready to accept all things as I must, not unwisely strive 

to spend my forces correcting Nature or arraying myself 
against the on-coming tide of knowledge that is sweeping 
up from the valleys and clown from the hills and mount 
ains of life, bearing humanity onward and onward to that 
point where they will stand as equals, realizing that in
deed all men are created free and equal, and that each indi
vidual, whether he declares it or not, bas sufficient intelli

gence to guide and govern himself. Then when you look 
a bout you and see your brother wallowing in the m ucl and 
mire of the ditch into which he has fallen because of his 
love for alcoholic drinks, you will not condemn him and 
if you are wise before you have attained to this condition, 
you will cease condemning him and see to it that a law is 
enacted that will punish the man who made him a drunk

ard instead of opening the door;:; of your parlors and places 
of fashionable resort to the saloon-keeper, calling him a 

"good feilow," while you speak of his victim as evil and 
nothing more. 

I tell you, friends, when you weigh this mattet well, 

you will realize that the very souls you have called e\·il 
and crushed beneath the iron heel of a progressi\'e human
ity are indeed higher in the scale of individual goodness 

han are those who have crushed them. And while I 
despise all that is permitted to exist that oppresses my 
kind, while I look with sorrow upon the great number of 
saloo11s that dot the streets of this fair city, and behold 
with stillmore sorrow the hundreds of victims robbed of 
their wits that crowd its thoroughfares while their wives 

and worse than orphaned children are robbed. of the fruits 
of the husband's and father's industry, of all that made up 

the nobility of the man that the maiden accepted feeling 
that she had indeed a protector in the hour of need, of all 
that made the father's love blessed-while I despise all 
this I cannot say that it is evil for this reason : vVhile it 
brings evil consequences in its train and crushes humanity, 
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it will be a means of uplifting them in the fulness of time, 
for men are not always to remain in ignorance. 

\Vhen people arc ready to receive the teachings of 
Spiritualism in all their purity and adjust their daily lives 
thereunto, there will be an out-growing of selfishness that 
now is cultivated to an alarming degree ; and if sorrow, 
degradation, destruction and slavery must be the methods 
whereby the human family attain to this degree of man
hood and womanhood, I have no complaint to make. I do 
feel that it has been, is and will be through tribulation 
and sorrow only that mankind will awaken to a conscious
ness of their needs and to a full realization of their duty 
to not only do unto others as they would have others do 
unto them, but ofjaling unto others as they would have 
others feel towards and think of them. If you do the 
kindest act that you can conceive of, if you lavish gifts 
and bestow your sweetest smiles upon another ancl at the 
same time your heart is bitter against the one to whose 
face you are gracious ancl loving, what does it profit that 
one ? what does it profit you ? There are many at the 
present time who are thus living a lie and do not realize 
it, but when thP.y are awakened spiritually they will be 
startled at their own reflection in the mirror of the soul 
where they will see themselves as they really are. 

\Vhen you feel towards another as you would that 
another should feel towards you, I ask you, \Vill you not . 
see goodness in every human soul ? If you listen to a 
quick word, will you not feel that it really is not evil, but 
only an expression that for the time is unpleasant? For, 
looking deep into human nature, we perceive not one 
being upon the tablet of whose soul goodness is not 
written, not one who is not worthy to stand side by side 
with you and me. 

Remember, that in speaking in this wise, I am not 
referring to those people who are committing depreda
tions, but to tho~e who may be likened to the weeds that 
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grow side by side with your corn, your grain, or \vhate,·er 
you wish to haiTest. You say that the weed is useless 
and worthless, and yet by plucking it it may be made to 
enrich the ground. I grant you it is no place for it in 
your corn-field, and if you are a good husbandman you do 
not allow it to remain there; but after all, Nature ex
presses herself through it, and in the poisonous or useless 
weed that grows b.y the side of the corn, if you analyze it, 
you will find noxious elements \Vhich it has taken up and 
which otherwise would ha\·e encroached i.lpon some other 
form of life. 

Take. for instance, the insects you despise. They 
disturb you and you exclain1. "I hate them! I do not know 
why God created such things.'' But ~ature gave them the 
power of expression. ancl their purpose is for good, as you 
will readily percei\·e in the case of flies that feed upon 
substances which give them life and activity for a short 
period, but which would be poisonous to you, and having 
changed the character of the same, they gh·e them forth, 
harmless elements, to be reabsorbed into N"ature's vast 
resen·oir. 

You may analyze all of Nature everywhere, and you 
will find a cause for every effect ; and as you trace the 
line oi life and its wondrous conditions, rising higher and 
higher on every wave of evolution, you will realize that 
all is good; that if you obtain goodness it must be out
worked from within ; and that goodness does not consist 
in exalting one's self, in feeling that "I am better than 
thou,'' but it exalts itself by the growth of the human 
soul. 

\Vhen man stands upoi1 his own platform, as it were, 
in the full consciousness of a desire for right and truth 
in every departm~nt of life, he has not an unkind word, 
he has no unkind thought for anyone. lie may say, with 
the deepest lo\·e in his soul, to him who has commitkd some 
great depredation, "I am sorry that you allowed your 
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ignorance, and, in consequence of your ignorance, your 
passion or selfishness, to commit this crime, and yet I love 
you ; I love you because, deep, down beneath this act, 
there is a soul white with beauty; I love you because I 
know that you are capable of throwing off all that prompts 
such acts and may become pure and upright as you pursue 
your journey onward to higher realms." 

Who shall say it is not right to lo\·e those who are 
crushed? vVho shall say it is not right to love all mankind 
when we realize that they are tending in one direction? 
All have had the same great experience of bounding out
ward from the reservoir of 1 ife, incarnating themselves as 
they have advanced onward and still farther onward, in 
those elements and properties they desired for the soul's 
expression, and, with the goal in view, glittering with 
matchless gems, singing the anthem of immortality, which 
has risen from the deep depths of their sorrow and suffering, 
who shall say that there is one, unworthy of love? vVho 
shall say that there is one however despised, however 
completely cast out from humanity's heart today, that 
should be told contint1ally, "You are a miserable wretch." 
I tell you that love begets love, that truth begets truth, 
and the quickening glow of the human soul shall show it
self more readily when all humanity shall turn away from 
greed, away from the worship of an unknown God, away 
from political strife, away from discord and war, away from 
the altar of selfishness,away from all that belittles human
ity. In the light of that mighty lo\'e that sweeps the lyre 
strings of the eternal world none shall say, as they climb 
the steeps of immortality, "Behold, there is one who has 
committed an atrocious crime, and now he is ascending 
the same mountain that I am striving to scale! He has 
no right here; he was a wretch there .. , 

The glory of Spiritualism and the glory of all life is 
in ignoring evil and acknowledging good till every virtue 
in the individual is made to glitter like diamonds in the 
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diadem of eternal truth. Let us rejoice within ourselves, 
therefore, whenever we are satisfied with ourselves. It is 
not necessary to ask some one else if you are good, for 
you might get a mistaken judgment. It is not neccessary 
to ask some one else to love you, but be that which com
mands love by living the life that does not cause you to 
quiver or flush when you look at yourself in the glass. 
Rise in the strength and beauty of your manhood and 
womanhood ancl behold no evil,. but seek for goodness, 
seek for health, cease to complain, cease to express your
selves as sick. If you feel faint or weak, say, ''I have a 
little wave passing over me, but I am all right," and 
mount the ladder, and you have no idea how bright the 
world will appear to you. \ Vhere shadows seemed to lie 
across your path way and clark clouds hovered above you, 
you will behold the glory that always accompanies the 
spirit of cheerfulness and contentment. 

You have no time to seek for weeds and thorns. 
Leave them to their own mission. The great need of 
your being and of mine (for this admonition is just as 
applicable to me as it is to you, ha\'ing advanced only a 
little way over there ahead of yon) is to attain all the good 
we can, and by that growth that we are capable of, give 
out expressions that others shall accept because of their 
goodness, for life to us has but JUSt begun. 

I have seen, since entering this world of souls, such 
beautiful altars, such sweet reverence ancl love, such divine 
unfoldings of human spirits. I have met those who were 
crushed almost beyond endurance by their own inconsis
tencies, and I met them as a brother. They entered the 
spirit world low down, but they are reaching out and 
climbing, because, deep in the soil of the soul was im
planted that goodness that cannot be slain, for it has life, 
and you and I must seek to wear its golden crown. There
fore, dear friends, strive in this life-I will not say to be 
charitable, for I think;you will forget it-to warm your 
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hearts with the quickening power of kindliness until you 
ha,·e that forbearance and that patience which you would 
require and hope for were you situated as they are 
and they as you are. Deal gently with the erring, not 
only in thought but in practice. I know they n1ust oft
times be dealt with by the law. It is necessary for the 
safety of others, and I acknowledg-e it in a world where 
humanity are seeking to attain civilization, in a world 
where, because of the culti,·ation of lust, of passion, of 
gre ~ cl, of selnshness, you l1ave to hire so many police to 
watch, to gu :ud, to protect, to fetter so many human souls. 

0 for the hour when the Angel of peace ancl har
mony sha11 brood over America and her children may live 
as free from fear as do the inhabitants of some of the 
heathen lands where our missionaries have gone to convert 
the people. All hail the hour when the light of spirit11al 
truth shall illuminate every heart! 0 hail the hour when 
knowledge shall obtain to that degree that the most 
wretched and diseased will have the courage, realizing 
their possibilities. to imitate the noblest and best. All 
hail the hour when might shall no longer rule with its 
iron hand, when there shall be no more crushing of the 
victims of toil beneath the cruel power that holds them so 
relentlessly clown. It will come. I see it in the golden 
tinge of the dawn of the new era. I see it in the quicken
ing pulse of human hearts. I see it in the right and jus
tice that obtains despite crime and wrong. In that 
on-coming time mankind shall bow before no altar save 
that of Eternal Goodness, where they shall be baptised in 
the lo,·e that outflows therefrom and that shall enfold all 
who need succor, all who need sympathy, all who need 
love and kindness. 

Let us remember, friends, that Spiritualism is the 
religion of the heart not simply in that it ~mites your lives 
with the lives of those that have gone before, not alone in 
that all your heart aspires for shall be yours in the great 
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world beyond, but it is the religion of the heart because 
with its all-quickening power, it shall so educate human 
souls in the time to come that no mortal child wandering 
shall ask in vain for bread, that no child wandering, lonely 
and forlorn, shall ask in vain for a smile, but all, as one 
great family, shall receh·e alike and be able to exclaim, 
''\ Ve have enough and to spare." In that hour e\·en the 
hearts of millionaires shall be touched and the poor shall 
be fed, pastors shall preach what they believe, creeds 
shall vanish, and those who enact the laws shall so frame 
them that kindness and mercy shall be shown the erring. 

May you all help in hastening the dawn of that 
glorious day. May you aid by clothing your own souls in 
bright garments and decking them with the flowers of 
goodness, by beholding goodness in every other human 
being. May you aid in bringing about that condition by 
seeking for health in sickness, goodness in evil, and walk
ing in the broad day-light or beneath the moon's sih·ery 
rays exalted by the thought that you at last have found 
the secret of happiness in making others happy. 
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KNOW AND UNDERSTAND 
THYSELF. 

DISCOU!-{SE BY SPIRIT KING OF THE INNER TEMPLE 

(An Egyptian of sooo Years Since) 

WITH MESSAGE BY HIS QUEEN, 

SUNDAY MORNING, NOVEMBER 4, 1900. 

INFINITE and AJ!-pen·acling Int elligence; \Visdom, 
Light and Knowledge. breathing Thy divine blessing 

by the quickening of every individual life, by the pulsa
tion of all beings that are enfolded, in matter, by the 
possibilities of the myriads of forms wherein Thou art in
carnate; 0 infinite \Visclom, in every sand-grain Thou 
bast Thy abode, in every breath of the atmosphere 
Thou dost express Thy strength and beauty, in and 
through all life, in the midst of the vast evolution of 
matter and spirit, Thou clost present Thy lessons to Thy 
children. \Ve may understand Thy subtle powers and 

"In presenting this senes of lectures to the public, perhaps a few suggestions to those 
n1•t conversant with spiritu01lism would be npprccl<~ted. 

Vue nllowauce should be made for seeming lack of complete expression by some intelli-
1.\t:nCies owing to d!ss1mil<~nty of brain deveclopment, the physical 01nd mental condition of the 
mt:di um and conditwns furnish ed by those present at the time of tr01nsmrssion. 

;:\l<~ny of our spirit speakers are not hampered to any extent lll their expression through 
one rnstrumeut wh1le they would be th roug h another, aud some f111d the language of the 
medium ~uperior tu their own cl.,vclopment, bu t as a rule, lll<"ln ife stations hom the subjective 
through all pha~es of medrumship ::m: more or less imperfect. 

The invocation is seldom offac::d by the spirit delivering the address 
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Thy wondrous workings enthroned in every soul, guiding 
and g-uverning all life, only as we understand more and 
more and yet more of ourselves. May we comprehend, 
and may these children here present learn this lesson, 
that, only through the m1rrors of their own beings, only 
by the enfolclments of their own possibilities, can they 
read Thy manifestations or come in touch with Thy clivim: 
blessing. l\1ay they turn from the altars erecteci outside, 
turn from the mirrc>rs that others may present to them, 
and gazing intently into the deep mine of their own pos
sessions, seek to awaken the latent forces therein, and 
become more and more conscious, 0 Infinite Intelligence, 
of the fact that Thou hast Thy throne in every human 
heart. 

Therefore, before every human being, before every 
flower that blooms, before every manifestation of life in 
this, the outward world, or this, the dark planet earth, we 
how with reverence and gladness, striving to learn our 
lesson from each expression that the mighty ocean of vi
bration permits, striving to learn our lesson more perfect
ly as we come in touch with the silent forces of Nature, 
and to realize more and more that we are one with them 
and one with Thee, 0 Infinitude. 

DISCOURSb.:::. 

~ URROUN DED as you and all beings are by the divine 
possibilities of life, we may well ask the question, How 

shall we-bow can we obtain knowledge of all things, not 
only all things that at the present time you are capable of 
recognizing by aiel of the outer senses, but all the unseen 
infinite pulsations of matter and spirit as each performs its 
legitimate part in the great work of soul unfoldment? 

I can brin~ you this morning no more profitable 
lesson-and even so I fear you will weary of it-than may 
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be expressed in the sentence, "Know and understand thy
self," for therein is contained all the knowledge that you 
are seeking, save those expressions from others, save 
those demonstrations that may touch the outer and cause 
you to believe. But, children, we are here to teach you 
how to find this open pathway that leads to infinite wis
dom and thereby obtain the power to exercise an infinite 
force. 

Strength of soul consists not in outward possessions, 
and the purpose of our coming, the purpose of this temple. 
has been and is to aid mankind to turn from the worship 
of unknown and unknowing gods, to turn from the altar of 
self-esteem and belief, and trace for themselves (no other 
can trace for them) the lessons that are written within 
themselves and that there wait to be present ed to their 
consciousness. There is no path way leading to the grand 
heig-~ts of spiritual enfoldment outside yourselves. There 
is no power to aid you in scaling celestial altitudes except 
the power to exercise that which is in your possession, and 
you need not strive to come into an at-one-ment with 
an individual you know naught of. with forces outside 
yourselves until you have first come into a close at-one
ment with every faculty and power you already possess.
This is not the pathway of e·ase that many have taught 
wherein you may gain the greatest heights of wisdom, for 
whatever wisdom you wo~ld possess can be imparted to 
you only as through the unfoldment of your soul forces, 
your ke~n consciousness, you know for yourselves because 
you have measured, you have weighed, you have read and 
taken it into your very life. 

This is why, in the different unfoldments, we are 
striving to aid you in attaining. Our lessons to a great 
extent are and must be to turn your attention from the 
gilded domes of worldly pleasure and the wild worship of 
earthly or material grandeur to the sacred sanctuary of 
the spiritual temple within yourselves. 1 am \veil aware 
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that there are some among you who scarcely understand 
what this signifies for the reason that you have not been 
taught to know yourselves. You have always and c\·er 
been taught to look toward something greater than your
selves, something grander in its possessions than you bad, 
and hence the neglect of the soul and the absence of that 
consciousness that alone can make you worthy your own 
respect in the deep sense, that ' as you respect ancl 
love that which is beautiful on every hand, where\·er 
you may discover it, you may likewise discern and 
admire the beauty witbin your own soul. You may 
look upon and rejoice in the beauty of the flower, and it 
need be no question of what the flower is or may become. 
You look at the chemical arrangement, understanding it 
not. You call it Nature's handiwork, and so it is, and 
every blossom is individualized by its own soul conscious
ness. 

I know that your eartbly sm. 1ants in their material 
wisdom would deny this assertion. Nevertheless, I make 
the statement most emphatically, that the soul conscious
ness of the flower pen·ades the flower, the soul conscious
ness in every expression of life pervades that expression ; 
and hence Infinite Intelligence is incarnate in every form, 
breathing through each and every being and unfolding its 
possibilities by the law within itself that guides and di
rects the same. ft cannot be otherwise. 

You look about you, and upon every hand, whether 
you accept the idea of one God or nay, you feel that there 
must be an Infinite Intelligence somewhere, you feel that 
there must be an Infinite power somewhere. You have 
been taught that that power, that Intelligence is remote 
from you, sitting at one side, as it were, willing, directing 
and gi\·in g forth its silent commands. Here is where the 
human family have wandered far from the altar of truth, 
far from that Infinite Intelligence and the Divine Power 
they have sought to find. For, as I have already said, 
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taking upon itself the various forms of matter that clothe 
your earth-and all that Nature presents to you is in
clucl~d in this expression, or, at least, I would include it
e,·ery atom, howe,·er insignificant you may consider it, is 
just as much individualized, just as much vivified by the 
Divine Energy as is the divine expression within your
seh·es. 

It is, therefore, like an ocean, boundless as the broad
est aspirations can be, embracing all life, and yet it is one 
great whole. You forget, when you look upon the waters 
of the deep, clark ocean that e\·ery drop therein has an 
individualized existence in that every drop contains all the 
elements that are necessary for making a sea. The worlds, 
like a great family of drops, are gathered together by the 
divine law of chemistry and governed by the centri
fugal and centripetal forces of Nature. The energy of 
each drop of water harmonizing with every other drop 
holds the body of water together to fulfil a purpose in the 
economy and growth of the planet. So every human 
being may be likened to every other human being, and the 
human family to one vast ocean of human beings, each 
one vibrating in his own condition. Some may be likened 
to the waters composing the ocean and some to the ele
ments and energies that are used and exercised on moun
tain heights as in the deep va11eys, making complete, not 
the great story of creation, but the wonderful lesson that 
e\'ery atom, whether it be a drop of water, a sand-grain or 
whatever else. is the clothing of that Infinite Energy 
suffic ient for its needs and its purposes in its present in
carnation. 

As you stand before the altar of your own beings, you 
will realize the great fact that e\·ery sleeping, inanimate 
atom, as you may call it, is ever active, ever throbbing 
with life and energy, e\·er giving forth that which is de
manded qf it. \Ve may visit the desert and behold \\'ith 
the eyes of the spirit, rising from every sand-grain resting 
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beneath the burning rays of the sun, an emanation which 
loses naught of power, naught 'of spirit in the mighty pur
pose of the building of planets, in strengthening force and 
the vibratory activity of life. 

However interesting it may be to me or might be to 
you, I need not elwell upon this great world of thought 
and life and force that Nature spreads before you, inviting 
you continually into her clark chambers or on to her 
mountain brows to gather in what you may to aiel in your 
soul's growth, for I had a deeper object, if I may thus call 
it. 

You realize even now something of the boundless 
resources of Nature, but only will you realize that which 
I have been speaking of in its fulness when, as I have 
stated, you look withm ancl find there mirrored every ex
pression you have gazed upon in the outer world. It is 
only by the consciousness that you are capable of coming 
into your own powers, your own possessions, that you can 
find the doorway, opened by no other hand than your 
own, through which you shall discern the powers and ele
ments that you are asking to possess to-clay, and possess
ing them, you shall feel that you neecl no longer ask your 
angel friends to do for you the work they cannot do save 
as aids. 

We would, then, awaken human souls to the conscious
ness that life within has been ignored all too long, that 
the true life is the soul-life, that the true master, the 
genius that shall gmde them in all the pathways before 
them, is ever with them, and that the intelligence that 
operates through all worlds and systems of worlds as we11 
as human beings is but that greater intelligence with 
which your intelligence blends, the combined intelligence 
of the great human family and that great world of matter 
and external life that you have yet to understand. 

\Vhen, however, you shall have attained this point, 
you will take up intelligently the subject of materializa-
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tion. You will realize that the workers are never silent, 
never inacti\re, and you will learn the process by and 
through which the intelligence that governs universal life 
can concentrate sufficient force, by the activity of its dis
ciples in certain atmospheres, blenrling it with the emana
tions from human beings, to make much possible that you 
at the present time would not credit, and that, in your 
greater wisdom than ours, you would declare without a 
thought could not be. 

\Vhen you stand before the fires that never cease to 
burn within your own beings ; when you realize the in
telligence that is there dwelling and the possibility of the 
mighty forces it is capable of out-breathing, then you will 
lift yourselves · into at-one-ment with all that you are, with 
all that you hope to be, and then with that umversal in
telligence that blends with your own in the mighty causes 
and effects that are continually being expressed in your 
world and in all others. 

To study life, then, and understand its significance, 
one should first knock at the door of his own temple. To 
understand another ere you pause to judge him is first to 
understand yoursekes, then there will be no bitterness ex
pressed when others who clo not unc)erstand themselvt:s 
are hasty either in remarks or in acts. It is the one great 
pathway through which and out of which you shall all 
sometime enter the Temple of harmony. It is the one 
course you can ever pursue and reach the heights of your 
soul's ambition. .Not all the Christs that ever were or 
could be crucified can aiel you in this matter sa\'C by he
stowing upon you their kindly thought and breathing upon 
you the gentle baptism of their holy love. But, children, 
you have the power within to cope with all of life, to drink 
from the sparkling streams of thought that flow unceas
ingly, and by exercising your energies to awaken and break 
the bonds in which ignorance has so long held you. 

I need tarry only to tell you that the work we began 
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long, long ago we are pursuing as vigoro,usly as ever. We 
wait for the quickened energies of humanity to add to the 
\'Olume of our power, and while we wait we are acting
there is no idle waiting-and the lapse of five thousand 
years is but a moment to me. I may span it with a 
thought, I may take in the lives that were and that are, 
and come in touch with your lives as a student pursuing 
my studies with you. 

I ask you with your hearts, not by outward expression, 
I ask you with your souls to welcome us. I cannot prove 
to you my identity by whatever I may say to you. You 
have only my assertion unless you prove it to yourselves; 
but if I come to one or more of you and a response comes 
from the depths of your being I am welcomed as no words 
could welcome me. I thank you for your kindly thoughts 
this morning, for your ready attention, and ask you-I 
know you will not take the suggestion arniss-to strive, 
with me, to learn more and more of the immense possi
bilities in your possession, to a~vaken the latent forces 
within. to reach down into the deepest depths of your 
beings, up into the loftiest heights of your soul's revela
tion, and, from the innermost recesses of the faculties em
bodied there to the broadest thought you are capable of 
receiving and g iving forth, you will find jewels lining the 
pathway and the light of those gems shall surely guide 
you in every expression, in every effort, in every ideal of 
your 1 ives. 

};y TilE QUEE:". 

I. too would voice one thought, 
The beauty and th e sweetness of the life 
That loves to blend e'en as one. 
I come to you a nd gladly stand beside my king, 

Not in your presence here, 
]:ut, bending o'er the sweet, white spray 
That from your soul ascends, 
I lJreathe to you the gladness of the life I liYe. 
() s\veet it is to know that human h earts can mount 
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The ladder by the silent sympathy of the soul's ambition. 
Sweeter still, indeed, if possible it were, 
To touch with kindly thoughts anrl deep :-;oul lo\'e 
The waters of those who are still incarnate 
E'en in mortal forms . 
.And thus I, too, would breathe 
1\f y blessing on yoH all and say, to each and all, 
This message true and kindly bring l here: 
You all are seeking and will find, 
If yoH've not found it yet, 
The life that makes the happiness 
The soul most cra\'es. 
\' Oll may pass throHgh sorrows, 
And the darksome night may cause the tears to flow, 
But over all the sweet, sweet breath 
Of 10\·e will breathe its blessing, 
And through all your efforts, as you strive to stem 
The tide that leads to the deep chamb.ers of your souls, 
<;reat knowledge there at last you'll find revealed, 
.All which so long you've sought in vain, 
There'll you find, and strangely be moved, 
As you realize the strength 
\' ou'\'e longed for and never known before. 
And then sometime I'm sure you, 
Like myself, will stand 
In recognition of your greater powers, 
l:{ejoicing, and rejoicing more 

That all the world is Hnto yotJ akin; 
Rejoicing, 0 so deeply, that all human beings' love 
Is or shall be yours, and that 
From the deep, deep depths of your lo\·e 
A II shall be blessed. 

near children, in our union and our love 
\\' e walk here hand in hand, 
One with yoH all in all that tends 
To your unfoldment. 
One with you all in all that shall 
Aiel Y.OU to raise the curtain 
From the treasures yoH possess- your souls. 
I see them glowing with their holy aspirations, 
And l love you all, and from the home 
\\'here now I bend to whisper these few words to you, 
:\ly hand clasped in the hand of him who is my king, 
l send you sprays of flowers unfading as the cloudless sun; 
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I send you fragrance from the realms beyond 
That breathes its blessing and its tender spray o'er all; 
I send you from my heart the deepest, strongest feeling 
I can giYe, and this assurance: 
I am often here to greet you in a silent way 
And learning with you how the best we may 
Fxpress ourselves in this your atmosphere. 

I lea\·en speed you onward. 
And the cleep lo,·e tones of harmony 
() may they Yibrate in every heart with deeper tone, 
Until we list and hear the anthem 
In our home beyond. 

l\Iay the love that makes you king and queen. man 
and woman, child and angel, be and abide with you, guid
ing you in all that is noble and true, ancl lifting you into 
the consciousness of the mighty powers in your posses

SIOn. 
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INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBILITY. 
DISCOURSE BY SPIRIT ROBERT G. INGERSOLL, 

(ORATOR A:\'D 1\.EFORMFR \Vllo PAS~.EI> To TilE HI(;JiER LIFJ<: I:\' 1899.) 

SUNDAY AFTERNOON, NOVEMBER 4, 1900. 

I N'\TOCATIC>N. 

r&\ LIFE, into Thine infinite regions of research we 
U would enter and draw from Nature her divinest reve
lations. Before the light of Thine everlasting truth5, as 
reflected in all of Nature 'mid all her secret chambers 
wherever the lighted torch of intelligence breathes its 
benediction, we would unveil our beings. 0 Life. we 
sail on Thine ever-broadening, whitening wavelets, striv
ing to pierce the darkness and obtain that power that 
shall enable us to look within, behold ourselves as we are, 
and realize the infinite possibilities that wait to be awak
e-ned into thought and activity. There is no effort that 
:Nature puts forth that does not find its ultimate, no cause 
that does not blossom through effect; and, therefore. 0 
I .ife, we sail on Thy boundless ocean, rejoicing that never
more the shackles that have bound our kindred so long 
may be riveted, that nevermore the tidal stream of super
stition upon this planet shall enfold in slavery her chil
dren, that nevermore the night of dense ignorance shall 
rest upon this land, but that the clear light of truth may 
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illumine some human hearts so thoroughly that all may be 
directed thereby. 

Rejoicing in life and in the possibilities before us, ~mel 
hoping and aspiring to live more completely ancl under
stand more fully that which we meet, we breathe out our 
desires before the unseen altar as before the seen, hoping 
that all that is beautiful and grandly triumphant may yet 
be revealed unto us. \Ve know only as far as we have sailed 
on Thine ocean waves, 0 Life ; we know only that 
which has been made plain to our understanding, and we 
rejoice in the realization that, by the quickening touch of 
Thine Infinite power dwelling within, we may reach higher 
heights and understand more completely the grand prob
lem of existence. 

DISCOUW.SE. 

IN the great chain of life, the links of which are our ex-
periences, we are, all of us, doubtless broadening. 

Whatever life may have been to me is my own. Whatever 
thought in other clays I may have voiced to humanity, I 
voiced from the standpoint I then occupied. 

It has often been said that I was accustomed to tear 
down, to take away all that was sacred from the saints and 
give them nothing in return. But in the work of building 
and rebuilding in this life you do not expect those who de
molish to erect the building. You understand that their 
part consists in seeing that every portion of the structure 
is brought low in order that the next step may be taken 
by the builder, that of erecting a better and finer build
ing according to your wishes or needs. Therefore, all I 
have to say is, that I ever stroYe in the past to impart, as 
far as possible, to others only what I knew. 

As you are aware, I had no faith in the Christian re-
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ligion. I had no especial reverence for the Bible. I think 
that, side by side with that volume, my re\·erence for truth 
stands preeminent; in fact, I considered it less. You may 
call me egotistic if you wish, but I repeat that I strove to 
give that which I knew, and in my soul I knew that no 
sensible, reasonable man could accept the teachings con
tained in that record ancl belie\·e in the God that was there 
pictured; and if any one does belie\·e it, accepting the 
thought that God is and was and e\·er shall be responsible 
for all conditions, that He spake and it was, that He com
manded and was obeyed, that not a sparrow falleth to the 
ground without His knowledge, he must belie,·e also that 
God is responsible for all that follows in the path of 
cyclones, earthquakes, wars, in the mighty harvest of 
death and damnation upon e\·ery hand. Hut as sensible, 
reasonable beings I ask you who is responsible for the 
havoc wrought all over this as well as other lands? \Vho, 
for instance, is responsible for the cyclone on the gulf 
that buried hundreds and hundreds of human beings be
neath the wreckage at Galveston ? If God Almighty is 
responsible let us hope He is having a good time at the 
expense of humanity! Let us hope, if hl:! enjoys this kind 
of manifestation, if He is imbued with this kind of relig
ious element, that He is gloating in the destruction 
wrought. But for me I have no belief in the existence of 
such a being, for I could not trust any such a God-no 
man could trust such a monster even if he would. 

\Vhen it comes to knowledge afforded by the Scrip
ture, it seems to me that I should have been a bigger fool 
than·1 was if I hacl known only what is to be found record 
ed in that volume. If all of art, science, nobility of char
acter-all that makes man m~mly and woman womanly 
were to be copied from that volume, and that alone were 
the possession of the world along those 1 ines, I hesitate 
not to say that we would ha,·e a class of pigmies instead of 
the noble class of giant men and women that now walk 
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the earth. I have just one point to make in this con· 
nection. I ask you, if you can find the spot, to accompany 
me in thought to the Garden of Eden, and there no one can 
claim that the volume states that Adam and Eve obtained 
any knowledge from God. God forbade them to partake 
of the fruit of the tree of knowledge, but they took it in 
defiance of his command and walked out- if they were 
there. 

I merely point you to the fable. which it is, and then 
I have no more to say in relation to Bibles, to creeds or 
to gods for if I am searching for aught to assist me out
side of myself I am seeking after the God, I am seeking 
after the life, I am seeking after the truth that shall make 
myself and humanity free.-Free, not in the simple sense 
of breathing; free, not in the simple sense of accepting 
what others teach us, but free to live our own lives. 

If it was true I did not tell of it, and I am thankful 
that I did not attempt to tell when here of the life ·~over 
there." I did not try to picture to my auditors the life 
beyond this because I did not know if it were true. l 
may have had my hopes, I may have had my dreams, I 
may have had my aspirations. They were mine and not 
the world's. I am quite satisfied, and that is enough
not but that I wish I could have mown a wider swath. I 
wish I could have demolished more of the idols that are 
crucifying humanity, I wish I could have cast more creeds 
into the bottomless pit of forgetfulness, but aside from 
that I am satisfied that I worked on the line I think I 
understood, that I proclaimed to the people the wretched
ness and nakedness of creeds, that I proclaimed to them 
the poverty of Christianity and the soul impoverishment 
of that individual that trusted therein. 

Coming to another line of thought, I want to ask you 
as my friends and neighbors, who was and is responsible 
for my life and what it shall be to me and what it shall be 
to others? I look not beyond the blue clouds nor deep 
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it comes welling up from within my own being : "I am 
responsible for every word, act and thought of my exist
ence, no matter what that existence may be." 

:\Iy religion, as some of you no doubt know, consisted, 
to a great extent, in the maintenance of the purity and in
tegrity of the home. I feel that the deepest religious na
ture of a man or a woman is drawn out in the s1.nctity and 
seclusion of the home. I do not belie,·e in the home 
where the family gather together and shut themseh·es in 
a\yay from the world, never looking beyond its four walls, 
never inviting others in to enjoy its blessedness. to con
verse and strive to gain wisdom with them. The home 
that can truly be designatt.:d such is one which you will 
enjoy in the next life as well as in this, a home where every 
member is surrounded by an atmosphere of 10\·e, where 
the father and mother live in peace, devoting their ener
gies to making their children happier and better and more 
blessed from day to clay, to de,·eloping and cultivating 
their children's faculties of mind and heart. thus aiding 
them in obtaining in the outer world those associations 
that shall assist them in tht.: growth and unfoldment of 
their nature in every and all directions. I believe in the 
home that reaches out its welcoming arms to friends and 
neighbors; a home where the angels of earth come and go 
at their pleasure, and where you need not be afraid that 
you will be contaminated by any one you may meet at any 
time, for like always attracts like; a home where the 
neighbors, having spent a pleasant and profitable evening 
in social converse and music go away saying, "\Ve ha\·t.: 
had a good time o\·er at John's, and I feel better and 
strongt.:r for to-morrow's work because I have been mingl
ing with friends, because I ha vt.: carried to that home, I 
trust, something of my life, and surely I ha\·c taken away 
with me pleasurable thoughts.'' 

lienee I do accept as a fact the assertion I now make, 
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that the father and mother are responsible to a great ex
tent for the education and the career of their boys and 
girls, and I believe I was responsible while in the material 
form for every truth I obtained and cherished, but not to 
myself alone; for, while they were mine in a certain sense, 
they were the world's in a broader sense. If, as has been 
said of me, I had no fear of God, it was simply because T 

knew no God ; if I had no fear of the devil, it was because 
I had had no occasion to become acquainted with him
I knew no devil ; and if I had no fear of man it was simply 
because I strove to be an honest man. I have been criti
cized because I have said that an honest God was the 
noblest work of man. Still I consider that there is a 
truth in that statement to-clay. I know of no God above 
man, and I would take it home to myself as much as I 
would have you take it home to yourselves-the necessity 
of making ourselves noble and honest and truthful, of 
making ourselves superior to forms, to creeds, to cere
monies, and far superior to the so-called Christian God, 
a man-made God. The individual who is thus noble and 
honest and truthful in all things towers above the great 
surging masses as one who knows whereof he speaks and 
strives to read correctly the lines of life. 

I return to you to-day with what I have been able to 
glean myself. I hardly feel, however, that I should use 
the word "return," for I have been to no far distant 
realm, I have not been to that shore whence no traveller 
returns, neither have I seen any white throne nor the 
flames of the bottomless pit, but I have taken just a step 
or two beyond the limitations that were mine when 
cradled in the material form. I can say to you to-day that 
I know something of Spiritualism is true. I do not pur
pose to tell you any more. There are lo ftier h e ights, I 
am told, and grander realms beyond. I do not question 
it, but I do not know it. I only know that to-day I stand 
on an illimitable shore, not of time but of life. I know 
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that to-clay I have a form that is just as real to me as was 
the form I used to wear. When, as I stood by the side of 
my brother, and expressed the hope that continued life 
might be given to him and to me, I did not know it. To
clay I know I have not died. I know I am the same weak 
man that the clergy despised, and yet I am proud to say 
(I do not proclaim it egotisic::tlly by any mea ns) that even 
though they despised me they often told me that they 
admired my honesty. If I had an honesty of purpose 
when here surely I have the same now. 

If it be true that God is responsible for all the sor
rows, for all the sins, for all the mistakes, I ask you as 
your brother, Do you love him? If you do you have 
reached a broader expanse of goodness than I have. I 
could love no one or naught that would crush my brother; 
I could give no approving smile to any one or anything 
that would damn my kindred. If l-Ie notes eve ry spar
row's fall He must have a busy time in watching the fall 
of the victims of your war 'mid the islands in the sea and 
the victims of circumstances all over the land in the 
mighty shadow that, like a clark cloud rests upon human
ity to-clay. 

I tell you mankind have been taught to scorn those 
who dared think and act for themselves, and then th ey 
have learned to scorn those who grasped their responsi
bility as I would grasp the oars of the bark I was to row 
over life's silvery river. To-clay we do not need to spend 
all our thoughts and time upon Gods or creeds unless we 
choose. If you wish to waive all responsibility, if you 
\\'ish to become an ignoramus, you have only to lay aside 
your manhood and womanhood and bow obedience to 
creeds and dogmas. If the pastor ancl his devotees give 
you the right hand of fellowship and are "hail fellow w<.;ll 
met" with you, exclaiming. "\Ne are glad you have come 
to Jesus,'' I can tell you orw thing, when you enter the 
sacred chamcer of hom e and are about to by your body 
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on its couch to rest you will certainly despise yourself for 
expn:ssing a lie, as you must have done, for the reason 
that no intelligent, sane man can accept the teachings of 
so-called holy writ. I do not say that there are not some 
beautiful passages therein, for there certainly are. At the 
same time there is, as you all must acknowledge if you 
are honest, much that is not so creditable to the intelli
gence and enlightenment of the race ; but we have been 
told, and I was condemned because I did not believe it, 
that we must accept every word from Genesis to Revela
tion or be damned, and the great mandate goes forth, 
you are damned if you do and you are damned if you do 
not. Away with all that belittles the human soul and 
cramps and dwarfs it! 

i\s I said before, I have taken one more step, I have 
learned one line more than I knew when in the material 
form. I know that I am all that I was when here. and I 
hope I shall be more, I hope I shall be better, far better, 
for no man can attain perfection. \Vhat then? This sim
ply : My responsibilities have not ceased, my interest in 
humanity has not waned. I despise hypocrisy just as 
deeply as I despised it in this life, and I do not fellowship 
with those who practice it. I would if I had the power, 
touch every human heart so effectually that it would 
quicken their spiritual perceptions to the extent that they 
would be able to comprehend the enormity of the error 
that has been sown broadcast among the members of the 
human family, fettering their souls and insulting the agnos
tic with the declaration that he never accepts anything 
until it is proven to him, that he demands facts. Is this a 
disgrace or an honor ? I claim that every man, wherever 
he may be breasting the mighty tide of existence as best 
he can, has no right to accept that which he does not 
understand. His father and mother, his teachers, may 
have told him thus and so. If he accepts it as their be
lief it is very different from taking it clown at one gulp 
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and saying, ''I knmo it because father said so, bec::1use I 
heard mother praying God to have it so.'' ~o such belief 
possesses the power of will, and the man becomes indiffer
ent, inactive, and ceases to strive to climb the ladder of 
soul consciousness. 

\Vhile I have tender feelings and a boundless love for 
humanity I am not blind to their faults. I love the clergy, 
bu t I pity them for their ignorance. I love their victims, 
but I pity them for their slavery. Should I, however, be
cause of the love sweeping from my heart to theirs-should 
you and I strive to cover their falsehoods under the man
tle of silence? Should I say to some one eise, "They 
think they are all right ; let them alone'' ? Should I say 
to you, my brother and friend, if you professed to accept 
the creed and I did not, •·\Yell, it may be all right," when 
my very soul burned with the consciousness thZJt, deep 
clown in the soil of your soul, you did not accept it? I do 
not believe that the preachers of the present clay really 
believe that which they preach in toto. I do not believe 
that those who profess the Orthodox faith profess it be
cause they accept it at the behest of the soul. \\7 hat, 
then, do I believe? I believe in the mighty power of 
psychology, hypnotism, call it what you will, that causes 
men to follow one another like a flock of sheep. They 
are. in fact, something like the individual, who, going into 
a certain place where some wonderful performance had been 
d.dvertised, found a man whittling a stick. Said the latter 
to those. about him who had been told that they would 
learn a secret, "\Vhittle from you and you will not cut 
your fingers." The investigator going out felt that it was 
not his duty to tell those going in what he had learned, so 
a large majority of the crowd received the same advice 
and helped to fill the pockets of the same blessed fraud. 

~ow, then, friends, I believe in uplifting to the light 
of day all that is in you or me. I believe in penetrating 
c\·ery stratum of hum an life and in teaching the children 
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o f earth tint God has something else to clo than attending 
to your affairs or mine. \Vhen you come to this conclu
si on, that 8.n honest God is the grandest and most perfect 
work of man, and bring it home to yourselves, then you 
will be 8ble to say with rne: "I am here; it may be to 
accomplish this work. I am here; it may be to clothe 
myself in garments befitting the Godhead within me. I am 
here to grasp every truth, and, as far as possible, to under
min e all evil. all wrong. all sin, all superstitution." 

If you say that there is no wrong, no sin, no harm, 
no people being enslaved mentally and spiritually by the 
church, then I can only say that you differ fi om me and 
will change your opinion most completely when you shall 
have lain aside the material form, for then, like myself, 
you will realize that you are just the man, no more ancl no 
less, that you made yourself. If you are not an hcmest 
man here you will not find yourself an honest god there 
until you have developed the powers lying dormant within 
you and unfolded the divine possibilities centered there 
and become as a god with the powers and possibilities that 
have been attributed to that Infinite One about whom we 
have heard so much. 

Coming, then, to the side of life upon which I have en
t e red, I desire to say that I am more earnestly endeavoring 
to touch human souls than when in the material form. I do 
not know what I shall be. I do not know what heights of 
glory lie beyond me, what forces surge and swell in the vast
ness before me, what temples not mrtde with hands, beauti
fied by the saints, pierce with their spires the ether dome; 
I clo not know and I cannot describe to you all that I fancy 
you and I sh8.11 learn, shall know, shall understand, shall test 
for ourselves sometime. Hence I shall strive to remain 
true to th e motto I tried to obey when in the material 
form ; namely, to tell and to talk about only that which I 
know of myself, to dethrone Theology as far as possible, 
because I kn ew and know to-clay that it is false and it is 
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wrong; to teach men and women that which will detract 
from their manhood or womanhood. 

I do not think there is any one within the sound of 
this \'Oice who cloes not believe that I strove to be an hon
est man. I had my failings, no doubt about that. I had 
plenty of them, but they were my own. I have my bil
ings now, but for my life I am responsible. Even if I 
have existed where the dark waves of time have rolled 
millions and millions of years, even if I am co-existent 
with the infinite power of Nature-no matter whe re I 
luve been, where I am or will be,. I have been, I am and I 
ever shall be responsible to myself for my endeavors, and 
to you I shail be responsible for whatever of good I may 
bring you or for whatever of sorrow I may cast athwart 
your souls. 1 am responsible for my life and my e\·ery 
a.ct in the boundless realms of unh·ersal life, and hence I 
come to you at the present time responsible to myself for 
C\'ery word, uttered as best I can, but realizing that it is 
more difficult to speak to you through another organism, 
stranger to me than was the one through which I had be
come accustomed to speak. Shall I be deterred by this 
fact from coming, and sit by the wayside until I may shout 
'·hallelujahs'' in your e<lrs and you hear it directly from 

me? No, I shall not. 
\Vhile in the body I know thJ.t I demolished crecclism 

in many human hearts, and I am glad that I aided some in 
striking the fetters from their souls. I am here to con
tinue the same work of demolition just as far as I have the 
pDwer to do so, ancl the necessity obtains: For I have 
this cotnfort ancl I glory in it, I have this joy ancl it is my 
treasure, this glad ness and it is to me more than all the 
prayers that were en~r breathed; namely, I know that 
man cloes not die when he lays aside the material form. 
I know I live, ancl living l know that all the faculties of 
brain ~mel soul, all the powers that I possessed in the mor
tal body are mine; and more, I know l rise higher and 
higher in the scale of unfoldment. 
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have met many whom I knew on earth. I have met 
some pastors-no matter to what church they belonged-
1 have met them in their sorrow~ I have met them waiting 
for the judgment clay. I have met some who tried to 
abuse me while in th e material form, but their abuse hetd 
no effect because nothing like that can ever touch me; 
and as I have entered their presence they have started~ 

almost in holy horror, exclaiming, "You here!" \\7it h a 
gladsome smile I have answered~ "0 yes, I am here; I 
haven't gone down yet; f haven't yet received my sum
mons." Looking at their garments and then at my own, 
I assure you the comparison was no disgrace to me. 

I rejoice that 1 have the power thus in this other life 
to prove the truth to those who are wedded to their idols 
and will not look above or beyond them, who still feel that 
the God they worship holds over mar~kind a rod of iron, 
and who are disappointed that the flowery bed they hoped 
would be all ready to carry them to the throne of grace 
and of glory is not quite finished and, consequently~ they 
must wait in fear and trembling yet a while longer. There
fore I think my appearance in this other life is doing 
more good than it ever did in the material world. Why? 
Because when they behold the old, cruel, iron monster 
they thought 1 was, as I am, genial and kindly, for I can
not be anything else when my soul is filled with gladness, 
clo yuu know it knocks the bottom out of their hell. 
There never was a man, I think, that they longed to have 
the devil pick his bones any more than they did mine, and 
yet, as I have said, I love them. They are the victims of 
a cruel imposition, and I wish to tell you this because 1 
want you to know that I have not laid clown my labors but 
have taken them up more zealously than ever, and wher
ever I receive tidings that some one is in a similar con
dition tu this that I have just cited I make my way to r bat 
individual and appear before him as soon as his eyes are 
open, but like little kitt ens you ha\·e to wait until such 
people can see you. 
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In this other world I am living a perfectly t:at ural 
life. \Vhy should it not be so? Even upon this little 
planet we realize how perfectly Xature pro\·ides for her 
own; then why should not the other life provide just as 
fully for the soul and its needs? I am studying to under
stand these things more and more just as I would study 
any subject upon the mat erial plane, and to me it seems 
perfectly natural that existence in the two spheres should 
be so much alike. I have not wandered far away, and I 
find at every step something new and interesting to in
vestigate, something to learn. The powers that you call 
psychometry, the powers of the soul that enable me to 
reach back and understand more of life, are to me a pearl 
of great price. 

[ cannot tell you all my experiences. 1 have not 
been in glory, and I have had my sad moments since en
tering this world. [ left much undone that I should have 
done, and I macle mistakes; and, like others, I have had 
to go all over the ground again and make restitution to 
every soul I have ever wron ged and correct every error. 
for as I said before I am responsible for all the littleness 
that was mine. In this way life becomes more buoyant, 
life becomes more glorious to me each p:tssing moment. 

:\Iy love for the darlings I have left on earth grows 
stronger day by clay. I know they arc drifting nearer and 
nearer to these immortal shores, and a joy fills my soul 
that no tongue, unless it be touched with fire from off the 
altar more. than mine, can express. 

T herefore once again I ask, \Vho is responsible for 
the sorrows, for the sins, for the wrongs of this life? In
stead of an unknown God [ claim that humanity is respon
sible for it all. If I am responsible for every breath I 
draw, for every act of my life. so is every one else, and 
hence I am here. 

0 that I might touch your lives with sufficient 
force to make you realize the boundle~s powers of the 
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human soul! And yet I have not tested the illimitable 
powers of my own being, but I know, I feel within me, a 
mighty throbbing that tells me the facts I demand I shall 
obtain. I did demand bets in the material world, for it is 
true that the agnostic claims to walk only where he is sure 
of a place for his feet, ancl I am now just as honestly and 
earnestly striving to understand and demand of myself the 
force ancl power that shall enable me to grasp the facts 
that I am sufficiently advanced to make use of now. No 
doubt I shall have to move faster, no doubt 1 shall have to 
school myself~ no cloubt I shall have to seek to understand 
more of this new life and gain more force and power, for 
I am responsible, with you, just as far as I have any in
fluence, for all the wrong that still remains unrightecl upon 
this planet. I am responsible to the divinity within if I 
do not use all my energies to o\·erthrow error, to over
throw creeds in all their might, and to build a monument 
to manhood and aid mankind to create an honest God 
within every human heart, so that the light from the soul 
shall flash out and the glory-beams of truth shall be re
flected from ocean to ocean. 

1 n the world where J now dwell there are no forms, no 
cere monies, no creeds; there is no one to say to an
other, "You must walk thus and so or I will despise you." 
But sometimes the inhabitants say to you, "\Vill you roam 
with me in yonder grove?" and if you respond in the neg
ative there is no unpleasantness, for soul meets soul in 
perfect harmony. 

Life in this great realm certainly transcends all of 
earth that [ ever saw or understood. As we stem the 
mighty tide of being then we strive to understand more 
and yet a little more of that which surrounds us. 0 how 
earnestly f wish I knew more that I might describe to you 
the beauties of the vast Beyond ! The needs of humanity 
clraw me back, and yet if I could 1 think I would not pre
sent to you the picture of that fairer land that I have seen 
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more vividly. \Vhy? Because my mission was and now is 
to demolish until the work is complete, and then how 
gladly will I endeavor at least to aid humanity to bui ld 
nobler tenements~ to seek for health instead of dis ease, to 
erect homes that shall be not only lodging houses but res
idences where the neighbors and friends will feel free to 
go and exchange thoughts with the members of the 
household, where the education not scholastic attainment, 
for that is accomplishing its work elsewhere-where the 
education in soul-life is gained by friendly intercourse and 
instruction. l would not have every man say to his wife, 
"Here is our home and you are my queen," and let that 
suffice, but I would have each man say to his chosen com
panion : Here is our home. I shall go out day after day 
into the world where I shall see new faces and exchange 
thought. I obtain from others more or less and impart to 
them that which I possess. Here you are queen. In 
vite your friends in. Have all the company you wish. By 
the interchange of thought keep yourself young~ your face 
bright and turned heavenward, and let the sweetness of 
sympathy elevate and the tenderness of soul communion 
with others make blessed this, our home," because we can
not live isolated in any condition of life and live the best 
possible existence. 

Lest I detain you too long I will aclcl but a few words . 
I am not asleep, neither am I dead. J am well aware 

that I have much to learn before I can unfold much to 
others~ but I say to you here and now, in this your church , 
and in the presence of these immortal ones clothed in 
garments whiter than I can wear, floating above and around 
me, that as long as life is mine I shall give sledge-hammer 
blows to error, I shall strive to scale the mountain heights 
where liberty and light and love shall dawn upon my be
ing, I shall cast myself clown and out upon the great sea of 
life where humanity is struggling, although I am but one 
in the great army of ascended souls, one in the mi ghty 
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ocean of human endeavor. Be it, then, as I have already 
said, that I ha\'e lived ages, my responsibility for every 
act and e\rery pulsation of my being is mine, it belongs to 
no one else, and living now in the valley of the spirit
world, whatever I may do, whatever I may attain or fail to 
attain, the responsibility is mine and mine alon.e. If I 
bring to you a false idea it will not be my intention, but the 
responsibility is mine, and I accept it just as readily as 
the responsibility of bringing you a gladsome thought. 

.:\lay you likewise strive to probe all things, and in 
passin~ over the great stream of life may you pass from 
rock to rock, from truth to truth, from line to line until 
you understand at least that the God of Christian concep
tion is a myth, vanishing in the distance, and in his stead 
the mighty universe rolls and throws its eternal spray, a 
blessed baptism, over the lives of the children of men
that God, the mocker, that has been given to humanity, is 
swallowed up in the sea of oblivion and in his stead 
you behold, in the glory of the resurrection and the 
grandeur of the soul's attainment, the master minds that 
people the world immortal, the master rninds that come 
and shed their radiant light o'er you and me. I belie,·e, bc
ca use I see them, that they live in a higher realm than 
that which l have attained. I do not say I know because 
I have not entered there, but I know their garments are 
brighter than the noon clay, their eyes sparkle with a 
light indescribable, ancl on their brows I see the signet of 
e ternal truth which glows like the stars and in whose 
radiance my being- palls. Therefore I am responsible for 
the belief that kindles the hope within me and makes it 
gleam brighter and still brighter, that I too shall ascend 
those grander heights of spirituality. 

All hail whatever condition may come, be it of sorrow 
or pain, if by that experience I may become like unto 
those exalted ones. But surely I feel prompted to say to 
you that my work now is here and wherever I may touch 
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human lives. left the plow in the furrow because I was 
called yonder and must obey, but I have taken hold of it 
with both hands again, and rest assured that no line of 
thought I can bring to humanity will make them less 
noble in their attitude one towards another, will make th e 
husband less faithful to the companion of his choice or the 
wife less gracious and womanly in the discharge of her 
obligations as man's help-mate. I shall not remain dumb 
in the presence of creed that has bound man, woman and 
child from clay to day in irksome fetters, but fearlessly 
will I utter the thoughts that will startle the people even 
if they do not accept my ideas, knowing that when you 
startle an individual he will think and think, and by-and 
by the truth, like an entering wedge, will find its way deep 
into his heart. 

Therefore, friends, I thank you one and all for your 
kind attention. I know my effort has been feeble, and I 
can only say that if the flag of truth has trailed in the 
dust at my hands, I hope others will lift it where truth 
gilds the domes of life, where indeed the temple you and 
I may build shall round itself in beauty, each separate gem 
of thought radiant as diamonds with the glory of the land 
beyond toward which they shall light the way. 

All hail whate\·er may be given unto you ! All hail 
the light that from the realms beyond shall flood this land 
as never before it was flooded, until human souls shall 
everywhere behold the radiant light of truth and seek nu 
longer idle gods or vain, but just within behold the 
sleepless guardian of their lives. 
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we understand more and more of wisdom's pathway, we 
realize the unveiling of ourselves as we sense the mighty 
tide of events. Cradled in the immensity of that Infinite 
Power, we realize our possibilities, and, becoming awaken
eel by the mighty touch of our own soul's aspiration, we 
behold at last the Isis erected in every soul, the um·eiling 
of which signifies to one and all in its full potency the un
veiling of the infinite chambers of individual research, the 
unveiling of the powers of the soul in correspondence with 
the unveiling of the mighty process of life, the unveiling 
of, and the capacity to trace, the iives of cause and effect 
and thereby become masters of that genius that our souls 
demand shall be awakened and quickened that we may 
come in touch with e\'ery vibration, with every atom, with 
every soul force in the vast realms of universal life. 

Therefore, 0 bright and beautiful ones, rising in the 
grandeur of the soul's constant elevation, sweeping the 
universe with your quickened perceptions at a glance, 
breathe upon us this morning the forces and emanations 
we arc capable of receiving, and may these children be
hold, little by little, the unveiling of the Isis that shall re
\'cal to them not only the All-seeing Eye, but their own 
quickened interior perceptions that they may learn to 
to walk, not in accordance with the dictates of one or 
many, but in accordance with the promptings of the God 
within. 

Before Thy altar, 0 Great and Infinite \Vorld of life, 
of soul, of matter, of spirit, of thought, of vibratory forces, 
all that existence signifies, before Thy altar we wait for 

, the g reater unfoldment, knowing that as we become more 
and still more quickened the great gate shall be opened, 
the veil shall be lifted, and lo, atoms and worlds, while the 
mighty tide of events sweeping the universe with its sig
nificance, shall proclaim to us all the grand and glorious 
lesson of dcific power. 
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DISCOlJl~Sl-<_:. 

C) XC E again we greet you, realizing that the words we 
have to utter, have ,·cry little import compared with 

the ,·ibrations that we know will :1ct upon you during the 
time our thoughts are being spoken. 

As you all realize, we are here for a purpose. This 
is our abode. Not th:1t we :1re confined to any location, 
but this temple, which we have buildecl with the assistance 
of our faithful brother is our cherished home. 

If we speak to you :1gain and stJll again of the neces
sity of understanding- yourselves, of knowing what you are, 
whence you came and whither you are tending, we trust 
you will bear with us, for this, you will sometime need no 
assurance of, forms the foundation of chara':ter-of life in
deed, for what were life without character? and what 
were Spiritualism worth to you unless it aids yo u in elevat

ing yourselves, in standing before the altar of your own 
beings and demanding of yourselves rather than of some 
one else that which you desire to know ? 

It is not our purpose nor yours, we trust, to look 
after one's neighbors' faults a11d failings. You are here 
to discover the power of that almi ghty force centered 
within yourselves, and instead of lookin·g beyond the blue 
dome yon, or it may be, of looking abo,·e. in thought , to 
the unveiling of the Isis, you are to see yourselves \vithin 
your. own temple, within your own horizon, and realize 
that the unveiling of the Isis to you signifies the unveiling 
of your latent forces, the quickening of your faculties, the 
development of that mighty potency within your beings 
whereby you come in at-one-ment with yourselves. :\Iuch 
is talked of about at-one-ment with Deity. Allow me to 
say to you that you will neYer he in at-one-ment with 
Deity until you are in at-one-ment with yourseh·es, and 
what I mean by that expression is this : To study self and 
leave your neighbors to study thcm~el\'es; to stand in the 
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inner temple of your own souls and demand the re
flections that shall teach you the possibilities \Vithin 
yourselves ; to reach back, if you cannot find in the pres
e.nt those startling truths of a pure and undefiled religion 
such as existed in ancient Egypt-to go back and bow 
with those you call idolaters. 

In those far, far off clays, there were two methods 
taught to the people. That which signifies simple mor
ality and all that applies to the true life in the externality 
were given to the common people, whereas the more 
learned, the upper classes, were taught the same with the 
addition of science, art and philosophy to a degree that you 
are discovering somewhat of in the present clay. \Vhen 
the ruins of E gypt have been fully explored you will find 
evidence of the existence of many things that you will 
utilize, for many of your so-called new in\·entions ancl new 
thoughts were cradled in the lon g, long ago. \Vithin the 
inner temple of tltc pyramid there are records yet to be 
unveiled, traced, not upon parchrnent, but on imperish
able subs tance that will prove to you, or to humanity, 
that the prophecy of what is be ing re\·ealed in the present 
clay was gi\'en five thousand and more years ago; and, 
taking one mighty sweep from that time to this, could 
you behold as I c~n. you would perceive the fulfilment of 
that which was revealed and hidden, not lost. Truth .can
not be lost. Only for a time it may be hidden from the 
people who seek therefor, as in the burning of the library 
at Alexandria when, of course the people lost for a time 
the richn ess that would ha \'e accrued to them if it had 110t 
been destroyed. Yet those records will be (I had almost 
said reincarnated) reproduced, but not until humanity has 
outgrown something of selfishness, something of self-ex
altation, more of that which leads one to forget one's 
brother, and all, or nearly all, at least the majority of the 
members of the human family stand like brothers before 
the great altar of Isis asking not alone for a revelation 
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from some outside source, but also for a quickened power 
to be given them whereby their own forces may grasp 
the possibilities within. 

It is for this we rejoice. In the meantime we are con
stantly working. Even now, could you behold with your 
clairvoyant vision, you could not point to one inch of space 
within the walls of this temple that is not occupied by 
some living soul. Yon may ask, \ Vh y arc they here ? for 
what purpose? To give forth forces and to concentrate 
your emanations ; by the knowledge of chemistry that 
only a contin.ual research can impart, to concentrate and 
mould eman.ations and elements, holding them here, as I 
have sometimes said to you, we hold the power and shall 
give it expression only when conditions permit, only when 
you are able to bear the same. 

I am well aware that you would all exclaim, "'\Ve are 
ready now,'' I am well aware that little boys are always 
ready to believe that they can exercise the same judgment 
and discretion that their fathers can employ, but the child 
must, step by step, go over the same paq1\vay in order to 
gather the father's experience and, hence, his knowledge. 
Therefore, whatever we may know you cannot know until 
you have grasped its truth. Whatever I may ha\·e in my 
possession of knowledge in the line ot science and art, I 
cannot impart to you. I may give you a thread so atten
uated and shadowy that it scarcely represents what 1 
possess; ancl yet you may obtain all the knowledge, and 
more, that I have attained because there is no l imit to the 
powers of your souls. Just as long as a man is satisfied 
with what others can impart to him, just so long will the 
\·eiled Isis be impenetrabk to him, and only as the pulse 
of the soul is q uickened and man heeds the quickening 
will the unveiling be discern eel. 

Knowledge ne\·er comes, friends, without effort upon 
the part of the one who seeks it. Knowledge in the 
direction of which I am speaking con1es only when thl! 
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soul awakens and dennncls it, anu just as long as humanity 
are satisfied with themselves and continue to spend their 
time in seeking out the tho"ughts and feelings of others, 
just so long they will remain deep down in the scale of 
spiritual activity. just so long the veiled Isis will stand 
before them without one glowing spark save as a form 
representing a life. 

\\rhy should we not here this morning, why should we 
not everywhere and always, as we contemplate your planet 
even your solar system, give out our worshipful thought? 
For we gaze upon a wonderful thought, a planet all obedi
ent to itself, the All-seeing Eye searching and penetrating 
as its rays pierce the atmosphere and the deep soil until 
by its warmth and magnetism the flowers ;trc quickened 
to express their beauty and breathe their fragrance. 

This is a cycle of mighty evolutionary forces which is 
guided and gove1 ned to a greater extent than you have 
any conception of by the banded arms of those who once 
assisted the sa·vants of Egypt. of Greece, of all the older 
countries and of some other planets, holding in the power 
and compass of the soul's forces the same essential prop
erties that are necessary in the creation of worlds and in 
the guidance of humanity. 

If, looking about you, you may sorrow in that con
ditions may not please you, it is not necessary that you 
should bemoan your bte or that of any other. \Vhen you 
come to understand spirituality and the great purpose of 
our coming as well as the purpose of your owo existence, 
you will then realize that you have no occasion to bemoan 
.any occurrence that may come under your observation, for 
even though it has been a sad experience for, or lesson to 
you, there has been some cause that produced the effect, 
and the only method [ should suggest to you would be to 
have no spare time or forces to give out in opposing it. I 
would not have you even pause to exclaim, "That is too 
bad! I am so sorry!" but rather. looking upon the wreck, 
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if you call it such, I would ha\·e you say : '•That is an 
expression that I do not understand. I will seek to find 
the cause thereof, and, reaching out into broader an:nues, 
pressing the compass to my breast, I will still demand the 
un\·eiling of the I sis that I may, by the greater quicken
ing power of my being, be enabled the next time to avoid 
a like experience. 

In the work of materiali zation we hold in the atmos
phere of this temple such forces as we arc capable of gath
ering from those who come here, from whomsoever we can 
in our realms and from the earth. The dbratory forces 
of the universe yield to us for this purpose, and when you 
shall understand the law of chemistry as applied to the in 
tricate process by which we accomplish the desired result, 
you will realize why sometimes a form standing before you 
drops, seemingly, into nothingness in an instant. The 
spirit is left standing there, for th e tnat erializecl form that 
disappeared was only the garment that the chemist wove. 
\Vhen your souls shall b eco me quick ened to discern spirit 
more clearly you will realize, on such an occasion, the 
presence of the spirit sti11 erect clothed in robes of such 
an etherealized nature that, in your normal state and with 
your unawakened pcrcepti\·e power that you call clain·oy
ance, you could not percei\·e. 

It is for this, then, that we wait, labori ng constantly 
before the unveiling of the Isis that is not represented 
simply as one statue, one form , one gateway, but rather 
as a veil, if I may use that expression, enfolding e\·ery 
human soul; and when you shall un de rstand the laws and 
first principles of l\'Iasonry in a11 their beauty and grand
eur as they were understood, wh en, in caves dee p beneath 
the surface of the earth, its members labored, concea ling 
their instruments from the common people, you willunclcr
stancl and appreciate our work better. In those clays the 
knowledge acq uired by the members of that o rder was 
withheld from the common people because of their utter 
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ignorance, and because it was not safe to impart it to them. 
In the first place they could not comprehend it, and in the 
next place they could not utilize it. But the knowledge 
possessed by the initiated in art, science, and philosophy 
you will sometime have revealed to you, a knowledge that 
has not been borne along on the tide of civilization. 

Therefore, if in other days, those whom you have de
spised because they worshiped, not one or many. but all 
clem onstrations and forms of material existence, I ask, 
was it a crime? \Vas it an idolatrous worship any more 
than your worship of an image created through ignorance, 
superstitution and fancy as your God? Every atom is 
sacred to me, and I would bow glacliy before the rays of 
the sun that kiss your face this morning because therein 
I behold infinite power, because therein I feel a touch akin 
to my own being, because by the light and emanations 
that outflow from that orb I may gat her some force that 
may aid me in my present work. 

I feel that if your children, every one without an ex
ception, were taught from infancy to worship every mani
festation of life there would not do so much cruelty, so 
much ruthless slaughter, so much excruciating torture of 
animals that have become useless to you. I tell you, 
friends, the time will come to you in this or the sphere 
toward which you are tending, when every form, every ex
pression of iife, even though not pleasing to you, will be 
consirlerecl worthy of your worship because you must 
sometime realize that that being, whatever it may be. is 
allied to you by the very possibilities of its existence-it 
cannot be separated from you. 

I rejoice that I am related to every force that gains 
an expression upon this planet. I rejoice that everything 
ho\vever uncouth, or crude it may be, or however much 
man may despise it. is related to me by virtue of the fact 
that I contain within my being the same properties that 
gave birth and expression to that of which I am speaking. 
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It is only when you learn to come into at-one-ment with 
Nature that you will realize what the term means and 
understand that you come thereby into at-one-ment with 
yourselves. I ask you. does it quicken any high, aspiring 
thought within you to despise the worm that crawls? 
Docs it bring to you any exalted aspiration to tread upon 
the snail that is beneath your feet ? I think not. There
fore I should say of the one or of the other," It is here to 
find experience in this form by the law of cause and effect, 
and by virtue of the impulse that I possess to put my foot 
upon it and crush it, there shall come to me a higher 
revelation and to the world a greater expression of the 
,.i tal forces." 

\Vhen you study ~ature's laws a nd her infinite possi
bilities; when you gather in your arms, as it were, 
,·arieties that she produces, do not say, "This is horrid! 
That is repulsive ~md ought never to have had an exist
ence!" but say instead, of them all, whether one glitters 
like a jewel in your possession giving you pleasure, or 
seems unattractive to you, •· There are the expressions of 
the same force th"!-t gave me my existence. I will gather 
them and weigh them c\·ery one in the balance of my 
reasoning powers. I will stri\·e to unfold those faculties 
of the soul whereby I may trace them back into their for
mer existences, and, by the lighted tt)rch of that higher 
re,·elation, I will seek to understand the reason for their 
present condition." You will find 111 nearly every in
stance that these existences make it possible for humanity 
to express itself in the noble physique, with the grand in
tellectual faculties of the present clay. 

You may not accept these thoughts at this time, 
especially if you can stand before the manifestations of 
that Almighty Power that giveth life and unction to all 
things and correct it, for then you have certainly grown 
wiser than I am or shall be.. \Vhen, however, you lay 
aside your pre-conceived ideas, your opinions and ignor-
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ance and stand before the veiled Isis demanding the un
\'eiling of all the powers that I refer to and many more; 
when.you take one glance in this direction, friends, you 
can but realize that life has a vast import, you can 
but realize that life does not consist simply in living the 
few ye:1rs you tarry here and then entering into a place ot 
rest forevermore. 

0 let me.ask you, then, one ancl all, to enter into, hy 
soul research~ Nature's majestic avenues and read for 
yourseh·es her divme revelations. Let me ask you fur 
your own sakes to cease to worry and question and think 
why this one, that or the other does thus and so. Let me 
ask you to cease to despise the most wretched specimen 
of your kind. for he represents, in the great universe of 
life. just as much of goodness as <lo you. He may not 
han?. fdund the environments through which to express 
the faculties of his soul as perfectly as have ynu, and. 
therefore, he may not have attained your position, but he 
possessed, lying· dormant, perhap~,-within the secret 
chambers of his own being, all that you possess, and 
sometime, having become more unfolded, he will stand by 
your side your acknowledged equal. 

It is because of this, then, that we ba\·e come to de
molish the structure of selfishness and vain glorying that 
humanity has erected, and this is why so many turn away. 
this is why so n1any will have naught to do with Spirit
ualism, and they will continue to cast aspersions upon it 
until they are ready to lay aside their wilfulness, their 
idleness, and, placing their feet upon the great square of 
trutb, exclaim, ''Lead me, 0 Infinite Truth, wheresoever 
Thou wilt. only lead me in the pathway where my energies 
shall be quickened, where my own possibilities shall be 
unfolded, where my life-work shall commence in an up
ward direction." 

Mankind have been taught that they were gods, mas
ters of all they surveyed. They shall be, but not by the 
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power of might, not by the power of wealth, and not until, 
in the full unfoldment of soul forces, the Isis has been un
veiled and they can behold the glory and the beauty of 
their talents, finding expression as they breathe forth their 
divine and infinite possibiiities. 

This is the lesson I would teach you this morning, as
suring you that while I have been uttering these words I 
have likewise been t~ngagecl, in conjunct ion .with my com
peers, in collecting scattered forces~ in bringing to the 
altar of this temple new powers, that as you deserve, 
shall be rcYealecl to you; for, as I think I have 
stated before, we defy all the power of hurnanity to over
throw our work; we defy all the combined forces of organ
izations and individuals to stay the onward march of our 
coming. \Vhile people may cast aspersions upon us, those 
aspersions will return as bitterness to the souls of those 
who sent them forth ; they shall fall before our temple, 

fall before the radiance of that power that we are concen
trating here and disappear, as far as their effect upon our 
work is concerned, like the mist before the morning sun. 

LTnderstand, we bbor without fear. \Vc have no 
occasion to look for enem1es. If we have them, we know 
them not. If they give out unkindly thoughts concerning 
us, this temple or our brother who sits before you this clay. 
they cannot harm us, they can not touch us. They only 
wou ncl the soul of hirn from whom they emanate. 

Therefore, I assure you, friends, that we shall con
tinue here to give you the best demonstrations we can, 
and sometime in a perfectly etherealized fonTt I shall 
walk this hall and float in this atmospher'c, seen by those 
who shall enter here with honest hearts. seen by those who 
shall enter here seeking to find the way whereby the un
veiling of the Isis shall becorne to them the power and 
occasion by which they shall learn to know themselves and 
hence grasp the greatest blessing that is within their 
possibilities. 
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Therefore, brothers one and all, and sisters as well, 
let us always remember that the All-seeing Eye beams 
kindly upon us, as in all the lodges of that sacred order, 
sacred to me because in all its purity it teaches morality, 
it teaches nobility of character, it teaches us art, it teaches 
us science, and if Christianity has darkened some of its 
fair pages, it is only in consequence of the fact that the 
members of the same today have the glory of greater de
grees but not the grandeur of the simplicity of the first 
five degrees in that they have introduced much from the 
Christian religion, in that they are not insisting upon living 
in uprightness of thought and character and in search of 
the truths of science. in search of knowledge in regard to 
art. Sometime the recently adclecl degrees will be laid 
aside or else from creeclism withdrawn. 

May you then, whate\'er you are-whate\'er you pro
fess to be matters not-whatever you may be, striYe to 
seek the unveiling of the Isis that will re\·eal unto you the 
open way to your own souls. 
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I NVOCA ri'IC)N. 

J N the aspirations of humanity, in the \"Oices that chant 
the grand song of immortal life, in the myriad ex

pressions of Nature as she gives forth her volume in 
silence, we read of the pathway of ascension. 0 Life, 
Thy golden ray~ proclaim the grandeur of all existence, 
Thy divine breathings pour forth the anthem of immortal
ity. Thy glorious plain~. Thy mighty hills, Thy lofty 
mountains and deep valleys, Thy worlds and systems of 
worlds vibrate in harmony with that universal law that 
uplifts the human soul in gladness before the altar of 
truth. May we thus learn to uplift ourseh·es, realizing 
that we float on the waves outbreathing from our lives, 
that we live within the deep depths of our own experi
ences, that we glean knowledge by obsen'ation and by the 
quickened pulse of the soul that breathes its higher as
pirations outward through the avenues of materiality. 0 
Life, we rejoice in Thy glory, we rejoice in Thy discipline, 
we rejoice in all that is, realizing that our Father and our 
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~Iother God breathes in every atom, vibrates upon every 
breeze and lives in e\·ery human soul. 

0 ye who wear the white garments of immortal life: 
ye who still love ancl wait before the altar of these, your 
clearest friends, we invoke your baptism, your kindly as
sisLlnce not alone that heut may touch heart and life 
blend with life, but that from this presence there may as
cend one silent breath that sh;:dl pierce the white ether of 
eternity and utter a benediction, radiant with soul-aspira
tions, before the throne of Infinite Wisdom. 

0 Infinite Soul, ensphered in all that is, may we learn 
of life and iife's possibilities. May we learn to trust our
selves, and learning this in mortal life, there shall blossom 
in outward existence the sweet rose of harmony, and love 
shall ci-own every human being. 0 Life, Thou hast given 
unto these children the sweet blessings and benedictions 
of those that love them. Thou hast permitted Thine as
cended ones to watch OYer these mortals from clay to clay. 
Thou hast enabled them, by Thine everlasting laws, to 
wa1k side by side with mortals, and we thank Thee that 
these Thy children are permitted still to enjoy the counsel 
of father, of mother, of friends and kindred if they will, 
that they are permitted to open, by their aspirations and 
efforts, wider and still wider the gateway that leads to the 
attainment of a knowledge of. art, of science and all that 
gives to the soul its grandest powers, to all that gives to 
humanity its mighty truths, to all that imparts to every 
one that which they stand in need of. Therefore, before 
Thine altar, 0 Nature, our Father, our Mother and our 
I-~~riend, now and forever we breathe our glaclness for 
life for ourselves and for all, for experiences, whatever 
they may be for each one, knowing that by and through 
them life 's brightest garments shall be woven, and by the 
earning and obtainment of those garments Thy children 
shall realize that they draw nearer ancl still nearer unto 

Thee. 
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l)lSCOU I:XSE. 

}5 LESSED arc they that mourn, for they shall be com
forted.'' Blessed are they that suffer, for they shall 

reJOICe. Blessed are they that bear pain, for gladness and 
. a sung; of joy shall thrill their souls. Blessed arc they that 

pass through tribulations, through sorrow and darkness, 

for the golden dawn of the glorious day of the grand re
union of souls that have been baptized in the deep waters 

of misery shall light up the hills of immortality. Blessed 
indeed is life in its every expression, in its e\'cry form, in 
its every condition, for, as I glance about me, I perceive 
and would say that all is good. Blessed be each and every 
pathway I have trodden, ancl, sometime in the future if not 
to-clay, you \vill each and all rejoice and exclaim, "Blessed 
be the pathways that f have trodden with SOITO\V, ancJ 

blessed be every sorrow that came. to me that I did not 

incu1· by my own wilfulness. whether caused by the ignor
ance or the unkindness of others." Blessed be life in its 

every expression, and when I say this. I say 1t feeling my
self in touch, through love, \vith every m;:mifeslation of 

life, with all that is high and broad and wonderful as life's 
expressions are-worlds and systems of worlds .compre
hending the mighty grandeur of existence, life in all its 
lower degrees breathing its benediction upward, upon and 

within us. 
The message I would bring you this morning, friends, 

in this: Blessed be life, blessed he e,·cry sorrow, every joy, 

every pain, every song of gladness that awakens the deep 
echoes in the soul and causes the individual to rise ancl 
come into at-one-ment, not alone with the unseen source 

of all, but to rise within his inner being and come into at
one-ment with the sacred, holy aspirations of his own self. 

T rejoice in the fact that life cannot cease. T rejoice 
at whatever life has been in the past. I rejoice that the 
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I nfinitc, whatever it may be, is an indwelling force of every 
human soul. 

If, in other days, I have worshiped a man-made God, 
if in other clays I accepted man-made creeds, if, in other 
days I did not hear the deep apcl mighty tones vibrating 
down in the dark chasms of the earth and rising in holy 
cr1dences through all of life and being, it was right, it was 
best, and I rejoice, not because I was ignorant, but be
cause thus it is written that this life shall be, because in 
the unfolding chapters of time and life we shall under
stand more and more-at least methinks I do-of our 
littieness, more and more of our weakness, more and more 
of our childishness, more and more of that ignorance that 
causes us to feel that we are grander and better than sorne 
one else ; we shall understand more and more of that some
thing, that selfishness and greed. that impels us to reach 
out and grasp all we may, forgetful for the time being of 
those in need. Only when we shall realize life in all its 
divine possibilities, only as life's grander problems unfold 
themselves before our greater spiritual growth, shall we 
comprehend the fact that there never was that wbicb was 
not correct. 

I am not speaking now of the doings of humanity, 
and yet. I would not wholly separate them from this 
thought, for I believe that every soul is doing the best it 
can. It is written that faith is the substance of things 
hoped for. So is the absolute, potential truth, and truth 
wins its own way through every department of life. There
fore shall you and I in our feebleness find fault with that 
truth that has lighted up the darkness of the ages for 
other sculs, but that you and I, as far as our present con
sciousness is concerned, have never analyzed ? 

Let us remember that we are not the only people 
that have lived ; let us remember that we are not the 
nnly people that make up the great and mighty human 
family. Let us remember that if the light that once 
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glittered brightly has .~rown dim because of the power of 
might over right ; if for the time being might can crush 
truth or cause it t0 remain unheeclecl, sometime it \\'ill 
rise and assert its power and possibilities, ancl every human 
sou 1 will gladly accept it. 

I think, as an individual, that when mankind learn to 
look to them selves more for that which they require to de~ 
velop anclunfolcl the spiritual nat11re ; when they learn to 
rely, not upon others, but upon themselves, not upon som~ 
outside power, but upon the power of their own souls for 
guidance, for knowledge. for strength to will ancl do to, they 
will have started on the right path that lead:-; to perfect 
performance and accomplishment. 

To me this is a: great thought, one that I stri\·e to 
keep prominently before me because of the need I have 
therefor, and by it I expect to turn many a deep furrow in 
the uncultivated soil of my own capabilities. Until man~ 
kind pause to think for themselves, to obtain knowledge 
first-hand, they cannot or will not realize that they are 
here, not that some one else may sa\·e them from error 
and sin, not that some great power may save them from 
falling into the deep chasri1 they ha\·e been taught to fear, 
but to save th emselves from ignorance and wrong by 
knowledge and right living and right-doing. I have at 
length learned the great truth that my life is my own, 
that I and I alone can give it its best expression ; I and 
no one else can bring from the deep depths of my own 
being all the tenderness, all the love, all the aspiration~, 
;11l the knowledge, all the truth I am capable of. Life 
withmrt love and tenderness would be to me worthies!'. 
Life without love and tenderness to reach out into the 
avenues of pain, of sorrow, of sadness, of misery as long as 
these conditions exist, is a failure. and one who can 
stand and gloat over his worldly possessions expressing no 
sympathy with those who mourn has failed to attain to 
that degree· of manliness to which I aspire. Th erefore I 
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repeat, ''Blessed are they that mourn, for they shall be 
comforted." 

How much comfort do mourners recei\'e to-dav? Pass
ing on the street a little procession following the form 
from which the spirit of a loved one has fled, you are 
moved by a sort of pity for their grief, and you say. "I am 
sorry for them." That is all. \Nbo goes out, and, in all 
the tenderness of soul expression, gives comfort, hope and 
cheer to the mourner? for what gladness can come for a 
time to those who mourn? I understand what human na
ture is, and even with your knowledge of spirit-life and of 
spirit communion I know it is impossible for you not to 
mourn when those whom you have been accustomed to 
meet from clay to day, who walked by your side, who sat at 
your table, or slept perhaps at your side go out into the 
not unknown, but out of the home and out of your sight 
as far as the physical form is concerned. Yet even to 
these, if they do not accept as true the false idea of the 
material body being the indi\'iclual instead of a garment 
merely that the spirit wears only for a season and then 
lays aside to don a more befitting robe-what joy and 
gladness there is for mourners such as these to light up 
the dark precincts of the tomb, what happiness is afforded 
by tl}e voices that are wafted down from realms beyond 
proclaiming, "Behold, the pathway is lighted and made 
more glorious by the advancing feet of your ascended 
one!" 

\Vhy, heaven grows brighter even though you may 
not be able to locate it, and I c:mnot locate it for you at 
the present time, I cannot even tell you the location of 
the place where I am a dweller, for to me the world broad
ens, life enlarges, and my home and my heaven I find in 
doing all the good I can, in coming in touch with human 
hearts, in living in accord with the highest aspirations I 
am capable of, and in fulfilling the mission that is mine ; 
namely, to seek within myself for the power that I may 
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exercise to bless others, to seek within myself for the vital 
forces I need in order to go forward in the pathway that 
leads to know ledge. 

However much of faith we may have it certainly does 
not satisfy us. ~o matter how deep our sanctity, no 
matter how trustful we may be, rem ember, friends, that 
faith can only he the handmaiden to kacl us to knowledge. 
If you have faith that you are to be benefited by crossing 
the street, you must cross the street in order to know 
that the benefit has come; ~mel thus in broader, in deeper, 
in higher lines faith is indeed the handmaiden that opens 
to us the portals of our inner beings. the soul, and quick
ens us to aspire ancl to strive. \Vhat are aspirations worth 
save for a hope as they tiit across the soul's consciousness 
unless carried into adi\·ity? 

Ble<;sed arc they that mourn, for their rejoicing shall 
be exceedingly great. \Vhy ? Because whate\"er yon 
mourn for, whatever saddens you-and I would not make 
any exception-whatever you may see that causes ~ ou 
sorrow to-day or to-morrow, ~hall be a source of gladness 
sometime even in this world, I believe, and in that world 
beyond I know beyond a doubt. I mean that every human 
soul, in whatever condition it is or may be, is stnvmg to 
do the best it can. You may not accept this thought at 
first, but I know that after you have studied the matter 
thoroughly, after you have yourselves attained a higher 
altitude of spirituality, it will become a part of your creed, 
as it were. 

vVhen you pause to judge another whom you consider 
beneath you in the scale of moral or spiritual growth, you 
do not question what his surroundings have been, what 
his environments arc, what the conditions were preceding 
the natal .hour even from the moment of conception . 
\Vhen you judge an individual you do not pause to thmk, 
"If I had been placed in such surroundings I might not 
have clone so welL'' Just let us remember that no incli-
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vidual consciously has the privilege of ch:manding what 
his condition shall be. It may be, and I think it is trc~, 

that th~ soul understands, but you wind round ancl round 
many an unbroken pathway ere you find the higher life 
where you will learn that every experience was intended 
to awaken the latent powers within, fur e\·ery experience 
shall tend to ~nlarge the forces of the soul ; <.:very exp~ri

ence must tend to the quickening of the spirit indwelling 
which is to become master of all we can comprehend. 

Therefore, as I look about me, 1 am not discouraged 
at what I pe rceive that is not in lurmony with the law of 
right ;.tncl justice. True. T mourn as I gaze on the wretched
ness that exists in the city of Boston aione. I mourn over 
the ~orrows of those who survi,·e the slain in battle. I am 
pained at the sufferings [ witness caused by the power 
of might where the question of right has not been 
brought into consideration. l\Iy deepest sympathy and 
tenderest love go out to the stricken, the sorrowing. the 
wronged ones in the isles of the sea and in the land of the 
Boers whose homes have been taken from them so rudely. 
My heart yearns for the suffering ones in the city of Bos
ton, crushed, crushed, crushed by the use of intoxicants 
that are permitted to be openly solei and by the immorality 
that stalks in broad clay-light through the streets of this 
fair city. But I clo not say that I mourn as clo those who 
ha\·e no hope, and while my deepest sympathy and my 
lo,·e outflow tu them, while I am touched by their misery, 
I realize that these are their exp~riences and as such have 
their mission in the life of every so-called afflicted indi
vidual. I do believe most firmly that all the sadness and 
sorrow, the cruelty ancl weakness, the demoralization and 
the sins that are petted to-day will in time quicken human 
hearts until there will be an outgrowth from such condi
tions, until men, realizing their soul powers ancl their duty 
to themselves, will shun the pathway that leads to the 
prostitution of their sisters, and woman will stand erect in 
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the glory of her \\'Omanhood, dare to be true to herself, 
and not be forced by circumstances to sell her birthright 
for a mess of pottage. I accept these conditions as in
evitable for I realize that through them men and women 
shall rise in the dignity and grandeur of their manhood and 
the beauty and glory of their womanhood. By and through 
these experiences, men shall learn to be men and wumen 
shall learn to be women. 

This glorious religon that I would I had the ability 
to present in all its power and grand unfoldment, this 
beautiful religion that some of you scorn under the name 
of Spiritualism, comes to redeem humanity from all such 
thralldom, and it will, it must, accomplish its mission
it cannot fail ; but it begins where it must. at the other 
end and pursues an opposite course from that which has 
been followed so long. It is of no use to tell men and 
women to do this, that or the other; th~y will not do it. 
It is of no use at the present time to speak very much of 
the anger of God. Do you not realize, friends, that peo
ple in and out of the church are drifting away from that 
idea? They are drifting away on the silent waters of 
Spiritualism that flow beneath th e \'cry church altar. 

The mighty problem of life shall be solved, and in its 
solution man shall learn that, instead of seeking after an 
unknown God, he must seek within his own soul for those 
forces that shall enable him to attain those heights of 
knowledge and of spirituality that he aspires to gain. He 
has wandered long in the lowlands ; he has wandered long 
in the wilderness of unbelief; he has wandered long in 
the desert, accepting belief in the efficacy of atonement 
through the crucifixion of him who came to teach and 
preach eighteen hundr-ed years ago, to redeem the world; 
he has wandered far from the altar erected in his own 
soul, far from the God that alone can san~ him. 

\Nhen mankind accept this truth and look within, my 
dear friends, they will begin at the a b c, begin where con-
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sciousness begins to unfold, where the torch of knowledge 
begins to burn, where the sparks of intelligence and spirit
uality begin to glow. and you will realize more fuliy that 
whatever height you may desire to gain, whatever glory 
and grandeur in art, or attainment in science you may 
aspire for, whatever you may hope to be, you must make 
yourselves befitting that condition or state by exercising 
your latent faculties. No power, no individual outside of 
yourselves can uplift you except in this manner : You may 
realize [hat others have attained that which you also de
sire to possess; you may admire their g-reater wisdom and 
take counsel with them; you may follow their example 
even as you would follow the example of Jesus. But re
member that that inspired teacher never claimed that he 
could save all humanity, he never claimed that he could 
redeem the whole world. l-Ie simply came to unfold the 
truth, as far as his power of mecliumship permitted. He 
uttered some noble sentiments, he presented some grand 
principles, he dared to he true to the truth as given to 
him, true to the mission he was sent to perform; he dared 
bear his cross and suffer and lay aside the material form. 
Even in that last expression of his earth-life he gave utter
ance to no thought of being better than another, because 
on the cross he said to the thief at his side-and if he 
said it to one he meant it of a thousand-" To-day shalt 
thou be with me in paradise,'' not in the material body, 
but thou shalt be with me in the spirit-world clothed in a 
spirit-form and possessed of a life and that cannot be taken 
from thee. 

While we have all reverence for the life and work of 
him who thus came preaching and teaching the truth as it 
appealed to him, while we admire and love the loveliness 
of the character of our elder brother and would follow his 
example as closely as we may, let us not attribute to him 
what he did not himself claim. The very heart of the 
gospel he taught is expressed in the golden rule ; the wis-
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dom, in these few words, "Physician, heal thyself." 
Naug·ht better or wiser could be or any other give. 

There are some before me who ignore the religion of 
Spiritualism or openly scorn it. Why ? Because of their 
ignorance. 

There may be a delicate and intricate piece of mechan
ism over which some man has labored clay and night, year 
in and year out. An individual who has never before seen 
it glances at it casuaJiy and exclaims, "That is good for 
nothing!" The mechanic would naturally query, ''How 
do you know? You ha\'e not examined it?" Yet this is 
the attitude assumed by many in regard to this mighty 
truth that sweeps from the eternal bill-tops and is 
being unfolclecl day by clay for the benefit of the children 
of men, the same grand power that was exercised by him 
crucified and that is also utilized by his disciples, the 
mediums of the present age. Therefore, friends, let us 
rejoice, realizing what we have to rejoice in. 

I want to say to you this : I have tender memories 
of Trinity. I have tenderest and deepest lo\·e for e\·ery 
one I ever met there. I have no regrets, I ha\'e no occa
sion to mourn. I clicl the best I could. I know there are 
some souls who enter its precincts Sunday after Sunday 
to whom I ministered while incarnate, ancl to whom I now 
minister as best I can: I know they realize I stili livc,ancl 
I rejoice and am glad. Theref01 e I say to you, what mat
ters it where you sit, what matters it where you worship if 
you do not worship that which' is not true ? 

Going back to the beatitude, "Bless eel are they that 
mourn," I \Voulcl add, blessed are they that mourn their 
ignorance today, for a gladness shall come to them in the 
morning when they shall rise out of their lukewarmness 
and be infused with zeal; when they shall awake at the 
touch of that power that comes to redeem aJI mankind anJ 
to awaken them to a conscionsness that their spirit-friends 
are with them to assist them. The immortal hosts are not 
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with their mortal friends to save them only as they may 
be enabled to aid their dear ones in endeavoring to save 
themselves from all those things that they ought to desire 
to be saved from, especially from the ignorance that al
lows the world to sleep on despite the wretchedness, the 
misery, the want and degradation of the masses crushed 
by the power of might and wealth. 

There arc many who clo not realize that love is the most 
effective lever that can he employed in the work of remov
ing conditions that do not conduce to human weal. Indeed, 
they sneer when the word is uttered simply because they 
do not comprehend or appreciate its whiteness and pm'ity; 
do not realize how, in every human heart , it shines with 
unclimmecllustre if it is not concealed by selfishness; do 
not realize that, by-and-by when the awakening comes, it 
shall develop the faculties ancl powers inherent in every 
human soul. 

Dear friends, one and all. they that mourn shall be 
comforted by the golden light of knowledge that sh81l 
come to you proclaiming and proving to you the gladness 
with which your spirit-friends manifest to you. Their 
constancy and fidelity to you while here still 
remain. The faithful wife and companion, the lover, the 
child, the father, the mother, return to you over the 
pathway by which they passed to higher realms, and what
ever love and tenderness they felt for you while in the 
material form still lives, for all that is of the soul is 
imperishable-it cannot be destroyed, it cannot die. 

How glad I am to be able to say to you at the present 
time, in view of these facts, that clear, ministering ones 
hover about you this hour, their spirit forms clad in gar
ments of different hues made luminous by emanations 
from their incliviclual soul lives, their beautiful faces so 
aglow with joy that, could you but behold them, you 
would exclaim, "This is indeed that gateway of hca\·en !'' 
There is not one mortal present who has not one clear one 
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hovering so close that it seems strange to me that you do 
not hear the rustling of its garments, that you do not 
catch the import of the silent message. unspoken though 
it be, of some one you lm·ed as it is wafted to you on the 
psychic atmosphere. 

Do you not say that this is recompense enuugh for 
your sorrow and sadness when, over and about you, hover 
those who loved you while dwelling here ancl who love 
you now; when just beyond opens the pathway wider and 
still wider leading yonder ; when all you have aspired for 
but felt was in vain lies awaiting you within the \·eil? For 
there is not a holy aspiration, a deep clesire welling up 
from the human soul that shall not find its fruition, its 
completeness sometime. Knowleclgc comes to us step by 
step, and you need not wait necessarily for the fruition of 
your desires, at least in part, until you ha\·e entered the 
world toward which you are tending-rather, I would say, 
the life toward which you are tending, for I claim that 
there is but one world, ancl in spirit I am not separated 
from you. I am one with you in forwarding any movement 
whose object is the amelioration of the conditions of human 
beings in any and all departments ; r am one with you in 
your holiest aspirations and desires; f am one with you in 
seeking to understand more of the purpose of life and in 
gaining knowledge that will enable me to use my energies 
in accomplishing all I may. You understand, I have no 
doubt, that in this life even, those who ClCcomplish the 
most have faith accompanied by activity. The scholar 
does not gain his learning in a moment, but step by step 
as he labors by the light of faith in results. Every one 
must attain knowledge hy his own efforts, must dig and 
delve in the cbrk mine to possess himself of its treasures. 

In speaking of spirit life and the life of the soul, 
friends, clid you never think that all life is soul-life? Your 
lives today are the soul-life, but the soul is cramped here, 
its pleadings are unheeded, its inspirations smothered. Jt is 
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howe\·er, continually asking for a wider, a fuller expression, 
and by-and-by you will gladly open the portals, and with a 
holy joy you will apprehend your own possibilities, you 
will learn what Spiritualism teaches, what a pure ancl un
defiled religion it is, and that it comes as the handmaiden 
of the master, it comes to redeem all mankind from error, 
from ignorance, from sin, from wrong and to open wider 
and still wider the gateway to knowledge, and by \'ivifying 
the material atmosphere of your li\·es it will pierce the 
deep centers of the soul until you will all exclaim as with 
one voice: •·I have been dreaming! I feel something stir
ring within my very soul; I know it is a power I han~ not 
sensed before. I see those whom I ha\·e called dead. I 
behold the earth and the planets as a mighty panorama in 
grand procession before me. I see humanity crushed and 
'sinking beneath my very feet. I soar in thought and rise 
in the loftiness of an at-one-ment with All Good, and I 
behold a new universe grander than that of worlds and 
systems of worlds revolving in space obedient to the same 
law that e\·olved them and eYolved my being. I am con
scious of a life such as I have never before known, a life 
in which· I may unfold and develop every power and faculty 
·within to grasp all knowledge that the universe contains, 
all tbe joy and gladness ancl glory for which man can 
ask.'' 

Do you call this nothing? Do you call this no more 
than the old teachings ? Do you call this endless pro
gression no better than the old idea of heaven where tbe 
elect might sit at the right-hand of God forever, gaining 
no new truth, scaling no heights and attaining naught ? 
Do you call this no more desirable than just merely exist
ing and promising an individual, however di\·ine, through
out eternity without aspiration, without the glorious, 
golden privilege of exercising all the faculties of the soul ? 
vVhy, friends, what would life be to us if we were to be 
divested of the faculties that we possess? \Vhat would 
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life be to us, no matter how grand ancl beautiful our sur
roundings, no matter how sweet the harmony of music 
floating upward from countless hosts of worshippers with 
their golden harps, unless that life be an active one, for 
what is life without activity? \Vhat is acti,·ity worth un
less it lifts us higher and higher ? 

Spiritualism is the religion of light, the religion of 
glJ.dness, the religion of joy. because it allows you to 
clasp hands, as far as you will, with your immortal friends ; 
it is the religion that opens to you, if you wi11 permit it 
thus to come, the great pathway that leads to knowledge. 
\\'hen you accept it you no longer are forced to ask in 
vain, "Is life immortal?'' There is no longer need to ask, 
when the last fleeting breath lea\·es the material form, "Is 
the soul dead ?" when you become quickened and educate 
yourseh·es-obtain knowledge yourseh·es, for you read the 
answer at a glance as upon a scroll. It is then you realize, 
within the deep depths of your soul. that you have some
thing which the world neither gave nor can take away ; 
you have something that will say to you, ''Life is worth 
the living," ancl the living is to cultivate one's self until 
every faculty is rounded out in beauty and the individual 
stands preeminent in a knowledge of art and science-a 
sa7. 1allt. 

0 for the life that gi,·es to me the knowledge whereby 
I may explore worlds ancl systems of worlds ! 0 for the · 
life that gives me the power to cleh·e in the deep depths of 
the earth and read the lesson that every sand-grain teaches! 
0 for the life that gives me an understanding of humanity, 
a brotherly feeling for all my kind! 0 for the life that 
gi\·es to me the consciousness-not egotistically do r say 
it-that I hold in my possession all the elements that arc 
necessary for my existence-all to be found in universal life, 
by the proper use of which I may scale the greatest 
heights and learn the grandest truths ! 

This and more-so much more awaits us, ancl do you 
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wonder that I am not satisfied with the teachings I gave 
humanity before I passed out of their sight, physically 
speaking? Can you wbnder that I am here to teach and 
to preach of what I have learned in the land of souls over 
there? Can you wonder that I am even more interested 
than when here in seeking to comfort and instruct mortals 
and to assist them to discover and know themselves? I 
trust not. Be it as it may, I am glad and rejoice in that, 
for myself and all others, the great anthem of immortality 
shall ever resound. I am glad and rejoice in that, however 
ignorant any human soul may be today, sometime it shall 
be transcendent in wisdom. I am glad ancl rejoice that 
Nature and I are one, ancl thereby I realize my relationship 
to all things that are. 

Hail, holy light, eternal truth, 
That beams from star to star, 

That trembles on the morning mist, 
And lights the night afar! 

llail, life, that giYes to me a love 
That in my spirit dwells, 

A holy joy that thrills my soul 
lTntil the anthem swells! 

I fail, holy light, 0 holy flame, 
That kindles every heart 

Until in all true love is born, 
To nevermore depart. 
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DISCOURSE AND MESSAGE . 

BY THE SOUL-MATES, WISDOM AND PEA RL 

(Of th e "Sun Angels ' (trder of Light.") 

SUNDAY MORNING, DECEMBER 2, 1900. 

IN\/ O CATION 

rr HROUGHOUT the infinite realms of life, Great 
Spiri t of all existence, we recognize that power that, 

en tering into the soul and finding expression through the 
activity of human life, lifts Thy children unto planes of 
spiritual thought, peace and harm ony. :\lay the sweet, 
gentle baptism of lo\'e in all its divine purity touch these 
children here, enabli ng them to turn their gaze within and 
read there the clear lessons that wisdom has traced, t here
by becoming more acquainted with themselves ancl with 
the infinite possibilities in their possession. By virtue of 
this unders tanding they may polish every jewel within 
until their in nate forces, hitherto unrecognized, spring in
to activity and bear the rich fruitage of peace and liberty 

• In presenting this senes of lectures to the public, perhaps a few !\Uggestions to those 
nut conversant with spi rituali~m would be appreciated. 

Due allowance should be made for set:nnng Jack of complete expression by some intelli
genctes owing to dtsstmilanty of brain development, the physical and mental conditton of the 
medium and conditions furni shed by those pre~ent at the time of transmJ!sion. 

:\!any of our spirit speakers are not hampered to any extent in their expression through 
one InStrument wh1le they would be throu~?;h another, and some flnd the language of the 
medium superior to their own development, but as a rule, manifestations from the subjecttve 
through all phases of me<humship are more or less imperfect. 

The nvocation is seldom offered by the spirit delivering the ad<lre;;s. 
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for all Thy children. l\Tay the benediction floating down
ward from the great Temple of life reach these souls here 
gathered, and may they realize the sacredness of the re
ligion that entereth into their dual existence, and bringeth 
them in contact not alone with Thine ascended ones, not 
alone, in sweet communion with those whom 
they have loved, but in touch with that grand· anthem of 
life that breathes its cadences everywhere and scatters its 
dewdrops like pearls over every human life. 

0 may these children, by their aspirations, open 
wider and still wider the portals of their own interior ex
istence until they may behold the radiant reality of life up
on every hand about them and likewise behold and under
stand for themselves the value of the jewels in their pos
session, that thereby they may be incited to live the most 
perfect life possible upon this plane and indeed so grace 
this planet as to leave joy and gladness in the hearts of 
those here, as well as to bear with them to the beautiful 
home they may have prepared themselves to enter, the 
brightest garments possible for them to weave in this ex
istence. 

0 Life, bestow Thy blessing upon these mortals and 
may the dear ones from beyond guide them safely through 
the tangled mazes of earth's pathway and lead them into 
that line of thought that shall enable them to enter into 
the Holy of holies when their individual missions here 
ha\'e been faithfully fulfilled. 

DISCOURSE. 

BY SPIRl T \YISDOI\1. 

1 16) ITH the deep and divine possibilities of the soul and 
V.ll.. all that applies thereunto, we, like yourselves, ha\·e a 

question that clasps the eternities. Seeking, as you are. 



knowledge, stnvmg to obtain that knowledge, that shall 
bring unto you peace, you have b.ilecl in a great mea.sure, 
because of the teachin gs of the past and present, to grasp 
the one thought nearest home, the one link without 
which you cannot pierce the greater cycle of a spiritual 
existence. 

You all understand that our mission is not fer the pur
pose of pleasing you for the time being. \Ve are here to 
lead you, as far as you will permit, into, to you, unknown 
pathways where spiritual light, like radiant jewels, glitters 
upon every hand ; we are here to open to your conscious
ness, or rather to assist you to open the gateway to your con
sciousness, that you may know, not simply that life continues 
after the few days and weeks you spend in these material 
forms, for it is not simply and alone a continued existence 
that would or could satisfy the human soul, but that there 
is a boundless realm of activity with un~old possibilities 
just yonder. 

\Ve are immortal souls, and, therefore, there is no oc
casion for us to labor to save the soul, but there is much 
necessity that we labor to adorn it, for it is indeed our
selves. The forms you wear will. in a few clays, be as 
nothing to you, but the experiences you have been receiv
ing will become to you like dreams that you have left be
hind you as you take your advancing steps where knowl
edge lights the way, and compared to all the knowledge 
that man can obtain in this life regarding external or ma
terial needs, the knowledge you may obtain of yourselves 
transcends all other. That which men call religion, I 
would have you understand in this connection, has never 
be exemplified by the lives of the peoples of the present 
and recent times, and it never can be exemplified by any 
human life until humanity recognize their soul properties 
ancl realize that every act here forms one thread in the gar
ment the individual must weave there. He must weave his 
own robes for the life immortal. ~ o other can weave 
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them for him. He may have more loved ones than he 
can co.un t bending o,·er him from the realms above, with 
tenderest love and deepest interest, but they cannot weave 
the smallest part of his garments ; they can only assist 
him by quickening his soul's aspirations to spin and wea\'C 
his robes himself. 

We are well aware of the loathness of mankind, 
in their present condition, to accept that which leads 
them away from empty forms and binding creeds, 
away from the pathway by which they fancy 
they may find someone who will suffer in their stead. But 
away from all creeds, away from all ceremony, away from 
the path by which you have sought the unknowable and 
the unapproachable, you will be surprised to find that for 
which you have searched so long; namely, that which is 
inherent in yourselves. The powers of the soul cannot be 
estiniated by your present conceptions, and it is here at 
the very altar of every individual that we would light the 
taper that will guide you to the higher life. It is only 
when man shall cease to worship angry gods and bleeding 
saviors, turn his steps toward the deep valley of purity and 
externalize his highest, best and noblest thought; it is 
only when he draws upon the inexhaustible resources ex
isting perhaps unknown to him within his own being; it is 
only when he recognizes a religion such as this that he will 
cease to bemoan the result of wars and cease to be puz
zled by the question of, What shall I do to be saved ? 
This question has blinded millions to the truth and de
stroyed their happiness and peace. The only pathway of 
ascension to a condition which you aspire for is by dis
covering and utilizing the powers that you possess, and 
you will realize sooner or later that this pathway leads, 
not away from yourselves, not into distant, unknown 
realms, but into the deep chambers of your own soul. 
Here you find the cycle you have not pierced, here you find 
a mine you have not explored. It is the soul that li,·eth 
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forever; it is the soul that triumphs over and governs all ; 
it is that which, going out when you lay aside these forms, 
enables you to recognize the lo,·ed ones you have mourned 
and brings to you the joy that you have earned-no more 
and no less. 

These may seem strange doctrines to you, for I am 
well aware that you have not been educated along these 
lines, and I am likewise aware of the difficulties by which 
you are beset amid the environments in which you are 
placed. Yet the Infinite Justice and Purity ne,·er has a 
shadow of turning, and we must climb the heights, how
ever lofty they may be, ourselves~ and seek that sublime 
submission where we may stand in any condition of life 
and say, "\i\Therever the truth shall lead I am not only 
willing but desirous to follow.'' 

It is for this that we give you our thoughts this morn
ing, knowing full well that you will not carry them out 
practically quite yet to any extent, but realizing also that 
the thoughts we scatter in your midst like pearls shall 
never perish, and sometime, when you are ready, they will 
aid you in seeking to discover the priceless jewel that you 
are, for every individual soul is a gem more precious in 
value then you can conceive of 

Looking out upon the boundless and wonderful ex
pressions upon every hand, you may not understand the 
power that holds and guides and governs the sunbeam ; 
you may not understand the power that voices itself in 
the mighty storm, yet it is th'e same power that speaks, 
in its silent language, in the deep depths of yonr beings. 
From the temple where we worship and wherein we dwell, . 
I send you, accompanying the thoughts uttered here, what
e,·er of power you arc capable of recei\'ing, filling the 
atmosphere wherein you remain for the time with those 
invisible elements whereby we shall bring you greater 
illumination. Seek, therefore, to know, for whate,·er 
knovvledge I may ha\·e gained I cannot impart to you ; 
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whatever you may have gained by experienc:es you have 
passed through, you cannot give to another. In the great 

school in which you are placed as all peoples upon all 
planets are placed, you are receiving an education that no 
master mind can impart. You must learn for yourselves. 
By studious effort, strive to discern one step after the 
other up the ladder, and ascend by virtue of your own 

strength and energy. 
Knowledge is useless, or nearly so, unless it is utilized. 

You recognize and accept this fact in the broadest sense 
in external matters, and it is just as essential, I assure 
you, in matters of a spiritual nature. Call it by whatever 
name you like, it is that for which mankind have sought 
all along the line of the ages, and it is that which they have 
hoped might be bestowed upon them. The great burden 
of the prayer of pious men and women has been that some 
power superior to themselves might give it them. This 

cannot be. There is no power superior to the power 
centered in every soul. I repeat, because I wish you to 
understand it thoroughly. There is no power tr~nscend
ing the power of the huinan soul. You realize, of course, 

that the powers that are exerted and known by yourselves 
fall below the mark of my expression ; but you, every one, 
possess all the properties and powers that are exemplified 
in the great reservoir of Nature incarnate in your own 

beings. The grea~ mine of vital force, of activity, of 
thought guided by the will and the consciousness that you 
may cultivate, enables the soul to stand with all its rich 
inheritance, where only the eternal sunbeams from the 
great centre of Infinite \Visdom can compete therewith. 

This thought, if you accept it. lifts you above all serf
dom, and enables you to com prebend that if you have in 
your possession these forces, you have no time or strength 

to waste in seeking some other individual or outside 
power to serve you, while you fail to use the vital forces 
of your own beings. Here, then, is a point, children, that 
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would have yo11 remember, even if you are not ready to 
accept it now. You long to know whither those you love 
who ha,·e laid aside the mortal ha\·e flown. Your anxious 
thoughts rise sorrowfully. \Vhither have their wander
ing feet strayed? You can only learn by the uplifting 
of your own soul forces, opening wider and wider still 
the avenues of communication between your outer 
and interior natures, until gladly the clear ones arc 
enabled to bring to you a knowledge of their charmed 
presence. This is simply to give you evidence th~t they 
live and love the same as ever, but they bring you a greater 
blessing; namely, the assurance that life broadens and 
that when you are ready to lay aside all selfish ness and 
live for the truth, live to seek for the knowledge that can
not perish, for the knowledge that, when you have clone 
with conditions here and leave the material form, will not 
become worthless to you, you will come into that inherit
ance whereby you can enter that state of peace and joy 
and gladness for which you long, and where once again 
the soul re\·eals itself to its kindred soul, and the mate in 
earth life enters the presence of the waiting one yonder. 

The lessons that come to you, even the lesson of the 
morning, will be to you of more value by-and-by, when 
you comprehend this fact : There is but one road that 
leads to the unveiling of truth ; there is but one pathway 
to the realm of acquired knowledge , and that you must 
disco,·er for yourselves ; there is but one power, sa\·e the 
powers that come as aids, and that power, more essential 
and more potent than all others to you, is that which is 
centered in yourseh·es. 

As I scatter these thoughts from 'neath the Temple 
of the sun, may you recei,·e what is acceptable to you indi
vidually and sc,·erally, and, if possible, be blessed thereby . 
I speak to you as one who sends you his message now, as 
one who will meel you sometime when you will realize as 
you cannot at this moment, how truly the words that have 
been st)Qkcn apply to you each and e\·cry one. 
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l\IES~ACE 

];y Sl'l RIT PEARL. 

From the land where the waters flow 
All sparkling with white pearls, 
I bring to you my message now 
And twine with \\' isdom 's words. 

< l, thoughtless sometimes one may be, 
And feel he need not strive 
To stek the heights that leave the sea; 
For where the mountains live and throb 
Life broadens and glows more white 
In the clay's sweet dawn, more gentle in the eve. 

I bring you then, each one, clear friends, 
From my fair home beyond, 
Bright flowers. They ne'er shall fade, 
But stay unseen, unknown to you. 

\" et you shall bear them every cia y 
l'pon the tablet here, 

And when you enter where I elwell, 
l'll gather and twine them there, 
All fair and lovely, for your souls 

\\' ill have woven your garments well. 

Bright are the ones that come to-day 
In all their lovely dress, 

Their robes so white, so pure, they :-;tay, 
And strh·e you to impress. 

Think not if we lived long ago, 
\\' e'n~ drifted faraway, 
There is no far away to us 
When human lives 'mid darkness ask 
Some token or some word, 
Some happy thought to grace 
Their lives with beauty and to bring 
A quickening clasp through love. 

1 Ience, may the pearls I scatter here 
Rest sweet on every soul. 
And may your lives from clay to day 
:\fore brightly glow, and I shall kn<'m, 
< >, I shall know, as l know now 
\\"hat kindly thoughts you give. 
Each thought and feeling flows befort. 
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:\I y Yision t::ven now, 
And somt:: art:: dark, and cold and dr~ar, 
And some athrob with loYe. 

( >, bless you one and all, would 1, 
From my swet::t home beyond. 
Where ftowtrs and pt::arls btdeck tht:: fair 
And wisdom's crown is won ; 
\\"here, in the light of the brighter day, 
I'm wea \'ing garlands now 
To vie with all of Beauty's art, 
~o fair no tongue can tell. 

I'm striving, strh·ing, striving still, 
To bring to each that I may touch 
A something that shall thrill the soul. 
And as you love the ones you'\'e loved 
That have drifted out and moored 
Their barks on the shores just beyond, 
( l, strive, if you would meet them there, 
To live e'en here the life you know 
~hall bloom with worthiness for them:* 

Upon one and all we bestow the blessing of \Visdom 
and Pearl. :\lay the sweet baptism of love fall upon your 
souls from the loved ones yon have known. 

•NoTI!.-Poems or blank verse in this series an: more or less impaired or lost, owm)o!; to 
the inability of the stenographer to report them as delivered 
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WHAT SHALL I DO? 
DISCOURSE BY SPIRIT WENDELL PHILLIPS. 

(ORATOR AND PIIILA:'I;TJIROI'HIST WHO PASSED FRIJl\1 THE MORTAL IN 

ISl::\4.) 

SUNDAY AFTERNOON, DECEMBER 2, 1900. 

INVOCATION. 

\FJ ITH IN Thy vast temple, 0 Life, we outreach our as-
pirations and im·oke Thy blessing, realizing that that 

from which we desire to receive baptism throbs in the sand
grain, breathes in the animal, speaks in man, and, with a 
glory matchless beyond the power of words to express, 
enfolds the divine possibilities of existence. 0 Life, Thou 
art boundless. In all Thy vastness no mind can grasp the 
all. \Vorlds and systems of worlds bespeak Thy glory and 
majesty. From this little orb whereon we once dwelt, we 
lift our souls in gladness unto Thee, rejoicing that the 
planets vie with humanity, and by the expressions out
speeding therefrom, the soul gathers to itself that power 
whereby, through growth, it attains its intelligence. 0 
may we, in the outward waves that are bounding onward 
and still onward, realize our childhood, our weakness, and 
yet rejoice in the pathway by which we have ascended, in 
th~..: knowledge we have attained, but knocking more loudly 
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and determinedly at the great gateway leading- to wider 
possibilities until, from sidereal heights, the glad streams 
of glory speed their way earth-ward and Thy children 
become thereby baptized in their life-giving elixir. 

0 Life, rnay Thy children understand that Thou art 
as inexhaustible as boundless, and that every aspiration, 
every thought, every desire of the human soul shall re
ceive the jewel it has sought for before T hine altar. J.\1ay 
Thy children upon this planet realize, 0 Life, Thy possi
bilities, and learn that, in order to understand those 
possibilities, they must read themselves line by line as 
step by step. through their own efforts, they ascend their 
Sinai and glory sometime in the glad beams of the spirit
ual existence. 

0 Angel of liberty, spread Thy pinions over all the 
people, and may the sweet breath of thy love and thy 
earnestness bear unto the hearts of the children of men 
that which they have so far turned from-principle, that 
thereby they may be quickened in the beauty of manhood 
and the sweetness of womanhood, advancing side by side, 
until all over this fair land the Angel of peace shall pause, 
and, resting from her tireless flight, elwell with the dwell
ers here. 

0 Life, we praise Thee for all the experiences that 
we have tas,ted, and we rejoice with exceeding great glad
ness as we praise Thee for the grander and more complete 
unveilings of Thine eternal whole that shall be ours when 
we become worthy to enter into Thy greater templ e and 
partake of the rich viands there spread for our enjoyment. 

DISCOUl~SE . 

I ~ the divine possibilities of life we trace man and his 
mission, an rl let u ~ reme mber. whatever we cliscm·er, 
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that we are striving to unlock the tabernacle of truth. 
Therefore, instead of asking, "\Vhat shall I do to be 
saved?" or " \~Vhat shall I do to inherit eternal life ? " let 
us rather pause as we contemplate the present condition of 
affairs in your land as well as all over this continent, and ask 
the same simple question, "\Nhat shall I do?" Not especial
ly for myself, not especially for my own interest, not 
especially that r may draw to myself friends, nor yet that 
1 may become a possessor of houses and lands.·· 

'vVithdrawing from all these selfish pastures wherein 
man loves to wander, let us ask the question, for it is just 
as necessary perhaps for me to seek an answer thereunto 
as it is for you, and I do ask it of myself continually
"What shall I do? How shall I put forth my best efforts 
that I may aid my kind, that I may shed some light upon 
dark pathways, that I may incite some soul to li\·e a noble 
life." 

Surely, in looking about with a realizing sense of the 
true state of affairs in this land that we all love so well, it 
seems to me that you can all recognize the necessity for 
every man, woman, and even child to ask of himself, 
"\Vhat shall I do that the world of human beings may be 
blessed? \Vhat can I do to stay the cruel hand of war? 
\Vhat can I do, not to purify politics, for it is past purifi
cation, but what can I do to impregnate human souls with 
a realization of the fact that 'life is real, life is earnest,' 
and that whomsever forgets his brother in every thought, in 
every effort, in every act, is a cum berer of the ground to the 
extent that he allows slavery to walk in the bright glare of 
the noonday sun without a protest, and permits war to 
stretch its devastating hand over all the world, only exclaim-· 
ing supinely, 'I cannot help it! I clicl not inaugurate the 
war ; I do not approve of it, but what can I do about it ? ' " 

If there was anything I really disliked when in the 
material form, it was to discover and be obliged to mingle 
with people who were only half born, and perhaps I ha\·e not 
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gotten over that feeling yet. I like to meet men and women 
born to that degree of man hood and \YOm an hood that they 
clare stand before the horrors threatening this country 

' undaunted, and not plead for liberty but demand it. I say 
men and \VOmen, for I believe this is the privilege~ right 
and duty of woman as well as man. It is not for her to 
be simply a helpmate to man, by caring for his home, by 
cradling his children in her arms, but it is for her to stand 
by his side even in the din and conflict of war; and here 
allow me to say that you have had a noble example of 
woman's endurance, of woman's daring out among the so
called savages that England has been slaying with such a 
ruthless hand, the women who have stood on the battle
field side by side with their husbands and fathers. If war 
is to be pursued, if war is right, teach your daughters 
to shoulder the rifle and unsheath the sword, and bid your 
wives follow you into every pathway you may tread But 
you may answer, "This is not in accordance with the pre
cepts of civilization." Is it more in accordance with the 
precepts of civilization to leave them to be slain and worse 
tha·n slain in the homes you have left unprotected, to be 
forced out into the pathway of wretchedness and crime, the 
victims of treachery and robbery such as so many are, sad 
to relate, at the present time? I wish you to understand 
and I believe that you will agree with me ere I ha,·e fin
ished if you do not at this moment : If you study well 
and weigh that which comes under your obsen'ation you 
can but realize that civilization is making slow strides and 
few in the present day. 

Here before me are men who have belied their right. 
This is a strong expression, and blame me if you like, but 
I repeat, there are men before me who have belied their 
right at the ballot-box in that they have cast their vote for 
one they did not wish elected but had not the moral cour
age to be consistent, to stand firm and strive to purify the 
great political arena. Therefore I say that every nun, 
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woman ancl even child that belittles himself by doing that 
which he knows is not according to his best and highest 
light, whether it be in matters pertaining to party or 
church, fails to grasp the crown of true manhood or the 
sweet grace of the highest enfolclment of womanhood. 

Perhaps you will think I am bitter; I have had that 
adjective applied to me before. But just as long as the 
eternal arches of truth echo to the cry that sweeps from 
earth,moaning, despairing, but begging, praying the Auth
or of life that Freedom may fold her mantle about the chil
dren of earth. that Peace may once more abide with the 
dwellers here. that the devastating power of war may cease 
and the demoralization that always follows may speedily 
disappear, I shall continue in the work of endeavoring to 
awaken humanity to a sense of right and wrong, and to 
a realizJ.tion of the situation not only in this land but 
a1l over the world. 

Let us look aud see where America stands today by 
the logic of events. Between two vast parties, two great 
powers; namely, the power of poverty and the power of 
wealth. I do not care to elwell long upon the picture. 
Upon the one side you behold the rich, the capitalists, and 
those engaged in unlawful trade, fastening, as it were, 
closer and still closer the chains of slavery around the 
poor, and the poor are being crushed because they are 
poor, they are without sympathy because they cannot cope 
with the man of means. 

A few years ago you hacl a little class, called the 
middle class, but its members are fast disappearing. They 
were the bone. the sinew and the wealth almost of the 
nation. They were versed in mechanics, in the arts, in 
those industries that make a planet fit to dwell upon. 
\Vhere are they now? It is something more than an echo 
that answers, but can you answer? A few have ascended 
the scale and stand side by side with the millionaire, but 
the great majority that constituted the wealth of our nation 
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are impm·erishecl, scarcely kno\\'ing how they may obtain 
a livelihood and maintain the home that shelters their 
lo,·ed ones. They were men more manly. men more noble, 
men more kind-hearted, men more filled with love for their 
fellow-men than the majority of millionaires, and yet they 
have been cast upon the altar of sacrifice. \Vhy? Be
cause America is given over for the time being with her 
present millionaires to aspirations for wealth and greater 
possessions. The labor, the genius, and hence the real 
wealth of the nation have been despised, and today hmv 
many are there in need who receive sympathy? How 
many are there who receive a kindly thought? I leave 
you to answer. 

Let us remember that though truth may seem to be 
crushed to earth it will surely rise again. You are in the 
midst of the greatest revolution the world ever knew-not 
simply America is the scene of the conflict, for it spreads, 
it widens, and ere you shall ha,·e done with it you will ha\·e 
paid more dearly than you have already for that far dis
tant archipelago. \Vrong never turned into right, and two 
wrongs ne,·er make a right. Our Constitution, glorious 
in its assurance of freedom ancl liberty for all, is despised, 
and even the men highest in place, men \vho should be 
most highly respected, ignore its principles to a great ex
tent, and that principle upon which your re\·ered \Vashing
ton said the integrity and prosperity of the nation most of 
all depended is forgotten or is sneered at ; namely, moral
ity. 

Here, then, in selfish conJitions, in selfish hope::;, 
aims and .ambitions, lies the cause of the one continual 
quarrel for the almighty dollar. The citizens of this 
country have forgotten the principles that marked and 
illuminated the clays of the Re,·olution, that marked and 
crowned the brow of \Vashington and later the bro\v 
of Lincoln, and that mark even now the character of those 
sterling- patriots who gather. from the shores "o\·cr there" 
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t o watch the trend of events in their beloved land. They 
watch and they wait anxiously, but not in vain, to behold 
the freedom they died to secure, preserved to their descen
dants, for the time is coming when the beauty of spiritual 
th ought will so permeate the world and touch human 
minds that mankind will eventually learn one thing if they 
ha ,.e not already grasped it : Many stand before the 
church altar, not because of their reverence for the Most 
High, not because of any special virtue they behold in 
form and ceremony, not because they hear repeated the· 
words of him whose prayers welled up from the plains of 
Galilee eighteen hundred years and more ago, but because 
of its popularity, which is a mistaken popularity at that, 
and as such they will recognize it when the truth shall be 
revealed to them, or rather when men learn to lay aside 
their bigotry, their pre-conceived ideas and dare to plow a 
new furrow instead of following in the rut their fathers 
and grandfathers before them saw fit to follow. 

You are aware that some men seem to think it is 
quite sufficient reason for them to remain in the Demo
cratic or the Republican party, as the case may be, be
cause their grandfather was a Republican or a Democrat, 
and they would not depart from the old man's ways for 
the world. Yet in the department of art, in the field of 
scie ntific research, in the realm of those marvellous in
,·entions that are the boast of your clay, it is just as rea
sonable to follow where your grandfather led the way. 
Your grandfather did not have electric 1 ights or the power 
of electricity in any form ; why should you? Because, 
bless your dear souls, conditions have changed entirely. 
But how? By virtue of the fact that there has been a 
constantly repeated effort and a constantly repeated suc
cess to a great degree. 

You may go back quite a number of years, and you 
will find, just previous to election day more particularly, 
that those men have been considered the smartest who 
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could tell the most lies about the candidate of the opposite 
party, and if you think the newspapers are telling you the 
truth you must believe that you ha,·e had in the highest 
seats of government some of the worst rascals in the coun
try. Scarcely a candidate has been before the people who, 
you have been told, is fit to walk the streets. One party has 
blackmailed the other without mercy, ancl hence ynu have 
sought for the greatest number of rotten eggs possible to 
fling at the candidates you have wished to defeat. Do 
you call this the proper method to pursue in so-called civil
ized and Christianized lands? Do you call this freedom, 
do you call this living the life that \Vashington and those 
who suffered with him at Valley Forge would wish you to 
live? Do you call yourselves men thus to do? I can not 
say this to the women for they have not yet received the 
franchise, and I trust I shall never have occasion thus to 
reproach them, but J hope I shall sometime have the nriv
ilege. if not to-clay, of asking them if they have voted for 
/zoncst men. Take, for instance, those who constitute your 
Congress, your rulers at the city of \Vashington, and you 
ha,·e not one there who has not been pain ted as black as 
the pit of Satan, and this in the clay of American advance
ment, this in the day when- you pride yourseh·es on your 
scholastic attainments, this in the clay when fifty thousand 
church spires point heavenward proclaiming the love of 
Christ and him crucified, while fifty thousand men, victims 
of your rum-sellers, fill drunkard's graves! 

You may wonder at me for uttering the~e thoughts, 
you may feel that your pious ears are harmed thereby, 
hut I tell you that as deep as the heli of corruption is or 
can be, just so long as my brothers and my sistt:rs are 
crushed beneath the iron heel of sla\·ery, just so long as 
they cry for relief, just so long shall I sound the alarm 
and raise my voice in warning, striving to give to those I 
love some thought of the value of freedom. \Vhen you 
come to that point there are ,·ery few people to-clay who 
are free ; half the people are living a lie. 
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These are strong statements, severe charges. If 
they clo not apply to yon, do not accept them. I do not 
mean you who are here alone, I mean the world at large. 
The happiness of multitudes is being wrecked upon the 
accursed altar of selfishness. I mean that man's ambition 
is running into the great pathway where selfishness rules 
a! most entirely. 

You count with pride perhaps your millionaires. But 
do you know that if I were in the material form, a beggar 
in your streets, and one of your millionaires should say to 
me, "I will supply your wants-! wiil gi\'e you one-half 
of my possessions if you will do thus and so and obey 
me," I would turn from him as a clog would turn from a 
bone that had no meat upon it, and tell hrm to perish with 
his dross. I would sooner stand beside the man that begs 
from house to house, if he begs because he has been 
crowded out of that pathway where be once had the priv
ilege of earning an honest livelihood. 

You are, I repeat, in the midst of the greatest revohJ
tion the world e\'er knew. You have spread your arrns, I 
had almost said, over all the earth, and you are to receive 
from China, ere you are through, a blow that you are not 
prepared for. 

0 America, the land I love so well, the home of the 
slave I strove in other clays to liberate, the home of the 
slaves I shall strive to liberate in the future, how ha~;t 

thou fallen from thy high estate! But let us remember 
that America is not the only nation tha~ seems to ha\·e tak
en a step backward. Other nations have given you an exam
ple of this tendency. Behold Rome in all her glory, her 
seven hills lighted by the mighty torch of science and 
art, but becoming too arbitrary and arrogant she sank into 
the darkness of night. Other proud nations have followed 
and are even now following in her footsteps. England is 
today holding her strong arm over a helpless people that 
in the name of God and humanity she had no right to dis-
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turb and distress, and in her guilty greed she glories in 
the shedding of the blood of the innocent. But wait! 
Truth crushed to earth shall rise again, and through Eng
land's present war added to others, her kingdom falls ! 

You may not accept this staternent as a prophecy, but 
wait. Time never hurries, and I only ask you to go back 
in mind and trace the history of the nations of the earth 
as far as you can, and you will be obliged to acknowledge 
that every time they have failed to sail by the soundings 
of the plummet of truth, every time they have turned 
away from justice and right to worship their idols, they 
have fallen. 

So likewise shall it be with America. Unless her 
sturdy yoeman, her sons and daughters rise in the dignity 
of their manhood and womanhood and demand honest men 
at the seat of government, she shall fall in a night and lor 
a time rest beneath the iron hand that her children have 
allowed to bind her, but not for long, remember this. 
Lockecl between the arms of two mighty oceans she shall 
rest until, Phcenix like, she rises in new dignity and 
grandeur, the continent we love, holding within her 
possessions greater possibilities, more marvellous wealth 
and the noblest people that ever the sun shone upon, ai
though for years they lived in bondage, having sold their 
rights in that they permitted hordes of the ignorant from 
other lands virtually to rule them. 

Let me say right here that 1 would clasp the hand of 
every man, woman and child from other shores and bid 
them welcome to our beloved lan(l. r-\ t the same time I 
would not have you think that if I were driving a pair of 
horses I knew how to control, I would say to one who 
never took the reins in his hands, ·•Get in and drive; you 
are all right," because it would not be safe. \Vhilc I 
would welcome all who desire to come to the broad shores 
of our fair land, I would not, therefore, inY!te them to at 
once take a hand in the go\'ernment or e\·en extend to 
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I would point them to the stars and stripes and to the ea~le 
perched high above. and say, "\\7e welcome you here, but 
you must be one with us and obey our laws, you must pre
pare yourselves to become good citizens, and you must liYe 
here twenty-one years before you can exercise the pri,·i
lege of the ballot. Our boys have to do so, and why 
should not you?" The foreigner, in the majority of in
stances,-ancl to the majority the law must be made to 
apply-is but a child in the practical knowledge of self
government. Should he be accorded privileges not accord
ed to our own children who have breathed the air of free
dom and been taught its proper use and not abuse from 
the hour of their birth? I think e\·ery intelligent man 
will agree with me that no one should be permitted to 
drop his vote into the ballot-box until he can read and 
write-until he can read not simply extracts from the 
Constitution. hut be familiar with its text and the spirit 
thereof from beginning to end. 

I pause here to say to every father and mother, every 
man and woman, every boy and girl, that you should 
make it a religious duty almost to read frequently and 
understandingly that most precious document that guar
antees the rights and liberties of the people of America. 
I clo not believe that I am exaggerating the truth \\·hen I 
say that not one-half of you ha,·e read the Constitution of 
the United States through, and therefore I emphasize the 
statement that it is the duty of fathers and mothers es
pecially to see to it that it is read in your homes at least 
once a week and its sterling pnnciples imprinted upon the 
plastic minds of your children until they understand tbe 
laws of justice and right. 

One word now in relation to imperialism. I suppose 
I am somewhat old fashioned in my ideas. 

Let us look at America as she has been-not isolated 
by any means, but a united nation from her borders, north, 
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south, east and west, even though she had that conflict 
south of l\Iason and Dixon's line a few years ago. It was 
a necessary experience. \Vhy? It was the fruitage of 
that slavery that your forefathers adopted-nothing more 
nor less. Right must come uppermost, and slavery is 
wrong in whatever guise it may appear, and by-and-by you 
will see as I see. 

Now, then, let us look at America as she stan(ls to
clay. United she cannot be. Her possessions are broad. 
All hail the mighty flow of her ri\·ers ! All hail the grand 
sweep of her prairies and all that gives unction to life in 
her beautiful realms! For me, I would, with all my heart 
and soul, ha\·e com mended your go\·ern ment if it had 
ended the war when Manilla fell, if it had withdrawn its 
troops instead of buying off Spain and sending her cruel 
officials home with the left hand, while with the right 
hand it wielded a greater sword with which to subdue the 
people of these islands, thus proclaiming them in effect 
incapable of self-go\·ernment. 

I wonder if, when England contemplated the in\·asion 
of America, she had said to the colonists, ''You are in
capable of self-government, we shall subdue you and then 
civilize you," how her declaration would have been receiv
ed by those independent spirits who took part in the act 
of throwing m·erboard into Boston Harbor that famous 
cargo of tea? 

If I am a wretched and ignorant \'ictim of poverty, 
and yet have built me a home in the desert, is it any 
occasion or justification for any man to come and crush 
me to earth and take my cabin from me because of its 
little value? Upon the same principle, friends, you h~we 
crushed those whom you had no right to touch with the 
cruel arm of war, for might nc\·er makes right. 

The Filipinos are not yet subdued ; the Boers still 
live. You have ne\·er seen a nobler specimen of manhood 
then the general of the Boer army, or people more honest 



ancl faithful in all the relations of life than those Dutch of 
South Africa whom you call ignorant and degr0cled Even 
conceding that they are what you have designated them, 
what is it to you? Their homes were there established, 
what wealth they possessed they had labored for. Their 
wi\'es and children whom they loved as you love the dear 
ones of your househould were there, but where are 
they now? 

Imperialism has no right to trespass upon the ground 
of others, and therefore to me America with all she has 
accomplished stands today less inviting than if Christian
ity had not here attained its full blossoming, because it 
was a Christian people, or they claimed to be such at least, 
that told those islanders thus and so, and were believed in 
consequence of their claims. They told the Filipinos that 
they were simply going to lift the arm of Spain that it 
should no longer crush a helpless people; they were 
simply going to send an army large enough to protect 
them and leave them to work out for themselves a higher 
civilization. Hut no sooner had the beast tasted of blood 
than it craved more, and the craving has not ceased. 

I wish you to investigate this matter for yourselves, 
and in so doing you may at first very naturally a~k me if 
the men standing back of those who are doing this wrong 
cry, ''Halt!" would not those in power obey. I trow not 
at the present time, for heedlessly the masses cry and 
heedlessly the masses submit. Therefore, allow me to 
say to you, friends, that we, on our side of life, are terri
bly in earnest. The light flashes from the council cham
bers where are gathered those who have labored, fought, 
bled and died for America, those who wrote her Constitu
tion, those who have been the soul of American liberty. 
You are being permitted to wade through a red sea of 
blood because you are willing to submit without a protest 
to the multiplication of trusts. But by-and-by the people 
will cry "Enough!" and demand that the government 
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shall take some matters into its own hands. Before this 
demand comes, howe\·er, I should pray most earnestly 
that you might have a different set of men in Conf;ress 
from what you ha\·e now as a whole ; I should pray that 
men demand, if you are to submit to the lobby, if the lobby 
must make the nominations, that it nominate honest and 
upright men. 

You have some in the highest seats of the govern
ment who are good Christians, you will say. Go ask those 
whom they have ruined what they think of such Christian 
ity ! Go ask the naked slaves, panting in the torrid heat 
'neath the rays of the noon-day sun, what they think of 
such Christianity ! Go ask the suffering orphans, the 
bereft widows, the childless mothers whose natural pro
tectors have been slain-nntrdered on the field of battle 
or shot clown in cold blood beside the homes they were 
seeking to defend, what they think of such Christianity! 
I tell you it is a dark blot upon the face of that system of 
religion that has failed to liberalize the world and to point 
the way that leads where the eternal sun beams rest upon 
the foot prints of those who have asce nded and are still 
climbing the steeps in celestial realms. 

\Vhen humanity learn that they cannot throw the re
sponsibility for their sins upon Christ Jesus; when human 
ity realize that they cannot sell rum for fifty or seventy 
years until they count their victims by the thousands. and 
then put the burden of their wrong-doing upon Christ 
Jesus while they escape by some side door into heaven ; 
when they realize that there is but one gateway between 
this life and the next, and that over there they must be 
weighed in the balance by their deeds here and e\·en the 
thoughts they ha\·e harbored, they will see it is important 
whether they lh·c rightly or unjustly, whether they are 
true to principle and to themseh·es or feel, as a great many 
do at the present time, that if Christianity be true they 
may slay, and slay and slay their kine! . It may be your 



President thinks that when he gets -on that last bed and 
cries, ··o God forgive me for the battlefields that have 
been strewn with m)' victims; forgive me for the tears of 
the women made widows by my wars ; forgive me for the 
children made orphans, for the lives wrecked and ruined 
thereby-forgive all for Christ's sake." perhaps that will be 
sufficient. I leave him at the throne, wherever his prayer 
will reach. He must answer. 

I do not wish to close until I have spoken a moment 
of something pleasant. If my words have been unpleasant 
for you to hear and unpleasant for me to utter. it has been 
a necessity that I should voice just the thoughts I have. 
"\Vhy?" you may ask. Because the God within, as I 
stand between the mighty sweep of the other life and the 
horrors enacted on earth, impels me, and I must and will, 
as long as life beats within my being, pray and plead for 
human rights, pray and plead for the abolition of slavery, 
pray and plead for peace on earth and gooclunto all willing 
men, pray and plead for the unfoldment of that manhood 
that shall give to one-half of creation that nobility of 
character that shall permit your wives and daughters to 
walk the streets at night unharmed by the villainy of man. 

Life does not cease, and from realms far beyond I 
enter your presence to-day. \V'herever friends or foes 
may have located me matters not . I am free as a bird, I 
am gbd as the running brook. and my life is joyful. If I 
speak words that sound sorrowful, if I am saddened as I 
see the people of America passing through a great sea of 
trouble, I rejoice that it will end. If it needs must be 
that this suffering should come before they will awaken to 
a consciousness of truth and justice ancl right, then I 
would not lift my hand to stay it, but rather to speed it 
on. 

You may well ask the question, '·'vVhat shall I clo?" 
but it is not for me to tell you only this : The more you 
ask that question of yourseh·e~ and th e more your acts 



and lives accord with your highest aspirations, the more 
you .think and long to know of the \\'Orlcl whither your 
loved ones have gone and how you may so live as to enter 
there with joy, the more you con form to the principles of 
true Spiritualism, drawing its lives parallel with the lives 
of him who spoke eighteen hundred years ago, the better 
will you be prepared to enter that life when you have done 
with this. There are no wars there. There are sad con
ditions indeed caused by the law of retribution, and the 
hell that has been pictured in vivid language by the 
church cannot exceed in suffering and pain the misery 
that comes to those who have crushed their kind. Resti
tution must be made by the wrong-doer for every pang he 
has caused another, every injustice he has practised. 

You are all drawing nearer to those immortal shores, 
and ere another year there are those before me who will 
ha\·e sailed o\·er the waters that divide this earth from 
that better land and entered there. \Vhat I wish to say 
to you is that you will find a country of peacefulness there, 
you will find a land of reCJlity, you will find homes not 
made with hands but formed by those gone before ycu, 
and whatever your garments may be you will have woven 
them here. There nevermore will you hear the din of 
battle; there nevermore will you hear the beggar cry, "l 
am hungry and no one will feed me;" there you will behold 
no shelterless ones ; but, if you have lived a I ife worthy of 
their love, if you have lived such a life that when you 
stand before your ascended mother or before one who is 
more to you than a mother you will not be ashamed or afraid, 
you will enter the presence of your loved ones with joy. 
If you have not li,·ecl the life you ought, you must make 
restitution to yourself for the wrong inflicted upon your
self by the neglect of any cluty that may have been yours 
to perform ere you can enter into the full joy and happi
ness of reunion with those gone before. 

It is for you to decide whether your duty to humanity 



calls for you to raise your voice in behalf of the nation· s 
welfare. It is for you to decide whether you will still con
tinue to support the rottenness of the present system or 
bind yourselves with a few determined men to right the 
wrongs of the gon;rnment-bind yourselves with a few 
earnest souls such as Brother Knee1ancl was, who dared 
to beard slavery in its·clen, and you will succeed in your 
attempt to purify \Vashington. \Vhat we accomplished 
in the direction of abolishing negro slavery was to me, 
when I entered the spirit-world~ a great joy. Now I am 
li\'ing there happy and contented and strh·ing for higher 
and grander possibilities. 

The life before you shall not be 
Shadowed by wars and sore distress. 
It glows in beauty, and your hop~s 
Shall bud and blossom where joy abounds. 
There you shall behold great monuments of art, 
For Art her chaplets wea\·es e'en th~re. 
"\\"hat shall I do that 1 may climb and bask 
In hea \·en's eternal light ? 

\\'hat shall I do \\·hen I leave this form belo\r, 
~peed outward to the ones I loYe the most, 
That there I may be clothed in garments white, 
Befitting the company I th~re would meet?" 
<) men and women, children, one and all. 
If not for this life strive to li\·e for that, 
For this is fleeting. \\'hat you can and may de· 
Forth~ weary and the naked, do it nO\Y, 
Nor \\·ait until another hour shall come: 
And li\·e so that in the other life 
The joy that you aspire for shall be yours; 
\\'ith me to stand and gaz~, no longer wondering how, 
\\'ith me to stand and gaze upon our country's angel 
Dwelling here but clad in the garb of peac~. 
While liberty shall reign supreme-
All this for you I see. 
< > gladsome hour, America, thou shalt be free~ 
Thy sons may falter and by the wap;ide bleed, 
But out from human hearts shall spring 
In gladness that great power 
That shall arm the soul and \·oices raise 
Proclaiming and demanding freedom for one aud all. 
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DISCOURSE BY SPIRIT ZOROASTER, 

(A Persian :\Iedium and T eacher of about 9000 \' ea rs Since.) 

SUNDAY .\\ORNING, NOVEMBER 18, 1900. 

I NF INITE Power, breathing Thy benedictions every-
where ancl baptizing Thy children constantly through 

their own aspirations and efforts, Thou art enthroned in 
all matter and life, giving expression to Thy various forces 
through all of .Nature's revelations, imprinting Thine 
image in every human soul that thereby the acts of the 
individual may blossom in beauty and be as far reaching 
in effect as worlds and systems of worlds in their evolu
tions, enfolding Thee in their uplifting tendencies. 0 
Allah, we worship even more before Thine altar, be it in 
the desert where human feet have never trod, be it upon 

" In presenti n12: this senes of lectures to the public, perhaps a few suggestions to those 
not conversant with spiritualism would be apprectated. 

Due allowance should be made for seeming lack of complete expression by some intelli
~enctes owing to dtsstmilanty of brain d~:vdopment, the physical and mental condition of the 
medium and conditions furnished by those present at the time of transnll!Sion. 

~!any of our spirit sp~:akers are not hampered to any extent in their expression through 
one mstrument while they would be through another, and some find the language of the 
medium superior to their own development, but as a rule, manifestations from the subjective 
through all phases of medJUmship are more or less imperfect. 

The invocation is seldom offered by the spirit delivering the address. 
Poems or blank verse in this st:ries are more or les~ impaired or loq, owing to the in

ability of the stenographer to report them as delivered. 



th e mountain height or in the deep valleys of material 
worlds, for there Thou art. \ Vherever life, motion aml 
being are expressed, there is to be found Thine imprint, 
and there Thy great purpose may be read by the students 
who penetrate those pathways. 0 Allah, we rejoice in 
our at-one-ment with Thee. May we rejoice even more 
deeply in our at-one-ment with every attribute we possess 
that thereby, linking the faculties of our soul's center in 
one chain of strength and power, we may bless Thy 
children wheresoever they may wander even as we would 
be blessed, and that thereby also we may open the gate
way that leads to brighter and broader realms of truth. 

lVIay these, Thy children waiting here this hour before 
Thine a1tar, realize their possibilities, and coming into 
touch, 0 Allah, with all tbaf is divine in Nature, becoming 
quickened in all that is divine within themselves, may 
they understand their at-one-ment with all things which 
elevate the soul, en large the knowledge and light the 
lamp of reason. 

0 Allah, we thank Thee for Thine e\·ery blessing and 
rejoice in the pilgrimages we have made, even as we re
joice in our present pilgrimage as we draw nearer and 
still nearer to the great Mecca where knowledge spreads 
her la \'ish feast and all are invited to enter ~mel partake 
thereof. 

DISCOURSE. 

~HE thoughts we shall express to you at the present 
time must have a bearing upon yourselves. 
\Ve are here always to aid you. \Ve arc here to 

a ccomplish our mission by the deep purpose implanted 
within the soul, and hence are one with you all. 

In· speaking to you in relation to the religion of the 



present or past, permit us to say that no man or class of 
men ever established a religion. They have established 
forms, they have, as it were, evolved methods, they have 
added their various ideas; but all laborers in the dneyarcl 
of life that have benefited the human soul, have made 
religion by endeavoring to call the attention of the people 
to the great fact that all principles worthy of acceptance 
are worth utilizing and that that religion, whatever it may 
be called, is of no value unless one's life is quickened 
thereby to outgrow selfishness and all worldly ambitions, 
save such as are necessary for the fulfillment of the 
requirements of the present life. The religion of the day 
has become indeed very material, so much so, in fact. that 
you can scarcely distinguish one of the avowed professors 
of any denomination or sect from one who claims naught 
in that direction. 

The only effort we may make to be of real advantage 
to you or the world must consist in endeavoring to draw 
your attention away from the idea of enthroned idols or 
gods to the deep chambers of your own beings where you 
may be quickened by the holy desire to do right, to build 
for yourselves the broadest and noblest character, that 
thereby you may attain to the highest type of manhood 
possible. ~his is religion pure and undefiled, the religion 
before whose altar you may bow in adoration and not 
belittle the soul, the religion that teaches the highest 
morality and presents for your worship not limited human 
attributes imperfectly expressed at the best, but the lofti
est. holiest conceptions of perfect love and wisdom. 

It is thus, then, that we understand life. 
Glancing back to the early days of Persia or India, I be

hold the sweet, religious sentiment then made prominent, 
which may be expressed in the sentence, "If you have one 
doubt as to the right or wrong of an act you are about to 
commit, do not perform it." To-day that sentiment is not 
the living force and power that it then was in the world. 



If it were the motto of humanity at the present time to the 
extent that we strove to make it the motto of the li\·es of 
those who lived in those clays, the human race wouid in
deed blossom out in beauty and sweetness of character 
and soul far exceeding what you now have e\·idence of. 

The religion that teaches you to be satisfied with the 
expressions of one clay or a few clays has no part in the 
economy of nature and no part in ) our spiritual growth. 
If it teaches you to hope and expect to enter a place of 
perfect rest when you leave this plane, there to abide for
e\·er, it is indeed a perfectly impossible religion, and out
ward life of pretended religion is impossible to one of 
devout aspirations who worships e\'erything he can con
ceive of as good. I wo.uld call your attention, then, to 
the gulf, if I may use the expression, which exists at the 
present day between the religion of the soul and the 
popular religion of your time. It is true that peoples have 
arisen who have lived sweet, pure lives, striving to attain 
as far as possible a partial perfection on this plane of 
being; but like the attainments in science and art of other 
clays, the religious sentiment of old bas been buried be
neath a mass of creeds and dogmas that today clothes 
your religious thought. The loss to yourselves, children, 
may be somewhat imagined when I say to you that the 
purity of your religious aspirations guages the standard 
of your manhood anci woman hood. 

You may fancy this, you may guess that, you may be
lieve whatever you choose. It matters not to the great 
J ehovab cl welling in every form of materiality. Life does 
not stoop to obey or serve any special master. Its loftiest 
heights are trodden only by those who, forgetting all, sa\·e 
the one thought, to be just, to do right, gain thereby the 
wisclom and power to follow wheresoe\·er their aspirations 
lead. In speaking thus I do not mean to do that which 
is right in the sense of acting any more than of thinking, 
for your thoughts are your life. Do not think for one 
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moment that you may enter into a spiritual condition and 
sense the exaltation that is possible there fresh from a life 
of falsehood, fresh from a life in which you have been 
absorbed in worldly ambitions, forgetful of the needs of 
others, for it is impossible. True, you may go from the 
mad rush of material hopes, ambitions and the desire for 
power and place, and enter into the sanctuary where the 
spirit-world will manifest to you as best they can ; you 
may start fro~1 the dense, murky atmosphere in which 
l!lany dwell and enter the presence of those through 
whose instrumentality you hope to receive the benedic
tions of those you love, but you cannot receive that 
blessing that is yours by right, unless you enter the 
presence of those holy ministers only after ha\·ing pre
pared yourselves by shedding your material garments of 
worldly thoughts, ambitions and schemes and clothing 
yourseln:'s in befitting robes. Light and darkness do not 
dwell together. The light penetrates the darkness and 
casts its brilliant beams where before the shadows cl wei t. 

Humanity have toyed for centuries past with the 
most sacred treasures of the soul. They have cast aside, 
as it were, and buried beneath the altar of their selfishness, 
the purity of that religion that is possible to exalt one. 
The world to whom the great blessing of spiritual light 
has been proffered, the world to whom we are stri\·ing 
to minister as best we can, bringing to them the golden 
grains of truth, have toyed with the divine messages that 
have been gi\·en from beyond, and toyed in the sense that 
they ha\·e thrown aside the most sacred teachings and 
caught up those thoughts that for the time being if grati
fied would amuse and satisfy their curiosity. 

Thus it is, as I have already said, that religion is for
gotten, and by religion r mean the cultivation of the soul, 
the most sacred powers of your beings. I likewise would 
emphasize this thought : You all expect to attain to a 
happy condition when you shall lay aside these forms ; 
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you expect, I am sure, not to take with vou there the 
sordid garments of selfishness or the tattered rags of in
harm ony. If this is the case is it not ·essential that you 
should rid yourselves of them here? I am well aware 
that some of you will say, "It is impossible to live, as the 
world moves today, a thoroughly exalted life." I am like
wise aware that your environments, to a certain degree, 
fetter you, yet is it true, children, that you are so weak, 
so frail, so impoverished, in your soul life that you cannot 
refram from doing an injury to another, be it but a spoken 
word, be it but an angry look? 

You must, assuredly, plow deep furrows in the soil of 
materiality in order to sustain your physical forms, pro
vide shelter for yourselves and furnish your homes, yet 
you recognize the duality of life, and I am sure you would 
not say, or acknowledge even to yourselves, that you 
have not sufficient manhood and womanhood to enable 
you always to govern yourselves, always to keep the light 
of sympathy undimmed. Of pity I have naught to say, 
for so much comes under that head in your day and ends 
there, but the sympathy outftowing from soul to soul, even 
if you are delving in the soil, even if you are laboring un
remittingly day and night for a bare subsistence as some 
are and must-the royal beauty and grandeur of the soul 
displayed even by those bowed down by toil in kindly, 
sympathetic thoughts and feelings are worth living for, 
and those thus giving of their soul's best have not lived 
1n vain . 

This is the religion I would call your attention to, the 
religion that walks with you day by clay, the religion that 
enfolds your brother in the same garments of peace that 
you love to wear, the religion that cares for those that 
need your care, the religion that forgets not that sympa
thy in life is the most desirable jewel to possess and that 
to live signifies more than simple existence. Hence it 
cannot be, it is not what you profess; it cannot be, it is 



not what others think you are-and here you all 
realize perhaps that others may think better of you than 
you deserve-it is what your lives may express. No sa,·ior 
from among those many sadors that ha,·e been crucified 
for truth's sake, and not that humanity might be sa,·ed 
by their crucifixion, can ever save you. \ Villing to suffer 
to the extent of laying aside the material form for truth's 
sake, those martyrs, as you call them, are worthy of imita
tion surely, but the individual who aspires to follow them 
must sink all selfishness until it disappears out of sight, 
and live in the realm of an exalted spirituality. \Vhen 
mankind shall thus strive to Ji,·e, I do not say that they 
will here attain the highest heights, but I do say that they 
can control themselves and grow nobler and wiser day by 
day, until living shall not be the struggle with inharmony 
and strife and unkindness that it is today. 

\Vhen you realize the sacredness of the spiritual bap
tism that comes to you and to the world; when you realize 
that, where\·er we are endeavoring to accomplish this pur
pose, we depend somewhat upon your assistance ; when you 
forget not how sacred life is, turning aside if you like, from 
all man-made religious creeds and dogmas, turning aside 
from all idolatry of any being or any savior to the wor
ship of every sumbeam that pierces the atmosphere, you 
will feel a gladness that will tell you that you are in uni
son with all that pulsates in the gre::tt realm of uni,·ersal 
life, and you will become conscious of the fact that you 
are here in accord with an infinite purpose and ha,·e a 
mission to perform in aiding yourselves and the world . 
Then you can li,·e in an atmosphere of such purity an d 
exaltation, that even although all men may despise you at 
first they will see your life blossoming out in harmony 
and be incited thereby to follow your example and seek 
for the same goiden grains of truth. 

It is not necessary to speak to you of the rernote past, 
of the religions that ha\'C existed in nations that have 



risen to the height of their glory in external expression 
and then descended and rested, even as in the present clay 
my land rests beneath a cloud because the people have 
forgotten such teachings as those of Plato, of which you 
oE today know something, because they have forgotten the 
teachings of those who preceded and followed me: namely, 
to live in that purity that thinks iil of no individual or 
thing, in love with all. and consequently, in that harmony 
that ends wrt.r, strife and devastation. 

Mankind have turned back from following that which 
is exalted and are seeking for that power that may be ex
pressed by the phrase, the triumph of might over right. 
Let right, justice, truth and love mark your every 
thought, word and act, and if sometimes, because of habit, 
a hasty word is spoken, strive not to repeat it. Live out 
the grandeur of your soul life, capable as you are, every 
one, of reaching into the deep realms of spiritual thought, 
of grasping the hands of those who gladly proffer you 
their assistance. of kindling fires nf truth with our aid that 
shall flash into pathways of darkness ::mel superstition, of 
realizing your powers, the purpose of your existence. as 
well as our purpose in coming. 

I do not consider myself above or beyond you because 
I have lived, as likewise have you, in the long ago. Be
cause I am living in a different atmosphere from what 
you live in I would not consider myself any the less one 
with you. As long as one child of sorrow asks in vain for 
a kind look, as long as one soul in darkness forgets itself 
and speaks the hasty worcl, as long as religion seems to be 
a cover instead of a lifted mantle that reveals the altar in 
the clear light to whomsoever may observe-as long as 
these conditions exist, surely I with those associated with 
me shall have a mission to perform in your mid::;t. 

I need not speak particularly to you this morning of 
our special mission here. vVe know why we are here. 
\Ve know to what extent we ha,·e established our forces 



111 this place that time or the power of might cannot over
come. \Ve know that the pathway and the line of light 
that links us with this temple is inclissolvable, and from 
this altar that we have here set up shall yet radiate a 
glorious power that shall indeed incite mankind to nobler 
acts and greater endeavors. 

You have had your so-called religions. You have had 
and claimed your right to have, what you designate 
Christianity. They have been i ndeecl to a great extent 
empty and vain in as far as they have had the power to 
stay the hand of war, because their altars have been 
erected outside the human soul. You have builded your 
altars to an unknown God. You have dwelt upon the idea 
that some other one must have suffered for you, and that 
therefore and thereby you could seek and find salvation. 
0 children, you have worshipped outside the great Temple 
of truth, you have not beheld the splendid, glittering altar 
erected therein and heard the sweet message breathed 
from every part of the sacred edifice, "Come unto me." 
J ust as long as religion, or religious thought, remains out
side the interests of the human soul, save in a selfish man
ner. just so long it will be a failure. 

Perhaps I ought to explain the expression, "save in a 
selfish manner.'' The truth of the matter is, friends, 
that the prevailing thought of the great majority of re
ligious devotees has its birth in selfishness. Do not think 
I am unkind. I pity the victims of the system, and 
I would that they all could realize that not until they bow 
before the shrine within their own souls can they behold 
their savior-if they need one. It is there and there 
alone that you will recognize the powers that, quickened 
by your aspirations, shall exalt you, round out your souls 
in beauty and enable you to 1 ivc. 

I assert that when humanity shall accept and bear in 
their minds continually the thought that when they have 
the least doubt about what is right or wrong, to refrain 



from doing the deed and always be led by what they know 
is right, surely no one can say they will be led far astray. 
It is then that a direct line may be established between 
your present lives and the height of that exalted condition 
you hope to attain that will aid you in the fulfillment in 
the greatest degree of life's grand purpose here and now. 
One thing you may all be sure of: Not until you lay aside 
all your pride, your pre-conceived ideas, your belief that 
you are better than any other, and have become as little 
children in simplicity and love, wandering in the valley of 
truth, will you touch your lips to the crown you hope to 
wear. Not until you thus, by your own efforts, exalt your
selves can you be exalted, and then no matter how many 
times you fail, if you strive continually and untiringly to 
overcome, you will succeed, 

And enter where no midnight reigns, 
But where the Howers all Hecked with de\\ 
In bright and sweetest beauty smile, 
And where your li\·es and mine shall be 
Resplendent as the glory beams 
Of life's eternal sun. 
'o one you \\'Orshipped or have lo\·ed, 

l'\o one you've thought of long and wish ed 
\Tou e'en like him could exalted be, 
But what sometime with equal joy 
And gladne::;s you shall live and be 
In all thy soul's great wealth divine 
As their divinity doth rest, 
l\faking you equal unto him 
Whom you have worshipped from afar. 
All life is pure ancl simple, sweet. 
All truth is fragrant with the breath of lo\·e divine, 
Ancl all that live in harmony 
Shall see while here the bright and nearing way 
That leads to realms of eternal day. 
Be \\'ise and let your lamps of truth so brightly shine 
That you may see your paths, dear friends, 
And live in love with all mankind. 

May truth's mantle rest upon you one and all, and 
may the dear, kindly touch of those that love you quicken 
you to constant endeavors and noble efforts as you press 
on over your upward way. 
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IN \.TOCATION. 

A CCO:\IPANY I~G the silent aspirations of Thy child-
ren, 0 Life, we would breathe our joy in all that spark

les 'mid the grandeur of worlds and systems of worlds, our 
gladness in the growth of human souls enabling us more 
and yet more to realize the infinitude of our own existences. 
The joy that wells up in the human heart, faint and feeble, 
is a prophecy of the grander vibrations that shall breathe 
a silent anthem wi thin the great Temple of wisdom, and 
each emanation rising from Thy incarnate children here, 
blending with the voiceless anthem that sweeps the lyre 
strings of infinite worlds, begets for that in return some 
silent blessing. 1\Iay they realize this in order that their 
aspirations and thoughts may be more sacred and lofty, 
more trustful even, until, while enfolded in these material 
forms, they may indeed mingle with those higher ones who 
watch over the destini es of incli\·iduals. 
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\Ve bestow upon each one here this morning our 
blessing and the blessing that comes to every soul by 
virtue of its own consciousness in earnest effort and un
tiring energy, and that cannot be imparted by another; 
but with the silent sweep of the great hand of destiny and 
the mighty vibrations that circle worlds and systems of 
worlds, the aspiration shall find its fruitage, and the bless
ing outreaching from the inner shall e\'en enfold the outer. 

May we all sense this morning the sweet presence of 
that power that no individual can evolve, that silenL force 
that is ever acting though unseen, ever potent in all its 
voiceless operations, ever triumphant in its own time and 
condition, ne\'er erring in the great cycling march of those 
elements that are constantly being brought into activity 
by the builders of worlds and the guardians of humanity. 

Therefore, before these children we would send out 
our grateful thought for their presence, our tender 
thought for their growth in all that shall enlarge the bor
ders of the soul, in all that shall enable thern to behold, 
through the atmosphere wherein they are dwelling, the 
great pathway over which, in the fulness of time, their 
feet shall pass, as they enter into their greater but well
earned possessions. 

DISCOUl~SE. 

IN all the wide range of life's possibilities, humanity 
are inclined to seek after that which to them seemeth 

greatest. They crave the mountain's crown rather than 
desire to walk in the valley of simplicity. They desire 
the crown of manhood and the wonderful material unfold
ments of wealth, and tread continually over the bnghtest 
gems that glitter in the depths of matter, wondering, as 
they gaze at the top of the building, not how the founda-



tion was laid, but how it was possible, in some grand 
cathedral, for the architect to have attained such glorious 
conceptions, and give clue and perhaps all honor to those 
who have adorned, while the toiler laboring at the base is 
forgotten. 

So, likewise, in the majestic march of worlds as of in
dividuals, in the building of worlds as in the growth of 
souls, we are too prone to forget the necessity for those 
minute and seemingly insignificant lives without which the 
possibilities that are yours at the present time were not 
yours. You forget the toil and struggle of the little coral 
workers, 'neath the dark waters of the ocean, as, with all 
the effort of which they are capable, they build the base of 
continents. You forget, in the simplicity of their ex
istence, that they are just as useful in the economy of 
nature and of hfe as are you and your work, for, without 
the little builders that mankind never think of recognizing 
or feeling grateful for, the conditions obtaining today up
on your planet were not. 

Therefore we would call your attention this morning, 
not to the great, not to the grand, not to the O\·erarch ing 
pinions of that spiritual life that trembles in the mighty 
force of life's \·ast arcana and sends outward its blessing 
everywhere-we would not call your attention to these 
save as in connection with the unity of the whole whereby 
such stupendous manifestations of life hold relationship to 
the smaller, and, as I ha\·c already said, the more insignifi
cant, so considered, and yet none the less significant. 
\Nherever we may wander, wherever we may send forth 
that psychometric power of the soul that you are learning 
something of, we shall find the silent workers to which 
man denies intelligence, denies memory, denies all sa\·e an 
existence of a clay. 

\ Vhen we enter into life's \·ast arcana, we shall realize 
that all life, however small and apparently unimportant 
may be its form, or under whatsoe\·er name it may exist at 
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this or any other time, is just as important to the world's 
existence and therefore to your own expression upon this 
plane of being as are those conditions that you consider 
indispensable. Without one of its manifestations you 
and I were not. 

All life is a unit, and when man shall turn from seek
ing after the great and striving· to grasp the fruit that 
grows upon the topmost branch of life's tree and shall en
deavor to understand the buiicler at the roo t , he will begin 
a new lesson and realize that every life, however insignifi
cant it may seem, however distasteful to his fine senses, is 
just as essential as is his life or mine, and he will likewise 
realize that every form of life holds within an incarnate 
soul sufficient for its needs. Your soul suffices for the 
building of the form you wear today. The soul of the coral 
worker is sufficient for itself. Think you what you call in
stinct is not more than you credit to the same? Could 
you gaze upon those little creatures from clay to day, 
year in and year out, in their ceaseless toil forming those 
beautiful coral beds, you would come to the conclusion 
after a time that they knew what they were about. 
If they have not studied mathematics, they have that 
power of perception that renders their work as builders 
complete and suffices for the great generative power that 
ever more builds and never builds in vain. 

I have referred to these matters that you may-for I 
trust that you are interested in life and knowledge enough 
to strive for yourselves-learn from the little things that 
all life is a umt, and that whatever volume of truth we 
may poss.ess, all Nature partakes of the same. 

You have on your continent animals that build their 
little houses year after year, and in the construction of the 
same they show, what you would call in man, economy, 
and exhibit foresight in preparing for the winter, by lay
ing up, ere it comes upon them leaving them without any 
means of subsistence, sufficient food to sustain their little 



forms during the season of cold and frost. To me it is 
intelligence, and I claim this : There is naught that exists 
enfolded in matter that does not possess that degree of in
telligence that is sufficient for its own acti,·ity and that 
thereby it may supply the needs of the soul incarnate in 
whatever form it may be. 

\Vhat, then, matters it whether one is a dweller upon 
earth, as you are, encased in these forms today, or wheth
er one existed upon this planet many, many ages ago ? 
\:Vhat matters it how many incarnations are needed if 
through each one man obtains a broader experience and 
attains a higher condition? Thus let us remember that 
we are in the same world all the time. There is but one 
in all the vastness of universal life. \Vhat has been my 
experience in the far past, whatever I was, with whom I 
ha,·e dwelt in other ages, matters not. 

I am greeting you this mornin g in order, if possible, 
to bring you closer to yourselves, that you may, instead 
of gazing while you stand at the base of the mountain, 
continually at the mountain top a11d wishing you were 
there, pause and examine every stratum and all that is 
represented in that particular spot where you are stand
ing. 

You cannot understand life and life's forces until you 
realize that you must leave those scholastic attainments 
which are education on the surface and of which you are 
proud, but, taking all the knowledge that is truly such, 
enter the great school where Nature unfolds her possibili
ties and where you may learn by your own observation, 
one by one, the mission of those little forms of life that 
you have sometimes been vexed with and sometimes wished 
you could exterminate, wondering why an Infinite Intelli 
gence could ha,·e permitted that which is not pleasing to 
you to find an existence here. 

Incarnate in every form where matter pulsates you 
will find, and sometime will understand fully, a force like 
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unto that which you call dciflc. It is deiflc and possesses 
cleiflc power in just that measure that it requires. This 
applies just as much to inanimate as to animate forms, 
and is a fact that I would that I could impress upon you 
to that degree that you would not forget it. All life, and 
by that expression I mean all matter blended with and 
quickened by spirit, holds its own individualized soul, but 
all souls are like the drops in a vast body of water, each 
individualized, each complete, each sufficient unto itself, 
and yet you cannot separate them as you gaze upon them 
as a whole, you cannot distinguish one from another. 
You are discovering, nevertheless, little by little in a crude 
way, the power that can be generated by men from \Vater. 
You are discovering new powers and new forces contin
ually because the growth and spirit of the age demand it, 
and yet there is nothing new. All life~ is pregnant with a 
mighty force, and the life of the little insect that annoys 
you pulsates 'neath the clome of eternal energy by the 
same law that you vibrate. If these little forms vibrate 
for a time upon the same ocean or line of vibrations that 
you vibrate upon, it is simply because you require their 
presence and especially the elements they throw off. 

No life, however insigniflcant, whether you crush it 
beneath your heel or cause it to perish outwardly in any 
manner,· is ever lost. From the tree that you cut down 
and burn there goes forth the soul, or elements that con
stituted the real tree, while you have "destroyed," as you 
consider it, only the outer, the form in which a soul was 
incarnate, not a human soul assuredly, and yet that soul 
life is just as indestructible as is your own. 

In giving your attention to these lines of thought 
and studying them, you will flncl new resources and ob
tain new knowledge. If this be true in what you call the 
lower expressions of life, can it be less true when you 
come to a study of man and all his faculties, possessing 
more than these other forms to which I have referred, be-



cause the existence of these others has made it possible 
for him to partake of the vastness of all ? Hence his 
attributes, his possibilities, glow wi1h transcendent beauty. 
N e,·ertheless, you and I, however far we may have pro
gressed, whatever altitude we may have attained, whatever 
may be our unfoldment, cannot reach a higherunfoldment 
until we have discarded that thought that is caused by 
our own smallness in this sense : In striving to ignore 
and failing to appreciate the little lives that surround us. 
Here is another truth which I desire to reveal to your 
thorough understanding: If such lives are all important, 
what of the little lives of the children that are forgotten. 

In order to attain that condition or expression that 
all aspire for, man must come into at-one-ment through 
sympathy with all forms of iife. If he would possess un
bounded wisdom he must seek to gain more of that wis
dom that can be obtained only by his own recognition of 
his relationship with Alpine heights and all that life be
speaks. Realizing thi3, he becomes fitted in just that de
gree to exercise the power of his mentality and will, and, 
standing upon a pinnacle that no one has builclecl for him, 
he reaches out and becomes a builder himself. 

Therefore we keep continually and prominently be
fore us one care in our work in this place as well as in 
our work all over this earth, so wide and yet so small and 
insignificant, you might call it with just as much reason 
as you call the little forms oflife unimportant and useless, 
compared with the brighter ones touched by the radiant 
power of that life, that centers in all and obtains its 
brilliancy to a great extent from the combined emanations 
and forces that sweep out from human souls and impart a 
lustre that you cannot understand to the planet-and our 
care is this : Not to give you a thought that you cannot 
grasp. I would not give you an idea, however much it 
might inspire and incite you to effort, that you were un
able to utilize if you should endea\'or so to do. But you 



all understand that no one can expect to obtain that which 
· he desires, sitting with folded hands and making no effort 

toward securing it. 
\Ve gladly come to minister to you, and if we do not 

enter your presence what makes the difference? The 
lines of thought traversed by the power of soul one knows 
how to guide, bear to you my message this morning, and 
I trust it will be none the less acceptable because I am 
not in your immediate presence. I possess no power that 
you have not the capacity to unfold ; I have gained no 
height to which you may aspire that is not within your 
reach. Yet you realize this: The child comes helpless 
into your arms, and you recognize the fact that it must 
learn all the little arts that lead to manhood or woman
hood itself. You also recognize the fact that if the child 
cradled in your arms asks to be lifted to the realm of 
knowledge that you have attained, you cannot grant its 
prayer, but you would tenderly say, "l\1y child, you must 
wait and learn step by step." Hence I say to you all that 
you must expect to clo the same, you must gather to your
seh·es a knowledge of the lesser li,·es that surround you, 
that by a comprehension, not of their actual existence, but 
of their needs and their effects upon your life, you may 
become richer in thought, wiser and more skilled in that 
art that will enable you at all times, whatever may be your 
condition, to seek and find that which you need. If you 
are sick you need not c1 well upon that sickness, but, eYer 
on the alert, realize that the air and Nature hold many a 
silent remedy, realize that health comes by constant cheer
fulness and trust, realize that you live, not to bemoan your 
fate, but to rejoice in whatever condition you may be and 
gather from all beneath, around and above that which will 
render your temple stronger. For, understand, the sad 
soul has hard work to repair the tenement wherein it 
dwells. The soul that is depressed and continually brood
ing upon unfortunate and unpleasant conditions or the 



weaknesses of the flesh, cannot gain that strength that it 
is possible for it to call to itself when it is allowed by 
cheerfulness to accomplish its higher mission. 

This is a matter that will appeal to your understand
ing better by-and-by, and when you understand it you will 
realize that it is of the greatest consequence what food 
and drink you take into your systems, what chemicals you 
use to make your bodies stronger and likewise bring them 
into and hold them in that condition th~t will permit the 
soul to best express itself. \Vho can wonder that the 
higher self is manifested so incompletely when one pauses 
to reflect for how long humanity have looked outside and 
been contimwlly borrowing thoughts even as they have 
borrowed medicines and foods, forgetful of the fact that 
they themselves, without medicine, hold the panacea by 
which they may keep a purer form enfoiding them than 
can be maintained by the poisons with which the so-called 
remedial ag-ents of the present clay are deeply charged? 

This then I would say to you, each and every one: 
All that you are to learn of the vast universe may seem to 
you a task, yet it will grow pleasanter step by step as you 
thread your way onward, never forgetting that you are 
not living alone for self, never forgetting that the lives 
that you have despised, the things that you would have 
banished from existence, all have their part and purpose 
in the economy of life's great unfolding. 

It is our purpose and our mission in this place. not to 
strive to bring you that which will gratify· your idle 
curiosity, not to seek to please your fancy or tickle you 
with a straw, not to endeavor to entertain you and go no 
farther, but to bring you, dear children, into the vestibule 
of the Temple of wisdom where, standing beneath the 
light that will rest upon you, you may look down, and as 
you behold grade after grade and formation after forma
tion, life throbbing everywhere . you will realize that the 
purpose of your life is to come into at-one-ment with all . 



that makes the planet upon which you dwell pregnant 
with the great life forces. \Vhy! the planet is ali,·e with 
power, alive with energy, and you wonder who the builder 
was, you wonder who the maintainer is, you wonder who 
supports all that you behold and much that you do not be
hold. I say to you that life itself is sufficient for all, and 
e,·ery sand grain glows with the power that gives to the 
builders of higher thoughts some material wherewith to 
work. Every life that you crush beneath your feet be
cause it is distasteful to you, yields itself beneath your 
vengeance a victim to a false pride, an egotistic self-com
plaisancy ; yet it is not dead, it does not perish. 

It is necessary that you protect yourselves from the 
attack of a vicious beast or poisonous serpent ; it is 
necessary, likewise, that you protect yourselves from the 
maliciousness of a vicious man, yet the power of self
protection that you are at times obliged to exercise will, 
after a while, as you become more unfolded, develop into 
a force not brutal in its nature, and you will not strike a 
blow to defend yourselves. 0 will you ever realize that 
all lesser lives may have been touched by the same power 
that gives to man his beastly character to be outgrown, 
not by virtue of sacrifice or by the laying of some offering 
upon the altar, but only by virtue of a constant uplifting! 
Man upon this planet will obtain that degree of spiritual 
power by which he may walk in the midst of the wild 
beasts of the forest unharmed, because he will carry with 
him no revengefulness, out armed with the mighty sword 
of truth and the potency of that will that every one is 
capable of developing, he will meet the fiercest animal and 
subdue it with a thought and motion. Never by cruelty, 
never by slavery will even wild beasts become truly sub
missive. You may fetter and cage them and so render 
them harmless, but it is only by the same power of 
growth that enables man to conquer his own debased self 
will he be able to control what he is pleased to term the 

lower creation. 
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It is perfectly logical to assume that in order to con
trol others one must first learn to gO\·ern himself, and 
hence I ask you to strive to learn how to control your
selves at all times and under all circumstances, forgetting 
hate and all its relatives and standing firm in the dignity 
of that manhood or womanhood that marks you the mas
ter of yourselves. You can then say : ''I have conquered 
myself; now I receive from my own deep consciousness 
the credentials whereby I am enabled to go forth and con
quer all that I need to in my search after wisdom. I go 
not forth to slay, I go not forth to enslave, I go not forth 
to belittle any individual or thing. I go forth realizing as 
best I can the needs of all, vested with a power within me 
whereby amid storm or whatever condition, in whatever 
scene, I can command the elements to my safety." 

This condition humanity is reaching out toward 
slowly, very slowly, and not until they are ready to lay 
aside their idols, which consist to a great extent of super
stition and ignorance, not until they are ready to come 
into at-one-ment with all that is and realize the unity of 
life, will this power be recognized, although it is \'ested 
in every one of you as in all human beings. Your incar
nation at the present time is just what you require. 
Therefore seek to build anew and keep radiant with health 
the forms that you are wearing today. Seek to come in 
touch with that which will lead you into by-ways and 
highways where you will learn to admire the beauty of 
the things that you have crushed with a feeling of repug
nance and even hatred. Take the insects that arc so 
annoying to you and place under a magnifying glass. 
How beautiful they are in an artistic sense! Behold the 
little organism, so intricate in its mechanism, so tender, 
so frail, so delicate, and then tell me whence came it, who 
buiit it? If you seek the voiceless answer of Kature, she 
will reply, "The soul incarnate has builclecl its tenement 
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C\'en as thy soul has builded thy tenement in which thou 
art dwelling." 

Hence, as you look about you all life glows with a 
beauty and grandeur unknown to you before. You gaze 
upon the matchless wonders of the lives you have 
destroyed with careless hand, to say nothing of the human 
family, and you find yourselves standing in an open door
way whence you may look out and behold line upon line 
a nd sense the great throbbings of the vast ocean of 
atomic matter working out its mission. Perchance ere 
you shall have lain aside these forms the veil may be 
lifted by the quickening of your beings and you may see, 
as you glance at realm after realm unfolded by the mighty 
power of art, laborers and workers 'neath the arch too 
transcendent to impart you one thought concerning 
which, that are never idle. As you gaze, wider and still 
wider shali open realm upon realm, radiant with beauty 
beneath a sun that never sets. Perchance you may see, 
not so far to me, but just out there, a little home, bright 
with the love that pervades its atmosphere. A fountain 
is sending its many colored spray upward and breathing 
a n anthem as it rises and falls and rises again, blenqi ng 
with the song of the birds that sing in unison with human 
beings. Behold the trailing vines, behold the flowers over 
which we wander but crush not, and behold just beyond 
the little home where now I recline, the Temple of 
wisdom, radiant in its matchless beauty, with its doors 
wide open inviting you and me to labor to earn and 
possess ourselves of knowledge sufficient to enable us to 
enter there and gather more sparkling gems than mortal 
ever dreamed of. Not that we may possess them 
simply, not that we may bear them with us as 
trophies, but that, from out their brilliancy, we may send 
some thought to those who need it whether upon this 
planet or any otl-)er, for when we enter there we shall 
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stand where all planets yield to us their treasures, and 
where we shall have attained power to visit other orbs 
than this earth . 

. May you become wise and well-\·ersed in all things. 
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I3 E FORE the open way that leadeth to life and light 
and joy we pour forth our aspirations and striYe to 

g rasp that outftowing ocean of thought that bears earth
ward its unnumbered treasures. 0. boundless are Thy 
realms. and in the unfoldment of Thy vastness Thou clost 
bestow upon thy children all they need. Therefore, 0 
Life. in the fullness of soul satisfaction we would wea,·e 
the thre<Jds of past experiences and twine them with the 
aspiratinns of the present. while we ~trive to clotl·e our 
spirib \\'ith the brighter garments and crown our li,·es 
with the more splendid jewels of perfect knowledge. Step 
by step \Ve ascend our Cah·ary. step by step we climb the 

• In pre»o::nting this senes of lectures to the public, perhaps a few suggestions to those 
not cnnver,ant with spirituali"n would be al'pr~c1ated. 

Due allowance should be maclt: for seem1ng lack of complete expression by some intelli
go::ncles owing to d1ss1mi anty of brain dt:velupment, the php•ical and mental condition of the 
medium and condinons furnished by thoso: pre~ent at the time of transmtssion. 

:\ ! any of our spint spo:ak,·rs are not hampered to any extent Ill their expression through 
one 1n>tr11ment wh1le thry w<>ttld be throu~h another, aud ~ome find the lan;:?:uage of the 
medium ,..upo::rior to th.,ir uwn do::n:l<•pment, bnt as an le, maniiestallons from the subjecttve 
through all 1 ha~o::~ 11f med1um~h1p arc more .. r !e~s Imperfect. 

The in\'ocatinn ;~ ~ddr·m nttne~l by tho:: spirit d!>l;verinf! tht: :1d<lres~. 
Po~ms or I 'ank \'erst: in thi~ ~eri..:' .1r.., nt<•rc: or es,. impa'n:d or lost, owing w the in

ability of the stenu::;rapho::r t' rc ><>rt them as deli\'er<"d 
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mountain, little by little we open wider and still wider the 
doorway leading to infinite knowledge, and lifting our soul 
forces where\·er we may wander, we touch ourseh·es the 
spring that, ,·ibrating, will pierce a new cycle and bring to 
our consciousness deeper and grander thoughts, thereby 
kindling within us holier aspirations and more earnest de
sires to bless our kind. 

0 Life, Thou art beautiful, Thou art abundant, and in 
all Thy pathways Thou clast scatter Thy blessings. If 
sometimes one walketh amid the shadows, if sometimes 
he beareth the cross, if sometimes sorrow and pain rock 
his being, Thou clast reveal the silvery lining that always 
sheds its radiance and sends forth its healing power. 

May we as soul forces gather around Thy altar this 
morning and drink from the ever flowing silent river of 
Thy inspiration, 0 Life. May we sense, if we do not hear, 
the anthem within. May we behold the entrance to those 
broader pathways that are continually growing brighter 
and more beautiful, as they pierce the great realm of 
infinite wisdom. 

0 may Thy sweet ones ministering to humanity 
everywhere this hour, 0 Universal Soul, be enabled to 
touch human hearts with a sense of their presence, be 
enabled to quicken within human souls a deeper conscious
ness of the purposes of life that thereby the soul incarnate 
in e\·ery form li1ay ,as far as possible behold m irrorecl in 
the great ocean of infinitude the faces of those who ha,·e 
guided and guarded them even as they behold the pathway 
0\·er which by-and-by they shall enter into the kingdom 
of heaven. 

DISCOURSE. 

~ T NTO you shall be gi,·en the kingdom, and unto you 
U shall come great rejoicing. Being lifted up you shall 



,·erily behold and re~lize the kingdom ot heaven within, 
and seek no longer for the kingdom ~far off, seek no 
longer for the impossible or for that which is indeed 
wholly sep~rate from your lives. \Vithin yourselves exists 
the great chamber within which you sbali find more and 
yet more of that heavenly condition for which mankind in 

all ages have sighed and hoped and prayed. 
"I and my father are one" expresses an at-one-ment 

which you maintain one with another and with all that 
life signifies. It may signify very little to you com
paratively speaking, for as yet you are not gifted with the 
fulness of that vision that shall by-and-by be unfolded in 
all its wondrous power. 

The kingdom of peace and gladness for which you 
have sought shall be yours only when one may enter the 
secret chambers of your soul and see there reflected inno
cence like that of the little children upon whom the 
Father may rest His hand in benediction and breathe, 
'·Of such is the kingdom of heaven," not because of their 
stature, not because of their few years in materiality, but 
because of that innocence that marks the pure child-life 
from which man slowly but too surely departs. In seek
ing, in hoping, in praying for happiness or for the king
dom of harmony and peace, or hea,·en, without wearing 
the crown of worthiness were idle. It were idle to ask of 
Nature or any power outside of yourselves for the privilege 
or the blessing of being transplanted into a kingdom for 
which you have woven no befitting garments. or into a 
kingdom you may find as you find ;1n empty building 
where you may enter in and rest. 

The kingdom that concerns you and all, the kingdom 
ol heaven that will be revealed unto all in the fulness of 
time is within yourselves. No one can unlock the gate; 
no one can open the door that leadeth thereto save your
selves. 7'Jo matter how many aspirations and wishes you 
may have. looking e\·er around ancl beyond yourseh·cs, 



seeking for the kingdom were vain. Stri\·inb after that 
condition that breathes to every soul in the fulness of 
growth that knowledge that enables him to discO\'er the 
kingdom within, one learns that that kingdom can have 
but one ruler, one master, one director, and that is one's 
self. Thou art supreme in thy kingdom however small it 
may be. Forget not, when you look out upon the world 
and behold all its splendor, all that which thrills your 
being, that you have in your possession a kingdom greater 
and of more value to you than all worlds and systems of 
worlds unless you count their vast importance in the sense 
that without them your own existence were not. 

The complement of all that is wonderful is mankind. 
vVhatever we may discover out in the realms of activity; 
whatever \Ve may discover out in the surging throng, in 
the midst of bustle and strife where men lose their 
strength in worldly pursuits; whatever we may gain of 
greatness and power, whatever we may learn of the beauty 
of art, thy kingdom, 0 man, thy kingdom, 0 woman, is 
greater; and when thou shalt enter into the silent cham
ber of thy soul and there shall be revealed unto you the 
kingdom of nobler possessions, thou shalt realize that the 
glow and glory of thine own powers transcend the glow 
and glory of the outer world. 

You gaze upon the outer in all its marvellous beauty 
and wondc:r where the central forces may be found that 
sustain all things, forgetting that every part of the great 
whole supports and sustains itself by virtue of its innate 
properties, and the forces around it that inflow and vibrate 
as aids in building and maintaining the form. Truly I 
say unto you, one and all, that this and this alone is the 
open door that leads to realms of enduring peace, of per
fect rejoicing. Here only is where, although you may 
toil and toil and still toil, can be found the haven of rest, 
for, if you were this moment released from these material 
forms, wherever you might gravit~1te or float, you could 
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not find the place, the kingdom for which you seek. In 
spirit life as in e\·ery grade or condition of life on the 
mortal plane, you are the kingdom. You maintain 
it in its purity ; you maintain it in its beauty, 
else you ha,·e much to overcome. \Vhcn mankind 
can realize this great fact : That no one can lead 
them by the still waters of peace, or, as they journey along. 
guide them to the entrance of a kingdom they ha\'e hoped 
to possess, but that wherever they are their inheritance is 
within, they will sa\'e themselve~. not from an angry 
Deity, but from their own ignorance and all that accom
panies ignorance and what you call evil by ,·irtue of the 
exercise of their own noblest effort. 

How glad I am as r realize that within e\·ery hunan 
soul there is a possession greater than has e\·er been 
attributed to any sa,·ior so-called of the past, greater than 
has been or is attributed to that which you term God. In 
and through your li,·es the great l\Iaster \'ibrates, in your 
souls the builder li,·eth, and you yoursekes hold the im
plements wherewith you build the house not made with 
hands which shall be indeed a substantial reality to you 
when you enter the land where you shall require such 
habitations. 

Think not, then, that the all of inspiration has bded 
and passed away; think not because you cannot ascend 
the summit at a bound that you cannot reach the height; 
think not because you have looked in all directions, 
hoping to find the entrance to the kingdom, that there is 
none; but rather turn about ancJ seek within for the price
less jewel that waits to be recognized, and when recog
nized it is you and you alone who can polish the gem. 

How transcendently beautiful must be the kno\\'leclf,·e 
to you, as it comes little by little, re,·ealing to you tbe 
pathway so ncar the inheritance that is not to he bought 
or accepted as a gift, but that is already your u\\'n. If it 
be an effort-for it requires c()nstant attention and carne~t 
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activity to adorn thy heaven or thy kingdom, shalt thou 
despair? shall thou become weary? shalt thou ask, "\Vhy 
cannot some one do this work for me that I without an 
effort may enter in and find rest?" All such questionings 
would proclaim the lack of perception on the part of the 
one thus questioning, for who shall do the l\'laster's work? 
\Vho is the l\Iaster? \Vho is my mother? \Vho are my 
brethren ? \Vho are my sisters? The 1\Iaster is thyself, 
ancl thy mother is the great angel of love whose pinions 
brood over every human soul. Thy brother, thy sister, 
thy neigh bor-I need not say unto thee who they are, 
but verily look thou out and behold them upon every side. 
The downtrodden. the out-casts, those who are bearing 
their burdens, their crosses, their wretchedness-these 
are thy brothers and thy sisters as much as are those to 
whom thou mayst look for assistance in material ways. 

0 give me the soul that tasteth bitterness if in that 
bitterness it discovereth the entrance to its kingdom, 
rather tban the one clothed in purple and fine linen, who 
has no kindly thought for those who do the world's 
bidding! Be it, then, known unto you that many of those 
who do the world's bidding and who are called by you 
laborers and the dregs of society, will bring unto the 
gardens of paradise a kingdom fairer than will many of 
those who scorn and deride them. Let us realize that 
truth is eternal, and to understand and be governed, 
guided and blessed by it, one must not walk by on the 
other side. One cannot realize and enjoy truth unless 
his soul is imbued with and his life quickened by the holy 
love that enables him to minister unto those in need. 

''Lo I am with you always, even unto the end of 
time" is the song your clear friends sing. This is the song 
of those who have enlarged their possessions, whose 
heaven is a haven of delight, who feel tbe needs of 
mortals as• their own, who strive to quicken in the con
sciousness of the children of earth a deeper and more 
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complete recognition of that pure religion that is li,·ed in 
eYery act but has no agreement, no affinity whate\·er 
with forms or shows, that, entering into the human heart, 
leads the individual, you and me and even the proud 
monarch who sits upon his throne-down from the mount 
of self-assertion, from the mount of worldly greatness 
and pride, into the valley made glad alike by the flowers 
that grow in beauty and the sweet smiles and cheerful 
greetings of the little children whose innocence proclaims 
the nearness of that heavenly kingdom and aids those 
who enter that \'alley, if they ha,·e not already found that 
kingdom, to disco,·er it there. 

Be ye therefore as little children in innocence, in 
willingness to learn and to lay aside all that is false, all 
pride, all worldly ambition, and, sitting at the feet of the 
Master of your own li,·es, sitting at the feet of the angel 
ones that watch over you, enter into and enjoy your own 
heaven, enter into your chamber and pray, not necessarily 
in words that are borne upon the breeze to some being of 
whom you ha,·e no conception, but in silent aspiration for 
knowledge, and unto you shall be re\·ealed beauties fit to 
adorn that inner sanctuary of the soul. Holy indeed is 
that condition that enables man to prostrate himself be
fore the majestic power of his own being and breathe be
fore the altar of his own kingdom this thought: ''I 
know, I feel, but I cannot comprehend what I am. I do 
not understand, but verily here and now I withdraw my
self from the world and al1 worldly ambitions, from the 
altar of superstition and error, and enter into this inner 
chamber of my own being, looking within and asking that 
there may be revealed unto me that which shall guide me, 
that which shall curb my ambition if necessary, that 
which shall quicken my aspirations, that which shall en
able myself to be revealed unto myself that I may adorn 
the kingdom that is mine not for my own glory, not for 
my own gratification, but that thereby I may be the better 
fitted to bless others." 



In developing and drawing upon the hidcleri forces of 
your beings, I say to you, children. here and now, that 
you will find a mine that will reveal its worth and beauty 
unto you just in the degree of your trust and recognition 
of it, and the revelations that are being given you at the 
present clay are for this especial purpose. Too long have 
mankind worshiped idols; too long have they bowed in 
vain glory before unknown gods at unknown altars; too 
long have they sought for, hoped and trusted to find some 
one to suffer for them; too long have they asked the 
Father to commission some one to take from them their 
burdens and bear them that they might go free. It is 
needless to say that all this belief, all these hopes, all 
these prayers even, are vain and only throw over the soul 
that thus beseeches the shadows that prevent it from 
seeing the clear light that shines within. Verily I say un
to you that when you turn from this cold, so-called wor
ship and seek for the bright jewels that adorn your own 
lives, you will indeed be rejoiced at the beauty and wealth 
of your own possessions. Your kingdom will be unto you 
of greater value than all worlds beside. You will find 
there little cells, compartments. or chambers wherein are 
stored treasures you dream not of, and only by a quickening 
of the spirit will you receive knowledge that will enable you 
to use your vast possessions in securing all that you will 
ever rer1uire, for the powers and forces of the soul are in
exhaustible. 

i\Ian wanders in the darkness seeking after strange 
g ods , and strange. winding pathways whereby he may 
enter into the kingdom of happiness he has not earned 
only because he has been thus taught, and the ignorant 
teachers, blind leaders of the blind, have aided mankind 
in shutting out from their consciousness the great weaith 
of the heavenly kin gdom. Therefore I am here to speak 
to you the truth. l\Iay you understand it, may you luvc 
it. may yo~I li\·e it in order that your lives here 
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may become sweet benedictions and blessings unto 
others, in order that you may so clothe yourselves 
in the garments you have woven for yourselves and 
so adorn your own kingdom that even before you pass into 
tne ''Beyond" you may realize that you require no pass
port to happiness save the credentials you have engraved 
by your own efforts upon the tablet of your soul. 

Did you ever think how much more you would enjoy 
the heavenly kingdom if you earned it yourself? Did 
you ever think, when you have hoped to stand beside 
those you loved in that realm yonder, how it would seem 
to gaze upon the garments you wear, beautiful and brilliant 
I hope they will be, feeling that because of another's life 
in whom you trusted, you are thus robed ? \Voulcl you 
not rather be able to s:~.y, as you mark the radiance of the 
garmcn ts you shall don, "I have woven every thread of 
these garments that I wear/' not w1th worldly pride, but 
with that deep pride of the soul that rejoices in the king
dom of heaven that it has buildecl for itself. 

This is the kingdom, this is the home to which refer
ence has been made when you have been told that "there 
are many mansions in my Father's house, not made with 
hands, eternal in the heavens." Your li\·es are mansions 
every one, and when you enter that kingdom there shall 
be another mans ion not made with hands. You shall 
dwell in the home that you have builcled while here, and 
your kingdom shall sparkle with the noble deeds you have 
clone, with the growth you have attained, with the harmo
nious lines you have woven around yourselves just in 
Zl.ccordance with the earnest fidelity of the builder. 

If unto you it seemeth strange, if unto you it seemeth 
hard and toilsome thus to make your own way, thus to 
ascend your own Sinai, thus to bear your own cross, to 
live your own life. to beautify your own kingdom ; if to 
you it seemeth an almost unending task and far more diffi
cult than to folcl your arms and hope that some one else 



may do it for you, verily I say unto you it is the only 
method, it is the only way. You are the builder, and no 
one can enter unto your kingdom and adorn it for you. 
Others may live noble lives, they may sacrifice their 
mortal existence for you, but it shall only adorn their 
heaven, not yours. 

0 may this pure and deep-toned religion find an abid
ing place in your every heart, so that when you leave these 
forms and pass into the realms of paradise it may glow in 
your eyes with beauty as you giance around you. Then 
will you rejoice as you enter there that you bear your 
kingdom with you and have thus made it possible, amid 
beautiful surroundings in the realm of peace, where other 
kingdoms sparkle in the light of an eternal morn of joy 
and gladness, to sing an anthem of gratitude and praise 
that your kingdom is in harmony with the homes not 
made with hands. May the blessing that cometh from 
your li\·es be the richest blessing that you can receive, and 
as your noble deeds grow broader, deeper and brighter, 
may you indeed, one and all, by your individual examples, 
aid others to build their kingdoms, and may your li\·es 
breathe unto every one the admonition, "Go thou and do 
likewise." Then what joy shall express itself upon this 
planet, what gladness shall abound, for verily, instead 
of, as now, beholding one striving to rise above another 
you will perceive all men seeking for the best advancement 
possible, seeking to bear the agonies of their own Geth
semane and striving to wear the crown of the victor only 
when they have earned the same. 

BEKEDlCTlON. 

Peace be unto you ! 
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THE STONE THAT THE BUILDERS 
REJECTED. 

DISCOURSE BY SPIRIT THEODORE PARKER. 

(A CLERl;Y:\-lA::\' \\'H o 1'.-\SSED T O THE Il!GIIER LrFF 1~ r86o.) 

SUNDAY AFTERNOON, DECEMBER 23, rgoo. 

INVOCATION. 

~A Y the anthem rise throughout the wide, wide world, 
"~ earer, 0 Life, to our grandest possibility, nearer 

to that at-one-ment with the great soul of all existence 
that shall .enable us to comprehend more and yet more of 
the infinite purpose of life, nearer to t he hearts of human 
ity, nearer to a realization of that truth that shall assuredly 
assist mankind to attain their perfect freedom, nearer to a 
comprehension of the great pathway over which we arc all 
passing as we enter into Thy broader domains, 0 Life, and 
bask in the matchless beauty of Thy wondrous unfold
ment!" 0 may we all come into a more complete under
derstanding of ourselves that by the exercise of the divine 
forces within we need no longer fear, no longer tremble in 
view of the Judgment Day to come, but realize ourselves 
as the great masters of ou r own faith, realize ourselves as 
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coming, 0 Nature, into at-one-ment with thee 111 that we 
draw nearer and still nearer to a comprehension of thy 
divine revelations. 

May these children this hour, when the sweet music 
from the grand churches all over the land rises and swells 
in harmony, breathing their expressions of peace on earth 
and good unto all willing souls, draw nearer to a recog
nition of the oneness of humanity and comprehend the 
wondrous fact that the unseen are more active than those 
seen by mortal eyes, that the great world, illimitable and 
divine that stretches out and out, is thronged with those 
who are bending over the lowly places of the weary ones 
being borne from the manger where rest the unconscious 
children of the present hour, and breathing their blessings 
and benedictions upon all humanity everywhere. May we 
all rejoice in the rising glory of the star whose beams may 
be seen not only in the east, but south, north and west, 
whose radiance in all its transcendent beauty proclaims 
the advancement of spiritualistic knowledge, proclaims in 
silence the birth of the new Christs in the quickened con
sciousness of the Christs that are incarnate in material 
forms. 0 may the star of Spiritualism whose brightness 
is indescribable be seen, sensed and recognized by Thy 
children, 0 Life, everywhere. Its light permeates all ex
istence, its golden tints pierce the darkness of materiality 
and the dawn of a new era is prophesied and heralded by 
its kind1ing rays. 

Therefore we praise Thee, 0 Life, that today in this 
place we may recognize the beauty of the gospel of free
dom, the gospel of the soul, the gospel of love that gh·es 
to mankind all they require, guiding them, if they but will 
be guided, from the dark paths of earth. However sad 
and dreary the way, may Thy children ever be conscious 
that above them gleams the undimmed star of Thy eternal 
truth, the bright, prophetic star assuring them that there 
is no death . 



DISCOURSE 

/T PO~ this day of all days there should be gladness, not 
U because of the supposed birth of an indi,·idual. but in 
consequence of Nature's unfoldings. You behold, as it 
were, yonder sun obedient to the great laws of Nature, 
apparently speeding farther and farther away, but to re
turn in a short time to caress the earth with its warm , 
genial kisses. Thus when you understand Nature's 
re,·elations you will find them far transcending much that 
has been called divine. 

To-day, all 0\'er the laud, with very few exceptions, 
there is rejoicing in your churches, and for what ? I lea\·e 
you to ascertain. The dead past must bury its dead. The 
world is cruel ; it ever has been, not from intention, but 
from ignorance. Nevertheless, as long as humanity bo\\· 
in ignorance before custom, so long will the bright star of 
spiritual truth shine continually and with no uncertain 
glimmerings. 

Today, however, I am thinking of the stone that the 
builders rejected. All of you ha,·e no doubt read the story. 
and we nny question what that stone was as we go back 
to the life of him whom you know only as the \·olume 
called sacred tells you. \ Vhether you believe it true or 
not matters \·ery little. The workers at the present time 
as well as the workers of old in building their spiritual 
temples ha\'e rejected the most precious stone, and their 
monuments and other structures must therefore crumble 
into dust because any temple that is builded withou t being 
cemented with truth cannot bear the wear and strain of 
time and cannot fail to be penetrated by the e\·er increas
ing wisdom and _perception of mankind. 

\Vhen ] esus said or is suppcsed to ha\·e said to Peter, 
"\Vho ga,·e this knowledge unto thee? Thou didst not 
obtain it from man but from my Father in hea,·en," he 



meant the power of inspiration. ''Upon this rock, name
ly, inspiration, I build my church, upon this rock I build 
my truth, upon this rock as a teacher of humanity I stand 
and from the words of my mouth I give unto the people 
that which comes to me from the great realm where the 
inspiring forces of life's great center are stored." His 
mission, like yours and all others, dear friends, was only 
the mission of a noble manhood, and will you ask if yours 
is less? I trow not. Then every man's missiOn is to 
fulfill to the best his highest duty and give the most 
glorious demonstration of an unselfish life that ne is 
capable of. 

I do not care at the present time to elwell upon 
creeds and forms. I never could bow my head to them, 
neither can you, and that man or that woman endowed 
with intelligence who professes continually and never 
looks beyond the profession, lays aside the highest 
attribute of manhood or womanhood. \Ne live to think, 
we live to act, we live to examine every brick and every 
bit of material that shall build the temple wherein we 
worship, whether it be built by material hands or reared 
by the holy aspirations of the human soul. But let me 
remind you here and now that the holiest aspirations that 
you and I may send upward on the wings of that earnest 
Christian hymn, ''Nearer my God to Thee," are worthless 
unless our lives, day by day and line by line, match and 
harmonize with the same. 

There has been altogether too much praying, 
altogether too much blind belief, altogether too much 
breaking of baker's bread and drinking of grocer's 
wine ;mel calling it the body and blood of him who 
was once crucified. Do human beings of intelligence 
require such material elements in order to enable them to 
thread their way mentally and soulfully into the great 
realm of life's immortal chambers where they shall find re
vealed tlze Christ, one that is of more importance to them 



than even he who spake and preached eighteen hundred 
years ago? \Vhen I speak thus it is with all the 
re\'erence due a brother man, for the reverence due to a 
god I have no occasion to offer, save in this way : I lo\·e 
godly men, I love gracious women, but I can express my
self better by the terms, manly men and womanly women. 

Looking about you at Christmas time you behold so 
much of churchianity with its creeds that have ever fetter
eel the human mind, with its forms that ha\'e brought not 
reverence but fear to the human soul ; you behold the 
proud trappings of the Christian world, as you call it, the 
grand cathedrals and beautiful churches from which rise 
strains of music almost divine in harmony and expression. 
I love music as you love it, but let me say to you here and 
now, ask for yourselves, analyze for yourselves, probe for 
yourselves and then determine how much is for show and 
how much is done simply and truly in his sweet name 
whose birth is at this season so generally commemorated? 
\Ye all know the simplicity that marked his life and teach
ings, but it is evidently forgotten. 

\Ve all understand, and it is not necessary before an 
intelligent people like yourselves to rehearse the story of 
how the builders of Christian churches, forms and creeds, 
in turning over the material to lay the foundation, ha,·e 
rejected the most important stone. \\'here shall we find 
it in order to utilize it? \Ve find it unshorn of its beauty, 
we find it glittering as with diamonds, and the common 
people, such as Jesus taught, are reaching out toward its 
bright and golden beams. The stone the builders have re
jected, the stone they are rejecting to-day is the truth as 
it was exemplified by the Christ and by many another who 
has walked in the pathway of human beings. It glows to
day with greater radiance than e\·er shone over the babe 
of Bethlehem, and I wish you to understand that I am 
casting no reflections upon the story, whate\·er he may 
ha\·e been if he existed. lf some of you declare he nen:r 
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li\·ecl of course you are right, because you must know the 
truth of the matter better than those who have met him 
over there. Hence I shall have no arguments with you 
whatsoevP.r; but remember this : It was a babe entering 
earthly life by the same law that gave you and me and all 

. other human beings physical existence. It was a human 
birth, then, an immortal soul incarnated in a tiny form, 
and the builders of that long ago, with Caiaphas at their 
head, rejected the simplicity of his teachings. He dared 
be true. Are you as brave, are you as true to the truth? 
He dared climb step by step the mount, he dared bear his 
cross, he dared be crucified and pass out of the mortal 
form knowing that into the reviving arms of life he 
should be received. 

This has been too simple altogether for the Christian 
churches, this has been too easy to understand, and hence 
the great and wondrous change and the terrible threaten
ings in thunder tones hurled at people by their pastors 
telling of death, of hell, of damnation and of an angry 
God, until not only the children but tender women and up
right men have shook and trembled before the fearful de
nunciations of the pulpit like the leaves of the forest and 
scarcely dared to lift their heads lest they might be 
cursed. I tell you here and now that your revivalists go
ing up and clown in your land have done their work well, 
but the increasing intelligence and knowledge of mankind 
is leading them on ward to a realization of the fact (and 
you will find it to be so by the unguarded expressions of 
its members, friends) : that the church is becoming an 
entrance way to what people call society, that the church 
is a system whereby men may serve the devil six clays in 
the week and pretend to be saints the seventh, hanging 
up their Sunday clothes Monday morning and with them 
the n:li'gion that had no existence. 

I want you to give me your attention for a moment. 
It may be an old story to you and you may weary of it be-
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fore you cease hearing it, but I tell you this: As long as 
religion in sacerdotal robes stands before the people and 
commands them in the name of an angry God to do thus 
and so, to Le this and that on the one hand, and on the 
other the prostitute and he that made her such walk openly 
not alone in the darkness of the night but in broad day
light, the truth must and shall be spoken. This is a plat
form upon which your pastors avoid standing, for they are 
afraid of the rumseller, they are afraid of the libertine, 
they are afraid of the trusts, they arc afraid of those who 
have bought and are ready to sell, at the expense of human 
souls, human liberty, justice and right. I say shame upon 
any people or class of people who accept a religion 
that permits its devotees to sit clown supinely in 
some corner saying, "I know such-an-one is not a· good, 
upright man ; I know he is engaged in a business that is 
wrecking year after year the lives of hundreds of fathers, 
brothers, husbands and sons ; but he is one of our parish
ioners, he is a member of our church, he pays well into 
our treasury, and therefore it won't do to talk temper
ance." Your pastors say it, and why should not I repeat 
it? "It will not do to talk temperance to our people, it 
will not do to go against that which is becoming popular 
out in the world." 

I tell you that a religion that allows itself to be bidden 
to hie a way to some sec! uclecl spot just for the sake of the 
smiles of some one who is wrecking human lives-a religion 
that is thus accommodating is one with which I have no 
sympathy and for which I have no use whatsoever. Just 
as long as pastors are paid to preach sermons under which 
such men can go to sleep (and they seem to be quite will
ing to preach them) religion pure and undefiled will not 
be the moving force in the world that it should be and is 
destined to become. 

I cannot understand such a condition or state of 
mind, and I never could. \Vhen in the material form l 
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strove to teach the truth, and when I began to preach (I 
do not say it egotistically or self-conceitedly) my one 
thought was to be true to myself and true to all with 
whom I came in contact, that I might obtain and under
stand all the truth that I was capable of assimilating and 
give it to the people undefiled. My work in seeking to 
benefit mankind I left behind me; whatever it was it is not 
for me to say, but I may state that then, as now, I would 
have disdained to ascend the steps of any pulpit where I 
was told, as I know some of your pastors are told at the 
present time, especially when making exchanges, •·You 
must not touch upon such and such points for our people 
constitute a fashionable church and they will not bear it.'' 
There exists a great gulf bet ween right and wrong, and 
when a religion permits those who should stand on the 
mount of right and justice to descend into the valley mid
way and say, "I cannot tell the people the truth-! must 
ignore it to a great extent," I assert that the stone the 
builders accepted has become very rotten. 

The great rock of spiritual truth that the builders 
have rejected lies easily accessible and attainable, and 
over it, bright and undimmed, shines the star of i)11-
mortality lighting up the pathway of every human soul and 
inviting all to follow where it shall lead. Lo! as you gaze 
upon it it grows brighter ancl brighter until it shines with 
a brilliancy unequalied, and the truth shall echo and re
echo through the corridors of time and the arches of 
eternity until the people of earth shall realize that they 
are indeed redeemed. No longer shall they have an angry 
God to fear, no longer a relentless death to dread, no longer 
a bottomless pit on one side and the Christians' heaven, 
jnst as un'clesirable, upon the other; but they may behold 
before them the great pathway winding backward through 
a line of infinite ages over which mankind have ascended 
as step by step they have threaded their way through un
numbered experiences, circling abont here for a while and 



opening upward and revealin~ to the human soul the star 
that never can grow dim, the truth that neither owns to 
nor asks for slavery, the truth that shall inevitably make 
all humanity free. 

I am sure that some may ask when this will be. 
might ask that question were I here in the mortal form. 
I cannot say in wh::tt ye1r it shall be. but I long for its 
coming. Looking about me and feeling the disdain upon 
the one band and the recklessness upon the other, per
cei\·ing men and women who know better, refusing to 
hear the voice of Infinite \Visdom proclaiming from the 
hilltops of eternal life, "Let my people go," and holding 
them in the slavery of poverty, in the chains that are 
worse than death, I aiso wonder when a brighter clay will 
dawn·, although I know it will surely come, as surely as 
the material dawn of your tomorrow. 

If this be a too painful picture to contemplate today, 
if you think I have o\·erdrawn it, I ask you to go out into 
the streets of Boston and look about you-I do not ask 
you to go farther for it is not necessary-and you will 
find it exemplified on every hand only a thousand times 
worse. You will find a thousand times more wretched
ness, a thousand times more unfeelingness or hard
heartedness than I have described, for it seems to me that 
the majority of those who believe in eternal torment are 
very willing that the ignorant and those who are not akin 
to them shall go clown to !Jell. Ofttimes you hear them 
saying, "Such-a-one must be lost because he never pro
fessed Christ and him crucified," but when it comes into 
their own homes, when it strikes at the hearts of those 
that have been so cold and unfeeling towards others, 
then there is quite a difference. 

I leave you to follow out this line of thought for your
selves, for you know as wdl as I do what Christianity is 
teaching. I acknowledge here and now that it is teaching 
many a noble lesson, but at the same time, friends, let us 
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not forget that the worm that gnaws at the root of the 
tree will destroy its fruitage although for a time the frui t 
may not show the decay. Just as surely as you live the 
worm at the root of the great tree of Christianity is eating 
away little by little all the nourishment that ever existed 
there, and what shall be the result? 

Are we arrayed against Christianity? I clo not think 
that true Christianity is recognized by the world. It 
seems to me that that which is called Christianity is a 
mockery. If you think this is a harsh statement I ask 
you to go and list in the still hours to the voice of him 
who taught eighteen hundred years ago, go and listen to 
his mild expressions, and then as you rise from the rever
entia] attitude in which you have placed yourselves, if you 
have heard aught that carried out practically would bless 
human li,·es, obey the mandate, pausing not to say longer, 
"I have no influence; I can do nothing." 

I know that there are some sitting before me this 
afternoon who have no more sympathy with Christianity 
as it is taught and practiced today than I have, and yet I 
know that you dare not say so. You go to church with 
no interest in what is said or clone for the sole purpose of 
being counted. I do not mean any one before me now, 
but you all know that a great many go to church as a 
means of helping them in business, to be popular, or for 
the sake of this, that or the other; and those who call 
themseh-es Spiritualists go there and take their children 
there in the morning and in the shadow of night's mantle 
sneak into a spiritual meeting saying, "I know it is all 
true, but I do not want to give up my sitting in my 
church, and I send my children there." 

I would ask all such fathers and mothers, Do you 
ever stop to think that the time will come when your 
children may rise in rebuke against you? Do you ever 
stop to think that your child is being taught to be a hypo
crite? Do you ever pause to ask yourselves, "vVill this 



course cause my child to be true in all the relations of 
life?" How would you fee] if sometime your boy should 
commit some sinful act and you were to say to him, re
proachfully, "How could you!" and he were to reply, 
" \Veil, father, God will forgi\·e me, and I wanted to do 
it?" How will you fee] when you meet your children on 
the other side of life if you have permitted them to be fed 
on husks when you knew and accepted spiritual truth and 
realized the worth of the stone that the builders rejected? 
You avoid speaking of Spiritualism before your children. 
I know this is so. There are fathers and mother~ who 
are continually going to Spiritualistic meetings and leav
ing their children at home or saving, ''Run over to the 
Methodist chur~h. or the Episcopal church," whate\'er 
it is that is handiest to get them out of the way. \Vhy. 
friends, do you realize that these are immortal souls com
mitted to your care, a trust more sacred than your lives, 
more important than your happiness and your peace here? 
You are responsible, not to an unknown God, but to your
selves for every lesson you impress upon their plastic 
minds.-! know that in this day and generation, not more 
so now than formerly. but more so than I hope it will be 
in the not far future, the responsibility of parentage is ig
nored. The children come, they are cradled in your arms 
and their material wants supplied, they attain growth, 
they are sent to school and that is about all. 

If you would do something to worthily commemorate 
the life and work of him whose name is outwardly honor
ed throughout the so-called Christian world, I ask you, 
every father and every mother, 1f you have not already 
clone so, on the Christmas day that is soon to dawn, to 
erect an unseen altar in your homes by simply dra\ving a 
curtain across the corner of your sleeping room, if you 
have no other place, and to sit there with your family 
night after night instead of crying out, before you ha\·e 
made one effort or sought to discover one sign that it may 



be a fact, '"I know materialization is an impossibility!'' 
If in your own home you sit. and sit as honest, reasonable 
men and women should, trying all things, proving all 
things, you may recei\·e a greater blessing than ever 
church or creed could bestow, for the white lines of 
infinite truth drawn from the mountaintops of wisdom 
gleam in the sunlight of immortality and their radiation 
and vi brat ion send powers to you laden with beauty, 
health ancl wealth. 

I leave your duty to yourselves, I leave your duty to 
your children, I leave your duty to humanity in your 
hands. The world asks of every Spiritualist to be true to 
himself. If you have been true to yourself you have a 
right to know the truth, and, no longer placing the bushel 
o\'er your light, by-and-by I trust the light of truth will so 
brightly burn in your souls that you will so live as to a1low 
its beams to shin~ far and wide. 

\Ve are all interested in the children. I would that 
this temple were filled with little ones this afternoon. I 
would indeed rejoice at their presence, for I feel that if in 
the coming tirne we do not gather more of the children 
into our great spiritual movement we shall lack that which 
will give it permanency and an increasing power for good. 

But today let us look upon the bright side. 
Spiritualism has given the stone that the builders re

jected, and it has been already laid. Thought upon thought 
the building is being erected, and here in this place we 
have that temple unseen that indeed is being rejected not 
alone by the church people but by many Spiritual ists, for 
I am sorry to say that with a great majority, or at least 
many of the latter, they are satisfied with a demo nstration 
of the fact that their friends and companions can return 
to them from beyond the grave. The fear of death is 
gladly laid aside, but duty is forgotten. Hence permit me 
to say that whl!n one becomes a Spiritualist in reality duty 
is remembered though its voice is silent. In every path-
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way and a\Tenue of life men, women and children li\Te their 
Spiritualism, or should. 

Today the old century is waning and the new one 
approaches with its scroll unrolled, white and pure as the 
breath of morning. I would, as I have already said, that 
you were, all of you, sufficiently interested in this great 
truth to erect an altar to_ it in your own homes. If you 
have no room to devote entirely to this purpose, draw a 
curtain across the corner of a room you are occupying, sit 
faithfully at stated intervals. and give your friends an 
opportunity to reveal themsehTes to you or to demonstrate 
their presence. I do not hesitate to say that if you sit 
earnestly, being at peace with yourselves and leaving out
side all the world that you are not in harmony with, before 
another year shall draw to a close you will be able to tell 
how much you have been benefited. But let me beg of 
you not to take this step with the thought. ''I would not 
have my friends know it for the world !" Do not sneer 
at the consecrated corner and feel that you are doing 
something that you are ashamed of. \Vhy, \Vere I in 
the mortal form I would rejoice to herald to ·the \\'hole 
world this fact, were it such : "I have a cabinet in my 
home. I am trying to heed the commandment in the 
Bible, 'Prove all things and hold fast that which is good.' 
Night after night I am proving the spirits to see whether 
they arc visited with power sufficient to demonstrate their 
presence to me or not." 

This is the coming religion. Therefore when you as
semble for your home circles, enter your cabinet in a rever
ential spirit, feeling that it is a sacred place, that there you 
are to receive the most precious blessing life can bestow, 
that there you are to learn the truth of greatest importance 
to you. Give a little time to the friends you pretend to love, 
gi,Te a little time to yourselves for soul growth, and if you 
ha\Te children take them with you into your seance-room. 
If they are little babes even. fold them in your arms and 
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there let them sleep, for the emanations from their sweet 
forms will aiel in bringing to you a power that will be to 
you as a divine benediction, and over you I know will shine 
the star that will herald the pathway leading to life and 
rejoicing. 

Let me say to you that all you can do for humanity 
stri,·e to do now. I want to paint you to a class of people 
ere I close whom many despise, and yet they tower moun
tain high in their good deeds and kindly efforts, in their 
self-sacrifice and earnest endeavors, in their practical work 
for the benefit of others over those wedded to 
Churchianity. "vVho are they?" you ask. \Vhy, the des
pised Salvation Army who are today asking you to aid 
them in feeding the hungry, who are today standing on 
·he street corners asking for y(mr pennies in order to feed 
those who otherwise would go dinnerless on the morrow. 
I know that many churches are feeding the hungry and 
doing good in various ways, and all praise I would accord 
to the noble deeds they perform. Do not think I do not 
notice and appreciate kindly acts and earnest endeavors, 
wherever I see them, and I wish the Spiritualists would 
strive as one banded army to see what they can do, not only, 
in feeding the hungry, but in staying those mighty forces 
that are hurrying men and women downward into poverty 
and distress more ancl more year after year, for the 
laborer is worthy of his hire, and many a despised laborer 
will, on entering that life over there, take precedence of 
his master. 

\Ve look at the beautiful architecture of your noble 
buildings, we look at your fine streets and broad avenues, 
your extensive boulevards and never think of the toiler 
who made it possible for us to use and admire them, never 
think of the builder whose brawny arms have made it 
possible for you to enjoy all the luxuries of life. vVhen 
we think of all that we delight in on the material plane 
we attri~ute it to the wrong class. It is the wealth ofthe 



millionaires, we are wont to claim, that pays for it, while 
the hundreds of thousands who do their bidding, who arc 
able to secure sufficient for their needs or starYe, as it 
may please their rich employers, are despised, and yet the 
labor of these poor men and women produced all that of 
which the millionaires are possessed.-Perhaps you 
call this justice, perhaps you call this distribution of 
wealth right, but to me it is the height of i11justice that 
the industrious laborer should not be able to command 
sufficient to meet his every human need. 

This coming Christmas day 1 shall be with some of 
you, for I am watching with intense interest the progress 
of events on earth from the battlements of the spirit 
spheres, and I hope I shall be able to come in touch wit"h 
your souls as you think of the needy. Think of and gi\
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to your own lavishly if you choose, feel for your own all 
the sympathy and tender love your heart is capable of, 
but, friends, save a few pennies with which to bless some 
child of poverty. Go out into the street and give to some 
dirty-faced one who may be saying to himself, ":"Jobody 
cares for me," occasion to smile. Take the poor in your 
arms in a spirit of fraternal love. That would be a \'ery 
distasteful thing for you to do, would it not? But remem
ber him who said, placing his hands upon the heads of the 
little children, "Of such is the kingdon1 of heaven,'' and 
forget not to ask yourselves if you are greater than was 
he. If your standing in the great world of souls is higher 
than his, if a brighter light illumines your way than 
brightens his, if your path from this land to the home be
yond where your loved ones dwell is lined with loftier 
thoughts than he gave to humanity, 1f you are 
more just in all your incomings and outgoings unto 
others than was he, nothing greater could I ask for you 
this hour as my heart goes out in tenderest love to every 
one in all the world that needs my sympathy, but more 
freely does it flow forth to the wretched impoverished 
ones, those who have not where to lay their heads. 
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As the clays roll by let us not forget this ; that what
e,·er we accomplish here is accorded us there; that what
ever we omit here we miss there. No one has suffered 
for you or me that we may go in some roundabout way 
and get unworthily into a home of peace and happiness. 

Then all hail to the stone and the placing of it at the 
base of the great Temple of spiritual truth! The builders 
of forms, the builders of selfish creeds have rejected it, 
and, lo, it glows with a heavenly beauty, it speaks to 
human souls of a better life, it breathes its benediction 
above and around all humanity, it chants the glad anthem 
of love and immortality. All hail to it as the old century 
wanes! \Ve cannot regret the past as it hurries from us. 
Let it yield up its crown, for its record is stained by many 
a cruel deed, not because of desire, but becaL1se of ignor
ance. It will carry to the great realms of spiritual life a 
terrible picture of bloodshed, wrong and wretchedness. 
May we become so quickened that we may turn from the 
scroll which we have read with bowed heads and face the 
coming century all aglow with the bright light of spirit
ual truth, all alive with spiritual power, and robed in the 
white mantle that signifies peace on earth and good to all 
willing men. l\1ay you labor with us for those who are 
steeped in wretchedness until the bright sun of truth shall 
illuminate their li\'es. 

I would that I could describe my sensations as I look 
into the coming century, with all that it portends to 
humanity on earth. Its birth will take place amid the 
shadows, its advent will be heralded in doleful tones by 
those who are crushed by the selfish ambition of those 
who ride on the topmost wave of popular favor. Clouds 
surround it, wars and discords throw their clark mantle 
over it as it advances into the great arena of life's mighty 
acti,·ities, but as it reaches out towards its meridian I be
hold a light that shines brighter than the sun, proclaiming 
the era so longed for when mankind shall realize that a 
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spiritual power is in their midst. If I ask myself how I 
know this shall come, I am answered as I gaze and behold 
the golden beams that I know shall open every human 
heart. I see its coming in the quickened li,·es touched by 
the angels that minister unto them. I see it kindling th e 
fire upon the altar of every home where men and women 
shall bow and remain to receive the demonstrations of 
their spirit friends. I see it in the tiny sand-grain as in the 
advancement of the planet, and I know it. 

Therefore all hail to the new century and the mighty 
roll it shall present to mankind bearing outward on its pages 
the cruel, vengeful feelings, the great mantle of darkness 
and terror that for a time has enwrapped so many souls , 
but after a while as I watch the lifting of that mantle, lo, 
oblivion enfolds it, and the star of spiritual truth, glowing 
with a brilliancy almost indescribable, lights up every part 
of this planet, its rays enter every human heart and man
kind are thereby enabled to perceive that there is a life be
yond, and to realize that if they would enjoy that life they 
must be just e\·en here. Then ignorance shall take to itself 
wings and fly away and humanity shall recognize the fact 
that if they would be happy they must work unselfishly 
for the good of others. You can never enjoy what you 
have not earned, clear friends. Therefore work with an 
energy, labor with those who from the battlements of the 
eternal world will indeed guide and bless you. 

0 may you while here receive the quickening that 
comes from a constant communion and companionship 
with your arisen friends, so that wh en you shall pass over 
there you may exclaim : 

"I'm coming home ! 
I look once more,<> earth, upon thy atmosphere, 
I see th e quickening of my hopes. 
[ see and kno\\" that my O\\'n are here, 
And str iving with their powers of might 
To brighten a ll of human life. 
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'•I'm coming home! 
I \·e tried in all to do tht: very best I could. 
I've shielded sorry hearts of woe, 
And ne\"er turned from sorrow where 
I found it with my kindred here. 

"I'm coming home! 
I 'vt: woven wt:ll, yet not all the threads 
Are white and pure as I would they were, 
Hut I'm coming as I am. 
J'ye done the best I could, I'm coming home, 
And I've ope'd myself the golden way. 
I'll enter in, 0 loved ones, there, 
For I'm coming home 
To link my en~rgies, my life with yonrs 
And labor still for humankind.'' 
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PURITY 0 F LJI FE. 
DISCOURSE BY SPIRIT CONFUCIUS. 

(A CHI:\'ESE PHILOSOPHER OF :qoo \"E .\RS S!:'\0:.) 

And a .v\essage from Christ:1l. 

SUNDAY ,v\ORNING, DECE.V\BER 30, rgoo. 

I N'\TOCAr-f'ION. 

Q. \VEET as the breath that sweeps the hills of Im

@) mort~·! glory, strong as the power that lifts the moun

tains and clads in all their beauty worlds and systems of 
worlds, divine as is the force centered in all of existence, 
we understand but little of it. Unveil to us, 0 Life, 
more and yet n:ore of that all-quickening power that we 
may trace ~very avenue, line and channel of thought with 
our aspirations, lifting ourselves into the silent realm of 
those thoughts that, obeying the law, flow like rivers into 
the great ocean and are swallowed up in its mighty volume. 
Thus nny Thy children, 0 Life, increase the volum e of 

• In presenting this senes of lectures to the public, perhaps a few suggestions to those 
not conversant with spiritualism would be appreciated. 

Due allowance should be made for seeming lack of complete expression by some intelli
gencies owing to dissimilanty of brain development, the physical and mental conditiOn of the 
medium and conditions furnished by those present at the time of transmt5sion. 

::\lany of our spirit speakers are not hampered to any extent in their expres!'.IOn through 
one Instrument wlule they would be throu)Z:h another, and some find the language of the 
medium superior to their own development, but as a rule, manifestations from the subjective 
throu.:::h all phases of mechumship are more or less imperfect. 

The inw•cation is seldom offer~d by the spirit delivering the address. 
Poems or blank verse in this 'eries are more c•r less impaired or lost, owing to the in

ability of the stenographer to report them as delivered. 



that power they with us are capable of exercising. l\Iay 
they scale the mountain tops and from their heights view 
the wisdom that lies in the valley beneath. May they 
pierce the realms of science and art, that they may under
stand that as yet but the faintest comprehension is 
obtained thereof by Thy children here. l\'Iay they under
stand the wondrous beauty of the sunbeams and realize 
that power and principle that act upon and through them, 
and in the great realm of soul-life wherein they are 
capable even now of finding a beautiful existence, may 
they read the lessons written in the chapter of life's ever 
active principles 'neath the great dome of wisdom. 

May the forces these children need in their hours of 
sojourn here rest upon them as a blessing this morning. 
May the gentle touch of those they love quicken their 
hearts anew, that they may make stronger and more 
earnest efforts to walk side by side with the dear ascended 
ones when they shall lay aside these fleshly garments. 
May they realize more and yet more forcibly the potency 
of that all penetrating perception that they possess, where
by they may read the lessons that shall lift them into a 
condition of happiness and greater usefulness here, im
parting to them likewise greater understanding of them
selves and of the divine blessings scattered upon every 
hand around them. 

DISCOURSE-

IN the great realm of life, illimitable and perh aps in -
comprehensible, we seek after simplicity, and nations 

a s individuals have ever lost their hi gh standard when de
parting from the same. In the long, long ago, as in the 
now, truth wore the garb of simplicity, and I can g i,·e 
yo u no better admoniti on th an thi s: Live a pure life . In 



those few words are comprehended all the w~alth of sys
tems, all the wealth the soul may aspire to, inasmuch as 
purity of life opens the door that leads to knowledge and 
wisdom, to art and science, to all the unbounded volume 
of attainment to which humanity aspire. 

It is not necessary even t o touch upon the teachings 
I strove to disseminate in the past ; :--uffice it to say that 
manki nd would not receive my maxims, they would not 
accept my views regarding purity of life that I tried to im
part unto them if I did not successfully live them myself. 
Only when humanity stand before the gr~at altar of purity, 
realizing that their lives are their own to shape, to beau
tify, to polish brighter than any diamond that e\·er shone 
'neath the rays of the sun, will they begin to gain a com
prehension of the dignity and purpose of life. True, I 
worshipped the sun, the moon and the principles of life if 
I did not comprehend all the life that fills and glorifies the 
atom. if I did not grasp the thought that we are all atoms 
and like the smallest division of matter there is within us 
that indestructible principle that shall guide and clirect us 
e\·ermore wheresoever we may wander. 

In giving you my thoughts this morning, permit me to 
say that I worship all of life, no matter in what form it 
presents itself to my consciousness, for back of the most 
crude-perhaps I shoulcl say within the most crude-that 
divine life, that principle that is greater than the God 
mankind have worshipped, exists. \\'e should, then, look 
to the principle of life that we understand faintly as it 
manifests itself in the sunbeam, in the different planets in 
their various degrees of unfoldment, and, grasping as far 

as we may the all that is or can be, try to realize the full
ness of that power that links us all to every other form or 
expr~ssion of existence. 

Philosophy may seem cold, science, as you under
stand it, may fail to impart a complete answer to your as
pirations or prayers; but when we realize that ere we can 



climb the mountain we must analyze all that the valley 
presents, when we recognize the fact that instead of try
ing to ape some one else we must turu our attention to 
our own possibilities and seek to attain the manhood the 
child is: the prophecy of, life holds for us an interest it 
never~assumed in our estimation before, it acquires a 
value hitherto undreamed of. I can bring you, therefore, 
no thought to apply to your lives better than is contained 
in the words already uttered, "A life of purity." a life of 
simplicity, a life that is devoid of all feasting upon what
ever comes within its reach without questioning. a material 
life sustained by simple foods and drinks, a life whose 
morality is i1wincible and holy. 

A life like this, you may say, is impossible of realiza
tion, but I declare to you that it is one which each of you 
may live. Every one of you may seek it and attain it in 
its full measure little by little. You asA' for the best, you 
ask those~who have passed beyond, who have ascended 
the mountain a little in advance of yourselves, to bring 
you the best they can; you ask for an exemplification of 
all the powers they have learned to exercise; you ask for 
a demonstration of those mighty forces that cycle through
out worlds and systems of worlds ; you ask for just such 
evidences of whatsoever you may choose to demand to be 
laid at your feet, forgetful of the fact that in order to re
ceive these blessings your lives must to a certain extent 
be rounded out, or at least there must first be an effort to
wards rounding out your lives on your part. Bring to us 
your purest thoughts, bring to us your bodies free from 
intoxicants or aught that muddles the brain; bring to us 
your bodies without first filling them with food of a 
questionable nature; present yourselves before us simple 
and sweet in physical as well as in spiritual life. with your 
asp irations reaching out for that which you are worthy of, 
and strive to be worthy of ail that it is possible, and no 
words I may utter can impart to you the power we might 
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ex(grcisc in your behalf for your blessing and enlighten
ment. 

\\Te realize the complainings, we realize the antag
onism, we realize the insincerity, we realize that state of 
mind with many that would demand of us, as if they were 
our masters, such demonstrations as they desire, but it 
does not disturb us. It o.nly shows us that you must wait 
for a larger growth, wait until you and I alike can recog
nize those who have learned the lessons that you and I 
have not learned, those who possess the power with in 
themselves of scaling heights of science and art that you 
and I have not yet scaled. vVe must first learn that their 
knowledge is superior to ours, and when the children of 
earth shall learn that, in regard to the demonstrations we 
are attempting to make, we ought to understand what we 
are about, as well as those who still wear garments of 
flesh, we ought to know our lessons as well as those still 
incarnate, we shall be able to instruct them. If we have 
drunk but one drop from the great ocean that sparkles 
'neath the overarching dome of life's great \Visdom Tem
ple, we have obtained that degree of knowledge that you 
have not. 

As in other clays in the land where once I dwelt, 
darkness closely enfolds the people, discord and strife are 
abroad, and ignorance, superstition and tyranny hold the 
masses in slavery ; but it is only a representation of their 
ancl still other conditions brought on by the refusal of 
mankind to accept the garments of simplicity and don 
them, brought on because of repudiating the great law of 
purity without which one's robes can never be perfect, 
without which no one can behold unveiled to them that 
which sometimes their soul -nature requires and demands. 

If you are not ready to accept these suggestions. 
what matters it? To me just a little, because I woulcl 
see you gathered as a little flock around a great power 
that never ceases to exert its influence, bl!causc I long for 
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you to be prepared to receive the greatest and most per
fect demonstrations it is possible to produce upon this 
plane of existence. 

Therefore, while we are continually striving to 
accomplish our work as best we can, we are really pre
paring for the coming time when mankind will have tired 
of that which never satisfies, when mankind will have re
turned to the simplicity of the sweet lessons of purity, 
love and wisdom. You all know that as far as nations 
are concerned they prosper and grow strong and beauti
ful, until some power chains them to Mammon, when they 
forget morality and all "that it implies, they forget the 
necessity of purity, they forget the brotherhood of man
kind, and in struggling for power and greatness they lose 
their hold on that which sustains them. The result is 
inevitable : Slowly, often very slowly but surely, ernpires 
fall and nations sink into the deep abyss of crime and 
sorrow, only to be after a time raised, for the angel of 
purity never slumbers, but it is only when human hearts 
are ready that the angel can enter in and there abide. 
Remember this, clear children : The angel of purity can
not elwell with you today and the demon of lust tomorrow. 
The angel of purity cannot abide with you and impart 
to your life its sweetness, 1f on the morrow you are to call 
to your side the angel of deceit or some one, or some 
power or some force that will assist you in wronging any 
human being. 

A perfec_t life signifies not alone one's own purity in 
the broadest acceptation of that term. but likewise an 
example set for others and consideration in the highest 
sense extended to all. 0 when will those encased in 
material forms realize the needs of others in re~pect to a 
word of kindness and gentleness! \Vhen will they learn 
that in feeding the hungry it is more blessed to give than 
to receive! \Vhen will they learn that within every atom 
hdore which we may bow in worship lives a divine princi-
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ple,-and let me here say that e\'ery demonstration of life, 
not merely on the planet whereon you dwell but through
out the wide universe, is worthy of your adoration. 

You may despise some of life's expressions, and yet 
that which you so abhor may exist for your safety and 
protection. As you know, some poisonous insects are 
your saviors physically, for their lives are made up of ele
ments that would poison you and yours if taken into the 
system. Nature never produces that which is useless~ 
never generates that which should not exist. Every form 
that is evolved by Nature's mighty forces has its purpose 
and is. equal in its place and position, equal in its office, 
be it greater or smaller, with your life and mine. And 
yet man, dreaming of the All-Father, turns from Nature's 
divine revelations and stri,·es to read upon a scroll the 
tracings thereon made, forgetful of the fact that the 
valley blossoms with nob!~ truths, that in the deep clark
ness of the caves where the sunbeams never penetrate, 
life there is fitted to its surroundings. This is not o11ly 
true of the fish and animals that exist in such conditions, 
but it is also true of every human being, of e,·ery flower 
that grows, of every demonstration of life whatever it may 
be. Nature supplies e\·ery form with that which is suffi
cient for its existence in that condition in which it finds 
itself. 

'vVe understand that nothing is ever lost. Therefore 
let us not forget that by every re-embodiment, by every 
step of ascension you grow stronger in the power to exer
cise that abandonment of selfishness and that acceptance 
of the purity of life, that shall enable you always to carry 
with you pure thoughts. \Vere the whole world to aban
don their unkindly thoughts and harbor only pure, noble 
and kindly thoughts, imagine what the difference would be 
and measure the effects by your own standard. The 
cause of much inharmony would be outgrown, the cause 
of much of your sadness would exist no longer, and the 
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kindling and maintammg of pure and kind thoughts on 
the altar of every heart would bring about that golden 
dawn of a morning of purity and exaltation by the light 
of which you could behold your spirit friends as clearly as 
you behold your mortal friends. 

Strive, therefore, to understand yourselves, and if you 
cannot trust those who return to you from the land be
yond, endeavor at least so to live that you can trust your
selves. vVben you will have gained the summit of that 
mount of self-trust, you may be assured that distrust of 
others will also have taken unto itself wings. There is 
naught so demoralizing to the human soul incarnate, even 
though it may not realize it, as the harboring of unkindly 
thoughts ; there is naught so exalting as for one to make 
the resolution, "I will think pure thoughts, and if I know 
of one who to me is not good I will not send out to him 
suggestions of his lack of goodness, but I will send out 
strong, helpful thoughts, and the goodness in his soul, the 
principle embodied there as pure as that which exists in 
any other life, I will love, I will trust, I will strengthen by 
giving unto him my best wishes. my belief in him and 
never my suspicions." 

I am well aware that habit is strong, and the educa
tion that you have received will make it very difficult to 
practise this in a full measure; but if you cannot sing the 
whole song sweetly, sing one line. and if you cannot sing 
one line, chant one note, and let it be "purity," let it rise 
through the vibrating forces of life and bring to you a 
golden shaft of strength from the mountain top of wisdom. 

0 think you that the religion we proffer you is vain? 
Think you it will make you less noble men and women, 
le~s kind husbands, fathers, mothers and friends? Think 
you it will not make your homes brighter and happier 
ancl bani sh therefrom, if such there be, every unkindly, 
passionate thought? I can assure you that it will make 
your homes the little heavens they should be, where 



harmony abides, and where you look upon the other mem
bers of the family. whatever may be the relation you sus

tain to them, as precious charges, to protect by the 
purity of your own life and strengthen by refraining from 
all unkindness. 

If any there be who listen to these words and think 
it would belittle their manhood or detract from their 

womanhood thus to live, have naught further to say to 
such. 

The clay will dawn, assure you, when the light of 
truth and purity will find its reflection in each and every 
human heart, then wiil the world praise that great princi
ple of life that ~ave unto them the pure teachings of 

Spiritualism, that taught them how to live a life without a 
blemish, how to live a life of such exaltation here that by

and-by when the time comes for them to seek a new 
embodiment in another sphere, they may be lifted out of 

these material conditions, scarcely knowing that the veil 
has been rent asunder. Hence may you not strive to 
please one another, but 0 if possible may you feel within 
your own souls the need of living a life of purity and 

exaltation. It wi11 not in any degree deplete the power 
you need to exercise in the fulfilment of your duties here. 

Every duty 0f this life should be discharged as a sacred 

trust. but while you are performing it surely your thoughts 
may be pure and uplifting, and thus I would indeed rejoice 
to behold you all stri \'in g to live. · 

CHRISTAL'S ~IESSAC;l·:. 

( > a\Yay down here where the shadows come 
:\ndlife so long and dreary seems, 
All darkling waves I stri\"e to pierce, 
But cannot always come. 
\"et I have come dear friends, just now, 
For my feet ha,·e stronge r grown, 
,\nd I've lived such a while in the land beyond 
Where flowers bloom, and the radiant smiles 

~ >f the wise ones fill my heart. 
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I might gather tiowers from morn to night, 
If morn and night there were. 
0 no! we ne\·er night here know 
Nor morn, else all is morn, 
And the dewy sparkle on the flowers 
I sweep with my feet as I pass along, 
And the fragrance of their breath, so sweet, 
Doth fill my soul with joy. 

I'Ye brought to you, dear friends, each one, 
A flower as white as your best thoughts. 
All sparkling with the gems of purity and loYe. 

I live just oyer there-a breath will tell you where, 
I may not wander all around, and yet I go from one, 
And then where Saturn shines I sometimes pause, 
And smile as I enter there. 

I've brought you flowers, I've brought you more
Perhaps yon will not care, 
But yet I must; I could not come 
Unless I brought you this: 
The brightest jewel that I own, I treasure it with care. 
And yet to eyery one of you I glad! y give your share. 
And this bright jewel that I own 
Is love so pure and sweet, 
Just like the loye that flows from you 
To those you lo,·e the best-
So pure and sweet I know you can take 
l\T y flower and my offering too. 

l\Iay those who love you best 
Bring brighter flowers than I ha ,.e brought ; 
l\lay those you love the very best 
Help yon to be pure in thought. , 
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THE F UTURE OF A MERICA. 

DISCOURSE BY SPIRIT ABRAHA~\\ LINCOLN. 

(SLHES'.L\~ . 16th PRESIDE:'IIT UF TliE l':'\ITEIJ ST.\TES, 1'.\SSED TO THE 

HIGHER LIFE I~ ,s65.) 

SUNDAY AFTE~NOO~. DECE.\\BER 30, 1900. 

AID us, 0 ye who wait at th e gateway c)f liberty-giving 
life. Aid us, 0 ye returning ones who baptize 

human souls with the quickening power of your presence. 
Aiel us, 0 ye white-robed ones who t enderly watch and 
guard this people. Aiel us, 0 ye who gather around the 
council-fires 'neath the great dome of eternal wisdom. 
guiding the destinies of nations and inclivicluals-aicl us 
throughout all the lines and avenues of thought that we 
are capable of following. Aiel us, 0 Thou Spirit incarnate 
in all life, breathing Thy majestic power through the 
sand-grain and imparting Thy benediction through all life 
and life's vibrations unto Thy children. :\lay the power 
that rises from that company so vast no man can number, 
may the mighty force of those truths toward which our 
aspirations soar, bestow upon Thy children, 0 Life, the 
quickening that shall uplift the soul until they realize all 
that it is possible to realize in this life. Before the great 



altar of unwritten wisclom, before the great altar of undis
covered possibilities, man waits today to receive that vivi
fying unction that shall enable him to penetrate wider 
pathways and learn alike more of himself and more of all 
that surrounds him. 

l\fay the words that are uttered here this hour be 
freighted with such truth as shall reveal the ways of 
honesty and sincerity to Thy children, 0 Life. May the 
spirit that shall permeate the hearts of those gathered 
here be a biessing to every one present, and may all realize 
the grandeur of life and appreciate the fact of the unity 
of the two spheres of being. 0 Life, Thou art boundless 
as Nature in all her realms, and Nature teaches us Thy 
grand precepts, Thy holy behests, Thy wondrous powers. 
l\'lay we learn as children at1d utilize our knowledge as 
men and women. 

DISCOUHSE. 

Q TRANG E emotions stir me, and really I feel almost 
@) like sitting at the feet of humanity and being taught. 

Realizing the sacredness of life and its duties as I 
never did or could when incarnate, and realizing for my
self at least the importance of the words I may utter, I 
come into your presence, friends, with hesitancy. I 
recognize the fact, as I take a look out, that there is much 
to apprehend, much to scan seriously, and in gi\·ing you a 
few thoughts in reference to "The Future of America," 
I cl0 not come before you unseen as a prophet, but as one 
whose sole interest, like your own, is centered in human 
welfare. 

In looking about all over this fair land, I behold 
much upon every hand that causes, as it must, appre
hension in the minds of all true and honest people, but I 
ha\·e no com plaints to make, no bitter utterances to offer. 



If I could but voice one thought that would cause one 
incliviclual here present to realize more fully the duties of 
citizenship, I should feel that my effort was not in ,·ain . 

It requires no argument to pro\·e to you that which 
has been already pro,·en, that patriotism as it was and 
still is in the hearts of some is almost lacking in the 
hearts of those who stand nearly at the helm. 

Our country, this grand republic, was founded on the 
immortal principles of justice. They can never be o\·er
thrown. You are all versed, I trust. in the history of 
America and her institutions, and therefore you will agree 
with me, I am sure, when I assert that the sincerity, the 
fidelity, the de\'otion of those who held the reins of power 
in the go,·ernment in other clays ha\'e waned. 

You realize, no doubt, that the crying needs of the 
common people are unheard. I say unheard, because if 
they are heard they are unheeded. \Ve all understand 
that our go,·ernment was established for the good of all 
the citizens of this country, that they ha,·e equal rights to 
" life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness." I lea\'e you 
to thread the line for yourselves, and to ask yourseh·es if 
the questionable conditions of the present clay ha\·e not 
been caused almost wholly by departing from the strict 
principles upon which this repuhlic was founded? 

No one in looking backward to whate\·er position they 
may have held (at least this is my experience) can \'iew it 
with perfect satisfaction. I certainly claim that I stro\·e 
to sen·e the people the best I could, but I did not sen·e 
them perfectly b.ecause I had not the wisdom. 

Today, however, permit me to talk to you, not as an 
orator, not as one far away, but as your brother and 
friend, and as such I would ask you if you do not think 
that, in the olden time, perhaps before you or I came up
on the stage of activity here, our forefathers held their 
pri\'ileges sacred ? E,·ery citizen should consider his 
citizenship a sacred trust and his interest in the fulfill -
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ment of its duties should be as great, as true to the needs 
of the people and loyal to the government as his interest 
in the welfare of his own soul. It is because of a lack 
of this that you see the conditions that are presented to 
you today-an ignoring of the duties of citizenship in the 
strictest sense and a blind obedience to party in the 
lowest sense. As many people lay aside their religion 
Monday morning and do not think of it again until Satur
day night, so people forget their citizenship and those 
duties thereby imposed and can I not say thereby enjoined? 

If, then, in consequence of a lack of sincerity, if in 
consequence of departing from the strict principles upon 
which this government was founded, the people have 
served l\Iammon, have sought to aggrandize themselves, 
have endeavored to grasp office that they might exercise 
power over others, who has permitted it? If upon the 
one hand you behold this state of affairs, what do you be
hold upon the other? Those who have made this con
clition possible by shirking their responsibility, who have 
failed to remember and act upon the knowledge they 
possess, that the welfare of every child of this broad land 
is intrusted to them, and that those who hold office are 
the servants of the people and not the people the servants. 
of the official class. There is no life, however insignifi
cant, that the government has a right to despise; there is 
no child so poor and unfrienclecl that the government 
should not respect and protect. 

In this departure from the strict principles of justice 
and morality upon which this republic was founded, and 
which may be welded into one great, inclivisibl~ factor, 
you may trace, I will not say the dawn of the evil day that 
has come upon you, but the comi~g of the clark cloud that 
hangs over this country; grown bigger now than a man's 
h:J.nd, seen in the east, west, north or south, and enshroud
ing our beloved America in gloom. \Vhat shall be the 
rernedy? \Vhat can be the curative agent that may be 
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em played ? You are of the great world and you can not 
stop even at your own bidding, but let us pause for one 
moment and consider: Had every son of America been 
taught, ere he was twenty-one years old, that the exercise 
of the ballot should be to him a sacred trust whate,·er his 
faith, whatever his religion, whatever his conception of 
God, he would cast his \'Ote honestly and conscientious
ly, and he would cast it for an honest man, that he him
self might not assist to place in power any unworthy 
individual. I consider the power that some of you possess 
and that I once held. of helping to place men in official 
positions, is indeed a great trust committed to us. 

In relation to religion and to government, it seems to 
me that the people have run wild, forgetting that in both 
there are principles that cannot be overthrown, and hence I 
do not hesitate to say that were you to take the principles 
of either party, live them, act upon them, you would 
have a better, purer government than you have today, a 
government that would throw its protecting power over all 
the people. And why should it not ? Is any child too 
poor to be recognized ancl owned ? Is any one too miser
able to be made happy? I think not. 

Let us look for one moment and see who ha,·e been 
the builders of this great nation ? who have enthroned 
their lives in the mighty piles that have been reared, the 
stately edifices erected all over this beautiful land? If 
you pride yourselves on your scholastic halls and the mag
nificent education that is there imparted, should you ig
nore the men and women who have laid the foundation ? 
Should you say to those builders who have toiled day by 
day that they are of no use ? vVhy, I say to you today. 
friends, and I know you cannot deny it if you itr·:cstigate 
the matter, that the most intelligent class of people living 
in this glorious country, America, is the middle ciass-not 
those who have ascended the high hills of prosperity by 
virtue of the labor of some one else, not those who have 
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been placed in positions of trust because they had friends 
behind the door. Among the common people, those who 
are toiling clay by clay, you will find that earnest desire to 
know and understand that you do not discover among 
what you call the higher classes. I hope the time will 
come when I can speak to the people of this great nation 
and not refer to one class as high and another as low, for 
we all stand, friends, on the broad platform of human con
sciousness and human endeavor, equal. If I were here 
once again in the material form, I should consider that I 
had a right and a mission to accomplish, and my right was 
to accomplish that mission as best I could. 

You are living here today, and I think if you do not 
realize the fact fully that at least you dream vaguely that 
you are here for a purpose. \Vhat is it ? To stay the un
worthy work of the great parties upon the one hand, and 
upon the other to lift the terrible pall of darkness, super
stition and ignorance, of misery and want that enshrouds 
the lives of those to whom your government reaches out 
no helping hand, no protectinf!: power, no kindly feeling 
that would kindle \Vithin the souls of such a desire to 
adorn their manhood or womanhood. 

These conditions have come, and I do not say that 
I am sorry, although I am in tenderest sympathy with 
every child that suffers,-! assure you of that-and had I 
the power I would send shafts of light into the darksome 
pit wherein so many linger. If I cannot say that I am 
sorry that these conditions exist or have come about, I 
suppose I ought to give you my reason: I am not sorry 
because I know that the people are mad-mad with the 
wild ambition to obtain filthy lucre, mad with the desire 
to have their own way at all hazard, mad to ride the high 
horse of prosperity, as it were, mad in their striving in the 
crowded pathways of trade to cheat one another. I will 
give you just one thought in this connection: You find, 
for instance, today one man endea,·oring to sell his horse 



to his neighbor; he tells him he is fitting him all up for 
the show, he tells him of his glossy hair, of his speed. 
There is a reason for his speed today, but he does not tell 
him that his grinders are all gone, and the consequence is 
that the man pays for what he does not get. 

All over ;.rour land trust companies have their agents, 
and intermediaries, if you call these such that are plead
ing with poor men and women to invest, and widows and 
orphans are investing continually in various schemes. 
\\'hat is the result? That which they invest goes into 
the trust company or some corporation~ and the woman, 
widow though she be, is left to go "over the hill to the 
poor-house.'' 

There are sharks upon every hand; the go\·ernment 
permits it, the people are schooled to this state of affairs. 
The innocent victims are tole! such glowing stories of 
suddenly acquired riches. But who acquires them? 
Those who hold the controlling power in your trusts are 
reaping their thousands-yea, their millions of dollars 
from their im·estments-men, and women likewise, but 
what upon the other hand do we perceive? The misery 
and wretchedness of those who toil to grow the cane by 
which the sugar trusts reap their enormous profits, of 
those who are crushed to the very earth by those who ob
tain an unjust interest and are li\·ing in luxury. 

As long as these things obtain, clo you expect a per
fect government, friends? If men clo not respect their 
manhood, ancl have not honesty enough to refrain from 
engaging in any unscrupulous business, even though the 
government does sanction and protect 1t; do you expect 
them to know what honest cittzenship signifies? This is 
a subject that comes directly home to the heart of e\·ery 
man, woman and child, for the woman will, I am sure, 
sometime exercise the right of franchise, and if their hus
bands would to-clay listen more to their counsels perhaps 
they would realize and appreciate their bh:ssings more 
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fully . But not until we get clown into the very depths, 
not until we reach the very dregs of society and strip from 
those forms, that seem to imply manhood, their false gar
ments, shall we behold the true Satan ? 

If you expect to have a government pure and unde
filed, if you expect to have a go,·ernment in which you can 
trust, you must first educate the people to be trustworthy, 
and if from other lands there have and do come to this 
country those who have lived under monarchical form of 
government, their dreams of freedom may not be fully 
realized until we ha\·e established here a government so 
glorious, righteous and grand that it places every human 
child within the borders of this beautiful Janel on the same 
footing with e\·ery other, as far as his rights "to life, liber
ty and the pursuit of happiness" are concerned. You 
may say perhaps that you clo mingle together on equal 
terms to a certain degree, politically speaking, but I 
would have the people so instructed that all might in com
ing time be recognized indeed as living in the reign of the 
brotherhood of man. vVe have heard a great deal of the 
brotherhood of God and the brotherhood of man, but the 
brotherhood of man is a song, the echo of which you part
ly sense as it rapidly glides along. 

I have given you these few thoughts, not expecting 
that any of you will do any different, for I know the great 
avalanche of power that is sweeping the children of Amer
ica onward will not be stayed as yet, aud one reason why 
I said a moment ago that I could not say that I was sorry 
was because I felt that they must learn the lesson, they 
must bite the dust by-and-by, and they will not rise again
at least I feel that they will not-until that comes which 
will startle e\·ery son and daughter of America and bring 
them to their senses, for this 1 ife is not the all of life you 
ancl I will see. 

All hail to any condition that makes way for a better 
on e ! All h J. il to the man wbo rises in the dignity of his 
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shall make them free ! All hail to him who brings to his 

fellows a realization of the fact that this is but the be
ginning of life, because as you live here so shall be your 
condition there! Every clay you are we:1.ving or you are 
not weaving garments for your ~pirit furm, and if you are 
not weaving your robes, rest assured that you will not be 
very well clad. Your spirit f riencls gather up from you all 
(and this ought to incite you to yield your very best) every 
kindly thought, every noble deed, every e:1.rnest aspiration 
as tangible things and weave them, if .YOU will allow them, 
into the home that you are to enjoy by-ancl-by. If your 
thou~hts and ambitions are downward. if you would crush 
the needy, if you wouicl strip from the impoverished ones 

the poor garments even that clothe them. if you would re
fuse ~o feed the hungry, if you would dress in purple and 
fine linen while others sit in sackcloth ancl ashes, remem

ber the material you are furnishing for your garments will 
be to you darker than the grave and fouler than any you 
can fi ncl here. 

\Ve come to a truth at this point that I wish I could 

imprint upon every human heart in letters of fire, for 

when it finds lodgment in every human soul, men will 
realize that they are indeed living here for a purpose, that 
they are livin~ here not only for a time but to prepare 
themselves to live eternally. that they an: here to fill the 
measure of this life completely that they may enter with 
happiness upon the life everlasting towards which they 
arc tending, and the truth I would impart is this: Too 
long have mankind been taught that some one else conld 
paYe the way for them ; too long have they dream eel that 
while another suffered they might hoodwink a certain 
inclividuJ.l and enter heaven ; too long have they deemed 

that through another whom we all re,·erence they might 
escJ.pe a just retribution for every sin and wrong-doing. 

The gospel of spiritual truth that is heraiclccl to the 
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children of earth, not now for the first time, by the return 
and ministration of the clear departed, comes to question 
every human soul, it con.1es to ask you as I ask you, not 
are you a citizen of the United States, but are you a true 
citizen ? Do you regard your citizenship as sacred ? Are 
you faithful to your trust, weighing well and measuring 
accurately the merits of the candidate and his honesty 
before you decide to vote for him, determining whether 
he is one who would use his power to enslave his kind or 
not? 

Sweeping down the great river of time and circum
stances that broadens and broadens still more, is the 
dreadful, the doleful, the sorrowful moment, more terrible 
than America has ever seen, and no words that I can utter 
will probably cause you to endeavor to stay its coming, 
but I hope they may cause you to think. Do not, I beg 
of you, say, "I am only one; it does not matter what I do 
or think." \Vhat if you are only one man opposed to 
millions of those who are not manly enough to use their 
own judgment and abide by their own convictions! Stand
ing alone, the one man says : "l owe to the children and 
the people of America my conscientious efforts and the 
very best of which I am capable. l\Iy party has nominated 
a man that I know is not true, is not trustworthy, and 
shall I, as I hold this ballot placed in my hand, decide to 
give the lie to my honest convictions by casting this \'Ote 
for him?'' Reasoning thus, the true citizen will strike 
out the dishonest man's name and write in its place the 
name of a man worthy to be honored by the trust of his 
fellow-citizens. 

"How much good would that do?" you may ask. 
Very little, \'ery little, friends, nothing perhaps as far as 
the election of that particular candidate is concerned at 
the present time, but it would establish the claims of that 
voter to possessing the sterling qualities that are the bul
wark of the nation, and as he sees wrong perpetrated he 
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can say, "\Vel!, I dared to be true." If men would catch 
the strain of this grand song and not only sing it but liYe 
it; if they would obey the votce within, using the pri\'ilege 
of the franchise as a sacred right, bow long, think you, 
would it be before those using their power wrongfully 
would take the hint, and understand that if they would re
main in office they must change their methods? 

Just so long as you wink at crime, just so long you 
foster it. Just so long as you gi,·e out immoral thoughts, 
just so long you are swelling the volume of that great 
immoral tide that is sweeping the people of this fair land 
into the whirlpool of destitution, misery, want and sin. 
Just so long as you support a gO\·ernment that not only 
punishes but persecutes the innocent victim, while the 
libertine that ruined her goes free, just so long you are 
supporting licentiousness. Only when you embrace are
ligion so pure and undefiled that it may gather in its 
arms every political issue, and, bearing it i.nto the realm 
of spiritual life, there bid every citizen decide it according 
to his own conscience, will your government be the ideal 
one the patriots on the other side ha\'e so long hoped to 
see it become. Just so long as you have a religion that 
does not touch the soul, just so long will you have un
faithful citizens, unfaithful pastors and unfaithful ser
vants. 

These may seem harsh statem en ts to you, yet I do 
not mean them as such. I have one word to say in this 
connection, for I see Ly the expression in some of your 
faces that you think I have touched cruelly and wrongly 
upon the pastor business. I have no apology to make and 
nothing to take back, but I have this to add : Just so 
long as one pastor, it matters not to what denomination he 
belongs, stands before his people and denounces Spirit 
ualism, and then ,·isits in private the sanctuary where he 
rccein~s with tears the pure message that comes to him, 
he is a traitor to his Aock ! 



\Vhen I speak of justice and the sacredness of duty, I 
mean every duty in life. It applies to the merchant in his 
business, the mechanic in his shop, everyone in all the 
walks of life. You cannot be a true and faithful citizen if 
in any department of life you defraud your kind. Now I 
presume some of you would say, "If we were to be thus 
strictly honest and upright in business dealings we should 
starve," and /don't know bnt)'Ott would I But, friends, were 
I in the material form today, knowing what I have learned 
since I entered the spirit world, and I take into consider
ation all that I observe on every hand-were 1 in business 
toclay in this city, I wouid give an equivalent for all I re
cei\·ed, I would breathe this prayer in my office and every
where I went, and it should be just this and no more: "I 
am a living soul. I am here to be a true man. My life is 
commissioned to me as a sacred thing. I am here to bless 
humanity as far as possible. I will be just. I will not 
strive to take advantage, if I have the power, of the weak
ness of others." I would not be engaged in the silver trust 
though millions of dollars were piled before me, because I 
would know that some human child was being crushed to 
earth thereby. I would remember the toilers in their toil 
and give to them their due. 

Sad to say, those who occupy the highest positions in 
life look upon those who perform the labor in erecting 
their houses, their banks, their mansions, as slaves, and 
you will find (if you do not believe me, go and investigate 
for yourselves) that the rich are more likely to grind 
clown the workman than the middle classes. \Vorking 
people are more willing to pay their milliners, their dress
makers, their bricklayers or whomsoever they employ, 
what is just than are those who are possessed of their 
hundreds of thousands and their millions, and I tell you 
that the accumulation of uncounted wealth creates a 
::\Iammon of selfishness in the human heart. 

''I thought you were going to tell us something about 
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the future of America," you may say. I could not \·cry 
well until I bad talked a little about the now, and my feel
ings in regard to the qualifications of a citizen of these 
United States. 

The future of America! I delight in watching its 
coming. I know that deeper darkness will spread her 
~vings over this fair Janel, that greater wrongs will be clone, 
for, as I have said, you have much to apprehend. Hut it 
is in the power of the people and in that power alone, to 
say when the night shall merge into the dawn of the 
bright and radiant day. As long as the people are willing 
they will surely be held in bondage. but the giad awaken
ing will take place, for the religion that comes to you from 
the realms beyond is touching human hearts. You will all 
bear me out in saying that the religion of Spiritualism is 
the religion of justice, the religion of peace, the religion 
of love. I want right here to ask you one question : How 
much do you love anyone whom you are trying the best 
you can to cheat? How 1nuch do you love anyone whom 
ycu are crushing, the people who need your love and pro
tection while you are catering to those who care nothing 
for ya.u? These questions J leave with you, and taking 
them to myself you have my own answer. Therefore am 
I laboring, for life is real ancl earnest, and we shall be sat
isfied with ourselves only when we can say to the judge 
within, "I have clone the best I coulcl.'' 

The future of America, then, as I have already stat
ed, is in your hands in part. \Vill your thoughts never 
have clone with burrowing in the slime and mud of the 
present hour? Let them be lifted up and watch the 
dawn of that gladsome day when prosperity shall spread 
her bright wings all over this fair lancl. You are told by 
by those in high positions and places of authority, how 
prosperous the nation has been during the past tweh·c 
months. The year is drawing rapidly to a close. On its 
scroll are written tales of bloocly warfare, \\Tong, 
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to overreach man, ancl the great cry echoes and reechoes 
in our ears of that great army of which it has been said, 
''Cruelty has nothing but cruelty to impart." All this 
you behold, and then let us remember, in a spirit of jus
tice toward all and enmity toward none, that we must face 
the issue. I say ·•we" for I am just as much interested 
in America as are you or any one else, and I would not 
except a single person in the material form. l\Iy love for 
America and her children is just as strong as ever, and I 
am thrilled with a greater power and more earnestness as 
I labor in behalf of my dear country, than when I dwelt 
here among men in a physical body. As far as I have the 
power, you may rest assured that I shall use it, for my 
life is given me in trust, ancl I am to polish it myself-no 
one else can do it for me. 

Therefore as I look abroad and see wrong and clis
corcl, selfishness, ambition and misery ram pant on every 
hand, I am constrained to tell you, for I conceive it to be 
my cluty, that I also perceive that these forces will spend 
themselves, because, on the other side glows the ever 
brightening light of spiritual truth, and the message of 
those who bend from the battlemeuts of the eternal world 
breathes a spirit of peace on earth to all mankind. Those 
workers who have gone on before are not sleeping, neither 
have they gone to that bourne whence no traveller re
turns, but the mighty tide of power from their hearts and 
lives is sweeping on and it will sweep into the hearts of 
mortals until they realize the simple fact; namely, that 
you weave your own garments for the life o\·er yonder. 
If you would be happy there, see that justice is clone here; 
if you would have a home there of purity and love, a home 
that will satisfy you, see to it that you live such a life 
here that when you stancl over the inert form that clothed 
your spirit you may exclaim, "It is well,'' for I say to you 
that there are many mourners. many mourners entering 
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their garments were woven, look back and mourn over 
lost opportunities, mourn over their selfishness, mourn 
over the misery that comes to them because they sold their 
manhood or their womanhood, and dared not stand firm in 
the great pathway where truth never pauses in its onward 
march. 

But after the night shall pass away these truths will 
be recognized and accepted by all mankind. I expect to 
come sometime to speak to the people in this place, and 
I expect to see every seat filled and every heart present 
·aglow with earnestness. I shall not need to ask why it 
is, for I shall know that they have discovered their man
hood or womanhood and have learned how to maintain 
it-that they ha\·e discovered the true dignity of man
hood and learned the sweetest grace of womanhood. 
\Vhen the dark night shall have come and passed away, 
the souls of humanity will be so imbued with that spirit 
that was in existence and was recognized when the 
foundation of this republic was laid, that then indeed man 
will no longer listen to and obey the dictates of party 
leaders, but the great cry will be: "\Vhat can I do for 
others? How shall we secure a perfect go\·ernment ? 
\\'hom shall we fine! who is willing to serve his fellow
citizens in office, but not anxious to exercise the power 
thereof for private gain?" I always had great respect and 
]0\·e for Charles Sumner. He was almost the only man 
who refused upon a certain time to buy his seat in Con
gress by paying even a dollar for his election. You have 
not many of that kind today. 

The light cannot be quenched. The prit~ciples that 
underlie American government are not and cannot be de
stroyed, and the right will be recognized and revered in 
human hearts. Then will come the time when you and I 
will hail with joy the ascension of honest men to the high
est place of trust. \Vhy shall they ascend ? Because 
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those who send them there will ha\·e \·oted honestly, re
membering the needs of others. And thus, dear friends, 
shall come again, as the great circle of time swings round, 
a deeper, higher, broader recognition of the vital princi
ples of this government. When these are understood, the 
recognition of right shall outlive all fraud, the recognition 
of justice shall outlive all trusts, the recognition of true 
manhood shall outlive all seeming manhood. In the lift
ing up of humanity to a consciousness that life is for a 
purpose, every child here should be the object of your and 
my ministrations, should receive your ancl my love, your 
and my benediction. 

Therefore I would not have you complain, I would 
not have you sit down in sorrow or be saddened by any 
thought to which I have given expression ; but I would 
have you, clear brothers and sisters, reflect, I would have 
you study yourselves, I would have you send one mighty 
wave from your own being that would pierce the realms of 
immortality and catch the radiance of that liberty that 
shines there evermore, receive the benediction that comes 
from your ascended \Vashington and those who labored 
for this country's weal in other clays, that true patriotism 
may be born anew, that man may stand before the halls 
of error and crime and wrong and sin and injustice like a 
monument of justice and exclaim, "Thus far and no farther 
shall ye go; ye have finished your course." This will 
come, and I shall say and you, perhaps not while you , 
tarry here, that indeed all is well. 

Some of you I know will not then disdain to accom
pany me to look over the fair land of America, go into her 
cities, her ,·illages, her homes and see her people at peace 
with one another, for we shall search in vain for a sign 
that reads, ''All liquors sold here," we shall seek with
out success for any almshouse or prison, but our hearts 
shall be gladdened by the sight of beautiful monuments, 
some chu rches turned into structures of greater useful-
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ness. The twentieth century points not in Yain to grander 
achie\·ements. Spiritualism will haYe written her name 
upon the topmost pinnacle of the vast building wherein 
her children receive lessons of light and wisdom, where
in sit the oracles, as in olden times, teaching the people 
who gather there to receive the messages that may be 
transmitted from realms beyond, and behold! The 
children of America shall thus be guided into those 
pathways that tend to heights of both material and 
spiritual wealth. 

The people of America shall build one towering 
monument to th::tt grand religion of Spiritualism, that e\·en 
now is spreading its power wider and still wider O\'er all 
the land, breathing upon all mankind its divine blessing, 
for it has come to strike the shackles from every human 
soul. it has come to enlighten and dignify eYery human 
child. It has come to reach out its protecting arms and 
say to those who would inflict Christianity upon the 
children of earth, "Stay your hand! Let no longer the 
blows fall upon the weak!" It has come to say to those 
weak ones, "Arise and proclaim your right to li,·e," and 
before all shall shine the great beacon-light of immor
tality. 

Then shall men and women realize that they are li,·
ing here for a time to learn how to live there. They will 
strive to be kind and loving and faithful in all the relations 
of life ; they will seek justice and morality ; they will en
deavor to so live here that when the real life shall open its 
doors wider and still wider to recei,·e them, they will there 
find the full fruition of their toil here. 

All this is plain to me, although I am no prophet, and 
I look for the time when America sh::tll indeed be the 
l\1ecca towards which all people from all lands a nd all 
climes shall turn their steps to receive the benediction of 
the angel-world. 
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Sweet helpers, strengthen us m the pathway of 
right. Help us to be just. Breathe upon us your bless
ing that we in turn may bless others and thereby open 
the portals that lead to infinite wisdom and knowledge. 
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THE PURPOSE OF IMMORTAL 
LIFE. 

DISCOURSE BY SPIRIT "SAIDIE." 

(OF THE S u:\"-A:\"GELs' ORIWR oF Lll~HT.) 

SUNDAY MORNING, FEBRUARY 3. 1901. 
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OR the potent vibrations of life that bear us whereso-

ever we may ; for the wavelets of deep and earnest 
thought that enfold us as we journey on ; for the pure and 
uplifting aspirations of those encased in material forms 
that are as a sweet breath breathed a round us ; for all the 
beauties of life upon every hand, we rejoice and are gbcl. 
0 may we all undE;rstancl that amicl the trials of life, 
if they must come, the beautiful blossoms unfold their 
brightest hued and most perfect petals, and exhale their 
richest fragrance under the skies of adversity ; and may 

• In presenting this senes of lectures to the public, perhaps a few suggestions to those 
not conversant wi th spiritualism would be appreciated. 

Due allowance should be made for seeming lack of complete expression by some intelli
gencies owing to dJss1milanty of brain development, the physical and mental condition of the 
medium and conditions furnished by those present at the time of transmission. 

:\I any of our spirit speakers are not hampered to any extent in their · expressiOn through 
one mstrument whtle they would be through another, and some find the language of the 
medium superior to their own developmen t, but as a rule, manifestations from the subjective 
through all phases of medmmship arc more or less imperfect. 

The invocation is seldom offered by the spirit delivering the address. 
Poems or blank verse:: in this se::ries ate more or less impaired or lost, owing to the in

ability of the stenographe::r to report them as delivered. 
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Thy children realize, 0 Life, that every pain brings a wel
come flower, that every thorn, however deeply it may 
pierce the heart, causes some new and holy aspiration to 
arise from the soul. Thus, in whatever sphere of activity 
we may be drifting, 0 may we understand that the great 
purpose of immortal life is to overcome all things, and in 
the sweetness of that exaltation that enables one to rise 
above the pains and sorrows that encompass him, may we 
bathe, 0 Infinite Energy, in Thy river of eternal joy. 

May we this hour, 0 Life, hold sweet and silent com
munion with Thy children, alike in material and spiritual 
forms, gathered here, and may this place be hallowed by 
their sweet aspirations and holy desires, mingled with the 
glad songs that Thy ascended ones chant just beyond. 
\Ve thank Thee for all that Thou clast measure out unto 
Thy children, and we rejoice that after the bitter the sweet 
in its fullness shall be the portion of all. May we who sit 
beneath Thy bright beams be only thoughtful to fulfill our 
mission and do our work as best we can. 

DISCOURSE. 

~ EALIZING how poor the words may seem, how illy 
.l ~they can convey to you the thoughts I would scatter 
among you this hour, I feel almost as though it were better 
to sit here in sacred silence, your souls in touch with those 
who have passed through many tributaries as well as many 
tribulations and victories, for when siient you come en rap
port with others and inbreathe from them that which is 
indeed sacred and holy. 

The thoughts I would express to you this morning 
bear upon ''The Purpose of Immortal Life." Surely you 
all can but feel that if life be unending there must be a 
reason for its continuance. It cannot be for your and my 
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gratification as individuals; it cannot be simply that we 
may elwell in the arms of those loved ones whom we have 
mourned; it cannot signify only that we are to experience 
that complete happiness that we may hope shall be the 
everlasting crown wherewith our spirits may be adorned ; 
but to me, and methinks to you, the great purpose of life 
itself is to overcome all things. 

Through pain, through suffering, through experiences 
~ uch as one would naturally put far from him, we receive 
many a valuable lesson. By stern discipline, the great 
irresistible teacher, we are forced, in our various en
vironments, into conditions that we do not desire, and the 
question might be asked, "Is this to our detriment ?" Are 
we simply like drift-wood floating on life's great ocean, 
without a purpose save sometime perhaps to be thrown 
upon the shore and at length be at rest ? For myself I 
would answer that the past, with all its trials and pains 
through which I have wandered in other days, yields to 
me the sweetest flowers from the darkest valleys, because 
in the darkest valleys or in the hour when the shadows 
of sorrow press upon us, we are driftin~ unto ourselves. 

\Ve sense the touch of a hand we cannot lift, we feel 
as no human being could cause us to feel, and by this 
quickening of thoughts and powers and sensibilities that 
we wou1cl shun, we learn something of the purpose of 
existence. 

To be as we might choose and have our desires accord 
with our ignorance, would be indeed a misfortune. Could 
you, every one, have your wishes gratified at the present 
hour, methinks they would not confer upon you the bene
fit you might hope for or expect. Nature, or Life, call it 
whichsoever you please, disciplines her children just in 
accord with their needs, and only when we come in touch 
with all things, all beings around us, to feel as we would 
that others should feel, to b~ content to endure and to 
suffer even as we are pleased to enjoy, arc we prepared to 
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by which we may advance, what matters it how many ex
periences we ha\'e had, for we have had only those that 
out spirits required? 

The eternity of the past you may not fully measure. 
The immortal life you hope for is bright with its many 
beautiful colorings, bright with its many promises, not to 
be realized, however, until you have earned them, but, con
forming to that great and infinite law and fulfilling the 
purpose of your life, you may attain the greatest heights 
possible to an individual. 

I do not forget by any means the days of toilsome 
struggle, the days of darkness, indeed, with a few lights 
shining upon my life in past journeyings, and yet from 
those saddened conditions there comes to me a power and 
a sweet voice that I recognize as the voice of that soul 
that giveth us experiences, and I know I could not at the 
present time send these thoughts to be uttered in your 
midst had I not measured, step by step, every pathway I 
have trodden-not simply my wanderings while clothed 
upon with mortality, but my spirit journeyings. \\That 
matters it whether, in stri\·ing to climb the mountain or 
contentedly roaming the valley, it is the bleeding feet of 
the physical form that betoken pain or suffering ? It IS 

all the experience of the soul. 
I do not doubt that there are some whom you know 

who suffer pain from year to year and yet are patient and 
content. It does you good, friends, to enter the chamber 
of one who is prostrated by sickness if there the smile of 
a contented soul bids you welcome, for in that case the in
dividual lives above the environmonts or confinements of 
the incarnation that holds him enslaved for the time be
ing. You little dream how essential are the experiences 
that come to you, else you would not question them, 
neither would you complain even when your soul is stricken, 
because you would realize that beyond the deep shadow 
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the experiences of that sorrow that comes to • you will 
awaken some new power within. Many a seed. fails to 
germinate and many a faculty fails to become quickened, 
because the soil or the surroundings are not congenial. 

0 may you one and all understand that immortal life 
is yours here as much as it will be yours many ages hence. 
May you realize that you are souls here as much as you 
will be when you shall have been lifted from out these 
environments. 

\Nhen the world can understand that we are striYing 
to teach them that goodness of life and that purity of 
thought and action that will not permit the individual to 
breathe an unkind word of another-when the world can 
realize this and be ready to accept the same, how beauti
fully the trailing garments of -those who love you will 
gleam even in your presence! How sweet will be com
munion when the family of mankind comprehend the 
great fact that immortal life is the crown of every human 
soul, and that crown they wear even now through all the 
vicissitudes and trials of this life ! It may seem somewhat 
dim, but that is because they are unconscious of it. 

As you gather up material for the forms you are to 
wear in the next sphere of existence, rejecting those ele
ments that you do not require, you are constantly build
ing that character that marks the individual. The form 
which you love and prize so highly is only of worth to you 
for the short period that you are incarnate therein ; and 
forget not, dear ones, that every condition, every stage of 
unfoldment through which you pass must bring to you the 
incarnation that is necessary for your best development. 

You may think these statements dreamy and mean
ingless, but they are pregnant with the great experiences 
through which I and others have passed, and those through 
which you are passing or will pass. L1fe is no respecter 
of individuals, and all must do their part in the building 
of the great temple of immortality. 
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BeyoQnd the surging waves of materiality, beyond the 
deep throbbings that we sense arising from human soul s , 
beyond the contests and the antagonisms, beyond the 
inharmonies that make so many weak and bring so much 
pain to mortals, we behold the clear white pathway 
glittering with the dawning light from brighter lands, and 
made radiant by the footprints of those who have passed 
over it as they ascended to the sweet land where the "Sun 
Angels" elwell. There in the inner temple are written 
the deep experiences of all those souls who bow in rever
ence and veneration before life and its possibilities, who 
have climbed the mountain many times, who, after stand
ing on the summit, have, in obedience to the great voice 
of necessity-that of others as well as their own-de
scended into the valley and again stood gladly by the side 
of those dwellers in mortal forms to once more touch life's 
experiences bathed in the deep waters that may thrill 
the soul with anguish. 

But, friends, how many of you think that time or ex
perience can be lost ? The great fact that existence can 
never cease brings to you no idea of limitation-it cannot, 
and we have this before us, you and me : If, as I send 
you these thoughts, I greet the children who play so 
sweetly in the valley beyond ; if I am surrounded by that 
of which you cannot conceive, let me say to you that 
neither you nor I have touched the deepest font of that 
experience that shall enable us to become masters of all 
things. As I have already said, immortality has its pur
pose, without which we could not desire it, and that is to 
overcome all things and possess ourselves of sufficient 
power to guide and govern and direct as we will. But not 
until wisdom taketh up its abode with us can we have the 
power, not until we are so unfolded in thought, in love, in 
justice, in soul-life that all we have we shall seek to use, not • 
for our own aggrandizement, not for our own selfish grati
fication, not to adorn and beautify our home that we may 
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enjoy it the more, but that we may bring good to another, 
entirely forgetful of self in a selfish sense. 

To overcome, then, signifies more perhaps than you 
would at first dream. It means to overcome all selfish 
propensities, all ambition that, carried out, would injure 
another, all unkindly criticism to that degree that if you 
must speak of another as not wise, to accompany your 
words with no unkindly thought, but, looking at those 
whom you may feel are beneath you, however deep they 
may be in the dark shadows, to remember that they have 
an inheritance equal to your own, that their experiences, 
as yours, are necessary, and if you cannot realize how, just 
leave it to that Infinite Power that is greater than your 
understanding. Do not forget that it is not for thee, it is 
not for me to denounce, but that it is for me to give from 
my heart and you from yours to every child· however lonely, 
to every one however bitter his sorrow, that kindly thought 
that shall aid them to bear their burdens. 

If any of you think that to live thus would belittle 
your manhood or your womanhood or harm humanity, 
then surely you have a reason for not striving to emulate 
these teachmgs, but the time is coming (and it has come 
to those who are gathered in this, to us, sacred place) 
when humanity shall read aright and understand that he 
who needeth most your sympathy need not, as is too often 
the case, receive the least, that however much one may be 
benighted, you and I, in the only inspirations of our lives, 
seeking to fulfill the mission that is ours, have nothing to 
condemn. 

To be. willing to reclothe ourselves again and yet 
again ; to be willing to leave the radiant realm that \·ibrates 
with the holy touch of that sympathy that elevates the 
soul, to be willing to leave the harmony and peace, how
ever much we may love the same, however much we may 
rejoice in the altitude that we have attained; to be willing 
to leave all our joys and happiness, to lay aside all our 
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pleasures and enter once more into the pathway of pain 
and sorrow, if thereby the soul may become clothed in 
greater purity and wisdom-this to me is the significance 
of immortality. If life forever were to be what it is here 
with just a little advancement-if this were all, then we 
might indeed pray for the lifting of the brighter cloud, 
but it cannot be. Every time one lays himself upon an 
altar, every time one lays his ambitions and his enjoyments 
aside, as it were, thinking only of the needs of others and 
the needs likewise of himself, for without these repeated 
experiences we cannot enter that temple wherein the soul 
vibrates at the holiest touch of wisdom, we are learning 
to stand where worlds and systems of worlds obey our 
will: we are learning to exist where we may send our 
forces outward and touch some human life, as do I at the 
present time while I breathe my blessing upon you with 
the words I utt,er. 

I know that sometime, if not now, you will realize 
how necessary it is for you, each one, if you would enjoy 
what you hope to enjoy, if you would be what you hope 
to be, to be willing to pass through trials and tribulations, 
willing to take your life in your hand and bear it as best 
you can through every pathway of existence. The time 
is coming when all mankind will understand that no one 
ever died for them, that no one could ever bear their in
firmities for them, that no one ever could or did make a 
crown of purest beauty to rest upon their brow unless they 
had earned it. Therefore, let your thoughts be holy, your 
aspirations just and. your acts full of that kindliness and 
love that will quicken others and cause them to do like
wise. If you cannot love one who passes along a clark 
pathway, if you cannot love the outer expression, please 
remember that an immortal soul is dwelling in that form. 
Think of the purity that soul shall attain, equal to your 
own, and be merciful. Thus shall your souls grow bright
er with the knowledge that shall come in silence, and thus 
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shall you realize how many times the need of the spirit 
compels its re-embodiments and its various experiences. 

I leave with you my words. May they find, if accept
able to you, some lodgment, for sometime in the sweet 
home, when you shall have made many journeyings, I 
shall gladly point you to the temple wherein I elwell, and 
you shall see for yourselves the shaft we are building here 
the base of which rests upon the earth while its crown, 
glittering with the bright gems of wisdom, shall flash the 
light of joy and gladness earth ward, until all peoples sha11 
catch the radiance thereof and bow beneath its sacred 
benediction. 

Clll\.I~T AL'~ c;REETI~C. 

0 yes, I'm here and Saidee, too. 
0 friends, to every one of you 
I've brought a blossom all so sweet. 
Just fragrant as your love is sweet 
For those that wear the garments white. 
0 glad am I that I can come 
And tell you this bright morning how
Some angel bright and fair doth come 
And lay a flower on every brow.-
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THE ALTITUDE OF SPIRITUALISM. 

DISCOURSE BY SPIRIT LORD BYRON. 

(A Poet Who Passed to the Higher Life in 18:q.) 

SUNDAY AFTEKNOON, FEBRUARY 3, 1901. 

INVOCATION . 

1 lG) E invoke, 0 ye bending ones drawing nearer and 
\Lll still nearer to human lives, your baptism. l\1ay it 

rest like the gentle clews upon e\'ery human heart, inspir
ing all with holier thoughts, diviner aspirations and sweet
er harmonies in the ascending scale of existence. 

0 Life, Thy unfoldings are wondrous, and the path
ways that open before the soul grow wider and still wider 
as they draw nearer to the great font of infinite wisdom, 
and are made bright by the flowers that bloom upon every 
side and the g lad welcomings of those who throng the 
great highways. From every source in the vastness of 
Thy possessions, 0 Life, we invoke Thy blessing upon the 
inhabitants of this planet and upon all that it expresses by 
its silent throbbings, even as other worlds and systems of 
worlds, all obedient to that infinite law that guides, pro
tects and governs the soul. May we come into at-one
ment with all Thy infinite forces and realize the great pur
pose of existence, in order that faithfully and continually 
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we may each fulfill our mission to the best of our ability. 
Breathe upon us, 0 wondrous Power, that is cradled not 
in the consciousness of humanity, but that sings its great 
anthem continually and bestows its silent benediction 
upon human hearts everywhere with ~dl its magic potency 
and power. 

DISCOURSE . 

. m. 0 me the moment is pregnant with deep emotions, and 
v 1 v strange as incomprehensible are the waves that sweep 
o\·er my being. Incomprehensible because I am yet a 
student on the great battlefield of life; because as yet I 
sense the infinite throbbings of Nature and realize per
haps but little of the divine possibilities. Enfolded by 
her arms I perceive all human beings are one family, and 
I recognize the fact that I have entered upon an illimit
ab le life that serves my needs more and more as along the 
line of lifted thoughts I trace my destiny. 

\Vhat matters it what you and I were or are or may 
be save to ourselves, when this great wave of inspiration 
sweeping over this and all other lands proclaims the 
majesty of all life a nd its greatness, not a greatness that 
can be bestowed upon us, not that greatness that is sym
bolized by cl<:>thing ourselves in royal purple or in gar
ments of distinction, but that which may be attained by 
virtue of that poem of existence never written or voiced 
by human hand and tongue, but breathed in the deep 
depths of the human soul and made to vibrate on the 
mighty harp of eternal ages, stirs us, if not at the present 
time it sometime will, until we perceive our weakness 
and grasp, with a greater earnestness and a deeper con
sciousness of our neecls, the mighty vibrations that are 
caused by that harmony that governs the world! 
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The mighty problem that you are striving to soive, 
whether man continues to live after the death of the 
material form or nay, is something that if true you ought 
to know; and if this great upheaval of creeds, and forms, 
and ceremonies, and old beliefs ; if this great stirring of 
human minds and hearts throughout the wide world is be
ing caused by that which is not true~ you certainly, with 
your gifted wisdom, should discover it. To solve e\'ery 
problem that presents itself in the great march of life, and 
the changes of time and growth is the great purpose for 
which we live. However much we may fail while in the 
material form to solve that problem, it matters little as I 
know, yet I am not here to say to you that you must 
know because I know. I know that I still continue to ex
ist and breast the waves of a greater ocean of life ; I know 
that life presents to me greater problems for my elucida
tion, and the majesty of the human soul looms before me 
in such grandeur and glory that it stirs my being as no 
poem less exalted than that ever could or did. Just pause 
to think for one moment if you cannot believe what I tell 
you, if you cannot accept it as a fact ; just lay aside your 
opinions, whate\'er they may be, and grasp for a moment 
the thought that it may be true, and, becoming, receptive 
to the great reflected answer that comes from realms be
yond or from the depth of your soul's consciousness with
in, not telling you maybe that it is thus and so, but press
ing you on and on and still on, until you must know it is 
a truth because you sense it, because at last life's great 
anthem, never sung, makes itself felt within the deep 
depths of your being and you possess yourseh'es of the 
knowledge that you might never have gained by scholastic 
attainments or methods. 

Thus it is that I rejoice, even though I am somewhat 
accustomed to return in this manner, to come in touch 
with your lives and thereby I trust more en rapport with 
the vibrations that are enfolding the world in their irre-
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sistible grasp, and that something that power (it may 
appear to be a truth to you and it may not) is the 
quickened consciousness of individuals reaching outward 
and blending, as it were, into one holy aspiration or un
sung song that gathers a potency nothing else could. 

To me the altitude of that which you denominate 
Spiritualism equals the individual's aspirations, or, in other 
words, Spiritualism is just as high as his mortal character 
makes it for him. You measure your own Spiritualism. 
It is not a question of how \'ast, how grand, how infinite, 
how illimitable, how glorious and profound it is. for cer
tainly you must a·nd do know that Life presents her great 
problems to you upon every hand, and you realize the 
fact, though perhaps not as fully as we do, that there is a 
something that is stirring the nations of the earth as ne,·er 
before, a something that is uphea\'ing the rocky structure 
(if I may use this expression) of creeds and forms, of 
superstitions and ceremonies, lea,·ing a more desirable 
soil on which to sow the seeds of truth and in which they 
may gain a more perfect growth. You understand that 
there is a something, uninvited and undesired by man
kind, that is moving in the midst of the human family, a 
power either held in the hands and wielded by those 
whom you do not see sa\'e occasionally, a force that is 
either guided and directed by some one or more, or else 
the mighty wave of a chance mm·ement that is certainly 
sifting the chaff from the wheat and proving the great 
fact that soul-life excels material life. 

I ask you to walk with me just for a few moments in 
Nature's wide domain, and wherever we may pause, be it 
beside the rock or fossil that has been buried for ages, let 
us pick up the object, let us ·hold it in our hand, and we 
shall feel it tremble in our grasp because of the power of 
human touch. Then we shall realize that the link reaches 
out into an earlier era and takes us, it may be, where 
scientific and historic research have faiied to penetrate. 
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T rejoice as an individual at the achievements up to 
the present time of those workers in many lands, who are 
unveiling the mysteries of the ages, who are revealing to 
you and to the world those facts that prove that mankind 
ha\·e not slumbered in the centuries long gone. This 
planet will yet reveal wonderful and still more wonderful 
stories of art, science, music, harmony and of life itself in 
the past, until, in the time that is coming and not so very 
far in the future, it seems to me, those who are living in 
the present hour, as they contemplate that revelation that 
must and will be made by the aiel of extensive explora
tions in different portions of the earth, will marvel, me
thinks, that they ever thought themselves so wise or so 
deeply versed in what was long ago known to the early 
inhabitants of this planet. . 

To me the great tide of that spiritual thought (for 
without the power of spiritual t bought your Spiritualism 
would have little effect) that is flooding the world, that is 
entering by its potent silence into human hearts as no 
pleadings of individuals ever could, has a mission to per
form that many have not dreamed of. To me that for 
which you are seeking, a solution of the great problem, 
whether or not those who once dwelt in earthly te~1ements 
among you still live and return to greet you, is not the 
most important truth that Spiritualism has to offer the 
world. In fact many desire simply to know if the so
called dead really live, for, if so, they likewise will live 
after the death of the body. Having proven this to their 
satisfaction, they have done with Spiritualism apparently. 
To seek for evidence of continued life is a very natural 
and honorable desire, and the demonstration of this fact 
serves the purpose of sending to earth a glorious shaft of 
light from those realms where your immortal friends are 
waiting to welcome you sometime. Yet were this the all 
of Spiritualism I should say, go out into Nature's domain, 
stand on the hill-top or the mountain side and list to the 
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sweet melodies that greet you there ; go out yonder and 
standing where the summer's breezes may fan your cheek ; 
go out into the wild woods where you may be alon e with 
Nature as far as mortals are concerned, and yet not alone, 
for myriads of those who are unseen throng e\·ery place 
where you may wander, and then tell me if you can after 
listening to the sweet anthem Nature chants, so pure, so 
full of harmony, that you do not think Nature is the great
est poet of all! Her children may catch a few of her lines, 
her children may breathe a few of her songs, but gi,·e me 
the divine melodies of her mountains and ,·alleys, the 
deep-toned music of her wild breezes, the sweet symphony 
that she breathes deep in the rocky strata where human
kind cannot exist, and I gather in an d I gather in, for I 
realize that Nature by the beauty of her music, th e 
harmony of her melodies imparts to me a quickening force 
that awakens within me aspirations that nothing else eyer 
did or can. 

I am not striving to thread the mazes of thought so 
many seek to foll ow; I am not stri,·ing to wind roun d and 
round and round the beautiful pathways where oft I 
roamed, shaded by the trees clad in luxu riant verdure th at 
chanted the melodies no human tong ue ever did or could ; 
I am not seeking, friends, in my travels t o find on e in 
dividual whose infinite powers created you and me, who, 
with a breath, has commanded, a nd worlds a nd systems of 
worlds ha,·e sprun g into being and activi ty, clothed in all 
their symmetry and beauty in obedience to the mandate. 
I am not searching for that . I am endeavoring wi thin 
myself to quicken that power that shall enable me to send 
fo rth my thought, swift a nd s traight as th e arrow's tlight, 
to penetra te e\·e ry avenue of life, and retu rning bring to 
me the message alike of th e sand-grain a nd th e rose, alike 
of t he hunn n soul a nd its aspirings a nd the blade of grass 
unfold ing in its beaut iful symmetry. T his power you al-
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so will sometime seek to quicken, if you are not endeavor
ing to do so now. 

If for a time I take you from the thoughts of those 
whom you are longing to meet and greet, from the 
thoughts of those to whom you are surely hastening as 
day follows the night and the sun rises and sets-if I take 
yo u from these thoughts out into Natu.re's wide domains 
and ask you with me to place your heart and soul and life 
before her great altar, it is for the purpose of bringing you 
in touch with every vibration that thrills this grand or
ganic structure, the earth, and, more than this, to bring 
you in touch with Nature that you may listen and not in 
vain to hear the songs the stars sing as they obey the 
majestic law th at sprung there into action. Then shall 
you be able to read in all things, from the sand-grain to 
man in his highest unfoldment, the poem of life and 
realize how grand and beautiful it is; then you will under
stand that every poet, that every songster, that everyone 
who has touched, as it were, the line of life and beauty, 
has had some baptism, it may be small, it may be great , 
before the altar of that silent power without which the 
poet may seek in vain for a clear expression of his soul's 
aspirations, desires and feelings. 

If I were speaking to you at the present time of 
poetry, friends, where should I turn, in what direction 
should I look for my inspiration ? Allow me to say that 
I feel no pride in having dwelt in any particular land upon 
this particular planet, for what a little world it is when 
compared .with the vast array of planets and systems of 
planets, although when here I thought it the most important 
of al l. But now the grand symphony of mountains, hills 
and valleys of other worlds, some far more perfected than 
is this, charms my soul, and all Nature becomes the harp 
upon which the great l\Iaster plays the most beautiful 
music I can comprehend. Sometime you too, will sense 
it and love it. 
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This which is known to you by the name of Spirit
ual ism comes to unveil to you, if you will but permit it, 
all the potencies and factors of life, to give to you th e 
grand education that no college e\·er conferred, and I do 
not speak in any light manner of your institutions of 
learning. Outside or within them the great teacher of 
life bends over every soul, pointing to the pages of the 
great unbound volume of the ages, and ·all that the universe 
represents is yours and mine. Spiritualism has come to 
you to give you, with many other thoughts, this one; 
namely, all! ife is yours. If it were not a fact that you 
could not cease to exist, it could not be a fact that you 
exist today, because spirit is indestructible wherever you 
find it, and matter without spirit were not. 

Consequently, whatever may have been my life or is, 
whatever may have been yours or is, let us be content 
with this one thought, that we are and that we must be 
more than we are. \Ve cannot be put back into the 
child's clothing that we have worn, and no incliviclual who 
has claimed, or others who have claimed for him, that he 
has suffered for us, can clothe us in garments we would 
wish to wear, for you, I am sure as well as I, would not 
care to wear borrowed clothing. Indeed, how poor must 
be the soul that borrows its garments in order that it may 
enter heaven by virtue of one who has lived a better life ! 

The possibility of gifts to the soul is a question that 
is answered before you ask it. There is no such thing. 
You may extend kindly assistance one to another, you 
may express your thoughts one to another, but the educa
tion of the soul is your own work, a work which cannot be 
delegated to any other, and whatever altitude you may 
strive to attain, no one can lift you there, no power of 
nature, no magic of art, no combination of individuals and 
their united efforts can place you there. You get there 
by virtue of the combined activity of the trinity that con
stitutes your selfhoocl; namely, soul, spirit, body, all serv-
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ing their purpose, for certainly your bodies serve you J. 

great and mighty purpose while you tarry on the material 
plane. By-and-by you will cast them aside, and let me 
say to every one of you here present, that when you do 
you will not feel as sad as you do when you gaze upon the 
body that some friend has discarded. You look upon the 
inanimate form in deepest sorrow, and your sight grows 
dim. You love it because through it the soul of your 
dear one gave expression to itself and rendered that 
material substance sacred, hence your tears. \iVhen you 
cast off your own form, your friends on the mortal plane 
may feel as sad as you have felt when those you loved 
have laid aside the physical, but you will stand beside the 
bier, if you have iived the life a man or woman should live, 
glad and smiling, and the only sadness you will experience 
will be caused by the grief of your friends, the sorrow that 
rests upon their spirits. The most intense desire of your 
heart will then be voiced in these words, "0 I wish they 
were glad! I wpuld give anything if they would look up 
and be cheered, for on their smiles I would so gladly be 
wafted into the realm whither I am going." 

This attitude of mind is all owing to education, it is 
the result of the fact that Spiritualism has been regarded 
by the great majority of the people as something intended 
to please or gratify them. Hence, permit me to say, not 
with any unkindly feeling or thought towards any, that the 
Spiritualists as a class have been and are living upon the 
surface; they are sounding notes that are not in harmony 
with the realm of soul-life, because they do not realize the 
beauty and significance of this great truth that comes to 
teach them of the living light of eternity. 

U nclerstancl me : I do not ask you to accept one 
thought that I may express unless it appeals to your reason 
as the truth, but I do assure you that the whole world will 
some Jay welcome the radiant light of Spiritualism, for it 
will grow brighter and brighter because human hearts arc 



becoming freer and more fearless, and man kind are daring
to think. The light will grow brighter ancJ brighter here 
until it shines with as undimmed a lustre as it shines in 
the realms of immortality. It is, as it were, like a light 
just over the hill-tops, and you, sitting at the base of the 
mountain, do not see it only as you behold a ray now and 
then and wonder whence it comes ; but by-and-by you will 
fearlessly lay aside the shackles by which you have been 
bound so long and exclaim : "Life, light, guide me, help 
me that I may reach an opening where I may see the 
white light, I behold the reflection of its glory, and I am 
determined, if it costs me my very life, to use every 
energy of my being to know what that light is." 

\Vhen, as Spiritualists, you seck after the golden rays 
of that divine truth and permit them to enter your heart, 
then indeed will you listen to a sweeter poem than you 
have ever heard. No mortals shall breathe it, no mortals 
shall sing it, but its vibrations shall be sensed in the deep 
depths of your beings, and you will never be prompted to 
ask, "Shall I live again?" You will know that you will 
ne\Ter live again-you will know it and rejoice, for the 
knowledge will come with the consciousness that you can
not live again until you have ceased living the life you 
now li\Te_ You can never cease living this life. Conse
quently it is one life line that extends through the eternal 
ages of the past, on through the eternal ages of the future 
that my thoughts cannot penetrate. 

\Vhat matters it, then, how many avenues we pass 
through ? \Vhat matters it how many embodiments we 
may have? It is one eternity for you and me. If you 
can find where the great Eternal Source of Life com
menced to be, you may be able to determine when you 
commenced to exist. You and I have vibrated on the lyre 
strings of life's deep harmonies through all the ages of the 
past, and what matters it if \ve count a few years as the 
date of our birth in mortal existence or go back ages, as 
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it were, except as our progress through matter gives the 
soul a greater and more complete expression ? \Vhy does 
it thtts gain a more complete expression ? Because our 
perceptions enlarge, our faculties develop. And if, stand
ing on the borders of the life upon which I have entered, 
and gazing into your faces, I am able to say that I ha\'e 
seen just beyond the mountain-top and have learned that 
the golden rays of the sun of life glitter with a brightness 
of which you cannot conceive, I know that light penetrates 
into the deep valleys of earth, and everywhere we behold 
the mighty vibrations caused thereby. By-and-by you 
may behold it just as much as do I now. Just as much 
you may dream now of that light you cannot perceh·e, as 
the fish beneath the sea may dream of the world of brave 
men and fair women walking upon the surface of the 
earth. 

Why, friends, it is only when we are unfolded, it is 
only when we stand forth in the dignity of our manhood 
and womanhood that we may realize our possibilities and 
demand, not of some else, but of ourselves, to give us the 
fruit our souls arc hungering for, and surely it shall not 
be denied us. 

If by these expressions I may have quickened the 
thought of any individual, so that he shall send forth 
higher aspirations or holier desires to probe all truth and 
accept it just as fast as he is capable of assimilating it, I 
shall have accomplished all that I designed. I am accept
i ng truth just as fast as I am capable of doing so and no 
faster. I know the golden light of that truth that shines 
in its ever re\·olving forces, lights up pathways that I can
not yet penetrate. I do not know what is lighted up be
yond my consciousness. I possess a knowledge of only 
those experiences that have been given me, and it is the 
same with you; but I know and belie\·e this, that you 
must accept it by-and-by. I am taught that just as fast as 
we allow ourselves to accept a truth, a yet broader truth is 
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revealed to us. It is a knowledge gleaned from my own 
experience likewise, and I would not qualify that state
ment in the least, neither would I make an exception in 
this land or the home where I am dwelling. It is a fact 
that appeals to every individual in every realm of 
existence. 

When I say that I am deeply interested in watching 
the operations in the grand laboratory of those who, for 
your benefit, are presenting to you, as best they can, 
materialized forms, I know all the efforts that are being 
made to overthrow the truth. When will mankind learn 
that Nature is always materializing and dematerializing ? 
It is your duty to teach this fact to your children. In 
every out\vard manifestation of life, in every instance 
where spirit and matter are operating, the spirit is 
materializing:its covering. This being true of the physi
cal universe, it is also true in the vast laboratory where I 
am taking some few lessons, for do not forget that every 
manifestation of life here expresses itself there. Every 
leaf that trembles in the summer breeze breathes out upon 
the atmosphere something of that power that enabled it 
to manifest or materialize upon the limb of the tree, and it 
yields to the spirit-world, it yields to the great store-house 
over there just those materials and chemicals, only in a 
finer form, that were brought into use and activity in the 
materialization of the leaf in the summer-time. 

I might offer you innumerable illustrations along this 
line. I might point you, for example, to the flowers and 
fruits, to all things that grow, governed by that irresistible 
law. Man sees Nature materializing and dematerializing 
every year and every clay in the year. and it seems to me 
that he must be dull in delaying so long an acceptance of 
the great thought, so plainly evidenced as it is, that th e 
spiritual realm is more wonderfully charged and supplied 
with chemical forces than is this realm-in other words, 
with grc..:ater potency. The power which was embod ied in 
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the leaf to which I have referred, finds expression 111 the 
spirit-world as a uniform power. 

Chemistry is, indeed, a wonderful study, and the 
chemists in that life just around and enfolding you all un
seen, gather up those emanations (I do not mean of the 
leaf alone but of all the productions of your earth) and 
concentrate them to serve their purpose at the proper 
time. \Vho, then, shall presume to say: "I know 
materialized forms cannot be produced ! I know it is a 
fraud every time ?" Why, do you know there are some 
people in this life so wise that I sometimes think when 
they enter the spirit spheres they will be quite surprised 
that they are not instantly placed at the head of some 
school to teach the sages and masters of art, the scientists 
who have bathed in rivers of wisdom, those who, by their 
many embodiments, have been able to enter the great 
Tern pie of the sun, what they can and what they can
not do. 

This is but a seeming. Man dreams of his ignorance 
and boasts of his knowledge; but when he enters through 
the doorway of the great temple of knowledge and sees his 
ignorance as it will then be revealed to him, he will blush 
at his lack of the knowledge that he supposed he 
possessed. 

0 let me say to you, advanced friends, there is noth
ing like that change you call death to reveal to the man or 
the woman his or her standing. There are no words that 
I or others could voice to you for thousands of years, that 
would reveal to you that which the majestic Angel of 
change shall reveal. \Vhen, in all your boasted knowledge, 
you stand where you see the waves of eternal life growing 
stronger and stronger, you will then know and realize as 
lH~\·er before how much your own spirit-friends and others 
in the life beyond have had to contend with ; how con
tinually and vigorously they have had to beat on the walls 
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of ignorance that humanity ha\·e persisted in keeping built 
up around them. 

I am watching for the dawning 
< >f the gladsome day to come. 
I am watching for the quickening 
Of the hour of joyous joy. 
I am watching for the wakening 
Of the human hearts that sleep. 
I am watching for the poem 
That has neyer yet been sung, 
I am watching, 0 ye children, 
For the wakening of the souls 
< )f the sluggards that are sleeping, 
fn the darkness as it rolls, 
\Yith its deep and turbid waters 
Hurying thousands 'neath its wa\·es. 
r am watching for the lifting 
Of the thoughts of h nman hearts. 
I am watching for the quickening, 
I am listing for the sounding 
Of the ,·oiceless thoughts that'll pi~o:rce 
The deep darkness all about you 
Heralding the words, "I come!" 
Rising from the sluggish sleeping, 
Rising from the darksome pit, 
Rising from the luke warm weakness; 
"I am coming up the mount! 
r am coming, Cod within me, 
And my earn~o:st thoughts aboye. 
I ha,·e struck anew the lyre, 
I am coming to behold. 
I am coming to explore 
£yery planet as its rolls. 
I haye slept and waited longer, 
And r cannot tell you why." 
This the anthem, I shall hear it, 
Human hearts will join the cry : 
"I haye waited before thy altar, 
Tyrant Ignorance, too long. 
I haye been thy sla\·e, thy victim, 
:\ow I spurn thee and am gon~o:-
1 am gone from 'neath thy altar, 
I ha ye girded on ane\\· 
Strength, and life, and joy, and gladness, 



I am bound to live and know 
What betides me and my kindred 
\Vheresoever I may go." 
Thus the bonds shall all be broken, 
Thus the shackles be laid low, 
Thus the human hearts with freedom 
Shall advance and surely know 
Life awaits them over yonder, 
Glory dawns all bright and clear, 
And the midnight darkness fteeth 
While the gladsome angels chant, 
''\Velcome, mortal! \Velcome, pilgrim! 
Enter in and join for aye, 
All the universal choir, 
E'en the stars that sing and shine." 
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'lCO) HERE the soul bathes itself in the gre~t surges of 
V.V. life's ascending forces, gaining strength through 

knowledge and vigor by a comprehension of its mission. 
to that condition where, with uplifted thought we become 
able to pierce new cycles and drink from the inexhaustible 
fount of truth, we aspire this morning. \Ve would seek 
Thy priceless treasures, 0 Life, and enjoy Thy blessings 
Ollt-breathed on every hand. Everywhere Thy divine 
possibilities bespe~k Thy wondrous power, as Thou art 
reflected through the various manifestations of existence. 
~ I ay we all learn more and more of the majesty and 
illimitable grandeur of that power that we as individuals 

• In presenting this se n es of lectures to the public, perhaps a few suggestions to those 
nut conversant with spiritualism would be a ppreciated. 

Due allowance should be made for seeming lack of complete expre ssion by some intelli
gencies owing to dissimilanty of brain de velopment, the physical and mental condition of the 
medium and conditions furnished by those present at th e time of transmission . 

.\!any of our spirit speakers are not hampered to any extent II\ their expressiOn through 
one mstrument while they would be through another, and some fmd the language of the 
medium supe rior to their own d.:velopment, but as a rule, manifestations fr om the subjective 
through all phases of mediumship are more or less imperfect. 

The invocation is ~cldom offered by the spirit deJ;vering the address. 
Poems or blank veHe in this ~eries are more or less impaired or lo~t, owing to the in

ability of the stenographer to report them as deliverc:d. 



possess, thereby enabling us to cope with whatever we 
may meet in earth's \·arious pathways. By gaining 
strength as each wa\·e on the ocean of existence lifts our 
beings, we rise higher in the scale of knowledge, thereby 
becoming enabled to guide and govern the vibrations that 
shall bear us into whatsoever domain it may be necessary 
for us to enter. 

Amid Thy boundless realms, 0 Life, Thou hast 
stored all that is or can be essential to the welfare of Thy 
children, and hast endowed them with a power that never 
can be lost, whereby they may penetrate Thy wondrous 
domains and weigh alike the atom and the majes-tic force 
that sweeps in its cycling eddies through the great world 
of matter, until we comprehend the relationship of 
materialty, spirit and soul. 

May Thy benediction re8t upon these people this 
hour, quickening them to a deeper understanding of the 
highest purpose of existence. 0 Life, kindle within their 
beings a broader comprehension of the necessity of pure 
lives in thought, word ancl act, that thereby while incarnate 
they may partake of the rich viands that await them on 
the sumptuously set tables Thou hast prepared for their 
sustenance. Breathe upon them Thy silent benediction, 
a nd from the realm of science where the sparkling 
atoms rise and fall as they vibr<tte in accordance with that 
law by which the human soul attains its grandeur, may 
Thy all-quickening power be felt. 

DISCOURSE. 

rn BOVE and beyond the words that may greet your 
@1'1 listening ears this hour may we realize the all
importance of purity of life, its ceaseless expression, and 
its divine possibilities to which we aim to attain. E\·er 
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in our search for truth may we seek to li\·e a higher and 

nobler existence. 
Looking through the channel of past experiences, 

I once again stand in the long ago amid a people who are 
enslaved much as are those with whom you are dwelling. 
In many respects they present to my mental VISIOn a 
similar picture. 

\Vhatever may be our achievements in the outward 
1ife, we all, to a greater or lesser degree in our \·arious 
incarnations, hope, if we clo not seek, for higher ex
pressions within and of ourselves. Too prone ha\·e all 
beings been to hope for and even demand that which they 

were not willing to labor to attain. Not ready to lay aside 
their idols, not ready to free themselves from their super
stitions, but standing abreast of the great waves of purity 
and truth they ask, "How can I prepare myself to float 

on thy crystal waves ?" 

In the long ago I labored as a weak man to draw 
people away from their superstitions and ignorance, away 
from that slavery that, as long as it exists. prevents the 
purest and grandest expression of the human soul. I am 

now engaged in a like mission. The people of your land 
are indeed bound by their superstitions, their selfishness 
and their ignorance, and the light of Spiritualism and the 
truth that never can be destroyed shall illuminate the only 

pathway through which humanity in any country, 111 any 
clime, in any age, can find peace. 

In my clay there was opposition, the same as in your 
time. Few listened to instructions concerning a be-tter. 
truer, more spiritual life, for, as you well know, humanity 
love to gratify their appetites, they love to indulge in 
intemperance of many kinds, not alone that arising from 

the use of intoxicants, but intemperance in eating, and, 
more far-reaching and harmful than many others, they 
choose to indulge in that intemperance of speech that 
causes the soul to mourn that it cannot hold complete 
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control of the outer. \Vhatever I strO\'e to impart and 
succeeded in instilling into the minds of the people, may 
be embodied in these words: The advantages accruing 
from a pure life. 

I would question you as you look about you. Who 
lead the people ? I cannot, but unclerstancl, children, 
this one thought : By w·hat power it had been given me 
I need not say, but I felt the mission I had been appointed 
to perform, and strO\'e to fulfill it as best I could. Never
theless I found, as no doubt many of you have disco\·erecl, 
that when you would aiel one in a direction that you 
know is the only way wherein he can be aided, he is not 
always ready to accept your assistance. And henn! in 
my clay there came opposition, there came warfare, but 
after all my 1 ife was glaclclenecl by tb e fact that a few 
hundreds gathered in that temple wherein we sought to 
lead lives of purity, to take into the forms in which we 
dwelt nothing poisonous, ancl to do, in short, as we woul c1 
have others do unto us. 

No better and more practical counsel can I gi\·e you 
this morning, no better or more practical instruction could 
I send you though ages upon ages might roll around, for 
it contains the essence of all the creed you require and is 
the foundation of that truth that shall make you free; 
namely, to live in purity of thought and aspiration. 

How foreign this message may seem to your present 
lives is not for me to say. How strange it may seem to 
the plodders out in the world matters not. Life-your 
life and mine-is ours. No other can exalt us, no other 
can seek for us through the great realm of unending wis
dom and lay its treasures at our feet that we may grasp 
them and be satisfied. You must sooner or later learn, in 
this or the land to which you are tending, that no soul can 
be elevated by the goodness of any other soul, that no life 
can bound out on the waves of that ocean that lave the 
shores of immortalityl and be clothed in garments white 
and pure that another's hands have prepar.ed. 
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I Iowe,·er sad or undesirable it may seem to you. this, 
nevertheless, is the sum and substance of our existence, 
the why I and you have been incarnated, the why I and 
you still exist, and not simply that we may elwell here for 
a time and then enter into the happy condition we ha,·e 
not prepared ourseln~s for. There is no realm from which 
we can be shut out, no domain that can withhold from us 
its matchless treasures and wonderful revelations if \\'C 

elevate ourselves as souls by living pure lives and acting 
justly toward ourseh·es and others. Forms and cere
monies must pass away, but they will disappear only as 
man obtains intelligence. and cultivates his spiritual nature, 
and when you realize this and attain to this state the uni
verse is yours, you are master or are capable of becon1ing 
master of every atom that trembles beneath the tread of 
your feet, of e\·ery star that breathes its sweet· baptism 
upon your planet. 

This is the purpose of life, and the reason why purity 
of life is essential: that you may come in contact ancl 
thereby embrace in your consciousness all that life pres
ents to you of its treasures one by one. \\'oulcl aught else 
satisfy you? \Voulcl you wish to li\·e al\\'ays, simply claim
ing an existence or even broadening out a little from what 
you now experience, spending a pleasant and peaceful 
eternity with your friends? \Vould this afford you satis
faction ? \Vould you have the bud and never the beauti
ful flower? \\'oulcl you have a bare existence and JH:!\·er 
the unfolding of th ose possibilities of the soul where, by 
the power innate, you can measure stars and worlds, and 
holc1 within your grasp the atoms that vibrate in their 
ceaseless operation, bestowing that force that presen·es 
e\·en your materiai forms in their present state ? Feel
ing that it were desirable, would you not become capable 
of gclthcring atoms from that inexhaustible ocean and by 
the power of centralization and concentration so co-oper
ate with Nature's law as to become worlcl-builclers? 
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Nothing of which you can conceive is impossible, but it 
is not possible fer you to grasp or evolve a thought that 
you cannot prepare yourselves to out-work. Therefore I 
would that I could impress upon your souls' conscious
ness the importance of filling your mission completely in 
tbis incarnation, so that when you sh:dl make the change 
you may broaden out, ancl by the broadening out I mean 
to so live that your spirit shall gain the vigor and strength 
necessary to take your part in that great world of in
creased activity toward which you are tending. 

\Ve are laboring for human welfare. \Ve are labor
ing for the quickening of that spiritual life in the human 
being that bas laid dormant so long beneath the power of 
fear. 'vVe are laboring to awaken the consciousness of 
humanity to the great fact of the importance of this life, 
and to catise them to lay aside the idea to which they 
c1ing so tenaciously, that by virtue of some one's else life 
they may reach a grand estate by-and-by, or that what
ever they may fail to accomplish here they may accom
plish yonder, for this latter is a very great truth. \Vhat
cver you fail to attain here you will attain in the unend
ing round nf eternal ages by the experiences that will 
come to you; but remember if you fail to fulfill the 
mission of this life the best you can, if you ignore that 
purity of life that is essential to your growth, ere you 
attain that state to. which I have referred you must go 
round and round through (Jathways of sorrow, through 
pathways of discipline, for never can you or I enter the 
highest condition or realm of unspeakable power ancl glory 
until we have fitted ourselves to enter there. 

The great purpose of life is this: To avoid yielding to 
passion and intemperance in word, in thought, in deed, 
to be wise in eating, drinking and living ancl to throw 
aside all that can contaminate the material form and bring 
an undesirable discipline. But just as long as humanity 
ignore this great Lict and cluty, just as long as they li\·e 
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like animals instead of like angels, wea,·ing appropriate 
garments for their adornment from day to day, just so 
long will unpleasant experiences come, and it matters not 
how many ages may roll o\·cr the sleeping soul, it will not 
awaken from those conditions until they are outgrown. 

If I were to gi,·e you one more thought in regard 
to the purpose of life, I should say that life universal 
holds you in its illimitable embrace. You are indeed, 
every one of you, an important factor in the great realm 
of existence. Looking out at worlds sweeping in space, 
we realize the power of the mighty master-hand of that 
energy that, finding expression in planets, beautifies and 
adorns them, and we learn that the hnman being exists 
within the boundless realm of the same law. 

Howe,·er bitter the experience that swept o\·er my be
ing in the long ago, I feel that I required it. Howe\·er 
painful the embodiment through which I gathered my 
store of spiritual treasures, I needed it to enable me to 

come into unison with that forcible vibration when, with 
others with whom I could co-operate, I could from time to 
time demonstrate to the people of earth what they should 
already know. I say "what they should already know" by 
which I mean what they would already know if they had 
listened to the teachings of simplicity, purity and truth ; 
namely, that every breath of the atmosphere is pregnant 
with life, that all the mighty currents unseen and not con
sciously sensed are active Jgen ts in the great world of 
cause and effect. Upon e\'ery hand you see the material
ization that Nature performs. You mig.ht behold it, were 
your percepti,-e powers sufficiently de,·elopecl, in the con
stant changes occurring in your material forms, for en~ry 
day a portion of your bodies are clematerial ized or thrown 
off and particles to take the place of the waste matter are 
taken on ; but the process is so fine, the atoms so minute, 
that the constant materialization and dematerialization 
taking place wherever you are, whether you arc asleep 
or awake, is unobser\'ecl by you . 
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You may fancy that this is impossible of accomplish
ment, but I affirm that that when mankind shall so live in 
purity of thought and deed, that every seat in this Temple 
may be occupied by an incliviclual who has not tampered 
with or contaminated his material form or soul, when all 
who gather here are seeking in their every-day Jlves to 
li\'e on an exalted spiritual plane and to gain such knowl
edge as they are capable of grasping, digesting and assimi
lating, then we can open up to you a realm of wonderful 
power, requiring no especial medium as a centralizing force, 
requiring nothing but the sweet, gentle presence of those 
who have at last learned the purpose of life and are striv
ing to live it. 

In an atmosphere like that the spirit realm to a great 
extent might be and will be unveiled. It is only the be
ginning that we are demonstrating from time to time. 
The forms that are presented to you, the thoughts that we 
are giving you and the forces that vibr<ite in this Temple, 
guided by our touch, fan your beings, and, I trust, enter 
your souls. Yet it is only the beginning of the work that 
we have begun here, and we shall not fail. There is no 
power of earth. there is no power in universal life that can 
stay its progress. \Ve have sought long and earnestly, 
we have followed many tributaries, we have passed 
through many and varied soul-stirring experiences, and at 
every turn we have gathered something to bring to this 
place and lay at the feet of humanity. 

And we shall continue. Superstition will fall and 
disappear before the power that will grow stronger and 
still stronger, ancl when humanity are impressed, sincerely 
and deeply impressed with the knowledge that it rests 
with them and them alone what their garments shall be 
yonder, what their life and the influence they exert shall 
be, then, methinks, man will indeed seek not, like a child 
for a bauble that will please him for a clay, or for this 
short existence alone, but for that which will enable him 
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to pass, 1lluminatecl by his own reflectecl light, through 
untold realms of wisdom and stand in the majesty of his 

own thought like one who has incleecl found rest and pow
er,-rest not outside of himself and power not bestowed 
by another, but sought and found within. You all possess 
it. You may have sought and found it in part, but the 
ability to bring it all pulsating and quickened into that ac
ti,·ity that you may utilize it, you have not yet gained. 

Hence, permit me to express this thought: You 
woncler sometimes why more is not given you from the 
spirit side of life. \Ve grow weary because you do not 
utilize what is already given you, and assure you that we 
wait to bestow upon you gladly the fruitage of our experi
ences when you shall have become receptive thereto; 
when (need I say) you are ready to gather in and go 
forth among the men and women that make up the great 
world, to live the exalted life of one who has no part in 

exercising the power by which one individual crushes an
other, no sympathy that prompts you to extend the ready 
hand to assist in enslaving the weak; when you become 
an uplifted child of light, shedding your reflected rays 
wheresoe\'er you wander; and when it is no longer neces
~ary for you to apologize to your friends in refusing to 
partake of that which injures the bocly. :\Iethinks you 
need make no apology now if some friend asks you to 
use tobacco and you stand in the dignity of your pure 
manhood and kindly thank him while you give him in ten
derest love your reasons: That you do not care to tamper 
with your health or muddle your brain. All intoxicants 
and narcotics are deleterious to the spirit. inasmuch as no 
man's soul can so fully express uplifted thoughts or so 
truly manifest Jtself when the brain is under the influence 
of these and similar elements, as it can when the system 
is free from them ancl the form unburdened by gross food 
ancl clrink. 

The world, with few exceptions, kneels in slavery 



before the customs that are stealing their rights, stealing 
their liberties, stealing their manhood and womanhood, 
while we plead and plead with them. They listen but go 
away forgetful of the fact that to them comes the benefit 
or the injury and not to those who exhort them as I would 
exhort every one of you this morning to use your will 
power in asserting your manhood, your womanhood, for I 
feel that there is no one here present who has not that 
command over self (certainly I would sorrow to think 
otherwise) that makes it possible to say: "I know such a 
thing injures me; I will never partake of it more. I know 
that to give way to anger harms me, and I will maintain 
my calmness even though the storm crushes me to the 
earth.'' 

All we ask of you is to assert yourseh·es, to be your 
noblest, truest selves. Remember that the great spiritual 
ocean laving your lives invites you outward, and I a~k 

you individually how you can afford to prefer the 
pleasures and gayeties, the selfishness and wartares of 
this life to all that belongs to that broader, unending life 
toward which you are tending? Only a few clays longer 
here, and then if you do not lift yourselves into the 
spiritual atmosphere and bathe in the great ocean of 
spiritual thoughts that bring to you a higher and nobler 
manhood there, you must wait at the threshold until you 
have cast aside and outgrown that which it were better to 
outgrow here. 

These thoughts are given you in all kindness. \Vould 
that I had the power to lead e\'ery human soul out of 
bondage ; would that I had the power to cause e\·ery 
human soul to realize the necessity of purity of life, I 
would never grow weary, for to me the exaltation of a 
soul above the dross that drags it clown and belittles it is 
of more value than all the worlds that speed onward in 
their orbits through the realm of uni'trcrsal life. It was 
my earnest desire in the long ago, it still burns within me, 



and as long as I ha\·e the power, where\·er I may be, this 
must be the dominant sentiment of my soul : To, as far 
as possible, exemplify the exalted principles of purity, 
goodness and 10\·e, and to strive, as J know you will and 
even now would if you knew how, to come in contact with 
every vibration that sweeps the strings of the great harp 
of :.J'ature; to stand on the mountain-top of attainment 
or in the deep valley of innocence and feel that whatever 
.Nature presents I can command. 

I crave the knowledge and power for myself-shall 
you clo less ?-to be capable of understanding the poise 
of every atom, to be capable of reading the so-called 
secrets that are buriecl fathoms deep until they are 
mysteries to me no longer, to be able, by the knowledge 
imparted to me, to grasp the power evolved alike from 
that which is buried in the soil of this or any planet, and 
twine it with the vibrating forces that are indeed like 
lines of living light through all of universallife,until what
ever power I may wish to use I may command and the 
elements obey. This shall be my possession, this shall 
be my privilege and yours sometime, but never until it is 
safe in our han cls, for such know ledge and power given 
to the ignorant, selfish ~mel unwise might be used with 
disastrous effects. .Nature never furnishes a supply to 
those who cannot or would not use it wisely. "Therefore, 
when we shall stand in all the regal beauty of manhood, 
perfect as far as trustworthiness regarding the powers we 
possess is concerned, no one need ask if we holJ in con
trol the boundless energies we have gained, for we can not 
use them at that stage of our development only for the 
good of all, and any element in our being that would enable 
us to be treacherous we could not command . 

.Nature cannot be bought, neither can her treasures 
be bestowed by virtue of aught but spirituality which 
come·s to us in all-its boundless purity, ill all its matchless 
grandeur. so potent tha~ e\·en the ignorant ancl malicious 



man might be induced to flee from it as from something 
which strikes terror to his soul, and yet safe because we 
realize that this energy borne on the white ocean of ether 
is sent only to him who has become master of the same. 
Having entered his atmosphere, the command is spoken 
and the elements obey. 

Sometime after you have tarried awhile yonder and 
learned of that wisdom that awaits your receptivity, you 
and I will behold the inhabitants of even this planet able 
to command to a greater extent than at present the 
elements that wait to serve them. You ha\·e 
touched a great electric force. You ha\·e touched a 
power that you are striving to master. Beyond that a yet 
undiscovered power, greater, safer, grander, waits for 
humanity to pierce the cycle which shall reveal it to you. 
This element is new only to the consciousness of man
kind on earth. It will come, and it will come through the 
ins.trumentality of some one whose brow has been crown
e el with the gift of mediumship. It will come, and, be
hold! the electric power that you have prized so highly 
\vill fade before its matchless whiteness, and the energy 
evolved will transcend many times that produced by elec
tric force as you understand it now. Do not misunder
stand me. This new force is a combination of forces, and 
electricity ·plays its part in the same, but it will not be 
given to your world until the people have advanced just a 
little farther. 

Spiritual truth and soul growth are destined to bring 
that which shall illuminate this planet, and by the grand 
white light of that purity men shall bow the knee in won
der and amazement before the exalted demonstration that 
shall come wherein they shall read the power of those 
whom many ignore as we return. Before the power that 
s hall come and be unveiled, mankind shall exclaim almost 
as with one voice, "I am ready to obey !'' because ·they 
will see its brilliancy, beauty and grandeur and know that 
o pposition can have no effect. 
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Hence I say to you that we are preparing- for the on
coming of that hour when the atmosphere of the planet 
shall glow with a power it has never manifested before, 
and as I ha\'e already said, humanity shall bow before its 
wondrous un\·eiling, and bow in fear and trembling until 
they realize that it comes as the herald of a new era, it 
comes as the opening of a new cycle. It will come and 
breathe its message, and after the fear has passed away, 
mankind will no longer ask, "Is it true ?" but e\·ery one 
will arise anxious to know what it portends to them. 

I give you no sketch of the fancy, no tale of the 
imagination, just a hint in relation to that which will ex
ceed all your greatest expectations; but remember this : 
\Ve have established ourselves here, and we are belting 
the planet with our power. \Vc shall never cease our 
operations until the light of eternal truth shall have been 
fully un\·eiled, until humanity shall gladly exclaim, ·•I 
turn me from the olden dreams, I turn me from my idols 
and ceremonies, I turn me from the animal nature and I 
enter into the spiritual kingdom !" 
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LIGHT, MORE lJIGHTl 
DISCOURSE BY SPIRIT HENRY WARD BEECHER. 

(A Clergyman \\'ho Passed from thE: .:\Iortal in 1887.) 

SUNDAY AFTERNOON, FEBRUARY 17, 1901. 

ts EFOR E Thine altar, 0 Life, we uplift our thoughts. 
Reaching out as far as possible beyond the environ

ments that may for a time fetter us, we present our souls 
within thy chambers, 0 Nature, where we may find re
vealed in all their glory and beauty thy wondrous works 
that we shall understand by penetrating thy many path
ways. Life bespeaks through thine every portal that 
grandeur that the human mind can scarcely conceive of, 
and reflects through all thine expressions that marvellous 
energy, purpose and power that transcends all thoughts 
of God, all limitations of human conception. Before us 
thou clast reveal thy mysteries as fast as we are capable 
of comprehending and discerning thy beauties. 

Therefore before thine altar, 0 .Nature, I bow-thine 
altar that has become infinite to me because from thy 
great bosom I rend the elements. and realize indeed that 
thou hast imparted to thy children that energy and force 



that they have conceived Gtm.e from some other source. 0 
Nature, that art profound, thou art grand and wonderful in 
all thine unvei lings. and as one of thy children I would 
stand before thee, the worshipper before that which. t o 
my comprehension as my feeble expression terms it, would 
rc\·eal more transcendent beauty and grandeur than ''"as 
ever attributed to an individual God. Before thine altar 
creeds and forms fade into insignificance. Before thine al
tar erected as a shaft of glory by the di,·ine possibilities of 
thy constant expressions, I discern the mighty torch light
ed by the energy that enfolds all human souls, 
and I learn and strive to learn more and 
more of thy sweet mysteries that I may come in 
at-one-ment with thee. May these, thy children gathered 
here, e\·en while they walk through the valleys of earth
life, realize how much they can learn before thine altar, 0 
Nature, and comprehend the fact that thou clost breathe 
into them that energy that bespeaks life and grandcu·r. 

0 Nature, I love thy works . I love thy rocks and 
rills. thy mountain cliffs and deep \'alleys. I lo,·e the 
murmurings of thy seas, I lo\·e the ripplings of thy ri,·ers 
and thy fountains that play 'neath the summer sun. I 
love the crag that lifts itself in rough grandeur, for tbcre 
I sec the soul of life incarnate as lik ewise I recognize it in 
the tiny ' grain of sand. 

0 Nature, thou clost t ~ nfolcl me as thy child, ancl I am 
more conscious of thy tenderness and kindness than e\·er 
before, more conscious of that sternness with \\'hich effect 
follows cause, and of that activity that has its source in 
thy life and breathes out through all thy manifestations 
that something that forces the human soul to come in con
tact with that energy that maketh all things di,·ine. 

May these, thy children, as well as thy children every
where, bow before thine altar and read thy sacred lessons, 
applying them to their e\·ery clay lives and thereby build
ing the stairway m·cr which, step by stcl;· they shall a~-
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cend to the higher and broader domains thou hast laid out 
with a lavish hand just yonder. 

DISCOURSE -

r \VISH to express this thought: I am seeking after 
truth; and the words of one of old that occurred to 

me frequently when in the material form, come to me this 
hour with a force that is very pleasing to me, because it 
thrills my soul \Vhen I list understandingly to their deep 
meaning, "Light, more light!" 

I am seeking for more light, and I am seeking, per
haps in pathways that I may not be able to make known 
to you. 

I realize that you are all se eking after the truth, for 
I believe that all human souls are very much alike. I be
lieve that when the man and the maiden meet, the high 
and the poor alike have the same quickened touch that 
love alone can impart, and I do not believe that the sym
pathies, the loves or the tender feelings of the king and 
the queen on their throne are any deeper or more sacred 
than are those of the peasant boy and girl who stand 
where th e unfoidment of love kisses their brows. Through 
all the various experiences of life I do not-I can not 
think that human nature is very different. Class, caste, 
and all those conditions that shape the destinies and in
fluence the surroundings of inclivicluals, have their effect 
upon all human beings, but I firmly believe that every 
soul, in silent aspiration at least, would join with me this 
hour in my prayer for light, more light! 

I sought for light in the various pathways over which J 
journeyed while in the material form, but I sought for' it 
perhaps as many of you have searched for it, in conditions 
whence no radi ant beams of glory fell ; but today I stand 



in your presence having na tight to do with fell ms or 
churches, save as I regard all mankind as my brothers ancl 
my sisters, save as I know that many of those who gather 
in those so-called sClcrecl edifices, to worship in accordance 
with forms ancl ceremonies, have aspirations that rise far 
above creedism and grapple with the higher truths that 
wait to be engrafted in human hearts where they may 
grow and blossom. 

\Vhile I realize that the past in reli~ion, in society, 
in e\·ery department of life, as in .Nature, bas made 
possible wh3t is demonstrated today, or, in other words, 
that the yesterday made possible the fruitage of today, 
the conditions of today shall make possible the sweeter, 
more perfect fruitage of the morrow, and thus we pursue 
our way. 

If you were to ask me where I gather for myself the 
brightest rays of light and the quickening touch of that 
intelligence that kindles within my soul, I should say 
freely, firmly and sincerely that I gather them from 
Nature and her invisible hosts. From the silence of that 
profound ocean that we as mortals knew not of, from the 
mighty thrills of that great, vibratory sea of which you 
cannot conceive .. I gather what no man, Bible or creed 
e\·er dicl or could teach me, and down where the pulsating 
life that once animated the fossil dwelt for a time, I 
read the history of the sand-grain and the rock. Stand
ing in the midst of the mighty activity of the great world, 
and feeling the throbbings of old l\Iother .Nature with a 
boundless energy impregnating every stratum h'nc;-~th 

the soul, I listen to the cry, "Light, more light!" 
As I draw aside the curtains of the past, revealing 

this earth ere it was peopled by human beings, ere the 
dark, murky atmosphere surrounding it rendered it possi
ble for organic life to manifest itself upon its surface, 
I sense the same mighty energy asking in that long ago 
for light, more light . As ages passed ancl the earth, 
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young even now, performe::l its appointed mission, 1 feel 
that every demonstration of life bas been quickened by 
that infinite energy stored in her vast chambers that made 
it possible for such light to find expression. I stand in 
spirit, as it were, on the burning sands of the deserts of 
the past and list to the voices that sweep their barren 
wastes; I stand in th e clamp, dark forests, where dismal 
swamp and sluggish waters meet, and list to th e inarticu
late murmurs of the monsters that existed in those early 
ages; going still further back I list to the plaints, voice
less, silent though they be, of those forms you can scarce
ly call organic, that reach out their f6elers to secure what 
nourishing substance they may find within the possibility 
of their grasp, and all join in the one great cry of crea
tion for light, more light, for !iff!, more life, for energy, 
more energy. 

Thus all along the steep of man's ascent we behold 
thi~ anthem, caroled not alone by the silent voices of those 
expressions of life that have no organs of speech, but 
breathed by e\·ery form in whate,·er direction I may 
strive to explore i\ature's domains. E\'erywhere I sens<..: 
in and through her cli,·ine revealings this one great aspir
ation for light, knowledge, a more compl.e te expression. 

1 loved 1\ature when in the material form. I delight
ed to roam in her wild woods and pluck the flowers whose 
seed no human hand had planted. It was my pleasure to 
stand on hills and mountain-tops far from the turmoil of 
humanity, and, there; in those solemn silences, I feel that 
I received the highest and best inspiration that e\'et: came 
to me. I have no words of pride to use in speaking of the 
work that I accomplished when in the material form. I 
taught and preached as I felt called upon to do; 
I did that which appealed to me to be clune; I rejoice 
that I clicl no worse, and have no time to sorrow that I did 
no better. I have obeyed the great aspiration of my sou l 
for light, more light, as at the command of that life that 
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bade me lay aside the material form I entered another con
clition of being, and I assure you that when man lays aside 
his mortal body he has laid aside a burden more difficult 
to bear than that which Pilgrim bore and strove to cast off 
in the Slough of Despond. 

I do not come to you as a saint : I do not come to 
you as one who has scaled the highest heights of that im
mortal world which I have entered ; I have not attained 
the mount of truth, and love, and knowledge, and wisdom 
toward which you and I are tending; I ha\'e not meas
ured the all of life, but I do know ~ature, I do know my
self, I do know my aspirations, and I do know that I can 
and do come in t~uch with many human beings. \Vhat 
matters it, then, where we are drifting? what matters it 
where we are living if our souls are alive ? ancl if they are 
not alive, if we have not been quickened in spirit, we may 
be likened indeed to cumberers of the ground if there is 
such a specimen of life. But to me every life acts in 
accordance with that infinite law that sped it out from the 
great Archer's bow and left it to battle with time and 
conditions by force of its own energy, and, not only to 
make its own pathway, but to p1ve it with thorns or 
flowers, just as he chooses, for I realize, as I think many 
do, that the worship of creed, form and ceremony, and the 

. belief in the efficacy of the blood shed eighteen hundred 

years ago, must pass away and cease to be the accepted 
thought of intelligent people. 

I do not say this with any bitterness. lf it shocks 
any one I cannot help it, ancl what I have taught matters 
not. I am not come here to tell you what I knew, what 
I dreamed of, or what I believed while in the material 
form. I am here to say to you what to me is truth and 
what I know to-clay. 

As you all know, outside of the demonstrations that 
are recorded in the so-called sacred volume, the Bible, 
you have no evidence therein of immortal life. If they 



are not true (l am referring to sp1nt manifestations as 
gi\'en in that book, of which there are many) then why are 
they there? If they did not occur as stated in the Bible, 
then the Bible gives you a falsehood; but if they did take 
place, it is no evidence to you of immortal life, but simply 
a record of other clays that tells you Spiritualists that 
what you are witnessing to-clay has been in part demon
strated in ages past. I realize, as must you, that in the 
long ago spiritual demonstrations were smothered and 
mediums crucified, and that same spirit has been mani
fested in recent times. I only need refer you to the 
Salem witchcraft to prove the bitterness, bigotry and 
cruelty of humanity in modern clays. 

Thus I stand bef0re you recognizing a \'Olume (would 
that I could present it to your consciousness) that to me 
is far more priceless than any that was ever written by 
the hand of man, and that volume is Nature. It opens to 
me and to the world the chambers of art and science. It 
opens to me not only the record that tells me that long ere 
the time that Genesis says the world was created, life and 
intelligence in the form of human beings walked this 
planet, and that out toward the shores of Lake Cham
plain and beyond in the western .wilds, a ·people learned in 
art and science dwelt, establishing the fact that this is not 
such a new continent, as far as human life on its bosom 1s 
concerned, as we have dreamed. 

•• \Vhat has all this to do with the great thought of 
life and the cry for 'light, more light ? '" you may ask. 
Why, friends, every ray that lights up the clark chambers 
of ignorance tells you not of creation but of growth, of 
the beautiful evolution of this planet, of the wondrous 
transmutation of matter as it sped through space, until by 
the mighty process of centripetal and centrifugal action 
in the course of time it has become what it now is. 

You and I, dear friends, in the world immortai shall 
be able to trace the birth, the growth, the decay and 
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disintegration of planets, for I maintain that planetary 
life and human life are very much alike. "But," you say, 
"the one has no consciousness and man has." I am not 
ready to argue with you very much upon that point. To 
me all Nature manifests intelligence. The blade of grass 
even demonstrates its possession of sufficient intelligence 
to supply its needs. How else does it spring forth from 
the soil? how else does it lift its head abm·e the ground? 
how else or whence does it obtain the energy that gives 
it force, power and beauty? I may have said once upon 
a time, as many of you doubtless do now, "From God," 
but that does not answer the question at all. 

Down deep i11 the earth, as many fathoms· deep as you 
may care to go, you may delve ancl bring the soil you 
there find to the surface. It has ne,·er been kissed by 
the sunbeam, it has never been gladdened by the wintry 
blasts, strong and itwigorating, it has ne,·er felt the 
atmosphere th::tt sweeps over the planet, unless it has 
sensed it by drawing to itself by the power of attr~ction 
that which it required. He it as it may, raise the soil in 
which no seed by the hand of man has been cast, lay it 
upon the surface of the earth, and in a short time in con
sequence of the combined action of the sun's rays, the 
atmosphere, the rains and dews, blades of green will push 
their way upward to meet the light and air. The soil 
containi11~ germs of vegetable life has been placed where 
Nature could supply the need and quicken the energy 
lying dormant in the seedling, and hence the surprising 
and gratifying result. 

\Vhat gave the seedling the power to germinate? 
Proper conditions for its clevelopment and growth. The 
grain in your granary would not germinate and produce a 
harvest, unless you gave it the needed en,·ironments. The 
corn would never grow if you left it upon the shelf where 
you placed it in the autumn. The seed must be placed 
where Nature can nurse and quicken in into acti\·ity, 
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where, by the power of her silent finger, the energy 

inherent may bring forth to your consciousness a growth
it may be a tree, it may be an ear of corn-but, as far as 
the energy and growth of the seed is concerned, it is as 
much as any other a manifestation of Nature, by which you 
have endeavored to prove that life exists in every atom or 
element that constitutes the component parts of this 
planet. 

You may ask, ·'Did you study all this while In the 
material form ?" I do not know that I did, but I have 
not been idle since I entered the spirit-world I de
light now, in, company wi[h those who understood and 
studied geology while in the mortal, to go on trips, as 
you would call it, of exploration, penetrating to the dark 
chambers of the earth. I do not mean that we descend 
into the bowels of this planet in our spirit bodies, but by 
the quickened power of the soul, denominated psychome
try, which defeats all the power of matter to shut us out, 
we enter those domains of earth that before have been a 
subject for speculation only, and there solve the mysteries 
that have defied us. 

Therefore, when in a certain attitude of mind, by 
the power of the soui, I am able, as you will be when 
you ~nter this life, to read the lessons that are written on 
the boulders, resting. maybe, fathoms deep in the earth, 
to penetrate caves where hundreds and thousands of years 
before the Christ era human beings, that we might con
sider savages, lived, and when they died left not alone 
their fossil remains, but a white line that never will be 
obliterated. This is a fact that I desire to impress upon 
your minds so indelibly that you may never forget it: 
This line, perceptible to the soul sense, you and I may 
some day gain the power and knowledge to follow, and 
read the record not only of the race, the nation, the tribe, 
but that of the individual making it. Let me further state 
that you, too , are tracing such lines today. By your 
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in-comings and out-goings you mark your course, and by 
and-by you will be surprised as you return to earth and 
re.1.d and understand better than now the motives that ha\·e 
actuated you, the influences that ha\·e swayed you and in 
duced you to pursue certain paths, the cause for which is 
sometimes inexplicable to you while journeying here. 
There will be the reflections of your wanderings, some
times through dismal places, sometimes through the 
dark valley of sorrow and suffering, and sometimes I 
trust over mountains of gladness and joy. 

But leaving the earth for your consideration and 
study, I would come into your atmosphere C?ne with you, 
for surely I do not look upon myself as any better than 
you and I hope I am no worse. I want to join with you 
today in this unseen temple erected for the benefit and 
elevation of humanity, in a glad prayer or aspiration for 
light, more light, and I desire to assure you that we shall 
have more light, every one of us, when \Ve gain a compre
hension of more truth, for the truth unveiled to us lights 
up the dark chambers of the soul. 

I am forced to say, if I speak at all, that the power of 
fear is waning, and I am also forced to say, else I could 
not enter your presence and consider myself a faithful 
friend, that it is unnecessary in toto for you to accept a 
belief in creeds. \Vhile the church and Christianity ha\·e 
clone much good, many of their teachings have been er
roneous and much harm has thereby been clone. They do 
not always present a pleasant picture, but we cannot shirk 
our manifest duty, and hence we must meet e\·ery ques
tion that arises, every principle at stake. You all know 
that even to-day Christianity endorses war, and you also 
know that some of your pastors, even though they may 
not approve of the present war in which this nation is en
gaged, do not hesitate to assert that those whom they de
nominate barbarians han! no right upon the face of the 
earth, where a white man wishes to be. 



Now if God is what you and I have supposed Him to 
be, if He created all things and every human being, have 
you and I a right to place a man beside Him that bas no 
business there ? \Vaiving this thought, which I am not 
happy in pursuing, for I would have you understand that 
I have no evidence of a personal God and naught to con
vince one that the Christ was any more a God than you 
and I will be when we are as good and pure as he was, for 
he was ushered into this life by the same process by 
which Nature gave you and me existence here, and which 
is the only process whereby he could enter this life, I 
stand before you to speak the truth. Even though I were 
to shock the whole world, I would glory in it if that shock 
were to sweep from every soul the fetters of fear and the 
degradation that fear brings to the human soui that bows 
before it. Let us, then, remember that we are men, that 
we are women, that we are immortal souls, and t be 
mighty tide of that life that bas brought us where we are 
and will bear us where we hope to be, is greater than all 
things, grander than all saviors. 

Hence, turning from all idolatry, call it Protestant
ism, Catholicism, paganism or \vhatever else you may 
choose, I bow, 0 ~ature, before thy golden shrine and 
realize that thou art the mother, thou art the father that 
has cradled me in all my journeyings ; and I was sent out 
from thy broad bosom, as it were, even as the birdling 
which we sometimes watch in the spring-time is sent out 
by the parent birds. \Ve see the little nest that the rob
ins have built in the apple tree. \Ve watch 
the old birds as they tenderly care for their young, and 
by-and-by we see the little robins resting on the edge of 
the nest, while the old birds urge them to try their wings 
as much as to say, "You are feathered out now, and you 
are all reacly to make your way in the world," finally driv
ing them forth to seek to live for themselves. 

This 1s Nature's method every time. She cradles us 



as long as we need to be cradled, then she bids us go 
forth and exercise our own powers, seck the path we are 
desirous of ascending, and make our own way in life. 

I trust that you will understand me wban I say that 
to me the sooner Christianity, as it is accepted and taught 
to-day, hastens to its bane the better; to me the sooner 
tht.! people are quickened with the thought, "Christ did 
not live or die for me ; I am living for myself, and if I 
would have light, I must not only cry for light, more 
light, but I must strive by every effort of my being to at
tain it." 

This is to me the essence of your spiritual religion. 
This to me is that which represents its true worth. If it 
came to you, and I were privileged to come to you, and 
simply and only say to you, •·I am very happy in the 
spirit-world ; I have met my friends;" while this is very 
true and I prize it exceedingly, yet if this were all that I 
could say to you or other friends in the material form 
from time to time, I am sure I should grow weary, and I 
fancy as never before I should stand 'neath the glittering 
dome of that eternal w0rlcl and cry for light, more light! 
Surely with your aspirations for all that is good and 
beautiful, with all your attributes of love and kindred 
emotions, with all the grand thoughts coming to you from 
day to clay, there is no one here present who would not 
join with me in that prayer, for I know none could say 
that I should be satisfied forever and forever to be sing
ing praises to another, or should be content forever if I 
had a place of peace and quietness to sit me down, realiz
ing that my kindred and friends were enduring eternal 
torment. There is no one, and every one of you would 
repeat the words of the old pagan whom the missionaries 
once upon a time were about to baptize. \Vith his left 
foot just ready to enter the font, he paused and asked, 
.. P'ray te11 me where my kindred are?" Being told that 
they were lost, he turned in scorn from their teachings 
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and bade defiance to their gospel, exclaiming, like the 
loyal soul he was, "\Vherever my kindred are there I \vi11 
go!" 

Thus you realize that no human soul is satisfied or 
e\·er could be with the dogmatic assumptions of the church 
or the pen·ertecl teachings of Christianity. \Vhy, then, 
were humanity so long chained and bound by theology? 
Because of the power of fear and ignorance and by that 
mysteriousness that is always cast over the Scriptures if 
you ask your Sunday-school teacher or your pastor to ex
plain certain texts. He or she answers that it is unex
plainable, or you are told, as I ha\·e myself often said, 
''That is one of God's mysteries: you must wait until it 
is re\·ealed." 

The revelation of eternal truth must and will come to 
you as fast as you are able to recei\'e it and clare demand 
it, just as fast as yon learn to love it, just as fast as you 
send, speeding out to the realms whence shall come the 
reply, your prayer for light, more light, and just as fast as 
by your own earnest endea\'ors you climb the great as
cending pathway of spiritual progression. 

\Yhy, I am so rejoiced in that which I have attained, in 
that which I ha\·e experienced in this life! I perhaps wait 
before a little different altar from that before which you bow, 
because you are yet embodied in clay. I have passed in ad
vance of you one step into another life. I know what that 
change is, and I say to you that as far as death is con
cerned it has been misnamed. If I could once again feel 
the soothing influence that rested upon me as I passed 
from earth, I would not dread to repeat the experience, 
for I say to you that the thrilling of a consciousness you 
ha\·e ne\·er before known, the lifting of yourselves out 
of the mortal, the freedom from pain and the gladsome 
buoyancy of feeling, as you realize that you are lea\'ing 
behind you the clod that hampered your spirit, while 
you arc taking yourseh·es where a more hea \'enly atmos-



phere pervades, combine to render the transition a joy 
untold. 

In the life upon which I have entered I find upon 
every hand the earnest student laboring and seeking not 
for the pathway that leads to the throne of God. but 
laboring and seeking for the pathways that open be
fore him and lead him to the altar of Truth, where 
Science unveils her grandeur and Life bespeaks for him a 
deeper glow of beauty. Here, then, where I have entered 
all is energy, all is activity ; no imaginary God with. 
human attributes to worship, no individual to fear, no 
power that stands before the soul and says, "Tints far and 
no farther canst thou go !" but instead, new avenues of 
life open wider and still wider, every manifestation of life 
invites your research, graceful trees, fragrant flowers and 
1 uscious fruits, transcending the flora of earth, make 
beautiful the paths through which we pass. Here indeed 
we may sit under the shadow of the \'ine and fig-tree with 
none.to molest or make us afraid, and here Nature un
veils her glowing charms until we realize that we are Iter 
children, and that she expects us, by the energy ancl force 
within our beings, to ascend the paths she has marked out 
for us. 

Hence in seeking·for light, more light, whatever my 
part may be in the coming time as my life speeds on, be 
sure of this : I have left a magnet on the earth. and 
wherever I may wander I know I shall ofttimes return, to 
meet and mingle with those whom I knew so well in other 
clays, and strive at times to give a word of good cheer to 
those who seek for light, more light. 

() world of wondrous, glowing light, 
UnYeiling step by step 
Thy matchless glory and thy pO\rer, 
Where art thou, world of light? 
I cannot tell, I do not kno\\·, 
But yon the rifted clouds re\'eal to me 
A path I just have found ; 
Xot paved with gold, but lined with thoughts 
Ont-~preacling e'en from human ~ouls, 
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l stand and gaze in wonder, doubt, 
And see a temple built of thoughts. 
Some sad may form the base thereof, 
And as I lift my eyes I behold 
The gray, the pearl, the blue, 
And all the colors you may dream, 
While over-arching all I see a dome 
< lf thoughts more pure and white than snow. 
And there 1 read, "Eternal Life," 
"Eternal love," ''Progression" too, 
And then I know that by-and-by 
The angels there and I and you 
And all humanity shall pass through. 

l\Iay you, clear friends, be daring, may you be true 
to yourselves, faithfnl in every mission of life, and if you 
need the protection and support of Christianity, obtain it. 
But my earnest prayer for every one of you is and shall be 
that you may grow to that estate of manhood and wom
;:mhood that you may know you can stand alone. Blessed 
indeed is that man or woman who can be sufficient unto 
himself or herself. I clo not mean isolated, for you re
quire the sympathies of and emanations from every, one 
anrl all around you. To be self-sufficient in the best 
acceptation of the term, is to be able to stand before the 
altar upon which the golden words, " Light, More Light!'' 
are traced until you shall have been born into that state 
of liberty and spirituality where you clare lay aside all fear 
of gods, all thoughts of sham, all desire that some one else 
may weave your garments for you, and in the dignity of 
your manhood and womanhood, draw to yourselves that 
enduring power that shall last you while you tarry here on 
earth and aiel you when you ascend, and pass through the 
pearly gates into the wide domain of that spiritual world 
where you shall reap the h:uvest of every good deed. 

BE:\fEDICTIO~. 

J\Iay the answering echo from the spirit-land reach 
your ears as you breathe the sentence, "Light, more 
light!" until you sense the response," Come up higher," 
and in spirit meet those who have walked hand in hand 
with you while you journeyed here, and who will crown 
you with the wreath you have earned by your earth life. 
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DISCOURSE 
BY SPIRIT GENERAL LAFAYETTE, 

(WilO PASSED FRO.\! THE .\IORTAL I.'J 1~3-l·) 

on the Celebration of Washi ngton's Birthday, 

SUNDAY MORNING, FEBRUARY 24, I<jOI. 

I NVOCATION. 

\I G) E watch before that infinite altar of Truth, power 
V.V. and strength that opens only unto those who part its 

port als with earnest aspirations. \Ve watch before that 
greater altar of spiritual thought and force for the open
ing of that greater portal to that broader and greater 
temple. from which outftowing baptisms rest upon the 
people. 

\Ve rejoice in the consciousness that the teaching of 
these souls incarnate in human forms, rests sweetly in the 
keeping of those who have passed into broader realms of 
knowledge. and as the mighty waves of time, of force, of 

• In presenting this senes of lectures to the public, perhaps a few suggestions to those 
not conversant with spiritualism would be appreciated. 

Due allowance should be made for seeming Jack of complete expression by some intelli
genc1es owing to dlss1milanty of brain devdopment, the physical and mental conditiOn of the 
medium and conditions furnished by those present at the time of transmission. 

!\lany of our spirit speakers are not hampered to any extent in their expressiOn through 
one mstrument wh1le they would be through another, and some find the language of the 
medium superior to their own development, but as a rule, manifestations from the subjecuve 
through all phases of medJUmship are more or less imperfect. 

The invocation is seldom offered by the spirit delivering the address. 
Poems or blan k verse in this ~eries are more or less impaired or lust, owing to the in

ability of the stenographer to report them as delivered. 
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power, emanating from that great soul incarnate in each 
and every formation, blessing with di\'ine possibilities the 
thoughts that travel over the great ocean of further activ
jty, thereby causing the people to realize that in the vast 
attributes of life, each individual existence finds its ap
pointed place, and each one, in their own way, and in 
accordance with the desire of the soul within, follows the 
footsteps whithersoever they may tend, tl1at lead them 
outward, upward> or downward, marching omvard into the 
divine realm of greater acti,·ity, marching onward in the 
pathways of material existence, striving to do their best. 

Oh, ye who hold the destinies ·of individuals and 
nations within the mighty power of your grasp, ye who . 
toy at building planets even as a child toys with its tops, 
breathe upon us that divinity that shall quicken these 
souls to a consciousness of the import of their present 
existence. 0 quicken them to a sense of the duties that 
rest upon them. Quicken their sense of deep, internal 
consciousness, so that it shall enable them to sense, if 
they do not uphold, the mighty currents that are rising 
and swelling as they draw nearer and nearer this planet, 
to engulf all error, and to carry humanity forward to its 
grandest heights. 

Oh ye who never sl urn ber in every nation, kind or 
clime, we rejoice in the advancement of your infinite 
possibilities, and also rejoice that you are drawing nearer 
to the currents that envelop the children of this planet, 
coming nearer to the force that they will and must learn 
to know, and by understanding, how they may be borne 
out in the great ocean of manhood and womanhood. 

May the bending forms above us pour their blessings 
upon you, may the flowers that float in the atmosphere 
emit an aroma that shall strengthen you, and may every 
one in human form who is present here, show their trust, 
their willingness to walk in the pathways of Truth, of 
Justice and of Right. 
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DISCOURSE . 

JTtHE moments, as all moments are, are pregnant with 
deep import, and I have thought of no words I de

sire to voice in your presence more than tbese:- "Dare 
to be brave." Strange memories and emotions stir my 
being as I attempt to \·oice what thoughts I may in your 
presence this morning. The past, in which I played my 
my little part, links with the now, in which I am still as 
deeply active in life's great battle field as in the days that 
have gone, and I do not forget to be reminded that upon 
this occasion you are here to give reverence to him whom 
you call the Father of your Country. :\ly friend and 
brother while in the material form, my friend and brother 
in the vastness of that world where battle fields are 
changed to valleys of harmony, and sweet Peace spreads 
her pinions over all. And no better tribute could I put 
before the altar of \Vashi ngton's life than the words I 
have already uttered, '' Dare to be brave." If he had one 
sterling quality greater than others, it was this, to clare to 
do right. I have seen him in sorrow, I have seen him 
bending not only beneath the power of weariness and toil, 
sick of warfare and all its accompaniments, and yet with 
only one eye, single as it were, to the performance of the 
duty the people had the right to expect of him. And 
hence through winter's storms and summer's heat he in
spired his followers, as I had almost said, no other man 
ever did. \Vhy? He was one with them. In the camp, 
upon the tented field, beneath the leafy trees, and some
times resting upon beds of snow beneath the leafless 
branches, but ever true to the interests of your country 
and mine. For I assu rc you that I am an adopted child 
by my own choice, of your fair land. I love America no 
less because my cradled birth was not found nor occurred 
here. I love America, more, if possible, than in the days 
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that are fled, because I see and realize that much I have 
seen was caused by the overshadowing spirit of the In
finite, touching and inspiring the souls of your patriots of 
the earlier days, and we all must remember, that when we 
do tribute to one, however great the leader may have been, 
we should never forget equal tribute to the faithful ones 
that supported him. 

With all the toil and hardships that he met, that you 
have just listened to, "Liberty or Death" was the watch
word of the gallant defender of your country, and pre
server, as far as it is possible, for him to be, of the li\·es of 
her children. I do not purpose, it is not my place, per
haps, to enter into a detailed discussion of your present 
condition, of the facts that exist, of the in harmonies, as 
well as the harmonies, but I see the unerring finger of 
that infinite power, not held in the hands of one individual, 
but in the grasp of those who have toiled, like him whom 
we all honor to-day in reality. Therefore I see that much 
is committed into their care, and know that all will be 
well, because I realize this fact, and methinks that you 
will sometime, if not uuw, admit the people have ever 
been prone to turn away from justice and truth, prone to 
forget to dare to be brave. And when I speak of daring 
to be brave, I mean in the direction that lifts the indi
vidual and breathes its infinite blessing through his life 
upon all within whose surroundings it may come. And 
thus to-day, while in other lands I might talk to you of 
friends, I might talk to you of other lands that have 
ploughed through sorrow and sadness, receiving waves 
of joy, and afterwards being lifted, as it were, upon the 
wave of prosperity and peace. And then we see them in 
the midst of war and tribulations. And why? Because 
they did not dare to be brave to the mandates of truth, 
and showed a readiness to submit to others, which has 
been the bane of every nation, of every country. Rome 
lighted her torches in glittering beauty, when Science, as 
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she grasped it in her palmier days sent forth streams of 
golden light, reflecting the intelligence and science and 
\vorth of her people. But, as in other lands and peoples, 
the sons of Rome forgot justice, forgot .to dare to be brave 
in measunng justice to others, and sold themselves as, I 
do not say, I simply ask you, do you think your nation is 
selling herself? This is a platform for you to heed. As 
individuals it is your duty, it is your privilege to heed it. 
For I wish to ask ''Is one man of more importance 
than another, is one man's influence of more value than 
another's?'' You answer" Yes, because his influence is 
broader." But it matters not how much he may be in
tellectually. It is not the balancing of the measure of 
what we possess, it is using what we ha\'e in the right 
direction, it is advancing the intelligence of the people 
and the welfare of the people. Allow me to say, the little 
man sitting at my feet or yours, although he may not 
grasp the problem of government, or grasp other condi
tions as you do, yet remember t~is, his attempting to be 
true is just as important as your attempting to be 
true in a broader sense. For, as in the great world of 
nature, it is not the mountains that make the world, 
although we stand at their base and look upon them, and 
recognize the power that threw them up, and step by step 
we ascend and gaze upon the world. It is not the 
mountain that makes the world. \Ve feast our eyes upon 
the valley- the panorama that is spread before us, and 
we descend into the valley and look upon the little violets 
that lift their heads, reaching out to receive the kiss of 
the sunbeams. \ 'Ve learn here, in this little insignificant 
flower, as some might say, compared with the mountain's 
height, we find that it is just as important. And in the 
great world of material matter, so far as this is concerned , 
the same relationship exists. Every particle, e\·ery atom 
is just as essential and important as every other atom. Con
sequently we pass into the human family. Thus, good 
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children, they have builded their forms out of Nature's 
great laboratory. And if as a soul, you are able to build 
that which is more capable of allowing you to give out 
greater thoughts than your brother, if he is not enabled to 
give as much, he is just as important in the world of man
hood and womanhood: it may be more so. 

As we are swept along the mjghty tide of existei?Ce 
let us remember that only as you are in harmony with 
that mighty energy that rises, (and only rises) in the 
domain of materiality, we are building whatever forms 
and embodiments we may wear. I am building mine, you 
yours: and you gaze upon the man, the brother whose 
form it may be is to you almost sickening," and you say 
'' \Vhat use is it ? He is a fool. " Some of you, as 
physicians, have questioned if it were not best when such 
children were born, not to permit them to live. They 
have builded their form the best they could, and if the 
idiot never gives forth one sane expression, his soul re
quires to dwell within that form just as long as it retains 
it, and when you enter the great laboratory of life, you 
will know that there are no mistakes in Nature. You 
will realize that there are no mistakes in the building of 
these forms. And likewise, when we need a broader and 
a better, we shall obtain it, not by pleading before the 
fancied throne of an unknown god, but by reaching out 
into Nature's pathways and grasping her possessions, 
build from the atomic life. And thus from these, to 
embodiments that enable us to scale greater heights, I 
may not tell you of. I wish you to understand with me. 
Nature is perfect, and I would not change, if I had the 
power to-clay, one human form wherein is incarnated a 
human soul, a living soul. \Vhy? Because I should 
make poor work attempting to make the change, and 
when we realize that every atom slumbering in the bosom 
of the earth or resting upon its surface is sufficient for 
itself, it is for us to leave it alone, unless looking outward, 
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we may read our lessons, and thereby understan d that 
the great problem of life is surely being laid out by •that 
great law, where you and I cannot stay it. 

Steadily I see the sons of America forgetting their 
privileges, and steadily I see those whom from their own 
inaction are living in a careless and forgetful way, not 
realizing the privilege that is theirs, I have no intention 
of complaining, for I know thus it ever has been, and thus 
it must be. And thus the selfishness and the failure to 
dare to do right, to dare to be true, has been the begin 
ning of that which causes you perhaps to mourn. \Ve 
have only to look, to know and realize that the people of 
your land are not ready for perfect justice, not ready for 
that government that recognizes and protects all, not 
ready for the oncoming of those great waves of thought 
that will come and spreading throughout the desert wastes, 
wa\·es that are being made to quicken the hearts and li\·es 
of the people until they wrll arise. \Vere I to give you 
my opinion, I would make it very simple and short and 
say to you that the present condition of your country 
you find is attained in consequence of the wild schemes 
of politicians. Ambition and the desire to rule has crept 
in, and the people have not awakened themselves to a 
realization that the Father of your Country, when in the 
material form, inspired all that preceded you, and how 
that any government to be successful, must be founded 
upon the principles of strict morality. And surely, no 
more moral man, in every sense of the word, walked the 
earth. 

Your government, and your leaders and pioneers in 
the government, from him to whom I have referred dmvn 
to the last, were in those earlier days, honest men. They 
were sought out for their insight, they were devoted be
fore the altar of your country, devoted servants to th e 
welfare of the people, and their deliberations were in e\'ery 
measure so directed, as to cause them to ponder and dis 
cuss what measures should be psssecl. 
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I feel as an individual that some have grasped the 
idea that you have outgrown the Constitution, outgrown it 
and need a change. Why, do you know I have looked 
upon that parchment. and I feel that it is sufficient for all 
time, if the people only were satisfied with justice for 
themselves and justice for others. This then brings me 
to a point where I wish to make this statement : 

Christianity has become a byword: your government 
has become a byword. And if we seek, as we always 
should, for the reason of any occurrence, let us probe the 
matter, and ask why. Christianity has become a byword 
because its followers have forgotten the first principles of 
Christianity. In the political world, infidelity walks 
rampant. Not only in relation to the family relations, but 
also in that sacred trust, that every patriot holds as sacred 
to his heart. Principle is forgotten, and if the one thought 
"perfect morality'' had been adhered to, morals would not 
have been forgotten. Shall I complain ? No. Be it the 
people of this other or any land, I look upon it that these 
states require the experience. And if from the spiritual 
world, a great voice cries, "Let my people go!" they will 
not hear, but they will enslave their kind, and remember 
there is more than one method of enslaving and in the 
reaping of that harvest they will reap bitterest tears. And 
thus they will be awakened to that consciousness that will 
awaken in the souls of human beings, but a good way 
off yet. 

So I say to you this morning, that in consequence of 
the omission of daring to do right and daring to be true, 
they have to pass, or are being passed through many a 
valley of sorrow, of sin, of shame. If in the fifty years 
that have gone, the messages that they actually refused 
to hear, had been listened to in your council halls, today 
harmony, prosperity and peace would have brooded over 
your land. \Ve all realize man clings to his idol. Let it 
be thus. I stand and watch the vast procession, and I 
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realize this great truth; the mighty trend of that infinite 

energy that never fails and never falters will still ::J.ch·ance, 

and if human beings are crushed beneath the whole of 
that power of progression, the mighty force of evolution 
centred in every human soul will uplift it. By and by 
America will prosper as no nation e\·er has when she 
wears the crown of a perfect gO\·ernment. I hear some 
ask, "\Viii it be when my party gains the ascendency ?" 

It will be when creeds and parties shall all have been 
dissolved: it will be when gods have been burned or de

throned: it will be when the human soul dares to stand 
forth in the infinity of its grandeur and proclaim, "I live!" 
And •·I live to be just unto all!" You may say, and feel 

it is true, that it will take time and a long time, ere this 
era will dawn. Time is naught to us, nor to the silent 

workers who never slumber, and give when you are willing. 
You are all under the domination of some certain sin. 

You are all being directed mere than you realize, and just 

as long as wilfulness causes you to run away from these 
in:luences and forces that would lead you unto the greater 
good, just so long like the wild horse, that has broken 

loose from his master, you plunge to sorrow. But by and 
by through this all conquering power, silent in its vastness, 

the human family will realize that there is a power that 

rules the destinies of humanity. There is a power that 
guides the destinies of humanity, and that power under
stand. is not, cannot rest upon you as an indiYiclual until 

you reach up to receive it, until you are ready to walk 
under the guidance of its beautiful inspirations and this 

- is why the world in which you are lidng today, the people 
among which you are dwelling, have taken the bits in 
their teeth ancl are running to and fro, regardless of either 

law or moderation, and that morality that marked the life 
of \Vashington, and gan.: him strength and Yigor in the 
hour of daring, solace in the hour of sorrow. Infidelity 
walks rampant throughout the Janel. I low then do you 
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expect a government founded upon morality, when the 
people that support that government have no idea of the 
difference between license and morality? \Vhat can you 
expect of of the libertine who pursues his course in the 
various pathways of life, destroying the beauty of the fair
est of your young girls, your sisters, and sometimes 
your wives ? \\' hat do you expect from such a man as far 
as purity, and earnestness and good government is con
cerned? Or as fidelity is concerned, as far as daring to 
do right is concerned? And when I say this, I do not 
wish you to forget that this applies to the majority of those 
who are in Congress today. Can you expect purity of 
opinion from such a well ? Can you expect that which 
Nature never allows? Methinks every one of you belittle 
yourselves, especially you men. I will rejoice, when 
woman entering in, becomes a strong power, and stands 
beside her brother and dares to claim the rights of a citi
zen. \Vhen your mothers and your sisters demand that 
temptation shall not be placed in the way of their hus
bands. That may imply ;weakness on the part of the 
husbands . Now, if you found the woman whom you call 
the libertine, I do not believe that you will find one in ten 
but what has been forced into that condition. If it is not 
the girl's fault, why do you find so many? Because man 
refuses to yield her that support, that strength, that \·igor, 
that bread and clothing supplies-and here, in your large 
stores I am well aware (for I wish you to understand I am 
no stranger, I am taking my observations, and I know the 
habits of the people of America from Maine to the 
Pacific Coast.) I sense the condition that rules in the 
town, of that fact that in your large stores, your girls (and 
I would say to every father and mother, if you are not 
obliged to send them, to keep your girls away from these 
stores) are told they can get only so much, they must get 
the rest outside. 

Children of America, I would have you understand 
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that life is earnest, is real. If you ask for liberty, live 
for it, labor for it. demand it. Do not fold your arms and 
think it will come. Come it will by and by. By the in
finite goodness it will come right by and by, but you may 
aid in the quicker arrival of that hour, by your devotion 
to du ty, your fidelity to trust, and your demand that those 
who are in n e~cl shall be pro t ected. Likewise, whom you 
place in a position of trust shall be a man of honest worth, 
not bought nor sold, for your elections are carried on by 
the power of wealth. \Vhen the dawn of Spiritualism 
shall be recognized in the hearts of all human beings, 
when this hour shall come your commi tt ee will seek for 
honest men, for men who will not seek for office, instead 
of as now, the committee being well nigh bound on 
every side by those who have money to pay in order to 
carry an election. Yes, I see it in the glowing sunset. 
1 see it in the gladsome tone of the new year, I see it 
clown cJeep in th e hearts of the American people. I see it 
as warm and vigorous in the hearts of her adop t ed ch il
dren. And I know, that al~hough for a time longer, 
America may still be under the cloud of infidelity, of injus
tice, and wrong, her people may be compelled to demand 
bread in heaven and strikes may occur. But by and by 
you will seek for arbitration, by and by as a nation you 
will sit down beside the council fires and confer one with 
another, asking and stri\'i11g to advise what is best for the 
people, instead of asking "How can we carry on our 
scheme to our ;1dvancement ?" I tell you, you have too 
many in places of trust that are there for the power that 
they may gain in this, anci the various combinations I do 
not need to enter upon. 

Rut the unborn generation will gather the lines in their 
hands that you have left to drag. If then the flag of truth 
trails m the dust because no ready hand is reached to 
catch it, in the dawn of that golden morning, truth shall 
come 111 power divine, that power shall teach the souls of 
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men, and therefore I do not comr~lain. As I said to you 
a short time ago, I would not change the condition of one 
individual if I could, because I know that eternal law, di
rected by that infinite energy that knows no failure, will 
give no one a right over another. Therefore I do not 
watch things like many another philosopher, but aid them 
as I can. But I await the rising of the dawn of a day of 
perfect peace, when humanity shall ha\·e wearied of 
being toyed with by those whom they have placed in 
positions of trust, when women shall be weary of standing 
and waiting for results, and when all recognize their citi
zenship, their duty, and their rights, and likewise, the 
grander presence of the great angel of justice shall arise, 
and for what ? To overthrow all infidelity and defend 
morality through this doomed land ; to carry in some 
sense your methods of learning forward, teaching the 
children in the primary as well as in the higber branches 
of your schools of that sweet morality that always, wears 
the garments of harmony ancl peace. This day will sure
ly come. You may feel that it is far off, but there ne\·er 
wa::; a people that could live and indulge in shameful prin
ciples. And if the bitternesses of the present clay are 
left unheeded, I assure you the bitterness of the next 
generation will be so bitter that the coming genera
tions will arise and demand that morality and justice for 
which you will all strive. You are now all striving, e\'ery 
one of you, to attain power and territory, and you all 
strive to support only those who love power and terri
tory, and methinks as you gaze or glance around, you can
not say "0, we may not have a great many to support." 
But friends, remember to hold to morality, which planted 
by the sturdy hand of your Washington has never 1 eaned. 
It stands erect today, and by and by the children of 
America will rally around it once again, and instead of, as 
at the present time, celebrating Washington's Birthday in 
the manner you do-perhaps you may think me impudent 
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but I am here to give you my thought-instead of cele
brating the birthday of him whose shadow you may gaze 
upon in reverence of his goodness and in the results of 
his work-go lh'e like unto him. Celebrate his birthday 
by doing good, by banishing error, bearing the bright ban
ner of morality to liberty or death. 

And now may one and ali here be true in every rela
tion in life. True to ali others with whom they may as
sociate, true to those who aiel them fr9m the realm be
yond, true to the beautiful flag, and true to the Father of 
your Country. 

N oTE-These two discourses (Nos . 27 and 2S) were not reported by the regular 
stenographer, and the sen se m some parts is more or less impaired. 
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DISCOURSE 
BY SPIRIT GEN. GEO. WASHINGTON, 

(First President of the United States, who Passed to the Iligher Life-in 

I799) 

SUNDAY AFTERNOON, FEBRUARY 24, 1901. 

INVOCATION. 

J3 EFORE that altar of Liberty, representing the life of 
all countries, and distributing its sacred baptism up

on the people of every land, we pause to invoke that sa
creel baptism that shall quicken every noble aspiration of 
the soul. 

Oh, Life, in all thy boundless realms we may seek 
and find that which shall satisfy, and rejoice that in all the 
pathways through which we travel, we ascend step by 
step those mountain heights of wisdom unto the know
ledge whereby we become quickened in order to perform 
our duty unto our kind. We rejoice at this hour in all the 
achievements of our country, rejoice in the advancement 
of the power of evolution to every nation, to all peoples, 
upon this and other planets, as we realize thy chiidren, 
wherever gathered, are all seeking for one great sidereal 
realm, wherein knowledge in all its vastness unveils its 
secrets. \Ve all bow beneath the sacred baptism of that 
love that is in at-cne-ment with all human souls. 
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Oh, ye. who watch and wait, who labor and work in 
every department of human life, we rejoice in that con
sciousness that is continually growing broader and yet 
broader, in that the children of this beautiful land are 
realizing the beauty and truth of the continuity of life. 

\ Ve rejoice and are grateful, 0, Infinite Soul, that 
our life is being mapped out in broader missions, and that 
we may still be able to labor for our kind. May we labor 
with more force, may we have more and deeper power, to 
teach human souls as they seek for that light and guidance 
that shall aiel them in understanding that knowledge. 

0, Life, in all thy boundless realms they haste in 
the imparting unto thy children, by the activity and faith
fulness of thy ministering ones, comfort, joy and consola
tion ; and by- that great army that no man can number re
turning, may they impress humanity as never before with 
the knowledge that shall quicken the power held, and 
enable every one to realize the needs of his brother ()r sis
ter. Quickening all thy children, until e\'erywhere the 
bright sun of prosperity shall rise to set no more. And 
that everywhere the bright blossoms of peace and har
mony shall be wafted upon the human spirits. And e\·ery
where there shall be a question of where oppression shall 
be found, and there shall be no answer, because oppression 
shall not exist. And may the divine teaching of that 
power-that mastering emotion, in every soul, the love of 
country, that teaching of that quickening power that must 
cause every soul to feel an interest in that country, that 
shall cause every soul to say : "l have a work to do in 
that." Until throughout the land there springs up the 
great cry of the majority-of the majority of the inhabi
tants pressing onward for peace, with the determination 
to demand justice, and the clear voice of the people as 
one, asking protection for all, shall no longer be delayed. 

And unto thee, 0, Infinite Energy, that power that 
aids us to live, rocks us in the cradle of infancy, sustains 
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us through the pathways of manhood and womanhood, 
and enables us to dare to do for others as for ourselves. 
0, may that power rest with all its potency upon every 
human soul, until the light of this land shall glow as the 
sunbeams. 

DISCOURSE. 

~:\II D the moments' silence, deep and strong vibra
~ tions touched our individual atmosphere, and I am 
glad to be permitted to voice a few thoughts in your pres
ence. glad to have the children of this land tealize that 
not only I, but all their kindred live. 

I deeply appreciate the sentiment that yearly is ex
pressed in memory of my birth. As far as my labors for 
humanity, as far as my efforts in relation to the establish
ment of freedom in this fair land, I am worthy of no 
praise. I am worthy of no praise, I repeat, greater than 
the praise I would ask from each one of you toward those 
who supported me. Ancl had it not been for my gallant 
soldiers, had it not been for their unflinching bravery, had 
it not been for my dear brother who greeted you this 
morning, who held my han.ds when they were weak and 
encouraged and cheered me when I almost despaired, I 
should not now receive the thought that comes to me from 
the American people. A ncl while I appreciate all, I would 
share your love, I would share your reverence and wouicl 
share your kindly thought with every man who laid by 
my side on the frozen ground, or followed me in crossing 
the Delaware or wherever duty bade us go. 

Today, therefore, I am thankful that we succeeded in 
establishing freedom upon this land, I do not stand before 
you claiming to prove my individuality, I coulu not if I 
tried, for no one in the sounding of this voice ever saw 
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thought of truth, whether I come to you with the same 
amount of persistency that enabled me to keep my sword 
unsheathed? I come to you today just the same, to labor 
for the down-trodden and would gladly lead or be led by 
you into the great battlefield to fight for liberty. I know 
that some will say when I speak broadly, that I owned 
slaves. Yes, by inheritance, and had I freed them, what 
would haYe been their fate? But this I say to you, never 
an overseer of mine, never a man in my employ received 
instructions from me only such as would deal in mercy, in 
kindness to my slaves. And I often told them, as I was 
about to pass out into the wide world, sometimes wntmg 
to them, to always remem bcr that they were human 
beings, and to treat them as such. 

\Vhatever may be our inheritance, whatever may be 
the custom of the times in which we live, the purpose of 

life in my estimation, is character building. Every indi
vidual should be taught this. The little boys and girls 
too, and the effort of every man and woman should be to 
build up a character they might be proud to have. Had 
these been the prevailing sentiments and methods, there 
would be more noble characters at the present time, more 
who are not ready to be bought, more who were looking 
for the great arm of justice, more wh o would unite upon 
one thing, and remember that the hour might come 
when the storm might rage over the land, and make some 
complications of war to the injury of this Janel. 

This is the secret prayer I have. I am looking for 
that time, I know it is coming. Coming as surely as the 
sun beams pour through the atmosphere this hour, coming 
just as surely as the love of liberty rules in the hearts 
of those who have crossed the briny deep, and macJe their 
homes upon this Janel, leaving the land of their forefathers 
beyond the sea. For to me, all human hearts are much 
alike. They love the good. they love the beautiful. \\'e 
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all realize, at least it seems to me that all intelligent 
minds must realize, that this gmTernment, this republic, 
was founded on the sentiment of freedom. \Ve arrayed 
ourselves against the British for what reason? Simply 
because they came to wrest from us our homes and our 
lands. \Ve therefore, . you and I, I trust, would do the 
same thing. \Vhy it seems almost to me that I can hear 
the booming of the cannon out at Old Concord and these 
familiar scenes around this city where I have attended, 
leave many a sad memory-but I love to recall the scenes 
that were enacted, not that I love war, not that I love con
tention. I would reach the helping hand to every human 
being gladly, as then, likewise now. 

I would not only, were I in the material form, fight 
for the liberty of the American people as earnestly and as 
sturdily as before, if from any other land they came to 
wrest their liberties from them, (and I contend that Eng
land had no right to attempt to encroach upon our liberty,) 
but bear with me if I say that to-clay you are standing in 
relation to these islands in the sea just in the same rela
tion that England stood to us. Were I a dweller in those 
islands in the sea I would fight to the last breath to main
tain my rights and the rights of my people. It is not a 
question for any government to ask \\rhether the people 
are capable of gm·erning themselves or not. It is not a 
question to ask what the capabilities for self-government 
are in a country that is defended by the gallantry of its 
men and the bravery of its women. It is not consistent 
that America should yield to a government that insists 
in imposing upon her the necessity of an unjust war. Do 
not forget that there is one truth, and if we were right as 
Americans, surely these men in Africa are just as much 
in the right as we were, and the same in those islands in 
the sea. Those who would encroach are not held at bay, 
ancl there comes a time, and do you feel and know what it 
signifies? It signifies the fall either of a republic or an 
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empire. Rome, in all the glory of her life and her science, 
she who held the admirntion of the world, Rome forgetful 
of justice, and forgetful of dealing justice, went clown in 
shame. Shall it be said of these? Sha11 this be said of 
America, shall this be said of England? \Ve watch the 
rise of nations. They rise by the courage of their people 
to the zenith of power, and then, by mistaken notions-a 
desire it may be for an extention in territory-a greater 
power-the great "l am.''-and then comes the mandate 
from the world of eternal justice, '·Thy clays are num
bered,'' unless thou then turn from harassing the helpless, 
and attend to the maintenance of thine own legal ground. 
\Ve ha\'e all enjoyed, and I no less than any of you, even 
though I am now a dweller in the land of souls, I place 
myself by you when I say that we have all enjoyed the 
freedom that America has enjoyed, an enjoyment in which 
she has outstretched her arms, by which she has wel
comed all other nations. Has this been, or is it forgotten ? 
\\'here are the men here today to stand forth in the 
majesty of their manhood, and exclaim:-"It must be no 
longer." Are you .serfs? Are you slaves? Have you 
forgotten the privations of our days? And have you for
gotten the toil? But that matters not. I must finish 
the sentence, however, as long as I have begun it. Have 
you forgotten the toil, the afflictions, and trials of the 
soldiers who bore so much that America might be free? 
And why 1 hesitated at first to make this remark, is be
cause I die! not wish you to place it upon myself. Every 
toil, every wintry blast, every summer's heat that wiltt.:d 
me as the noon-day grain, is naught to me. And. as 1 say ; 
ha\'C you any plaudits, give them to those who have been 
too long forgotten. And, instead of plaudits, I would ask 
you, one and all to turn to the lines of. your beings, and read 
the lines of duty traced upon your heart for you to live. 

For it seemeth unto me that today is more pregnant 
with need, if possible, than in my clay. It seems to me to-
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day that the American people need to be pressed to the 
front in active thought, in earnest endea\·or, in deep con
sideration in council chambers-not opened by a lobby in 
council cham hers-but where honest men gather to talk 
over the needs of the hour, and the glory of American 
liberty. It is only by thus doing that men can come to 
needed conclusions. And while we realize, all of us, that 
the people make a nation, the character of the people is 
of intrinsic value. The character of the people morally, 
socially, ancl shall I say religiously ? If they are truly 
moral and if they have for their motto to do unto others 
as they would be clone by, perhaps the religion, so far as 
Christianity is concerned, may be left out. For to me, re
member, while I have no qualifications to make-to me it 
ever has been, and ever will be the fact that the citizen 
comes first, always-and should regard his citizenship as 
above all forms, all ceremonies, all creedism. He should 
regard his citizenship as a crowning glory, not as a crown 
to wear by idly placing it upon his brow, hut his crowning 
glory by the performance of the duties of citizenship, 
when the crown has become his because he has earned it. 
I do not like to say it-I dislike no one-but I clo not like 
those who call themselves citizens of this land and have 
nothing to do but reaching out into the councils all the 
time. Activity is then the watchword. 

The man who slumbers at the present time must re
main ever unconscious of the great fact that morality has 
been neglected, justice has been neglected, purity of 
thought has been neglected, the family to a great extent 
has been neglected and the building of character has not 
been thought of, and these are the very reasons that you 
are standing as it were at bay before that force, or rather 
before the force of those who are trying to establish an 
imperialism upon the fair domain of America, upon those 
who are determined to sell their rights, upon those who 
are encroaching upon these people, it matters not whether 
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they are slaves or masters, they own their homes, they 
own their lands. As to the Boers they are a simple, hon
est people. I cannot say I am afraid. because I fear noth
ing, I know that eternal justice will bring justice out of 
chaos, I do not say that England will cease to be an em
pire, but in my estimation, England has seen her palmiest 
days. Shall it be said of America, of the sons of America, 
that they have sold their birthright for a mess of pottage, 
of this land spreading itself between two mighty oceans? 
From whom did you inherit it? Ft:om whom did you 
obtain it? Here comes the question. I do not say that 
the pilgrim fathers had any right to drive the red man 
toward the setting sun. It was the same plan of dri,·ing 
others by force. But, having in possession the land, 
I feel that America was justified in maintaining that no 
foreign power should encroach upon her boundaries. 

Into the hands of the American people was com 
mitted a sacred trust-a most sacred trust was com mittecl 
into their hands. You all understand, you do not need 
to have me repeat to you the Constitution, one of the 
primal thoughts of which is that the governed shall not 
be unwilling to be governed. The consent of the govern
ed was necessary. Have you, or are you obtaining the 
consent of the governed, to hold still longer in the power 
of your armies these children of the wild woods as it 
were ? 

Here then, let us remember, that unless some new 
element comes into your congressional halls, (and as a 
matter of fact there is a line that goes into it, which leads 
to the council chambers where T sometimes prP.side, and 
by and by al1 shall be quickened thereby) great disturb
ance will ensue. There is to-clay a disturbance in your 
Congress and ali honor to this state and the noble man 
who dares to stand on your behalf, and dares to pro
claim as he does the word of justice, and stri,·e against 
as best he can, the wall of imperialism that is bein f!: 
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builded up. You all know to whom refer, and 
that is George Hoar. He is a force in the Janel. Me
thinks~ ere the present session shall have closed~ there 
will be something new, if not in nature, in expression : it 
must be, it must come sooner or later. Do you not realize 
that the American people- between your millionaires 
upon the one side, and your men who are sailing the 
ship of state in the deep, turbulent waters of power and 
might on the other,-are being crushed more~ and more, 
and more, clay after clay? 

Do you expect, do you think that this will last until 
every man who is not wealthy is crushed beneath the iron 
heel of might? \Vho builclecl those grand monuments of 
art that you see-who in all the wide world of America
who has established ancl planted the imprint of his life 
more upon the very soil than those who have labored 
therein? Your bricklayers and others who are laboring in 
every department of life. Do you recognize them in so
ciety ? Do you have any kindly feeling for them ? I do 
not believe that there is an individual within the sound of 
this voice, but who cloes. 

But look beyond the arms of these men to make 
America more beautiful, more grand; there would be more 
possibility for grander achievements if justice were clone. 
Should the millionaire have all the wealth of the nation? 
\Vho other than these have given into the hand of the mil
lionaire the money he holds ? These are questions you 
should understand. For I see in each horne, that there is 
a determination slumbering, but it is awakening in the 
hearts of those who came from other lands to make this 
land their horne. They are inhabitants of our dear land, 
every one. Remember, they have not always been in
habitants, but they came within the encircling arms; they 
came here, and it is our government's duty to protect 
them, even to the same degree as those who are born up
on this soil. Nothing short of justice can suffice the 
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broad ground of American liberty. If for a time they 
wonder, if for a time they sleep, if for a time they do not 
question, by and by I assure you they will awaken to a 
consciousness that their duty is unfulfilled, to a con
sciousness that will cause them to band together, and it 
may be a terrible devastation of property may occur. 

I am no alarmist, but I tell you on the one hand the 
mighty hand of might is stretched o\·er the people, while 
on t he other hand the people are crushed beneath ad
versity. Shall it be, must it be, that on this land, so 
grand and beautiful, this continent with its beautiful hills 
and its wide spreading prairies, can it be possible by and 
by that brother shall meet brother in the gory field? 
And I must say my sympathies are with the down
trodden, not that I seek, not that I would encourage, not 
that I would urge them to do aught that was wrong. But 
could I live to see the arm of oppression resting upon my 
land, could I ever love and have sympathy with the 
oppressor? No, only such sympathy that could reach 
out and pierce his \'ery heart until he should turn and see 
himself, then-if he saw himself as he is, then I could 
pity and take him by the hand and rejoice that he had 
found himself. Men do not mean to be cruel, they are 
not thus born, but you understand that whatever educa
tion you have makes its mark upon an individual, 
makes it upon the character of the indi,·idual. If up
on the character of the people depends the government 
of the people, upon the character of the people depends 
the demand they shall make upon the government, and 
hence, in departing from the pathway of morality, in 
yielding a little to this, to that and the other method, 
whereby injustice has been re,·ealed, men have passed 
to the very horn of the dilemma, and stand at the very 
brink of a dissolution that may plunge them by and 
by into the very current. I do not sense that which I 
long to sense-I long to sense the sentiment of the people 
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of this great land as one, reaching out for character, for 
liberty, for justice unto all. I want to realize and feel an 
awakening consciousness, not alone of men, but of 
women. The time is coming, it is surely coming, when 
wom3.n will aid her brother to retrieve his place; when 
woman, no longer spending her talent in fashion, dress 
and follies, will turn herself to the specific interests of 
life ; when woman will no longer gather her garments 
around her when she passes by the child of betrayal; 
when women will arise, and instead of, as at present, 
leading their giddy lives, they will band themselves to
gether to visit the homes of poverty, and the criminals in 
their cells, until they become versed with the sorrow that 
IS expressed all over this fair land, and then hie them
selves to the temples that should be the temples of jus
tice, and plead for the cause of those who cannot plead 
for themselves, as never man plead or could plead. I am 
looking for this awakening, I know that it wili come. And 
in the great course of that eternal force that never errs, 
the present condition of things must have been, and I do 
not see how it could be avoided. I feel that the bitter 
lesson that the children of this fair land are learning. was 
necessary and hence legitimate. And still more hundreds 
and thousands are crushed beneath the heel of power, of 
strength and might, and it will be simply because they 
are asleep. They will be crushed-you need not fear 
that-they will be crushed until an awakening conscious
ness causes them a great load of suffering; until you who 
are here say: "I do not know what I have been thinking 
of.'' I am awake to the earnest thought, when you and I 
and all we can incite to join us shall arise and demand 
justice. I am awake to the fact-and this will be more 
calmly thought and spoken-of this awakening to the fact 
that your part in the government is sacred. You will 
awaken to the fact, when you yourself shall proclaim to 
yourself, that you have no right to trifle with that part-
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perhaps you see that I have not trifled with my part in it. 
The millionaire holding thousands beneath the iron grasp 
of his money-power-these are thoughts for considera
tion. 

The p:uties c;>f America, if they persist, will put 
themselves in a position to be governed by foreign foes, 
and this would consist of a triumph of the power of might 
o\·er right and justice. You may claim "I am only one. 
\Ve are only a few, what could we do?'' If we had asked 
that question when the snows clrifteu over the bleak hills 
of this land, if we had asked that question when some
times there seemed no real prospect that we should con
quer in our conflict, if we had asked that question, and 
said "\Ve must give it up" where would the liberty you 
enjoy tod:1y have been? I claim th at even single handed 
and alone, no man has the right to as k that question if he 
lives up to the highest ideal of manhood. \Ve wish to 
gi\·e you but one thought. \Vhy are you here? To this 
be :wtiful land what is your duty? And if these thoughts 
have passed through your brain, to consecrate your life, 
your knowledge, your every breath, your body if need be 
for the needs of your kind, that is what I call patriotism, 
that is what I call love of country. Be determined to 
send forth through every heart, on every side, the divine 
influence of a noble soul. For what else do we live? 
\Voulcl you be content to submit to what others say you 
sh ould do? Are you willing to see your government at 
the present time, showing very little interest in the 
American people, but robbing a nation of their territory, 
under the pretence of elevating them, pushing them step 
by step into the dark abyss of crime? \Ve know e\·ery 
existence is to be regarded , and I shall rejoice, and I am 
sure you will rejoice when the people of America and ail 
other lands have so grown in patriotism and love and con
scientious truthfulness with one another, that they shall 
never more be a t war. And if Spiritualists sca ttered ail 
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over the land were to live up to the sentiments they 
have accepted, else they could not be Spiritualists. and 
be valiant soldiers in the great warfare of life, I do not 
hesitate to say to you that the great Angel of Peace would 
draw nearer and nearer rapidly. For in this pure re
ligion-this religion that comes to you demanding all that 
the Constitution demands, and that liberty and justice ex
pect, asking you to be just with one another, asking you 
to live a pure life, the highest morality, I should not have 
said that word, I know you all know higher morality, I 
know you all know higher spirituality. To me trust is 
trust, truth is truth, justice is justice, there is no other 
definition thereof in my mind . vVhen you turn mankind 
from the worship of ideas, when you can cause men to 
accept Spiritualism, you will have no further need~ of kill
ing the criminal with electricity. with all its horrible 
appliances ; you will have no more need of the gallows ; 
you will have no more need of the thousands on the police 
force that fatten upon the miseries of your kind. I am 
sure that many are not ready to accept this broad evangel 
from the realms of the soul, but it is guiding you as it is 
guiding me, to a higher attainment of manhood. 

0, may you remember, whate\·er may be the num
ber of the remaining years you live, may you but remem
ber to fulfill your duties faithfully and courageously, be
ing kindly to the wrong doer, condemning none, but lead
ing him higher into the golden light of that truth that 
proclaims that it is sufficient to guide and save. I long 
for the hour of its dawning, when over all the land there 
will be a recognition of this law. I stand in your pr~sence 
this hour by virtue thereof. I thank you one and all for 
every kindly feeling and thought that has been wafted to 
me and if there is one who has sent an unkindly thought, 
I thank him just as tenderly. I crave no fulsome praise, 
I only want to be known as one who tried to serve his 
.country and his people, justly and faithfully. And if I 
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know mysel~ in this great world of. wider life, I am just as 
devoted, still laboring to bestow my work and my energy 
to quicken Americans to a consciousness of the fact that 
they must build their characters, and around this charac
ter the elements of party and self must be rooted out from 
the people. They shall scatter the armies that are drain
ing the blood of your people, and honest persons shall com
bine their strength to one purpose, and deal just I y unto 
all. May you in the light of that consciousness be brought 
more thoroughly to the thought that you are here for a 
purpose ; that your duty-if for many years you have 
voted as you have been told to vote,-your duty now is to 
vote intelligently, to vote for principle. Parties may wane 
and pass away, creeds may disappear before the great 
halo of that light that is descending upon your land, but 
human souls shall live and love in the golden dawn of 
that liberty. For I see America,-land I have loved as a 
child does its parent-land of my earnest de,·otion
land of my tenderest thought-! see after the storm 
shall have passed, and as thy glory remaineth upon thy 
mountains, a great sound of happiness shaH be heard, 
which shaH be whispered by the breeze, and over and 
through thy wide boundaries shall be found everywhere 
the blessing a free people can bestow, and over all, the 
bright angels of immortality will bend, for I assure you 
we watch for that hour when the inhabitants combining, 
shall labor for life, love and liberty. 

Live that you may endow others with peace and 
comfort and liberty. Live, so the very earth may be re
freshed by your presence, and the atmosphere sing more 
sweetly, as its atoms proclaim that a noble soul is passing 
along. Live then, and lift this veil from off the face of 
this fair land. Reach out your hands, clare to be true, 
dare to be brave, and remember these stars and stripes 
shall float again as they never floated in beauty and 
grandeur over this fair Janel. 
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l\ Ji A Y the sweet waves of harmony quicken every soul 
@) Y 1 a nd the divine light from within illuminate the 
pathway of all Thy chilctre n, 0 Infinite Life; and may 
that q uickening, outspreading from the deep depths with
in, r ece ive the baptism of th a t touch Thine ascended ones 
alone can impart. 0 quickening Life, breathe Thy bless
ing upon these people that they may aiel us by their aspir
a t ions, their hopes, t heir desires, their earnest endeavors 
to receive and impart good unto others, ancl kindlin g a 
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medium superior to the ir own development, but as a mle, manifesta tions from the subjective 
through all phases of medmmship are more or less imperfect. 

The invocation is geJdom offered by the gpirit delivering the address. 
Poems or blank \'ersc in this series are more or less impaired or lo~t, owing to the in

ability of the stenographer to report them as delivered. 
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deeper earnestness, open to their comprehension \\'ider 
and still wider the pathway that the soul aione can as
cend when it has become thoroughly baptized by the 
great power of harmonization. 

As we thread the pathways of life and strive to teach 
our kindred and kind e\'erywhere, may we endea\·or to 
enter into every condition through which they are pass
ing, and to walk side by side with them in sympathy and 
lo\-e, that we may assist them in bearing the pains and 
sorrows that must come, and likewise taste with them the 
joys that sometimes rest upon their beings here, even 
in the valley of shadows. May we be \'ested with that 
power that shall be sufficient to illuminate the shadows 
until brightness shall prevail everywhere, and Thy bright 
diamonds of thought, floating on the great ocean of life, 
become the possession of Thy children as fast as they 
learn to utilize them. 

May we this hour come in close touch one with an
other, and as we bear to our mortal friends from the life 
beyond unfading flowers as well as produce those divine 
vibrations for our manifestations in their immediate pres
ence, may they yield to us before the altar of the great 
temple of wisdom their highest aspirations, and most 
earnestly endea\·or in all things to attain the good, the 
true, the beautiful, that they may become possessed of 
life's brightest jewels and impart the radiance thereof 
unto others. 

DISCOURSE. 

IN passing from the night of ignorance to the dawn of 
the morning of knowledge, we pass through many 

vicissitudes- trials, cares, sorrows, joys and the bright 
sunshine of partial happiness. In all our experiences, 
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however varied and far-reaching they may be or have been, 
we place our lips to no cup containing aught that is not 
essential in the obtainment of knowledge. By the power 
of knowledge alone we can overcome all things, and to 
acquire this power is the purpose of the life of not alone 
one but of all human beings. 

Our existence we cannot measure in duration either 
forward or backward. It had no beginning, therefore it 
can have no ending. A round us upon every hand the 
great world, or worlds, as you call them, swing in space, 
all obedient to that infinite power that is centered in the 
intelligence of those who once dwelt upon this or some 
other planet. Forget not that our powe.rs and possessions 
are as boundless as our conception of life can be, and far 
more so; and every embodiment, every vibration, every 
touch of the angel of sorrow, whether we wander in the 
wild desert or rest in the valley waiting for some kindly 
hand to succor us- all come to us in the line of that 
necessity for which we live. Life without its trials would 
be incomplete. It is natural that you should wish to put 
all sorrows, and all unpleasantness even, far from you. 
But would you have the bright blossom, would you have 
the bud without its complete unfoldment, the fruit ? As 
you look out upon :-.Jature would you have the partial or 
the perfect development of all that you cali natural pro
duction? Surely if the bad alone is unsatisfactory, you 
would not have the soul that could not clothe itself in 
garments of purity. As the sweet blossom unfolds, what
ever it may be, by the perfect activity of Nature's laws, so 
likewise the blossom of the human soul must externalize 
itself in accordance with the same law. l t is on] y when 
m:mkind shall turn from ignorance and superstition and 
realize that the wisdom of the present day does not de
mane! the blighted bloss01ns of the past, its jewels will 
burn in perfect splendor, set in the great diadem of life ; 
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but in order to be able to wear them you and I must first 
earn them. 

The thoughts that have been so prevalent, the beliefs 
that have bound and still bind so many must be dissipated 
in the bright rays of wisdom, but not until humanity turn 
from their present course and realize that their sa\Tior is 
within, not until you accept the fact that no matter how 
bright and beautiful your friends who have passed away 
a re or may have been, they cannot measure your life, they 
cannot do your work for you. Of all the ignorance that 
holds in its grasp the people of the present day, there is 
none more belittling than that which proclaims that a 
human soul, vested with all the powers that are sufficient 
for its highest and loftiest attainments, must employ 
another to suffer for it. No one can suffer for you or for 
me. No one can taste the sweets of the fruit that hangs 
from the tree of knowledge, until, step by step, through 
earnest effort, he ascends the mountain where it thrives. 

Let us, then, forget not that, in the light that flashes 
upon your world or planet at the present time, all super
stition must recede until it is known no more. All who 
a ccept the truth of the return of those who wore material · 
g arments ere they were crowned with knowledge, wisdom 
a nd spirituality ; those who understand the purpose of our 
r eturn, must realize that·we come not to do your work. 
We cannot do it. \Ve come to touch your lives and souls, 
if we can, with a quickening power that shall reveal to 
y ou this one simple truth; namely, the pathway leading 
from night to the dawn of the brightest morn you can 
c onceive of you must thread yourselves. It does not ben
e fit a human child to sit with folded hands and hope that 
some one else has labored so that he might enjoy the eter
n al fruitage of a perfect life. 

You cannot impart the knowledge you have gained 
as men and women to the child who stands by your side, 
howe\Ter much you may desire that little one to obtain 
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knowledge. You realize that it must learn for itself, step 
by step, line by line, little by little, and can you not like
wise realize that, in the purification as well as exaltation 
of the soul, you and you alone can polish the diamond in 
the rough that you possess? Truly the aids that come to 
you to quicken your aspirations, to gi,·e you strength in 
every noble work and endeavor are indispensable. At the 
same time you must climb your Sinai and learn (you will 
by-and-by) not to rebel when sorrow touches your souls, 
not to rebel at whatever may come, and I speak as one 
who has tasted the bitter and drunk deep draughts of 
sorrow, as one who has wandered in the darkness and 
desolation of the wilderness, as one who has suffered pri
vations and trials such as would cause you to recoi 1. 
Nevertheless, all were necessary in order that I might 
gain the knowledge that I possess; but understand that, 
while I realize that I have obtained a certain degree of 
light, I know that a boundless realm of unlimited knowl
edge, through which the soul may wander in search of the 
priceless treasures to be secured there, awaits me and you 
also. I cannot penetrate that realm, neither can you, un
til my garments may be likened to the bright sun-rays 
that flood that sphere. 

Vve shall, we must sometime know this, and"when the 
people of your planet realize that of and by themseh·es 
must the work be accomplished, there will be less of 
greed, less of form and creed, less of the wretchedness of 
war, less of unkindliness in feeling, and all, acknowledg
ing this great fact, will look one upon another, as they 
sail on the bright blue ocean of life, with sympathetic 
gaze ancl cast no shadows of suspicion, for surely this life 
is too short, I am quite certain you will agree with me in 
this, compared with the infinite stretch of that pathway 
leading to realms of matchless glory, to be frittered away 
in unworthy thoughts ancl deeds. The mighty m·enues 
and tributaries through which we thread our way in the 
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different embodiments that become necessary to us, are 
all ours to enjoy ; yet, if you were seated upon the ground 
in some pleasant valley and beheld abo\'e your head the 
branches of a tree whose fruitage was beautiful to your 
eye and tempting to your palate, y.ou would not think of 
sitting with folded arms and asking the fruit to drop into 
your mouth. You might as well do so as to think for one 
moment that in the realm where your loved ones elwell, 
and the richer realms beyond of untold beauty which are 
the property and inheritance of all, some one else should 
pluck for you the nourishment your soul requires. 

Give us then, citizens, your sympathy, those of you 
who can. 'vVe do not beg for it, for if it came through 
supplication we would have no use for it. It would fall, 
as the withered leaf falls, at the feet of him to whom you 
sent it. I would ask you, every one, never to pretend to 
love another here in the mortal form even, unless you clo 
love that other. You say that you do not wish to seem 
unkind. No matter. Be sincere, be brave, be true, make 
no pretences, but cultivate the divine faculties of your 
beings until you have no occasion to withhold your love 
from any human child. "That," you may exclaim. ''is 
impos~ible! Such an one is so wicked, so untrue, that I 
have no love in my heart for him." You forget that be
neath the thorns, beneath the blackness, beneath all that 
is uncouth and undesirable to you, there is a diamond as 
bright , a soul as pure as you possess, only waiting for its 
quickening, only waiting for that new growth which some
time shall come to one and all. 

If ~his be true, are you dealing justly by yourselves 
when you withhold your kindly feelings from others ? I 
would not say to you by any means to descend to the level 
of those on a lower spiritual plane, neither would I say to 
you to be one with them. but if you stand on the mountain 
height of spiritual attainment and they in the darkest valley 
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of ignorance, you can shed upon them the kindly love of 
a kindred soul-of a !.:indred soul.' 

Remember that the religion \Ve proffer you is broad. 
There is no truth that it does not em brace. Every soul 
upon this planet, e\·ery soul upon the planet 1\lars or any 
other orb, is kindred to you and to me, and sometime in 
the spirit-world when you shall desire and be able to pene
trate the atmosphere of other planets, would you go there 
as a stranger? would you enter any planetary atmosphere 
as one who is a stranger in a strange land ? I tr:ow not. 
Then let us not forget that the uni\·erse is ours, but not 
until we have learned to glean from it the lessons we 
need. \Ve have not the knowledge to count the sand
grains upon the sea-shore now perhaps, but when we 
obtain it we shall be able to measure them one by one by 
the power of an unfolded soul. 

\\'hen you think that after you lay aside these em
bodiments you· are to have one eternal season of pleasure, 
scarcely knowing what that signifies, just pause to re
member that that pleasure will consist in acti\'ity, in 
earnest effort, and in the unfoldment of the divine possi
bilities within you; that by their unfoldment you will 
become a student of the laws that govern worlds and sys
tems of worlds, and, gaining sufficient knowledge, you 
will in time become one of the world-builders, one who 
will be associated with others in watching OYer the desti
nies of the people of some planet,as we are watching over the 
destinies and aiding the people of this planet, for we haYe 
attained the growth that enables us to lay ourseh·es, as it 
were, upon the great altar of life, willing to surrender any 
happiness, willing to give up any position that \\'C hold if 
our mission demands it. 

\Vhen we perceive the necessity, we are ready to 
sacrifice our homes in this great life to which you are 
looking forward, and to continually minister to those in 
material embodiments, leaving more transcendent beauty 
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than you can conceive of, leaving our vine-clad cottages 
not made with hands, but by the earnest thoughts and 
sweet desires that emanate from our souls, leaving the 
beautiful fountains that send up their spray to descend in 
sparkling showers to refresh and gladden the heart of the 
beholder, leaving the tuneful birds with their bright plum
age ancl all the charming scenery that likewise is grander 
than your highest thoughts-this we do that for a time 
we with some one or more may walk side by side with 
mortals and impress or bestow upon them a quickening 
baptism: vVhen we turn from such sweet homes and such 
beauty as I have faintly pictured, without one thought of 
reward, but looking backward for a moment to drink in, as 
it were, all that we have sought and found and builded, 
and leaving it for some one else who may come that way 
ancl need its shelter and protection, its soothing quiet 
and beauty, we turn from the dawn not alone but from the 
morning of that golden clay that floods the .whole universe 
with glory and grandeur that we may enter the valley of 
sorrow, that we may taste the bitter again if need be, that 
thereby we may become better fitted to minister unto 
those who suffer. It is only when we have gained that 
growth that enables us to leave our homes for the fulfill
ment of a duty that cannot be pleasant to us unless we 
take pleasure in that which calls us into darkened pathways,. 
that we can become re-embodied and suffer and suffer 
and endure that not only we may minister unto others 
but that by our experiences, however painful, we may 
gain strength to become masters of the great world of 
vibratory action, uniting our forces and being united with 
those whom you little dream of as having so much to do 
with your daily lives and the lives of those around you. 

And yet humanity declare that we are far away. 
vVhen it is not necessary that we shouicl be in your imme
diate presence, the great current-s of life upon which 
thought never floats sluggishly bear to you our thoughts, 
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even as they are borne to you this morning. I am well 

aware that you cannot realiz~ how forcibly we sense these 
vibrations, that to you may seem as naught because of 
your lack of consciousness of them. Permit me, then, to 
say that we come to unfold to you a world of beauty, a 
world of activity, a world of sweetness and knowledge. 
\Ve come to kiss your brows that if possible you may be
come quickened to a greater activity, ancl I wish each one 
of you to ask yourselves this: \Voulcl not the world in 

which you are living, would not the people by whom you 

are surrounded be benefited if you and every one else 
were to cultivate your most kindly feelings? if every one 
were to stifle that spirit of criticism that permits him to 
condemn another? If all were to lay bare to themselves
not to others- their own weaknesses, their own short. 
comings; if all were to spread out befort> themselves, as 

it were. their undesirable qualities that have become a 

part of their lives because of their ignorance, and, having 
examined ancl passed upon them, were to bury them 

fathoms deep in the great ocean of oblivion, would not the 
world be vastly improved? Then they could count with 

pleasure and profit their treasures., and what are they? 
The lofty aspirations of the soul, the sweet harmonies 
that vibrate in every human being, the deep and tender 
love that sometimes out-speeds to the few. Let it broaden 
ancl broaden until the whole world of human beings shall 
realize that there is a class of people living upon this 

planet who have kindly thoughts and wishes for those of 
whom it may be said, nobody cares aught for them. This 
shall result in a blessing unto those upon whom you be
stow your kindness, but it will be a greater blessing unto 
you. 

You have no room in the deep chambers of your lives 
for unkindly thoughts ; you have no room for hate: you 
cert2inl y ha\·e no room for ignorance, and you realize that 

, 
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you have nu need, I trust, to cra\·e the assistance of any 
one in order that he may bear your pain for you. 

Remember that the soul that lives in its sweetest and 
holiest aspirations never fears pain. That word is as 
naught to such an one. If sorrow and anguish are yours, 
if the darkest night comes, just remember, dear friends, 
that it is only for a moment compared with the eternity 
of the life that you are living, and just as surely as you 
bear your sorrows bravely, looking always beyond the 
shadow for the dawn of the morning of joy, just so surely 
and to that degree will you bless the people with whom 
you mingle, bless them by your noble example, bless them 
by your gentle words, bless them by your sympathetic 
thoughts, bless yourselves by the quickening that comes 
thereby, opening to you more widely still the portal of 
knowledge. 

l\'Iay you seek, in passing from night to the d<P.vn of 
the golden morn, may you seek, in passing from the ex
periences that are yours and will be in these embodi
ments, to overcome. No better injunction can I leave 
with you this morning than this: To o,·ercome. Forget 
not that your mission and mine in the gn:!at world of con
tinuous existence is to o\·ercome all weakness, to on~r
come all things until we may stand upon the summit of 
knowledge e\·en where the "Sun Angels'' bend to breathe 
their divine beneclictior1 upon the IJeople of this planet 
and to voice their aspirations to the great energy that in all 
its bri1liant beauty sweeps above them. 0 remember this: 
To overcome ignorance and gain possession of that kno\\·
ledge that will enable you to control the atom as it slumb
ers in the chambers of the earth, to touch-the same with 
the potency of your life, and to learn to govern the great 
world of vibratory activity whose atoms fan your cheek 
and give vigor and strength to the physical form, until in
deed you shall have become possessed of that spiritual 
knowledge that will enable you to realize that the spirit-
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world does not consist simply of homes where you meet 
and mingle with your friends. Truly you shall meet and 
mingle with your friends, clasp your lo\·ed ones again to 
your breast, and enjoy the sweet reunion that shall come; 
but if this were all, would you be satisfied ? I think not. 
Then rejoice that hand in hand with them you shall pene
trate realms of untold beauty, realms of wondrous power 
until sometime you shall indeed be crowned with ~!II the 
wisdom and power to govern, guide and c1 irect worlds in 
their evolutions and bestow your blessing upon maukind. 

Realize if you can, the breadth, height, depth of your 
great mission ; realize if you can that you are here not 
simply to learn that there is a continuity of life and re
union with those who have gone from your physical sight, 
but to learn also that the exaltation of the human soul 
transcends your most profound thoughts, your highest as
pirations. You possess all the elements that are contarn
ed in the universe, but you would not possess them unless 
you were sometime to have the opportunity to utilize 
them, and this signifies that the necessity will come. 
Your growth will demand it, and the necessity will de
mand your growth until you can say, as I calil say "I am 
all that has been or ever shall be, because I am in at-one
ment with all of life that throbs wheresoever it may be, 
because I have attuned my harp to the sweet melodies of 
life, and stand at the present time waiting for that higher 
demand, that broader growth," for ne,·er shall we reach 
that point where to us shall come the message, ''No more 
unfoldment, no more advancement !" 

\Ve shall ever be building worlds, we shall ever be 
guarding human beings, and sometime you and I will 
return to this planet and find it illuminated with the pow
er that flashes from the realms beyoncl. The planet it 
self is passing from the night to the dawn of the bright 
morning. The people who delight in discord and war 
will pass away, and the people who spring up, adorned 



with spiritual truth and spiritual power, shall make this 
planet a habitation that may be likened to your ideas of 
heaven. 0 then, remember the import of life, its illi m i
table possibilities, its divine attainments, its grandeur and 
sublimity! 
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THE DAWN OF THE NEW DAY. 

BY SPIRIT WENDELL PHILLIPS, 

(Orator and Philanthropist who Passed to the Higher Life in rSS-t,) 

SUNDAY AFTEI:{NOON, MARCH 3, 1901. 

INVOCATION . 

((f\ LIFE, before the um·eiling of Th ine altar we uplift 
U our aspirations, in that by the forces incarnate \Ve 
may pierce Thy broader cycles, ancl rend from Thy mortal 
chi ldren the enshroud in g darkness wherein th e shafts of 
envy and superstition seek ancl find their mark. l\1ay the 
angel of wisdom spread her pinions over Thy children 
e\·erywhere, until they realize the blessing of tbat liberty 
that gives to every individual the opportunity to exercise 
his th ought ancl intelligent actiYity in the establishment of 
a noble manhood or womanhood. 0 Life, Thy borders 
are illimitable, ancl the mighty concentration of Thy 
forces are moving worlds and systems of worlds, oqeclient 
to the command of Thy children, while these mortals 
wait, in ignorance of the powers centred within them
selves, before the great altar of Isis for the unYeiling that 
shall reveal that power in every human soul that shall 
enable it to lift itself into the great realm where wisdom's 
shafts are clear as the sunbeams. 
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0 Eternal Truth, thou art written in the chambers of 
the infinite past, thou art breathing thy presence in the 
now, and the heights of thy mountains are studded with 
the jewelled thoughts of thy children and crowned as the 
abiding-place of those who have passed beyond the realms 
of darkness and are now at rest-at rest in that activity 
that never ceases, at rest in the exercise of that love that 
never wearies, at rest in the earnest pursuit of the unfold
ment of those faculties whereby we attain our godhead, 
and, standing on the eminence of individual unfoldment, 
become one with those who shape the destiny of human 
beings and nations. 

0 Life of light and liberty incarnate in every flower, 
in every sand-grain, in every human soul, speeding Thy 
message of love throughout all the realms of infinitude, 
may we catch the radiance of Thy glory, may we under
stand the direction in which the everlasting finger of 
Eternal Energy points, may we be willing to set aside onr 
opinions and follow wheresoever truth shall lead : may we 
elevate ourselves while here ; may we plant our feet upon 
the great square of truth and determinedly pierce the 
veil beyond which the great Isis, the grand I Am, shall 
be revealed unto us. 

DISCOURSE. 

p:I\.OFOU::'-JD indeed are the emotions that sweep over 
c; my being as with you I view the retirement of the 

past century and the advancement of the twentieth into 
the great arena of life. 

\Ve stand on the threshold of a new era, as it were, 
and in the midst of condi-tions that I need not attempt to 
portray but that demand the intelligent observation and 
keen criticism of every student of this fair land, be it 
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man, woman or child, for the time has passed when that 
religion that has proven itself opposed to HumanitJrian
ism can hold its place in the mighty race for freedom ; 
the time bas passed when intelligent men and women 
(and I speak with no bitterness) accept longer in sincerity 
the dogmas of Christianity. Do not misunderstand me : 
Christianity is one thing; religion, quite another. \Vhile 
with all the pomp, pride, power and wealth that Christian
ity has displayed and is displaying, she sweeps to the 
front, as it were, pure and undefiled religion, which is only 
another name for Humanitarianism, quietly bows her 
head and awaits her appointed time. Mankind cannot al
ways live in the shadow ; they can not always follow the 
lead of ignorance, nor can they always subsist on the dry 
husks and superstitions of the hoary past. Hence to-day 
as we take one glance at the past century, we behold as it 
recedes, the burden it has left upon the people that are 
facing the new. 

The brow of the immediate future, we perceive, is 
heavily laden with those manifestations that have caused 
millions of human beings to be oppressed, and e\'en its 
altar is dyed in the blood of millions of innocent victims
a sad and sanguinary inheritance. 

Rejoiced am I that the torch of Spiritualism, kindled on 
immortal shores, has illuminated the world. Rejoiced am 
I that it has taken its place in the forefront in the fulfill
ment of its high destiny at the present hour to face your 
nation.al problems and social conditions. Rejoiced am 1 
that, through its teachings, it is unveiling the errors of 
theology and Catholicism, and revealing the great altar of 
truth. 

I do not purpose at this time to give you any lengthy 
discourse in regard to your go\·ernment. 

Today millions of American citizens, men who ha\·e 
assisted in permitting the farce that will occur to
morrow, bemoan the condition that oppresses them, for 
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never before in the history of America has an American 
been called upon to face the mighty fact that treachery 
and a disregard of the most sacred oath man can take has 
been ignored by him you either honor or disgrace upon 
the morrow. 

This may seem to you a strong assertion, but I ask 
you where are your principles of liberty ? where are those 
sterling qualities that have builded this republic ? where 
are the noble souls whose life blood has bedewed the 
sand-grains of the field of battle, to preserve the liberties 
that the American people have now sold for a mess of 
pottage ? The mighty scheme of robbery that is being 
out-worked, I assure you, will return to the American 
people its full measure of suffering and sorrow. 

You see the poor man passing by a baker's shop. 
His wife, his child maybe, are starving. He takes the 
loaf of bread that lies in the open window and hies him 
home. The policeman follows in his footsteps, ancl you 
know the result. You call that a theft and measure out 
what you deem proportionate punishment. But when a 
powerful nation wrests from a people who have never in-
jured it their wealth 1n lands, their. wealth 
In mines, their wealth 111 all that contributes 
to their material welfare, leave you to answer 
what you call that. You know now, or will sometime, 
that every act of treachery will sooner or later meet with 
its proper deserts, and therefore I have but little more to 
say in relation to the government on the condition of the 
nation today. It rests in the hands of the Americai1 peo
ple, who have permitted those whom they have sent to 
Washington to place in the hands of one man unlimited 
power over a people that are being crushed. 

Humanitarianism does not work in the same direc
tion as Christianity. The power of coercion never need 
or should be exercised in conserving the liberties of any 
people. 
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Let us consider this subject and seck to understand 
it. In the name of humanity your nation has fought on 
this line considerably, slaying the peoples of other lands, 
and what has been her message to them? "You must 
accept our religion." This has been, and this is the con
dition of affairs at the present time. I do not think the 
Prince of Peace would choose t(J secure deYotees and 
followers by the use of cannon balls or revolvers. If you 
hold a contrary opinion, it is yours to retain as long as it 
appears logical to you. 

Let us look at the new century with its white untar
nished page, save the little brow that bears the record of 
the hour, and let us ask, if indeed our lives are of any 
worth. what their worth is to us and not to some one 
else- my 1\fe to me and yours to you. \Vhen we have 
measured. weighed and settled that question, then we 
shall be capable of judging what the life of every other 
individual is worth to him. 

The present hour, fraught with such mighty issues, 
already waiting to be born from the womb of eternity, 
already pressing upon the people of this land, asks that 
Christianity shall stay her hand. I mean just what I say; 
tltat CILristianiiJ' s/w/1 stay IU'r lw11d .' If you seek to 
know why, go re8d your answer in not only what is 
occurring from day to clay, but trace it in the history of 
the Christian religion with its dogmatic assumptions and 
its enforcement by armed men upon the people; go learn 
its acceptability to the God of war, and listen to its cry, 
"For. Christ's sake.'' For Christ's sake millions have 
been hurled into the death trap, as it were, and if death 
were true there would be no hope. \Vell is it for human
ity that life cannot be extinguished ; well is it for every 
human soul that has drunk the hemlock or the wine, no 
matter what, that has crushed or forced it out of its 
material form. that in that life beyond it lifts itself and 



holds th~ power and privilege of attaining its manly or 
womanly condition. 

To-clay I rejoice that Spiritualism and Humanitarian
ism arc one. When Spiritualism comes to you or to the 
people of this planet and encourages them in their war
fares, I shall say to you and all man kind, Seek for a higher 
truth, seek for a grander unfoldment; seek for something 
that shall lift you above this accursed business and enable 
you to enter into the great garden of peace that spreads 
its smiling valleys throughout all the wide world. There 
can be no Humanitarianism, as I und·erstand it, where 
warfare reigns continually; there can be no liberty where 
a people are con·stantly in fear of oppression ; there can 
be no safe gO\·ernment, my clear friends, when the govern
ment under which you live manifests no interest in the 
people it governs and professes to guard and protect. 

I ask you, citizens of America, what has your govern
ment been doing, what is it doing for the people? \Vhere 
does it outreach its protecting arms? Are its mighty . 
pinions spread abroad over the nation demanding for every 
man, woman and child the right to life, liberty and the 
pursuit of happiness? vVhat are the people thinking of 
to sleep and continue to sleep while those who should 
serve them are taking from them their rights? \Vhat are 
the people thinking of to allow the gigantic trusts to employ 
armed man to guard the interests of those vast com bina
tions to the extent that the starving workingman have no 
alternative, no remedy for their wrongs and are not given 
even an opportunity to earn an honest livelihood? 

Here is a condition to which I ·wish to call your atten
tion : Let churches rise and fall, let Christianity sen·e 
its appointed time, but rest assured that pure religion, 
clothed in garments white, presents tot he world the all
important duty of love to humanity leaving the Christ 
alone. They have prated of Jove to Christ too long al
ready, and the great rallying cry has been, "Christ died 
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for all!'' He did his own work, lived his own life faith
fully and truly, and entered on the great pathway that 
leads him continually through the progressiYe realms of 
infinite light that you and I shall sometime pierce. And 
yet the world does not accept his teachings even while 
upon his bended knees the poverty stricken Christian 
begs God "for Christ's sake" to forgive his sins, and oft 
times exclaims, "0 God, Thou knowest that I am unworthy 
the least of all Thy blessings, yet for Christ's sake for
give Thou me." 

No greater mockery was ever enacted. You sit by 
that man's side in the prayer meeting and listen to his 
impassioned appeal : you meet him on the corner; men call 
him a Hgood fellow;" you see his life and his dealings 
with his brother-man when he thinks he is out of the 
sight of those whom he wishes to impress with his good
ness, and you will readily perceive what his religion is to 
him. 

I repeat this to you that you may understand me 
when I say that men have no faith in the Christians' God 
and talk to Him in their prayers as they would not dare 
to talk to intelligent men. They ask him for favors of , 
which they know they are not worthy, for they have never 
served humanity in love. This brings us very near the 
point where I might have expressed myself in a shorter 
sentence: It proves them hypocrites. 

\Vhat are we today ? . I look at the government and 
face its darkness and its peril realizing, nevertheless, that 
deep as it is sunk in corruption, fraud and infidelity, the 
angel-world shall lift it. ·This is not said in a boastful 
spirit, for I understand whereof I speak ; neither do I 
stand here to pick flaws and berate your officials, for I 
have another purpose in view. The government is just 
what the people have made it, just what you as a portion of 
people permit it to be, and if you or I have any fault to 
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find let us seek the cause thereof ~t the root of the tree 
and not on the topmost br;1nch. 

\tVhen Humanitarianism becomes deep rooted in 
every human breast, and every individual soul is illumi
nated by the kindling light that glows on immortal shores, 
there will be a retirement, as it were, of people from 
their creed-bound seats into the chamber of the soul's 
deepest sincerity, the retirement from profession and pre
tense until it is no longer asked, "To what church does 
that man belong ?" until it becomes unheard of, \vhen 
entering a new place, to enquire, "What church can I 
join here ?" or, in other words, "What is your most pop
ular church ?'' I tell you the church has lost her power 
for good, has lost her influence with the thinking classes. 
She has solei herself to l\1 ammon, and the God the 
Christians worship today is spelled with more lett~rs than 
three. 

Now, then, what shall we do? Educate the people. 
The education of your boys and girls has been neglected, 
as has likewise the education of your wives and yourselves, 
for I say to you, that every man, woman and child who 
has not sought to educate him.self by observation and 
study, not in parliamentary rules, but in good judgment 
and pure religion has not fulfilled his duty to himself. 
Here is the poiut : As long as people vote as they are 
told to vote, you may expect nothing better to any con
siderable degree; but politics will be purified only when 
p eople are awakened to the fact that religion signifies 
liberty- liberty of conscience, liberty to worship in ac
cordance to the dictates of the individual's own heart 
without any restrictions whatsoever. If the Catholic 
thinks that the worship of the Virgin Mary gains for him 
the desired spirituality, give him your sympathy and leave 
him there until, before the altar at the feet of Mary, he is 
quickened to a higher life. The Protestants worship just 
the same. It is all outside worship; the soul is not in it. 
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''For Christ's sake " has been the motto; " For human
ity's sake" should be the rallying cry, and it shall be the 
cry that I will voice whenever I have an opportunity until 
within and without the church mankind shall stop to con
sider, for be sure to remember this: You will maintain 
your government just in accordance with your ideas of 
religious truth. 

I would ask for no better religion for any man, no 
better religion for myself than that which is contained 111 

this one sentence : Do to and feel towards all others as 
you would ha\·e all others do to and feel towards you. 
do not think the expression, "Do unto others as you would 
have others do unto you '' is quite sufficient because you 
may do outwardly the kindest act possible and those who 
see you think you are a" good fellow." You are if you 
have a particle of heart in the deed. Out on the street 
corner an armless soldier sits waiting for the pennies that 
n1ay be dropped into his little box. You gi\·e him a penny 
or a dime because you would be seen of men even while 
yon may wish him out of the way. There is not heart or 
soul in such deeds of charity as this, nor is such an one 
actuated by soul religion. 

There is no soul religion in bowing to creeds, and 
forms and ceremonies. Think you the mother's heart 
beats with love to God when on her bendecl knees she 
prays for mercy to be shown her child, knowing that, in 
accordance with her creed, He has sent that child clown 
into the depths of eternal damnation? Think you that 
hum.an beings in whom reason has taken up its abiding
place can have that love and reverence they would have 
for an omnipotent, omniscient, all-merciful and infinitely 
10\·ing being, for a God that is angry with them to-clay 
and smiling upon them to-morrow? No, I tell you no; 

it cannot be. 
For this we h;we waited. \\'hy ? Because Chris

tianity held the people in bondage with her iron heel upon 
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the necks of the people, because of the selfish and un
christlike lives of those followers of him who went about 
cloi'ng good. Pride walks in the broad aisles of your 
churches ; but the orphan asks in vain for food and shel
ter, the suffering for succor, and slavery exists beneath 
the very altars erected in the so-called sanctuaries of God. 
Side by side with you in the streets the victims of pover
ty walk ; no hand is lifted, no arm is raised~ no voice is 
pleading in their behalf. Is this the condition of the 
world after eighteen hundred years of Christianity ? Most 
assuredly; you behold it. 

Those of you who knew of me when I was in the 
form know that I was 'an aggressive man, and I ever shall be 
where slavery of any kind or character holds its place in 
the family of which I consider myself a member. Re
member this : The slavery that exists in the North and 
South today is ten thousand fold more clark anci accursed 
than the slavery that existed in the South when I gave 
my energies and life to the work of rescuing those who 
could not rescue themselves. 

This is one of the new chapters that the new cen
tury reads. This is one of the needs of humanity at the 
present hour. This comes in consequence of the great 
fact that Christianity forgets Humanitarianism. Wor
shipping and praising God ancl talking of love for Jesus, 
it forgets those words spoken eighteen hundred years ago 
that come welling up in their sweet cadences to-day, 
''Feed my Lambs.'' It is for this that I am in your pres
ence this afternoon. It is for this that I would I could 
cause the thunders of a voice that should not cease to vi
brate until all over the land the anthem might roll, ''Feed 
my Lambs," for just as long as the people ignore the 
needs of one child, just so long there is a lack of the ful
fillment of duty. 

You may talk of the happy homes, you may talk of 
the prosperity of America, and you will get your Presi-
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dent to assist you in repeating the story of its wonderful 
growth and increasing influence. Assuredly, I, too have 
loved and still love this beautiful land, home of the tru e 
and brave. Thy valleys and thy mountains bespeak thy 
wealth and thy glory. Thy health-laden winds waft to 
thy children everywhere, even to the confines of thy bor
ders, the sweet, invigorating ozone of thy grand moun 
tains. I rejoice that this beloved continent, clearer to me 
than ever before, is indeed the habitation of many whom 
I have loved and still love, and I realize that, whatever 
recklessness, whatever treachery, w11atever infidelity may 
exist and for a time succeed in throwing the yoke of bond
age over the American people, it is only for a while and I 
abide my time, for I comprehend the great fact that you 
cannot quicken a people until they are oppressed, you can
not impress them if they are bound to their idols until 
they see the ditch at their feet that they would not notice 
before. · 

Now let us look at the situation once again. You 
a•re teaching your boys and your girls to seek wealth ; 
you are teaching them in every way possible to seek for 
high stations in life. Do you not realize that all cannot 
attain those enviable positions ? If then, your boy or mine 
bites the dust it is no worse than for our neighbor's boy or 
girl, and hence we should protest with all our power, work 
with all our energy to overcome this great tide of worldly 
ambition that is bearing on its outward waves the happi
ness and peace of .the American people. 

I need not point you to this, that or the other con
clition that is not consistent with the principles of the 
American government. I need not picture to you the 
daring treacheries that have been and are being pract1sed ; 
I trust you all realize that too many new laws are being 
enacted, too many la\vyers are finding employm ent, and 
too many physicians are engaged in the work of poisoning 
the bodies of their victims. 
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\Vhat I would have is this: The education of the 
people-and I know it will come-to the degree that they 
will de mand that the p rotection of the government be ex
tended to th e victims of those who now are protected in 
their nefariou s traffic by this same government. The gov
ern ment endorses a certain business because of the rev
enue received from that endorsement, and then .imposes 
fines upon its victims, as, for instance, in the liquor traf
fic, that commodity that is sold until it runs almost as 
freely as would a brook through the streets of this city, 
that is sold until the dealer builds his swell front, and the . 
victims of the habit line the gutters and fill the jail. Your 
national government and your city lik ewise receive their 
revenue therefrom, a nd the farce goes on. \Vhy, friends, 
instead of punishing the victims it will be, it must be the 
effort of the people of th e future to control them, and I 
trust that th ere will be a governm ent in the coming time 
that will govern al l trusts, all combinations, all corporations. 
It will not be today. It will not be tomorrow. \Nhy? Because 
you have to wait until you find hon es t men holding the reins 
of governm ent, you have to wait until the people are 
ready for the on-co ming of th e great angel of liberty and 
truth. 

I would ask you, which do you accept? \Vhich do 
you seek after? That religion that has naught to give 
you but the dry husks of superstition, that religion that 
t ells you you are a serf a nd that you can find eternal hap
piness only by being bought by the blood of Christ? 
That, you all unders tand, has faded out, and the one 
religion that can en t e r into your souls and mine ~md lift 
you above the dark streams of poverty and ignorance, is 
th e relig ion that spiritual truth illuminates and bears to 
the world. It came by the ministrations of him who 
walked in Galilee, it ca me by the ministrations of those in 
other lands across the sea. The light of spiritual instruc
tion has ever been received~ It came t o those who bowed 
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in the temples before the oracles that were regarded as 
sacred by the people who learned many truths in this way. 
Take the Bible that you call the \Vord of God, and you 
will find therein recorded an instance in point. Once 
upon a time there arose a question in regard to certain 
words in a newly found book. The prophetess Huldah 
was consulted, and in consequence of this medium's inter
pretation of the same, some sentences were retained 

Thus all along the ages mediumship has lighted up 
the pathways of the soul, the dim corridors that man has 
traYersed in his search for the treasures of the spirit. 
Spiritualism has breathed its blessing clfep into the dark 
chambers where the victims bound in the chains of Catho
licism and theology lie inert or wildly despairing. 

It is no new light that I am seeking, it is no new light 
that I am privileged to ask you to receive. I en treat you 
to turn from your cl um b idols, for I assure you every one 
that when you bend your knee to the Christian's God you 
are worshipping a mortal idol that places you on the same 
level with the woman beside the Ganges, the only differ
ence being that she worships an image graven of stone or 
wood. 

Soul to soul, life to life and earnest effort for every 
one, each individual demanding his own rights and at the 
same time the rights of all others is the only proper atti
tude. \Vhy, man. you are sleeping on the brink of a 
precipice you little dream of, you are leaving to your 
children an inheritance that will cause you to shed tears 
of the deepest sorrow when you stancl just over there and 
gaze upon your dear ones_crushecl and bleeding, because 
of the infidelity in high places you are not only permitting 
by your silence but encouraging by your votes. 

vVhat shall you do is the question you must ask your
selves as the new century shakes its golden mane and 
presses into the great arena· ? \Viii you still bow like 
craven serfs to your own ignorance ? or will you arise in 
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the dignity of your manhood and declare, ''From this time 
forth I will be a man; from this time forth my hand shali 
never drop into the ballot-box the ballot that endorses a 
libertine ; from this time forth I will be loyal to that flag 
that shall never be lowered over America, but shall speak 
in its waving folds of that greater liberty that will come 
when man kind shall have learned and shall act and live 
upon the knowledge that all men are created free and 
equal, and realize that all possess the same soul or spirit
ual powers ?" 

Go read in your testament the parable of the talents, 
then seek for those that happily you possess. If you find 
them in the deep depths of your being, quicken them by 
blows from your reason, by the earnest energy of an 
awakened soul, and remember that you have only a few 
days to live here. 0 let your lives be, in the last chap-
ters at least, faithful to truth, faithful to 
humanity, faithful to yourselves, faithful to the 
flag that shall ever be indeed an emblem of 
liberty, for if to-clay that flag seems to trail in the dust in 
the hands of one who seeks for imperialism based upon 
theft, robbery and even murder, and national degradation, 
rest assured that by the combined power of united souls 
some one shall be influenced to spring to the front, gather 
its quivering folds and bear our flag aloft in the dawn of 
battle amid the storm of shot and shell, and that bearer 
will be he who shall clare to be true, dare to be brave, clare 
to be free ! 

Amid all the contention and darkness that surround 
us I rejoice. . I wish to say to you that we have scattered 
a few-just a few rays of light in your Congress halls. 

No matter about party. \Vhat does it matter to me 
to which party a man may belong? What we want is soul. 
and a soulful energy, for I assure you that the next few 
months of this year are to unveil to you some experiences 
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and lessons you have never had before, which will indeed 
quicken your intelligence as well as spirit. 

Standing in all his grandeur (whatever your opinion 
may be does not matter to me) surrounded and gently 
touched _by the hands of those who have passed on, behold 
your undaunted Hoar, daring to protest against that in
justice that others know exists and strive to co\·er, daring 
to disregard, when truth demands it. even him whom to. 
morrow, worthy or unworthy, you crown with a nation's 
highest honor. .1\Iy only prayer and wish is that ere he 
pursues his pathway farther he may bow his head and 
pray to his God as he never prayed before, for that light 
whereby he may sheathe the sword and for that peace to 
enter into his soul that will enable him to recognize the 
rights of those who are natives of that archipelago and 
withdraw his armeJ forces. 

Are you reaJy, are you willing, for your own inter
ests if not for the sake of those oppressed people, to hold 
those islands at any cost ? Are you ready to expend more 
and more treasure in supporting an army of occupation 
there ? Have you considered how much money has 
alr~acly been used during this imbroglio upon one hand, 
while upon the other are thousands of starving ones ask
ing in vain for bread? Look abroad and forget not the 
sorrow of the mothers who have yielded to necessity and 
laid their sons upon the unholy altar of a wicked war! 

Let me say to you ere I close that I detest all war, 
and I am ashamed of the people of this Janel who, having 
reached their present point of intelligence and greatness, 
do not likewise protest against all armed conflict. 

\Vhen America confined herseif to her own borders, 
pursuing her own way, if she had enemies, she was re
cognized as the nation of all nations ; towering in 
grandeur, glory and strength, she was respected through
out the wide world. Today even from France comes the 
accusation that sbe has sold her birthright, and you will 
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111 the immediate future learn no doubt what the optmon 
and respect of other nations are. I would not have you 
do. this, that or the other merely for the respect and good 
opinion of any nation or individual, but I would that the 
people of this and every land might dare to do right, dare 
to think right, dare to eat right a nd dare to live right, 
and pressing on into the great arena of liberty, demand 
that protection for which your fathers labored and fought 
and died, that inheritance that they left in your hands in 
trust for every child in this broad lancl. 

0 America, thy glory seems just dimmed, as 'twere, 
And the twilight mist broods o'er thy wastes, 
Thy children wake or seeming sleep, 
And know not that the dawn of day 
Knocks at their doors. 
() Land of Loye and Liberty, 
Thy sons forgetful may have been, 
But others rising shall advance 
And claim thy standard and thy truth. 

, 0 land so bright, so fair, 
Thy children rest upon Thy sod, 
And wait for the coming of the hour 
When liberty shall dawn. 
I hear its Yoice, I hear its song; 
I know it is lifted up. 
And never more shall darkness reign 
As here just now. 

One word more, friends, and I shall haYe done. 
Whatever you may think of my utterances this afternoon 
matters little. If I have given you a thought that is not 
true, reject it ; if I have given you a thought bearing the 
impress of truth, use it at your pleasure; but remember 
this: HoweYer dark the day is or may be, there are those 
at the helm guiding the destinies of America who will 
carry her safely through the storm. The ship of state 
cannot sink. This republic cannot be a failure, she cannot 
become a despotism, and the power of tyranny shail never 
reign throughout her fair borders; but by-and-by a star 
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shall arise, brighter than the fabled star that guided the 
wise men of old, and behold ! America shall rise fro m 
out her state of thralldom and present to you, if there, the 
bright picture of a people devoted to the principles of 
liberty. · 

Therefore let us rejoice. I rejoice that this night has 
passed as far as it has. I am watching its waning, and 
by-and-by I shall see the on-coming waves of light 
illuminating the shores of America. They shall rise 
higher and higher until they bring to her people that 
knowledge from the golden shore of the immortal world, 
that shall teach them that Humanitarianism is far prefer
able to following an unknown Christ, and that purity of 
character is the great essential. Then, in the sweet 
future, you and I, returning from our homes " over there " 
shall clasp hands with a free people, ancl yonder seat of 
government shall be graced by a woman, whose hancl shall 
control the helm of the ship of state. 

BEK.EDICTIOK . 

May you all seek for that liberty that shall extend its 
blessings to every child, and may you be quickened by 
that inspiration that shall cause you, one and all, to realize 
t he duties of the now and the necessity of their ful fillmen t . 
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THE HOME OF THE SOUL. 

BY SPIRIT "STA R," 

(Leader of the Temple Band.) 

The ~ubject was Evidently Suggested by the II ymn Sung by the Congre

gation, "Home of the Soul." 

SUNDAY ,V\ORN ING, MARCH ro, 1901. 

I N''OCAT IC)N. 

FOR the power that quickens our earnest aspirations, 
for the Ion:~ that encircles ail things, for the divine 

possibilities iying la tent w ithin our beings until we are 
capable of grasping that infinitude that man has dreamed 
of, for the forces that shall enable us to lift ourselves into 
a conscious harmony with the vibration of all things, into 
an at-one-ment even with those who rest beneath the 
shadows as well as with those who bask in the radiant 
light of wisdom, we t ha nk Thee, 0 Life, and ask for still 
greater blessings than we as yet have received. 0 may 

• In presenting this senes of lectures to the public, perhaps a few suggestions to those 
nut conversant with spiritualism would be appreciated. 

Due allowance should be made for. seeming lack of complete expression by some intelli
gencies owing to disSimilanty uf brain development, the physical and mental condition of the 
medium and conditions furnished by those present at the time of transmission. 

:\lany of our spirit speakers are not hampered to any extent in their expressiOn through 
one Instrument while they would be through another, and some lind the language of the 
medium superior to their own development, but as a rule, manifestations from the subjective 
through all phases of medmmship are more or less imperfect. 

The invocation is seldom offen~d by the spirit delivering the address. 
Poems or blank verse in this series are more nr less impaired or lo~t, owin~ to the in

ability of the stenographer to report them as delivered. 
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the sweet sunbeams that kiss the planet, accompanied by 
the brighter beams of life and truth, touch these human 
hearts with that quickening power that will enable them 
to behold more clearly the shadowy pathways through 
which they are passing and gather strength and ,·igor. 
May their perceptiveness increase until, beyond the 
shadows, they behold the sunshine that ever maketh glad 
the soul. 

0 Life of our life, souls akin to our souls, breathing 
your messages about and upon us even as we would 
breathe our message upon not only the children who have 
attained conscious existence, but upon the sweet 
flowers of the field, upon the thorny pathways, upon 
the unopened blossom, realizing that in the 
deep depths of the budding flower the soul liYeth, 
may we become · in our several incarm~_tions more con
scious of the necessity, the usefulness and the beauty of 
that which for a time may displease us because, gazing 
upon the rough surface, we may not behold the marvel
lous purity of the diamond incarnate therein. May these 
children, as they wander through the shadows of earth
life, realize how completely they are guarded and guided 
by those who have threaded passages as clark as theirs, 
by those who have entered a wider avenue, by those who 
are capable of feeling deeply their pains, their anxieties, 
their sorrows and their joys, in order that these mortals 
may grasp fully the fact that we come in touch with their 
every emotion, and strive to guide the vibrations that 
govern their lives and thereby enable them to rise to 
higher heights of harmony, and peace, and gladness with
out measure. 

DISCOURSE. 

\ lG)ALKING in the sunshine and amid the shadows, 
V.ll. realizing perhaps only faintly the necessity for the 
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shadows or sorrows, you reach out, or methinks many of 
'you do, with hope and longing for that "home of the 
soul" that sometimes you pray for and sing for. 

The "home of the soul ! " In what direction shall 
we turn our gaze to behold the pathway leading thereto? 
\Vhom shall we ask to point out to us the way that will 
enable us to enter into possession of a home we have not 
builded, a home we have not earned ? 

You sing and talk lightly of the'' home of the soul," 
here 'mid the shadows and the sunshine that rests upon 
you, little realizing how near that home may be. 

I have wandered in many lands. I have stood deso
late and been prostrated by sorrow, suffering and desti
tution. I ha\·e likewise kissed in gladness the blessings 
that were bestowed upon me in the pathways through 
which I have journeyed. 

All experiences enable us sometime to realize in 
what direction we may look to obtain possession of that 
"home of the soul " where we, or rather you, are expect
ing to meet those who l1ave gone before you, a home not 
made with hands. but radiant with the earnest fidelity and 
effort of living souls. 

[ can tell you of no pathway. I can open to your 
vision no realm that will give to you a clear mental view 
of the "home of the soul." \Vere you to ask me where 
my home is, I should be forced to tell you that just now 
I am dwelling in a house not made with hands, hut 
rendered beautiful by the clinging vines and bright-hued 
flowers that enfold it, and made radiant by the sun-beams 
of harmony that bathe it as in a sea of glory indefinable; 
and looking out from that home I behold a world more 
real and tangible, grander, more attractive and charming 
than your conception can picture. 

This may give you a faint idea of my surroundings 
at the present time, of the home where I am resting in 
earnest effort and in assisting those with whom I am as-
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sociatecl to watch over, guard and bless the people of this 
planet, so far as we have the power when you reach out 
for such guidance as we can give you, when you make 
yourselves receptiYe to that instruction which will be to 
you a source of strength in every hour of weakness and 
afford you power sufficient to overcome what needs to be 
overcome and to bear with patient fortitude what must be 
borne. 

You ask me nevertheless, where my home is, and in 
order to answer you I must request you to take one wide 
and sweeping view, embracing ail worlds and systems of 
worlds, and even the atoms and the materials that are 
throbbing in their present embryotic conditions waiting 
to be utilized in the formation of new planets and system 
of planets. In short, I must point you to the uni \'erse 
in its external aspect and the great human family 
wherever they may abide, and then I can say, "Behold 
my home!" If by that expression you would infer that 
one feels contented and at rest, satisfied with himself in 
that he is striving to accomplish the most he can in the 
best possible manner, I should say to you, "l\Ty home 
is such as I have so feebly described, and I am ready to 
obey the command, wha'tever it may be, that springeth 
up from within my own being or from those guides who 
have reached the realm of a more perfect knowledge and 
grasped a greater power than have I, and who, by their 
wisdom and mi'ght may unveil to me a pathway leading 
me down, down, clown into the clark depths of sorrow 
where I may stand by the side of those who are waiting 
for th e resurrection into more peaceful pathways and 
more harmonious conditions." 

It is only when we forget ourselves in striving to 
realize the needs of others and our duty as far as supply
ing those needs are concerned, that we are indeed at home 
-at home just as much in one section of the universe as 
in any other. I am at home just as much upon this planet 
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when I have a mission here as upon the planet Jupiter or 
any other; and when you take in the great thought that 
your life em braces all other lives, when you take in the 
kindred thought that all other li\·es supply to a certain 
extent your needs, then you will better understand what 
I would ha,·e you infer. · 

It is not a question that you neecl to ponder over and 
worry about, whether or not you shall be again incarnated. 
It is not a question that you need to be anxious about, 
whether or not that "'home of the soul" to \vhich you as
pire shall be a place where you will enter to remain for
e\'er; but let me assure you that as you broaden out you 
will realize that you are at home e\·erywhere, and you wilJ 
be in perfect harmony with every liYing soul with whom 
you may come in contact. 

This n1ay seem to you difficult of attainment; but 
am I or you exalted above our kind ? Do I or you possess 
powers that others clo not possess? If I ascend the 
mountain and my sister or brother resting at the ba!Se 
wishes, with longing eyes, to plant her or his feet upon 
the topmost brow, the time wdl come when that sister or 
brother shall stand on that lofty height. and it may be 
that I shall sit ciothed upon in garments that are in 
harmony with the deep valley in which you and I haxe 
entered, for I may enter a pathway or \'alley of sorrow 
just as readily, just as gladly as the pathway where the 
music of the spheres chants the great anthem of" Home, 
sweet home," and the vibrations that en circle worlds ancl 
systems of worlds repeat the \'Oiceless song. 

I live and you live not to clie; I live and you live to 
have no fear, and when. you shall ha\'e learned to trust 
yourselves, you will know that naught can harm you, even 
in the great world of ·• accidents," as you call them, and 
of the conflicts of this existence. The soul is ne,·er 
scarred; it cannot be crushed. If for a time it must be 
incarnated amid environments where suffering untold 
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comes, where poverty and even destitution and misery 
reign, the soul does not become impoverished, neither 
does it become contaminated by the external life of the 
incli\'iclual. You and I are perfect in our soul lives. The 
dreaming or seemingly dreaming conditions in which you 
exist are caused by the imperfect reflection of the soul 
through the material form in which you are clothed. All 
discords, all errors, all weaknesses, all shadows come in 
consequence of the fact that the soul cannot express itself 
in such environments as permit the same, and if the inevi
table law cause it to be thus, are you or am I wiser than 
the all-governing law that cannot be changed or set aside? 

\Vhatever, then, occurs or recurs, there is that con
centrated power and wisdom in the hands of those who 
g uide the uestinies of individuals, nations and planets 
sufficient to enabl e us to overcome, through our experi
ences, our \'arious weaknesses. You cannot overcome 
your weaknesses by the experiences of others. They 
must touch your own lives, you must measure them for 
yourselves and behold dimly, as perforce you must, while 
you are in these present incarnations. You cannot realize 
the freedom and gladness that come when one has laid 
aside that which for a time fettered his expression. 

Let us remember, then, that we are building for our
selves - what? a home? :\lore. \Ve are living for our
selves, and why? That we may beautify and polish 
ourselves , and this can be accomplished only by over
coming all things. This we cannot do in a clay; it is the 
work of ages. 

I am laboring, I trust, as earnestly and studiously as 
are you to overcome. It is only when we have overconre 
to the extent that we are masters of ourselves, that we 
shall receive the power we desire to govern matter in 
those s tupendous formations that you designate by the 
term ''worlds.' ' Right here is a point that I would have 
you cons ider : To be mas ters of ourselves signifies that 
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condition that enables the soul at all times to guide and 
go,·ern. ::-.Jot until, in the life toward which you are tend
ing, not until all the experiences that you and I require 
have been measured out to us, can we ste~nrl upon the 
mountain height of wisdom and grasp for ourseh·es th e 
possibilities that are ours. 

This is indeed the purpose we have in \·iew in touch
ing your lives as far as we can. \Ve come not to gratify 
curiosity; we come not to chant to you songs of praise 
in regard to the land over there ; we come not to describe 
in flowery language the beautiful homes awaiting you that 
your friends ha\'e prepared, while you have been sitting 
with folded arms scarcely moved by the faintest aspiration, 
seldom stirred to the performance of a noble deed, with 
never a holy desire to be pure in thought and action if it 
required any effort upon your part thus to live, for purity 
signifies something more than a hope to be pure. A pure 
and exalted life signifies constant watchfulness over self, 
constant effort to gain one victory after another until you 
stand indeed the master of all the forces of your li,·es. 
Then the sweet \·ibrations of harmony, as they dance m·er 
the great ocean of life, bear to your souls the songs of 
the arch-angels of peace and love and harmony, by the aiel 
of whose all-quickening powers you rise in the scale of 
that man hood or woman hood that no external eel ucation 
could give you, but that you have sought and found by 
reaching out into the depths of that unbounded wisdom 
that awaits your obtainment. 

As you look at, realize and sorrow o\·er the shadows 
of life you sometimes question why they are needed. Do 
you question why it is necessary for th e mantle of night 
to enfold your planet once in every few hours? Do' you 
question why it is necessary in order that the seed may 
germinate to put it down in the soil where darkness 
reigns? 0 children, do you not realize that the proper
ties of the soul, likewise, require sometimes the shadow-
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land, the experiences that try one, that by suffering you 
may not only be made capable of extending more sym
pathy to others and feeling a more profound Jove for your 
kind, but realize as time passes that such-and-such things 
bring sorrow and strive to avoid them, to overcome all 
things with that earnest endeavor, that constant effort 
that causes you to understand that not with an unknown 
God but with yourselves all things are possible? Not in 
an hour, not in a day, and certainly not without the most 
persevering endeavors; but binding together, as it were, 
the flowers and the thorns of the shadows and sunshine, 
bear then, as far as you need them, by the power of patient 
endurance, reaching out continually, not speculating, as 
many of you do, in relation to the ''home of the soul," but, 
rather, relaxing yourselves and floating on the great ocean 
tide of life, obedient by your every aspiration, obedient by 
your every thought, and willing to receive from life's 
breast whatever discipline is necessary. You will cer
tainly receive no more ; you can receive no less. 

Some may think, and their belief in the matter may be 
very positive, that they have more sorrows than they require. 
I cannot answer for you or any other. I only ·know I 
float, 0 Life, upon Thy bosom, my spirit made radiant 
by their shadows and sunshine alike, never more trem
bling beneath the angry lash that was laid upon a weak form 
in the long, long ago. I have stood ahungered 'neath the 
bright sun's rays: I have walked the desert sands with 
burning feet, and yet I ask not why. I know, and am 
satisfied in that I realize that out from every sorrow, 
out from every agonizing pain, out from every shadow 
we shall sometime, by that endurance within us and the 
po\~er assisting us upon every hand, triumph over all 
things. Even now, with all the glory beams that sweep 
around me and the unceasing anthem of joy that sends its 
diapason throughout the realm of life where I exist, I wait 
and am ready whenever I am called by necessity to again 
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take up a weary pilgrimage upon this or any other planet, 
knowing that if I am bidden thus to do I shall fall asleep 
as I am now, if I am bidden thus to do that I shall pass 
unharmed as a soul through every shadow, through every 
pain, through every sorrow as through every joy, and gain 
a greater strength, an added power, a deeper wisdom that 
I may be the better fitted to co-operate with those who are 
building worlds and guiding, as best they can, the des
tinies of worlds and individuals. 

\Vhen we shall have grown wise we shall realize this : 
that we are on a journey, and if we ask when we com
menced it, we shall find that we have always existed. In
destructible, therefore, must be our lives, and as we enter 
into \Visclom's realms, we shall gather from her un
bounded store all that we require until we can visit differ
ent planets, mingle with the people thereon, concentrate 
the forces that exist in their atmosphere, and operate in 
the great laboratory of the chemist of Nature, materializ
ing worlds, or whatever may come in their course of our 
performance of duty. 

It is thus that we are enabled to give you the dim, 
materialized forms you see from time to time. 0 when 
will you have so grown that you will be in harmony with 
the sunshine and the shadows to the degree that you will 
seek no longer the "home of the soul" afar off, but come 
into complete possession of your homes here and now, and 
come to us with that earnest thought, that sacred feeling, 
that trustfulness and upliftment of the soul that shall 
enable you to give us the beautiful emanations that we 
require, to weave with the elements we gather from the 
atmosphere in order that the chemist, devoting his efforts 
to your enjoyment and instruction, may present to you 
forms more radiant than you can conceive of, expressions 
of the life just beyond ! For I assure you that we purpose 
giving you in this place, when your powers are ripe, when 
you are ready to receive, when you yield to us that which 
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will enable us to accomplish the same-we purpose open
ing to you a gateway, as it were. that will give you a view 
of a scene in that domain that you call the spirit-world. 
\Ve hope to present to you that which will appear more 
beautiful C\'en than the forms you now see; namely, some 
of the conditions and scenes in the world all around you. 
I do not say just beyond, for I am living in a world. in a 
condition that circles around this planet . I should almost 
say, as a location, that I ha\'e no abiding-place-! seek 
none. 

All the past is to me a revelation that gives to me 
the knowledge, small as it may be, that I possess now, be
cause I seek for more knowledge ; because I seek for more 
power. Understand you, knowledge and power in the 
great world of univer;,al existence are not confined to sex, 
are not confined to class or caste. Woman stands in the 
great laboratory of scientific art, side by side with her 
brother, his equal in perception and the ability to wield 
power. 

CONCLUSIOX B\' SOUL l\IATE. 

I rejoice that we can unite wi.th our brothers in 
breasting, as ofttimes we clo, the elements that rise moun
tain high because of the inharmonies here upon your 
planet. I say to you, then, that I aspire to e\'ery altitude, 
to every power that my brother, however wise he may be, 
can attain, because my life is equal to his life, and my 
power of thought, if not now, will indeed become equal to 
his. This is what brings the joy of existence, this is what 
touches the soul with a gladness unknown before. I as
sure you, my sisters, that you will not always look upon 
those who, in the great world, have gained the mastery of 
art and long with saddened thoughts for the same mastery 
believing that you cannot attain the same, but springing to 
action with new life, all quickened with the divine impulse 
of the soul, you will exclaim as you take your place by the 
side of such an one : "I am here! Teach me to grasp the 
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power; teach me to concentrate these atoms; teach me 
to manipulate that force that shall vibrate and send out 
elements to form a new planet speeding on its pathway in 
its marvellous processes of materialization and dematerial
ization.'' For, know you not, that all things are materia1-
ized by the master touch of those minds that know 'no 
failure l 

0 children, rejoice in the sunshine. l\Iake it as 
bright and beautiful as you can, but despair not when the 
shadows come. Trust in that infinite power and wisdom 
garnered in your being and breathed upon you from 
mountain heights of wisdom that will guide, protect and 
care for you through all the pathways of this life. You 
cannot be lost; you cannot be harmed. If, as I have 
already said, I can serve one human child in passing 
through sorrow and shade, I wait the summons thus to 
do; and if I can serve one human child upon this planet 
or any other, I shall fall asleep when duty demands and 
count and prize the sorrows and the cares, the trials and 
the pains which I experience, knowing I have gained a 
brighter gem to place in the crown I wear, and realizing 
with a deeper pleasure and gladness of soul that I have 
served others in striving not t_o be selfish, in striving to 
overcome gladly by the law of sympathy. 

I take your hand, every one, and extend to you my 
tenderest love and sincerest sympathy with you in every 
tear you shed, in every sorrow you feel. Yet, knowing 
what I know, I am obliged to say, while I bestow upon 
you my deep affection and my pity, that I bring to you 
the glad message, "All is well ~ " The burden you are 
bearing will leave you all the brighter for having borne it; 
from the tears you are shedding there shall spring up 
flowers of beauty to gladden your life ; and from what I 
waft oYer the great ocean of life shall be woven a garment 
of wisdom that you shall don by-and-by. Therefore, 
children, bear your sorrows bravely, and strive to realize 
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that every one of them adds to the beauty of your soul, 
adds to the sweetness of that "home of the soul'' where 
you will meet and enfold in your arms the loved ones gone 
before. 0 I would that I could tell you more plainly, but 
I have done the best I could. 

Cll RISTAL'S GREETING. 

Sweet are the flowers and bright are the bloom~ 
That grow in the garden o 'er there, 
For I have wandered and plucked to-clay 
A rose for you, every one to wear. 
You may not see the sweet rose that I bring, 
But I assure you no thorns will pierce. 
I bring you a rose, clear friends, every one, 
From the loved ones you love over there. 

May the sweet aspiration for purity of life, for joy 
and gladness in the soul, even when outward shadows 
press upon you, be your portion and your strength while 
here; and 0 may those who have ascended come into 
such complete rapport with your lives as to guide you day 
by day in all the pathways through which you wander, 
leading you to the "home of the soul." 
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THE POWER OF THOUGHT. 
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SUNDAY AFTEI-{NOON, MARCH 24, 190r. 

INVOCATION . 

r;;,t REAT and Infinite Allah, breathing Thy benediction, 
\J Thy Jove and Thy blessing through all of life 
upon Thy children everywhere, and enfolding 
them in . Thy great arms extended through Nat
ure's divine and illimitable pathways, Thou art en
throned in the sand grain even as in the brightest 
worlds and th~ grandest systems of worlds; Thou art liv
ing in every human heart and breathin g Thy life through 
flower, through fruit, and silently through the atmosphere 
that sweeps the mountain tops and laves the ocean in its 
vastness ; and Thou art also enthroned in the hearts of 
Thy children without whom Thou wast not. Therefore, 
when we seek after Thee and Thy throne, we must enter 
into the deep depths of human hearts and read the 
hieroglyphics therein traced by the hand of no man but 
by the great tide of time and of experiences. 

0 Allah, Thou art the wind that sweeps the 
mountain-tops and kisses the violet in the sweet valleys. 



Thou art the power that cradles the human soul in its 
germ condition, as, speeding like an arrow through the 
arteries of eternity, it bounds through matter and lifts 
itself proclaiming, 0 Allah, Thy grandness. 

May we all this hour, in unity of heart and with 
holiest aspiration, seek for no distant shrine, seek for no 
unknown God, but, 0 Allah, may we all look within and 
find Thee there enthroned; may we behold the diamonds 
waiting to be polished by that energy that the soul only 
knows; may each one fit himself to grasp his selfhood 
in the mighty clasp of a determined life, and as he sets 
out, 0 Allah, on Thy vast ocean of discovery may he find 
in seeking not a stranger but himself. 

0 Allah, through the quickened impulse and tender
ness of these banding ones present, breathe Thy blessing 
upon Thy mortal children and enable them to open the 
gateway whereby, looking beyond, they behold their 
destiny and the grander ancl more glorious power that 
awaits every one, until they stand in all the infinitude 
of their being beneath the great arch of that energy that 
is the most potent power of life. 

DISCOURSE. 

I PURPOSE giving you a few ideas in relation to "The 
Power of Thought." 
I have at the present time no Bible from which to 

select a text, but I have instead, as have you, all Nature's 
great, unbound volume, upon whose every page a sacred 
lesson is traced; I have, as you have, a great ocean of 
thought bounding, surging and laving the shores of man
kind, while its white waves bear to the shores of the· im
mortal world the highest aspirations and best thoughts of 
the children of this planet. 
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power of that which you sense not and yet are so depend
ant upon ; but it seems to me that when the human family 
recognize the power of thought in its fulness as a mi g hty 
factor, as a great moving principle, there will be an up
liftment such as the world has not seen in historic times . 

As I look around today and behold the unhappiness 
and misery of so many, behold those who are successful 
in life upon the one hand and those wbo haYe made 
heart-breaking failures upon the other, I perceive herein 
the power of thought. The mi111onaire has become such by 
the exercise of those thoughts that perhaps have caused him 
to forget the needs of his kind, for the power of thought 
today is expressed more fully we may say, most truthfully, 
in those undesirable directions that tend to crush and 
persecute all human beings. The man, whomsoever he 
may be, whose whole energy is expended in seeking his 
own aggrandizement, his own popularity, his own success, 
is like a magnet attracting thoughts that certainly have 
little to do with the spiritual realm, for, understand me , 
I speak not of the spiritual realm as away or rem ote from 
you-rather you are enfolded by it. As your thoughts 
are, so they lead you, and if barren of spiritual aspirations, 
or if, believing in the teachings of the past and feelin g 
that one individual has suffered for all, that creeds, forms 
and ceremonies are sufficient for salvation and that one 
may then do whatever he desires and is able to accom 
plish, and all will be well with him in the great world to 
be-such an individual, I say, hesitates at naught, and , 
without scruple, removes that which stands in the way of 
his ambition to acquire influence or wealth . Indeed, the 
power of thought, accompanied by the latter, makes th e 
successes (or enables them to be made) that you beh old 
upon the one hand and their lack that you cannot but 
note upon the other. 

The world is today governed by the power of th oug ht 
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to a greater extent than perhaps you have dreamed of; 
but it is in the direction of spirit, in the direction of evo
lution, in the direction of progression that we behold the 
greatest power of thought. As you realize the power 
of thought, the power of progression, the power of evolu
tion that finds expression in the different departments of 
life, you are made conscious of the fact that you never be
hold the inventor that is not determined and self-centered 
on his one line of endeavor. \Vhat is it that causes 
him day after day, week after week, and year after year 
to bend over the mechanism, or whatever it may be, that 
he is attempting to perfect or solve? What is it that 
causes him to continue in the almost starving condition in 
which he piaces himself and leave the world outside while he 
stands beside the midnight lamp, bending over that which 
for a time holds his highest thoughts, his greatest hopes, 
his loftiest ambition? ·It is simply because he has been 
touched by the power of thought from some one who 
knows there is a reality in the problem he is attempting to 
solve, and, forgetful of all else, carries on his work as the 
true master of art does, for such I would prouounce all 
men who, devoted to one principle, center their energies 
upon one line as you all know the Howe you have heard 
of did who gave to you the the first sewing machine. Not 
forgetful of his friends, not forgetful of his almost starv
ing family, but having concentrated his thought, his very 
soul upon that one line, he could not let go of the plow 
he had taken hold of, and while he received the scorn, as 
nearly all inventors do, of the world, he evolved that 
which today brings comfort and gladness to your homes. 
It matters not how many improvements have been or may 
be made, his was the entering wedge that opened up a 
new cycle of industrial art, and here I stand before the 
altar of invention that brings to humanity new ideas and 
causes them to exercise new forces in a more powerful man
ner than has ever been dreamed of, and declare that thus 
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is the destiny of the world guided and governed to a great 
extent. \Vherever we turn we find the power of thought 
pronounced, and sermons in the stones. 

You and I might stand side by side in the summer's 
sun or in the twilight shade, gazing upon the river as its 
waters sparkle and whirl 'neath the sunbeams or gleam 
in the pale light of the moon. Looking at it you might 
say, '"Is 1t not a pretty picture !" but to me it is a sermon. 
Let us understand it : Here is an expression of life, as 
much so as is the highest thought that comes to you from 
the great spiritual realm and the unnumbered army of 
those who have gone before, for I am learning that there 
is nothing impossible with man. I was taught, and you 
heard in other days, that nothing is impossible with God, 
but do you know, I place man in advance, and if God 
there be, my only conception of Him is of a power, not of 
an individual who keeps pace with the intelligence of 
man. All things revolve by the mighty power evolved 
from human souls whether here or in grander embodi
ments enfolded by their divine possibilities, and when we 
enter into the great arcanum of life we stand not before 
so-called sacred temples, but where the ocean of thought 
sparkles with the brightest evolved from human minds, 
bespeaking an intelligence and a power we have little 
dreamed of. 

\Ve have been told, and we have thought in other 
clays that man and man alone had intelligence, that man 
and man alone had a soul to be saved, that the human 
family was the only part of creation, if such we may call 
it, that was to be endowed with immortal life. How mis
taken we were, and as we trace backward the history of 
the past, we realize how meagre and crude were the 
thoughts cradled in the ignorance of the ages ! Yet let 
us not forget that all along the line minds have been 
touched and quickened until, stepping out from the 
ranks of those with whom they had been accustomed to 
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linger, they proclaimed a new thought to the world. Thus 
indeed it was with Martin Luther, and how beautifully 
out from the great ocean of thought the all-quickening 
conception came to him of a higher, diviner and better re
ligion ; but as you all know, every invention, every im
provement of the ages has been met with scorn by the 
Christian world-I speak it not with unkindly feelings, for 
no one is to be blamed who cannot as yet accept the high
est-and Martin Luther was persecuted by those who had 
not scaled the heights to which he had attained. In fact, 
this tendency in man may be likened to the power of 
Nature pressing, goading humanity on; but, as mankind 
became more and more quickened by the greater and 
grander thoughts that came to them, they learn to be 
tolerant not only of one another's opinions but they like
wise realize that the elements that go to make up the 
material universe are evidently designed forman's blessing. 
For instance: In the few years th'at have elapsed since 
Franklin played with the lightning, though a Christian 
world blamed him for his daring. blamed him for toying 
with that power of Almighty God, humanity today accept 
without question the fact of God's willingness that they 
should utilize that same farce. What a difference of 
thought between then and now! Franklin was looked 
upon with suspicion, while Edison, who invents devices 
that enable you to use more of that power discovered by 
the former, is h<Jnored and respected. I do not think that 
there are any who have claimed that your Edison is in 
league with his satanic majesty. 

Therefore, as we look back and behold man in other 
days and realize what the power of thought was then
not that the power of thought was any less for it was 
sufficient for his every need-before the intelligence of 
man had reached that point where he could grapple with 
the mighty possibilities that were or are within his reach 
today, we understand it was as great as his intelligence 
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was capable of utilizing. The only rea~on that he could 
not then unfold those possibilities was because of his 
ignorance. Held, hound, and forced to belie\'e that he 
must not exceed h1mself but accept, as it were, that 
written testimony which was claimed to be the infallible 
\Vord of God, cradled in the vastness of universal life, he 
was taught to look upon Nature as something that needed 
no study only so far as he might learn to culivate and 
glean therefrom that which would sustain his physical 
form or perchance find the gems, je,vels and precious 
stones so prized in a11.times. The products of Nature on 
the physical plane he accepted, but that which lies 
back of these and is cradled in the infinite energies that 
cause the sand-grain to glow with a beauty divine as it 
speaks to you and me, revealing to us not only its own 
but our possibilities, man knew nothing of. 

You realize, all of you, that physical man stands high 
above his predecessors. Now do not misunderstand me
r am speaking only of recent times. I am not unmindful 
of the fact that in ages past, even on the soil of America, 
people have lived of whom you have no knowledge, people 
whose science and art transcended those of the present 
day; and I am not unmindful of those other lands, by the 
science and art of whose people the enduring pyramids 
were raised, and by which also the old world was given 
those mighty expressions of architectural beauty and 
grandeur that we to-clay admire : yet at the same time let 
us not forget that in many countries man has risen to 
what we have thought was the zenith of his expression 
only to decline. Nevertheless, in his primitive character 
man seeks for truth simply, and were I to strive to find 
that avenue that would lead me into the deep depths of 
pure, clear and untarnished thought, I \vould take my 
place by the side of some primeval dweller in a new world, 
one who is all untaught rather than one who is taught too 
much. 
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Hence, as I was about to say, in other ages mankind 
were simple in their aspirations, seeking for purity, and 
seeking to lead others into those channels of thought 
whereby they might express that purity in their lives. 
Every time such a stage of advancement has been reach
ed, waves from the spiritual world have enfolded those 
people, and in all lands ancl climes I do not believe there 

. has been an out-pouring of spiritual power, or the power 
of thought from unseen realms, when the children of 
earth have not waited, as you are waiting to-day, for 
revelations from your spirit friends, waited as you are 
waiting to-clay for thoughts from higher spheres to blend 
with your own. But man's hopes in this respect will not 
be fulfilled completely until, becoming weary of seeking 
after goodness, he endea,rors to study Nature; turning 
from the worship of an unknown God, he seeks to succor 
the needy ; turning from the altar of infidelity, he bows 
before the altar of infinitude; turning from striving by 
any and all means within his power to gain that which he 
desires whether right or wrong, he bows before the altar 
of justice. 

You can trace for yourselves the old world's history 
ligbtccl, even as Rome lighted her seven hills, with a glory 
transcending the science and art you possess to-day. 
They sank, I do not say to rise no more, but I do saJ 
they sank in shame ; but to-clay the power of thought, 
reaching out from the world of souls, gives to the great 
ocean of life a beautiful expression, and behold from that 
realm where the silent workers are never weary, you are 
receiving demonstrations that would have been pronounced 
impossible fifty years ago. Indeed, you are receiving 
demonstrations that are pronounced, by those who know 
all without thinking, impossible. The great spiritual tide 
of that ocean of life is bearing to you precious gems of 
truth and a power that no man can control, no body of 
men can stay. All the minds on earth united could not, 
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by their efforts, stay the on-coming of those bright and 
beautiful flowers of thought that are speeding earthward. 
They are coming, and they will continue to come like 
showers of beauty, bringing gladness and peace and joy 
to many human hearts. But will humanity accept the 
message, silent though it may be? Are the people toying 
with this great and majestic power? Are you looking upon 
it as something to please you for the time being, some
thing that you may fold around you in order that when 
you leave this life you may be wafted to the home of peace 
and joy and gladness, whether you have earned such a con
dition by your life here, or whether the possibilities of 
your soul are yet to be quickened by those thoughts that 
left you until you discern yourselves and those attributes 
of your inner beings that you are not now conscious of? 

I am well aware that the power that is possible to be 
spent in the devotedness of those in the spirit-world who 
are ministering to you is not being acc.epted. I am well 
a ware that the great majority of those who call themselves 
Spiritualists are toying with the brighte~t flowers that 
ever b1ossomed in human lives; I am well aware that the 
truths that are being wafted to humanity are being re
jected and the great mass is following in the pathways of 
materiality, seeking after that which entertains, seeking 
after that which for the moment satisfies and yet-do 
not think me harsh or unkind-not even dreaming of 
utilizing the powers that are theirs. 

Why, friends, it pains me deeply when I know how 
much you are ministered to and how tireless are your 
spirit-friends, and then perceive the carelessness, the in
difference, the lack of energy in regard to utilizing the 
power of thought that sweeps about you for a time from 
the higher spheres ancl then is gone. I am well aware 
that this attitude of mind will continue for awhile; but 
once upon a time, not in your memory perhaps, the power 
of the spirit-world was active upon this pland and in this 
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section just as far as the law permitted it to be. I do not 
say the law applying to the spirit-world or spirit-power, 
but the law that rendered mediumship unsafe even to the 
extent of not only the ·liberty but the life of the individ
ual. It is not necessary to tell you of the fate of those 
who were accused of practising the black art in the days 
of Salem witchcraft. You understand that those tortured, 
crucified ones were mediums, and in consequence of the 
ignorance of the people it was found impossible to link 
the power of thought in the spirit-world with the power 
of thought here, and the spirit-world were compelled to 
withdraw their forces and wait for the development of 
intelligence, wait for the growth of that kindly feeling 
that is manifested today in spite of the fact that there are 
some bigots who would not hesitate to maltreat and 
even destroy the lives of some of the mediums of the 
present time, were there not a law that prevents it. How 
long as Spiritualists you will demand the enforcement of 
that law remains to be seen, because I am well aware that 
there is an attempt, and not a slight attempt at that, to 
close the doors of the seance rooms and to deter your 
mediums from speaking, or advising you when sick. 

Therefore I ask you how long will the Spiritualists 
muddle their thoughts by seeking that which is not the 
highest and best afforded them by the spirit-world ? how 
long will they remain inactive? how long will they be 
dummies, as it were ? how long will it be before, standing 
up in the divine grandeur of manhood and womanhood, 
they demand their rights? and here let me express an
other thought, or rather ask a personal question: If you, 
as an incl ividual. have assisted by your ballot to place a 
man in a position where he can defraud you or rob you of 
your rights, then you are the responsible party rather than 
he whom you have placed i11 power. Retributive justice 
will overtake the one who not only permits a tyrant to 
persecute the people, but helps to establish him in his 
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positiOn, and it will perform its work more forcibly in the 
case of him who has sold his \'Ote than in the case of the 
unfaithful official, ·whatever may be the character of the 
post he occupies. 

I would refer for a moment to the members of the 
medical fraternity and their endeavor to monopolize the 
practice of the healing art. 

The power of thought and the religion that I would 
teach you today is the religion that gi\'es to every human 
soul the privilege of caring for his physical system as he 
sees fit; but you must realize that if your legislators are 
successful, or those back of them, you will by-and-by, 
right here in the city of Boston, as in some other parts of 
the Union, be compelled to forego the ad\'ice e,·en of your 
grandmother when you are sick, and be obliged to call in a 
regular physician to attend you. Are you willing that 
this victory should be gained by the medical profession, 
when you realize the energizing power of thought that 
y.ou are capable of giving forth, the sterling quality of 
that manhood whereby spirituality lifts you to the high 
altitude of the individual who dares to do right, who 
dares all things for the truth and protects himself, physi
cally, morally, spiritually, in the face of all danger by us
ing the weapons that are unseen? 

Thus, as I was about to speak in relation to toying 
with the forces from the spirit-world, to which I ha,·e al
ready referred, do you think-! speak to you as a friend 
and brother-that humanity will toy with the on-coming 
of this great power until again the workers over there 
must withdraw their forces, until again silence must 
reign? I tell "you that the power of expression must find 
its center, and it cannot always bound to substance and be 
thrown back, because by-and-by it will be withdrawn. 
Hence I wish to say that it is in the power of you and all 
who accept the teachings of those who come to bring you 
the tidings of great joy, to decide whether you shall long 
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enjoy the privileges that are yours or not. I think you 
have misjudged me if you have conceived the idea that I 
believe you will not enjoy them long, yet I am forced to 
this expression for the very reason that you are sleeping 
'neath the mighty arch of that divine force that waits to 
give you that baptism that shall quicken every soul to the 
consciousness of the great blessing of life, and the vast 
power of that thought that yon are capable of evolving in 
order to build your pathway. But I do not wish to speak 
of your building the pathway over there until first you 
have laid the imperishable rocks that shall build your 
pathway here, until first you advance and stand betore the 
halls of justice, demanding the rights of yourselves and 
all others. 

Bigotry is not dead, and there are hundreds and thou
sands hoping and waiting for the time when they can make 
an onslaught upon liberty, the like of which you have not 
seen in your clay. There is a silent power working. Its emis
saries stand at the doors of your congress halls ; they stand 
in the archways of your churches; they are watching and 
planning, in fact their plans are already laid, many of them 
to follow, when the physicians shall obtain their point, 
fastening more fetters upon the people. 

I know you may enslave an individual, I know you 
may cast a man into the prison dungeon, and not stop 
his power of thought. Yet it is not pleasant to be en
slaved, it is not pleasant to be confined, and therefore I 
would say to every one, the power of thought exercised, 
utilized, lived, shall enlarge the borders of your being, 
light the pathway where now darkness reigns, for there is 
no power that can stay the on-coming of that intelligence 
that must mark the future ages. 

I do not purpose treading upon your political toes at 
all, nevertheless, in relation to the question of labor there 
is another line being drawn side by side with it quite as 
clark, pernicious ancl binding as far as the rights of 
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power of the great Roman Catholic church, united with 
that of the Protestant denominations in an endeavor to 
bring church and state together, and while the pope says, 
"\Ve want unity," he simply means for the Christian 
world to be united on his side, and not for one moment 
does he dream of yielding a single point as far as his 
church and his people are concerned. 

Having looked at the question in this light, form 
yonr own judgment of the effects of such a coalition, and 
forget not that the Protestant churches are just as earn
estly, just as determinedly preparing to unite with the 
church of Rome for the purpose of overthrowing all spirit
ualistic thought, they are combining their forces that 
church shall be first in this land of America and state 
second. 

You may not accept this thought to-clay; you will 
know it ere many months have flown, and I only speak of 
it in order that you may be made to realize that the time 
has come when Spiritualists of all people should under
stand the ground whereon they stand, the time has come 
when Spiritualists above all people should know whither 
their footsteps tend, for there never was a period in the 
history of this nation when there was more need of men 
who dare to be free, men who are capable of waiving 
party, men who can stand forth in the dignity of their 
man hood and demand that their wives shall have a voice 
in the conduct of the nation's affairs, that wars may cease 
and peace, which is coming up the steep of time, may be 
proclaimed. 

Therefore, to-clay, while the power of evolution is 
needed (for the power of thought is the power of evolution 
which is sweeping through all the departments of life) 
there are other equally as important if not even more 
pressing needs. You who are here say that you have 
evidence of the continuity of life; you are satisfied that 
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you have knowledge that the so-called dead still live; 
hence you are here invested by that very knowledge with 
a sacred trust, a trust more sacred than your mortal lives. 
You may not look at it in this light. I do, for I fancy as 
I seek after truth and. obtain it, that truth is not simply 
for me to grasp for a moment and not weave into my life. 
The truth I have gained is mine to enable me to grow, 
mine to teach me how in a broader way to send out my 
thoughts and soul forces, and if you know that Spiritual
ism is true it is a trust committed to your hands for the 
children that are coming after yon. For your life, 
your life's expressions and all your thoughts you are 
responsible to unborn ones who will sometime take your 
place. Therefore I would say to every one of you, stand 
not in the way that thereby you may cast a shadow over 
their lives by your inactivity, but if you must be a cum
berer of the ground, stand aside and leave the path way 
clear, that the children in their infancy even may pierce 
the rifted clouds and behold the ministering ones who 
will send to them their earnest thoughts. 

I feel that the Spiritualists forget that they have a 
duty to perform. They have thought too much of per
sonalities, too much of individualities, too much of the 
gladness that comes when the little tapping sounds the 
note that gives evidence of the presence of the loved ones. 
How glad I am that you can have such evidences from 
the rap to the etherealized form ! Indeed you may re
joice in revelations that give to you. the consciousness 
that there is no death, that you shall live forever more. 
But what of your anticipations of the life forever more, if 
you are not living the best you can here, if you are not 
living the life of the true Spiritualist, weaving into it the 
truths given you ? You are recreant to the trust reposed 
in you as an individual caring for your own immortal soul. 

You may perchance think that my reference to duties 
here implies a lack of sympathy with you, but I assure 
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you that I would give you no thought , no impression, 
friends, that I would not take horne to myself. I would 
not indeed speak thus in your presence, were I not con
tinually, every hour of my existence, endeavoring to exer
cise every faculty of my being, even as I would rejoice to 
see you doing. 

I know the great world waits; sorrow reigns in many 
places triumphant; but though Spiritualists may be 
slumbering, Spiritualism lives and glows and cannot die. 
It is one thing to be called a Spiritualist; it Is another 
thing to be one, and the power of thought that questions 
not the human soul regarding the to be, but asks it of the 
life that is, when it finds full expression, adorns the man 
or woman with a grace unknown before. 

\Vhy, I believe most firmly that if the hundreds and 
thousands of people in the city of Boston, the city I love 
so well, who claim to know that Spiritualism is true, 
would lay aside the garments of inharmony or destroy 
them and enter the great vestibule of truth as men and 
women consecrating their lives to that which is greater 
than all earthly expressions, this city would indeed be 
conquered by the power of Spiritual thought. But just 
so long as they scatter their forces, just so long will the 
great burdening thought oppress them, "vVell, they say 
so-and-so, but I don't believe it ; this is a fraud, that is a 
fraud, and I don't know whether the other is a fraud or 
not." Just so long as you belittle your Spiritualism, you 
belittle yourselves. Forget not, how.ever, that if you can 
belittle your Spiritualism, it is not the Spiritualism that I 
proffer you this afternoon in all its grandeur, in all its 
brilliancy, in all its sweetness and untarnished beauty. 
The Spiritualism that appeals to the soul, that enfolds 
you and that you clasp to your hearts is destined to 
make the whole world free. 

I want to ask you, for I see some, not many, that do 
not care to be known as Spiritualists (how weak and In· 
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significant a thought to harbor for one moment,) why 
would the knowledge, think you, that you have talked 
with your sainted mother, now ascended, cause any 
sane person to respect you less? If so, you can certainly 
do without his or her respect. It is only when you ~tand 
forth in the proud dignity of your manhood and woman
hood, that you will care nothing for the opinion of others 
unless you ha\'e done a mean or wrong act; it is only 
when you stand clothed in the purity of that Spiritualism 
that uplifts your soul and enables you to be true in all the 
relations of life that you will not care what others think 
of you, for then you would rather have the' approval of 
those clear ones over there, rather have the conscious 
approbation of the God within than the plaudits of those 
who care naught for you. \Vould you not rather weave 
the garment that no man can take from you when you 
enter there, a garment that grows brighter as you wear it, 
its threads glowing with the spirit of truth and sparkling 
with th e diamonds of thought that you have sent forth to 
adorn the home you are hastening toward, than wear the 
richest apparel here that those who obseiTe you may en,·y 
you their possession. \Vhat care you for the man, what
ever his position, who, meeting you today, says, ''How 
do you do" and passing on thinks no more about you ? I 
would rather, while walking this earth in the material 
form, be classed with Spiritualists as a true and tried 
soldier in th~ cause, than to hold the highest and proudest 
position in the land, I would far rather be called a 
Spiritualist and be despised by those about me for being 
outspoken in my belief than to have it said of me, with 
the faintest shadow of truth, ''That man is a Spiritualist 
when he is with Spiritualists, and when he is with sorne 
one else.he is just what that other is." 

0 myUriends, let the power of thought weave your 
garments so that even in the Lion's den you may stand 
undaunted before all exclaiming proudly, ''I am a Spirit-
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ualist !" Indeed Spirituaiism is the only religion, the only 
truth, the only thought tbat opens wide the way that leads 
to a quickening of life so that you may live the right life, 
pure and undefiled. 

This, then, is the message that I would bring you, 
weak and feeble as I well know it to be ; but if the flag of 
Spiritualism which I have offered you today has been 
trailed in the dust, remember that no dust can soil it, and 
if your hands shall now grasp the standard firmly, bear it 
proudly. Harmonize yourselves one with the other and 
accept this gospel, this truth, and the ministration of 
your angel friends as the most sacred benediction that 
life can bestow upon you. If you are satisfied with only 
the manifestations, satisfied with only the thoughts that 
corn e to you from others and seek not to bathe yourselves 
in the great ocean of thought, until you are so filled with 
its grandeur and glory that your soul is expanded and 
you are enabled to realize as you have thus expanded that 
Nature opens a vast storehouse here, then you may not 
even yet enter the magnificent temples that she has 
erected for your instruction. Her great, unbound volume 
glitters with the glorious tidings of great joy. If in tbat 
so-called sacred volume we read the story contained in 
Genesis and follow it with that of Exodus we shall realize 
the great fact, if we are reasonable beings, that life has 
been and ever must be the grander truth; we shall learn 
by-and-by that by the power of thought worlds are builded 
and held in their appointed places, that by the power of 
thought those who have dwelt in this and other lands are 
ministering to planets and their inhabitants and from those 
high places breathe their blessings upon all humanity. 
Ask those who thus watch and guide the heavenly orbs 
in their flight what is the value of Spiritualism and the 
power of thought, and there shall come to you th e great 
revelation of that illuminated truth that says, ''Behold no 
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man can cease to think, and we are the builders for those 
who shall come after us." 

To me, then, 1ife is so grand although I have not em
braced it all, that I realize this : The workers in those 
sublime realms have reached an altitude I have not 
attained as yet. I see forces transcending all my powers 
of description to portray to you, mighty streams of thought 
passing from the minds who wear the very stars glitter
ing like diamonds on their brows; I behold the mighty 
atoms, thought gathered, and I see the centralization and 
concentration of forces and elements that I know will 
sometime play their part in a new planet. The life there 
expressed will be quickened by the spirituality in every 
human soul until thought in its highest unfoldment shall 
be g rasped and the possibilities of soul-life revealed. 

May we, then, you and I, for I place myself beside 
you as a student in the great laboratory of life,-may we 
realize that life is sacred, and every thought should be of 
such a character that it shall not belittle the one who 
sends it forth. Every power of the soul should find ex
pression and will sometime in the mastery of that which 
shall come to us as we unfold the possibilities within. 
Instead, then, of pointing you to any other who shall place 
you where by your own efforts you have not gained the 
right to enter, permit me, dear friends, most tenderly 
to introduce you to yourselves, that you may strive to 
enter into the deep depths of your own beings and find 
there the genius you have not discovered before, the 
power you have failed to realize, and then I am sure you 
will exclaim, "I shall live now, for I know whence came 
the stars, I know where the great reservoir of the power 
of thou g ht is, I know that from within the ·deep depths 
of my being there is sufficient power and determination 
to enable me in all things to do right, to dare to be true." 
Thus, dear ones, you must realize how impossible it will 
be for you to blush when you are twitted with seeking 
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after truth, you must realize how impossible it will be for 
you to reply, "I am investigating," when the skeptic asks 
you if you believe in Spiritualism, but you will say to any 
and all, no matter how high the positions they occupy or 
where they dwell, " I know the truth ; I am a Spirit
ualist." 

I would gladly lead you where you can behold in 
clearer waters than those of Siloam the forms of your 
angel ones; I would gladly lead you where you may be 
enabled to pass from out the dominion of all creeds and 
ceremonies and assist you to be baptized in the living 
waters that flow from the souls of purity, in the living 
truths that cannot be quenched that you likewise may 
know what life signifies, that you likewise may prepare 
yourselves while dwelling here to wear garments befitting 
the company you hope to join over there, not alone that 
you may be well clad, but that you may have it proven to 
you also that forever and forever, and forever more the 
power of thought. shall be the implement whereby, 

0 Life, Thy ocean wa\'eS we tread. 
X or tread again the darkened earth, 
Thy wa,·es are bright and sparkling 
'Neath the diadem of untold worth. 
0 Life, Thy thoughts, infilling us, 
Outflow from us a quickened tide. 
0 Life, we clasp what Thou dost gi \'e, 
\Yhate'er it be, where'er we are. 
Our souls unceasing seek and find 
The greater goal of truth, 
For this we know and know it well, 
Within we haYe the power of thought, 
And thought all cradled in the tide of life 
Shall bear us out and e\·er out. 
I\ o more mankind will we despise, 
No more look on the wretch with scorn, 
On Thy bright waves, 0 Life, ,,·e'll float , 
Until we stand on fairer shores, 
And 'neath sidereal shades we'll wait and rest , 
And glean while there a greater power of thought, 
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Affording us a grander destiny, 
Till worlds and systems shall bespeak 
The power that in and of us is, 
The power that life bestows on each. 

0 Life, Thy grandeur I perceive, 
And bow in reverence and in joy. 
Thy glory I behold unveiled e'en now 
On mountaintop and valley low, 
And everywhere the voiceless song 
Of Thy great anthem sweeping on 
Speaks in a diapason grand as song can be, 
"Forever more with grander thoughts we'll tread, 
Forever more with greater power we'll grasp 
That energy that aids us every one 
As on and on we still ad vance 
Amid Life's vast unveilings. 
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HE THAT HUMBLETH HIMSEL F 
S_HALL BE EXALTED. 

(By a 1\1\ edium and Teacher of About 1900 Years Since,) 

EASTER SERV ICE, SUNDAY t\1\0RNING, APRIL 7, IC)OI. 

I N"'\'OCATION. 

fV EFORE all the fruitage of life we breathe our thanks
D giving. For all tbe emanations outreaching from 
human hearts, from all the rlivine pulsations of life in 
whatever form or condition, we breathe our praise and 
gratitude, for we reali ze , 0 All-pervading, Vivifying Pow
er, that all things vie witb Thy children of the human 
race in the ascension of the soul's Calvary in that the soul 
of the atom, the flower, the fruit or whatever it may be, 
vies with Thy children in the eternal grasping of that 
force which constitutes life, which impreg nates immensity 
with its intelligence, and works in silence throughout 
space ; yet the sweet breath of the flower, the deep vibra-

• In presenting this senes of lectures to the public, perhaps a few suggestions to those 
nut conversant with spiritualism would be appreciated. 

Due allowance should be made for seemmg lack of complete expression by some intelli
gencies owing to d1ssnnilanty of brain development, the physical and mental condition of the 
medium and conditions furnished by those present at the time of transmission. 

:\ I any of our spirit speakers are not hampered to any extent 111 their expressiOn throu~h 
one mstrument wh1le they would be through another, and some find the language of the 
medium st\perior to their own dt::velopment, but as a rule, manifestations from the subjective 
through all phases of medmmship are more or less imperfect. 

The invocation is seldom offaed by the spirit delivering the address. 
Poems or blank \'erse in this series are more or less impaired or lost, owinl!, to the in

ability of the stenographer to report them as delivered. 
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tions of the atom joi!1 in chanting the great anthem of 
life as through growth all things attain their higher es
tate. 

May the baptism these children here gathered re
ceive this morning be to them as refreshing as the gentle 
raindrops that invigorate the earth. May the silent bap
tism of that spiritual essence all seek, in order that they 
may adorn themselves in its white garments, be given those 
present and thus quicken their aspirations,·enlarge their 
understanding and enable them to come into closer touch 
with all that life signifies. 

DISCOURSE. 

~ N the silent waves of thought, on the vibrating forces 
U of life, I send unto you this hour my thoughts. l\1ay 
they enter into your lives and be there assimilated if you 
require the assistance that they may be unto you, and 
may the great, pervading spirit of silence breathe its infin
ite blessing upon you. 

I realize, and I trust that you likewise realize to a 
degree, our kinship. Distance, surrounciings, experiences 
-whatever may have been the life of another cannot sep
arate that life from your own, and as one vast family we 
may count our brethren-our fathers, mothers, brothers 
and sisters, for whenever we look into the face of one who 
wears a mortal body or a brighter form in the realms just 
beyond, we need question not, "Who is my mother? who 
is my brother?" Verily I say unto you all are our kindred, 
and as your kinsman I would come in touch with you this 
morning, realizing the truth that embodies the thought 
that shall find expression through your lives, and realizing 
likewise this important truth: He that humbleth him
se'lf· shall be exalted; he that realizes his childhood and 



she that manifests the innocence of the child shall find an 
exaltation that the individual who striveth to exalt him
self cannot possess. 

Life brings to you its rich experiences, and you can 
but rejoice in the knowledge that those whom you have 
loved are not forgetting you nor are they forgotten. In 
the holy presence of that love that binds soul to soul, in 
the sweet expression that you find and reverence only 
when you measure the sincerity and earnestness of the in
dividual, you become as a little child seeking for truth, not 
for your own exaltation, but to possess and understand it, 
whatever it may be or wheresoever it may lead you, that you 
may the more completely bless others, for the greatest 
exaltation, the greatest happiness, the deepest peace and 
joy that can come to us in any pathway, cometh from the 
silent depths of one's own being through the realization 
that self is forgotten and the needs of others remem
bered, not with careless remembrance but with a devo
tion that prompts one to speed to the rescue or assistance 
of the other. 

All over the land we sense the sweet incense of 
flowers mingling with strains of music that rise in their 
sweet cadences piercing the atmosphere. There is naught 
for me to express in relation to this custom of the people 
of your clay only this : Serve well the purpose of life as 
best you can, but never stoop to bow before another with 
vain worshiping. Respect and give your soul's tender 
thoughts unto whomsoever may be worthy ; but who shall 
answer the question : "Who is worthy of our kindest 
thoughts?" Shall you presume to judge the worthiness 
or unworthiness of any? Shall you or I presume to with
hold our tenderest, deepest love, our earnest sympathy, 
and aieL because we ourselves may not be satisfied with 
another's life? If all lived your life you would be less 
satisfied with them than you are at the present time. \Vho 
shall judge any when the eternal currents of life, flowing 
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from the fountain-head, infill with sweetness every human 
soul ? vVho shall judge one by the outer garments be is 
forced to wear? \Vho shall judge another by the ignor
ance that seems to warp the soul? Surely I could not, 
for, verily I say unto you that the essence of every soul, 
whatever may be its outer condition, is sweeter to me than 
the fragrance of these lilies of the field, and the power 
that careth for the lily careth for you. \Vhat is that 
power? 

Do you strive, through all the realms of ether, to 
find the center of that force that breathes upon the seed 

and causes the floweret to spring forth in beauty? The 
same living breath that breathed upon the seedling and 
bade it find its beautiful expression in the pure petals of 
the lily, is the same power that you possess cradled within 
your material forms-the soul that liveth and is divine ! 

If, then, in consequence of whatever may have been 
the cause, people have turned to faise gods, to idols of 
clay, and to them have offered their tributes of praise and 
thanksgiving, it is well, for thereby shall they learn some
time that true worship does not consist of, neither is 
made manifest by, form and ceremony. 

He that humbleth himself shall be exalted, because 
in his humble condition, instead of seeking to judge his 
kindred and friends, he will strive to discover garnered in 
their innermost beings the sweetness that waits to find 
expression by the same process, unknown to you, by 
which the seedling brings forth the beautiful flower, after 
it has received the vivifying touch of that Infinite Life in. 
herent therein. Shall we wonder, then, or ask in what 
direction we shall search for life? Shall we strive longer 
to place one mortal above all others? Shall we endeav
or to place one above any other ? Not when we realize 
the significance of the fact that the lives you are li\·ing 
here arc measuring your infancy in that other world, 
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where by the growth you shall there obtain, you shall 
gain greater and diviner properties. 

Beautiful are the messengers that are ministering un
to you continually, and if I claim to be one of them it is 
in deep humility and with that gentleness that I would 
ever possess and that may be likened unto the child-life, 
for are we not all children, inasmuch as I with you am 
seeking greater unfoldments and the knowledge that as 
yet I have not obtained ? 

\Vhen, in this life upon this planet, the awakened 
consciousness of the people shall consist in the realization 
not of their greatness, not of their wealth, not of their 
power, but of the fact that the pure, true growth of the 
soul cometh not by virtue of the worship of any other, 
neither by virtue of the ministrations of another save 
as aids, then shall they be on the highway to spiritual 
truth. Verily I say unto you that your exaltation shall 
come to you, every one, when you walk continually in the 
valley of humility, seeking after all the golden grains of 
knowledge, in~tead of standing proudly above the lowly 
flower that blooms in your pathway and exclaiming, '' How 
beautiful ! " with never a thought of the wonderful ma
terialization that has been going on, with never a thought 
of the silent chemist whose abiding-place was in the seedling, 
from which the flower sprang and that now for a moment 
exists in a state of more perfected unfoldment ere, like 
yourselves, sometime it takes its flight to that higher con
dition for which it, the soul of the flower, has labored to 
fit itself. 

The one great need of the people of this planet, in 
that they may find, and know, al]cl understand themsel\'es, 
lies in the necessity:of their first recognizing and then 
obeying the infinite law whereby the unfolded flolver sha11 
incite them to look deep clown into the cause of things 
and find the power that gave it its beautiful birth, for 
here you may trace, if you will, that which draws a line 
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parallel with the unfoldment of the human soul. Each of 
these flowers before you expresses to me, and will to you 
when you can read the lesson therein contained, all the 
elements that you possess, for were it possible that one 
could be destroyed it would be just as possible that all 
things could be annihilated. 

How little, then, do you dream of the wealth you seek 
not to gather l How little do you realize the importance 
of cultivating that humility, that earnestness, that con· 
centration, that will and determination to read and under. 
stand, whereby, forgetful of self, you may demand, not of 
one but of every manifestation of life that appears before 
you in your pathway, to yield to your consciousness a 
history of the cause that produced the effect that gladdens 
yo ur beings ; and if there by you were to behold that 
which does not g ive you pleasure but brings you sorrow 
instead, is it not just as important to ask the why and the 
wherefore, that all things may be made plain and that you 
may joyfully exclaim, "Nothing was hidden that has not 
been revealed unto me by virtue of my continued effort in 
seeking that I might know? " For truly I say unto you 
the whole world of expression upon every hand invites 
you to possess yourselves of th e boundless knowledge 
that can be yours only as you strive determinedly for it. 

Beside this what, I ask you, is all the praise, so.called, 
that has for many years been offered to an individual ? 
\Vhat of the pretense? What even of the sacred, holy 
feelings that have been cultivated and wrought upon by a 
false education? I do not c~ue to follow this line of 
thought fiuther than to lead you, every child, in the 
boundlessness of the 1 ives you are living, to realize-
0 would that you could .realize it here and now-the 
g reat importance of your individual existences and the 
fact that you are an d must be your own saviours l \Vhen 
you hear them chan t, ''The Christ is risen !" look not to 
the past, dream not of that which you know not of. but 
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retire into the inner chamber of your beings and verily 
you shall find there the Christ waiting for its resurrection, 
waiting for its growth and waiting for the quickened 
power that shall exalt the soul. Here and here alone, 
within your inner selves, you will find the only Christ 
that can aid you to unfold the possibilities of your 
natures, and looking about you upon every hand you may 
see your fellow-christs striving, as best they can, en
cumbered with material forms, to gain some summit, but 
what they may not really understand. 

If the hour of temptation comes unto you, whether 
it be upon the mountain or in the valley, whether 
it be in high places or in the manger-where\·er it may be 
remember the Christ that constitutes yourself, that is 
yourself, is your only redeemer, and by the power within 
I truly say unto you, whatever Calvary you are forced to 
ascend, whatever cross you are commanded and obliged 
to bear, bear it unflinchingly, bear it bravely, never for
getting that whatever may be the nature of your persecu
tion it cannot touch the soul, the Christ arisen from the 
ignorance that had enfolded you into the rounded out 
entity, the man or woman versed perhaps not thoroughly 
in the lore of the age, but learned in the language of the 
soul which, silent though it may be, is unlimited in 
potency. 

Gladly I send you this greeting this morning, asking 
you as a tender brother and friend, as one who speaks un
to you as my mother, my father, my brother, my sister
asking you by the holy and sacred relation I sustain unto 
you and unto all others, to seek to understand the Christ 
within. By every virtue adorn yourselves, and listen to 
the voice-methinks it may be wafted to your conscious
ness upon the breeze that fans your cheek-that bids you 
go out into the wide world and minister unto the hungry, 
unto the despairing. unto the sorrowing. If in the ful
fillment of your life's mission you cannot accomplish this, 
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you surely can send outward your tender thoughts of 
eve ry one. The blighted flower that started side by side 
with the radiant bloom in seeking growth and develop
ment, but did not find strength sufficient to enable it to 
perfectly unfold its petals and breathe its rich fragrance 
upon the summer air is not lost. It has yielded up 
its soul even as these flowers hefore you to-day shall yield 
u·p their lives; but in the land beyond you shall find 
garnered up by your angel friends the souls of these lilies. 
\Vhen you enter paradise you shall find them there, for 
nothing, I repeat, can be lost. 

Verily I say unto you, as I sense the sweet ex
pressions of yo ur lives, they are more pleasing to me than 
al l the praises that mortals can sound, accompanied by a 
false idea. It is more to me, I assure you, than all the 
gi ld ed domes that have been dedicated, to receive a 
thought of kindness and sympathy from a soul earnestly 
endeavorin g to perfect itself; not by exaltation, but by 
wearing the garments of humility . l\Iay you seek, then, 
to understand yourselves. l\lay you realize, 0 may you 
realize how sacred to me is the privilege of exercising the 
power whereby I can gai n your attention for one moment; 
may you realize how sacred it is to me to know I came in 
touch with the children of earth and am thereby enabled 
to minister with more pow er and strength and with 
greater efficacy to some one who needs my ministrations. 

Live, clear children, sweetly live in the love that is 
yours. Live, but bow not before the cross upon which some 
one may have been crucified. Live so that your thoughts 
and your deeds may not in any sense crucify another by 
bringing sorrow unto him. If sometim e you ascend your 
Calvary with bleeding feet, bear your cross undauntedly. 
You will reach the mount, you will stand where, 'neath 
the fig-tree you shall rest. You will yet stand where you 
shall sing the song of triumph because you ha ve en
deavored to unfold the Christ within and because, in the 
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consciousness of the ascension you have m ade, no other 
need chant the anthem, "The Christ hath risen." Your 
own soul by its deep joyfulness shall sing its silent 
anthem of praise, not to an unknown one, not to a !JOWer 
it does not understand, but in that it has risen by virtue 
of obtaining and holding in its possession the knowledge 
that enabled it to itself take every step on its upward 
path. 

0 may the sweet benediction of that holy aspiration 
that outreaches from your every life, returning after it 
has touched the brows of those who have risen higher 
then have you, bear to you a blessing rich and lasting, 
qlllckening your lives to nobler endeavors, quickening 
your consciousness to a broader and higher understanding 
of the great world of spiritual activity that surrounds 
you upon every side, quickening you to a deeper love, a 
greater forbearance one toward the other ; for verily I 
say unto you thus and thus alone the soul weaveth its 
garments, thus and thus alone the Christ layeth aside, or 
ariseth out of, ignorance and doneth the garments of 
truth. Forget .not, dear children, that unto the pure in 
heart all things shall be revealed, and the immensity of 
the knowledge that waits for you to possess yourselves of 
is beyond my power of description. Your inheritance is 
just wnat you aspire for, a conscious understanding of 
every force that, by its quickening, gives an expression to 
life, a deeper and deepei"' consciousness of the divine at
tributes that are yours, for verily I say unto you, Ye arc 
all gods. 
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THE TRUE EASTER. 
BY SPIRIT THEODORE PARKER, 

(A Clergyman Who J>assed to the Higher Life in 186o.) 

SUNDAY AFTEKNOON, APRIL 7, 1901. 

INVOCA,_riON. 

(SREAT and Infinite Allah, enfolding Thy children in 
the vastness of life's embrace, and breathing Thy 

benediction throughout all existences, before Thine altar, 
reverently and joyously, we bow, breathing our aspirations 
and invoking from Thy mountaintops and valleys the rich 
baptism outfiowing therefrom, even as bending over the 
planet upon which these children tread, we would draw 
from her deep, secret chambers the vital forces Thou dost 
garner there. 

0 Allah, Thou art the soul of all, the indweller of 
every form, and by Thine expression through each and 
all Thou dost proclaim Thy presence, Thy power and Thy 
glory. 0 Soul of life, Eternal and Infinite Energy, never 
spent but evermore vibrating on the oceans of atoms even 
as Thou clost vibrate on the illimitable ocean of thought, 
may Thy baptism reach the inner chambers of these Thy 
children's beings until they realize in all the glory, and 
beauty, and grandeur of Thine expressions that Thou art 
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the life of all, and by the potent touch of Thine infinitude 
these and all Thy children everywhere shall become 
quickened with a perception and imbued with a power 
that shall enable them to comprehend alike, themselves 
and the mighty realm of worlds and systfmS of worlds 
upon every hand surrounding them . 0 Allah, as Thy 
children seek after a greater and grander height, a nobler 
growth, instead of searching on the highest hilltops or in 
the realms where Divinity unfolds its grandest possibili
ties, may they learn to look within in order to gain the 
strength whereby to make the ascent, look within and find 
there the hitherto unveiled forces, the undiscovered 
possibilities that await the quickening energy of their 
thoughts, the activity of their will and the determination of 
their soul-nature to start out, and ascend st.ep by step the 
pathway over which many of Thy children have passed 
and over which they shall sometime enter into that greater 
Presence, not of an individual, but of the grand illumina
tion of worlds and systems of worlds, the infinite Power 
that shall cause all things to become spiritual. 

DISCOURSE. 

{ .N the consciousness of that presence and that power 
that is destined to revolutionize the entire world, I 

hardly know what thoughts to express. 
Deep and strong indeed are the emotions that fill our 

beings, as we realize that this is Easter-day, recognized in 
city, t ow n and hamlet as being connected with the life of 
one who lived eighteen hundred years agone. 0 that we 
may better understand that life that humanity may learn 
where to kneel and how to worship! \Vhile I sense ~mel 
rejoice at and enjoy the ri~h outflow from the flowery 
kingdom blenclecl with the sweet music that is rendered 
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this day, not alone in this but in many lands, yet a sad
ness creeps over my being in that the world does not real
ize the glory of the true Easter, the gladness that shall 
come to every soul when it recognizes the significance of 
the words enunciated so long ago in answer to the woman's 
questioning, "He is not here; he has arisen!" 

In relation to the crucifixion of our brother I have 
nothing to say at the present time. In relation to the 
mi~sion in which he spent his material life and for which 
he willingly gave up the mortal form, you and I can have 
but one thought, one feeling, and that is of the most pro
found respect, of the deepest gratitude, for if ever we 
have occasion to be grateful, if we ever have occasion to 
respect and love another in whatever walk of life he may 
be, it is when we contemplate the worth of one who has 
been true to himself, true to the truths he endeavored to 
enunciate, true to the truths he endeavored to live. I 
would that the world were full of men and women who 
might become saviors as far as he became a savior by their 
dauntless devotion to the truth, by their unerring right
eousness and by their continuous effort to do the work of 
Him who sent them. 

\Vhen I express this thought the question comes up
permost, "Who bade him come? vVho sent h1m who 
spake eighteen hundred years agone to perform a mission 
upon this planet?" The same Infinite Energy, the same 
forces of life that sent you and me, for he came to his es
tate in the material form by the exercise of infinite law, 
and we all realize that there is no other law whereby a 
human child can find existence here. 

Therefore we have all reverence and love for the 
good any savior has done in saving humanity. But how, 
we may ask, has he saved humanity? Not by being cru
-cified unless it was by the dauntless perseverance and high 
standard of manhood that he displayed in bearing his 
cross unflinchingly, thus demonstrating that principle was 
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dearer to him than physical life. As an example to others, 
as a beacon to many a storm tossed soul on the dreary 
wastes of mortality, as a strong spiritual force, sending out 
emanations at once helpfui and inspiring, he has saved 
many an one, I doubt not, from what seemed imminent 
shipwreck. I leave you to answer the qt;estion whether 
or not all should thus perform their duty and thus regard 
the physical form. 

Let us remember, then, this day that there are no 
people in this broad land or in the whole world that ha\·e 
so much to rejoice in upon Easter as have Spiritualists, 
for surely you may stand by the side of the grave of The
ology, ignorance and superstition, by the grave of creeds, 
dogmas, forms and ceremonies, for you with others have 
endeavored with success to roll the stone away from be
fore the sepulcher of these mighty truths you understand. 
To me there never was a time w'hen it appeared that hu
manity had so much to be thankful for, so much to re
joice in as now, in that darkness has taken to itself wings 
and flown before the advancing beams of spiritual light 
that is illuminating the world. In the hands of the new 
era behold the enrolled scroll that shall be read by all the 
people, and the reading shall make them free, for thereby 
shall human hearts be quickened and man shall learn that 
not only the Christ of eighteen hundred years agone ful
filled: his mission, but that we, whoever we are or wher
ever we may be, are to fulfill our own. 

I rejoice that the people arc awakening to this 
thought; namely, that they have not some one else upon 
whom they can throw their sins and shortcomings, that 
they have not some one else who iaid aside the mat erial 
form long ago to serve as a mediator between them and 
and an avenging God ; for, seeking on the line of intelli
gence and spirit11ality, we find no God who requires an in
tercessor to induce Him to show rncrcy to His children, 
erringjthough they may be. \Ve find likewise and realize 
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the truth of that great spiritual gospel that is pervading 
the entire world to a greater degree than you have any 
idea of, touching human hearts with the consciousness 
that the God who shall judge them is ever-present and not 
enthroned afar off. You sense the presence of that 
God by every beat of the heart, by every pulsation of 
your being, for through the awakening or quickening of 
your life has He taken up his abiding-place within these
cret chambers of your soul. Before that in·ner throne you 
will realize sometime, if not now, that there alone you are 
judged every day and every hour of the day, not waiting 
for the great universal Judgment, but receiving your 
judgment continually and constantly in the silent convic
tion of that inner one, yourself, as you pass along your 
way. 

\Vhen man shall pause and list to the inner monitor, 
pause and strive to realize that he must become his own 
saviour, then indeed the 'glory of Calvary palls in that 
we look upon it not as a scene enacted for the benefit or 
salvation or freedom of every or any individual, but we 
look upon it as an act of barbarity, we look upon it as a 
sign of the ignorance of the age, and today, coming up 
the stream of time you may find those among you who if 
they had the power would crucify your present saviours. 

You may ask me, who are they ? No doubt you are 
surprised at the expression, but I proclaim unto you that 
your mediums are just as much your saviors today as 
was he whom humanity have professed to worship so 
long, and if you dispute it at the first thought I know you 
will not after you have read on the great scroll of life the 
eternal truth, for surely you all realize that the light from 
the spiritual world, flashing with its peerless lustre and 
bearing you the glad tidings of great joy from those gone 
before, could not have reached you l)acl it not been for 
mccliumship. Had it not been for the seers of the past 
and present clay, knowledge would not have advanced as 
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it has. Therefore, while I pay clue respect a nd offer 
proper reverence to all the saviours of the past, as far as 
they have aided man by quickening him to ;:tn understand
ing of the fact that he must work out his own salvation, I 
bow with a deeper joy, I bow with a greater gladness be
fore the mediumship that adorns the present age, but 1 
speak only of those whose mediumship is mediumship, 1 
speak only of those who stand b(;!neath the rays of the 
dawning light, betwixt the mighty arms of those gone be
fore and the great suffering ranks of humanity, voicing as 
best they can the messages of those who come to redeem 
the world ! For you have not only those who voice to 
you the thoughts of your loved ones, but you ha\·e those 
who through .the power of magnetic touch, give life, and 
strength and vigor to those whom the stern mandate of 
the medical fraternity has decreed must die. 

Now this Easter morn is golden with the light of 
truth and rendered grand by the glorious dispensation, 
not bound in volumes by the hand of man, but written on 
the granite rocks and breathing its divine benediction 
through all things. This is the mighty era of awakened 
consciousness, of joy and gladness such as redeems all 
humanity from the thralldom of creeds and forms and 
ceremonies, and well do I know that today were it 
not for selfishness, were it not for the love of 
praise of others, this building and a dozen more 
like it would be filled with earnest souls eager to 
obtain all the benefit that Spiritualism can confer, for I 
know that in every one of your churches except th e 
Catholic church, many there are seated in their comforta
ble pews who seek after their angel friends during th e 
week, who know they come to them, but who, unlike him 
whom we reverence specially today, sneak out of the way. 
as it were, forbidding a mention of the truth in their 
homes. 

\Vhy is it? \Ve ask. It may seem strange to you, 
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also, when so much has been given from the other side 
of life, when so many messages, lighted by the mighty 
fire of eternal truth, have touched the hearts of mortals. 
Indeed you may ask in wonder why is it that all who 
sorrow so deeply, that all who drape their forms in crape, 
that all who pretend-and I do not doubt their sincerity
to love those who have gone before better than their own 
lives, turn from the altar.of living truth kissed by those 
who have passed out of their sight 'and repudiate their 
coming. \Vhy is it the cry, "Crucify, crucify!" Why is 
it the cry, "Nothing good can come out of Nazareth, 
nothing pure out of Spiritualism?'' Every one of you 
knows as well as you know you live, that Spiritualism has 
never made one dark line across the horizon of manhood, 
that Spiritualism is not responsible for all the acts and 
wrong-doings of so-called Spiritualists, and I defy you 
and the world to breathe before humanity a sweeter 
gospel, a purer truth, a diviner philosophy, a grander re
ligion ! 

It comes not to rob you of any power of intellect, 
not to take from you any faculty you possess, but to en
dow you, by a quickened baptism, with new forces that 
will enable you, everyone, to cultivate the quaiities of 
your own soul that will make you nobler, grander, and a 
monument of that living truth that has come to proclaim 
to all hum an ity : "Behold, I am in your midst! I come," 
says the voice of Spiritualism, ''to present to every in 
quiring one my credentials; I come to point to all who 
will list the open doorway through which their ascended 
ones have passed, and, more than this, I come to aid 
every human child to turn the lens of his own soul down 
deep unto his own life and bring from their hidden depths 
the many faculties and powers that creedism never had 
and never will have any use for, because if creeclism were 
true this life were sufficiently lived if you attended consid
erably well to the duties that devolved upon you here, but 
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what your destiny might be "over there, " it cannot and it 
never has been able to impart to humanity. 

On this Easter-day as the sweet breath of the angels 
is wafted to you from their homes beyond and, the voices 
of your songsters rise in rejoicing strains and in grand ca
dences chant your hymns (of whose words I have naught 
to say) let us have an anthem that shall proclaim the on
coming of this new era, let us have an anthem in which 
all humanity shall join, a perfect diapason of life, love, 
joy and gladness. 

Spiritualism through its wonderful demonstrations 
and teachings bids us turn to Nature for many a beautiful 
and useful lesson, and were I to ask you to go with me 
and view a scene of resurrection, I would take you out in
to the groves and then bid you lay your heart and ear 
close to Nature's bosom and 1 ist to her soft breathings to 
the seedlings beginning to swell, list to the soft touch and 
vibrations of the roots of the tree~ as the sap resting 
therein awakens to newness of life and springs forth to 
rise that by-and by bud and blossom may greet you. That 
resurrection o'er hi11 and dell transcends all power of 
thought that I can express, and herein we behold the might 
and glory of that force, that life that never sleeps, that 
never slumbers. You might say to me in relation to the 
thought that I haye just given utterance to that the sap 
sleeps in the roots of the trees, the brushes and grasses, 
but I should answer, "Nay." It has retreated to its little 
home. Every hour it is widely awake, and it is gathering 
new elements to prepare itself for what is to come. In 
no department of Nature can you find a pause; nowhere 
can you penetrate, no leaf can you touch that is not im
pregnated with an active, vivifying force. The shrub may 
seem dead, its branches are bare, it is a cum berer of the 
ground. You may pull it up and destroy it apparently, 
but it still exists in a changed form. \Vere you to lay 
your car closely to its withered branches ere you uproot 
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it, with a knowledge of the divinity of all things and a 
quickening perception of the inner principles of life, you 
would find there its own soul gathering forces as it waits 
for a grander expression. 

Thus to-clay I would look out with you over Nature's 
fields, hills, valleys and plains. In a few weeks the grasses 
shall spring up, the buds shall burst, but as they greet the 
day, the sun beam shall kiss not a new soul, butt he same soul 
in a new expression. Do you say that these living things 
have nq souls? I proclaim that they have, and I proclaim 
also that memory is locked within the bosom of every 
rootlet that is buried in the chambers of the earth. You 
may ask me how I know. Simply because I know the 
great architect, Nature, never sleeps, that in the human 
system every part and every department is widely awake. 
I look, then, and behold man resting in the arms of Sleep, 
whose gentler brother is Death, all unconscious, not alone 
of the hour, but of his very existence, as far as the outer 
senses are concerned I bend over such an one, and I be
hold the dweller within activeiy engaged gathering to
gether those forces that when the awakening comes new 
elements shall stream through every artery. You call 
it that you become refreshed by slumber, because the 
worker within, the soul in its activity, has attended you in 
your rest and supplied you with that wh~ch takes the place 
of that which you have thrown off, the loss of which causes 
wean ness. 

Sometimes in bending over the form of a sleeping 
child of earth I find the soul absent. It may be in another 
land ; it may be that it accompanies some friend to 
England's shores or some other country over the deep, 
blue sea. The body rests there held in charge by or in 
the care of some guardian, one who is ever faithful and 
true. The purpose of the soul in thus going out may he 
dual-it may be more. It goes out to gather for itself 
new forces and currents, to explore new fields. It goes 
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out to touch the soul and the slumbering senses of some 
friend and proclaim to him through the quickened sight, 
that you would call clairvoyance, the presence of the 
spirit of the mortal who has traversed Janel and ocean to 
pay him a visit in a foreign Janel. 

\Nhy, friends, is not this grand! You all know that 
telepathy is true, and many of you are conscious of visit
ing other places while your form sleeps, and mingling 
with friends whom you have not seen for weeks and years. 
How is it? Because of that greater and grander resur
rection than poet, saint or sage ever proclaimed, that 
resurrection of the soul and its forces that enables 
humanity today, if they will, to touch a mainspring that 
the quickening power may bound into expression. Man, 
in the light of this revelation, stands triumphant over the 
elements, no longer requiring your external methods of 
transportation. \Vith your spirit forms ofttimes leaning 
upon, or with the arm of an Indian guide enfolding you, 
you may speed aw::~y as quickly as thought, passing 
currents of air anJ vibrating on the great vibratory ocean 
until, enspherecl in the power, and strength, and magnetic 
life of that one, you bend over, and with that one's 
assistance, yon touch the consciousness of your friend in 
the mortal to whom you have desired to give a greeting 
or a message. 

This, friends, is indeed but just the beginning of 
what is to be, the a, b, c of the alphabet whose glowing, 
golden letters rest before you and which you shall discern 
and understand as this movement rolls on and you grow 
in that power of discernment which has enabled you to do 
this much. Therefore I invite you to join with me in a 
glad rejoicing upon this Easter-day in that the resurrec
tion of the human soul from thralldom, superstition and 
fear is being accomplishecl upon every hand, in that the 
greater portion of man kind have risen above the oppress
iveness of an unreasoning terror and stand now as the 
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Spiritualist stands gazing, ·when be knows that he is de
scending the last valley of earth, not with sighing and 
groaning, down into the dismal grave but upward, know
ing the form is a garment he is discarding that Nature 
will care for, and each in a joyous anthem shall proclaim 
his own resurrection from the past into the world beyond. 
Have you not, then, you who are Spiritualists, more 
to rejoice in than all other beings upon the earth? Have 
you not more to make your souls glad? 

You are here threading your pathways as best you 
can, and learning and doing all you can, but yet it seems 
to me that the broader view, the grander aspect, tbe 
diviner possibilities quickening witbin you, must give to 
you a new interest in this great and all-pervading religion. 
I say "all-pervading," friends, because I know whereof I 
speak; and if there are hundreds who accept tbe minis
trations of the angels and yet are cowards to the degree 
that they will not acknowledge it, let us rejoice that they 
have lighted the lamp of knowledge and hope that by-and
by they will learn to imitate him of eighteen hundred 
years agone and leave their fear of the opinions of others 
behind them, ascending their Calvary even in the midst 
of the sneers and smiles of scorn of those wbo seek to 
place obstacles in their pathway. \Vhat all humanity re
quire is courage-first, the courage to seek after all trutb 
and grasp it : next, the courage undauntedly to live and 
proclaim it. 

To mediums I would say: Be true as truth itself to 
your mediumship, and make your life, whoever you are, 
so pure a!1d upright that you will never have cause to 
think, "I wonder that if my guides are all right? I won
der if they are true to me ?" Rest assured that your life 
will gauge the character of those who come to you, and if 
you are faithful, if you are sincere, if you are devoted 
and trustful, then I would say to you if they ask you to 
pass through a fiery furnace, have no fear; the fire shall 
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not harm you. I tell you that the power of the sptnt
world -aye, more, the power of Nature transcends every 
thought of fear, and the protective powers of all life can 
shield every individual who trusts in the arm that never 
fails. It may be the arm of an Indian like the one who 
stands beside me at the present moment, undaunted and 
fearless as the great Power of life itself, trusting and to 
be trusted, for, let me assure you that there are thousands 
of Indians about in your land who in spirit are repaying 
the white man for his kindly (?) treatment of them, re
paying the white man for robbing them of their 
lands, their homes and their all by that deep devotion and 
tender care that you can understand without my entering 
into details. In speaking of these Indian guides remem
ber that there is no nobler class of people in the other 
life, as you call it, than those who have been persecuted, 
no grander members of the human family than those who, 
standing in the primeval forests worshipped the "'Great 
Spirit"' through the sunbeams, through the trees, through 
the rapidly sweeping river and through ~ature's divine 
revelations everywhere. 

As we think on this Easter clay of the resurrection of 
one individual, as has been taught, let us turn our gaze, 
our attention, our efforts, our love, our tenderness and 
constant prayers to the one gre<!t thought, the elevation 
of humanity from their ignorance, the elevation of our 
kind from the condition in which they are to-day that per
mits warfare on sea and land, and I might add, let us 
pray for the elevation and resurrection of those principles 
that seem to be forgotten. 0 sad is the contemplation 
of the fact that in this state you and I love so well, the 
taking of a life by your officials is permitted! \Veil may 
we deplore the barbarity of such an act, and to me the new 
method of taking a human life is worse than the hang
man's knot. 

\Vhen, 0 when will humanity be so imbued with a 
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spirit of love a nd kindness, become so endowed with wis
dom and judgment as to rise above all such belittling, 
cruel and vengeful methods? Christianity has not taught 
the better way, but has proclaimed the old Mosaic law, 
·• An eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth." Let us list 
to th e message from the wide realms of immortal glory , 
"Let my people go," and I would that one anointed 
by the power of angelhood might stand in the ce11 
of those condemned to death and bid your officials 
pause. Unl ess without it man learns that his inhumanity 
to man mu s t cease, I firmly believe th at the time is com
ing wh en in prison dungeons angels will plead for the 
victims inca rcerated therein. To-clay, however, mankind 
will not list to the voice of ten der compassion and the 
pleadings of mercy. Indeed I do not think I am wrong 
when I say that at the present tim e your courts in their 
proceedings are on the plan e of savagery. The great 
animating thought is not to save, not to succor, not to re
form, improve and bless, but to convict the accused and 
make him pay the penalty for his viol ation of the law, 
and the more th at a re murdered on the scaffold, the more 
that are murde red in the electric ch air at the mandate of 
the state, th e more murderers you will have occasion to 
hang or kill. 

Let us rejoice, then, upon this Easte r-day in the on
coming of a new era, for ·r do feel its on-coming is here 
and now, a nd ere another Easter morn shall dawn, me
thinks there will be a shaft of truth turned earthward, and 
an experience and a lesson that you little dream of wi11 
have becom e yours. Be that as it may, I hail with joy 
and gladn ess this hour. Although as we look backward 
we perceive the pathway darkened and staineci with man's 
barbarity and his cruelty to man, over all the beacon of 
immortality has shed its rays and around all the tender 
messages of the angels float, for to all is proffered our 
s acred and divine religion which supplies the needs of 
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every human soul. There is no condition in which man 
can be placed that the sweet blessing of spiritual truth 
shall not support, and strengthen, and sustain him, be it 
in sorrow, be it in joy, be it in poverty or be it in plenty. 

vVe may stand on the proud deck of an outgoing 
steamer. The princely merchant, the popular pastor, the 
man of leisure and the woman of fashion are there, and 
we may gaze into the faces of those who tearfully bid 
farewell to their friends who in turn are thinking of the 
pleasant time in store for them on the other side of the 
dark blue sea_ They sail out. No land is in sight, and 
over the heavens gathers a blackness portending the on
coming storm. The lightnings flash in all their vivid and 
terrifying brilliancy, the deep thunders boom, the ship 
tosses about, the waves rise mountain high, and by-and-by 
the \'Oice of the captain sounds above the crash of the 
elements proclaiming, ''We are going down!" 

The pastor trembles, and upon his bended knees asks 
God almighty for mercy. The Christian, pallid and d€
spairing, quivers like a leaf, while the Spiritualist gazes, 
not with awe but wonder, upon the grand expression of 
the elements. He knows that never again shall he enter 
his material home in his material form. He thinks of the 
sweet wife and dear children there with a love unutter
able, yet a wave of sweetest peace sweeps over his being 
as he realizes the fact that he cannot die, but knows that 
when he bounds out of the mortal he shall don the gar
ment of immortality. He thinks without a shudder of 
the coral beds upon which his form shall rest, and waits to 
rise above the turmoil of the waves, beyond the darkness 
of the storm. Clasped in the arms of his mother or fold 
eel to the bosom of his friend, he is borne from the great 
and dreary waste to his home, where, bending in tender
ness to behold his children and wife, he realizes that a 
new life dawns for him, and a gladness enters his soul. for 
he knows that he shall live f01·e\"er. 
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As for the pastor, crushed and fearing, he finds him
self divested of the material form. I need not attempt 
to portray to you his condition as he waits for the coming 
of his savior, waits to be lifted up and borne to heaven, 
waits in trepidation lest after all his hope may have been 
in vain. There he is left until his soitl is quickened, until 
in the darkness of his belief he cries out, ~~o Life, give 
me one ray of light, that I may know where I am !" 

I tell you, friends, in all the exigencies of life, 
Spiritualism and Spiritualism alone is the unfailing sup
port, the guide and comfort of all mankind, for there is 
naught of good that it does not em brCJ.ce, there is no 
purity that it does not teach, there is no lofty height that 
it does not proclaim you shall scale. It tells you that the 
burdensome burden you bear m this life shall not remain 
upon your shoulders forever; it imparts to you the 
knowledge that you are toiling here for some purpose, 
even though you may not now understand its nature ; it 
gives you the assurance that for every tear there shall be 
a smile "over there," for every pang a flower shall shed 
its sweet fragrance in your spirit-home; and above all, 
o n this Easter day, it brings to you a deep gladness and 
rejoicing that should fill, and I do not doubt it has filled, 
your every heart in the consciousness that there is no 
death-no death for you, no death for any. All that 
glorifies hill, valley, mountain and plain, or sleeps in the 
silent chambers of matter, shall rise with you in the 
resurrection of that life that shall grow in beauty on the 
hilltops of immortality. 

We joy, 0 Life, that Thou art divine, 
Thy glory tills each human heart, 
Thy living torch grows brighter as 
Thine angels bear it nearer still, 
Till humankind, with lifted eye, 
.\lay see it lights th e eternal way 
For you, and you, and me. 
0 savio rs of yourselves, dt:::ar friends, 
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Strive this to understand: 
\'our lives yourselves must here unfold 
And gather there its blossoming. 
The spring of life may here have passed, 
The winter may have come, 
But, lo! beyond the glowing dawn, 
The youthful hour shall come, 
And then in purity and loye 
\'ou'll meet the dear ones there, 
Only to clasp and be received 
\Yith open arms so fair. 
Then you shall list the wor cl from here, 
The deepest depths of soul to bid 
You on, and on, forevermore. 
The gold shall glow, but glittering thoughts 
l\1ore bright and true shall gild the way. 

BENEDICTION BY CHRISTAL. 

I bring you flowers as sweet as these, 
And twine with grace around your brows; 
And yon shall wear them, every one, 
And bring to me when you shall come. 

May the sweet kiss of lo\'e rest upon your every 
brow. 





NO. 30.* 

MAN'S RELATIONSHIP WITH ALL 
THINGS. 

BY SPIRIT HYPATIA. 

(A Greek teacher and head of the Neo Platonic school of Alexandria, 
who was dragged from her chariot, hurri ed to the c~sarian Church, 
placed upon the altar underneath the painting of Jesus, stripped naked, 
murdered and torn to pieces by the Christian priests, in . .p 5 A. D. The 
same spirit of intolerance has marked all ages down to and including the 
present and more than 25,ooo,ooo human .beings have been slaughtered 
because they could not conform to orthodox contractedness.) 

SUNDAY MORNING, APRIL 14, Igor. 

I NVOCATION. 

fj Y the light of that eternal wa\'e of gladness that 
sweeps over all worlds and interpenetrates all life, 

beneath the divine blessing that life alone in it~ highest 
and most exalted expression can bestow, we would invoke 
the blessing that alone can come from these Thy children 
gathered here. May they become conscious of this, the 

• In presenting this senes of lectures to the public, perhaps a few suggestions to those 
nut conversant with spiritualism would be appreciated. 

Due allowance should be made for seeming lack of complete expression by some intelli
gencles owing to d1ss1milanty of brain development, the physical and mental condition of the 
medium and conditions furnished by those present at the time of transm15sion. 

:Many of our spirit speakers are not hampered to any extent Ill their expressiOn throuj!;h 
one mstrument wh1le they would be through another, and some find the lan~age of the 
medium superior to their own development, but as a rule, manifestations from the subjective 
through all phases of medmmship are more or less imperfect. 

The invocation is seldom off~red by the spirit delivering the address. 
Poems or blank verse in this ~eries are more or less impaired or lost, owin~ to the in

ability of the stenographer to report them as delivered. 
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greater truth, that while we aspire to reach the· noblest 
heights and obtain the grandest wisdom, we cannot leave 
ourselves; ancl, therefore, within the deep reservoir cen
tered in every soul, we must discover the methods where
by life's greatest blessing outreaching shall rest upon us, 
and, .by its all-quickening power touching every attribute, 
enable us to float over the tributaries of life and pause 
where the ocean waves of human consciousness, human 
aspirations and human endeavor center beneath the peer
less arch of wisdom. May every soul here, in whatever 
form, uplift its aspirings that directly from that Infinite 
Center of Energy more potent than they can conceive, 
they may receive that quickening thought that will en
able them to exercise the energy within their own beings. 
Thus all the lessons of life, one by one, may be revealed 
to their consciousness,. for all must themselves open 
widely the doorway through which all must pass to enter 
the Temple of knowledge. 

DISCOURS.b.:. 

IN the vastness of life's possibilities we trace the 
possibilities of the soul, and, in the great realm you 

speak of as the universe, constant activity, earnest con
centration and a deep and continuous potency of spirit 
acting through matter presents indeed a peerless study. 

There is naught new in life, and wherever you may 
go, in whatever direction you may look, the imperceptible 
is the greater, the unseen the more potent. It matters 
not how much or how little one may know of the then and 
the now as you measure time, for there is no measurement 
of time. One busy hive we may indeed consider life as it 
presents to us its activities, and wherever we may have 
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wandered, or whatsoever may have been, the lives we 
have lived, we are one with all others. 

You gaze upon the planet upon which for a time you 
are incarnate. You walk carelessly over the surface of 
that substance that you denominate the ground. You pass 
through the vibratory waves, pregnant with forces that 
are continually changing every chemical in the atmosphere 
by the potency of that silent, unseen power that rocks 
life in its every expression. You perceive not, even as 
you look, for instance, upon yourselves or upon any other 
human child, the power that moves you. In the cold air 
of the wintry day you may behold the exhalations from 
your lungs. You see what you call your breath as it floats 
in the atmosphere. Upon a day like this you see it 
not, and even when you do you have no thought that here 
is a study for the chemist. You do not think that :Nature, 
or Life, whichever you please to term it, is using you as 
an intermediate in its chemical processes, ancl perhaps 
you may have an idea that when certain elements are 
thus expelled from your physical systems their purpose 
and use are then ended. Just think for a moment of the 
many millions of people who are permeating- the atmo
sphere with exhalations from their lungs, and then con
sider those (I need not attempt to number them) who 
send out on their breath poisonous emanations! 

\ Vhen your consciousness becomes quickened ancl you 
exercise your wisdom you stand in a new world, a world 
that your mortal chemist has never penetrated, a world of 
potency that only presents to you one little thread. 

The purpose of life in all these outward expres~ions 

is the refinement of every atom, the refinement of every 
element, seen or unseen, and there is not a particle com
posing your earth today that has not been taken into and 
passed through some form of physical existence. The 
waters of the mighty deep chant the same song beneath 
the action and direction of the great Chemist of life. 
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Thus it is possible and only thus for planets to maintain 
their existence, and thus it is that the human form is 
enabled to fulfil its purpose as a clothing for the time be
ing of an immortal soul. 

You may ask, "Do we care to know? Do we care to 
learn?" I shall certainly leave you to answer the ques
tion yourselves, but I vvould have you realize evermore 
that your life and mine (how long you have existed you 
cannot determine) are for the express purpose of grasp
ing the knowledge that shall give us the fruitage wisdom 
alone can supply. 

While your chemists speak of the wonderful laws of 
chemistry, they have failed to touch its greatest potency, 
they have failed to g rasp its most powerful factor. It is, 
it can be only when the children of this planet become 
more spiritual that the unseen shall become the seen, and 
then shall you realize that every worm that crawls is fill
ing as important a mission in its life as are you and I in 
ours. Do not bow your proud heads in shame, thinking 
you are less because you are related to that which you 
consider beneath you. The worm and other forms of life 
burrow in and change the nature of the soil in which for a 
time they are embedded as their home; the planet is con
tinually passing through changes, repeated again and 
again, that may be denominated materialization and 
dematerialization, and as you become cognizant of this 
fact you must realize that there is not an element in your 
forms today that has not sometime slumbered side by side 
with the worm that crawls. The elements in your forms 
today once played their part in a cruder condition. Of 
course you understand, then, that the lives of earlier days, 
whatever their form, that afterward took in the expression 
of what you call death, have made it possible for you to 
live more-in other words, you have finer physiques, and 
you have the power, in consequence of better elements in 
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your em bocliments, to exercise, if you will, a keener per
ception and a greater intelligence. 

I am well aware that your studies have not been nor 
are they along this line, and I am just as well aware that 
you have no scientist today who studies what carelessly 
your learned men think is the impenetrable. It may not 
seem strange that those whom you do not think are 
particularly interested in chemistry should not be earnest
ly thus engaged, but, it would seem that, as far as your 
scientists have advanced, it would seern that, in view of 
the quickened pulse that comes in consequence of the 
greater spiritual expressions all over the planet, there 
would be here and there sorne who would strive to open 
a new door, and I am pleased to assure you that there are 
some, yet they have not reached that point of solid in
formation that would warrant them in attempting to 
prove what they are seeking after to human ignorance. 

This much I give you that yon may if possible realize 
more and yet more the purpose of your existence, and not 
merely acknowledge the fact that you must seek to live 
well here in order that you may live the better there
that will come of itself. \Vherever you are living, 
wherever you have lived, whatever your embodiment rnay 
have been. is or ever shall be, you are here where you are, 
you are what you are in order that you may grapple with 
all that can come within the grasp of your intellect and 
the power of your soul energy. \Vhen w~ start from 
what you call the lowest forrnations or crudest conditions 
in life and rea,ch out with one thought to the highest, 
most perfect and rnost beautiful, do not forget that the 
great operation comrnences and never ceases in the 
smallest, and that every particle, as I have already said, 
has been, is being and will be im·olvecl in human forms 
and thence evolved to be taken up again in a higher 
formation. 

I am not speaking of what you denorninate the spirit 
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realm. I am speaking now of this planet, its possessions 
and its inhabitants, of the silent power inherent in every 
substance that operates within that substance, how
e\·er small and insignificant it may be, in that it is 
evolved therefrom and gives its force and its life 
to a higher form and a broader expression until evolved 
from the same, thus continuing its march forever. These 
are the builders, the workers that you may behold in the 
deep realms below you. 

You may look with scorn upon the child that you 
consider beneath you ; you may look with greater scorn 
upon the reptile or whatever form may be the most 
encouth and loathsome to yon, but remember that you 
are privileged to exist in your present embodiment to
clay by virtue of some element that once played its part in 
the form of some of the lower orders of life, so-called. 

At first thought this may seem absurd to you and even 
repulsive, and you may say that you do not believe it can 
be true, but let me assure you that Nature never stops to 
:.1sk you or me what we believe, neither does she inquire 
what we would have, but, continuing her vibrations in 
the deep heels and the darker chambers of life, she is 
evolving those elements and forces whereby the children 
of the present day are becoming more and more capable 
of being quickened by the silent power within themselves. 

Too long have you been taught to look for some 
greater power on some mountain height. Somewhere far 
away you have aspired to attain an altitude where the 
blessing you would have could be bestO\':ecl upon you, 
but, children, forget not that the blessing you seek no 
other save yourselves can give, and even then it cannot 
be called a bestowment because it comes by virtue of 
growth, of that quickening within that allows the soul to 
express itself. Looking at the human family in the ages 
that have gone, man would indeed seem strange to you as 
he then appeared with his long limbs and uncouth shape, 
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so strange indeed and repulsi\·e that you nlight well call 
him a savage ; but that form was the best that the con
ditions of the planet could supply for the soul's habitation, 
and by virtue of the cruder lives of those who li\·ed in the 
iron, the stone and even previous ages, by virtue of the 
elements thrown off by the forms they wore as generation 
succeeded generation, it is possible for the people of the 
present day to draw to themselves finer elements to con
stitute their physiques. 

Therefore when you study the great laws of Nature you 
will know not only that this is true but that by a constant 
repetition of this process, one day there shall be a people 
existing upon this planet as far in advance of you as you 
are in ad\·ance of those crude, uncouth children of the 
long ago. And yet we are all akin. You and I possess 
no soul faculty that our predecessors did not possess, even 
those whose lives were spent in seeking a subsistence by 
burrowing in the ground for roots or searching for berries 
or whatever they could obtain to satisfy their hunger. 

Allow me to give you one thought more, and you may 
well ponder upon it as applied to the human child : For
get not that every expression that comes into the atmo
sphere adds to the perfection of the conditions there, not 
as a finality, but in the vastness of that ocean of ether 
into which all these elements and substances flow, for re
member that your breath is a substance and every unper
ceived emanation from your beings is operated upon by the 
silent chemist that exists in the very air. Thus evoh'ed, and 
again involved, the mighty process of refinement goes on 
until at last you behold these emanations, as once you be
held your breath, floating like silvery atoms until like a 
cloud, white and fleecy, it ascends to the ocean of ether 
to add to its potency. This ocean enfolds you now. Its 
crueler stratum, if I may be permitted to use the expres
sion, you vibrate in today. You advance in refinement 
of vibrating actidty just as you grow in spirit. All these 
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forces of life you and I live to learn, you and I live to 
know, you and I live that we may grasp, have, direct and 
control and forget not, children, that when we thus be
come able to direct and control them, we shall be worthy 
to become world builders. 

Even your own chemists will tell you that life in its 
every expression presents the solvable, and the unsolvable 
presents to you that great, never-ceasing expression of 
materialized forces that may for a time retain their per
manency and clo as long as necessary and then are dis
solved, or as you choose to call it, are clematerial ized, but, 
forget not, are never lost, never annihilated. You may 
behold the spirit form etherealized, and it may remain in 
your presence for a longer or shorter period of time. It 
passes out of your sight, and you say it is gone, but every 
element there retains its potency, and it may be used 
again and again. 

Let us, then, try to reaiize that the greatest study of 
man is man, and the greatest study applying to man is 
that of chemistry if by that term you infer that it im
plies a knowledge of the action and reaction of all the 
forces of life. I wish to ask every one of you, Is not this 
somewhat more worthy to live for and be active in the 
attainment of than to sit and think you are simply stay
illg here until you may go somewhere else, you scarcely 
know where, for you never question where your drifting 
may take you? Have the one thought uppermost, I 
would beseech you, to be all you are capable of being, to 
know all the potencies that life can unveil to you,to grasp 
all the energy that your soul is capable of grasping, and 
standing before the mirror of your own being, look with
in to find the indwelling chemist who will be sufficient for 
your guidance eyermore. 
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I STILL LIVE ! 
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(A Clergyman Who Passed from the mortal in r893.) 

SUNDAY AFTEI-{NOON, APRIL 14, 1901. 

IN VOCAT I ON. 

l\ A A Y the divine aspirations ascending from these 
@) Y 1 human hearts enfold those who, bending above 
them, bear unto them strength, ancl peace and joy. 0 
may the united spiritual powers of mortals and spirits 
pierce the broader cycle and enable all to perceive more 
and yet more of the triumphant forces Nature presents 
upon every hand. Before her sacred altar we would wait 
to receive her baptism and that quickening that shall en
able us to realize our relationship with all her unveilings 
that thereby we may become more and yet more conscious, 
0 ·Life, of Thy boundless realms, of Thy unnumbered 
blessings ancl comprehend more fully the goocl dwelling 
in every human soul. 

7\Iay we learn to understand one another in whatso
ever path we may walk. May we learn to feel tenderly 
towards one another 'micl suffering and sorrow, or 'mid joy 
and gladness, and wherever we may be, however we may 
be situated, may we be actuated by such divine sympathy 
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with all that in every trial we would fold our brother to 
our breast with the kindest and sweetest expressions of 
pity and regard. 

0 Love, thou art divine, and yet only an expression 
of that greater tree of kno\vledge whence come all bless
mgs. 

Before Life's altar, then, we wait this hour. 0 
angels, touch us with your all-quickening consciousness. 
Guide us into pathways of truth, of justice and of right. 
Bencl over these little ones even more tenderly that they 
may realize you bear them not only the message of im
mortal life, but the grander message that life shall blossom 
in greater beauty continuously. As this hour Nature 
springs to a new resurrection, the flowers and fruits breathe 
their prophecy, and the genial rays of the sun kissing the 
earth proclaim its mission, may the great sun of spiritual
ity illuminate every soul and may the faculties and forces 
within all human beings spring to a quickened activity 
'neath the gladsome benediction and blessing of those who 
are commissioned by their all-enduring love to minister 
unto the children of earth. 

0 Life, we rejoice that we move Thine ever-rising 
wavelets; we rejoice in the goodness of our kindred 
wherever they may be : and we rejoice that all by-and-by, 
each in his own day, shall find the jewel of virtue and wear 
upon their brows the signet of knowledge. For t-his we 
rejoice standing 'neath the arch of that doorway through 
which we shall all pass to enter the sidereal heavens 
where the golden wa\Tes of life shall bear us onward and 
forever on. 

DISCOURSE. 

l\T EVER touch I human lives, never come I into con
@~ scious contact, as I hope and trust to at the present 
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time, with mortals, that my whole being does not thrill 
with gladness in that I still live and live more than ever I 
dreamed it were possible to live when I was in the 
material form. 

\Vhatever the infinite past has been to me, it matters 
not. I do not feel that I can grasp the whole of that 
past, neither do I feel that I can grasp more than a frag
ment of that which impresses me most profoundly with 
th~ sacredness of life. 

I am sure that what I give you at the present time 
will be feeble indeed, for words are poor at best to express 
the deep emotions of the soul. I realize that at every 
step more and more of the glories of existence, more and 
more of the wonders of life, more and more of the 
grandeur of the human soul opens before me by the 
quickened sense of my being. 

I rejoice at this hour as I realize that the time is 
coming-I feel it now-when mankind will talk less of 
what people ought to be and more of what they are. 
\Vhy, do you know that all humanity, from the smallest 
to the greatest, reaching out to me, is something that I 
love, and over every one I would bend to bestow a bene
diction and rejoice in their recognition. Therefore I am 
glad that this religion of Spiritualism has come to bless 
the world. I do not wish to talk to you of any other 
religion to-clay, for this is the religion enunciated by him 
of eighteen hundred years ago, it is the religion of those 
saints and martyrs that figured in past ages, the religion 
of truth that enfolds every soul and proclaims its 
sufficiency for every one. This and this alone, although 
I may fail to define it, is the religion for me, and I am 
sure that when it is known and understood better, the 
world will cease finding fault, cease talking about what 
people should do and how they should be, but, standing 
in the ranks of the great army of men and women,_ those 
who now criticise so harshly will take their brothers and 
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sisters as they are and must be for a time, and walk along 
side by side with them to higher unfoldments and grander 
achievements. I see the on-coming time, I feel it in the 
very pulse of the atmosphere that fans your cheeks to
day, when mankind will realize that religion does not con
sist in the observance of forms and ceremonies, and that 
none can be-not one-pure and upright in thought, in 
act, in feeling, if he harbors unkind and ungenerous sen
timents towards another. 

I am reaching out-would that I could cause every 
one of you to do the same for yourself-for those health
giving breezes that come from human souls, for the 
divine tide of that ·power that is voiceless and perhaps ex
pressionless to those who are asleep, but that expresses 
itself in the blossoming of every flower, in the fruitage of 
every grain, and in the glory of every aspiration that rises 
from the human soul. 

If we were perfect at our birth, we would have no 
occasion to tarry in the material world to grow. If all 
knowledge were ours at the outset, we would have no 
need to seek for greater knowledge. If we were born 
men and women, we would not need to pass through the 
stage of childhood and obtain an education step by step. 
But here we are, you and I, little children, standing before 
the unbound volume of a mighty and peerless truth, wait
ing not as the world has waited, yet nevertheless we have 
waited altogether too long to read what is therein written. 
Perhaps I should convey my meaning more clearly if I 
were to say that we are here striving to pierce, to pene
trate, to grapple with the truth that we find not alto
gether outside of ourselves. 

It seems to me that the one thing mo$t needed here 
and now is that people should realize more what 
Spiritualism signifies, and when they do realize it, they 
will pause before they say, with an idle thought and a 
careless tongue, "I am a Spiritualist," because to me there 
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is nothing so sacred as that principle that you refer to 
or which is included in that term. There is nothing so 
grand to me as the one thought, and I am glad of it, that 
Christ could not do it alL There is nothing so beautiful 
to me today, while I stand and behold the emptiness of 
forms and ceremonies (not because I disdain them, for as 
far as there has come any benefit to the human family 
through them I rejoice in them) as the mental vision of 
men and women walking over those thin creeds that are 
dethroned, to the highest heights of manhood and the 
grandest glory of that womanhood for which the world 
waits. \Vhen that day dawns, when men and women 
realize the grandeur of Spiritualism and the sweetness 
and beauty of the religion it comes to teach, then passion 
will take the rear seat and reason will assert its sway in 
every human heart, then no one will ask for leaders in any 
direction, but liberty to be and to act in the best and 
noblest manner wiil be the accepted and acceptable right 
of e\'ery human child. 

Therefore, knowing what I do know and seeing what 
I can see, I assert that only by the passing away of that 
which humanity has loved and revered, can they view the 
greater and grander unveiling and receive truth's diviner 
message. I would not, however, have you think for one 
moment that I despise myself or any other individual who 
has labored and spent his life in the service of tl~e 

Christian church. I wouicl not have you think for one 
moment that I am denouncing one step in the great path
way of human progress. I would not for one moment, if 
I had the power, obliterate any age, for it may have been 
a most necessary age, that man bas passed through in 
order to reach his present condition. I do not find fault 
with any one, neither do I blame any, but I rejoice that 
humanity have advanced to the point where such m
stitutions as those of the past and present will be re
quired but a very little while longer, and that length of 
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time will be gauged by humanity's love of freedom, and 
when humanity realize what Spiritualism signifies, the 
love of freedom will not be found lacking in the human 
soul. 

Now allow me to give you just an idea of mine. Man
kind have been taught all along that they must not be
lieve this and that, they must not question, but accept 
that which has been presented to them by certain leaders 
and rulers. This has been the th ough t that has been 
forced upon the child, this ha~ been the leading-string 
used so long that even today men and women do not 
think for themselves. I include women because it is just 
as important that women should be taught to use their 
reason and cultivate their intellectual powers as for man, 
and perhaps more so because I have an idea that woman 
is quicker and keener in thought than her brother, and 
that term includes you and me. I have an idea that her 
in tuitive forces are deeper, higher and further reaching, 
and if I were to answer your question as to the cause I 
should not say that she is born this w~y because I could 
not. What, then, should I say? I should say that I be
lieve most firmly that the church, in crushing woman, has 
caused her to ponder and thus the quickened pulse of her 
being has grown stronger. 

I could point you to many women to-day who tower 
above or stand as high as their brothers. They have 
dazzled the world with their genius and philosophy, with 
the powers of their soul-life, because the hand that crushed 
them drove them forth into the pathways wherein they 
have toiled. If, like the ivy, they have clung to the oak, 
the oak by its roughness has cast them off and they cling 
no longer. I rejoice in this for one reason : I am looking 
forward to the time-and it shall come sooner or later
when every human soul shall stand upon its own merits, 
when you shall have no mighty oaks upon which the 
vines can be supported, but instead, man and woman, 
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husband and wife, father and child, brother and sister 
shall walk side by side, one consulting the other, and 
each imparting unto the other his best and noblest 
thoughts. 

This is the era that is to come; it has not dawned 
yet, and if the church has been more directly guided, as 
it were, and governed by man (you understand that it is 
so. and I need not go. over the ground again, I need not 
repeat the story) woman's hand has been the hand that 
has cushioned the pews, woman's heart has been the 
heart that has warmed the atmosphere of the church. I 
do not belittle myself or you, my brother, when I grant 
to woman, as I must, the possession of the finer attributes, 
the finer elements, and just as much power and ability to 
scale the highest height in intellectual attainment, in the 
department of science or art that man is capable of 
scaling. 

This is the religion that I love and not a religion that 
is devoted to serving one individual, not a religion that asks 
you and me to pay penance, not a religion that demands its 
sacriilces, but a religion that comes fresh as the breezes 
from immortal hills, bearing to humanity the inestimable 
blessing of freedom and proclaiming it throughout the 
wide world. \Vbatever your laws may be you must obey 
them while they exist, but freedon1 you can have to think, 
for the soul cannot be fettered. If you are a woman and 
you have a companion who allows you to go only to his 
church, you may enter your study or your bed-room, and, 
sitting in silence there, you may commune with those gone 
before and see:k and obtain the advice and counsel of an 
ascended father, mother or friend. Hence in Spiritualism 
you have a religion that no power of man can take away 
from you. 

I know that there are factions, societies and individ
uals who are seeking to tamper with the laws relating to 
the liberty so precious to all. They would shut the mouths 
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of your mediums. They would close your seance-rooms, 
compel the sick to seek the aid of some accredited mem
ber of the medical fraternity for relief. They say it is the 
pastor's business to sit by the side of him who lies upon 
his dying bed and breathe words of counsel to the suffer
er. They would deny to the medium the privilege of 
uttering words of comfort and gladness that only the angels 
can offer such an one, and they would say to the inspired 
ministrant, "Stand aside and let the pastor anoint the 
dying man's brow, hold before him the emblem of the 
cross, and administer the sacrament." 

While all things tend toward the one great and glor
ious altitude you and I are ascending, we need not wonder 
that humanity have not learned all the sweet, sacred gos
pel that is now pbced before them. It is a religion 
that enables you to unlearn-how can you unlearn that 
which you have learned ? I leave you to answer the 
question. It is a religion that comes in radiant garments 
to lead you out into the broad arena where the tablelands 
of celestial beauty sparkle like diamonds 'neath the sun of 
immortality , proclaiming the pathway o'er which the soul 
ascends by its own efforts into its own heaven. 

\Vhere can that heaven be found? Do we look, as 
we ask this question, to the right hand or the left to find 
the hundreds thronging it? Do we ask of one upon this 
hand or the other, "\Vhich way shall we go? \Vhat tri
butary shall we follow in order to find and enter into 
heaven?" No, friends. \Ve soon learn, as we take one 
step after another, to cease to look for one who was cruci
fied, we cease to ask for transportation to some heaven 
far away, for soon the revelation comes-if it does not 
come to you here it surely will shortly after you have laid 
aside the mortal-that all the heaven you own now or 
ever will is within. If you bave lived a life that has made 
you glad and happy, if you have woven for yourselves 
garments of purity, if you have not passed by on the 
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other side when the needy have called to you for succor, 
then your heaven will no doubt satisfy you for a time btit 
not forever. ~ever, amid all the bright stars, sparkling 
and flashing as they speed majestically en their way, 
never, as we behold the grand panorama of glowing beauty 
sweeping before us, system after system, shall we find a 
place where, entering in, we can sit down in perfect con
tentment saying, "I have found my heaven at last!" 

I am glad, 0 I am glad! You may say it is almost a 
cruel thought and perhaps an unkind expression, but I am 
as glad as I am capable of being that this is so. For 
myself I would not accept as my heaven the brightest 
realm beyond the most beautiful zone that enspheres the 
world of immortality, did it possess all the glory and 
beauty that life could there express. I could not accept 
it, it would not be mine to enjoy, I would not enter there
in, neither would you for this reason : 'vVe are all indi
vidualized beings; we are souls destined to a life of eter
nal progression ; we are men and women. "l\1en and 
women," you repeat wonderingly. Yes, we are men and 
women in a sense little understood-the highest sense, 
and I can almost hear, welling up from the lips of him 
who taught eighteen hundred years ago, •'Ye are all gods." 
If memory serves me right I think he referred to that 
thought sixty times, as his sayings are recorded in the 
New Testament. 

Now what does God signify? It has signified to me, 
and to you likewise, an individual seated upon a great 
white throne somewhere, but it means that to me no 
longer, whatever it may mean to you. Today it signifies 
to me the powers, the mighty factors of my own being
my God sufficient for me, your God sufficient for you, and 
no necessity for any other save as we need. 0, how we 
need, the love that comes floating on the waves of the 
great vibratory ocean from human hearts; ~ave as we 
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need 0 how we need the kindly, tender thoughts of those 
whom we love and who love us. 

This is why I am looking forward to the time in this 
life when human beings shall seek to bless one another; 
when the talk of being sick shall have been banished, and 
all shall seek for health ; when the talk of being bad shall 
be forgotten, and even in those case where the individ
ual's life looks blackest, humanity shall learn to say, "He 
was unfortunate, but he has within him sufficient goodness 
to save himself;" and when instead of talking to prison
ers in their cells of an angry God and an imperishable 
hell, your missionaries shall teach those who are serving 
their sentences for violating the law, the gospel of spirit
ual light and the communion of the sweet mothers and 
dear friends wbo have gone before. \Vhen this is clone I 
tell you that your criminals will come out into the world 
with a greater desire to live upright lives and be good 
men and women, for, sad to say, you have some women in 
those places. 

I believe one great mistake of humanity has been in 
continually telling peoi)le how bad they are; and I believe 
that when this gospel comes to every human soul pro
claiming in its still small voice, "'I am sufficient for all 
thy needs," when you shall have your Sunday-schoqls, 
your Monday-schools and your all-the-week schools teach
ing the little children the principles of truth, spirituality, 
morality, harmony, peace and goodness, you wiil behold a 
class of men and women coming up to take the places of 
those who now occupy important positions of trust, who 
will have the golden light of spiritual truth to guide them 
in their ministrations to humanity. 

It is of no value to you and it is of no value to any
one to have a belief that you cannot utilize. To believe 
(and I speak with all due respect and reverence for the 
belief of those who are opposed to me in my views) t bat 
the Christ was slain and that by virtue of his life and 
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death others may be saved and pass into a state of immortal 
glory and happiness-to believe this brings me nothing 
but sadness, and I cannot but look with sadness upon all 
who thus believe. \Vhy? Because with the acceptance 
of that belief the avenues to the soul within Z~re closed, 
because with that faith the unction from on high does not 
quicken the spirit, and just as long as you believe that 
which is impossible you do not arise to do your Master's 
work. \;\iho is your· Master? Yourself, ancl no other. 
\Vho is your Judge? Yourself and no other. \Vho is 
the mighty factor in this great work of life~ of growth, of 
soul expression, of salvation if you will ? I answer, you 
and you, and every one. What then ? \Vhy, as you take 
this thought in it seems to me that you as well as I must 
reJOice; it seems to me that you as well as I must be 
made glad as we gaze upon the golden glory that lights 
the whole world. 

I am advancing step by step, slowly it may be; I am 
learning little by little, but be it e\·er so little the great 
volume of life is mine to read, mine to explore, mine to 
possess myself of, and as I think of my poor, feeble 
lessons and teachings here, I am glad I was capable of 
accomplishing even the little I did. Perhaps in the life I 
lived here the experiences I had and the line I followed 
were necessary in order that life to me should be more 
gloriously brilliant. Be that as it may, I place every 
human soul in my estimation just where it is, and had I 
the power today I would not change your lives, any of 
you, in thought, in word, in deed, in expression one iota. 

You may say that is not kind; but why? I stand 
beneath the workings of that eternal law that never errs, 
and I know that I cannot master your life. Should I 
strive to change you I could not, and the influence I could 
exert upon you might scatter the forces, dear friends, you 
are gathering together. You cannot prevent yourself from 
gathering them together, and when you have gathered 
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. sufficient, they will, like the floweret , unfold and a new I ife 
will be revealed to you. You will blossom out, not be
cause I have taught you to blossom, but because I and 
others have let you alone to grow in silence just as the 
flower, untouched by man save as he has loosened the 
earth about its roots and watered it , has unfolded in 
beauty. He has refrained from fingering the bud and 
seeking forcibly to separate the petal_s, he has not in any 
way tampered with its growth, knowing that the plant 
would attend to itself. 

This thought I would apply to every human soul : It 
may be rooted in ignorance, it may be grounded, not in 
sin, but in the inconsistencies of life, wai\:ing for the 
growth and the gathering of those forces, that when the 
awakening comes, will cause the soul to arise in all. the 
regal beauty of the resurrection-which will enable the in
dividual to find while here those higher influences that 
he never came ell rapport with before, which will enable 
him to understand as he never understood before, and, 
looking out upon humanity, he will realize what I realize 
today: That all things have tended to make every 
human child what it is, that they are tending to make 
each one grander, and nobler, and better on the morrow, 
anc.l that they will tend forever and forever to expand the 
mighty forces of our beings and for ourselves enlarge our 
heaven that we may glory in the blossoming of the life we 
are cultivating. 

This may seem strange and incomplete to you. but 
how I would rejoice, if I had the power, to touch your 
thoughts with one quickening force that would enable 
you to appreciate the blessings that are yours. Standing 
as I did, living as I am, I realize as you cannot the sweet
ness and beauty of the gospel that comes to you in the si
lent ministrations of those who love you. I realize as 
you cannot, perhaps, how kindness cultivates the soul of 
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your friend just as care cultivates and makes more beauti
ful the flower as it unfolds. 

Let us not forget, then, that the gospel of Spit·itual
ism and the needs of humanity are one, ancl as I said at 
the outset, I would that people thought more and talked 
more of taking others as they are and as they can be 
rather than as they should be, for who shall judge anoth
er? Not I ; would you ? Then let us remember that 
every thought expressed finds its mark. You meet an in
dividual. You tell him he looks sick. Perhaps another 
meets him and tells him he doesn't look well, and before 
night he will be blue enough. But you meet another, 
feeling no better than the first, maybe; you say to him, 
''How nicely you look this morning," and I tell you what 
it is, that individual feels ten-fold better than if he had 
taken a close of medicine. Your opinion to the contrary 
notwithstanding, thought is as potent for good as for ill, 
and that it possesses untold power no thinking mind can 
deny. 

I am here with you today. \Vhen I shall greet you 
again I know not. I am here as your friend and brother. 
I am floating like yourselves, vibrating on the great ocean 
of life. I have simply passed through the change we 
used to call death, and all I ca11 say is that I hope and 
rejoice in the hope that sometime you will enjoy its 
sweetness as did I, for I assure you that there is nothing 
to fear. You may suffer many times, you may suffer 
many pains, but when at last you leave the material form 
it will be because you have no use for it, and the joy of 
your soul will transcend any pain that possibly could rack 
your body. You know where you are going and that 
over you bend those who have come to welcome you 
home, not to do your work for you, not to bear you be
yond the condition you are capable of attaining, but to 
bear you ,beneath the silvery shadows of that land where-
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in they dwell, and in their sweet companionship you may 
enjoy the new life that has opened before you. 

0 Life, how grand Thou art in all Thy unfoldings, in 
all Thy departments, and yet I have seen the time when 
I almost shuddered as I have stood by the side of those 
who were about to pass from the material form. I have 
stood by the side of those who have asked me in terror 
what I could do for them ; I have stood by the side of 
those whom I knew were suffering more than mortal 
agony, because their immortal souls were racked with the 
horror of the unknown so near at hand, and I am glad, my 
heart is filled with thanksgiving and praise that this glori
ous resurrection has come and is proclaiming throughout 
the wide world that there is no death. I have stood like
wise by the side of those who have learned from these 
spiritual truths the sweetness that comes in its own time, 
and I say to you if you would pass from those material 
forms free from fear, clad in the garments of glad
ness, for this if for nothing else learn, from those waiting 
to bring you the glad tidings of great joy, the way through 
which you are to go. be grateful for their faithful minis
trations, receive their words of cheer, strive to realize 
while here that you are placed in this sphere to gain all 
the knowledge possible and that your soul must aid you in 
procuring it. Then, 0 then when the last hour shall 
come, you will have no cause to fear demons, no need to 
call on the Christ, for behold the awakened Christ rises 
in the glory of its new resurrection, lays aside its gar
m~nts gladly, and, rising out of the material form, pro
claims its immortal inheritance. 

This is the gospel I would that I could teach all hu
manity, for this is the gospel that shall purify and reform 
the world, or humanity throughout the wide world. By 
its light . you may realize more fully why I rejoice that 
creeds are being destroyed, that beliefs are being cast 
aside. I rejoice because knowledge is entering in and 
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mankind are learning of the glory-beams of joy that came 
to you. Would you ha\'e the unopened flower and not the 
perfectly unfolded blossom rich in hue and fragrant to the 
senses? Would you have the belief and not the knowl
edge? I am sure not. Then let us not forget that Spirit
ualism has come in your day and mine, in its time, when 
the world needed it. 

Men ancl women of intelligence join in the church 
service with thankless hearts, 1 ukewarm in zeal, cold and 
unsympathetic in spirit. There is not that glow that 
there used to be in church circles, and the only reason is 
that, with man's growth and de\'elopment intellectually 
and spiritually, Christianity no longer satisfies his de
mands. The great majority attending worship in any 
church in this fair land is seeking spiritual sustenance 
elsewhere. In their silent moments in the seclusion of 
their own homes or wherever they ha\·e the opportunity, 
the people are learning about this golden ~ospel that pro
claims the redemption of all ma.nkind from the thralldom 
of beliefs, superstitions and all ignorance. In the time to 
come when humanity outgrows the fallacies of the past 
and attain to man's estate spiritually speaking, there will 
be no more graven idols, no more worshiping of God as 
an idol, but humanity will worship before that altar whose 
base rests on the rock of knowledge. 

As we gaze over your land today we perceive that the 
bright springtime has come, but the springtime of the 
soul will come only when all forms and musty beliefs shall 
have passed away and humanity, fearing no longer the 
opinion of others lest they shall not be appreciated , 
shall be born into that nobility of soul, or shall be so 
awakened, if you wiil, that the spirit shall spring forth to 
control the outward action of manki ncl. A 11 too long has 
the soui been bidden to keep quiet hy the masses, and 
thus has humanity feel continually upon the dry husks in 
stead of the grain ; but hy-and-by-all hail its on-com-
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ing!-the golden dawn of a new era shall appear, and that 
truth that is proclaiming its message throughout the wide 
world shall have full power to touch mankind with a force 
such as they have never before felt. l\1aterialization shall 
gradually give way to etherealization in all its beauty, and 
the forms of your spirit friends shall float in the atmos
phere, proving thereby the absolute impossibility of fraud. 
Then shall your mediums stand before the world, vindi
cated and triumphant, and honored for their fidelity to the 
truth. 

Today you have that which you do have, but remem
ber this: Truth and light, joy and gladness cannot 
always be hidden and smothered. There is more in the 
atmosphere than you dream. I have already stood in a 
materialized form where you see the form through which 
I am now speaking; therefore I do not hesitate to say 
that when the souls of humanity are quickened, when 
their hearts beat in more perfect unison with ours, know
ing as I do know, this place and that the powers centered 
here are all-enduring and cannot be scattered until time, 
to use that expression as it is commonly used, is no more 
-knowing whereof I speak regarding the step I have re
cently taken and the one before me, I affirm in all earn
estness that I shall yet float in this atmosphere and speak 
to those who shall sit in these seats. Then you will know 
that no medium can so poise above you, that no voice can 
come from that form save that of him who joys to greet 
you today and will endeavor to greet humanity as long as 
the human soul on earth waits for tidings from the r~alms 
beyond. 

I am sure I shall not die, and I am sure that this old 
earth will swing in space for a long period to come; 
therefore it is fitting that we ask, vVhat is our mission ? 
what is our duty? what is our work? I cannot answer 
these questions for you, but only for myself. My duty is 
to strive to enter every avenue ~can discover, and learn to 
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demand all I can by the knowledge and truth I can grasp. 
My duty is to serve humanity as best I can. My duty is 
to live in the highest sense of that term, that I may live in 
the hearts of those who love me, not simply as a faint 
remembrance, but that I may live in the hearts of my 
kind because my life and theirs blend, and we become co
workers in the great work of accomplishing all that can 
be accomplished for the benefit of humanity. 

It is true that there is much to enjoy in the life be
yond, but I do not feel like dwelling upon this point at 
the present time. l\Iy enjoyments, my blessings in the 
life upon \Vhich I have entered, I assure you are all that 
I deserve. My soul overflows with gladness as I meet 
the many friends that have gone before with whom are 
those whom I revered while here but never met. I gaze 
on hills and valleys with profound admiration. My being 
is filled with a joy unutterable as I realize the reality of 
this life, and I sense beyond the point that I have reach
ed greater waves of light and grander unfolclments that 
every human soul shall sometime understand. 

But, friends, this I cannot say to you is the all of my 
aspirat ion, the all of my desires . I ha,·e not become 
separated from mortals. I clo not feel that my mission is 
ended, I do not feel that my work here is finished, and 
who shall decide that matter better than I ! Hence as I 
see some faces upturned that I have looked into before, 
I rejoice that even one will listen to me at the present 
time. I know that there are many who walk in the 
material form who would gladly clasp my hand and 
breathe their gladness to greet me, but I clo not blame 
them if they have no word for me. Ought I to blame 
any, even though I were to cpme to my own and they re
ceived me not? No; I could not. But, friends, this is 
one reason why my miss1on is not ended, and as long as 
yonder building stands, as long as any worship therein , 
I shall labor with those who kneel in Trinity that they 
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may be made receptive to the light that streams from 
realms beyond. Not only there but wherever humanity 
may be found my duty lies, and my mission is to minister 
unto whomsoever I can. If they will but hear I am glad ; 
if they reject my words I am still glad; if they hear and 
accept to the extent that they say, ''I will strive to prove 
all things, I will strive to prove if these words are true," 
then I assure you that my gladness is deep and strong. 

0 may you all realize that there is much joy in the 
souls of those who have passed out of their material forms 
when one on earth whom they love-and do we not love 
everybody-bows before the sacred baptism of that truth 
that I have so feebly presented to you this afternoon. 
Seek it, find it and envelop yourselves in it. It will. be a 
light to your feet, each and every one, and to you whose 
beads are whitened with the snows of many winters it 
will be a solace in the hour of silence and a joy in the 
hour of change. To the young man and the young 
woman I would say: Heed it! Perchance over there a 
father waits; perchance from over there a mother draws 
near. 0 remember, dear friends, in whatever pathway 
you may be, that some one watches over and seeks to 
guide you; live~ then, in close communion and sympathy 
with those who will lead you safely through the mazes of 
this life. l\Iay you be able to say, one and all, "However 
clark the shadows of adversity, I have bread to eat that 
the world knoweth not of ; though I walk through the 
valley of pain and suffering, I have no fear; if death 
come, I will welcome it; if sorrow enshrouds me, I will 
accept it as my discipline, for over all the fair and radiant 
faces of my darling ones beam, over all the beckoning 
hands of those I love are extended; and beyond is the 
great haven of life where I shall find eternal labor and 
eternal rest. 
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IN'\10CATION . 

f3 Y the light of that Eternal Energy that ne\·er dies 
out or grows dim may we trace our pathways and 

understand by its keen reflections Life's infinite possi
bil ities, and thus in th e grea t realm of existence, what
ever tributary we float upon, whatever planet we dwell 
upon, whatever embodimen ts have been, are or will be 
ours, that steady flame, burning and lighting up the deep 
chambers of every human soul, will guide all into th e 
domain of infinite knowledge. 'Tis for this we live, pass
ing through whatever trials and pains may come, an d 
catchi ng from the expression even of sorrow some force 

• In presenting this senes of lectures to the public, perhaps a few suggestions to those 
nut conversant with spiritualism would be appreciated. 

Due allowance should be made for seeming lack of complete expression by some intelli
genctes owing to dtsstmilanty of brain development, the physical and mental conditiOn of the 
medium and conditions furnished by those present at the time of transmission. 

:\I any of our spirit speakers are not hampered to any extent in their expressiOn through 
one mst rument while they would be through another, and some find the lang11age of the 
medium superior to their own development, but as a rule, manifestations from the subjective 
through all phases of medmmship are more or less imperfect. 

The invocation is seldom offc:red by the spirit delivering the address. 
Poems or blank verse in this series are more or less impaired or lost, owin~ to the in

abi~ity of the stenographer to report them as delivered. 
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that shall enable us to harmonize our lives with the Life 
that overshadows, enfolds and lights up the deep cham
bers within us. Therefore we must live in the complete 
fulfillment of the duties that devolve upon us in every 
avenue through which we are called upon to pass in our 
search for higher thought, grander inspiration and diviner 
unfoldment. All that the soul yearns for, all it expects, 
all it can demand we shall receive in full measure even to 
overflowing, accompanied with the earnest efforts that 
never cease, with the divine aspirations that never falter, 
with the golden light that finds its center in every human 
heart, thereby lighting every one on into his own path, 
whether it be through the wilderness or through the 
cultivated way, through all that life can bring, enabling 
him even 'mid the shadows to drink in the sweet breath of 
the flowers that bloom in the darkness, enabling him like
wise to pluck the bright flowers that bloom in the sun
shine outpouring from human hearts. That which shall 
quicken the bud to its diviner growth shall help us to 
comprehend the purpose of life, and, by that compre
hension, to realize that every effort needed for the attain
ment of that to which we aspire, must come from the 
spontaneity of the soul thus desiring. 

Therefore we rejoic~ this hour in the sweet gladness 
of Nature as she breathes her blessing upon the children 
of earth. \Ve rejoice this hour even when the shadows 
enshroud these mortals, for within those shadows tl:ey 
may wait, 0 Life, until more earnest shall grow the de
sire, by and through the quickened pulse of the soul, that 
shall enabl e them to reach the higher, the grander and 
the nobler. 

0 ye who minister unto these dear ones, may the 
sacredness of your presence, unreal izecl as it may be, aiel 
in awakening these souls to a consciousness of the· life 
they are now living, as well as to the greater grandeur of 
the life toward which th~y are tending, so that in all the 
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embodiments they may require, they may understand that 
Life's purpose is complete, and that only by constant 
energy may they render their individual lives complete 
before the infinite altar of all-enduring Truth. 

DISCOURSE. 

\JV ITH a perfect consciousness of the emanations and 
vibrations from your lives and the toucb of the infinite 

past, with a perfect consciousness of the impressions you 
are making on the great scroll of life that never can be 
compieted, I would give you something, if only a thought, 
in relation to the purpose of existence, and the problem 
that you, and I, and all are striving to solve, the problem 
that all Nature, by the intelligence mcarnate in her 
various forms, is solving before your g<1Ze and mine. 

'vVhe11 we shall read and thoroughly understand from 
cause to effect the law that produces the flower, not 
simply the material flower that you gaze upon, but that 
which gives the blossom its immortal existence, its 
privilege to compete with you and me in a greater or 
more perfect unfoldment, you gaze indeed upon that 
which may well cause you to wonder. But do you ever 
think to ask if the fruit or the flower that is presented to 
you really existed in the seedling from which it sprang, 
or if the seedling, reaching back into Infinitude, obtained 
its life, its spiritual force from the same source whence 
the human child obtains the power to enable him to 
vibrate on whatsoever atmosphere he will, not by the 
exercise of a mere thought-that is impossible, but to 
vibrat(! upon whatsoever atmosphere he wills to vibrate 
upon-that is his privilege. 

But we may thus vibrate vpon the atmospheres we 
choose only by the continuous exercise of the energies in 
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our possession. They are the implements whereby we 
polish the diamond; they are the means whereby we en
large ourselves and learn to command the forces that have 
been permitted to slumber too long. 

vVhen we mingle with the children of other planets, 
what importance can we attach to the experiences that 
have been ours in previous embodiments? For instance, 
does the fact that I existed over three thousand years ago 
upon this planet give me any advantage over you? Thi5 is 
a problem for you to solve, and when you strive to solve it, 
enter into the·cleepchamber~ of your own beings, and learn 
if you are able how long you have existed ; strive, instead 
of tracing the life of some other, to trace your own life
line, for remember, in whatsoever condition or atmo
sphere, or upon whatsoever planet we may dwell, we 
leave there an emanation which we can always reach back 
and grasp from any and every advancing step we may 
take. Probably there is no one living among you that 
pauses to think that life with you did not begin when 
you entered upon this stage of. existence, nevertheless 
such is the fact, and hence I am no more ancient than 
you, I have lived no longer than have you, and when you 
shall be able, not by any power that I or any other may 
confer upon you, to read the life-line of your own being, 
you will be astounded to learn what you have been
more astound ed than you will be to realize what you are. 
And yet how many, think you, reaiize what they are? 

The constant re-em bocliment of man and Nature in 
all her departments is an incontrovertible fact. You, 
like many others, maw dispute the statement in wilful 
blindness, but is it the part of wisdom for the child, 
standing by the side of its parent who has become versed 
in any lore or is the possessor of any special knowledge, 
to exclaim to that father or mother, ~'You do not see 
clearly; you do not know; I do not believe you are cor
rect?" Yet that is the exact attitude assumed by humanity 
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today toward the spirit-world. Instead of preferring the 
judgment of those who know by experience, they insist 
that they are right, and that those who come to instruct 
them are wrong as far as the question of re-embodiment 
is concerned. \Vere it not better to faithfully perform 
the every duty in this embodiment, thereby obtaining the 
material that will give them a higher and more perfect 
embodiment later on ? Souls cannot starve, but surely 
they are anhungerecl when, drawing the garment s of 
ignorance around them, they assume a knowledge that it 
is not possible for them to possess in this embodiment. 
Hence the world in which you are dwelling reject the 
offerings that we would gladly lay at their feet with the 
proud assurance that they possess a greater knowledge 
than those who have clothed themselves again and yet 
again in materiality. 

This state of mind must perhaps be the attitude of 
the mass of humanity for a while longer, but I would have 
you realize, clear children, that u~til you have attained to 
that condition where you are willing to accept truth, to 
accept life as life demands your acceptance of it, you can
not enter into the great kingdom of knowledge. Knowl
edge is not bestowed by one upon another. \Vhatever I 
may have seen, whatever I may have heard, whatever I 
may have experienced, I cannot impart the knowledge 
thereof to you, neither can you impart it to some other. 
You partake, for instance, of some viand. You call it 
luscious. You tell your friend how grateful it is to your 
taste, and for a long time you enjoy tht.: memory of that 
feast because your palate was pleased ; but your friend by 
your most faithful and vivid description cannot red.lizt.: 
your experience. He or she must partake of the same 
food in order to be thus instructed, and even then tastes 
differ. 

So likewise in the obtainment of knowledge: The 
faculties of human souls are all alike, but the development 
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of those faculties is not graded the same. One spirit may 
perceive that which it were impossible for another to 
recognize in consequence of the plane of vibration upon 
which it vibrates. For instance: You pass through 
some section of the country rich in marvellously beauti
ful or awe-inspiring scene·ry. With artistic eye and soul 
you stand enraptured at the attractions of the smiling 
valley, at the magnificent spectacle of the solitary moun
tain, at the ruggedness of Nature where she has planted 
her stern footsteps ; while the friend at your side exclaims, 
" I do not care for this; I like something different 

better." \Vhy are the two of you so differently affected 
by the same scene? Because of a diametrically opposed 
development. You have cultivated a bculty that causes 
you to inbreathe the breath of the God of Nature, and in 
the silence that rests upon the mountain's brow or out
pours in a sweet baptism at its base, you stand enthralled 
alike by the beauty of Nature and the profoundness of the 
solitude that gives to the soul its richest, most uplifting 
ins pi ration. 

Humanity strive to derive all their knowledge from 
the external of life, confining themselves almost entirely 
thereunto, looking without, looking beyond for some 
power outside of themselves that will. supply their every 
need. It matters not what you call the power you are 
seeking, you will never find it, you will never be satisfied. 
You will ever seek for that which is unapproachable until 
you pause before the shrine of your own being. There, 
in that inner sanctuary, you will find the light that burns 
in the center of that Eternal Energy that gave us all 
things, burning brightly, and there you will discover the 
sacred mine of wealth, there you will discover the power 
you have sought far and wide without success. 

'vVe are well aware that humanity are loath to direct 
their attention to their own inner selves. They are 
joinecl to their idols of ignorance, they belittle themselves 
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and arc unwilling to accept the thought of their own 
greatness, not however in their present expressions, for 
many think themselves great who are pigmies beside their 
fellows, but of these I am not speaking. The greatness 
of the greatest among you shall sink into insignificance 
before the greater grandeur of that spiritual glow that shall 
shine forth when man, standing before no imaginary altar, 
reveals unto himself his own soul forces. 

Here is where we must pause, and on this point, even 
though we weary you, rest, for upon this altar, namely, 
the human soul, lies all your happiness in the lives that 
are to come, all the true enjoyment you can obtain here, 
and all the wealth of that power that shall enable you to 
become masters in art, science and literature to a greater 
and higher degree than your savants have any idea of. 

As you look upon the flower today can you tell me 
whence it came? Can you trace its line of life to the 
same central thought or power from which you sprang? 
Can you tell me how many embodiments the flower has en
joyed or suffered in ere it gives to you its perfume today? 
Forget not that Nature is one illimitable laboratory, and 
every floweret that spring forth to greet with its beauty 
your eyes and breathe its sweet fragrance on the air 
around, has passed through embodiments unnumbered, 
pausing here to send into the atmosphere its life accom 
panied by that sweetness which you sense, to be em
bodied again in that other expression toward which you 
and it are tending. Think not Nature lacks; think 
not we can understand ourselves and not drink from her 
ever-living fount; think not we can gaze upon the buried 
past, even as far as this planet is concerned, and exclaim 
with truth, as we pass with careless tread O\'Cr the ruins 
beneath, "The past is gone and useless," for all the past, 
whatever it has been, has enabled us to be what we arc . 

Humanity in this cycle have dwelt upon the surface 
and worshipped the material even to the extent of ensla\·-
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ing themselves, until the cycle wanes and the new one, 
with its bended arch approaching, brings to the people of 
this planet the brighter lines of spirituality whereby they 
shall be quickened to higher attainments and more recog
nized possibilities; but first remember: However high 
you may aspire, however grai1d you would be, however 
great the knowledge you desire, like a child, you must 
begin at the alphabet. That you will find within, and 
only by working without and expanding the soul forces, 
only by bringing forth from those chambers that you have 
allowed to be closed, the hidden forces and powers, the 
energy that has not slumbered but waits to be called into 
activity-only thereby can you reach that altitude where 
you can understand that all embodiments come only when 
there is a demand from within, be it but the soul of the 
sandgrain, the flower or the fruit. Nature maintains 
whatever she expresses in every department, and the soul 
receives no embodiment that it does not demand. 

Therefore it were idle for you who dwell in the 
shadows of earth life to waste your time discussing future 
conditions in another sphere of existence. It were better 
to discuss and seek after that which you can command, 
which you can grasp, which you can understand, accept
ing the fact, if you cannot recall the past, that the em
bodiment you are maintaining at the present time is in 
consequence of your desire therefor. You came into 
this conscious state of existence, not at demand of a 
stranger or anyone else, but at the demand of the worker 
within the soul whose activity never ceases, and if some
times bound, or held in thralldoni, by the powers of the 
outer senses, it is never quite inoperative. 

You all realize that you are embodied in these forms; 
how you came by them you do not know, but I assure 
you that when you lay them aside it will be at the discre
tion and by the decision of yourselves. There are no acci
dents; you may call certain events such, but remember 
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this and believe it when you can, I do not ask you to ac
cept it at present: Seeming accidents are never a sur
prise to the soul dwelling in the human form. If it were 
otherwise, and you were living in a chance world, you 
might indeed tremble with fear. 

I would ask you-and I speak to every one present
Do you or do you not believe that you are sufficient for 
yourselves? That the powers within you transcend in 
force, in governing by unerring law, all the powers that 
could possibly be concentrated outside of yourselves? It 
is only when man shall comprehend himself in part that 
he shall be able upon this planet to command, and the 
elements shall obey the signal and voice of the soui. 

It is for this, then, that you live, and the great 
problem of your life, of my life, of all lives, is not first to 
know and understand all that is manifested outside, but 
to understand thoroughly your possessions and learn to 
command them. Then every department of Nature in
vites you to enter her domains. \Ve bend over her rich 
mines, we stand wherever we may, realizing that in what
ever she presents to us she presents herself as our sub
ject. 

Thus we are co-operating with Nature's .forces, and 
giving to you from time to time our lessons, weak and 
feeble as you may call them, in materialization and jn the 
demonstration, as far as possible, by which I greet you 
this morning, although myself far, far beyond the atmos
phere of your earth. The transmission of thought from 
one to another will obtain in coming time to that degree 
that you will require no ri1aterial mechanism as a medium 
through which to send messages from one to another up
on this planet. Though oceans may roll between, though 
mountains may seemingly impose an impassible barrier, 
the soul of man shall be endowed with a power that will 
enable it to send its silent thought, and the receiver shall 
be just as conscious of the reception of that thought as 
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you are when you receive messages 111 the manner in 
which they are conveyed at the present time. And the 
healer shall not need to enter the presence of those who 
are ill, for, in this time that is coming, sickness will have 
passed away. 

How long, think you, before this day shall dawn? I 
give you the probiem to solve for yourselves. How long 
will it take man to learn to introduce into his system 
nothing that is not pure and health-giving? How long a 
time will he require in which to learn not to cultivate 
abnormal tastes? How long will it be before he will 
yield to the dictates of reason and recognize the fact that 
the body in which for the time being he is dwelling re
quires wholesome food and pure air? \Vhen this day 
dawns how light will your planet glow, and the people 
that will then inhabit your earth will be slaves no more 
to that which rohs them of the full benefit of their brain 
forces, to that which fails to nourish the body but unduly 
stimulates the system. In the early days of this new era, 
if man desires the services of a healer, no space nor dis
tance need be traversed to obtain the desired results. 
One thought sent out shall return, not burdened, but 
laden with a magnetic force, and its silent power shall 
bid the sick arise and be healed. 

So likewise in regard to the phenomena that you are 
demanding at the present time. No special mediums 
will then be required for their production. The light of 
the soul, emanating from human beings, shall so illumin
ate the atmosphere that you shall walk with one another. 
not beholding the material form by your side, but the 
spirit incarnate as well as those from realms beyond who 
are your attendants. 

When you gaze upon the wonders of Nature, and 
recognize their transcendent beauty, ponder upon our 
words if you cannot realize the fact when we tell you that 
in the atmosphere are elements, unseen and unsensed by 
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mortals, of more potency than you can possibly secure 
by the combination of elements that arc tangible to you. 
The very air thrills with the on-coming of that time of 
which I have been speaking, and the deep vibrations that 
are not expressed because humanity will not receive them, 
are held, as it were, by an infinite force, to he measured 
out when mankind shall seek an~ aspire to possess them
selves of them. 

I would gladly open up before you a new world if you 
have not already penetrated this silent realm to which I 
call your attention. It is through this realm that 
humanity shall become free. It is from this realm that 
the forces that vibrate about you shall bring the quicken
ing touch to human souls that shall awaken within them 
a greater aspiration and a holier joy, for thereby they 
shall walk in the light of that newness that shall be unto 
them even as a new embodiment. The people coming 
after you upon this planet are incleecl to be blessed. 

The present waves from our shores are to a. great ex
tent hurried back, perhaps for the reason that humanity 
have never been taught that they themselves must care 
for their own souls and their eternal welfare. They have 
always been told t bat some one else will do this work for 
them. Yet you, no more than I, would wish this to be. 
The time will come when you will scorn the iclea of any 
one's suffering for you. The time will come when you 
will beg of another not to plead for mercy for you, because, 
in the regal grandeur of your own soul, you will see and 
sense the mighty power without co-operating with the 
power within that you are calling forth, ancl yon will ex
claim, "I am sufficent unto myself; allow me as a bless
ing to bear my own burden, my pain, my sorrow if such 
come unto me; give me your kind thoughts," for this we 
shall always be grateful, ''but give me the supreme satis
faction, the inestimable privilege and the unending joy of 
experiencing for myself that which life has placed before 
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me. Ask me not to enter into a joy, ask me not to join in 
singing songs of praise and gladness, until I have earned 
the right to thus joy and praise. If you or another by your 
power could place me side by side with the singing 
stars, the rolling spheres and the white-robed ones who 
chant their messages of peace and good-wi11, I would 
beg you to leave me alone, even though it be in utter 
darkness." 

'vVhile we should and ever will, I trust, give our kind
est thoughts to others, and gratefully receive theirs in re
turn, forget not, children, the time must come when you 
will realize the import as the necessity of these thoughts: 
that you are not favored by being blessed or rescued from 
suffering by and through the intermediary efforts of 
another; that you are blessed only when you bear your 
burdens with the dignity befitting the soul within. If you 
were less than this, I would alm't>st despair; if you were 
less than this, you might call yourselves slaves. 0 is it 
possible for you to sincerely think for one moment that 
you could enjoy a state of perfect bliss if it were provided 
for you by some one else? I think not, and I am sure 
when you become th9roughly acquainted with yourselves, 
you will know that your own soul would spurn such an 
offer and refuse the proffered seat. 

I would have you realize and remember that you are 
preparing for a re-embodiment, but do not allow the 
thought to disturb you. Your duty now is to fulfill your 
mission in this embodiment as best you can. Live well 
to-clay. The morrow will bring its own requirements, the 
morrow will bring you new elements to incorporate into 
your lives, and as you thread the line of that eternal 
march, be it upon this planet that you shall revisit or any 
other, remember all discussions here will have no effect
you know nothing about it, you cannot, but when, in the 
course of the soul's advancement, you require an experi
e nce, you yourself will demand it, and the way will open 
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through which you will seek and find it. \Vhatever trib
utary shall invite you by its sparkling waters, that you 
will follow; whatever pathway is revealed to you, eYen 
though it leads to suffering and you would scale heights 
of untold happiness such as you have been privileged to 
ascend heretofore, yet you will choose that pathway. No 
indi vidua I wi11 command you, no other will dictate, but 
when you decide to set out on a new line of research, to 
gain experiences of an altogether new character, sweet 
songs of joy from those who have associated with you will 
rise, and the blessing of those who love you and rejoice in 
your earnest efforts will accompany you wherever you may 
wander at the behest of duty. 

You cannot in this embodiment see and realize all, 
but leave yourselves in ·trust, as it were, to float on the 
all-em bracing waves of Life's vast river. Never can you 
be lost. Whatever may happen to your present em bocli
ment, J'Olt cannot be harmed, and so, likewise, is h with 
ali embodiments. You cannot discard a form until the 
soul demands it. No power of earth can com pel you to 
lay it aside. Remember, then, vague and inexplicable as 
the idea may seem to you, that you !yourselves are the di
rectors of your individual destinies here and forever, not 
in the outer sense, for I am aware that material environ 
ments affect you and· the senses control you to a great de
gree, but recollect that I am speaking of the possibilities 
of the soul and where you can find the power that will en
able you to understand all things and become masters of 
all elements that vibrate 'neath the dome of that Eternal 
Energy, that holds us a11 in its sweet embrace as well as 
the sands of the planet upon which you elwelL 
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INVOCATION. 

AT the pass of the great mountain of wisdom we up
v lift our aspirations to invoke the brightest rays of 
light we are capable of perceiving, to invoke, 0 Life, Thy 
sacred baptism-, to invoke the emanations outspeeding 
from those who have ascended to higher heights, as we 
realize that in the land beyond there waits an opportunity 
for every soul on Thy bounding billows to rise higher and 
higher, and, in tbe immensity of that evolution that bears 
us onward and outward, to grasp more of the beauty and 
grandeur of exis tence. Yet among these mortal ones, 
'mid the surging waves of time and human effort, we 
would pause and invoke from every department of the 
\·ast, universal vVhole, Life's baptism. Outflowing from 
every star, outbreathed from every planet, and, outreach
ing from every aspiration of the soul incarnate in all be-
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'neath the tread of man, 0 Infinitude, we would invoke 
Thy benediction that thereby our souls may become 
quickened, that thereby our energies may become rein
forced, and that, comprehending ourselves, we may enter 
into the vast domain of life's possibilities and compete 
with all things in the grand attainment of that knowledge 
that bringeth wisdom to every human soul. 

\Ve rejoice in the ministration of those who come to 
minister unto humanity in every condition of life. \Ve 
rejoice in th e possibility of that communion, silent 
though it may be, sacred as it is and must remain, that 
binds soul to soul, we rejoice in that law whereby the em
bodied soul may see. hear and sense the presence of those 
who, watching over earth's children, aid them in all the 
various pathways of materiality. Let us, therefore, one 
and all, rejoice as we uplift our thoughts before the great 
altar of Life 'neath which our aspirations are wafted, and 
beyond which we may behold the mansions not made 
with hands and the forms of those we ha\'e loved walk
ing to and fro, meeting one another in the holiest ex
change of thought, and entering that sacred apartment 
where convened we see our kindred who are planning the 
mighty events that are occurring on earth. 

0 Life, Thy grandeur is unspeakable, Thy glory 
transcends all aspiration and the power of all that man 
can evolve in the material world. \ Ve join, therefore, 
this hour with the lifting flowers and grasses, with the 
swelling buds and awakening streamlets-we join with 
all Nature as she breathes her anthem of praise 'neath 
the rays of the spring-day sun, with the aspirations of 
humanity for a new growth and a higher and more per
fect unfoldment, for all shall find not only the spring
time of the spirit-world but the harvest-time wherein they 
shall gather all the golden grains whose seed they have 
sown in the appointed season. 

Baptize us, 0 ye sages, in your greater wisdom ; 
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spread over all the bright pinions of that religion that 
shall bring gladness and joy to every human souL And 
unto that Infinite Energy that breathes its divine bless
ings over the whole world, we breathe cur gratitude, while 
with one expression of our souls' gladness, we accept its 
on-coming waves that we, as individuals, may become up
lifted to that realm or condition where the soul stands 
face to face with its own infinitude. 

DISCOURSE. 

I HAVE a few thoughts-I pause before the profound 
expression of that silence that rests about and above 

us, before that wondrous unfoldment of life that I per
ceive in the condition in which I am now placed, before 
the grandeur of the possibilities of the human soul, for in 
the matter of their comprehension I assure you I con
sider myself an earnest ~nd industrious student. As I was 
about to say, I have a few thoughts to proffer you in rela
tion to growth as applied to the soul, and likewise regard
ing all conditions that tend to the unfoldment of the 
human family. 

\Neall realize when we stand before Nature's altar 
that progression is the order of the hour. \Ve also real
ize that through progression this planet has beautified it
self to such an extent that you and I have felt and do feel 
proud not alone of our country, but of the world. We 
look back through the lapse of ages _and we behold the 
vast achievements of the human race; we likewise behold 
and comprehend the fact that Nature in every depart
ment presents herself to you in her present stage of pro
gression by virtue of the decay of what she was. Every 
mountain, every stream, every expressi.Qn of Nature is on 
a higher plane than in the past, and yet in the past she was 
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perfect to just the extent that her possibilities were un
folded even as she is at the present time. However, I do 
not purpose, as much as I love Nature and all her wonder
ous unveilings, to dwell altogether upon the external 
world, for if it be true that Nature perfects herself by 
what the past yields to the present, that the today, with 
its greater attainments, is the effect of yesterday, and it 
may be the same of the evolutions of yesterday, it is like
wise true that man lll his religious nature has advanced in 
the same ratio. 

I cannot realize that there ever was or can be any
thing existing in vain. There never, to my comprehen
sion, was an expression of life that was lost. If we gaze 
upon the decay of the past, let us realize, ere we glory in 
the greatness of the present, that the today owes its 
more marvellous brilliancy to the past, which. in and of it
self, was just as important as is the now, and the to
morrow shall gleam with brighter radiance because of 
today. 

Thus Nature outgrows her advancing steps, one by 
one, proclaiming that infinite progression of which you 
and I are parts, that progression that the church in the 
past has not taught, although, methinks, there are a few 
lines being given now and then before church altars in 
relation to the selfsame thought. 

;\Ian, we all understand, was born a religious being, 
and I have sometimes questioned if all other animals arc 
not endowed with reverence, I have sometimes questioned 
if the brutes we look upon as beneath us have not higher 
asp1nngs. Who can say? Man has denied them the 
power of thought, but did he possess the knowledge to 
read the emanations of the brute creation I verily believe 
he would see, as I can see, that his intelligence is broader 
than that of so-called lower forms of life by virtue of the 
expressions that have preceded him. I think I would not 
pause here, but rather I am inclined to strike down deep 
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into the root of all matter, because I realize that every
where the spirit that lives in you and me lives in every 
expression of matter. So today I glory in my broader 
relationships, for life to me, in consequence of this think
ing, is more beautiful, grander and holier. 

\Nhatever, then, the religion of the past may have 
been, I do not purpose to take it up in its different 
branches. Every individual, in my estimation, has had a 
spiritual or religious instinct or aspiration. I do not by 
any means wish you to infer from this expression that I 
am speaking of religion as exemplified in the church, but 
rather of religion outside the church, of the religious 
nature of man in the stone age. of man in his savagery, of 
the religious nature of the brute standing side by side 
with him in the primeval forests, when it may have been 
the brute that inspired the savage to reach upward to that 
Eternal Spirit, that gave to him some conception of a 
greater and grander power, as the sunbeams pierce the 
sheltering leaves, that gave to him a consciousness of 
something beyond his conception. vVe may thus wor
ship, and worship truly and sincerely, that which we can
not comprehend. 

I need not pause here or hesitate to say that this, to 
a great extent, has been the burden of humanity's wor
ship. Have we not worshiped that which we did not 
know and could not understand? Have we not gone out 
from before the very altar of holiness into the world of 
idolatry and worshiped that which we never could or did 
conceive of? Have we not worshiped an individual that, 
in acco~dance with natural and divine law, could not 
exist? For we all realize that no individual could be 
three in one and one in .three except in the sense that we 
recognize the trinity of the soul, spirit and body. 

Man in his spiritual consciousness, and in his 
spiritual unconsciousness as well, has always sought for 
something greater than himself that he might worship it, 
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that he might bow in adoration before it, and this has 
been simply in consequence of ignorance. ::\Ian could not 
gain knowledge until he had grown sufficiently to enable 
him to grasp it ; he could not read the destiny of life un
til he had mapped out something for himself, and it was 
this same power of thought, this same religiotJs element 
(not Christianity as exemplified in forms and ceremonies, 
but that sentiment implanted in every human soul) that 
caused him to seek after the higher and worship the 
holier-! speak of that spiritual sentiment that lifts the 
individtul above the sordidness of seeking only for 
wealth and the welfare of his kindred, I speak of that re
ligion that enters into. or is born, if you will, in the man 
or woman. 

Here I might pause to ask you when and where you 
were born, and you might answer in such a place, in such 
a town, and at such a time. 0 friends, we were born ere 
the morning stars sang their first note of joy, and are co
existent with that Eternal Energy that sweeps the lyre 
strings of the immortal world, opening outward every 
vibratory expression of matter, kindling in the human 
soul its highest aspirations, and causing it to seek its 
noblest attainments. 

Thus it is to clay in a spiritual sense. \Ve look
I speak for myself-not with disdain upon creeds and 
forms, not at all. They were necessary for those who re
quired them, even as slavery in America was necessary in 
its day. You may say that this is a queer idea, but I be
lieve that every expression of humanity has been true 
indeed to the time in which that expression was given, 
and all these conditions that we may point to and deplore, 
gave to mankind a grand opportunity for a noble effort. 
\Vhat if \ve always had taken advantage of those oppor
tunities? \Vhat if we always had reached out to investi
gate the sorrows of others and alleviate their distress, 
thereby maintaining the philosophy of that religion that 
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kno\vs no country, no creed, no form? Can you imagine 
the result? 

The religion that I would speak of this afternoon is 
the religion of human needs, the religion for humanity. 
There can be but one religion of this nature, for every 
human soul is like unto every other. The sorrows of one 
are like the sorrows of every other one; the joys of one 
vibrate in harmony with the joys of each and all ; and the 
love that thrills the heart of the peasant maiden, standing 
by the door of her humble cot, is the same sentiment 
that brings happiness to the heart of the princess or the 
queen in her palace. No matter what one's rank may be, 
how high or low, all are stirred by the same emotions, and 
all likewise have the same aspirations. You may vibrate 
on different planes of expression or unfoldment, but there 
comes a time-it comes as surely to the savage and per
haps with more force than to the cultured man of a high 
civilization-when something within every individual calls 
for that earnest expression that causes the soul to arise 
and strive to pierce the realms of truth that it may read, 
and know, and understand. Had it not been for the 
teachings that have hampered and fettered them, spirit
ually speaking, humanity would have sought farther and 
wider ere this ; and yet, as I have ·said already, every life 
expresses itself true to its own time and age, and man
kind to-day stand far in advance, not alone in physique, 
but in intellectuality, in achievements in the departments 
of science, art, philosophy, and in all that makes up the 
sum total of a noble manhood and a sweet and gracious 
womanhood-mankind stand, I repeat, far in advance of 
what they were in the last century as well as in past 
times. 

Thus the new century dawns with a golden bright
ness before which all historic ages pale. I do not care to 
go back of history on the present occasion except to say 
that, beyond its walls, lies an infinite past, and there is to 
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be found a mighty array of grand souls through whose 
agency this !Jlanet has been lighted with a greater glory 
than illuminates it today, for I realize, and I have the 
proof of my assurance, which, however, I cannot present 
to you now, that instead of dwe1ling, when I was here, 
upon a new continent, I, with yourselves, lived upon a 
continent far more ancient than we had been taught to 
believe. The discovery of Columbus was simply the re
discovery of a world that had been the habitation of a 
people of wealth, learning and culture who once flourished 
and then passed away, leaving no record of their presence 
in the land. 

I desire, hO\vever, to speak more fully of our spiritual 
nature, our spiritual needs and soul growth, for there is 
no other religion extant that can search out man's needs, 
from. the smallest to the greatest, and spreading its 
pinions over his benclecl form, exclaim, "I am sufficient for 
all ; I can supply your every requirement." If, rising 
from his despairing position, he asks, "How ? whither 
shall I go? whence shall I obtain the strength and wis
dom that I would have?" the same angel of light, still 
hovering \·:ith outspr~ad pinions over him, whispers, 
"Within thyself; there thou shalt find the Christ, there 
thou shalt find thy God, there thou shalt find all that is 
required for thy eternal unfoldment, there thou shalt find 
the forces thou needest sa\·e such as inflow as thou takest 
thy way onward step by step; there thou shalt find the 
savior, never crucified except by thy ignorance; there 
thou shalt see thy judge who never wanders from his 
throne.'' 

There, in your own soul, you shall also behold the 
latent faculties that you never dreamed you possessed, 
and in cultivating these you shall behold the great realm 
of spiritual life as it unveils its treasures and gives to you 
the consciousness of .that religion, that must and will be
come the universal religion of humanity. Peopie of all 
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colors, all nationalities and all classes shall bow before its 
radiant altar, not as serfs, but as gods, waiting for that 
unfoldment wherein the Christ shall don the garments of 
its higher and grander power. 

vVhen we comprehend this fact we shall stand 
before the altar where once stood one of the 
noblest men that ever loved America; then we shall 
learn that there is no religion for Germany, no re
ligion for Italy, no religion for America, no religion for 
any other country, but that the world is every man's home 
and to do good is his religion. This shall indeed be the 
watchword of nations, and. all peoples shall recognize the 
glory of that religion that reveals to them, first, them
seives, and leads them by the silent waters of self-ex
amination, self-thought, self-energy and self-aspiration, 
lmtil they realize that they are unfolding and behold just 
beyond that greater and grander life where, sleeping not 
but fully awake, dwell their kindred and friends. 

This religion opens up to you and me the world that 
reveals to us not alone the possibilities but the powers of 
the human soul. This religion does not . open up to us 
the path wherein we seek selfishly to find a shelter for 
ourselves, endeavoring to shirk the consequences of our 
mistakes and wrong-doings and leaving some one else to 
bear them as a burden while we strive to reach a condition 
that we have not labored for, have not earned, and, let 
me here tell you, will never discover. This religion comes 
to your soul and mine and opens, by the quickened power 
of thought and inspiration, the great world that lies be
fore us with all its responsibilities as well as joys. 

Do you ask, then, if this religion is of more value to 
you than any other religion that is devoted to form and 
ceremony? Do you ask if this religion is more blessed? 
1s there greater good in it? what more can it accomplish 
for man? what more can it reveal to him than any other? 
Can it crown him with a more glorious crown than that 
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woven by the sorrows and tears of him whose blood was 
shed eightee n hundred years ago? Spiritualism answers, 
"I lead you not through the dark waters of ignorance; I 
cause you not to bow before superstition's rugged moun
tai ns ; I ask you to arise and behold, not him who was 
crucified , but yourselves crucifying yourselves." 

H ere is a point that I never comprehended when in 
the material form. I never thought when I was teaching 
ot hers, as I called it when I was talking to them, that I 
was crucifying my own soul by not permitting it to reveal 
to me the great pathway that leads to light, and life, and 
immortality. I taught, to a great extent, as I was taught, 
and that bas been, and is at the present time, the custom 
of the clergy. 'vVe do indeed crucify ourselves, whether 
we call ourselves teachers or scholars, when we smother 
the silent voice within, when we put clown, as it were, our 
lofty aspirations, bow before the creeds and forms that 
man has made, listen to the words of the preacher and 
feel that we must accept them whether the soul responds 
or not. Is it not a crucifixion of wisdom and knowledge 
when we cultivate ignorance ? Meth inks so. 

The time was when man could not grasp the higher, 
could not apprehend the grander; and when the light of 
inspiration flashed from the realms beyond, and l\Iartin 
Luther sprang forth, quickened by a new, glad thought, 
the world scorned him, bigotry hissed, and superstition 
cried, " Crucify him," even as it has been crying all 
along the line of the ages. It is only a repetition, in a 
milder form, of that crucifixion eighteen hundred years 
ago when he who spoke to the people, and suffered in 
Gethsemane, gave to the world the greatest, or one of 
the greatest, examples of human endurance and obedience 
to the higher law, to the law of his own soul, and to the 
divine light that was within, rather than belittle himself 
by denying the power of his own Christ, knowing that 
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the silvery waves of immortal life waited to enfold him. 
Thus it has been with every martyr to the truth. 

Spiritualism is no new thing, no new thought. Those 
who, in Greece and ]{orne, bowed before its holy light 
and taught the people the lessons of honesty, sobriety, 
upright living and the principles of sterling manhood and 
womanhood, who gave them also messages of sympathy 
and love, were indeed saviors of their kind, and their re
ligion was the religion that I proffer you today, the 
religion that takes you, not into the exalted positions and 
high places of earth, hut lifts you to that spiritual plane 
where you can despise no one and proudly exclaim, "I am 
better than thou !" This religion so opens your hearts 
that you claim the people of the whole world as your kin, 
and it teaches you that C'l!CIJ' human soul is destined to 
sing the grand anthem of infinite and unending joy. 

If, then, in the past the light of the true religion has 
shed its rays over the lives of humanity on earth and 
darkness has supervened, we may ask the reason why, and 
I would answer that it came in consequence of the fact 
that the waves of spiritual light, as they laved the souls 
of those who were growing in material power, were 
beaten back. Mankind were bound to the idol of filthy 
lucre, or to such as it could procure, and they turned them 
from the holy of holies. Thus Rome, be it said to her 
shame, fell, and thus in other lands the tide of spiritual 
force and power was withdrawn. Shall it recede again ? 
It now laves not only the shores of America, but all over 
this planet the white spray of immortal truth bestows its 
sacred baptism ; those who have ascended, aided by the 
earnest endeavors and aspirations of human hearts on 
earth, return with glad tidings to bless humanity; on every 
hand the spiritual cycle approaches to touch with a new 
glory the lives of mankind. Shall it recede? 

It will and must be as humanity decide. WilJ they 
accept it or will they, in the grandeur of their material 
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possessions as they bow before the idol of l\1ammon, re
fuse the greatest blessing ever proffered them? \Vill 
they turn backward the tide of immortal light, joy and 
gladness that is breathing its rich benediction upon them 
today? I cannot believe it. Yet I have sometimes stood 
where I ha\'e witnessed the scorn and derision of those 
whose lives were such that they would not want to place 
them 'neath the search-light of this great truth, and have 
observed their opposition to all spiritual advancement. 
There are thousands of these in your Janel who would beat 
back the mighty tide of that spiritual influx that has come 
to conquer the world . The only reason why today more 
men and women are not seeking for its truths is because 
they fear its acceptance, because they know they cannot 
accept it and continue their present mode of life. 

There are, likewise, men, noble men. good men as the 
world goes, men who have high aspirations and women, 
too, who will not have aught to do with Spiritualism be
cause they do not want to have their lives revealed to 
themselves, and because they know that the gateway of 
Spiritualism through which you, and I, and all must wor
ship, the gateway through which we must gain that re
ligion that alone shall make us wise unto salvation, can 
never be passed until they have laid aside their burdens. 
It is like the gateway spoken of in olden times, of which 
it was said that it was no more possible for a rich man to 
enter into the kingdom of hea\·en than it was for a camel 
to pass under its arch. The animal could pass through 
only by first kneeling and being relieved of his burden, 
then by the aiel of his attendant he could press through the 
narrow entrance. 

The rich man, and the poor man-all humanity must 
bow themselves low and be relieved of their burden ere they 
can pass through the gateway that leads to the acceptance 
of the religion of Spiritualism, for the religion of Spirit
ualism is the religion of life, the religion of earnest effort 
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and not the religion of form and ceremony. You cannot 
join its church and say you are saved to-day; you cannot 
join its church and say, "My Savior has washed me clean 
in his blood shed eighteen hundred years ago." You 
can only join its church, the great army of anointed 
souls, by bowing yourselves, relieving yourselves of your 
burdens, accepting the truth unadulterated, leaving 
behind you your shortcomings, and if you have been in 
the habit of doing wrong you must cease wronging any, 
ancl learn to do well. This and this alone is the religion 
of Spiritualism. 

I know, were I to express myself fully upon this 
point you would exclaim : "It is impossible; we cannot 
accept it in its entirety as revealed by you. The con
ditions of earthly existence are such that we cannot li\'e 
true lives, we cannot be true and just even to ourselves in 
the marts of trade, in society-everywhere." If you 
were to express your thoughts in brief you would say, 
"We are ob!tjcd to live a lie!" Just to the degree that 
you are obliged to live a lie, just to that degree you ren
der it impossible for you to enter the great temple of 
spiritualistic thought. 

Friends, I am here among you. The life I lh·ed 1s 
before you, for I was no stranger to the world. I have 
no words of praise for myself. Rather ought I to humble 
myself in the dust that I did not act a nobler part, that 
I did not live a grander life, that I did not proclaim a 
broader truth, but that is passed. It was the expression 
of the life that was and is in its own greater unfoldment 
just beyond you. Yet I feel that I am not far a way from 
you. Out there, as it were, but a little distance, I behold 
men and women engaged in pondering over and dis
cussing every question that is of moment to humanity 
here, but they are calm and collected in agitating subjects 
that cause you to become excited and unreasonable here; 
therefore they are able to judge dispassionately, to weigh 
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carefully, to measure accurately, and the result of their 
deliberations will redound by-and-by to the salvation of 
America and her children, politically, socially and re
ligiously. There is no condition in which bumanity can 
be placed, there is no need of any human child that they 
do not take into consideration. 

You may ask, ''What is the purpose of those wbo in 
the spirit-world think over and examine tbe methods 
whereby the children of earth may be benefited and 
rendered happier?" Just the same purpose that you have 
in discussing the affairs of the day, and their interest 
therein is as great as yours can be, probably more so, for 
e...'\periencc in another sphere has made them more far
seeing as regards results. Every revolution in earth life 
has been the direct effect of what those workers there 
have clone. \Vere you able to pierce the veil you would 
perceive there those who are engaged in making ready a 
revolution that is to come. 

You are indeed, in every sense of the word, in the 
shadows. You are indeed in the pathways of ignorance, 
and the question on our side of life is not, "How shall we lift 
them? how shall we, by the influence we possess, do their 
work for them?" but the problems they are solving are 
like this: ''How can we concentrate and crystallize 
powers that will enable us to quicken the souls of 
humanity? How can we prepare them for the coming 
revolution? How can we best awaken fathers and 
mothers to a realization of the fact that to educate their 
children in morality and .in all that is expressive of the 
highest manhood and womanhood is their sacred duty, 
and likewise to arouse all beings to the knowledge tbat a 
true education consists not alone in the attainment of 
scholarly lore, but also in the attainment of that which 
shall bring to them a consciousness of their souls' worth 
and powers with the ability to develop and unfold them?" 

Do you not think that when man votes as the God 
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within tells him, when he acts as the promptings within 
direct him, that thought will grow brighter, and that 
flowers will bloom where thorns now arc found ? 

It is in the quickening of souls that the great le\'er 
of Spiritualism is doing its mighty work. There are a 
few in the land who are living it and daring to express 
its truths to the world; there are those who accept it as 
far as they deem it may be of advantage to them but not 
until it is woven into the very life of every individual, 
not until its silvery threads are gathered up and treasured 
as something sacred, and humanity lives in accordance 
with that highest of all mandates, HFeel and act towards 
others as you would that others should feel and act to
wards you"-not until all this has come to pass, will 
Spirittialism bestow its holiest and best benediction. 
Then indeed the whole world will exclaim, "Bright and 
glorious are thy waves, grand and beautiful are thy ways, 
and before thy light I wait to serve my kind." 

As I have already said, there are some who dare to be 
true, but the great majority are true only when they be
lieve it will be beneficial to them from a worldly point of 
Yiew. I leave you to gauge their worth, spiritually speak
ing. Not until all garments of pride, all garments of lust, 
all garments of anger-all that belittle the human soul are 
cast aside and you weave the garments of love and gentlc
ness,can the religion of Spiritualism adorn yoUI·lives with its 
beauty and grandeur. Then indeed shall come that holy 
flame, not from without but from within, that shall light 
up the chambers of your souls and you will exclaim : ''At 
last I have found the way the reli()"ion that is sufficient 
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for me and for all the world! No kindred have I that 
shall not rccei\'e its blessing; no outcast exists that shall 
not be lighted in his or her way by its rays.'' Then by 
your side I can stand, because, as said he to whom I ha\·e 
referred, ''The world is my home, to do my rei igion," and 
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over and throughout all the world the religion of humani
ty finds its blessed abiding place. 

l\Iay you be faithful, may you be true, may you, as 
far as you understand yourselves, live. in the light of this 
sacred gospel that is being dispensed upon the right hand 
and the left, the truth that comes to you without money 
and without price. If you have to yield up some of your 
cherished idols in order to secure its blessings, remember 
that there are greater treasures garnered "over there" for 
you. If some friends turn against you, remember that 
"over there" more loving and kind ones light the pathway 
that you may walk safely therein. If you are scorned here, 
remember that blessings unnumbered shall fall upon your 
heads as you pass through the wilderness of this life do
ing good unto all, speaking kindly to every one, teaching 
human hearts the blessed gospel of cheerfulness, of lo\'e 
and endurance. \Vhen you see those who are faithful in 
the discharge of the duties devolving upon them in this 
life and living in accordance with the dictates of this 
golden gospel, imitate them. 

You have one just here, friends, of whom you should 
be proud. This temple was dedicated to the great 
and grand work of disseminating the truths of Spiritualism 
by those in realms beyond who have the world's welfare 
at heart and in charge, and this man, ordained by a higher 
power than any power on earth, has for years stood before 
the world unflinchingly in the performance oft his mission. 
A few days ago a little shaft of sadness, a little shadow 
passed over his form, but in the hands of those who or
dained him, in the hands of those who crowned him, he 
stands before you again to clay, faithful to his trust, 
an example that all the world may well seek to emulate. 
\Vhile you may exclaim, "There is not another man who 
would do as he has clone," I say to you whose faces are 
turned upward to me, Go thou and do 1 ikewise. If you 
are not so situated in life that you can build a temple, if 
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the angels have not aided and given to you the task of 
erecting a temple, bu_ild a monument of noble manhood 
and womanhood, and ask the world to gaze upon it and 
behold the light gleaming therein. In this way you may 
imitate this man and follow his example. 

I rejoice that the religion I have taught you in such 
a feeble manner this afternoon will kindle other hearts, 
and when its kindling rays shall burn to a flame lighted 
and maintained by that Eternal Energy that never tires 
nor falters, you will see humanity, in the dignity of a 
grand manhood, aided by the decay of the past, in the 
freshness of the new, in the gladness of the greater morn
ing, rejoicing in the religion that triumphs over all sin, 
over all wrong, over all suffering, over all weakness, over 
all ignorance, and that has been proffered to and accepted 
by the children of earth. 

' This is my religion. It is for you to decide whether 
it is or shall be yours or not. But sometime I know I 
shall meet you ''out there,'' and you will join me in looking 
over and discussing the problems whose solution shall re
dound to the glory, and purity, and grandeur of that re
ligion that shall make all humanity one-one in peace, one 
in harmony, one in holy aspiration, one in a manhood and 
womanhood such as shall link them in one mighty bond. 
Then indeed we may talk not of nations and nationalities, 
but the united nations shall sing the song of freedom, 
wars shall pass away and sin be known no more, while the 
little weaknesses of the whole human race shall be out
grown as they take their way onward, still onward. 
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SELF-GOVERNMENT. 
BY SPIRIT CONFU CIUS, 

(A Chinese Philosopher of 2,-fOO Years since.) 

SUNDAY ,\\ORNING, APRIL 28, 1901. 

IN VOCATION. 

INSPIRE us, 0 Life, with Thy infinite energies, and 
quicken every human soul as far as it may respond to 

Thy great advancing wavelets in its aspirations. May the 
silence that reigns supreme as far as man's material 
senses are concerned, become tangible to Thy children by 
their own upliftment that they may not wait, hoping, ask
ing and aspiring to enter into the great Beyond. but by 
their soul-commands bring the waves of that Beyond 
nearer until it lays its treasures at their feet. 0 Infini
tude, Thou art cradled indeed in all life, and Thy sacred
ness we can sense only as we realize the possibilities with
in and the power thereof, whereby humanity shail guide 
and govern Thy vast, illimitable currents. 

" In presenting this senes of lectures to the public, perhaps a few suggestions to those 
not conversant with spiritualism would be appreciated. 

Due allowance should be made for seeming lack of complete expression by some intelli
gencies owing to diss1milanty of brain development, the physical and mental conditiOn of the 
medium and conditions furnished by those present at the time of transmission. 

:\I any of our spirit speakers are not hampered to any extent in their expresswn through 
one mstrument while they would be through another, and some find the language of the 
medium superior to their own development, but as a rule, manifestations from the subjective 
through all phases of medmmship are more or less imperfect. 

The invocation is seldom offered by the spirit delivering the address. 
Poems or blank verse in this series are more or less impaired or lost, owing to the in

ability of the stenographer to report them as delivered. 
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0 ye who strive to direct and aiel these children, be
stow your blessings upon them. Ye may not lay upon 
their brows the wisdom ye have gleaned, ye may not bear 
unto them the unfading flowers ye have planted, ye can
not transfer unto them the kno\Vledge that gladdens 
your beings, but aid them by that all-quickening power 
that shall enable them to behold tbemselves and gather 
the flowers that bloom in the pathways through which 
they wander even now, avoiding the thorns and growing 
grander in the sense that all life grows grander by its 
constant unfoldment, for thereby from within the divine 
energy that never slumbers awakens the fafulties of the 
soul and the potency thereof is demonstrated by the ex
ercise of that wisdom that alone can polish the soul. 

0 Life, Thy servants we are even as the bodies of 
these children are their servants, and may they realize 
that, as they grow in that growth that the soul alone can 
recognize, all things shall become subservient to the 
divine and infinite power. Baptize them, the1 efore, in 
that quickening influence that will help them to expand 
themselves. Direct the atoms that float in the atmos
phere as'it fans their n;ortal cheeks that they may emit 
the silent volume of soul-forces incarnate in each, enabling 
the man or woman to arise in the dignity of his manhood 
or the grace of her woman hood and pierce that broader 
cycle wherein all things shall be revealed unto the in
dividual. 

DISCOURSE. 

QAUSING in contemplation before the multitudinous 
1:0 lessons of life, we may sometimes query as to what 
is the first, what is the most importaut one for the human 
child to learn thoroughly in whatever incarnation he may 
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find himself. It matters little what our embodiments have 
been .or may be. \Vherever we find ourselves, or, more 
especially, as you find yourselves upon the planet at this 
time, the first question to ask, the first problem to solve 
is that of self-government. 

The individual who labors to govern himself or her
self, has no time to spare com planing of others, no time 
to attend to the weeds growing in a neighbor's 
garden, until he has plucked them all from his own little 
plot. As you have been taught, the grand problem of 
life, is to overcome all things through knowledge, and to 
obtain power to direct and control atoms and elements. 
No borrowed knowledge or power will serve your purpose; 
it must be the awakened power and knowledge of your 
own soul. 

This is but a faint expression of the high destiny of 
all and what, through its possibilities, the soul is capable 
of arriving at in power and force, in everything, in short, 
that pertains to life ; and yet even the little child would 
tell you that you could not govern systems, you could not 
control the elements until you first learn to control your
selves. This, however, has been, is and ever will be the 
lesson humanity are most loath to learn, the one great 
problem they most dislike to attempt to solve, for the 
senses like to rule, and man likes to be ruled by them. 
To such a degree is this tl1e fact, that, looking out upon the 
world at the present time, you behold the people thereof 
departing from the simple ways in which the spirit would 
lead them and striving to attain greatness without effort, 
striving to attain purity without morality, striving to at
tain the highest altitude without weaving the garments 
befitting that condition. Herein lies one of the greater 
needs of the spiritual advancement that comes and pre
sents to you at this time its high and indubitable creden
tials. \Ve do not expect to lead man to triumphant suc
cess through the senses. \Ve do not anticipate by any 
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means that as long as one or many seek to control others, 
as long as one or many seek to obtain all the wealth and 
spend their efforts in that which pertains to worldliness, 
the golden dawn of that :Millennium, that spiritual out
pouring that will surely come, but not until human lives 
become responsive to its touch, will be delayed. As long 
as they are seeking after worldly gain and striving to sat
isfy their curiosity it must wait, for it can only come 
when the soul is permitted to demonstrate its masterly 
force. As I have already stated, the first lesson for you 
and me, wherever we may be, whatever may be.our needs, 
our aspirations, our hopes or our circumstances, is to 
learn to govern ourselves in every condition of life, until, 
standing above that condition that permits the display of 
passion, anger or those kmdrecl emotions, we never more 
shall thus soil our lives. 

\Ve present to you from time tc time, as far as we 
are able, a religion that we claim is pure, that is without 
a stain, we present to you a philosophy that embraces the 
a11 of life and that will guide its disciples into those path
ways where they may learn to understand every form of 
life's expressions not only that are tangible to your pres
ent senses, but those of which you are now unaware, for 
you live in a world of infinite greatness, therefore, what 
matters it in what country or clime we find ourselves ex
isting today ? 

In the long ago, over the ocean that laves your 
shores, the people where I dwelt were simple and true, 
kind and honest ; but they wearied of the simplicity of 
c hildhoocl ; they weariea of the plain teachings of truth 
and sought greatness through devious ways, and therein 
you behold not the ruin but the consequent sufferings of 
China's children. Thus has retributive justice worked, 
perhaps not in the same way, in relation to every other 
nation that has departed from the sweet, simple living 
that marks a people's wholesome state. Take for in-
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stance~ other nations that have grown rich and proud : 
There was a time when the children of Rome were taught 
the simplest of truths and strove to liYe them. It is just 
as true of indiYiduals as it is of nations. As long as they 
remain children in simplicity and regard it as naught to be 
ashamed of, just as long as they are willing to learn the 
simplest truths and do not seek for the loftiest unless 
they are necessary to supply their needs and the needs of 
others, just so long will they forget that beyond there is 
a greater truth. 

Hence, at the present time the first lesson that 
Spiritualism is endeavoring to teach is through the gate
way of the knowledge of immortality or the continuity of 
life. \Vhatever follows I need not tell you. You have 
your own experiences and observations. To.day the tidal 
wave of spiritual truth laves your shores, and the need of 
the hour is not for human greatness on the outer, but for 
that human grandeur that expresses itself by its loftiest 
power, the power of the soul. You ask for greater dem
onstrations. You ask for more unveilings at the hands of 
those who minister unto you from the Beyond. Yon 
shall receive them when your li,·es shall become exalted, 
not by the efforts of any others, but by your own. There 
is no need, no requirement for aught but this: that hu
manity shall seek after the highest and never be disturb
ed if perchance one receiYes a higher message than that 
which another may obtain. The wide avenues through 
which we ascend to loftier heights and the great realms 
of peace over and throughout which we may travel, are 
never crowded. There is room and a plenty for all, and 
the flower that you or I may pluck, growing where 
perhaps it gives a sweeter, richer perfume than many an
other, need not become the envy of any other individual, 
and you need not em·y me what I gather or I you, for we 
shall never garner what we have not earned. 

That which you call Spiritualism demonstrates to you 
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somewhat faintly the reality of the home "over there" 
somewhat dimly the fact that you shall live forever, and 
tells you sweetly that you shall join those gone before. 
All these are sacred truths to me as weli as to you, and 
yet where would you find completeness in the companion
ship of those you love, where would you find satisfaction 
in the simple existence that did not give to you the 
quickening touch of the soul, enabling you to realize that 
even in that life you must learn to master every faculty, 
to command every power of the soul (and I assure you 
there are many), and to guide and direct them as readily 
as you govern your simplest acts at the present time. 

There is nothing so profound that it may not be 
simplified. There is nothing so grand as simplicity un
adorned, save by the reason that is kept polished by the 
constant activity of the soul that for the time being uses 
it as its servant. \Vhen you exercise your reason only in 
accordance with the acceptance of this or that one's say
so, be it the true know ledge of others, it is not your 
knowledge. You only obtain perfect knowledge by ex
amining every part of your own life, every expression, 
silent though it may be, that wells up from within, every 
aspiration that would give you joy in the thought that 
"'over there" some one, clearer than all the world, watches 
over you. This is indeed a sacred and a holy thought, 
but it should be accompanied by the strong will exclaim
ing, "I will prove myself worthy of the love that is more 
precious to me than my own existence;· I will so conduct 
myself from day to clay, keeping myself unspotted from 
the world, that that dear one 'over there' may be my 
fitting companion and I hers." 

I know, and you know, that those who are on the 
spirit side of life are attaining higher unfoldments by 
virtue of soul effort, not by virtue of the forgiveness ac
corded us by another, nor by virtue of being uplifted or 
blessed by any other, and sometime, whatever we may 
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dream, this quickening will come. Then, children, you 
will learn and understand if never before the meaning of 
love ; then you will revel in its glorious atmosphere, and, 
hand clasped in hand, heart to heart with your soul-com
panion, you will realize what life signifies as far as com
panionship is concerned. E\·en then life would ha,·e an 
emptiness were it not that this commingling of all the uni
verse and its children bestows upon us the all-quickening 
power to understand ali other souls. No soul is different 
from any other. The attributes of one are the 
attributes of all. Even the one you look upon 
as Deity possesses the same attributes that you 
and I possess. If one drop were extracted from the 
water of the ocean, it would disturb all tl1at vast body; 
if one element were lacking in the human soul, the soul 
could not exist, and, going one step farther, I would assert 
that if one atom could be destroyed, the universe would 
be annihilated. Every sand-grain is just as important as 
your life or mine. You may not accept this statement, 
but understand that the divine glow of the soul of the 
sand-grain gives to that which comes next thereunto a 
greater expression of life. 

Th.us, from the lowest, you behold, outspeeding 
through every grade of life, the baptism of that which ex
isted beneath it, and this is what makes this planet more 
beautiful as well as riper than heretofore. You are your
selves, by virtue of all others that have li,·ecl upon this 
planet, finer in physique, finer in the component parts of 
your corporeal form ; you are, so to speak, finer in your 
manhood or your womanhood by virtue of the existence of 
those you have called savages as well as all other beings 
and objects. Everything that has crawled, the mammoth 
of old and those monsters of the forest that are almost or 
quite extinct, yielded up their lives that your li,·es might 
find a greater expression in every sense at the present 
time. Likewise, by virtue of your lives, the generations 
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that are coming after you shall gather in more spiritual 
thought and more spiritual truths than you accept. 

Forget it not: \Ve cannot separate ourselves from 
any vibration of life's forces ; we are akin unto all, and 
the dark chambers of the planet we have had the use of 
in our previous and present incarnations have been and 
are just as important as the broader, clearer atmosphere 
that surrounds your planet at this hour. 

I have no desire to give you anything in relation to 
the life I have lived. I only need to say that since my 
earliest remembrance I was quickened by an outside 
power, possessing those faculties in far distant days that 
you denominate psychic. All of you possess them, but 
not to the same degree, and when, turning aside from 
bathing yourselves in the waves of materiality, you seek 
for truth, not dreaming that you can possess it without 
utilizing it, but seek it for the purpose of weaving it into 
your every-day lives, then you will begin to understand 
what I would have you infer from the thought that has 
been uttered in relation to the first lesson: \Ne are 
destined to control, guide and govern all things. 

The powers of the human soul are transcendently 
great ; they cannot be exalted; there is no power. in the 
universe greater, and, as you are destined to become 
world-builders, you mtiSt learn to exercise those powers, 
you must learn to weave appropriate garments for your
selves, you must become masters of yourselves in order 
to fit you for your work. This is why I have said that 
the first lesson you have to learn is that of self-govern
ment, the control of every faculty of the soul. You do 
not and cannot know at the present time all there 
are, because you have latent faculties that have not been 
awakened, and they will remain quiescent until you recog
nize the Deity enshrined within ; then you will realize the 
uselessness of searching in far away places for that 
power that shall be greater than yourselves. There is no 
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power greater, there is no power diviner, there is no 
power that man can wield so triumphantly as his own. 
Understand, however, that I am not speaking of the 
powers that you are conscious of at the present time, for 
today man has left the noblest, divinest forces of his life 
unattended, unheeded and unheard, and is yielding him
self almost solely to the wild turmoil that sweeps in clark 
waves over humanity and buries so many in anguish or 
beneath the waves of indifference. 

\Vhen the soul shall become awakened, when humani
ty shall realize the richness of their inheritance, when the 
children are taught the blessedness of their own 
possessions, you will behold them growing up, not reck
less as now, but with love for, and yielding gentle 
obedience to, father and mother, and you will behold the 
parents never stern and forbidding in aspect, never 
frowning or allowing a cloud to rest upon their counten
ances in the presence of their children, for do you not 
realize, fathers and mothers, that your children are a 
sacred trust committed to your keeping? The frown of 
the father has often driven the sensitive, psychic boy in
to the p1.thways of dissipation, error and wrong-doing, 
and when you realize this and recognize the fact that 
every look makes its impress upon the soul of the 
children, then you will understand more fully the 
necessity for governing the angry passions, the necessity 
for governing yourselves completely. 

This leads to another thought which I would simply 
present to you, not expecting your acceptance of it to-day, 
for your senses will oppose it, namely, the absolute 
necessity of not introducing 1nto your systems anything 
that intoxicates, for that which intoxicates robs the brain 
of the use of its full power. Food and drink should be 
simple and selected with a view to their nutritive proper
ties. \Vhen you consider the custom of adulterating 
foocls and drinks, you need not wonder that the many 
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groan in pain and exclaim, "I am sick!" The soul shall 
have the privilege of its full and complete expression only 
when man shall sacrifice his tastes to his reason. I should 
not say "sacrifice," because I could not dream of any 
man's considering it so great a denial to tur11 his back on 
the use of tobacco or intoxicants, or to cease the practice 
of employing oaths. The unbridled tongue is indeed a 
most unruly member. Speak quietly and calmly always, 
and never allow yourselves to be disturbed when you see 
a not her prospering while you are not, but accept the ine,·i
table in the broad spirit of a generous, brotherly love, real
izing that the law of your being is not the law of your 
brother's being,and realizing also that you are living in these 
embodiments by virtue of the activity of the soul within, 
that builder that has built these forms tbat you may wear 
them tor a time. It is erroneous to speak of a God creat
ing man: man has builclecl himself, and every embodi
ment that he has ever worn, and every embodiment 
that he shall ever wear has been and shall be of b is choice 
and manufacture. 

Remember, then, that illimitable are the elements 
and vast is the laboratory wherein you and I are continu
ally operating, but never as a curiosity-seeker. You 
never search, in the building of your lives, for that which 
you cannot obtain, and you never lose yourselves, 
although seemingly you may, for when the body sleeps so 
quietly the soul goes out into the realms of that laboratory 
gathering to itself new power and new forces that, on the 
awakening of the individual, it may impart through the 
senses higher and nobler thoughts. 

May you learn, then, that it is not what my life has 
been that should interest you; it is not what the life of 
any other has been that should interest you above all else. 
It is sweet to receive loving, tender thoughts from our 
kind, no matter how many ages have rolled between their 
earthly expression and ours. But I would draw your 
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attention this morning to yourselves, and, if possible, aid 
you to realize that no outside power can accomplish the 
work you desire to have clone, no outside power can up
lift you to that condition of attainment for which you hope. 

For behold within the glowing spark that never dims, 
As broader still it grows from time to time; 
And looking here, with eyes most keen, behold! 
No other dwells within the form you wear today. 
There look again, 0 man, and see the jewels bright 
As resting side by side they wait thy hand to polish, 
And thy thought, thy will, to bring to that expression 
That shall outward seem, and make thy life like a golden dream, 
Aye, more, a keen reality whereat thou must exclaim: 
" [ never knew such gems were mine till now; 
I never knew-! never saw myself. 
I looked so often in the glass at what I saw, 
But now, behold! I look within, and mirrored there, 
I see 'twere but the reflection of the face: I wore, 
'Twere but the form that clothed the soul. 
Now 1 behold the latent powers-ah, they are I! 
I count them o'er and o'er, I count them one by one, 
And stand astonished as I gaze, for unnum berecl are our faculties, 
And each a power within doth give." 
!-!ere, then, I stand revealed e'en to myself, 
And now [ know, as never have I known before, 
What font to seek that I may find that which I've sought so long, 
For now I know the power within is mine. 
:\Iyself I'll polish, and I leave my kindred all 
To care the best they can, each for himself; 
And yet, as I with higher thoughts advance, 
A greater strength comes e'en from these, the jewels of my life. 
I'll strive with power and thought I never knew before 
To quicken every soul to look within. 
Then, children, shall this planet glow with joyful hopes and grand good 

cheer; 
Then, then indeed no songs of woe shall strike against the mortal ear, 
But joy from every child shall breathe its anthem rich and all with glad-

ness join: 
"I'm li'ving here to master self that I may greater master grow 
Uf all things that are found in realms unnumbered, vast, 
That mine eye hath never seen. I'm quickened now, I know I live; 
No more of passion or of sin, no more of sadness or of tears. 
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I live to live and broader grow. I live to gather all the power that's 
mine 

That I may, with the power of thought and force of will, command the 
atoms to obey. 

Then, mingling with the hosts beyond, unnumbered masters of all art and 
song, 

I'll labor in the realms beyond to build my world and chant my song." 
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IN'\TOCATION. 

INFINITE and all-potent Life, breathing Thy baptism 
everywhere and chanting the great anthem of "Pro

gression," Thy wondrous unveilings give to Thy children 
gleams of the advancing pathway through which a11 must 
pass. In the d ivine chambers where Thy life, 0 Allah, 
findeth expression, whatever man may deem, Thou dost 
indeed qu icken every form which gains expression. In 
the divine promptings of that soul that slumbers in the 
atom awaiting its higher u nfolclme nt in man, in all the 
singing and throbbing stars Thy wondrous voice speaks 
anc1 sends forth a quickening power unto every animate 
and inanimate substance. All existence, 0 Allah, feels 
the approach of Thy silent tread, and awakens to higher 
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proportions; man, sleeping in the chamber of his forget
ful ness, a wakens at last to list to the voice from beyond 
heralding the dawn of the gladsome day, and lo, the star 
in the east gilds the horizon with greater glory as it 
advances westward, while the teeming nations wait in their 
troubled conditions for the dawning of-they hardly 
know what, but we realize it is that which shall quicken 
their souls until they mount, on the great tide of pro
gression, beyond creed, beyond ceremonies, beyond the 
trembling arch of superstition and behold themselves in 
the grand ways of that vVisdom that is destined to illum
inate 3.11 humanity. 

0 Allah, thou dost live in every human soul, and the 
green spears of grass that rise to receive the kiss of the 
sun beam bespeak that prophecy that shall come to Thy 
children here when man shall step forward and be clothed 
in brighter garments, when he shall realize his at-one
ment, 0 Allah, with thee, and. seeking no longer to find 
the greater without, turn within to find even that which 
he had thought were greater than his own possession. 

l\Iay we this hour not only reach out with our high
est thoughts and aspirations, but may we realize the 
sweetness and joy of that kindling thought that grows 
brighter af!d broader as the nations advance, the quicken
ing thought flowing from the realms where no thought 
can perish, bearing to Thy children here incarnate the 
good tidings that should be of great joy. May these 
people awaken to the consciousness of the rich blessings 
resting upon them, and realize more and more in all its 
fulness that the journey on which they have set out is 
unending. 

0 Allah, we thank thee for all the baptisms with 
which Thou hast blessed Thy children. The breath from 
the mountain-top, the cheerful song of the crickets in the 
fields, the warbling of the birds in the depths of the wild 
wood, the beasts that roam abroad or lie at the feet of 
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man, we all know add to the great \'Olume of that inspiring 
and aspiring force that tends to the perfection of life, and 
to the great unfoldment of the human soul when it shall 
stand triumphant 'mid the mighty array of marching worlds 
and stay triumphant in the exercise of its own powers~ 
triumphant in the wisdom that shall come to brighten 
their pathway and impart to humanity the consciousness 
that they have long hoped for. 

0 Allah, Thou has commissioned Thy children in 
spheres celestial to minister to Thy humanity of earth, 
and the voice within e\·ery human soul we obey, and 
would come in touch with Thy children everywhere that 
as we gaze upon the human countenance \Ve may sec Thy 
reflection and realize Thy presence there. 

DISCOURSE. 

A_ S I attempt to give expression to certain views that I 
8 desire to present to you on the present occasion, 
strange and unutterable emotions stir me, and whatever 
thought I may be able to cause you to sense, I shail be 
glad if only I can give you one word to aid you as you 
journey along life's pathway. 

The past is not save as a memory, and when you look 
back and glean all you can from historic records and pre
historic legends and traditions, you know but little of the 
stern realities that caused humanity in other days to 
suffer and rejoice as you, to a certain extent, suffcr and 
rejoice to-day. 

I would not have you think of me as an individual. 
I can give you no evidence of my identity, and I shall nut 
attempt it. Suffice it to say I am a soul like yourselves, 
floating on the illimitable ocean of life. \Vhatc\·cr may 
have been my past, its trials and its sorrows, its failures-
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for I can not speak of successes only in part-as I look 
back and skim, as it were, the tide of the great sea of 
memory, I am glad, more glad than I have words to ex
press that you are living in a clearer atmosphere, that you 
have no reason to fear that Infinite Power that guides and 
governs all things, that you have no occasion to enter 
into the secret chambers of your own souls and exercise 
your minds in the endeavor to formulate methods or make 
plans, whatever you call them, that may be accepted by 
the Almighty as a means of salvation for his children, for 
today I am not thus troubled. 

You know nothing of the tears, you know nothing 
of the questionings, you know nothing of the agonies of 
those who, in other days, bowed before the altar of ignor
a nce, for to you it must seem such, and trembled at the 
thought of that avenging hand outstretched never to he 
withdrawn. But I do not wish to dwell upon the past. 
I would not be pleased to come in touch with your lives 
and attract your attention if I did not have a broader, 
more gladsom e message to offer you, and I rejoice more 
than words can tell that humanity are reaching out from 
th e religions that bind them into the expanse of the re
ligion of the soul, the religion that brings freedom to 
every human child, the religion that discards all forms 
and ceremonies~ has no one upon whom mankind may lay 
their burdens, and recognizes no one with whom to plead 
for mercy, no one with whom to plead that his wrath may 
not plunge them into an eternity of sorrow. 

However I believed in other days, I now know that 
when man becomes spiritually awakened he has naught to 
fear. He need have no fear of that which he cannot see, 
no fear of that which he cannot sense in any way, no fear 
even of his kind, for, methinks, he stands then on the 
mountain.top of safety and knows it, for what, I ask you, 
is the need of fear lest the body be harmed? No power 
of thought, no power outside one's self can injure the 
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breath of Deity. And what may that be? Very different 
from what I used to think, friends, entirely so, for Deity 
to me is life's highest expression, or, in other words. it 
represents that power that cradles you and me, that power 
that shall enable us sometime to realize that all things 
are-not created, for I do not accept the idea of aught be
ing created, but I would say generated by an infinite 
power, and the inexhaustible source whence we obtain 
our existence, if we do obtain that existence, suffices for 
the existence of all things. 

The past has become to me as a sealed volume ex
cept in so far as memory is concerned. I would not have 
that past changed, for I am well aware that by virtue of 
the religions that have been, humanity have attained to 
the broader religion of the present hour; and yet I can
not say that humanity have attained to the best of the 
religion that I would present to you this afternoon, but 
they are reaching out towards it, they are attaining it. 
\Vhen humanity shall have possessed themselves of it 
they will stand upon that mountain of self-consciousness 
where no belittling thoughts shall mar the soul, where no 
angry emotions shall rack the form, where no wish to in
jure another shall find a lodgment in any mind, for, 
understand you, we make our own religion, we make 
ollrselves. 

All religions have sprung, as you well know, from 
the idea of worshipping something superior to one's self. 
Indeed, this has been the keynote, you might say, of all 
religions. The savage, lost in wo11der at the expressions 
of Nature and not being able to grasp the idea of an un
seen power back of it all that gave to him the grand 
expanse of prairie, the mighty forest, the rolling deep and 
all that Nature presents to the view of man, turned to 
those visible objects and ofttimes worshipped the sun, 
the moon or the stars, feeling, perhaps, that those orbs 



possessed the power that gave life to all things abo,·e 
them. Thence came the worship of that supreme some
thing of which I never completely conceived-if you have 
I am glad. I dreamed that I believed it, and I taught 
others to worship an individual, a personal God. But you 
know the story, I need not repeat it. Rather would I 
leave it with the husks of other superstitions that are 
being relegated to the deep depths of oblivion. As you 
advance up the steeps of time you will realize that eYery 
religion has taught the worship of something far away 
and superior to man, and if, in their conceptions, mankind 
have ofttimes made bungling work, it is not to be thought 
strange. 

Sick and weary, 0 how sick and weary of the re
ligion that for a time held me in bondage until my soul 
rebelled and I could bear the fetters no longer, I was 
scorned and persecuted by those I left behind me, but 
I rejoice that I had the power and exercised it of taking 
one step in advance. Yet that step did not permit me 
to pass from dark belief into knowledge, but it enabled 
me to leave the darker and enter the lighter shadow. 
Thus it is, step by step, that man must grow, as grows 
the child from his infancy to manhood, not at a bound, 
but little by little until the babe that was stands before 
you, the perfect model of a noble man. Today, therefore, 
your religions have very little of the element of fear from 
which the earlier Christians suffered, for it seems to me 
that the Christians of the present day are not very much 
worried about making God angry, are not very much 
disturbed, as they were in other days, at the little incon
sistencies that mark always human lives. 

However, I wish to say something to you of the now, 
dear friends, for I would ca11 you thus and bestow upon 
you a kindly feeling from my own life. The past has 
woven its garments for me, and I have worn them ; the 
past has woven its garments for many another by virtue 
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or not of the individual accepting the opinions o£ others 
and not seeking to weave his own robes. The golden 
hour has come, and the light of truth, borne to you by 
those who have entered broader pathways, gives to you 
the consciousness (for I am sure that your souls con
sciously respond to the message) that no religious senti
ment that breathes one breath of fear or that kindles one 
in the human soul is worthy your at tent ion or mine. \Vhen 
fear steps in true religion disappears, for if I understand 
the term it signifies the expression of the loftiest rever
ence for truth wherever it is found, it signifies the aspira
tion welling up from the deep depths of the human soul 
for the possession of that truth which shall make all men 
free, and in my opinion, no higher or truer sentiment was 
ever expressed than that embodierl in the sentence, "The 
truth shall make you free!" 

If in my clay we were not free, it was because we did 
not, or dared not, accept the truth in its fulness and com
pleteness. We stand, then, at the present time side by 
side with you in the great race of unfoldment. I am a 
scholar, I am a child even. I have learned a little, and 
yet that little is to me of more value than thousands and 
millions of volumes written and bound by the hand of 
man. I have found life, I have found truth, I have found 
myself, and when we find ourselves, friends, be it in this 
or that life, we have found the pearl of great price. \Nhen 
we have found ourselves and learn to trust ourselves, to 
use our faculties and earn what we would possess, then 
we stand before the peerless altar of that religion that 
sufficies for every human being, of that religion that lifts 
the soul in gladness, breathing its divine blessing upon 
all humanity, wherein we behold no crucified savior, no 
angry God, no devil worse than ourselves, and no hell un
less we arc making and sustaining it by our own lives. 
If there are any hells, I can assure you that you will find 
them here, you will find them where suffering and ignor-
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ance exist ; and if there are any heavens you will find 
them within your own beings where the soul, chanting its 
purest, highest aspirations, seeks no longer to peer 
through the immensity of space, hoping to catch some 
glimpse of the pathway o'er which it must pass to enter 
into heaven and sit down at the right hand of a stranger ! 

'vVhy, friends, there is, I will not say a bitternes~. 

but a sorrow in the very thought of the teachings that I 
sought to inculcate in my clay, and which were first taught 
me, but it is not so deep, not so heavy as it would be did I 
not realize that thus man passes from a lesser to a greater 
state of spiritual unfoldment, that thus from a little light 
he gains a brighter illumination, and that thus from a 
portion of the truth he obtains a clearer re\·elation, for I 
understand that man in his savage or undeveloped con
dition cannot grasp what I have. I look upon the human 
being, then, much as you would look upon the planet that 
has, through growth, cle\·elopecl from its nebulous con
dition into the beautiful perfection that you now behold, 
as far as it has gained perfection. So likewise man, little 
by little, must :1waken to the consciousness of b is own 
soul growth. \Vhat is his soul growth? What is his 
soul? Himself. Methinks it is hard or somewhat diffi
cult for you to realize, when you think of yourselves, that 
you are not spirit bnt soul clothed upon by the spirit 
form, reaching out for all the problems that you can solve 
for yourselves. 

\¥hat greater religion would you have than t lw t 
which teaches and prompts you to be kind to every child 
of humanity? vVhat better religion would you have than 
that which brings to you a gladness from the echoes of 
the songs your friends are chanting over there? What 
diviner religion would you have than that which tells you 
in the morning, while conditions are as they are today, 
"Go O\'er where the widow sits in her cold wretchedness, 
and not only offer her your sincere sympathy but also 
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carry to her food and fuel?" vVhat more humane re
ligion would you have than that which influences you, on 
a cold, wintry morning, to go and minister unto the 
needy? I do not think you could ha\·e any, and this 
would be an exemplification of that truth that shall and 
must make all humanity free. 

Therefore I shall not surprise you, I am sure, when I 
say to you that I have no interest in the so-called 
Christian religion of the present day. I have no interest 
in anything that causes man to bow his head and proclaim 
his wretchedness. I have no interest in any thought that 
causes a human soul to cringe in fear before the approach 
of so-called death. I have no interest in aught that can 
tamper or toy with human feelings. l\Ty interest lies in a 
wholly different direction. I have awakened, I have be
come quickened, a·nd hence I live. This I have learned 
since laying aside the earthly em boclimen t-for I dicl not 
by any means catch the all of the light when in the ma
terial form-and therefore I would bear to you this 
message to-day, "The truth shall make you free!" \Vith 
it I would extend to you my congratulations and express 
my gladness in that you are living in a day when you 
realize, as I trust you clo, that Nature's great \'olume is 
the most important volume that you can read; that your 
soul is yourself, if you like to call it so, and as such is the 
most precious jewel in your possession; that you must 
work out your own salvation, for whik, with you, I would 
reverence him of eighteen hund ~ccJ years ago and all 
others who have served humanity-for I am one with you 
in sympathy, in love, at least, and in earnest endeavor-! 
am looking for that revolution, the dawn of which kindles 
the horizon of the western worlcl, the advance of which is 
beheld and understood by a few in the van of the army of 
those souls who, like myself, have drunk from the waters 
that never run dry and partaken of the rich viands of 
thought that we may the more acceptably serve others. 
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The dawning light of spirituai truth will illuminate the 
whole world, and under its ever-broadening rays, creeds, 
forms and ceremonies must disappear. Catbolicism and 
Protestantism-! need give you no names-all so-called 
religious thought that confines itself or allows itself to l:e 
bound in any degree by priestcraft or man-made dogmas, 
must yield to the all-quickening power of those advancing 
thoughts that come free and unbound by pre-concei\'ecl 
opinions and that are destined, I assure you, to revolu
tionize the whole \VOrld_ 

Perhaps you would ask, "\Vh y does the world need 
to be revolutionized ? " The world is beautiful ; every 
flower and every sa.nd grain is a delight to me, but the 
people need education, need that upliftment tl1at shall 
come, not from or by me, not from or by any other save 
as we may sen·e as aids, but from self-culture of the being 
within. 0 how glad I am that the all-quickening power 
that comes in consequence of the presence of those who 
have bathed th eir bei ngs in a greater light, is the power 
that sha11 quicken humanity until wars must cease! We 
can none of us deny, if we have the disposition, that the 
religions of the past and those that have sur\'ived even to 
the present hour in a modified form, advocate war? \Nhy 
should they not ? Because of their origin you could not 
expec t anything- else. But when you have a religion that 
protests against warfare, when you have a religion that 
demands the adequate protection, the kind protection, 
the loving protection of every human child, a religion 
that shall educate man to strive constantly to save him
self by g iving heecl to the voice of the God within, then 
you will have a religion that shall illuminate the whole 
worid, and before its on-coming tide all the revolutions of 
the past shall sink into insignificance. 

I realize that humanity are loath to accept the teach
ings of the new dispensation, as loath to give up their 
idols as were those who in other days bowed before their 



pagan or Christian God, but I say that the truth will un
loose the shackles of superstition and bigotry, and those 
\vho are are hound today will rise in the glory of their 
manhood and womanhood and declare that they arc free. 

F eeb1e is the expression I am able to give my thoughts, 
for I am not accustomed to speak in this manner; but I 
desire to tell you how earnestly I am looking forward 
to the time when I shall be able to take a more acti,·e 
part in affairs that intimately concern the: \Yclfare of 
mankind on earth. I shall he a busy worker in the revo
lution that is now setting in. Time and time again ha\·e 
the messages of light and love been given; time and time 
again have humanity listened to the voices from beyond, 
and 'exclaimed, "They arc be:mtiful !'' time ancl time again 
have the spirit-world laid their sacred offerings on the 
altar; but time and time again it must be said that man
kind were joined to their idols of gold-getting, joined to 
their idols of pride, joined to their idols of self-esteem, 
forgetting the imperishable treasures upon the altar. 
But it cannot aiways be thus. Man will not always thus 
walk in the shadows, for I am sure, eYen as planets grow 
grander, the human soul will lift itself, and by the educa
tion that shall come, humanity will bow before no shrine, 
bow before no idol, and worship none, but. in the midst of 
Nature's vast clonnin with thought uplifted, bowing he
fore the lofty altar of Infinite LO\·e, Wisdom and Joy, his 
prayerful expressions shall not be for :1 moment, not for 
an hour, not for a clay, but a continuous aspiring : 
"Breathe upon me from beyond that I may fincl that elixir 
that shall quicken my being, that I may turn within and 
demand from my own soul the brightest possible expres
sion of the latent forces incarnate there, that I may strip 
myself of all the dry husks of superstition. of all the gar
ments that have been woven in laziness and inactivity and 
clothe myself in robes befitting a pure, earnest, beautiful 
manhood." This shall be the cry, this shall be the prayer, 
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this shall be the aspiration, and, behold, the heavens shall 
part, and there shall descend a greater manifestation 
than that which John was said to have witnessed when 
the sheet was let clown whereon were all manner of 
things. 

0 remember that the past has filled its mission. 
vVhatever it was you have no need to turn its musty pages 
save as you would read of man's ascent. The now is slow 
to seek and find that which was not lost, but which you 
have ever held in your possession yet knew it not. The 
all of the great, eternal future is before you where you 
shall unfold your own saviors, your own Christs, your 
own godly natures, and even in the realm of eternal 
day become masters in the great operation whereby 
humanity shall beco~e blessed as never before. lVIay 
you, therefore, seek and obtain that religion that shall be 
your staff day by day, that truth that shall be unto you 
as the bread of life, that wine that flows from the deep 
font within the soul and never intoxicates but quickens 
to activity and noble endeavor. As you strive to reach 
out to your spirit friends, may you realize that you and 
you alone decide how far they can assist you; you and 
you alone open the gateway or close it, and I say to you 
here and now that if you open wide the way whereby you 
may be approached, no aspiration, no query, no thought, 
shall go forth from your heart that shall not receive an 
answer that shall quicken the deep depths of your being, 
and, lo, your soul shall breathe you its sacred message. 

If I but had the power I would place you wh.ere you 
might find revealed to yourselves the God you have 
sought for and found not, the Christ that is not yet 
arisen, but that once slumbered 'neath your mother's 
pulsing heart and waits for its resurrection through the 
energy and aspiration that you yourselves, through the 
reason and the will, may demand. 

0 man, how wondrous and how grand is thy in-
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heritance, how great the possibilities that arc within thy 
grasp; and yet there is no possibility, there is no aspira
tion, however grand and lofty, beyond which you may not 
reach. The only requirement, dear children, is activity 
and earnest shall I say prayer? Not if you would thereby 
infer that I am advising you to pray to an unknown God . 
I would indeed have you pray without ceasing, but I 
would have your prayer directed to the latent forces with
in your own soul, and the prayer must be accompanied by 
the will in order that you may raise the Christ in all its 
beauty, until you can reveal yourselves to yourselves. 
Standing, then, it may be at the base of the mountain , 
you may discern, resting upon its brow e'en th ough you 
may be enveloped in darkness, th e light that flashes with 
untold brilliancy, and realizin g that life is imperishable, 
you shall likewise realize that yo u are imperishabl e. 

I thank you for your kindness. I am well aware that 
I have given you but little, but the touch of your magne
tism shall be to me a sacred blessing, and if I have sent 
out one thought wave that has touched your lives with a 
quickening force, I hope you also may be blessed by the 
interchange and th e services of this hour. 

'vVH EN RELIGION SHALL i\0 MORE BE HEARD. 

RY SPIRIT \\"ILLIAM ~IL\KESPEARE. 

'Mid all that was or is or shall be, 
\\'hen e ternal ages shall ha,·e swept 
The lyre of life, a nd you look back 
A nd gather up the past a nd a ll its records, 
There'll be one voice that herald'd truth, 
For he whose words you just have listed to, 
Spake as spake no other then 
In daring e'en to burst the bonds that bound, 
And gi,·e to th e world one greater thought. 

Thus, from round to round, we climb the ladder slowly, 
Yet advancing still 'mid all of life's revealings, 
And behold the tide of thought beat backward, 



When the ages rolled in darkness, 
To the vast eternal realms of life, 
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Sweeping eq.rthward now in one resistless torrent, 
As it speaks in clarion tones today, 
While over all the grander light of glory 
\Vaves triumphantly its flag untarnished. 
The light of spiritual thought, ne'er quenched and ne'er destroyed
Kindled 'twas in the darkness of the past-
Yet when Rome, with her lighted torches, gloried, 
It bowed in shame before her ty~ant reign, 
Lifts again its glorious standard, 
\Vhen the nations swell the mighty chorus, 
And all peoples heed the voice of that immortal song, 
"No death, but life wherever more a soul is found!" 

And thus 1 live in every atom 
That doth glow in the gladsome sunshine. 
I live in the twinkling star and all 
Whence it obtains its radiance mild. 
I live in every breath that sweeps the mountain-top. 
I live and lay my bosom where 
The valley breathes its silent prayer, 
And gives to life its quietude so sweet
And thus, U thus we live. 

The past has bound the human soul: 
And art thou sorry, art thou sad? 
Or art thou bound in other chains, 
Yet bound in bigotry as much as they? 
I leave thee this to solve, each for himself; 
But give to me the rising tide 
Of that great wave that in other clays 
Did sweep where earth began, 
And 1 and you within that vast domain, 
\Vhere life and never death is found, 
Found our expression there and then. 

Today you wear these forms by virtue of the God within. 
Who builded, builded well or not, just as you please. 
They are your work, the masterpiece of the soul within; 
Bnt as you, still advancing, high and higher climb, 
The soul in grander glory shaiJ unfold, 
And then behold the master-workers who are building worlds 
And watching o'er the destinies of men. 
Then men shall list in listlessness no longer, 
But they shall list and catch the song, 
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The spirit of the hour that is to be, 
And springing forth vie e'en one with the other 
For a broader, high state. 
Then Religion shall no more be heard, 
But Love her all-enduring temple shall reveal, 
And man as ne'er before shall bow beneath its radiant beams. 
Then what care we for Religion's teachings 
\Vhen man lives for man, his brother, 
And woman walks the pride of every man? 




